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Pursuant to the Commission 's request, enclosed is the independent review team 
report that Duke Energy commissioned earlier this year to independently review alld 
assess the Crystal River Unit 3 (CR3) nuclellr plant repair plan, including the repair 
scope, risks, costs and schedule. The engineering firm Zapata Incorporated led a team of 
industry experts in the fields of structural engineering and applied mechanil'S (illduding 
post-tensioning engineering and construction), project management and controls, cost 
estimating, construction methodology, and U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) 
I icensing. Briefly, and as I describe in greater detail below, the independent n,vi"w t"am 
found thot the current repair plan appears tn he technically feasible , but significant risks 
and technical issues still need to be resolved, including the ultimate scope of any repair 
work, which will necessarily ancct cost and schedule. 

We are in the process of reviewing the report, and our company's nuclear 
engineering, licensing and operations groups, along with members of the prujccI 
managcmcnt and construction organization, will carefully analyze and address issues 
raised in the report as we continue to evaluate the technical and li censing implications, 
estimated costs, work scope, risks and schedule associated with a potential repair of Ih" 
plant. As we have stated , a final decision on whelher to repair or retire CR3 has not been 
made. We will proceed with a repair option only if there is a high degree of confidence 
that the repair can be successfully com pIe led and licensed within the final estimated costs 
and schedule , and in the best interests of our customers, joint owners and investors. 
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During that time, based on preliminary reviews of the work scope, Progress 
Energy estimated that scope of work to cost between $900 million and $1.3 billion and to 
take bctween 24 and 30 months to complet". 

After identifying the preferred repair option, Progress Energy selected two 
potential vendors, Bechtel and URS, both internationally recognized engineering and 
construction finns in the nuclear industry. Based on the URS bid and Progress Energy's 
project team's analyses, Progress Energy estimated the cost for the work scope to bc at 
the high end of thc previously announced $900 milliol1-$1.3 billion range, with those 
costs trending higher as engineering, procurement and construction (EPC) contract 
negotiations and further tcchnical analyses continued, and with an approximate schedule 
of 33 months. 

In May 2012, Bechtel and URS submined bid proposals to Progress Energy. 
Progress Energy SUbsequently selected URS as the pn:rerred vendor to perfonn the repair 
work contingent upon successful negotiation of an EPe contract, and contingent upon 
any final decision by the company to repair the plant. These negotiations arc continuing, 
and based on the URS bid, and Progress Energy's project team 's al1alyses, the July 2012 
estimate for the work scope was approximately $1.27 billion with an approximate 
schedule of 30-33 months to repair the scope of work identified, with expectation that 
these est imates could trend upward. 

Zapata Independent Review Team Work and Report Findings 

In March 2012. Progress Energy' s pending merger partner, Duke Energy, 
commissioned an independent review team (lRT), led by Zapata, to review and assess the 
Progress Energy CR3 repair plan, im.:luding thl! repair scope, risks, costs and schedule. 
Independent evaluations, such as the Zapata review, are common in the nuclear industry 
when addressing complex matters, particularly a lirst-of-a-kind engineering, construction 
and licensing project like the one contemplated at CRJ. The IRT conducted interviews of 
Progress Energy personnel and of Progress Energy contractors dedicated to the repair 
plan. The team also reviewed voluminous project documents, including calculations, 
engineering and design packages, and cost and schedule materials. The IRT mad" 
nlllllerou' site visits and inspections of the containment and surrounding buildings. As 
you will note, the Zapata report provides (I) an evaluation of technical feasibility and 
construction methodology; (2) an assessment or Prugress Energy ' s estimated cost, 
schedule and risks; and (3) an evaluation of risks specifically associated with the 
preliminary NRC licensing strategy. 

Technical Feasibility and Construction Methodology 

The team found that the current r"pair scupe (i .e., replacing p0l1ions of the 
concrete in five of the six bays but not replacing the dome or all of the concrete in the 
walls) appears to be technically feasible; however, significant risks remain that need to be 
addressed. 
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These include lhe following: 

• Whether the state-ot~thc-art computer modeling will be able to accurately 
predict radial stresses and pOlential cracking in lhe building; 

• Whether the containment building dome will suffer damage during the 
repairs and whether it should be replaced as part of the overall work 
scope; 

• Whether existing concrete lower in the building walls will experience 
damage during any repairs, and whether the overall scope ,houln include 
removal and replacement of all existing concrete in the walls, with the 
exception of the concrete already replaced in Bay 3-4; 

• Whether there is the potential for additional damage in locations where old 
and new concrete join; 

• The potential impact of congested work areas III lower elevations on 
safety, work productivity, and cost and schedule; 

• The ability to install radial anchors in the lower elevations under the 
current work scope plan; and 

• The level of detail in the current construction plan, given Progress 
Energy's focu s on detailed engineering work to beller define cost and 
,,,hedules. 

Cost and Schedule Analyses 

The IRT perfonned four analyses of the repair project cost and schedule: 

( I) First, Zapata performed il> own estilllate (without cxisting assumptions or 
data). That estimate totaled approximately $1.49 billion with a proposed 35-
month schedule. The principal difference between Zapata's estimate and the 
Progrc::ss EIlt:rgy estimate appears to be the respective levels of contingencies 
included by each party. 

(2) Second, the tealll separately reviewed the URS bid and Progress Energy's 
owner' s cost and contingency information. The Zapata tearn made 
adjustments to eaeh of those categories to reflect what the team felt those 
costs should be. Zapata concluded that the estimated cost for this scope of 
work was approximately $1.55 billion. Again, the principal difference in the 
Zapata estimale and the Progress Energy $1.27 billion estimate is a higher 
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contingency amount used by Zapata to reflect a higher pro.iect risk. Zapata 
also estimated a 31-month repair schedule. 

(1) Third, Zapata prepared a "rough order of magnitude" csti mate for an 
expanded scope of work scenario, one that included the Progress Energy 
scope plw' the replacement or the containmcnl building uOllle and the removal 
and replacement of concrete in the lower building elevations. Zapata 
estimated that this expanded repair scope could cost approximately $2.44 
billion and take 60 months to complete. 

(4) Fourth, Zapata prepared a "worst case" cost and schedule scenario. This 
scenario assumed that the company would perform Progress Energy's more 
limited scope of work. and at the conclusion of that work, additional damage 
would occur in the dome and in the lower elevations, which would force the 
replacement of each. Under that scenario, Zapata estilllated that the cost could 
be $3.43 billion with a 96-monlh schedule. Again, this is a worst-case 
scenario. 

The table below provides a comparison of the Progress Energy and Zapata 
estimates. 

Progress Energy IRT IRT Review of IRT Estimate IRT "Worst-
Cost Estimate Independent Progress with dome & Case" scenario 
biJscd on URS Estimate of Energy/URS lower estimate (i .e ., 
bid (dome & Repair (with Cost Estimate elevations as dome & lower 
lower dome & lower (dome & lower part of project ~I~vatium, 

elevations not elevations not elevations not scope of work repaired at end 
part of scope of part of project part of scope of of repair 
work) scope of work) work) process) 

Estimated - $1.27B $1.49B $1.55B $2.44B $3.438 
Cost 
Estimated 33 months 35 months 31 months 60 months 96 months 
Duration 

As the Zapata report indicated, the comparable Progress Energy/URS and Zapata 
same-scenario estimates are in the $1.3 billion to $1 .6 billion range. These same-scenario 
estimates do not include additional repairs to the dome or in the lower elevations of the 
building. Such scope additions would increase the repair cost estimates and lengthen any 
repair schedule. The report also made reference to, but does not explain, preliminary 
"composite" information provided by Progress Energy to Zapata that showed an 
approximate $1.9 billion cost and 2S-month schedule. This infonnation was part of 
sensitivity analyses run by the project team in March 2012 after receiving initial pricing 
information from Bechtel and URS. This analysis included assumptions of low 
producti vity rates and higher material costs. High-level sensitivity analyses are 
commonly used in the industry. These sensitivity runs were not further revised or 
cvaluatcd by the project team, as the vendor engineering designs continued to be refined 
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during the negotiation process. These were not cost estimates prepared by the project 
team in accordance with rigorous cost-estimating procedures, nor vetted with the 
Progress Energy project's independent projel:t r~vi~w board or managemcnt. 

With respect to cost information in the IRT report, you will notice several 
instances wbere specific URS labor and material rates amI bid costs information havc 
heen redacted. This information has been redacted pursuant to confidentiality agreements 
with URS. However, the IRT's ultimate conclusions and analysis remain unredacted. 

As with the technical analysis, the company is continuing to refine its own cost 
and schedule estimates as negotiations with vendors progress, and will take into 
consideration the specifil: issue::s raise::d by Zapata. 

NRC Licensing 

Finally. the Zapata report includes an assessment of the NRC licensing risks and 
the potential impact on project schedule and the ability to restart the plant. In sum. the 
Zapata report concludes that certain aspecls of the:: re::pairs should be included in any NRC 
license amendment application 10 avoid the possibility of potential licensing delays later. 

••• 

As the Zapata report confirms, thcse first-of-a-kind engineering. construction and 
licensing issues are complex and bear risks. Our cOJllpany remains cOlllmitted to the 
safest and best decision on behalf of everyone who depends on us. The decision and 
schedule will be driven by the final analysis, not vice-versa. We will continue to work 
cooperatively and transparently with all of our stake::holde::rs - illduc.lillg the Office of 
Puhlic Counsel. the Florida Retail Federation. our large industrial customers, our joint 
owners, and this Commission - as we move forward. 

Cc: Parties of record - Docket No. 100437 
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Because the report assumes the reader is very lamiliar with the teclmical details 
and history of the delaminations, additional work Progress Energy performed following 
the 2011 delaminations, and the work umlcrtakcn by Zapata, it may be helpful to the 
Commission to briefly recap the background and events that occurred since the initial 
delamination in October 2009, to summarize the current repair work scope, and to outline 
the key findings made by the independent review tClITn. 

Background 

The CR3 containment structure is about 42 inches thick, is reinforced by both 
horizontal and vertical tensioned sleel tendons and is lined on the inside with a 3/8-inch
thick steel plate. The original delaminatiun (ur separation) in the concrete within one 
(called Bay 3-4) of six walls in the CR3 containment building occurred in October 2009 
while our workforce was creating an opening in the structure to facilitate the replacement 
of two 500-ton steam generators. The unit was shut duwn for scheduled refueling and 
maintenance at the time the damage occurred. The Bay 3-4 delamination has since been 
repaired and remains undamaged. On March 14, 2011, during the final stages of 
returning the unit to service, a second delaminatiun uccurn:d in a different wall (Bay 5-6). 
Similar to the Octobcr 2009 delamination, the second separation is about nine inches 
from the outer surface of the concrete. The second delamination occurred during the final 
stages of re-tensioning the building's steel tenduns lucateu within the concrete 
containment wall. Progress Energy stopped repair work, and commenced a review to 
detenninc the condition of the building and possible repair options. In July 20 II, while 
no work was being performed on the building, a thiru wall (Bay 1-2) delaminated. CR3 
remains in a safe shutdown condition with all fuel removed from the reactor. 

Following the 2011 delaminations, Progress Energy "ngaged outside engineering 
experts, led by Bechtel Engineering, an internationally recognized engineering and 
construction firm wilh significant nuclear industry expertise, to perform an analysis of 
possible repair options. The consultants analyzed 22 repair uptiuns anu ultimately 
narr()wed those options to four. Progress Energy, along wilh independent experts, 
reviewed the four options for technical, construction and licensing feasibility as well as 
anal yzed the risks, benefits and costs for each option. 

Later in 20 II , Progress Energy selected a preferred option [or fu rther engineering 
study and technical review, The preferred repair uptiun includt:u: (I) removal and 
replacement of concrete in all of the bays, with the exception or the previously repaired 
Bay 3-4, roughly between building elevations 150 feet to 240 feet and lower in two of the 
delaminated bays; and (2) the installation of radial anchurs in the existing concrete in the 
lower elevations of the building below 150 feet where existing concrete was not being 
removed and replaced with new concrete. The preferred option did not include 
perfonning any work on the containment building JOTnt:, ur n:lIloving and rcplacing 
concrete - in lieu of installing radial anchors - in the lower elevations of the building. 
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Duke Energy engaged Zapata Incorporated (ZAPATA) in March 2012, to identify 

and evaluate risks associated with the Crystal River 3 (CR3) Containment 

Restoration Project. On 2 July 2012, Duke Energy and Progress Energy merged, 

adding the Crystal River Facility to the Duke Energy nuclear fleet. Those entities 

that belonged to Progress Energy prior to the merger will continue to be referred 

to as Progress Energy, or Progress, in this report to avoid confusion . 

In 2011, Progress Energy contracted Bechtel Power Corporation and URS 

Corporation to develop and design a plan to restore the containment facility per 

the Option 10 repair concept developed by Bechtel. The Option 10 repair 

concept is to replace all concrete in all bays above elevation 150 ft, except Bay 3-

4, and install radial anchors below elevation 150 ft. On 24 May 2012, Progress 

Energy selected URS to complete the design and construction planning effort, 

should the decision be made to repair the facility. Progress Energy and its design 

subcontractors have made progress in analyzing the structure and developing a 

methodology to repair the facility. ZAPATA's objective was to conduct an 

independent, third party review of the engineering and construction plan 

developed by Progress Energy and URS. Throughout ZAPATA's review process, 

personnel at Crystal River representing both Progress and URS have been 

responsive in providing ZAPATA with information essential to this review. The 

CR3 restoration project is ongoing, and ZAPATA's review and this report 

represent a perspective based upon the project status as of 1 August 2012. 

ZAPATA teamed with industry subject matter experts (SMEs) from Tetra Tech, 

Inc., High Bridge Associates, Weidlinger Associates, and Dywidag Systems 

International (DSI), to provide a broad spectrum of capabilities and experience 

essential to completing this review. Major areas reviewed by ZAPATA include 

technical feasibility and construction methodology, cost and schedule, and 

licenSing. ZAPATA's Team developed a risk register incorporating risks identified 

by Progress Energy, Bechtel, URS, Duke Energy, and the ZAPATA Team members. 

SUMMARY OF FINDINGS 

The scope of work proposed by URS is feaSible, but there are risks associated 

with the technical approach, construction methodology, scheduling, and 

licensing. Those risks have cost implications that make it problematic to project 

an actual construction cost. 

1 
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Top Risks identified in this assessment include: 

• Congestion in the work area 

• Project management 

• Potential damage to the dome 

@ ZAPATA 

o Detensioning/Retensioning of the dome may have License Amendment 

Request (LAR) implications 

• Bay radial pinning activities 

• Additional cracking or delamination 

A. TECHNICAL FEASIBILITY 

The URS proposal to repair the containment structure appears to be 

constructible and feasible based on the engineering work performed to date. 

There remain, however, several areas of concern which have not been 

addressed . ZAPATA reviewed engineering calculations, reports, drawings, and 

finite element models as well as conducted interviews with Progress and URS 

engineers to gain a thorough understanding of the design and construction 

methodology. Based upon the URS bid proposal and other materials reviewed, 

we have the following concerns related to modeling, engineering, and material 

properties: 

1. The global 3-D Finite Element (FE) model uses shell elements, and, therefore, 

is unable to predict radial stress in the walls and the dome. URS's localized 

models show radial stresses may exceed allowable values and initiate cracking. 

Other factors, including ovalling of the structure and the interaction of vertical 

and radial stresses, have not been evaluated for their potential contribution to 

radial tension demand. Our concern is the repair design's ability to withstand 

rad ial tension beyond what is anticipated . Under-predicting stress could 

produce a design that is not compliant with applicable codes (Final Safety 

Analysis Report and Design Basis) which would put the licensing basis at risk. 

2. URS performed calculations to quantify how the proposed repair activities 

will affect the dome. Although the dome is performing as designed, there is 

distributed laminar cracking. Laminar cracking is a condition where cracks exist 

on planes parallel to the surface of the dome yet the structure still behaves 

compositely. The URS FE model has shown that certain stages of construction 

can cause stresses and/or changes in stress to exceed desirable limits. From the 

evidence presented, we are not certain whether or not the dome will exceed the 

code allowable compress ive stress in concrete during the repair process. URS is 

2 
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continuing to refine their model to determine whether or not the dome must be 

partially de-tensioned during construction to limit compressive st resses. It 

should be noted that changing dome tension might include the dome as part of 

the repair plan; this would subject the dome condition to NRC scrutiny. 

3. If damage were to occur to the dome during bay repair, it may expose the 

project to additional licensing risk and NRC scrutiny. The CR3 containment dome 

has unique regulatory treatment that goes back to the original design and the 

repairs made in 1976 after the discovery of the delamination that occurred 

during the original construction. Minor repairs to the dome that do not 

challenge the previous licensing basis would likely fall within the 50.59 nuclear 

safety evaluation process. More significant repairs would challenge the limits of 

the 50.59 process. A LAR would then require the use of modern analysis tools 

(ANSYS and others) in development of the engineering packages. This may lead 

the NRC to question the condition of the dome concrete, if the dome were 

damaged during restoration work. In the event of a need to repair the dome, it 

may become necessary to replace it in order to obtain NRC approval. Dome 

replacement carries with it very high costs and schedule implications. 

4. Concrete not identified for replacement (Le. , walls outside the current repair 

scope, buttresses, and the dome) may be subject to stresses during construction 

that could cause cracking or delamination. Condition assessments to date may 

not have revealed all the damage that exists in the structure. Additionally, the 

reinforcement in the buttresses limits the effectiveness of performing non

destructive testing, therefore the extent of cracking in the buttresses is 

unknown. De-tensioning of the structure is likely to reveal cracks in the walls 

that will require repair. The URS approach to the facility repair accepts the 

possibility of additional cracking during repair; however, this additional concrete 

replacement is not included in the URS estimate. Concrete repairs are included 

in the ZAPATA ri sk register. 

5. Material properties in the model are code-default values. The concrete 

modulus of elasticity from field tests differs by as much as 21% from the code 

values. The choice of modulus of elasticity affects the displacements and/or 

stress distributions predicted by the FE model. Preliminary comparisons 

between the current URS FE model and the 1976 Structural Integrity Test (SIT) 

data, however, show that using code-default values produces reasonable 

estimates of deflection . This lends support to URS's choice of material 

parameters. There remains a concern, however, about the influence of actual 

material properties on conclusions drawn from the FE model. In particular, the 
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choice of modulus could, in some instances, change the results of code checks 

which are now used to show the repair complies with applicable code 

requirements and thus put the design of this containment at risk of non

compliance with its basis. 

6. Foundation response is not considered in the model. The URS FE model 

assumes the foundation materials to be infinitely stiff. This assumption limits 

the model's ability to predict the settlement/rebound of the containment 

structure during the different phases of construction. We understand that URS 

intends to develop another FE model to incorporate foundation stiffness. 

Modeling the foundation would provide important information that could 

provide insight into the behavior of the structure. The foundation 

settlement/rebound during the containment construction will have an impact on 

connected mechanical systems, such as the fuel transfer tubes and piping. 

Inaccurate predictions of building movement could lead to damage to existing 

piping. The settlement/rebound of the foundation may affect the stress 

distribution in the containment structure, especially in the lower portion of the 

containment walls and basemat slab. 

7. The interface between new and old concrete is modeled as a monolithic 

joint. Shrinkage in new concrete will begin to occur immediately after the 

concrete has been placed; the existing concrete has already experienced its 

anticipated shrinkage, and, therefore, there will be a differential across this 

boundary. Thus, some minor cracking at the interface might develop during 

concrete curing. This could affect local stress distributions predicted by the FE 

model. Discussions between Progress and URS are ongoing about how best to 

address load transfer at the interface. Improper design of the construction joint 

could lead to cracking at a future date. 

B. CONSTRUCTION METHODOLOGY 

ZAPATA reviewed the construction methodology of the proposed containment 

repair by URS. We were not charged with assessing the demolition or 

construction method or sequence proposed by URS, but our objective was to 

review the details of the proposed process to determine the likelihood of success 

and identify any potential problems. Construction methodology documentation 

was limited, and for the most part, provided only a general overview of the 

planned methodology. At the time of this report, Progress Energy had focused 

most of their resources on addressing the engineering issues related to the 

restoration of the containment structure and are just now starting to devote 

significant time and effort toward construction planning. 
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Congestion in the Work Area 

@ ZAPATA 

The repair areas below the rooflines and within the surrounding buildings will be 

on the critical path for the project. These tasks are labor intensive and 

compounded with extremely congested, restrictive, and elevated work areas. 

Tendon de-tensioning and removal will require additional specialty rigging and 

appurtenances. Concrete demolition of the containment wall within these 

congested areas of the containment structure will be completed by mechanical 

means with personnel using jackhammers and hydraulic splitters as removal 

methods. Control of foreign materials and equipment protection will be 

paramount during the repair tasks to ensure the operating environment and 

operating components continue to maintain their design basis tasks both during 

and after repair completion . The details of this first-of-a-kind (FOAK) project 

effort were not evident in the available construction documentation. 

Bay Radial Pinning Activities 

It is possible that the construction sequence, including re-tensioning, could 

initiate cracking and delamination in the walls outside the current repair scope. 

The risk of cracks or delamination during re-tensioning can be mitigated by 

installing radial pins. Although URS intends to install two #6 rebar for every nine 

square feet, there is significant latitude in their proposal to place pins only where 

interferences do not exist for either the pin or the equipment to install the pin. 

Core drilling and installation of pins pose installation and logistical challenges. 

The design for pin placement is not yet advanced enough to show locations of 

each pin . Furthermore, URS does not intend to install pins from building 

elevation 103 feet to 110 feet which leaves a band of concrete absent of radial 

reinforcement around the containment. The flexibility not to install pins in a 

fixed pattern provides a benefit to the cost and schedule, but may leave large 

areas without radial reinforcement, thereby increasing risk of cracking and 

delamination. The view that only some areas require pinning runs contrary to 

the goal of minimizing the risk of delamination . 

Project Management 

Industry project management practice is to sequence planning, the detailed 

engineering, and then construction activities. Progress has chosen to focu s on 

engineering first in order to determine the feasibility of the CR3 restoration . This 

approach intentionally delayed planning activities until the technical feasibility 

was established. The result of this change in sequence is a lack of detailed 

planning at this time. Detailed project and construction planning is in 
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development for thi s multi -billion dollar nuclear restoration project . Progress 

stated the detailed project planning work and documents expected include: 

• Resource-loaded schedules 

• Work Breakdown Structure (WBS) and Dictionary 

• Construction Management Plan or equivalent 

Progress maintains that once given approval to begin construction, repair work 

can begin within three months. Given the level of detail in the current planning 

documents, dated 22 February 2012 and 6 July 2012, we believe the planning 

required for a project of this size and complexity would take six to nine months 

for a fully resourced project team to complete an integrated resource-loaded 

schedule, develop a detailed Work Breakdown Structure (WBS), and complete 

construction planning before starting actual construction work. 

C. COST AND SCHEDULE 
ZAPATA reviewed available documentation for the estimated cost and schedule 

for the CR3 containment restoration. These data assume that the restoration 

technical approach is completed successfully and no further significant dome or 

bay concrete cracking and delamination occurs during tendon de-tensioning or 

re-tensioning. The estimates include the cost already expended for the Bay 3-4 

repair. 

A summary of ZAPATA's overall conclusions regarding cost is presented below: 

• Progress 2011 Preliminary Composite Information -The total EPC and 

Owner's Preliminary Composite cost is $1.941 billion. This includes 

contingency and management reserve of $603.6 million. The schedule 

duration is 2S months. After ZAPATA received the preliminary cost 

information, Progress later informed us that they did not consider the 

information complete, and it had not been reviewed by their management. 

The Preliminary Composite Information, however, contained useful 

information such as project milestones and major activities that we used in 

developing our independent estimate. 

• URS Bid -The total EPC and Owner's cost for the URS bid is $1.55 billion . This 

includes contingency and management reserve of ~ million . The 

schedule duration is 31 months. 
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• ZAPATA Assessment -The total EPC and Owner's cost for the project is $1.49 

billion . This includes contingency and management reserve of $539.5 

million . The schedule duration is 35 months. 

ZAPATA prepared a rough order of magnitude cost estimate for a scenario based 

on complete replacement of walls down to the 95 foot elevation and 

replacement of the dome as the scope of work for the restoration project . The 

buttresses and ring girder would remain intact and no radial pinning would be 

required, as all remaining original concrete in the walls would be demolished. 

The cost for complete replacement of the walls and dome is $2.44 billion 

including a management reserve amount of $631.4 million. The project duration 

is 60 months, without contingency. 

ZAPATA's assessment assumes the repair method outlined by Progress Energy is 

not necessarily the worst case scenario. A worst case scenario, including lower 

bay and dome concrete replacement, was developed assuming delamination 

occurs at the conclusion of the Progress repair work. 

• Should the worst case scenario develop, dome and lower wall replacement is 

estimated to cost an additional $1.94 billion over 61 months, including a 

contingency of $446.9 million . Replacement of the dome alone is estimated 

to cost an additiona l $575 million over 27 months, including a contingency of 

$114.9 million. Note that the risks associated with complete replacement of 

the dome and replacement of the walls not in the restoration scope are not 

currently in our risk register. Monte Carlo simulations were performed 

separately for thi s scenario to develop schedule, cost, and contingency 

management forecast s. 

• The worst case scenario then results in a total project cost of $3.43 billion 

and an estimated duration of 96 months, including a contingency of $986.5 

million. This figure is arrived at by adding the ZAPATA assessment ($1.49 

billion) to the worst case additional repair cost ($1.94 billion) . 

D. LICENSING 

ZAPATA assessed the potential impact of licensing ri sks associated with the CR3 

Containment Restoration project as described below and in the following 

subsections. In this assessment, licensing risk is defined as "any potential issue 

or change, which is the result of or can lead to an NRC concern and affect the 

outage duration and restart." In order to assess potential licensing risks, we 

have divided them into two major categories: 
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• Licensing Risks Associated with Containment Repairs 

• Licensing Risks Not Associated with Containment Repairs 

@ ZAPATA 

The first category represents the "identified risks," which are associated with the 

repair and are known to date. The second category represents "potential other 

risks," 

We further subdivided the licensing risks associated with containment 

restoration into the three possible types of activities. These are changes 

requiring NRC review, changes not requiring NRC review, and maintenance 

activities (no change in design). They were characterized as follows: 

• License Amendment Request 

• Design Changes under 10 CFR 50.59 

• Maintenance Activities 

ZAPATA reviewed the licensing issues identified above, and assessed the risks 

based on a review of available CR3 documents, discussions with CR3 personnel 

as needed, and the licensing experience of the assessors. 

Appendix D contains a full discussion of licensing issues. A brief discussion of the 

top licensing risks is presented here. 

• Incompleteness of LAR - The potential for the LAR being considered 

incomplete is much more likely than the LAR being disapproved outright. 

Not including the planned reduction in tendon prestress is the most likely 

basis for the LAR to be deemed incomplete. The repaired containment 

post-tensioning system is scoped to have a prestress return-to-service 

tendon tension less than that specified in the Final Safety Analysis Report. 

The decreased tension is beneficial because it decreases the possibility of 

containment delamination and reduces post-tension levels to those similar 

to later generation containment designs. At this point, the 10 CFR 50.59 

screening has not taken place, and the LAR has not been prepared; 

therefore, the exact content of the LAR is unknown. Progress believes the 

reduction in tendon prestress does not qualify for inclusion in the LAR. The 

ZAPATA Team disagrees with this determination and believes that the 

reduction in tension should be included in the LAR. Should the NRC also 

disagree, and the LAR be judged incomplete, a delay in approval would 

result. The length of the delay would depend on the significance of the 

omission. We estimate the NRC review delay to be three to six months. 
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Disapproval of Reduction in Tendon Prestress - The repaired containment 

post-tensioning system may have a reduced prestress return -to-service 

tendon tension from that specified in the current FSAR and design 

calculations. Th is approach will reduce the possibility of containment 

delamination . URS proposes to decrease the prestress to a value that would 

reduce the end-of-life (EOl) prestress forces in the hoop and vertical 

tendons by 12% and 10%, respectively. If the reduction in prestress levels is 

included in the LAR, it is unlikely to be disapproved because similar levels of 

prestress have been approved by the NRC for prestressed concrete 

containments, and all code requirements will be met. However, a delay in 

schedule would result if the tendon prestress reduction were disapproved 

and potentially increase the risk for further delamination. 

Interference Replacement not Like-for-Like - The equipment that is removed 

will be the same equipment that is reinstalled. It is expected that a small 

number of interferences will not be able to be reinstalled due to damage 

caused during removal, age-related failures, or equipment configuration 

issues; these items will have to be replaced with new equipment. The like

for-like reinstallation of equipment is considered a maintenance activity, but 

any new item replacements will need to be screened and/or evaluated as 10 

CFR 50.59 activities. There is a risk that unforeseen circumstances will force 

unexpected replacement of interferences required to be addressed in the 

10 CFR 50.59 process. 

URS recognizes the possibility that new equipment may need to be installed 

to replace damaged items or items that otherwise cannot be reinstalled 

following removal of the interferences. Based on a review of the plant 

licensing basis, the URS proposal, and interviews with plant personnel, the 

possibility of needing to install new equipment to replace interferences is 

being adequately addressed from a licensing perspective. However, delays 

could result from appropriate engineering justification and potential 

equipment procurement. 

Permanent Radial Anchors - URS states that supplemental radial reinforcing 

steel is not required to meet the design basis lateral and thermal design 

loading, and, that the inclusion of the radial reinforcing bars will increase 

the margin of safety against delamination . The use of these permanent 

radial anchors presents a licensing risk, if they are not adequately addressed 

through the 10 CFR 50.59 process. URS expects to evaluate the concrete 

permanent radial pins in the 10 CFR 50.59 evaluation. The permanent radial 
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pins will not be credited to meet the design basis; however, a delay could 

result, if the design of the pins is not approved through the 10 CFR 50.59 

process. 

CLOSING 

This report represents our findings using the data provided during the short 

duration of the CR3 Containment Restoration project review period. As the CR3 

project is an ongoing activity, the most up-to-date information may not have 

been available for our review, and, therefore, not reflected in our observations. 

ZAPATA was only able to review data provided to us. There may be additional 

information regarding the proposed CR3 restoration of which we were unaware. 

It is also important to note that ZAPATA's efforts have been limited to the review 

of engineering performed by others. 
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1.1 Purpose and Scope of Work 
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In March 2012, Duke Energy engaged ZAPATA is to conduct an independent 

review of the cost, schedule, LAR, and risks associated with the proposed CR3 

Containment Restoration. Risks to be considered include nuclear safety and cost 

considerations, construction feasibility, and the potential for damaging the 

facility beyond the current state. 

The ZAPATA Scope of Work (SOW) was organized into the following tasks . 

TASK 1. Obtain and review available data and documentation regarding past 

design, construction, and repair activities, and data and documentation for the 

proposed Option 10 design and construction. 

TASK 2. Evaluate the technical feasibility and construction methodology for 

the solutions proposed by Progress Energy to repair five additional bays per 

Option 10. 

TASK 3. Review and analyze the existing cost and schedule estimates 

prepared by Bechtel and/or URS for Progress Energy to repair five additional 

bays per Option 10. 

TASK 4. Evaluation ofthe risks associated with NRC licensing strategy. 

TASK S. Meet with Duke Energy regularly (minimum bi-weekly meeting). 

TASK 6. Prepare a report documenting major f indings. 

TASK 7. Provide briefing to key Duke Energy stakeholders. 

1.2 ZAPATA Team Division of Responsibility for Scope of Work 

ZAPATA assigned responsibility for leading the research and reporting effort for 

specific tasks in accordance with Table 1-1 below. 
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ZAPATA Weidlinger 

TASK 1. Obtain and review available 
data and documentation regarding 

past design, construction, and repair 
l 5 5 5 

activities, and data and 
documentation for the proposed 
Option 10 design and construction . 
TASK 2. Evaluate the technical 
feasibility and construction 
methodology for the solutions l 5 5 5 
proposed by Progress Energy to repair 
five additional bays per Option 10. 
TASK 3. Review and analyze the 
existing cost and schedule estimates 

prepared by Bechtel and/or UR5 for 5 5 l 5 
Progress Energy to repair five 
additional bays per option 10. 
TASK 4. Evaluate the risks associated 

5 l 5 5 
with NRC Licensing Strategy. 
TASK 5. Meet with Duke Energy 
regularly l 5 S S 
(minimum bi-weekly meet ing). 

TASK 6. Prepare a report documenting 
l 5 5 5 

major findings. 
TASK 7. Provide brief ing to key Duke 

l S 5 5 
Energy stakeholders. 

1.3 Review Team Organization and Key Personnel 

ZAPATA engaged subject matter experts t o assist in the review of the CR3 Repair 

Investigation. Team members are Tetra Tech Inc., High Bridge Associat es, 

Weidlinger Associates, and Oywidag Systems International (051). The 

organization of the ZAPATA Team is show n on Figure 1-1, Team Organization 

Chart . 

ZAPATA was established in 1991 to provide creative engineering solutions to 

clients in t he public and private sectors. Since our inception, we have grown into 
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a full-service engineering and field services firm specializing in Architect

Engineering Design, Environmental, Facilities, and Infrastructure Engineering, 

and Military Munitions Response Services. We have a proven track record of 

outstanding performance on complex and logistically challenging projects. With 

a management team unchanged since the start of the firm, we continue to 

implement our vision by increasing our technical resources and capabilities to 

serve our clients' ever changing needs. ZAPATA has successfully executed 

complex engineering and construction projects ranging from a tax exemption 

analysis of pollution prevention equipment and systems at an operating nuclear 

plant to using robotics technology to investigate radiological contamination at a 

nuclear test site, to managing captured enemy ammunition in Fallujah, Iraq, and 

conducting the largest range clearance project in the US Army history. ZAPATA is 

recognized for assembling teams of experts to execute sensitive projects. 

ZAPATA has provided engineering and construction oversight to Duke Energy 

since 2001. 

Tetra Tech is an expert in the field of NRC licensing. Since 1991, Tetra Tech has 

successfully supported, or is currently supporting, license renewal activities for 

56 reactors at 33 currently operating commercial nuclear power plants. Their 

licensing experience includes support at Progress Energy's Crystal River Unit 3. 

High Bridge Associates is a Project Management and Controls service company 

providing scheduling and cost estimating; risk management, assessment and 

mitigation; baseline development and change management; earned value 

reporting and performance measurement systems; and other planning and 

management support to the power industry. High Bridge's estimating teams 

include both technical and cost personnel with extensive, relevant field 

experience at facilities similar to CR3. High Bridge has an existing relationship 

with Duke Energy providing cost and scheduling support at several of their 

nuclear facilities. 

Weidlinger Associates is a leading structural engineering and applied mechanics 

firm . They have extensive experience with pre-stressed and post-tensioned 

concrete design and evaluation as well as development and evaluation of ANSYS 

and other finite element modeling tools . Recent nuclear industry experience 

includes the development of a 3D ANSYS model to evaluate the proposed mat 

foundation for the AP 1000 turbine building at the Vogtle Electric Generating 

Plant. Weidlinger provided assistance to the French nuclear power industry in 

developing safety standards for protection against earthquake effects and 

missile penetration in the design of nuclear power plants. 
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DSI is a post-tensioning engineering and construction company providing a full 

range of engineering, construction and repair services and post-tensioning 

products for bridge, tank, containment, and building construction. Incorporated 

in 1969, DSI has executed an extensive list of large and complex post-tensioning 

projects. 

Figure 1-1 Team Organization Chart 

• Project Management and 
Coordination 

• Cost and Schedule Control 
• Safety 
• Quality Assurance 

( it) TETRA TECH J% (({Ii 
HIGH BRIDGE 

·NRC licensing 
·PermlHlng 
'Envlronmental Qualification 
·Deslgn Review 
'Constructlon Methodology 
·Cost and Schedule Evaluation 
'Safety 
'Rlsk Assessment 

" .. iii ' .. l .. 

·Cost and Schedule 
Evaluation 
·Constructlon Methodology 
·Rlsk Assessment 

-Structural Engineering, 
Modeling, and Forensics 

• Licensing 
• Development of Findings 

••••• _III 
Weidlinger 
Associales 

'W DYWIDAG 
·Structural Engineering 
and Modeling 
·Rlsk Analysis 

·Post -Tensioning Evaluation 
'Constructlon Feasibility 
·Cost and Schedule Evaluation 

ZAPATA rapidly assembled a team of highly-qualified experts to support the CR3 

Restoration Assessment. The following personnel provide both the breadth and 

depth of necessary skills to perform this investigation within the short timeline 

allotted. 
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Senior Project Manager, Vice President Engineering and Construction 
-Jay P. Brown, Ph.D, P.E. 

Dr. Brown has 28 years of experience accomplishing challenging construction 

and national defense missions in the United States, Europe, and South America. 

As Vice President of ZAPATA's Engineering and Construction Division, he 

manages a talented staff focused on providing timely, innovative, and relevant 

solutions to engineering problems for clients worldwide. Dr. Brown's primary 

field of practice includes repair of damaged structures and performing 

vulnerabi lity assessments for commercial and Department of Defense (000) 

clients. He has held numerous leadership positions and has extensive experience 

in construction project management, design of repairs to concrete structures, 

personnel management, strategic planning, anti-terrorism/force protection 

activities, and structural engineering. Prior to joining ZAPATA in 2004, Dr. Brown 

served as the Deputy Commander of the U.S. Army Engineering and Support 

Center in Huntsville, AL. He earned a Ph.D. in Engineering from the University of 

New Mexico, a M.S. in Civil Engineering from Colorado State University, and a 

B.S. in Weapons Systems Engineering from the United States Military Academy. 

Dr. Brown is a licensed professional engineer in eight states . 

Structural Engineer - Brian J. Zapata, Ph.D., P.E., S.E . 

Dr. Zapata has nine years of experience in structural and forensic engineering. 

He currently serves as a Project Manager responsible for overseeing various 

structural and forensic projects for government and private sector clients. He 

has experience in the design and renovation of commercial and industrial 

structures, including office buildings, warehouse and distribution centers, fossil 

power facilities, and manufacturing facilities. His experience encompasses the 

major structural foundation and framing systems, including reinforced concrete, 

structural steel, masonry, and timber. In addition to his structural design 

experience, Dr. Zapata has experience in explosives and blast testing, materials 

investigations, building condition surveys, nondestructive testing and structural 

instrumentation. He is an expert in finite element modeling and numerical 

methods. He holds a BSCE, MSCE, and a Ph.D., Infrastructure and Environmental 

Systems, from the University of North Carolina at Charlotte. Dr. Zapata is a 

licensed Professional Engineer in four states, and is a licensed structural engineer 

in Hawaii. 
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Senior Geotechnical Engineer - Neil J. Gilbert, P.E., P.G. 
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Mr. Gilbert has almost 40 years of technical experience in the specialized field of 

engineering geology. As Vice President of Technical Resources for ZAPATA, he 

provides quality management and oversight for a variety of complex 

investigation and engineering projects. He has conducted and supervised 

numerous geologic investigations and geotechnical engineering projects, 

including studies related to siting and licensing of nuclear facilities and 

evaluation of waste-disposal facilities. Mr. Gilbert served in consulting roles in 

support of North Carolina's application for the Superconducting Super Collider 

and for statewide screening for the Low-Level Radioactive Waste Disposal 

Facilities in North Carolina and Pennsylvania. Mr. Gilbert served as Site 

Geologist, Project Geologist, and Project Manager for nuclear facilities, including 

Catawba and Oconee Nuclear Stations and the proposed Cherokee and Perkins 

Nuclear Stations. He has conducted numerous studies and investigative projects 

in the Valley and Ridge, Piedmont, and Coastal Plain Provinces. Mr. Gilbert has 

been responsible for geological, geotechnical and hydrogeological explorations 

of a variety of power, industrial, and waste-related facilities. Mr. Gilbert holds a 

MS, Engineering Science (Civil Engineering). University of California, Berkeley, a 

MA, Geology, University of California, Berkeley, an AB, Geology, University of 

California, Berkeley, and an AA, Geology, College of San Mateo. He served on 

the North Carolina Board of Professional Geologists for seven years. Mr. Gilbert 

is licensed as a Professional Engineer and/or as a Professional Geologist in ten 

states. 

Deputy Project Manoger and NRC Licensing Expert - Emily H. McRee 

Ms. McRee is a civil engineer with 1S years of experience in the preparation of 

Environmental Reports (ERs) to support nuclear power plant license renewal. 

Early Site Permit (ESP). and Combined Operating License (COL) applications, as 

well as other NEPA documents. Ms. McRee has supported license renewal for 20 

nuclear power plants and ESP/COL applications for seven planned facilities; 

Vogtle Units 3 & 4 and V.c. Summer Units 2 & 3 are under construction and 

awaiting a final decision from NRC. She served as ER project manager for the 

license renewal applications for Prairie Island Nuclear Generating Plant and Hope 

Creek Generating Station, which were granted their license extensions in June 

2011 and July 2011, respectively. Ms. McRee specializes in environmental justice 

and alternative sites analysis, and has prepared the Population Distribution 

section of numerous Final Safety Analysis Reports as part of COL/ESP 

applications and for input to Severe Accident Mitigation Alternatives (SAMA) 

analyses. Ms. McRee served as Deputy Project Manager for the CR3 License 
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Renewal ER as well as the Supplemental Environmental Report (SER) prepared as 

part of the pending Extended Power Uprate LAR application . Ms. McRee earned 

a BS, Civil Engineering from Clemson University. 

Senior Oversight and Review - Thamas L. Koning, P.E., LEED-A.P. 

As Senior Vice President Engineering and Construction, Mr. Koning has more 

than 30 years of technical and executive-level experience in a combination of 

construction, engineering, and project management assignments. He directs and 

oversees ZAPATA's engineering and construction activities for ZAPATA's clients 

worldwide. He manages design professionals in the disciplines of Civil , 

Structural, Electrical, Environmental , Geotechnical, and Mechanical Engineering, 

as well as Architects and Interior Designers. Prior to joining ZAPATA in 200S, Mr. 

Koning served as the District Engineer for the New England District of the US 

Army Corps of Engineers, Concord, MA. His responsibilities included managing 

an annual budget of $270 million and a workforce of over 550 personnel. He 

directed planning, engineering, construction, real estate and regulatory missions 

in support of civil works, military and interagency customers. Mr. Koning was 

the commander ofthe Gulf Region Southern Engineer District in Iraq in 2004. He 

was responsible for a $390M program to restore electricity to the southern one

third of the country. Individual generation projects included : maintenance on a 

800MW plant; new construction of 30MW, Frame 5 plant; repair of 65MW 

turbine-generator; new construction of a 40MW, LM6000 plant; and installation 

of 10 each, 20MW, TM2500 trailer mounted turbine-generators. Individual 

transmission projects included : replacement of almost 800 km of 400 kV and 125 

km of 132 kV transmission lines and towers. He performed this work during the 

height of the 2004 insurgent uprising in a remote, austere, and hostile 

environment.. Mr. Koning holds a MA, Strategic Studies, from the USA War 

College, a MCE, Civil Engineering, North Carolina State University, a MS, Geology, 

North Carolina State University, and a BS, General Engineering, United States 

Military Academy. He is licensed as a Professional Engineer in eight states, and is 

certified as a Leadership in Energy and Environment (LEED) Accredited 

Professional. 

Senior Oversight and Review - Manuel L. Zapata, P.E. 

As President of Zapata Incorporated, Mr. Zapata provides senior technical review 

and guidance, as well as project direction and management. He has managed 

teams of professionals and subcontractors to deliver engineering services to 

industrial clients and government agencies for more than 35 years. In addition 

to his managerial experience, Mr. Zapata has extensive experience in cost 
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estimating, engineering, economic analysis, and the management of all activities 

involved in complex engineering and construction projects. Mr. Zapata directs 

the work of engineers involved in the analysis of failure in structural and building 

systems. This work includes the design and implementation of remedial work to 

assure the suitability of the structure for its intended use. Prior to establishing 

Zapata Incorporated in 1991, Mr. Zapata was responsible for preparing the 

Construction Business Plan for Duke Power Company. The Plan encompassed 

the design, construction, and operation and maintenance of the company's 38 

generating stations, including the Oconee Station and four plants under 

construction, McGuire, Catawba, Perkins, and Cherokee. The Plan directed and 

controlled the activities of approximately 12,000 employees with a total annual 

budget of $2.2 billion. Mr. Zapata earned a BS in Mechanical Engineering and a 

Masters in Business Administration from the University of North Carolina 

Charlotte. He is licensed as a Professional Engineer in eight states. 

1.3.2 Tetra Tech 

Senior Project Manager - Philip L. Young, CHP 

Mr. Young has 23 years of professional experience in environmental radiological 

programs and nuclear engineering for government and utility clients. He is a 

Certified Health Physicist (CHP) specializing in environmental health physics. He 

serves as project manager and as technical lead for environmental reports (ERs), 

environmental impact statements (EISs), and other NEPA documents for major 

nuclear facilities. He prepares human health and ecological risk assessments to 

assess the radiological impacts of nuclear facility operations on members of the 

public and native animal organisms, including performing fate and transport 

modeling. He performs analysis of the radiological and chemical impacts of 

postulated accident scenarios at U.s. Department of Energy (DOE) and 

commercial nuclear facilities . He provides radiological training to EPA and other 

state, federal, and local agencies. He designs and performs radiological site 

characterization surveys in accordance with the Multi·Agency Radiation Site 

Survey and Investigation Manual (MARSSIM) manual. Other activities include 

providing technical support for the review and implementation of new or revised 

regulations, state and Federal statutes, and industry standards, and auditing 

environmental radiological programs, documents, plans, and procedures. Mr. 

Young holds a M .S., Health Physics from Georgia Institute of Technology and a 

B.S. , Radiation Health (Health Physics) from Oregon State University. 
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Senior Consulting Engineer - David Horvath, P.E. 

@ ZAPATA 

Mr. Horvath has over 37 years of nuclear industry experience in the areas of 

licensing, analysis, regulatory programs, design, and project management. He 

provides innovative and cost-effective solutions in the form of multi-discipline 

engineering, consulting, assessments, design reviews, design implementation, 

and corrective action issue resolution. Prior to his private sector experience, he 

spent six years as a US Nuclear Navy Submarine Officer and Nuclear Power 

School Instructor. His areas of technical expertise include environmental 

qualification (EQ), aging management, safety I&C system requirements and 

performance, aging management programs, post-accident monitoring, design 

basis reconstitution, thermodynamic/heat transfer modeling, accident analysis, 

security systems, other regulatory programs, and extended power uprate (EPU) 

aspects of cool ing water system design. He has received numerous 

commendations and awards, is a registered professional engineer in nine states, 

and is an active member of three IEEE standards subcommittees and five 

working groups incorporating state-of-the-art technology into industry standards 

on aging management, safety system design, security systems, and post-accident 

monitoring for both the current and the next generation of nuclear plants. He 

also has two patents. Mr. Horvath holds a MSE, Electrical & Computer 

Engineering and MSE, Nuclear Engineering from the University of Michigan, and 

BS, Electrical Engineering from West Virginia University . 

Senior Consulting Engineer - Greg Hostetter, CAPM 

Mr. Hostetter has ten years of nuclear industry, research, and related 

experience. His areas of expertise include regulatory compliance support, 

environmental qualification (EQ) and aging management (including IEEE Std. 

1205), accident monitoring instrumentation requirements (including IEEE Std. 

497) including severe accidents, Appendix R fire protection, thermal hydraulic 

analysis, room heat-up calculations, computational modeling, project 

management and controls, configuration control, corrective action, and 

materials science. This work has been done at both BWR and PWR nuclear 

facilities in the United States and for an international NSSS vendor. His material 

science background includes metals, glass/ceramics, liquid crystals/electronic 

materials, and polymers. This work involved activities varying from process 

improvements to achieve desired materials properties to computational 

modeling of energy states and molecular configurations. Mr. Hostetter is the 

Tetra Tech corporate lead for information technology (IT) including software 

testing / verification, and day-to-day IT technica l support. He is the chair of IEEE 

Nuclear Power Engineering Committee Working Group 6.1 on Accident 
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Monitoring Instrumentation (IEEE Std 497) and led the working group through a 

successful revision of the standard (2010) . He is also performing research in 

support of new plant licensing [design certification (DCD). combined license 

(COL) application] . Mr. Hostetter holds a MSE, Materials Science and Engineering 

from the University of Michigan and BS, Materials Engineering from the 

University of Cincinnati. 

1.3.3 High Bridge Associates 

Project Manager - Philip Moor, P.E., V.P. and Regional Manager 

Mr. Moor has over 30 years of experience in the power industry and has been 

involved with development, design, engineering, construction, operation, and 

decommisSioning of various nuclear facilities. He is active with industry programs 

in preparation for new nuclear facilities and is familiar with all nuclear 

technologies and NRC requirements. He managed engineering, operational 

support, and decommissioning projects for large and small energy facilities . With 

nearly 20 years in responsible positions for nuclear utilities, he has a thorough 

understanding of owner and regulatory issues balanced with extensive EPC 

experience and constructability/maintainability issues. As Owner's Engineer for 

PP&l, he was lead Mechanical Engineer responsible for start-up and licensing of 

Susquehanna Steam Electric Station, a $4 billion nuclear plant. He reviewed and 

accepted turnover of mechanical and other plant systems. He was responsible 

for the performance test for twin 1050 MW nuclear units. He served as Program 

Manager responsible for EPC of a 40 MUSD 5 MW "swing diesel" facility that 

could reliably provide 1E back-up power to either of two nuclear power units. His 

experience includes serving as Director of Project Management at GPU Nuclear, 

where he was responsible for all capital projects at nuclear generating facilities . 

Representative projects included I&C upgrades on nuclear equipment and 

systems, chemical, electrical, and mechanical regulatory required and process 

efficiency improvements; and spent fuel pool re-racking and construction of dry 

spent fuel storage facilities. He is a Registered Professional Engineer in New 

Jersey, with a BS degree in Mechanical Engineering and a MS degree in 

Engineering Management. 

Estimating V.P. - Greg Lynn 

Mr. lynn is an experienced corporate manager, project manager, project 

controls manager, and management consultant with an extensive performance 

record spanning all aspects of the project life cycle. As Vice President and 

Director of the High Bridge's Center of Estimating Excellence and Special Studies, 
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he has managed detailed cost estimating and high level independent cost 

assessments for various customers and projects representing more than $10 

billion in project value. Mr. Lynn was responsible for the development and 

implementation of the High Bridge best-in-class process for scoping and 

estimating operating plant modifications. Since 2007, Mr. Lynn has managed 

estimate development for modification projects for 11 different nuclear 

utilities/owners at 16 different nuclear sites. These estimates have covered all 

stages of the project life cycle, including conceptual to design issued and 

construction ready. The High Bridge process supports independent bottoms-up 

estimating as well as review and validation of existing estimates. 

Principal - Ken Aupperle 

Mr. Aupperle is a Senior Consultant with over 40 years of experience in project 

and construction management, cost estimating, planning, scheduling, project 

controls, and risk management. His experience spans the design, construction, 

operation/maintenance, and outage/modification of commercial nuclear/fossil 

power, industrial, environmental, and U.S. DOE projects. He has 

managed/performed numerous high level consulting assignments providing 

independent detailed cost estimates; independent high level cost estimate, 

schedule and risk assessments; and due diligence reviews for large capital 

projects, operating/maintenance activities, and decommissioning/waste 

management programs. He has led multidiscipline teams of personnel spanning 

numerous locations and contractor organizations, producing effective results in 

dynamic environments amid multiple priorities and aggressive deadlines. Mr. 

Aupperle leads High Bridge development and maintenance of its nuclear industry 

cost and schedule data base, and its analysis of industry risk issues and 

contingency considerations. He consults as a SME for the International Atomic 

Energy Administration (IAEA) for Project Management, Program Planning, and 

Integration on IAEA Planning/Training Missions for Member Nations. Mr. 

Aupperle holds a BS in Construction Management from Syracuse University. 

Senior Risk Assessment Consultant - Mike High, Ph.D., P.E. 

Dr. High has 45 years of experience with advanced technology and FOAK 

projects/programs spanning research, development, demonstration, 

engineering, construction, operations, and maintenance in the power 

generation, environmental, and aeronautical industries. Dr. High practiced in the 

field of aeronautical engineering for nearly 20 years with Pratt & Whitney and 

the U.S. Air Force Arnold Engineering and Development Center. He served for 

nearly nine years as Division Director responsible for all aspects of Research, 
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Development, and Demonstration (RD&D) for the Tennessee Valley Authority 

(TVA) electric power system . In 1988, Dr. High received an appointment as 

Professor at the University of Tennessee at Chattanooga (UTC), where he 

developed and instructed Project Management courses for engineering major 

students. Dr. High has served on numerous Professional Boards and national 

committees; including the State of Tennessee's Science and Technology Advisory 

Council; and is a registered engineer in the States of Tennessee and Kentucky. 

Since 2000, Dr. High has provided consulting services, technology/risk 

assessments, and independent reviews for High Bridge Associates. He has 

extensive technical, scientific, and financial analytical skills, and is accustomed to 

supporting large, complex, and multi-disciplined projects with numerous 

participants. Dr. High holds a B.S. in aeronautical engineering from the University 

of Colorado and a MS and Ph .D. in Aerospace Engineering from the University of 

Oklahoma. 

Estimating/Scheduling Senior Consultant - Jim Rose 

Mr. Rose has 30 years of broad-based experience in project management, 

project controls, planning 

contract administration. 

progressively increasing 

and scheduling, cost engineering, estimating, and 

His experience has involved assignments of 

responsibility supporting engineering, deSign, 

construction, commissioning, and operation of large complex projects in the 

commercial nuclear power industry and for the DOE. He has held positions with 

utility owners, major EPC contractors, and specialty consulting and service firms. 

He has had project controls assignments supporting the design and construction 

of several commercial nuclear power plants, including Plant Vogtle for Southern 

Company and the v.c. Summer Station for South Carolina Electric and Gas, and 

has had assignments supporting various DOE, DoD, waste management, and 

environmental restoration programs at the Savannah River, Idaho, Los Alamos, 

and Hanford Sites. Mr. Rose holds a Bachelor of Science in Building Construction. 

1.3.4 Weidlinger Associates 

Principal- Minhaj Kirmani, Ph.D., P.E. 

Dr. Kirmani has over 40 years of experience in a variety of projects providing 

structural analysis and design services. He served as the Director of the 

Consortium of Universities for Research in Earthquake Engineering (CURE E) and 

is a member of the Advisory Board for the Department of Civil Engineering at the 

University of Massachusetts at Amherst. He has participated in the design of 

large structural projects, including the Seaport East and West Office Building 
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Towers at the World Trade Center. Dr. Kirmani has direct design experience on 

large projects using pre- and post-tensioning systems, including an 85-ft deep 

post-tensioned slurry wall T-panel system with space truss used as bracing for 

the C04A2 contract in South Boston, as well as the first pre-cast pre-stressed 

slurry walls built for the Massachusetts Bay Transporation Authority tunnels and 

parking garages. Dr. Kirmani designed a 120-ft wide, 70-ft tall braced, post

tensioned retaining wall for a graving dock, with walls up to 15 ft thick, using 

special mass concrete mix to control thermal effects. Dr. Kirmani holds a BS 

from the University of Karachi, a MS in Civil Engineering, and Ph.D. in 

Engineering Mechanics from the University of Massachusetts at Amherst. 

Principal- Gordon Chen, P.E. 

Mr. Chen has over 23 years of experience as a structural designer specializing in 

the design of support of excavation systems. He has been the principal designer 

on numerous slurry walls, sheeting and soldier pile and lagging systems. Many 

of these have involved complex site and loading conditions. Mr. Chen has 

significant experience with a wide variety of finite element programs used for 

wall design, including Plaxis, 3-D Plaxis, and ANSYS. His recent work includes 

designing complex bracing for a subway station expansion at Block 37 in Chicago, 

support systems for the 60-foot deep subway in New York City and deep 

excavation systems for new buildings at MIT and Harvard University taking into 

account potential settlement of historical buildings adjacent to very deep 

excavations. 

Mr. Chen has supported a wide range of excavation projects using soil/structure 

interaction, featuring post-tensioned slurry walls, geojet soldier pile walls, and 

steel sheet pile walls for Central Artery/Tunnel sections, and underground 

parking garages. He worked on the 1-90 Westbound Thrust Pit Design for CA/T 

Section C09A4, which won the American Council of Engineering Companies 

National Grand Conceptor's Award in 2000, and the engineering for the Ramp L 

Tunnel Project, CA/T Section C09A4, which received the AASHTO Best Value 

Engineering Project Award in 1999. He also designed excavation support 

systems, including settlement analysis and impact on the structural integrity of 

existing structures adjacent to deep excavations. He holds a BSCE and MSCE 

from Zhegian Universityin Zhegian, China and a MPhil in Civil Engineering from 

City University of New York. 
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1.3.5 Dywidag Systems International (DSI) 

Project Manager - Jason Caravello 

@ ZAPATA 

Mr. Caravello is the manager of the Repair and Strengthening division for the 

Post-Tensioning East business unit of DSI. He has been active in the structural 

repair and strengthening business for 11 years and been involved with the 

development and implementation of projects involving post tensioning repair 

(bonded and unbonded), external post tensioning and carbon fiber reinforced 

polymer (CFRP) repair. He has been extensively involved with turnaround (TAR) 

projects in heavy industrial and petrochemical environments as well as with 

planned outage work for nuclear and fossil plants. His work also encompasses 

transportation structures and bUildings. 

Unit Engineer - Edgar F. Zuniga, P.E., S.E. 

Mr. Zuniga is an engineer with more than 18 years of experience in structural 

engineering and post-tensioning. He has worked for seven years in the post

tensioning industry and has been involved in a wide range of projects, including 

new un bonded and bonded post·tensioning as well as repair, rehabilitation and 

strengthening of structures such as buildings, bridges, dams and prestressed 

concrete pipes. In his current pOSition, Mr. Zuniga is responsible for coordinating 

and providing engineering support to all above-ground post-tensioning and 

reinforcing projects of DSI in the U.S. Central and East regions. Mr. Zuniga holds 

a BS in Civil Engineering from the National University of Engineering, Lima, Peru 

and a MS in Structural Engineering from Fukui University of Technology, Fukui, 

Japan. 

Technical Director - Khaled Shawwaf 

Mr. Shawwaf is the Technical Director for DSI and has 38 years of experience in 

the design and development of many post-tensioned bridges, prestressed 
concrete bridges, stay cable systems, buildings, special structures and 

geotechnical support systems. In his current position, Mr. Shawwaf and his team 

are responsible for coordinating and providing engineering support to the entire 

segment of DSI Construction North America and Canada. Mr. Shawwaf holds a 

B.S. degree in Structural Engineering from the Liverpool University in England 

and an M.S. from New York University. 
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2.0 Assessment Approach 

2.1 Schedule and Integration 

During the Scope of Work development, an initial list of significant milestones 

was prepared along with other routine schedule items, such as weekly team 

meetings and bi-weekly Duke Energy steering team meetings (see Table 2-1) . 

Steering team members were present at all significant events and participated in 

the ZAPATA Team meeting on 18 May 2012 to review our initial risk register. 

Periodic progress meetings took place at Duke Energy's Corporate Headquarters 

to review the progress of ZAPATA's investigation and provide guidance and 

support. 

Date 

3/26/2012 

4/9/2012 

4/16/2012 

5/9/2012 

5/18/2012 

5/24/2012 

5/31/2012 

6/21/2012 

7/3/2012 

7/13/2012 

7/18/2012 

7/24/2012 

8/14/2012 

Table 2-1 Milestone List 

Milestone list 

Eve::Jn~t __ _ 

Scope of Work Approved 

Contract Awarded - Notice To Proceed 

Site Visit at CR3, Observe As-built condition of the 

Containment, Project Overview by Progress Staff 

Follow-up Site Visit to CR3 for licensing/Post-tensioning 

Team Meeting in Charlotte/ Risk Register Review 

EPC Vendor selection made 

Interviews with URS and Progress Energy at CR3 

Submit Preliminary Presentation to Duke 

Submit Interim Report to Duke 

Discussions with URS 

CR3 Walk-downs for Dome and Walls near Foundation 

Discussions with URS Construction Personnel 

Submit Final Report to Duke Energy 

The ZAPATA Team made several site visits to CR3. The initial meeting took place 

on 16-19 April 2012. Twenty-two members from the ZAPATA Team and Duke 

steering team attended all or portions of the four-day site visit. Mike Delowery, 

Containment Repair Project (CRP) General Manager, provided a project overview 

and coordinated Progress Energy support during the visit. Members of the 

ZAPATA Team toured the containment structure to view the extent of the 
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delamination and volume of interferences impacting the repair. Ron Tyrie 

served as the liaison between Progress Energy and ZAPATA during the site visit, 

coordinating interviews with onsite personnel and providing design documents, 

reports and other materials pertinent to the containment repair investigation. 

The UR5 and Bechtel technical proposals were furnished to ZAPATA at the end of 

the 16-19 April 2012 initial site visit. 

Progress Energy was performing evaluations of the EPC technical proposals at 

the time of our site visit, with interviews of Bechtel and UR5 taking place offsite. 

Many of the Progress Energy personnel involved in the containment repair had 

limited availability for interviews with ZAPATA Team members because of the 

conflict. 

Follow-up interviews with Progress Energy personnel took place on 9 May 2012 

to discuss licensing issues and tour the tendon gallery below the containment 

structure. 

Throughout the review period, Ron Tyrie and Bonnie Bischoff of Progress Energy 

continued to provide supporting documents as requested by ZAPATA. Progress 

Energy provided ZAPATA the UR5 cost proposal on 29 May 2012, after UR5 was 

selected as the EPC vendor to continue the design. 

The ZAPATA Team conducted additional interviews on 31 May 2012 with UR5 

following their selection as the EPC vendor. The ZAPATA Team met with UR5 

design, schedule and cost personnel to review all aspects of the repair plan. 

Additional site visits to CR3 for team members occurred on 18 and 24 July 2012. 

The ZAPATA Team also met with UR5 engineers at their Ft. Mill, 5C office on 13 

and 25 July to review the calculations and the finite element model. 

2.2 Containment History and Description 

The containment was constructed in the late 1960's and early 1970's. Dome 

delamination was discovered in April 1976, just prior to the first structural 

integrity test. The dome was repaired in October 1976 and the facility licensed 

in December 1976. Operation of the plant began in March of 1977. The facility 

was shut down in the fall of 2009 to replace the steam generators. An opening 

was cut in Bay 3-4 to remove and replace the steam generators. The 

containment wall delaminated in Bay 3-4 while creating the opening in the bay. 

The Bay 3-4 delamination was repaired and during re-tensioning of Bay 3-4 on 

March 14, 2011, a second delamination occurred in Bay 5-6. Re-tensioning 
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activities were halted at the time. In July 2011, two subsequent delaminations 

occurred in Bay 5-6 and Bay 1-2. See Figure 2-1 for the location of the Bays . 

Buttress # 
(typical) 

Figure 2-1 CR3 Site Plan 
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The containment is a concrete cylindrical structure with post-tensioned walls and 

shallow dome. The foundation is a flat reinforced concrete mat. The walls are 3 

feet 6 inches thick and are bounded by six buttresses located at 60° on center. 

There are 144 vertical tendons evenly spaced around the containment, and 94 

hoops made of three tendons each for a total of 282 tendons. Hoop tendons are 

anchored at the buttresses and span two bays. 

Bechtel Power Corporation performed a Containment Repair Option Study in 

2011 to determine potential repair methods to the containment. They 

developed 22 options of which Progress se lected Option 10 to develop. Figure 

2-2 below shows the current scope of work for the Option 10 solution as 

developed by URS . 
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Figure 2-2 Option 10 Repair Scope a/Work 
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The blue areas in the figure above represent sections of wall where concrete will 

be removed and new reinforcement and concrete installed. Areas below the 

replaced walls will have radial pinning installed, as represented by the small 

dots. The larger dots and circles are penetrations. Appendix A, pages 20-26 

show a larger similar image and bays showing the extent of delamination. 
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3.0 

3.1 

Investigation, Analysis, and Findings 

This section will provide details of our investigation, analysis, and results in 

accordance with the Scope of Work presented in 1.0, Introduction. This section 

is divided into three areas: 

3.1 Evaluation of Technical Feasibility and Construction Methodology 

3.2 Assessment of Estimated Cost, Schedule, and Risk 

3.3 Evaluation of Risks Associated with NRC Licensing Strategy 

Evaluation of Technical Feasibility and Construction Methodology 

Under Task 2 of the scope of work, ZAPATA was charged with reviewing 

engineering aspects of the work performed to date for the containment repair 

project. This included a review of the finite element (FE) model and related 

calculations developed by URS and Progress Energy. The review was intended to 

assess the accuracy of the model's inputs, the capabilities of the model, and the 

appropriateness of conclusions drawn from its use. The ability of the model to 

identify load conditions and stresses that could cause additional damage to the 

structure in areas not currently identified for concrete replacement is of vital 

interest. These areas include wall sections below existing delaminations, the 

dome, and the buttresses. Lower wall areas, if damaged, will be expensive to 

repair due to the numerous interferences at those elevations. The dome, which 

was repaired in 1976 after delamination, currently exhibits laminar cracking. 

Although this cracking does not constitute a delamination, there is a concern 

regarding the potential for further damage, particularly given the cha llenge to 

licensing basis this would present. Note that a delamination is said to have 

occurred when the cross section no longer acts compositely; small cracks like 

those observed in the dome do not cause a loss of composite action (particularly 

if bridged by reinforcing steel). De-tensioning of the structure is likely to reveal 

cracks in the walls that will require repair. Additionally, the reinforcement in the 

buttresses limit the effectiveness of performing non-destructive testing, 

therefore the extent of cracking in the buttresses is unknown. Appendix B of this 

report goes into further detail on the engineering aspects of the Containment 

Restoration Plan. 

ZAPATA was also charged with reviewing URS's construction plan to identify any 

weaknesses and safety issues that have not already been considered. We 

evaluated specific areas of concern, including spent fuel pool (SFP) protection, 
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volume of craft labor allocated to confined areas, the de-tensioning and re

tensioning program, the structural monitoring program, and general project 

management. These assessments are included in Appendix C of this report. 

3.1.1 Repair Design and Finite Element Model 

The technical feasibility assessments were performed by subject matter experts 

who evaluated the completeness and adequacy of engineering work. Their 

review of available documentation assessed whether the context and purpose 

were clearly stated, and whether the conclusions were in line with the objectives 

and methodology. Reviews included examining the validity of assumptions, 

design inputs, the applicability of analysis techniques, the interpretation of 

results, and the conclusions drawn from the engineering. 

3.1.2 Review of Calculations - Radial Pinning, Fuel Transfer Tubes, and 
Penetrations 

This section evaluates three analyses/designs which support the overall 

containment repair project. First, the ZAPATA Team presents an evaluation of 

the radial pinning design. Second, the ZAPATA Team evaluates the fuel transfer 

tube movement study performed by Worley Parsons. Finally, the penetration 

movement study is reviewed. 

Note that these three calculations are only a small sample of those developed to 

date. More calculation packages are discussed in Section 5 of Appendix B, which 

reviews the current state of FE modeling work. Overall, URS has developed a 

comprehensive set of calculation packages which support the structural aspects 

of the containment restoration project. Work is underway to develop 

calculations and EC packages which support the mechanical and electrical 

modifications that the project will require. Given that many ofthese documents 

are in draft form, it is not yet possible to make conclusions regarding the 

completeness of the overall design package. 

3.1.2.1 Radial Pinning 

In calculation CR3-13-05-261-007, URS designed radial pinning for areas of the 

containment where concrete will not be replaced. In principle, the calculation 

achieves its primary objective by evaluating radial tension demand and selecting 

suitable reinforcing details. The adequacy of the radial reinforcing design, 

however, must be viewed with the understanding that the radial stresses used to 

develop the design are based on simplified, manual calculations; the URS global 

FE model of the containment cannot predict radial stresses. During the 
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conta inment repair process of de-tensioning, demolition, re-building and re

tensioning, the structure will go through a set of unbalanced loading scenarios. 

These unbalanced loads cannot be accounted for by the analysis method used to 

design the radial reinforcing. Radial stress calculations performed by MPR 

Associates (MPR) and Bechtel have shown that radial stresses estimated with FE 

models can be substantially higher than those predicted by simplified manual 

calculations (25717-000-COC-0000-00005). Although a direct comparison of MPR 

or Bechtel's results to URS's is not appropriate due to differences in loading and 

tendon sequencing, they suggest that radial stresses could be higher than URS' s 

calculations predict. As further evidence, the Root Cause Assessment for the Bay 

3-4 delamination (by PII) provides a summary of radial strain measurements 

resulting from detensioning and thermal cycling. The measurements suggest 

that radial tension demand could be higher than estimated by URS (PII Root 

Cause Assessment, pages 94-97). 

Despite our concerns regarding the method selected by URS to predict radial 

stress, their design does incorporate a margin of safety. This is provided by 1) 

overestimating the anticipated tendon jacking forces and 2) applying strength 

reduction factors to reinforcing steel and its anchorage. It is unlikely that radial 

stress will ever be so great as to cause pins or their anchorage to fail; rather, the 

result of underestimating radial tension demand would simply be a less than 

anticipated margin of safety. Note, however, that this assumes that radial 

reinforcing is evenly distributed throughout the containment. 

A number of measures have been identified to mitigate the potential for 

delamination. First, temporary radial pins have already been installed at key 

locations. Progress Energy and URS assert that these pins should serve to arrest 

any delamination during detensioning. The URS technical proposal indicates that 

concrete areas to be replaced will receive cast-in-place radial reinforcing bars. 

Areas of original concrete to remain will receive post-installed, grouted radial 

anchors. Note that ZAPATA has not been provided complete construction 

drawings as of the date of this report . As a final measure, URS intends to 

retension the building to a lower stress level. They believe the combination of 

these measures serves to mitigate the risk of delamination . 

The ZAPATA Team reviewed the Root Cause Assessment, Crystal River 3, 

Containment Concrete Delamination (10 August, 2010) prepared by Performance 

Improvement International (PII), Section 11, Appendix B. The investigation was 

performed to identify the cause of the Bay 3-4 delamination which occurred 

during the Steam Generator Replacement project in 2009. The report identifies 
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four necessary conditions for delamination (PI I Assessment, page 64): "In order 

for delamination to occur at CR3 four factors must exist. All four are necessary 

and none of the contributing factors is sufficient to cause delamination. The 

factors are : 

• Lack of radial reinforcing 

• High stress peaks due to large tendons and wall design 

• Certain material characteristics (weak aggregate) 

• Large tensile stress - typically associated with the interface between 

several tensioned tendons and several de-tensioned tendons" 

URS's containment restoration proposal mitigates two of the four necessary 

conditions through the addition of radial reinforcing and a reduction in tendon 

forces in repaired areas. This is only true above elevation 110 ft . Between 

elevations 103 ft and 110 ft, URS does not intend to install radial reinforcing or 

de-tension the tendons (per CR3-13-0S-11S-003 or -004). It must, therefore, be 

emphasized that this area of the structure still possesses the necessary 

contributing factors to permit delamination. 

Although URS intends to install two #6 rebar for every nine square feet, there is 

significant latitude in their proposal to place pins only where interferences do 

not exist for either the pin or the equipment to install the pin. The design for pin 

placement is not yet advanced enough to show locations of each pin. As 

mentioned previously, URS does not intend to install pins from building elevation 

103 ft to 110 ft which leaves a band of concrete absent of radial reinforcement 

around the containment. The flexibility not to install pins in a fixed pattern 

provides a benefit to the cost and schedule, but may leave large areas without 

radial reinforcement, thereby increasing risk of cracking and delamination. The 

view that only some areas require pinning runs contrary to the goal of 

minimizing the risk of delamination. 

3.1.2.2 Fuel Transfer Tubes 

Report CR-3-U-I08008-01440-SE-0002-R2 (Z08) by Worley Parsons achieves its 

primary objective in evaluating the two fuel transfer tube assemblies. This 

calculation shows that the transfer tubes, spent fuel pool side bellows, refueling 

canal side bellows, gate valve stem extension and supports, and spent fuel pool 

valve supports would not be overstressed through the de-tensioning and re

tensioning activities. The report is also well integrated with extensive detailed 

appendices. Design codes used in the analyses, in general, comply with the 

Containment Design Basis/Final Safety AnalysiS Report and other requirements 
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included in referenced documents of the report. Note that this calculation is 

being revised and updated by URS. 

3.1.2.3 Penetrations 

Report CR-3-U-108008-01440-PE-0001-Rl (Zll) by Worley Parsons achieves its 

primary objective in examining the effects of containment displacement on 

penetrations and associated components. However, the use of a 0.5 inch 

deflection may change as a result of the ongoing FE modeling efforts. The report 

shows that piping and penetrations will require certain modifications to 

accommodate containment wall displacements. 

Overall, the reports and the calculations are complete and comprehensive with 

respect to their objectives, issues, background/references, walk-down findings, 

analysis inputs, methodologies, conclusions, and recommendations. Although 

the reports must be updated to reflect URS's FE model results and their own 

approach, the existing reports suggest that the proposed construction sequence 

will not adversely affect penetrations, the fuel transfer tubes, and by extension, 

the spent fuel pool. Final conclusions regarding these topics must wait until URS 

has completed their engineering work. 

3.1.3 Finite Element Model General Description 

This section documents ZAPATA's evaluation of the URS FE model developed to 

support their technical proposal. Both the model and its supporting calculations 

were reviewed to assess the accuracy of model inputs, the validity of 

assumptions, and the appropriateness of conclusions drawn from the model's 

use. Section 6 of Appendix B provides additional detail on the URS 3D Finite 

Element model. 

The FE model of the CR3 containment building consists of a cylindrical shell with 

six bay walls, six buttresses, the dome, the ring girder at the junction of the 

dome and cylinder walls, and the basemat. The model includes representations 

of the hoop, vertical, and dome tendons used to post-tension the structure. The 

containment liner plate is represented as a shell on the interior face of concrete 

elements. Generally speaking, the FE model geometry is representative of the 

containment design drawings with respect to geometry and dimensions. 

The actual interior radius of the containment walls is 65 ft ; the wall thickness is 

3.5 ft, and the buttress thickness is 5.83 feet. In the FE model, the walls of the 

structure are modeled such that the centerline ofthe shell elements has a radius 

of 66.78 ft; this corresponds to the radius of the real structure's wall centerline . 
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The buttresses are modeled with an offset of 1.17 ft to the cylinder wall. The 

height of the real and modeled structure is 157 ft from the top of the basemat to 

the bottom of the ring girder. 

The FE model contains a representation of every individual hoop tendon and 

vertical tendon in the containment walls and buttresses. Tendons were modeled 

with an offset from the shell element centroids to account for the actual 

eccentricity of the tendons relative to the wall centroid. Constraint equations 

were used to link nodes of the tendon elements to those of the wall elements 

while maintaining strain compatibility. The inclusion of every tendon in the FE 

model allows for detailed simulations of the proposed tensioning sequence. 

Furthermore, it provides the flexibility to study changes which might be 

warranted by difficulties encountered during construction. 

The finite element model developed by URS used the following types of 

elements: 

a. Shell elements - modeled the walls, buttress, dome, liner, and dome tendons 

b. Link elements - modeled vertical and hoop tendons in containment walls 

c. Brick (solid) elements - modeled the basemat and ring girder 

d. Mass elements - modeled concentrated loads like the bridge crane 

e. Surface elements - covered element faces to act as surface on which to apply 

load. 

Containment walls and buttresses, the steel liner plate, and the dome roof are 

simulated using Shell 181 (each element type in the ANSYS FE software is given a 

unique number). Shell 181 elements can model membrane and bending action; 

the element is also capable of modeling multi-layer materials. This element 

feature was used to divide the containment's walls into 2 or 3 layers to simulate 

the transition from old to new concrete or areas of delamination. The 

buttresses, dome roof, and liner plate are modeled using single layer shell 

elements. 

The elastic modulus ·of concrete was defined as 4030 kips per square inch (ksi) 

for existing concrete and 4769 ksi for new concrete in the FE model; these values 

appear to be derived from code gUidance and the design compressive strengths 

of containment concrete. The nominal unit weight of the containment concrete 

is assumed to be 0.145 kips per cubic foot (kef), unadjusted to account for 

reinforcing steel or tendons. The unit weights of containment walls and 

buttresses in the FE model were adjusted to reflect additional dead loads not 
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directly modeled. Adjusted unit weights of 0.166 kef and 0.159 kef are used for 

containment walls and buttresses, respectively. These increased unit weights 

are calculated based on an additional 40 psf dead load on the containment walls 

and buttresses, and the weight ofthe liner plate. 

The following loads were considered in the FE model: 

a. Dead load 

b. Liveload 

c. Post-tension load 

d. Wind load (tornado) 

e. Seism ic load (Operating Basis Earthquake [OBE] and Safe Shutdown 

Earthquake [SSE]) 

f. Temperature changes 

g. Concrete shrinkage, creep, and creep recovery 

h. Steel liner plate strain recovery 

i. Internal pressure due to accident. 

The load combination calculations and code checks of resulting stresses under 

these combinations were performed at selected critical construction stages 

(references CR3-13-05-115-002, -003, and -005). URS used the FE model to 

simulate their proposed construction method and sequence. These simulations 

were accomplished using a staged construction analysis. The staged analysis 

included all relevant states starting with the current existing conditions and 

finishing with the end-of-life. The summaries of all load steps used in the 

numerical model are provided in reference document CR3-13-115-005. 

loading combinations used in the FE model are generally based on two 

conditions; i.e. the plant in an operating and in a non-operating condition. For 

the existing condition and construction model stages, the applied load 

combinations do not include operating thermal, Safe Shutdown Earthquake (SSE) 

(Operating Basis Earthquake was used), loss-of-coolant-accident (lOCAl, or SIT 

pressures. The operating thermal, SSE, lOCA, and SIT loads were applied to the 

restored structure for the EOl analysis . 

The FE model for the Analysis of Final Condition for Code Compliance (reference 

CR3-13-05-115-00S) does not include wind load in its load cases. URS states that 

seismic load will govern over wind load, except during construction when the 

liner plate is exposed (Section 5.5.5 of reference CR3-13-05-115-003). URS's 

assumption that seismic loads govern may not be valid with tornado wind loads, 
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including the internal tornado differential pressure. Tornado wind pressure is 

230 pounds per square foot (psf), whereas the equivalent static seismic load on 

the containment wall is 0.40S x 3.5 ft x lS0 pounds per cubic foot (pcf) = 213 psf. 

Although they are approximately equal in pressure, the tornado wind pressure in 

combination with internal tornado differential pressure will far exceed the 

seismic load. This combination is included as a design load case on page 19 of 

the Design Basis Document. 

3.1.4 Results of Engineering Work to Date 

The ZAPATA Team has reviewed the FE model input files made available in 

calculation packages referenced at the beginning of this document. Generally 

speaking, the FE model accurately represents the containment structure 

geometry and configuration. The ability to model individual tendons allows for 

detailed simulations of the proposed construction sequence. The model includes 

URS selected design load combinations specified by the ACI 318-63 code, the 

URS Design Basis Document, and the Final Safety Analysis Report. Our review 

shows that the calculation packages demonstrate that design loads have been 

accurately calculated and included in the FE model. 

No significant error was discovered during our review of the input files to date. 

Concerns regarding the FE model are related to modeling methodologies or 

assumptions which could adversely influence the results of the Simulations, or 

how result quantities are used to draw conclusions. Concerns are presented in 

the following subsections. 

3.1.4.1 Radial Stress Prediction 

The FE model appears to use well-chosen finite element formulations for the 

various structural components. Although the choice of shell elements does not 

allow for the prediction of delamination, this is not the stated goal of the model. 

Moreover, prior attempts to successfully predict delamination have proven 
unreliable (EC 75221 Z62R8 by Performance Improvement International [Pill). 

The elements chosen are consistent with the manner in which the model was 

employed, and the types of results and conclusions drawn from its use. 

Shell elements, by virtue of their formulation, do not calculate normal stress 

(stress in radial direction); this is the stress component which would have the 

greatest contribution to the potential for delamination. During the proposed 

construction sequence, large radial tensile stresses may exist in containment 

walls, the dome, or both . The URS localized model, reference CR3-13-0S-11S-

002, showed that when the building is tensioned, the radial tensile stress across 
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the containment wall in the vicinity of the hoop tendons could be greater than 

the concrete allowable tensile stress, which could lead to cracking. Moreover, 

the URS calculations do not evaluate radial tensile stress in the dome. It is 

conceivable that dome radial tensile stresses could exceed its design basis; 

compliance with the licensing basis should be demonstrated. 

As mentioned previously, URS developed localized FE models (reference CR3-13-

05-115-002) to investigate the radial tensile stress distributions across some 

typical sections of the containment wall. The use of such local and highly refined 

models is justified given the mesh density required to resolve stress 

concentrations. However, these models have the limitations that : 

a. They are either axially symmetrical or symmetric about some plane. As a 

consequence, the models can only consider loads compatible with symmetry, 

but not more general loads such as wind, seismic, shrinkage, and creep loads 

that may occur in the different construction stages. 

b. They assume concrete materials to be elastic, which limits the capacity of the 

models to predict crack development or propagation . This could be 

important in regions where concrete is not replaced, where existing cracks 

surrounding tendon ducts could dramatically alter the stress field . 

c. URS's localized models show radial stresses may exceed allowable values and 

initiate cracking. Other factors, including ovalling of the structure and the 

interaction of vertical and radial stresses, have not been evaluated for their 

potential contribution to radial tension demand. 

These limitations could mask analytical results which call into question the 

assumptions used to design radial reinforcing steel in these areas. URS has 

responded to thi s assessment by maintaining their approach is consistent with 

industry standards and best practices. Our concern is the repair design's ability 

to withstand radial tension beyond what is anticipated . Under-predicting stress 

could produce a design that is not compliant with applicable codes which would 

put the licensing basis at risk. 

3.1.4.2 Foundation Stiffness 

The URS FE model assumes the foundation materials to be infinitely stiff. This 

assumption limits the model's ability to predict the settlement/rebound of the 

containment structure. We understand that URS intends to develop another FE 

model in the future to incorporate foundation stiffness. This is an important 

model feature which must be considered before finalizing the repair design. 

First, the foundation settlement/rebound during the containment construction 
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will have an impact on connected piping systems, such as the fuel transfer tube; 

these systems must be checked for their ability to accommodate deflections. 

Second, the settlement/rebound of the foundation may affect the stress 

distribution in the containment structure, especially in the lower portion of the 

containment walls and basemat slab. 

3.1.4.3 Interface of New/Old Concrete 

The interface between new and old concrete is modeled as a monolithic joint. 

Shrinkage in new concrete will begin to occur immediately after the concrete has 

been poured; the existing concrete has already experienced its anticipated 

shrinkage, and, therefore, there will be a differential across this boundary. Thus, 

some minor cracking at the interface might develop during concrete curing. This 

could affect local stress distributions predicted by the FE model. It should be 

noted that a recent Progress Energy Technical Oversight Committee (TOC) 

meeting (URS document 30586-CR3-PGN-LTR-0060) brought into question the 

use of dowels to join the new concrete to the existing concrete. URS believes 

that doweling is the best course of action, while the TOC recommends using the 

liner plate to handle tension at the interface. Improper design of this 

construction joint could lead to cracking at a future date. 

3.1.4.4 Stress Checking Locations 

The FE model stress results are checked at discrete points in the analysis, both 

with respect to location and time. Specifically, stress results are checked at 1) 

several key locations, 2) selected load steps, including existing condition, end of 

Bay 6-1, 1-2 and 4-5, and 2-3 and 5-6 repair, and the end of life, and 3) for 

selected load combinations. Although the impetus for limiting the code checks is 

understandable, the analysis results should be reviewed for each load step and 

under every load combination. 

Dome stresses were checked in several locations for one load combination (in 

reference CR3-13-0S-261-003). The dome code check indicated overstresses in a 
few locations during the proposed repair. URS has not prOVided justification that 

a single load combination governs the design or that the locations checked are 

the locations of maximum stress. 

URS has not provided a document that clearly explains their process for selecting 

the "worst case" elements for code checking. Identifying the worst case element 

is problematic given that the FE model is used to compute individual load results, 

and then these are combined as numerical values in the code check document. It 

is difficult to conclude that an adequate number of locations, or even the worst 
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case locations, have been selected for code checking based on the evidence 

presented in calculation documents. 

3.1.4.5 Material Parameters 

The moduli of elasticity for concrete in the FE model were calculated by adopting 

the standard equations in ACI 318. However, material testing reports (PII Root 

Cause Analysis Section 7.1, and S&ME Testing Report dated 7 October 2010) 

show that using a code default value could : 

• Overestimate the modulus of existing concrete by 16.8% 

• Underestimate the modulus of new concrete by 21.2% 

The modulus of elasticity of concrete will have an effect on the displacements, 

stress distributions, and effective pre-stresses predicted by the model. A 

parametric study to evaluate the potential impact of variations in the modulus of 

elasticity will help establish confidence in model results. URS has performed a 

comparison between predictions made by the current FE model and 

displacement measurements taken during the 1976 SIT. Predictions and 

measurements are observed to be in agreement, lending support to URS's choice 

of code derived moduli. There remains a concern, however, about the influence 

of actual material properties on conclusions drawn from the FE model. In 

particular, the choice of modulus could, in some instances, change the results of 

code checks which are now used to show the repair complies with applicable 

code requirements and thus put the design of this containment at risk of non

compliance with its basis. 

3.1.4.6 Computational Efficiency 

The current FE model is based on the assumption that all materials are linear and 

elastic. The model does, however, include geometric nonlinearity to more 

accurately represent stiffness. The use of elastic materials greatly speeds model 

solution time and allows the superposition method to be used in load step 

calculations. In addition, the use of shell elements greatly reduces the number 

of elements in the FE model; this results in a substantial acceleration in FE model 

run times relative to solid element models like that developed by MPR. This 

rapid simulation capability will prove advantageous in addressing challenges that 

arise during construction. 

3.1.4.7 Element Aspect Ratios 

The mesh around the dome edge has large element aspect ratios, which exceed 

the aspect ratio recommended by ANSYS. This mesh may introduce unnecessary 

errors in the analysis results. 
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3.1.4.8 Benchmarking Against Existing Structural Instrumentation Data 

URS has made preliminary comparisons between their FE model' s displacement 

predictions and those measured during the 1976 SIT. Further comparisons, 

particularly for the dome, would help establish confidence in the accuracy of the 

FE model. 

3.1.5 Post-tensioning 

Post-tensioning (PT) design is a critical part of the proposed containment 

restoration project . The structure's history of damage has shown that there is a 

relationship between prestress forces and the potential for delamination. The 

determination of PT parameters and procedures and their implementation are, 

therefore, very important. Details of the post-tensioning review can be found in 

Section 7.0 of Appendix B. 

Since the potential for delamination in the containment structure increases with 

higher prestress forces, it is reasonable for URS to evaluate the possibility of 

reducing the tendon jacking forces, while still providing enough prestress to 

satisfy design requirements. Although the reduction in tendon forces may 

reduce the risk of delamination, it must also be evaluated with respect to 

licensing. Note that some of this reduction in tendon force can come from the 

reuse of existing tendons; theoretically, they require a lower jacking force, since 

most, if not all , of the steel relaxation has already occurred . 

Based on the considerations listed above, URS is proposing to reduce the 

prestress forces to a level 12% and 10% below the EOL minimum levels required 

as per the Design Basis Document for hoop and vertical tendons, respectively. 

Section 4.1 of the URS Final Engineering Report for Construction and Execution 

of Phase 2 Restoration states, " In order to resist the tensile stresses caused by 

liner plate reversal and minimize the risk of vertical cracking, the containment 

structure will be de-tensioned in stages corresponding to the removal and repair 

of delaminated bays, while hoop compression is maintained by keeping a 

calculated portion of hoop tendons in tension ." As described in Section 2.4.4 of 

the same document, an analysis was performed to check the stress in concrete 

every time a tendon is de-tensioned to evaluate the containment. Several figures 

in that section provide a general overview of the reduction in compressive hoop 

and vertical stresses as the de-tensioning operation progresses. 
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Generally speaking, the proposed sequence and scope appear prudent. This 

conclusion must, however, be tempered with an understanding that the URS FE 

3-D containment model cannot predict radial stresses which might develop 

during de-tensioning and construction. Until proven otherwise, it must be 

assumed that radial tension could result in additional delaminations prior to the 

installation of radial pins . 

The following is a list of our main findings regarding tendons and tensioning 

resulting from this review: 

• Since delamination in the containment structure is influenced by the 

prestress forces, it is reasonable to reduce the jacking forces to mitigate the 

potential for delamination during repair as long as enough prestress is 

provided to satisfy design requirements . 

• The Tendon Prestress Calculation performed by URS assumes the use of new 

tendons, as demonstrated by the use of the 4% relaxation coefficient. This 

appears to be conservative, as URS intends on reusing existing tendons 

where possible. 

• The ACI 318-63 code does not prevent either the reduction of prestressing 

forces or reuse of existing tendons. 

• Based on quality assurance concerns, service life, and cost, as estimated by 

the proposed PT supplier and subcontractor, it is our opinion that using new 

tendons rather than reusing the existing ones is a more sound approach . The 

potential for damage to the tendons leading to higher cost and schedule risk 

outweighs the benefits of reuse. 

• Given that radial tensile stresses affect the potential for delamination, it is 

important to verify that the maximum allowable radial tensile stresses in 

parts of the containment where concrete is not going to be replaced will not 

be exceeded during construction, in particular during de-tensioning. 

• The calculated EOl average effective tendon forces are reduced from the 

design basis minimum required values by 12% and 10% for the hoop and 

vertical tendons, respectively . 

• Access to the anchorages of hoop tendons located below roof lines is one of 

the most significant constructability issues associated with PT activities. 
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• De-tensioning and re-tensioning of tendons are the PT activities posing the 

highest personnel safety risk due to the large forces involved and the weight 

ofthe stressing equipment. 

• Stated production rates for de-tensioning and re-tensioning operations are 

relatively low. Since we understand that the URSjPSC team has performed 

this work in the containment previously, it is considered important to 

confirm that these production rates reflect historical data and the use of site

experienced personnel. 

3.1.6 Condition of Dome 

This section will review Worley Parsons Calculation SlO-0050 (dated 28 October 

2010) regarding the current condition of the dome. It is helpful to briefly review 

the history of dome damage to understand the existing condition. During post

tensioning of the dome in 1974, workers heard a loud "boom" sound in the 

containment. In April 1976, a 12-inch thick delamination was discovered on the 

top surface of the dome. It was later hypothesized that the "boom" sound was 

generated by the concrete delaminating. The dome was repaired, and a 

structural integrity test successfully completed in October 1976; this enabled the 

unit to be licensed for full operation in December 1976. As part of the licensing, 

Progress Energy committed to the NRC to perform further surveillance of the 

dome. This included general exterior surface inspections and measurements of 

deflection at seven benchmark locations. Inspections of the dome were 

performed in 1977, 1979, 1980, 1981, and twice in 1982. The data showed that 

the dome was performing as anticipated and had no evidence of further 

delamination . 

Following the 2009 Steam Generator Replacement (SGR) delamination, CTL 

Group performed a nondestructive impulse response (IR) scan of Bay 3-4 as well 
as the associated 60-degree portion of the dome. The scan returned areas of 

"high mobility" in the dome, indicating the possibility of cracking. Seven cores 

were extracted from the surveyed area and confirmed the presence of laminar 

cracks. Laminar cracking is a condition where cracks exist on planes parallel to 

the surface of the dome yet the structure still behaves compositely. As a result, 

the CTL Group survey was expanded to include the remaining surface of the 

dome. An additional 23 core samples were collected based on the 

nondestructive survey results. Cracks were found at varying elevations in the 

cross section, including above, below, and at the level of the bond line interface 
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(BLI) where the dome repair concrete joins the original concrete. The average 

size of cracks was between 0.005 inch and 0.007 inch. 

The Worley Parsons evaluation states, "the laminar cracks noted during the 

inspection : (1) are not new cracks (i.e. cracks not grouted in 1976) in the lower 

24 inch thick dome below the BLI; (2) are not unexpected in the concrete cap 

above the BLI, considering the effect of lower dome creep; and (3) have 

remained small, less than 7 mils in width." The report goes on to state, "The 

small widt h of the laminar cracks is attributed to the existence of the more than 

1,850 #6 radial reinforcing bars in the repaired dome ... and to the shear 

reinforcement in the original dome in Pour 'H' ." The evaluation also discusses 

displacement measurements made during the 1976 structural integrity test. 

Comparisons between measured and predicted displacements made using the 

Kalnin software showed that the stiffness of the dome was that of a 36-inch thick 

monolithic structure. From all of these observations, Worley Parsons concluded 

that the existing cracking is acceptable, and the dome reinforcing is performing 

as designed. 

Generally speaking, ZAPATA concurs with many of the conclusions made by 

Worley Parsons. The tightness of cracks and their apparent lack of continuity 

across the dome's surface indicate that the dome has not experienced a 

delamination. This would imply that the post-installed radial reinforcing used in 

the dome repair has performed as expected . This observation lends support to 

URS's plan to use post-installed anchors in the walls in a similar manner. 

It is important, however, to point out that the current URS FE model does not 

predict radial stress in either the containment walls or dome. Predictions of 

radial stress are made using manual calculations which only consider the effects 

of post-tensioning a curved structure. It is possible that these calculations 

underestimate radial tension demand. Radial stress is particularly important for 

the dome, as it was designed based on a radial tension demand of 21.4 psi; this 

demand results from the partial prestress experienced by the repair area and the 

downward creep of the dome concrete. URS performed calculations to quantify 

how the proposed repair activities will affect the dome. Although the dome is 

performing as designed, there is distributed laminar cracking. The URS FE model 

has shown that certain stages of construction can cause stresses and/or changes 

in stress to exceed desirable limits. From the evidence presented, we are not 

certain whether or not the dome will exceed the code allowable compressive 

stress in concrete during the repair process. URS is continuing to refine their 

model to determine whether or not the dome must be partially de-tensioned 
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during construction to limit compressive stresses. Also, no calculation of dome 

radial stress has been developed; it is not possible to determine if the dome will 

comply with its licensing basis after construction without such a calculation . 

It should be noted that URS and Progress engineering personnel are discussing 

the possibility of partially de-tensioning the dome during construction. This will 

mitigate high compressive stresses predicted by the FE model during 

construction (Technical Oversight Committee August 1, 2012, Meeting Minutes, 

URS document 30586-CR3-PGN-l TR-0060). The technical oversight committee 

minutes state: "There is some concern about excessive compression in the dome 

during de-tensioning of the cylinder shell. URS analyses show that there is a high 

variation in dome compression (up to 27% near the ring girder) during cylinder 

shell de-tensioning. Prior to construction, URS recommends the de-tensioning of 

5 tendons in each of the 3 dome tendon groups for a total of 15 tendons .... 

Based on preliminary analysis results, URS showed that de-tensioning 5 tendons 

per group is sufficient to bring the compression values down to acceptable 

levels. The TOC agreed that this was a good solution as long as the dome will be 

returned to its current (or lower) state of tension after the repair is complete." 

The potential exists for the laminar cracks in the dome to become larger as a 

result of construction activities. In our interview with URS, engineering staff 

stated that crack growth was a possibility. There is some risk, therefore, that the 

dome will require further evaluation and potentially repair after the containment 

walls have been restored and re-tensioned. URS and Progress are discussing the 

possibility of performing a pre-restoration IR scan of the dome which could then 

be compared to a post-restoration scan. This would provide a good indication of 

how construction activities have affected existing cracks. The ability to show no 

change in condition is particularly important given that URS advocates partially 

de-tensioning the dome during construction. Note that changing dome tension 

could include the dome as part of the repair plan; this would subject the dome 

condition to NRC scrutiny. 

3.1.7 Construction Methodology 

ZAPATA reviewed URS's construction methodology for the proposed 

containment repair. We reviewed the details of the process proposed to 

determine the likelihood of success and identify any potential problems. 

Construction methodology documentation available for review was limited, and, 

for the most part, provided only a general overview of the methodology. At the 

time of this report, Progress Energy had focused most of their resources on 

addressing the engineering issues related to the restoration of the containment 
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structure and are just now starting to devote significant time and effort towards 

construction planning. Additional detail of the construction methodology 

assessment is located in Section 6.0 of Appendix C. 

Our review of construction methodology focused on the following activities. 

Tendon and tendon sheathing removal inside and outside the buildings 

• Access for tendon removal equipment and removed tendons 

• Removal method 
• Removal of knockouts and civil/structural interferences 

Concrete removal inside and outside the buildings 

• Installation of scaffolding and platforms 

• Concrete removal system 

• Waste concrete and slurry removal system 

• Rebar removal 

Concrete replacement inside and outside the buildings 

• Scaffolding requirements, installation, and relocation 

• Tendon sheath installation and splicing 

• Rebar installation and splicing 

• Formwork method and installation 

• Concrete placement plan and method 

Interference Removal inside and outside buildings 

• Scaffolding requ irements 

• Removal methods for piping/mechanical, instrumentation and contro ls 

(I&C), and electrica l interferences 

Anchor Bolt/Pin installation 

• Scaffolding requirements 

• Core drilling methods 

• Anchor installat ion and grouting 

• Removal of concrete waste and drilling water 

Replacement of removed components 

• Scaffolding requ irements 
• Installation methods for piping/mechanical, I&C, and electrical items 

Tendon replacement inside and outside of buildings 
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• Replacement of knockouts and other civil/structural interferences 

Spent Fuel Pool protection 

• Construction details of isolation wall and other protective features 

• Missile shields 

ZAPATA used constructability checklists that included the following items to 

document reviews, actions, and recommendations: 

• Is the proposed construction method sound and is it cost effective? 

• Is the crane adequate and placed where accessible? 

• Is there access to the work area and adequate space for logistics (including 

operational and security requirements)? 

• Are material handling, fabrication, storage (including proper storage 

requirements), and refurbishment space adequate and appropriate? 

• Are there any potential problems/difficulties with the proposed method? 

• Is there a detailed resource (staffing, equipment, and ancillary facilities) plan, 

allocation, and use? 

• Has equipment protection been identified and contingency/mitigation plans 

been prepared as needed in the event of any unforeseen incidents? 

• Are the plans for hazardous material identification and abatement processes 

and disposal (e.g., lead-based paint, asbestos, etc.) adequate? 

• Are the return to service (RTS) testing and startup plans adequate? 

3.1 .7.1 Construction Methodology Assessment 

Detailed planning and preparation backup do not exist to the extent 

expected/required for a multi-billion dollar nuclear construction project. 

Resource-loaded schedules, a Work Breakdown Structure (WBS) and Dictionary, 

a Construction Management Plan or equivalent, and other evidence of an 

integrated and adequate construction methodology have not been developed . 

The construction planning lacked the rigor of a project expected to begin major 

work activities in the next six months. A mature plan would include the 

following: 

• Construction Execution Plan (Integrated as part of the Project Execution Plan 

that will include several of the items that follow. Note: The CEP was 

provided later, but did not include execution details.) 

• Resource-loaded schedule for engineering and construction activities 
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• Component storage and refurbishment plans for removed components 

• Resource Plan, including craft density studies and mock-up training 

requirements 

• Plant Equipment Protection Plan 

• Contingency Plans (These include plans for unexpected incidents as well as 

component replacement for components removed that are beyond service 

life or broken, damaged, lost and/or missing at re- installation .) 

• Conceptual system construction test and start-up test plans 

The removal system for hydro-demolition water and waste concrete slurry 

appears to be at a conceptual stage, with the detailed design delegated to the 

hydro demolition subcontractor. URS/SGT did not provide a concept drawing of 

this system for review. Although URS/SGT operated a similar system for 

concrete demolition in Bay 3-4, water/slurry disposal for the current effort is 

more complicated due to hydro excavation above the buildings surrounding the 

containment. Demolition in bays other than Bay 3-4 will require the waste 

water/slurry to be transported from the demolition bay horizontally around the 

exterior of the containment building to a collection tank located at grade level. 

The system for this water/slurry transport and treatment will be critical to the 

success of the hydro demolition effort. 

URS/SGT appears to be relying on the annular opening created by containment 

concrete removal, or the knockout openings, to provide the necessary access for 

moving items into the buildings. Due to the location of the Scorpion Access 

System (SAS) platforms above these openings, it is not obvious how crane access 

can be effectively provided . Even if the intent is to remove the SAS platform 

above the annular opening (the exterior concrete replacement activities should 

be completed before interior concrete replacement activities begin, effectively 

blocking access to the annular opening from above), a method to receive items 

from the exterior crane hook and relocate them within the buildings will be 
required . 

While URS believes they have adequate tolerances on pin locations to miss most 

plant piping and electrical installations, we believe that more interference 

removal man-hours will be required to provide access for pinning activities . 
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As of 24 July 2012, a construction resource-loaded schedule was not provided for 

review. Without a resource-loaded schedule, it is difficult to accurately 

determine craft loading for construction activities required to support the 

schedule end date. 

URS pre-construction activities appear to be constrained by lack of funding from 

Progress pending award of a repair contract. 

URS/SGT construction concepts that were presented are sound, yet lack 

expected rigor. Unless resolved, the lack of detailed documented planning will 

present difficulties that will create delays in schedule and increases in cost. 

The repair areas below the rooflines and within the surrounding buildings will be 

on the critical path for the project as those tasks are more labor intensive and 

compounded with extremely congested, restrictive, and elevated work areas. 

Tendon detensioning and removal will require additional specialty rigging and 

appurtenances. Concrete demolition of the containment wall within these areas 

will be completed by mechanical means with personnel using jackhammers and 

hydraulic splitters as removal methods. Control of foreign materials and 

equipment protection will be paramount during the repair tasks to ensure the 

operating environment and operating components continue to maintain their 

design basis tasks both during and after repair completion. Details for this FOAK 

project effort were not evident in the documents provided to ZAPATA. 

We reviewed, but did not challenge, the construction sequencing proposed. 

Although not optimized, the current sequence of construction activities for the 

exterior, above the building roofline tasks will not be on the critical path for 

project execution. These tasks, although not trivial, have been performed in the 

recent past and with additional detailed planning, scheduling, logistics, and 

sequencing, can be executed as described during the review meeting conducted 

on 24 July 2012. The tasks comprising the areas below the rooflines are FOAK 

and as complex as any operating nuclear plant major modification. The efforts 

undertaken thus far for planning, scheduling, and resource identification to 

provide a comprehensive, organized, and logical sequence of events to 

accomplish project objectives fall short of the necessary rigorous requirements 

for major work within a licensed nuclear facility. We were told that such efforts 

are ongoing and/or planned. 

Industry project management practice is to sequence planning, detailed 

engineering, and then construction activities. Progress has chosen to focus on 
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engineering first in order to determine the feasibility of the CR3 restoration. This 

intentionally delayed planning activities until the technical feasibility was 

established . The result of this change in sequence is a lack of detailed planning 

at this time. Detailed project and construction planning is in development for 

this multi-billion dollar nuclear restoration project. Progress stated the detailed 

project planning work and documents expected include: 

• Resource-loaded schedules 

• Work Breakdown Structure (WBS) and Dictionary 

• Construction Management Plan or equivalent 

Progress maintains that once given approval, work can begin within three 

months. We believe significantly more time and resources are necessary to 

complete the planning required for a project of this size and complexity and 

would expect it would take six to nine months for a fully resourced project team 

to complete a resource-loaded schedule, develop a detailed WBS, and complete 

construction planning. 

3.2 Assessment of Estimated Cost, Schedule, and Risk 

3.2.1 Introduction 

The following sections described the methodologies ZAPATA used to perform an 

independent assessment of the cost estimate, schedule, and risk for the CR3 

Containment Repair Project. 

The ZAPATA Team's SMEs reviewed drawings, photographs of the plant, notes 

and observations from plant walk-downs to review the EPC's cost estimate, 

schedule, and approach . Those reviews and further analyses were the basis for 

cost and schedule comparisons for the EPC scope of work and formed the 

ground work for an independent cost estimate and schedule. We then 

developed a list of discrete risk events that were later combined into a final 

discrete risk register for Monte Carlo analysis and management reserve 

determination. lastly, we summarized the major categories of the URS/EPC and 

Progress Energy cost and schedule elements for Monte Carlo analysis and 

contingency determination. The outcomes ofthe assessment included : 

1. A critical assessment of an expected schedule that is likely for the repair 

scope 

2. Three project cost estimate scenarios that describe possible CR3 

Containment Repair Cost Estimates, including project contingency and 
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management reserve. The three scenarios are Budget, Bid, and Independent 

Estimate. These cases also present a historical perspective of the 

development of the project cost estimate from late 2011 to the present. 

3. Risk assessments, Monte Carlo analyses, and Contingency and management 

reserve determinations. 

The following describes the general approach used to perform an independent 

assessment of the schedule and cost estimate for the Progress CR3 Containment 

Repair Project. 

3.2.2 Cost 

Final cost for the CR3 containment restoration is ultimately dependent on the 

final scope chosen by Progress. Option 10 final scope will not be available until 

Progress has completed the review of the URS EPC proposal, factored in Owner's 

tasks and costs (Progress activities) and completed engineering change (EC) 

packages for the repair scope. 

Due to these considerations, we performed a semi-detailed parametric estimate 

of the current Option 10 scope. We assessed the principle cost elements of 

Direct Cost, Quantity Estimates, Unit Rates, Construction Indirect Costs (Craft 

Distributable, Project/Construction Management), Design Engineering, and 

Overhead Costs included in each cost element and Owner's Costs as much as 

possible. Additionally, we performed a high-level parametric analysis on the 

scope and work sequence chosen by Progress Energy from the EPC Bid for 

quantities, the principle cost elements, and work content complexities. 

The ZAPATA Team initially performed site visits, conducted interviews, and 

requested information concerning the scope of the CR3 repair. We reviewed 

these data, and we submitted follow-up questions and requests for more 

information. The Progress Energy Cost Estimate, SGT walk-down information for 

interferences, and the contractors' updated Technical Bids, submitted 16 April 

2012, formed the initial starting points to understand and evaluate the Cost 

Estimate. Subsequent to receiving this information, we received the URS bid 

estimate on 2S May 2012. We held interviews at the site on 31 May 2012, with 

URS to review their commercial bid package. From this meeting, we requested 

additional cost and schedule information, which was provided in the June-July 

2012 timeframe. 

We used the information provided and developed parametric estimates to 

compare and evaluate the URS cost estimate. As often occurs on cost 
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comparisons, some of the costs are included under different headings requiring a 

thorough review to determine which costs were included and reconciliation to 

facilitate comparison. ZAPATA's team members have significant knowledge and 

experience in estimating nuclear plant modifications at many similar facilities 

and evaluated the Progress Owner's Costs based on their experience estimating, 

forecasting, and evaluating significant nuclear plant repair projects. Many of the 

support costs routinely provided by the plant owner can be evaluated 

parametrically with benchmark data we have compiled. The division of 

responsibility (DaR) agreed to between the EPC vendor and Progress will identify 

the services and support activities within Progress' responsibility. 

The project schedule drives indirect and other site infrastructure owner costs, 

EPC costs, and "hotel loads" that are fairly constant across the overall project 

duration. We compared the scheduled durations for support personnel to the 

EPC scheduled durations to ensure the owner's estimate reflects an appropriate 

level and duration of support needed for each position or department. For 

Progress labor, Progress Energy provided a detailed listing of every estimated 

position showing calculations of straight time and overtime hours and dollars, 

including per diem for each. We used our knowledge and experience to evaluate 

the level of support included for each department, the ramp-up and ramp-down 

for each group, the average wage and per diem rates used, and the scheduled 

duration for each labor category. Most of these positions have been estimated 

by Progress based on a set duration and working an expected schedule, and will 

be very sensitive to the overall EPC schedule and work activities, both inside and 

outside, ofthe power block buildings. 

After receipt of the second set of proposals in May 2012, Progress selected URS 

to perform the work and provided the URS proposal to ZAPATA for review. We 

performed a detailed review of the URS Proposal Estimate as delineated in the 

Price Breakdown Bid Tab, provided in the URS proposal. The URS proposal Bid 

Tab is shown in Attachment E of Appendix C. 

ZAPATA also reviewed the URS proposal and contract terms and conditions to 

gain an understanding of the contract incentives and penalties proposed . URS 

has proposed a cost reimbursable contract that contains incentives and penalties 

with regard to maintaining the cost and schedule targets. However, the scope of 

work is not fully defined which may result in a risk to Progress that multiple 

change orders will be generated, thereby moving the target cost to the benefit 

of the contractor. The complexity of the proposed incentives, fees, and penalties 
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will increase the level of effort and cost of Progress' contract administration and 

subcontractor management. 

3.2.2.1 Progress Budget Cost Estimate 

Progress developed preliminary composite cost and schedule information 

(defined as Budget) for their use from initial engineering and procurement 

activities through EPC down-select. As we began Task 3, Progress was soliciting a 

second round of proposals for the CR3 containment restoration from Bechtel 

and URS. The major cost elements of the Progress Budget estimate are shown in 

Table 3-1. After ZAPATA received the preliminary cost information, Progress 

later informed us that they did not consider the information complete, and it 

had not been reviewed by their management. The Preliminary Composite 

Information, however, contained useful information such as project milestones 

and major activities that we used in developing our independent estimate. 
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Table 3-1 Summary of Progress Budget; URS Bid; Independent Cost Estimates 

ZAPATA Assessment Team - Crystal River Unit 3 Containment Restoration 

Level Cost Estimates and Schedules 
URS Independent 

Cost Element & Description Bid Estimate 

Total $ Total 

EPC Contractor 
EPC Directs $338,075,163 ~ $176,736,000 
EPC Indirects, Services, & Field Non-

$437,403,868 ~ $264,275,476 Manual 
EPC Construction Adjustments ~27,843,769 jQ 
EPC Construction Cost $803,322,802 $441,011,476 
EPC Engineering, Escalation, & Fee ~109,941.258 ~139,140,440 
Total EPC Project Value $913,264,060 

Progress Enerllll (Owner) 
Owner Provided Equipment/Services $116,625,986 $115,325,986 
Owner Labor & Indirects $192,195,812 $148,266,656 
Owner Escalation $20,000,685 $13,838,614 
Owner Sunk Cost to Early 2012 ~95,622,287 ~95,622,287 
Total Progress Equipment, Labor & 

$424,444,770 $373,053,543 Indirects 

Total EPC & Progress (Owner) $1,337,708,830 $953,205,459 

-
EPC & Progress Estimate Contingency $603,629,179 $103,141,468 
Project Schedule Contingency $0 $75,200,000 
Progress Management Reserve SQ ~361,171,282 
Total Contingency & Management 

$603,629,179 $539,512,750 
Reserve 

Total EPC/Progress, Contingency & 
$1,941,338,009 $1,492,718,209 

Mgt. Reserve Dollars 
Contingency & Mgt. Res. Dollars % of 

45.1% . % 56.6% 
EPC/Progress Total Dollars 

EPC Schedule Duration in Months 25 31 35 
EPC End Date & SIT/ILRT Complete 11/13/14 03/16/15 07/16/15 

Bid: URS 30 April 2012 EPC (Proposed Price/no contingency); Progress 2011 Study (Progress Owner 
Costs); Monte Carlo Estimate Contingency; Monte Carlo Schedule Contingency; Monte Carlo 

Reserve. 

Independent Estimate: Independent Estimate (EPC and Owner Costs); Monte Carlo Estimate 
Contingency; Monte Carlo Schedule Contingency; and Monte Carlo Management Reserve. 
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The Budget estimate was not available for review until Progress received final 

bids from Bechtel and URS in April 2012, and provided it to us in May 2012. 

Review of the Budget estimate identified several inconsistencies in quantities 

and unit installation rates that were a result of the composite nature of the 

estimate. The preliminary components that contributed to each Budget 

estimate line item were also difficult to determine. The inconsistencies in the 

preliminary composite document precluded a meaningful review of the Budget 

estimate. Due to the preliminary nature of the data used and the "worst case" 

Option 10 approach taken by Progress in its preparation, detailed evaluation or 

discussion of the Budget estimate provides little benefit to this analysis. It 

should be noted, however, that as a preliminary and conceptual value, the 

Budget estimate provided Progress with a reasonable bounding value. 

3.2.2.2 URS Bid Cost Estimate 

The URS Bid estimate, submitted in April 2012, consists of additions and 

deletions to their initial December 2011 proposal. The initial proposal was 

modified in January 2012, to include tendon de-tenSioning and again in April 

2012, to incorporate a modified work approach. The April 2012 modifications 

consisted of a number of additions and deletions to bring the total proposal 

price to as delineated on the Estimate Summary sheet dated 

30 April 2012 in the proposal and in Table 3-1. 

A final compilation of proposal costs was presented in the Price Breakdown - Bid 

Tab included in the May 2012 proposal. The Bid Tab has approximately 100 line 

items of estimate details, showing quantities, craft hours, labor dollars, material 

dollars, subcontract dollars and total dollars. URS also included rentals, supplies, 

and small tools in the direct cost detail. To effectively evaluate these data, we 

normalized the URS data by re-categorizing these items as Indirect Costs instead 

of Direct Costs for consistent comparison with other projects and historical data. 

The URS Bid Tab did not show craft performance unit rates, therefore, we 

calculated the unit rates from the data provided. These normalized data are 

presented here as Revised Bid Tab and can be seen in detail as Attachment F of 

Appendix C. Although this "Bid Tab" totals to the same as the 

Estimate Summary sheet, our review of the individual Bid Tab line items revealed 

that many of the additions and deletions used to update the Estimate Summary 

sheet were not incorporated in Bid Tab line items. Discussions with URS 

revealed that they were aware of these discrepancies and were updating the Bid 

Tab accordingly. The updated information was not received until late in July 

2012. 
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The CR3 restoration is an active project with bridge funding for URS to provide 

new information on a continuous basis. As a result, all of the cost review and 

analysis was performed on the URS Bid Tab included in the April 2012 proposal 

and any changes in the July updated information have not been included in this 

report. However, we did review a summary of the revised July data, and it 

appears that the net changes to the total estimate will have little impact on the 

results or findings ofthis report. 

3.2.2.3 Independent Estimate 

ZAPATA prepared an independent estimate of the project for comparison with 

the budget and bid estimates. This estimate assumes the repair scenario 

outlined by Progress Energy, which is not necessarily the worst case scenario. 

The independent estimate includes all EPC and Owner Costs and is included as 

Attachment 0 of Appendix C. The independent estimate and assessment of the 

URS Proposal direct estimated costs began in detail when we received the bid 

document on May 25, 2012. The URS Proposal included a number of sections 

that are summarized in the URS Price Breakdown -Bid Tab. 

URS provided two other levels of detail to support their Bid Tab estimate. The 

CAES Detail Sheets provide the most detail and show the basis for each estimate 

line item, including hour and material unit rates. The detail sheets are 

comprised of approximately 190 pages of information. This information is then 

summarized to CAES Summary Sheets. In some areas, the CAES estimate did not 

summarize to the Bid Tab estimate. This was apparently due to URS making late 

changes that were not included in the CAES information, but were included in 

the Bid Tab. At this writing URS is still working on changes. We were able to find 

and incorporate the known changes into the evaluation process for direct work 

items and have included them in the Revised Bid Tab Attachment F of Appendix 

C. 

3.2.2.4 Estimate Comparison 

A summary of the budget, bid, and independent estimates by cost element is 

shown in Table 3-1. 

Construction Indirect Cost Estimate - The URS Bid Tab cost estimate is ~ 
which compares to the independent cost estimate of $122.9M, for a variance of 

~. The major areas of variance are scaffolding, construction equipment, 

and temporary utilities. It appears that URS held construction indirect staff 

constant for the duration of the project, while the need for craft support should 

vary for different phases of the project. The construction indirect cost estimate 

is not consistent with the project schedule prOVided in the proposal, and many of 
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the cost categories lack basis of estimate or have no cost provided. The 

construction indirect estimate needs to be consistent with the schedule, and 

there needs to be a clear basis for each item. 

Project/Construction Management - The URS cost estimate for construction 

management labor is ~ which compares to the independent cost 

estimate of $141.3M, for a variance of~. The variance is the result of the 

following factors: 

• URS staffing of the project is not consistent with the proposal schedule. 

Some staffing begins at too early, and some de-staffing occurs to late in the 

project. 

• Our estimated peak staffing level is greater that the URS peak staffing level. 

• The apparent URS wage rate appears to be too low to include necessary 

overtime and the extended hours work week. 

The staffing plan needs to be adequate and consistent with the project schedule. 

The estimated wage rate needs to be adequate for planned overtime, extended 

work week operation, and any per diem costs. 

• Design Engineering - The URS cost estimate is ~ which compares to 

the independent cost estimate of $38.5M, for a variance of ~M. URS 

does not have estimate detail or backup for us to evaluate their estimate. 

The independent estimate is based on a High Bridge Engineering estimate 

checklist method that includes detailed tasks for each discipline. The URS 

estimate lacks supporting backup. 

• EPC Escalation - The URS cost estimate is ~ which compares to the 

independent cost estimate of ~ for a variance of • . URS provided 

no backup to evaluate their estimate. The independent estimate is based on 

an escalation rate of 3% per year. 

• Owner's Cost Estimate - The Progress cost estimate for Owner's cost is 

~ which compares to the independent cost estimate of $359.2M for a 

variance of~. The variance is due to an evaluation of the Owner's 

staffing to support the construction which was reduced in the independent 

estimate for mostly construction support staff. Also, Progress estimates full 

staff until October 2015 for closeout, which we reduced assuming closeout 

would be accomplished as all work is completed. Progress' Owner's cost for 

staffing does not align with the EPC estimate and schedule. 

• Owner Cost Escalation - The Progress cost estimate for Owner escalation is 

~ as compared to the independent cost estimate of $13.8M for a 
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variance of_. The independent estimate is based on an escalation rate 

of 3% per year. 

Final Option 10 scope and schedule will not be available until Progress Energy 

has incorporated the URS proposal schedule, factored in Owner's tasks (Progress 

Energy activities) and complete EC packages for the repair scope. The final 

detailed URS schedule for the CR3 containment repair is to be completed 60 days 

after contract award, forecasted for September 2012. 

3.2.3 Schedule 

The CR3 Containment Restoration preliminary composite schedule (Budget 

schedule) was developed for use by the Progress team during engineering and 

procurement activities through EPC down-select (the Bridge 3 phase). The 

Budget schedule covers the milestones and major activities leading up to the 

down-select and construction start. Progress plans to treat the remaining 

detailed planning differently than a normal operating plant modification project 

in the areas of project management, planning, and scheduling. Current planning 

does not indicate the establishment of "Construction Islands", and appears to 

resemble planning associated with a modification or work outage, rather than a 

large construction project. This project is complex with multiple interfaces with 

many subcontractors and materials/equipment. The documents we evaluated 

do not show that the repair work around the Spent Fuel area has been planned 

and scheduled with expert validation as a mini-project inside of a project. 

We performed an overview of the Primavera computerized schedule provided by 

Progress Energy in April 2012 (CR3 Working) and completed a summary review 

of the bar chart schedule (30586 CR U3) in the May 2012 URS proposal. Figure 

3-1 depict s the 25-month and the 31-month durations of these two schedules, 

from mobilization through "SIT/Integrated Leak Rate Testing (ILRT)." 
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Figure 3 -1 Summary Comparison of 2 5 -Month and 31-Month Schedules 

Crystal River #3 Schedule Analysis 

2012 

I /16/12 

Mtbm,.,;on 

8 16/12 
Mo ilization 

Progress versus URS 

2013 2014 2015 \ 

11/13/14 
SIT/ILRT 

4/1 15 
CI se 

are ker 

3/16/15 
SITjllRT 

Complete 

W Progress Construction Schedule "Mobilization" through "SIT/llRT complete" 

W URS Proposal Schedule "Mobilization" through "SITjllRT complete" 

The 25-month preliminary composite EPC schedule was determined by Progress 

to be too optimistic and has been replaced with the URS Bid Schedule of 31 

months. The ZAPATA Team assessed the principle schedule components of the 

budget and bid schedules: critical paths, resource loading, schedule integrity, 

and maturity with the details provided. Additionally, we performed a cross 

checking analysis of the current URS scope of work, URS Project Execution Plan 

(PEP) and construction work sequence depicted within the Budget and Bid 

schedules. We performed a summary review of the URS schedule, Figure 3-2, to 

ensure that the scope of work for the estimate and the relative durations in the 

estimate basis were consistent with the schedule. Resource loading, quantity 
loadings, unit rates, labor rates, or man-hours were not provided in the bid 

schedule. Therefore, we developed a man-load for the craft man-hours in the 

schedule to validate the proposed staffing levels and craft density using the our 

estimate. 
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We developed a Work Breakdown Structure which is organized by each bay, 

above or below each bay roof line, and the commodities or work operations 

above or below the roof lines. The WBS provides a format to organize the 

estimate and to load man-hours and quantities into a computerized schedule. 

With this information, we created an electronic Primavera P6 level 1 summary 

schedule (High Bridge schedule) with a critical path that matched the dates and 

assumed logic in the URS bar chart schedule in the proposal. We performed 

analyses on the URS bid bar chart schedule and the High Bridge schedule. 

The High Bridge schedule, and URS Schedule with High Bridge WBS input and 

Resource Man-loading, was used in performing the risk based schedule 

durations. The result of the schedule risk review is discussed in Section 5.3.2.2 

of Appendix C and in Attachment C of Appendix C. From the work performed, 

we conclude, that an Option 10 baseline schedule with contingency has a 35-

month duration. 

Figure 3-3 Summary Comparison of31·Month and 3S-Month Schedules 

Crystal River #3 Schedule Analysis 
URS Proposal versus HBA Risk 8S% Confidence Schedule 

2012 2013 2014 2015 

'/16/15 ~ SIT/ILRT 
complete 

....... Month Extension 
"1'6/'2 M o ilization URS eon.tnIdIon 5chedf.6t. J1 Mo. 

7/16/15 j SIT/lLRT 
Complete 

8 / 1 6/1.2 
.............. opa ... ConItrUdlon SChedule35Mo. 

URS Const ruction Schedule "Mobilization" t hrough "SIT/l l RT complete" 

High Bridge Risk 85" ConfidenceSchedule"Mobilizatton"throug h "SIT/llRT complete" 

We understand that during the third quarter of 2012 a detailed new schedule is 

being developed . In the development of the detailed new schedule the 

manpower leveling that is normally done by the contractor will help reduce 

planning and scheduling issue (i.e ., having a first quarter 2014 drop in craft of 
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43% and an increase of 48% the following quarter). However, the engineering 

driven sequence makes it harder to level craft and keep that craft on a 

productive path. As an example, the concrete placement activity makes leveling 

manpower for placing concrete very difficult. Detail analysis of the schedule 

determined that each week only two bays of concrete are planned to be placed 

at 70 yards per placement in each bay. Then the plan sequence requires 

concrete removal work for 60 days to be completed before concrete placement 

craft can start on the next set of bays. 

The following summarizes ZAPATA's key findings from our schedule review: 

• Focused URS and Progress leadership in project management and project 

controls is needed to maintain effective project communication, work flow, 

and schedule progress. 

• We performed a Monte Carlo risk assessment ofthe URS proposed 31-month 

schedule. Our independent assessment concluded that an add itional four 

months is required for an 85% confidence level schedule, which results in a 

total duration of 35 months. 

• Option 10 demolition and construction sequences are planned to protect the 

structure. The construction sequence chosen causes adverse schedule impact 

as well as manpower discontinuity and access/egress challenges. 

• The URS and subsequent Progress Energy combined schedule provide detail 

for near-term engineering efforts, are planned for the remainder of 

engineering and construction. A more mature and detailed integrated 

project schedule is needed to support the project. 

3.2.4 Contingency and Discrete Risk Assessment 

As part of Scope of Work Task 3, the ZAPATA Team developed recommended 

va lues for project contingency, based on estimate and schedule inaccuracies, 

and project management reserve, based on discrete risk analyses. Project 

Contingency was identified in the independent cost review and Project 

management reserve is based on discrete risks identified by the ZAPATA Team 

and the Progress Energy. The contingency and risk analyses were performed 

using a Monte Carlo based analysis technique for both the project contingency 

and management reserve. The summary results are: 

• A project contingency for estimate inaccuracies of $103.1 million. 

• A project contingency for schedule inaccuracies of $75.2 million (four months 

hotel load). 

• A project management reserve, at an 80% confidence level of $361.2 million. 
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• These three risk elements combined add $539.5 million to the base cost of 

the project resulting in a total project estimate at completion of $1,492.7 

million. 

3.2.4.1 Cost and Schedule Uncertainties 

Schedule and estimate uncertainty include items such as: 

• Design Completeness/Development 

• Technical Complexity 

• Quantity Variations and Pricing 

• Quality Levels 

• Labor Productivity 

• Site Conditions 

• Methods of Accomplishment (construction project approach vs. modification 

project approach) 

• Escalation Costs 

• Estimating Accuracy 

Generally, the standards set forth by ANSI Standard Reference Z94.0 were 

applied and estimated costs were categorized into one of three claSSifications, 

defined as: 

• Conceptual (uC') Order of Magnitude Estimates of costs and durations are 

generally developed using parametric data based on limited project 

information, and, therefore have a very wide accuracy range of -30% to 

+50%. 

• Budget (UBU) Estimates of costs and durations have a tighter accuracy range 

of within -15% to +30%. Estimates of this type are generally prepared after 

work has begun and can be based on some limited amount of qualified 

engineering/design data and information. This generally describes the 

current estimates provided for the CR3 repair. 

• Definitive (UDU) Estimates of costs and durations are usually expected to have 

a tight accuracy range of within -5% to +10%. Definitive estimates involve 

the highest degree of deterministic estimating methods and require a great 

amount of estimating information and detail. Typically, the engineering and 

design documentation is very well defined and near completion . 
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The classifications listed above are used as guidelines in evaluating the 

uncertainty of the estimate/schedule estimate; however, knowledge of the type 

of project will influence the actual range used for evaluation of the uncertainty. 

For example, nuclear construction project cost and schedule estimates have a 

history of seldom being below either the projected cost or schedule. Therefore, 

the range of accuracy assigned to elements of the cost estimate is specified 

based on knowledge of the Option 10 repair project. 

The triangular probability density (RiskTriang) of @RISK (Version 5.7, September 

2010) commercial risk analysis software is one of the most readily 

understandable and pragmatic distributions for basic risk models for use in 

Monte Carlo simulations. The RiskTriang distribution is a triangular distribution 

that has the capability to specify a minimum and maximum value of uncertainty 

along with most likely value of the variable. Figure 3-4 illustrates the triangular 

probability distribution. In the example, the minimum percent is assigned and 

indicates that a cost category has a finite probability of being lower than the 

most likely value and the maximum percent indicates that a cost category has a 

finite probability of being higher than the most likely value. 

Finure 3-4 Example a/the @RISK - RiskTriann Probability Density 

Good 
Outcome s 

Most Li kely 

Bad 

Outcome 

Monte Carlo random sampling techniques are used, and 10,000 iterations are 

performed to ensure convergence of the variables. Random sampling allows the 

variable to be randomly selected from any point in the probability distribution 

for each of the iterations in the calculation cycle. The risk analysis calculates an 

individual contingency on each cost category and accumulates those into a total 

project contingency. 
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The results of a risk analysis can be displayed graphically in several formats. The 

contingency values can be shown for every 5% confidence level from 0% to 

100%. Graphical displays normally used include the final probability density; the 

cumulative probability distribution ("5" curve); and sensitivity of the contingency 

to various uncertainties (the "Tornado" chart). 

3.2.5 Discrete Risk Events - Management Reserve 

Nuclear construction projects face the potential of having certain events 

(discrete risk events) occur that are not part of the planned cost or schedule. 

These events may have an impact on the total project cost and schedule 

duration. To manage this impact, it is customary to set aside funds in a 

management reserve. Management reserve may be used to fund mitigation 

activities to prevent or minimize the impact of an event, or to fund an event in 

case it does occur. Discrete risk events usually fall into two categories: 1) 

Technical Risks - events that may occur because a less costly but more risky 

design approach has been proposed and 2) Programmatic Risks - events that are 

broader in nature and may be dependent on decisions separate from the specific 

systems or components (e.g., NRC approvals or disapprovals or project 

management). A principle concern expressed by the ZAPATA Team was the risks 

(other than those associated with the cost and schedule inaccuracies) that the 

containment repair project is essentially a FOAK project. Programmatic risks are 

usually accumulated in a report (Discrete Risk Register) for evaluation, 

assignment of responsible management "ownership", and identifying mitigation 

strategy. 

The development of the discrete risk register began by each organization within 

the ZAPATA Team establishing their own list of risks independent of each other. 

The register incorporates discrete risk events identified by Progress Energy, URS, 

Bechtel, Duke Energy and the ZAPATA Team. 

Risks were assigned a suffix to keep track of the originating organization (i.e., p

Progress, h- High Bridge, t- Tetra Tech). We then prepared a final register by 

consolidating each organization's similar risks and eliminating risks that were 

judged to be transferred to the EPC cost estimate as part of the project 

contingency analysis. The complete register is included in Attachment J of 

Appendix C, along with the identification nomenclature. 

Unlike the estimate and schedule uncertainties, discrete risk events are assigned 

two qualitative parameters that form the basis of the analysis. These parameters 

are the Probability of Occurrence (POD) and Severity of Impact (501) starting 
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from a Very low Probability of Occurrence and Severity to a Very High 

Probability of Occurrence and Severity of Impact. These parameters are then 

quantified by assigning a percent to the POO and a financial (dollars) impact to 

the 501. Figure 3-5 provides the Risk Ranking Matrix that graphically illustrates 

these assignments. Monte Carlo simulations of the percent POO and dollar 

values of the 501 carried out in @RISK provide the basis for establishing 

management reserve values. 

We considered the following four factors to assess the cost and impact of the 

project from start of construction through turnover, testing, and startup: 

• The cost of additional direct labor of the craft and engineering carrying out 

the project design and construction activities if a particular risk event occurs. 

• The indirect labor of the personnel, material, and equipment supporting the 

construction activities. These costs are usually carried with the project as 

long as significant construction activities are taking place and are referred to 

as "hotel load" . 

• The cost of a project schedule extension caused by the occurrence of a 

particular risk event (usually during construction) where the "hotel load" 

(fixed URS and Progress costs) add additional costs to the project. 

• The timing of a risk event relative to the project schedule (i.e., is the event 

likely to occur in early construction, at peak construction or during startup 

and testing?) . 

To establish an estimate of the financial impact of a particular risk event we 

assessed of what additional resources maybe needed or how much of a schedule 

delay may occur. This is especially true when the project is in its early days 

without detailed work plans and schedule activities. Assessments were made by 

High Bridge personnel with deep engineering, project management and 

construction management experience using the best available project cost and 

schedule estimates. 

These estimates were made under the following assumptions: 

• The hotel loads at peak construction are applied unless it is clear whether the 

event occurs early in construction or at startup and testing. 

• The peak construction hotel load for the EPC (URS) was estimated to be 

~ million per month based on the URS April 2012 proposal estimate of 

_million. 
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• The peak construction hotel load for Progress Energy was estimated to be 

_ million per month based on the Progress Energy estimate as delivered 

to High Bridge in a Microsoft Excel file entitled "Copy of Est. #218 CR3 

Containment Repair Rev Oe". 

• The combined URS/Progress Energy hotel load was taken to be ~ 
per month. 

• The added cost of a schedule extension was priced by multiplying the 

assumed extended length of the schedule in months by the combined hotel 

load. 

I Additional craft labor (hours) were priced by multiplying the assumed 

number of labor hours by an average craft labor rate of $55 per hour. 

I Additional specialized engineering/design labor hours, such as those needed 

to perform seismic and detailed structural analyses, was priced by 

multiplying the assumed number of labor hours by an average engineering 

labor rate of $200 per hour. 

I Additional engineering/design labor (man hours) as needed to assess 

interferences, for example, were priced by multiplying the assumed number 

of man hours by an average engineering labor rate of $130 per man hour. 

• When it was not apparent that a specific number of additional craft labor 

could be reasonably assumed, a percentage of the total direct craft labor 

dollars were assumed. This percentage was applied to the ~ direct craft 

labor amount from the URS proposal to price the additional craft resources. 

, When a risk event involved potential damage to existing CR3 equipment, we 

priced an estimated allowance. 

Using the best engineering and cost estimating judgment, we estimated the sum 

of potential financial impact of all risk events in the discrete risk register to be 

$1,397.5 million, before performing the Monte Carlo analysis. 

3.2.6 Monte Carlo Modeling and Management Reserve 

The discrete risk events were arranged on the discrete risk range matrix. The 

graphical display of each of the events from Probability of Occurrence (POO) of 

very low and Severity of Financial Impact (501) of very low to Probability of 

Occurrence of very high and Severity of Impact of very high, is shown on Figure 

3-5. Additionally, the top 15 ranked events are shown in Table 3-2. An 

inspection of Figure 3-5 gives a qualitative "picture" of the items that need 

particular attention when the CR3 Containment Restoration Project goes 

forward . The discrete risk events shown in the "red shaded" cells represent the 

highest of the risk events in terms of POO and SOL The entire risk register is 

shown in Appendix C, Attachment J. 
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Figure 3-5 Risk Range Matrix with Discrete Events Distribution 
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An examination of Figure 3-5 shows t hat the top five high occurrence probability 

and high severity risks in are associated with chasing congestion of the work 

area, logist ics of moving construct ion material around the site, where 

interferences are encountered, and licensing issues. Table 3-2 lists the top 15 

risks in order. 

We developed the risk regi ster and resulting Monte Carlo analyses for 

contingency and management reserve determination in early July 2012. The 

dynamics involved with this FOAK project result in refined and additional 

discrete risk issues that should be considered as part of the "work in progress" 

ri sk regi ster. Emerging concerns regarding dome de-tensioning, concrete cold 

joints, thermal effects, and other issues could be addressed in future risk 

assessments. 

The percentages for POO and dollar values for the 501 shown in Attachment J of 

Appendix C were input into Monte Carlo @RI5K model to compute a value for 
management reserve. Additionally, the analysis provides insight into the 

discrete risk events that represent the largest input to the computed 

management reserve. 

The results ofthe Monte Ca rlo simulation provide management reserve values at 

various confidence levels. 
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Table3-Z Top Fifteen Risks from the Discrete Risk Register 
(Appendix C, AttachmentJ) 

Risk Register Item Description 

47h 

SOh 

57h 

Ip 

12p.2 

16p 

48h 

3p.3 

Work area congestion underestimated, reduces planned removal and installation 

production rates. (Schedule Impact) 

EPC and Owner/Licensee leadership in project management needed to maintain 

effective project communication and work flow. (Cost and Schedule Impact) 

Anchoring program approach fails requiring rigid criterion on pinning location and 

process. (Cost and Schedule Impact) 

Inadequate engineering support during design review, work packages review and 

field changes approval process. (Cost and Schedule Impact) 

Anchor Bolt Scope - Not installing radial pins prior to de-tensioning has the 

potentia l to cause further damage to the containment concrete. (Cost and 

Schedule Impact ) 

Vertical crack chasing below 150 ft. elevation - de-tensioning causes concrete 

damage below the elevation now planned for removal will require additional 

removal of concrete and added interference work scope. (Cost and Schedule 

Impact) 

Planned crew sizes cannot be accommodated in certain work areas reducing 

production ra tes. (Cost and Schedule Impact) 

Spent Fuel Pool Protection Plan - Accidental hole caused during construction 

produces SFP leaks. (Cost Impact) 

Anchor Bolt Scope - Additional structural analysis indicates more rad ial pins are 

12p. l required than in the project work scope requiring additional resources. (Cost and 

Schedule Impact ) 

19p 

67t.2 

68t.3 

4p 

67t.4 

68t.7 

Additional concrete - If additional structural analysis and concrete testing 

determines that there is additional concrete damage below the areas planned for 

concrete removal, then there is the potential for additional concrete work . (Cost 

and Schedule Impact) 

LAR is incomplete causing RAI 's, review iterations, and review delay (Schedule 

Impact) 

Licensing Risks - Additional EC and/or 50.59 review are needed for interference 

equipment that has to be replaced by new non-identical equipment. (Cost Impact) 

Force Majeure - Current schedule has a three month float to accommodate a 

major weather event shutting down the project (Cost and Schedule Impact) 

Licensing Risk - LAR is considered incomplete as it does not address reduction of 

containment prestress level (Cost Impact) 

Licensing Risks - Permanent radial pins do not meet ACI 318 code requirements 

(Cost and Schedule Impact) 
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3.2.7 Containment Repair Estimate at Completion (EAC) with Contingency 
and Management Reserve Risk Evaluation 

The total project cost estimate with risk for the Progress CR3 Containment 

Restoration Project is shown on Figure 3-6. Other costs such as the EPC fees, 

escalation, sunk costs, etc. have been included to produce a total projected 

Estimate at Completion cost . 

Figure 3·6 Progress CR3 Containment Repair Project Total Cost with Risks 

ss CR3 Containment EAC 
• April 2012 URS Proposal Independent Esti mates· 

Cost Element Cost High Bridge EPC/Owner's 

plus PE Owner's Cost Cost 

Current Baseline 

Risk Elements Evaluated by High Bridge Evaluated by High Bridge 
~~~~~---------------r--~ 

Based on the Monte Carlo analysis for contingency and management reserve for 

the Independent Estimate, we estimated the following values for risk for the Bid 

and Independent Estimate cases considered : 

• In the URS April 2012 (as revised) and Progress Energy (Est. #218) cost 

estimates (Bid): 

• A project contingency for estimate inaccuracies, at an 80% confidence 

level, of (see Figure 5·3 of Appendix C). 

• A project contingency for schedu le inaccuracies, at 85% confidence 

level, of 

• A project management reserve, at an 80% confidence level of ~ - . 
• The t hree ri sk elements combined add 

ofthe project resu lting in a total project EAC of 

• In the High Bridge cost estimate for t he EPC and owner's costs : 

.. A project contingency for estimate inaccuracies, at an 80% con fidence 

level, of $103.1 million (see Figure 5-5 of Append ix C). 
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• A project contingency for schedule inaccuracies, at 85% confidence 

level, of $75.2 million. 

• A project management reserve, at an 80% confidence level of $361.2 

million. 

• The three of the risk elements combined add $539.5 million to the 

base cost of the project resulting in a total project estimate at 

completion of $1,492.7 million. 

We considered the following items in the discrete risk register to-date: 

• The number and type of risk events identified to date, 

• The assignment of both qualitative and quantitative values for the probability 

of occurrence and severity of financial impact, and 

• The computation of management reserve based on a Monte Carlo analysis of 

these assignments. 

The discrete risk register works well as a tool by assigning personnel to be 

responsible for each event, to develop a mitigation strategy for each event, and 

establish a risk management program for the project in accord with existing risk 

management program. A risk management program that allows for tracking and 

close-out of events as the project moves forward is also beneficial. 

3.2.8 Replacement af the Dome and Walls to Foundation 

Our scope of work was modified in July 2012, to include preparation of a 

parametric cost estimate for the complete replacement of the concrete in the 

dome above the ring girder and replacement of concrete walls down to the 

foundation in areas where concrete is not identified for replacement. We looked 

at a scenario where discovery of the requirement for further repair takes place 

when the containment is being re-tensioned after CR3 restoration is complete 

which would likely be the worst case event. 

Due to time constraints, this effort was performed separately from the original 

scope of work and is independent of Table 3-2, Figure 3-5, and Figure 3-6. 

The scope of work for the wall replacement is depicted on Figure 3-7 below. 
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Figure 3-7 Wall Replacement Scope of Work 
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The areas outlined in the red hash marks indicate wall s to be replaced and 

repaired in the manner of Bay 3-4, The presence of numerous penetrations 

makes the removal and replacement of concrete particular difficult and drives 

the schedule to 61 months including contingency. 

Should the dome be damaged during the restoration of the containment walls, 

we believe it is very likely that the dome would be replaced in whole rather than 

a partial repair; Progress has indicated to us that there are some licensing 

challenges for any work associated with the repair ofthe dome. 

The impact of replacing the dome and installing new walls post construction is 

very high. Our estimates of the cost and schedule increase for full dome 

replacement are $575 million and 27 months. The cost and schedule for 

replacement of the wall s down to the foundation are $1.76 billion and 61 

months. If both the dome and wall s to the foundation are repaired 

simultaneously, there are some cost savings; the total estimated cost is $1.94 

billion and 61 months in project duration, including contingency. See 

Attachment L, Appendix C for more details. Licensing risk for potential damage 

to the dome is further addressed in Section 3.3.2.5 of this report. 

In addition, ZAPATA prepared a rough order of magnitude cost estimate for a 

scenario based on complete replacement of wall s down to the 95 foot elevation 
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and replacement of the dome as the scope of work for the restoration project . 

The buttresses and ring girder would remain intact and no radial pinning would 

be required, as all remaining original concrete in the walls would be demolished. 

The cost for complete replacement of the walls and dome is $2.44 billion 

including a management reserve amount of $631.4 million. The project duration 

is 60 months, without contingency. See Attachment M of Appendix C for a more 

detailed breakdown of cost and schedule. 
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3.3 Evaluation of Risks Associated with NRC Licensing Strategy 

3.3.1 Methodology 

The following steps provide a roadmap to the process we used to determine the 

potential licensing issues relating to the restoration of the CR3 conta inment 

structure. 

• Reviewed licensing documents and identified current licensing 

commitments/bases for the containment structure. 

• Reviewed both of the vendor proposals and associated calculations, 

supporting drawings, construction documents etc. to identify the impact of 

the proposed repa ir plan on the current licensing basis . 

• Interviewed appropriate Progress Energy personnel to get an understanding 

of other potentia l licensing issues. 

• Reviewed NRC concerns raised from repair of Bay 3-4 to determine potential 

for applicability to the current proposed repair. 

• Reviewed proposed changes to the containment licensing basis, compared to 

the existing licensing basis and determined the licensing risk associated with 

each aspect of the containment repair. 

• Identified typical legacy ri sks for operating plants, and determined impact on 

CR3. 

• Identified recent industry issues and determined impact on CR3. 
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Licensing risks associated with the CR3 Containment Repair project have been 

assessed for potential impact as described below and in the following 

subsections. Tetra Tech defines a licensing risk as "any potential issue or change, 

which is the result of or can lead to an NRC concern and affect the outage 

duration and restart." In order to completely assess potential licensing risks, we 

have divided them into two major categories: 

• Licensing Risks Associated with Containment Repairs 

• Licensing Risks Not Associated with Containment Repairs 

The first category represents the "identified risks," which are associated with the 

repair and are known to date. The second category represents "potential other 

risks." 

We further subdivided the licensing risks associated with containment repairs 

into the three possible types of activities involving the repair. These are changes 

requiring NRC review, changes not requiring NRC review, and maintenance 

activities (no change in design). They were characterized as follows: 

• License Amendment Request (LAR) 

• Design Changes under 10 CFR 50.59 

• Maintenance Activities 

ZAPATA reviewed the licensing issues identified above, and assessed the risks 

based on a review of available CR3 documents, discussions with CR3 personnel 

as needed, and the licensing experience of the assessors. 

As identified in Subsection 3.2.6, four of the licensing risks currently rank in the 

top eight risks identified overall for the containment repair project. Appendix D 

contains a full discussion of these licensing issues, along with licensing issues 

that rank lower on the risk register. A brief discussion of the top licensing risks is 

presented here. 

3.3.2.1 Incompleteness oj LAR (Risk Register Item 67t.2) 

The potential for the lAR being incomplete is much more likely than the lAR 

being outright disapproved. The largest potential contributor to an incomplete 

lAR is not to include the planned reduction in tendon prestress. The repaired 

containment post-tensioning system is scoped to have a prestress return-to-
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service tendon tension less than that specified in the FSAR. The decreased 

tension is beneficial because it increases the margin against containment 

delamination and reduces post-tension levels to those similar to later generation 

containment designs. At this point, the 10 CFR 50.59 screening has not taken 

place, and the LAR has not been prepared; therefore, the exact content of the 

lAR is unknown. However, the URS proposal specifies and URS personnel have 

stated that the reduction in tendon prestress does not qualify for inclusion in the 

lAR. The ZAPATA Team disagrees with this determination and believes that the 

reduction in tension should be included in the lAR. Should the NRC also disagree 

and the LAR be judged incomplete, a delay in approval would result. The length 

of the delay would depend on the significance of the omission, but at most 

would be three to six months. 

3.3.2.2 Disapproval of Reduction in Tendon Prestress (Risk Register 
Item 67t.4) 

This discusses the potential licensing risk if the planned reduced prestress is 

included in the LAR. The repaired containment post-tensioning system may have 

a reduced prestress return-to-service tendon tension from that specified in the 

current FSAR and design calculations. This approach will increase the margin 

against containment delamination but such a reduction also reduces margin 

during design basis loss-of-coolant accidents (lOCAs). URS proposes to decrease 

the prestress to a value that would reduce the EOl prestress forces in the hoop 

and vertical tendons by 12% and 10%, respectively. If the reduction in prestress 

levels is included in the lAR, it is unlikely to be disapproved because similar 

levels of prestress have been approved by the NRC for prestressed concrete 

containments, and all code requirements will be met. However, a delay in 

schedule would result if the tendon prestress reduction were disapproved. 

3.3.2.3 Interference Replacement not Like-far-Like (Risk Register Item 
68t.3) 

Equipment Reinstallation will be like-for-like; the equipment that is removed will 

be the same equipment that is reinstalled. It is expected that a small number of 

interferences will not be able to be reinstalled due to damage caused during 

removal, age-related failures, or equipment configuration issues; these items will 

have to be replaced with new equipment. The like-for-like reinstallation of 

equipment is considered a maintenance activity, but any new item replacements 

will need to be screened and/or evaluated as 10 CFR 50.59 activities. There is a 

ri sk that unforeseen circumstances will force unexpected replacement of 

interferences required to be addressed in the 10 CFR 50.59 process. 
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URS recognizes the possibility that new equipment may need to be installed to 

replace damaged items or items that otherwise cannot be reinstalled following 

removal of the interferences. Based on a review of the plant licensing basis, the 

URS proposal, and interviews with plant personnel, the possibility of needing to 

install new equipment to replace interferences is being adequately addressed 

from a licensing perspective. However, delays would result from appropriate 

engineering justification and potential equipment procurement. 

3.3.2.4 Permanent Radial Anchors (Risk Register Item 68t. 7) 

Permanent radial anchors (radial pins) will be installed to prevent future 

delamination in areas where concrete is not removed and replaced. The use of 

these permanent radial anchors presents a licensing risk, if they are not 

adequately addressed through the 10 CFR 50.59 process. URS identifies that 

supplemental radial reinforcing steel is not required to meet the design basis 

lateral and thermal design loading (Calculation CR3-13-05-261-007). However, 

the inclusion of the radial reinforcing bars will increase the margin of safety 

against delamination. As a result, URS expects to evaluate the concrete 

permanent radial pins in the Construction EC 10 CFR 50.59 evaluation. The 

permanent radial pins will not be credited to meet the design basis; however, a 

delay could result if the design of the pins is not approved through the 10 CFR 

50.59 process. 

3.3.2.5 Dome De-tensioning (new item, not in Risk Register) 

The Crystal River containment dome was repaired in 1976, after construction but 

prior to start-up, to address a delamination issue. This repair of the dome 

required it to be licensed separate from and independent of the codes and 

standards used for the rest of the containment. The Crystal River Dome 

Delamination Report currently provides the licensing basis and requirements for 

the repaired dome. The planned containment repair will involve removal of 

concrete between the containment buttresses which will result in a transfer of 

some stress to the dome. URS is proposing a mitigation strategy to deal with the 

transfer of stresses by de-tensioning some of the tendons in the dome. The 

containment repair represents a licensing risk to the dome because of the 

potential that the transfer of stress to the dome and/or the de-tensioning of 

dome tendons may cause damage that cannot be repaired in a manner that 

would keep the dome in its licensed state after the containment repair is 

finished. 

Because of the possibility that the dome will experience compression that is 

higher than recommended during construction, URS plans to de-tension the 

dome tendons and then restore the dome to its original repaired configuration 
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after construction. This mitigation strategy raises the concerns of possible 

cracking or further delamination in the dome. Some cracking is acceptable per 

the FSAR and by extension to the dome, but delamination is not. If the dome 

final state following construction does not conform to the dome licensed state, a 

license amendment request will be required to seek approval from the NRC, 

prior to restart of the plant. Since the original licensing of the dome was a 

unique occurrence that differs from the codes the NRC agreed were acceptable 

for the rest of containment, it is not certain that the dome could be relicensed 

without bringing it within compliance to the accepted codes for the rest of 

containment. 

The licensing risk with the containment building dome lies in the possibility that 

the dome's condition will be altered during construction such that the final state 

will not conform to the licensing basis, as provided by the Dome Delamination 

Report . This risk has a "cliff-edge" effect, in which a small increase in severity 

(for example crack widths exceed allowable) may result in a large consequence 

(inabil ity to relicense the containment dome within the basis provided in the 

Dome Delamination Report) . Unlike the licensing changes needed for the 

containment repair in which only single changes to the licensing basis are 

expected, if this cliff-edge is passed, it is expected that the entire licensing basis 

for the containment dome may need to be re-establi shed. The probability of 

occurrence is low, since URS should be able to manage the stresses in the dome 

during construction through analysis and proper construction management. 

However, based on the cliff-edge effect associated with this risk, the impact 

would be high, since it would result in either the requirement for complete 

relicensing strategy for the dome (with no certainty of success), or the decision 

to completely replace the dome. 

If the decision is made to completely replace the dome prior to the start of all 

construction, the licensing risk is low since the engineering and redesign of the 

dome would be done prior to construction, and will verify that the final state will 

meet the applicable codes to which the remainder of the containment is 

licensed. (The Dome Delamination Report would not be used to license the 

dome in this scenario .) The risk would also be low, although a license 

amendment request wou ld be required , since the licensing basis for the dome 

would be changing, the new licensing basis would conform to what is already 

accepted for the remainder of the containment. 
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We appreciate the opportunity to provide engineering services to Duke Energy. 

This report represents our findings using the data provided during the short 

duration of the CR3 Containment Restoration project review period. As the CR3 

project is an ongoing activity, the most up-to-date information may not have 

been available for our review, and, therefore, not reflected in our observations. 

ZAPATA was only able to review data provided to us. There may be additional 

information regarding the proposed CR3 restoration of which we were unaware. 

It is also important to note that ZAPATA's efforts have been limited to the review 

of engineering performed by others. 
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I. Summary of Findings 
• Repair is constructible and feasible; however, there 

are concerns a bout preliminary engineering work 
to-date: 
• Potential for under-design of radial reinforcement 
• Impact of construction activities on the dome 

• URS evaluating need to de-tension the dome 
• Potential for cracking and delamination beyond current 

EPC scope 
• Building foundation response is not considered in the 

model affecting the stress distribution in the containment 
• Identified risks and incomplete engineering make it 

problematic to project actual construction cost 
• Influence on model results of actual material properties vs. 

code values unresolved 
Dulce 
Energy. 
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Summary of Findings 
There are licensing risks related to LAR approval 
• The LAR being judged incomplete, if the reduction in 

tendon pre-stress is not included 

• Disapproval of the reduction in tendon pre-stress in the LAR 

• Interference replacement (Iike-for-like) requires 
unexpected replacement and addressing under 1 0 CFR 
50.59 

• Approval of permanent radial anchors under 10 CFR 50.59 

• Based upon the current state, we have concerns 
about the project management approach for this 
first-of-a-kind project 
• Upfront emphasis has been on engineering; Progress plans 

develop a more rigorous cost and schedule 
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Summary of Findings 
• 

• 

Concerns with construction methodology include 
• Lack of construction planning at this stage 
• Congested, restrictive, and elevated work in adjacent 

bUildings 
• No pin installation from elevation 103' to 110' and around 

interferences, which runs counter with the intent to 
provide certainty against delamination 

Construction activities could cause damage to the 
dome; URS considering partial de-tensioning of the 
dome 
• Minor dome repairs that do not challenge the current 

licensing basis could be handled under 10 CFR 50.59 
• Significant repairs could require a LAR and call into 

question the condition of the entire dome Dulce 
Energy. 



Summary of Findings 
• Estimated repair based on URS's proposal are 

approximately 
• Independent cost estimate is $1.49B 
• ZAPATA estimated costs for replacement of bays 

and dome after containment restoration (EPC, 
Owner, and Contingency) 
• Dome - $577M (27-month duration) 
• Bays - $1.76B (61-month duration) 
• Dome and Bays, if performed together - $1.94B (61-month 

duration) 
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Summary of Findings 
• Overall estimated duration for Option 10 and 

replacement of all bays and the dome is 96 months 
for $3.438. 
• This assumes that that replacement of the dome and lower 

elevations of the bays takes place after completion of 
Option 10. 

• ZAPATA rough order of magnitude (ROM)estimate 
for replacement of dome and original wall concrete 
from 95 foot elevation as part of the restoration SOW 
• $2.44 Billion cost including $631.4 million management 

reserve 
• Project duration 60 months, without contingency 

) 
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II. ZAPATA Scope of Work 
• Task 1 - Review documentation for past and proposed design 

and construction activities 
• Task 2 - Evaluate technical feasibility and construction 

methodology 
• Task 3 - Review and analyze the existing cost and schedule 

estimates prepared by URS for Progress Energy 
• Task 4 - Evaluate the risks associated with NRC licensing 

strategy 
• Task 5 - Conduct periodic review meetings with the Duke 

Steering Team 
.. Task 6 - Prepare a report documenting major findings 

• Task 7 - Brief key Duke Energy stakeholders on findings 
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Team Organization 

• Project Management and 
Coordination 

• Cost and Schedule Control 
• Safety 
. Quality Assurance 

~s~ 
~~ 
HIGH BRIDGE 

[ it I TETRA TECH 

·NRC licensing 
'Permitting 
'Envlronmental Qualification 
'Deslgn Review 
'Construction Methodology 
'Cost and Schedule Evaluation 
'Safety 
'Rlsk Assessment 
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'Cost and Schedule 
Evaluation 
'Construction Methodology 
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• Structural Engineering, 
Modeling, and Forensics 

• Licensing 
• Development of Findings 
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Associates 

~DYWIDAG 
·Structural Engineering 
and Modeling 
·Risk Analysis 

' Post -Tensioning Evaluation 
·Construction Feasibility 
·Cost and Schedule Evaluation 
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III. History 
Containment Description 

• Pre-stressed concrete structure 
• Flat reinforced concrete mat foundation - 12 ft thick 
• Cylindrical walls - 3 ft 6 in thick 
• Six buttresses - one every 60 degrees 
• Shallow torispherical dome roof - 3 ft thick 
• Ring girder connects dome to walls 

• Pre-tensioning system 
• Vertical and horizontal (hoop) post-tensioned tendons 

• Hoop tendons span 120 degrees 
• Three tendons encircle the containment 

• 144 vertical tendons and 282 hoop tendons 
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Containment History 

• Constructed late 1960's - early 1970's 

• Dome delamination discovered in April 1976, just 
prior to the first structural integrity test (SIT) 

• Dome repair complete in October 1976 

• Consisted of a new concrete cap that included radial 
reinforcing 

• Licensed December 1976 

• Began operation in March 1977 

• Shut down for Steam Generator Replacement 
(SGR) project, Fall 2009 
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Delamination History 

• De-tensioning of Bay 3-4 in October 2009 

• Delamination discovered when Steam 
Generator Replacement opening was cut 

• Bay 3-4 repaired in March 2011 

) 1 

• During re-tensioning of the structure, 
delamination occurred in Bay 5-6 on 14 March 
2011 

• Spontaneous delamination occurred in 
Bay 1-2 in July 2011 
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PII* Root Cause Summary 

Root Cause - Inadequate scope and 
sequence of de-tensioning of containment 
tendons 

Contributing factors to delamination 
• Excessive vertical and hoop stresses 
• Excessive radial stresses/no radial 

reinforcement 
• Inadequate design analysis methods for 

stress concentration factors 
• Toughness of the aggregate 

*PII - Performance Improvement International 
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Bay 3-4 Repair 

, ) 

· De-tensioned tendons 
• Removed delaminated 

concrete and existing 
tendons and ducts 

· Instalied additional 

I 

steel reinforcing and new 
tendon ducts 

. Replaced concrete 

. Began re-tensioning the 
structure 

• Bay 5-6. d~laminated during 
re-tenslonlng, prior to 
reaching full tension 
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Map of Delamination Bay 5-6 
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Map of Delamination Bay 1-2 
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Map of Delamination Bay 2-3 
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Study of Restoration Options 

• Bechtel Power Corporation was contracted by 
Progress to develop and review options to restore 
the containment structure 

• 22 options were examined and reviewed by a 
panel of independent experts 

1 

• Four options were selected as having the greatest 
likelihood of successfully restoring the containment 

• Option 10 was selected by Progress as the 
restoration method 
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IV. URS - EPC Assignment 
• Engineering Change Packages, specifications, calculations, 

drawings, work orders, and work packages to repair the 
containment structure 

• Specifications and procurement for: 
• Concrete 
• Reinforcement steel 
• Tendon conduit 
• Tendons 

• Construction Implementation Activities: 
• Detensioning/Retensioning 
• Interference Removal/Reinstallation, including Foreign Material 

Exclusion (FME) Barrier Installation 
• Concrete Removal/Restoration 
• Tendon Installation 
• Structural Integrity Test (SIT)/Integrated Leak Rate Testing (lLRT) 

Duke 
Energy. 
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Owner's Responsibility 
From Progress Preliminary Cost Information 

• Actuals through February 2012 
• Engineering and Pre-construction - bridge contract to EPC Assignment 
• SGT Construction Cost (Bay 3-4) 

• Ongoing - Consulting, Engineering Bridge Contract to EPC 
Assignment 

• Future, Repair-related 
• Construction Services, and Facilities (utilities, rentals, leased 

warehousing, extra laydown areas, etc.) 
• Repair costs not in EPC contract 
• Burdened Labor - Internal Progress and Contractors 
• Contingency and Escalation 
• De-Fuel, Re-Fuel, and Steam Generator dry lay-up 
• SIT IILRT 
• AFUDC, Nuclear Electric Insurance Ltd. (NEIL) reimbursement, and 

litigation cost excluded 
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Bay 2-3 Repair 
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URS Proposed Sequence of 
Construction 

1. Remove and replace concrete in Bay 6-1 
2. Remove concrete in Bays 4-5 and 1-2 

concurrently 
3. Replace concrete in Bays 4-5 and 1-2 

concurrently 
4. Remove concrete in Bays 2-3 and 5-6 

concurrently 
5. Replace concrete in Bays 2-3 and 5-6 

concurrently 

3 
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Radial Reinforcement 

• URS will install radial reinforcement in concrete to 
be replaced. Designs are not available for 
review 

• URS will install #6 rebar as radial reinforcement, 
two for every 9 square feet in areas where 
concrete is not replaced 
• Pins will not be installed where reinforced penetrations 

already exist and from elevation 103' to 110' 
• Installing pins near interferences will be looked at on a 

case by case basis - Engineering to be determined 

• URS intends to install over 1,200 radial pins 

J J 



Delamination Prevention 
De-tensioning 

• URS intends to mitigate the potential for delamination by 
controlled symmetrical unloading of the building 

• Temporary radial anchors have been installed at the 
rooflines to arrest delamination 

Re-tensioning 
• Radial reinforcing, in old and new concrete, will be installed 

prior to re-tensioning 
• Tendon re-tensioning sequence will be selected to maintain 

symmetry 
• Final tendon tensions will be less than original building 

prestress load 

Potential for Delamination 
• Pinning after de-tensioning poses a risk that delamination 

could occur during de-tensioning 

Duke 
E'lergy. 
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v. Task 2 - Technical 
Feasibility 
URS Proposed Solution 

I 1 

• Structural calculations appear to be well 
developed, but not at 100% complete. 

• URS used ANSYS to model the containment. 
The URS model is representative of the 
structure 's geometry and loads. 

• The model has been used to study the 
proposed construction sequence. 

I 

• URS has concluded that the proposed repair 
will return the structure to compliance with the 
original Design Basis. 

, 1 I 1 I I 



Task 2 - Technical Feasibility 
ZAPATA Evaluation 

• URS 3-D Global FE model does not predict radial stress in the 
containment. 

• Ovalling and interaction of vertical and radial stresses have not been evaluated. 
• Under-predicting stress could produce a design that is not compliant with applicable 

codes which would put the licensing basis at risk. 
• No calculation of dome radial stress has been developed to show compliance with 

design basis. 

• De-tensioning and Re-tensioning of dome under consideration 
• Modeling shows potential for high compressive stresses/stress changes. 
• If significant damage does occur, replacement is more likely than repair. 
• Testing has shown widespread laminar cracking in the dome, however the dome 

appears to be performing as designed. 
• If damage were to occur to the dome during construction, it may increase licensing 

risk and will increase cost of the project. 

I I 
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Task 2 - Technical Feasibility @Z.8P.~m 
ZAPATA Evaluation 

• Potential for additional cracking and expansion of 
EPe scope 
• De-tensioning and construction activities could expose 

additional cracks or expand existing delaminations 
beyond the EPe scope. 

• Extent of cracking in buttresses is currently unknown. 

• Design of the interface connection 
• Potential exists for minor cracking at the interface, if the 

joint is designed improperly. 

Duke 
E'lergy. 
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Task 2 - Technical Feasibility @ ZMAI6 
ZAPATA Evaluation 

• Material properties used in FE model 
• Material parameters used in model differ from results 

of field tests. 
• Preliminary displacement comparisons with SIT data 

show correlation with FE model. 
• No sensitivity study presented to confirm effects of 

difference in material properties. 

• Foundation response not considered in current 
model 
• URS intends to model foundation response. 
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Task 2 - Review of 
Construction Methodology 

) 1 I 

• Primary emphasis on engineering resulted in 
reduced resources for project management and 
planning 

• Progress committed to developing 

• Resource-loaded schedules 

• Work Breakdown Structure (WBS) and Dictionary 

• Construction Management Plan 

) 1 ) 



Task 2 - Review of 
Construction Methodology 
• Interviews took place with URS construction 

managers to evaluate construction methodology 

• Areas of interest 
, Tendon and tendon sheathing removal 

• Concrete removal 

• Concrete replacement 

• Interference removal 

• Anchor bolt/pin installation 

• Replacement of removed components 

• Tendon replacement 

• Spent Fuel Pool protection 
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Task 2 - Review of 
Construction Methodology 
• Because of a lack of detailed planning, the 

following are areas of concern: 

• Construction methodology documentation was limited. 
Progress is only now starting to devote time and effort to 
construction planning. 

• Significant congestion and restrictions in work areas of 
adjacent buildings requires detailed construction 
documentation which is not evident at this point. 

• URS does not intend to install pins from elevation 103' to 
110' and has a flexible installation plan to place pins 
around interferences, which may increase the risk of 
cracking and delamination. 

Duke 
Energy. 
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Task 3 - Cost Review 
• Three scenarios were evaluated : 
• Budget Scenario - Progress December 2011 Preliminary Composite 

Cost Information . Received from Progress in April 2012 . Referred to as 
"Budget" . 

• Progress compiled these costs from "worst case " studies developed 
by Progress, URS/SGT, and Bechtel 

• Informed by Progress in April 2012 that cost info was incomplete and 
not internally reviewed 

• EPC - $913M (based on 25-month schedule) 
• Owner - $424M (Progress Owner Cost) 
• Contingency and Management Reserve - $604M (no basis provided) 
• TOTAL REPAIR COST = $1.94B 

• Considered to be a reasonable bounding value 

I I I 
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Task 3 - Cost Review 

• Bid Scenario - URS Proposal Bid Cost 
• Received in May 2012 
• EPC - (URS Bid based on 31-month schedule) 
• Owner - ress Owner Costs) 
• Contingency - (High Bridge Monte Carlo Contingency 

and Management Reserve 

• TOTAL REPAIR COST = 

• Compares favorably with the ZAPATA independent estimate. 



Task 3 - Cost Review 

• Independent Scenario - ZAPATA Assessment 
• EPC and Owner Costs were estimated by analyzing historical 

commercial nuclear projects and considering the uncertainties 
associated with this first-of-a-kind repair. 

• EPC - $580M (based on 35-month schedule) 
• Owner - $373M 
• Contingency - $540M (High Bridge Monte Carlo Schedule 

Contingency and Management Reserve) 
• TOTAL REPAIR COST = $1.498 

• Compared to Scenario 2 (Bid), similar EPC cost with some item costs 
higher, some lower. 
• Details are contained in the final report. 

I 
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Task 3 - Cost Review 

Comparison of Budget, Bid, and Independent Estimates 

EPC 

Owner 

Contingency 

Total Repair 

Budget 
(millions) 

$913 

$424 

$604 

$1 ,941 

Independent 
(millions) 

$580 

$373 

$540 

$1,493 



Task 3 - ROM Cost for Dome and @lM~"u\ 
Complete Wall Replacement 

ZAPATA developed ROM cost for two additional 
. 

scenarios 
1. Replace Dome and Walls below 150' only 

after containment restored and additional 
damage is discovered. 

2. Start with a scope of work that includes 
complete replacement of walls, including 
lower walls, and dome. 

, , ( , ( l 
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TASK 3 - Scenario 1: Replace 
Dome and Walls after 
Completed Restoration 

I J' I , 1 I 

• Cost of Dome and Lower Wall 
replacement - $1.94 billion 

• Includes a contingency of $446.9 million 
• Schedule duration - 61 months 
• Cost of original restoration work - $1.49 

billion 
• Total project cost - $3.43 billion 
• Total project duration - 96 months 



Task 3 - Scenario 2: Replace 
Dome and Walls as part of 
Restoration Scope of Work 

• Cost of dome and wall restoration -
$2.44 billion 

• Includes management reserve of $631.4 
million 

• Schedule duration - 60 months 

( I 
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Task 3 - Review of URS Bid 
Schedule 

• 31-month duration 

J 1 

• Provides detail for near-term engineering efforts, 
but is incom plete for construction 

• At this time, minimal visibility for construction, 
interfaces, and overall project critical path 

• More mature project schedule needed soon for 
proposed 2012 construction start 

• Constraints in the schedule make it inflexible 

I I 1 
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Task 4 - Licensing Review 

• Licensing review included: 
• Known issues related to repair 

• Legacy license issues 

• Generic industry issues 

• Fourteen issues were identified and sub-classified: 
, Five related to the License Amendment Request (LAR). 

, Eight design changes under 10 CFR 50.59, including 
maintenance Issues. 

, Outstanding licensing Issues, including legacy issues, were 
grouped into one risk. 

• Current industry issues and generic regulatory issues were 
grouped into one risk . 

I 
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Task 4 - Licensing Review 
Potential licensing Issues 

• Four licensing risks are a mong the top 15 on the risk 
register: 
• Incompleteness of LAR - There is a potential for delay if the 

reduction in tendon prestress is not included in the LAR, and 
NRC deems the LAR incomplete. 

• Disapproval of reduction in tendon prestress - If the planned 
reduction in tendon prestress is included in the LAR and 
disapproved, a delay would result. 

• Interference replacement not like-for-like - During removal 
and replacement of interferences, there is the possibility that 
interferences will be identified that require replacement with 
new equipment. 

• Permanent radial anchors - A delay could result if not 
adequately addressed through the 10 CFR 50.59 process. 



VI. Risk Register 

• A risk matrix was developed and qualitative 
values were assigned for the probability of 
occurrence and severity of impact. 

• The assigned rankings were used to evaluate the 
financial impact for each risk and to perform a 
Monte Carlo simulation to establish project 
management reserve. 

I I 

Duke 
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Risk Register 
@~M~m 

Progress CR3 
Seve 

Containment Repair Project 
Discrete Risk Critera Very Low 

< 

Very High 
>70% 

7p. 

-Q)"C 
U Q) 50% -70% 
t:"C High 

12p.2, 16p., 
Q) t: (50%) 

82pt.1 59b.,67t.5 
... Q) ... E 

48h. 

~ E 30% -
u 0 Medium 

3p.1, 8p., 36p., 2p., 3p.2, 24p., 
I 3p.3, 12p.1, 

o u 50% 
I 

... Q) 

I 19p., 67t.2, 
00::: 

53h. 56h., 68t.5 I 
1 p. 

68t.3 
~::: 35p., 14p., 15p., : 
:: t: 10% - 3p.6, 6p., 27p., 
.Q .- Low ra III 30% 3ip., 66u., 

20p., 21 p., 22p., : 
.Q Q) 

26p., 34p., 43h., 1
4p., 67t.4, 68t.7 

o ::s (10%) 83pt.1 ... -
Il. ra 

68t.6 I 

> ~ 3p.4, 3p.5, 68t.4, 
----------

<10% 
---------

Very Low 68t.1, 68t.2, 70t. 
3p.7,52h., 

(5%) 
68t.8, 71t., 33p., 

67t.1 
67t.3 



Risk Register - Top risks 

SOh 

57h 

lp 

12p.2 

16p 

48h 

3p.3 

12p.1 

19p 

67t.2 

681.3 

4p 

67t.4 

68t.7 

Work area congestion is underestimated, reduces planned and installation production rates. (Schedule Impact) 

EPC and Owner/Licensee leadership in project management needed to maintain effective project communication and work flow. (Cost 

and Schedule Impact) 

Anchoring program approach fails requiring rigid criterion on pinning location and process. (Cost and Schedule Impact) 

Inadequate engineering support during design review, work packages review, and field changes approval process. (Cost and Schedule 

Anchor Bolt Scope - Not installing radial pins prior to de-tensioning has the potential to cause further damage to the containment 

concrete. (Cost and Schedule Impact) 

Vertical crack chasing below 1S0 ft. elevation - de-tensioning causes concrete damage below the elevation now planned for removal 

will require additional removal of concrete and added interference work scope. (Cost and Schedule Impact) 

Planned crew sizes cannot be accommodated in certain work areas reducing production rates. (Cost and Schedule Impact) 

Spent Fuel Pool Protection Plan - Accidental hole caused during construction produces SFP leaks. (Cost Impact) 

Anchor Bolt Scope - Additional structural analYSis indicates more radial pins are required than in the project work scope requiring 

additional resources. (Cost and Schedule Impact) 

Additional concrete -If additional structural analysis and concrete testing determines that there is additional concrete damage below 

the areas planned for concrete removal, then there is the potential for additional concrete work. (Cost and Schedule Impact) 

LAR is incomplete causing RAl's, review iterations, and review delay. (Schedule Impact) 

Licensing Risks - Additional EC and/or 50.59 review are needed for interference equipment that has to be replaced by new non

identical equipment. (Cost Impact) 

Force Majeure - Current schedule has a three month float to accommodate a major weather event shutting down the project (Cost and 

Schedule Impact) 

Licensing Risk - LAR is considered incomplete as it does not address reduction of containment prestress level (Cost Impact) 

licenSing Risks - Permanent radial pins do not meet ACI 318 code requirements (Cost and Schedule Impact) 

I I I 
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Risk for Dome Replacement 

• Dome and wall replacement cost estimates 
and risk analysis were performed separately 
from main risk development. 

Risk Concerns: 
• Stress condition during construction 
• If damaged, then replacement likely over 

repair 
• Considered a top risk as a result of the very 

high impact Duke 
E'lergy. 
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1.0 Task 2 Review Summary 

The URS proposal to repair the containment structure appears to be 

constructible and is supported by the engineering work performed to date. 

There remain, however, several areas of concern which have not been 

addressed. ZAPATA reviewed engineering calculations, reports, drawings, and 

finite element (FE) models as well as conducted interviews with Progress and 

URS engineers to gain a thorough understanding of the design and construction 

methodology. Based on the URS bid proposal and other materials reviewed, we 

have the following concerns related to modeling and engineering work: 

• The global 3-D FE model uses shell elements and therefore is unable to 

predict radial stress in the walls and the dome. URS's localized models have 

shown that radial stresses may exceed allowable values and initiate cracking. 

Other factors including ovalling of the structure, thermal effects, and the 

interaction of vertical and radial stresses (the Poisson effect) have not been 

evaluated for their potential contribution to radial tension demand. Our 

concern is the repair design's ability to withstand radial tension beyond what 

is anticipated . Under-predicting stress could produce a design that is not 

compliant with applicable codes which would put the licensing basis at risk . 

• URS performed calculat ions to quantify how the proposed repair activities 

will affect the dome. Although the dome is performing as designed, there is 

distributed laminar cracking. Laminar cracking is a condition where cracks 

exist on planes parallel to the surface of the dome yet the structure still 

behaves compositely. The URS FE model has shown that certain stages of 

construction can cause stresses and/or changes in stress to exceed desirable 

limits. From the evidence presented, we are not certain whether or not the 

dome will exceed the code allowable compressive stress in concrete during 

the repair process. URS is continuing to refine their model to determine 

whether or not the dome must be partially detensioned during construction 

to limit compressive stresses. Al so, no calculation of dome radial stress has 

been developed; it is not poss ible to determine if the dome will comply with 

its licensing basis after construction without such a calculation. 

• Performance Improvement International's Root Cause Assessment found 

that there were four contributing factors which must be present to allow for 

delam ination - lack of radial reinforcing, high stress peaks due to tendons, 

weak materials, and large tensile stresses. URS's containment restoration 
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proposal mitigates two of the four necessary contributing factors through the 

addition of radial reinforcing and a reduction in tendon forces in repaired 

areas. This is only true above elevation 110 feet. Between elevations 103 

and 110 feet, URS does not intend to install radial reinforcing or detension 

the tendons (per CR3-13-0S-11S-003 or -004). It must therefore be 

emphasized that this area of the structure still possesses the necessary 

contributing factors to permit delamination. 

• Concrete not identified for replacement (i.e. walls outside the current repair 

scope, buttresses, and the dome) may be subject to stresses during 

construction that could cause cracking or delamination. Condition 

assessments to date may not have revealed all the damage that exists in the ' 

structure. Additionally, the reinforcement in the buttresses limits the 

effectiveness of performing non-destructive testing; therefore the extent of 

cracking in the buttresses is unknown. Detensioning of the structure is likely 

to reveal cracks in the walls that will require repair. The URS approach to the 

facility repair accepts the possibility of additional cracking during repair; 

however, this additional concrete replacement is not in the current 

Engineering, Procurement, and Construction (EPe) scope or reflected in the 

cost estimate. 

• Material properties in the FE model are code-default values. The concrete 

modulus of elasticity from field tests differs by as much as 21% from the code 

values. The choice of modulus of elasticity affects the displacements and/or 

stress distributions predicted by the FE model. Preliminary comparisons 

between the current URS FE model and the 1976 structural integrity test (SIT) 

data, however, show that using code default values produces reasonable 

estimates of deflection. This lends support to URS's choice of material 

parameters. There remains a concern, however, about the influence of 

actual material properties on conclusions drawn from the FE model. In 

particular, the choice of modulus could, in some instances, change the results 

of code checks which are now used to show the repair complies with 

applicable requirements; this would put the design of the containment at risk 

of non-compliance with its basis. 

• Foundation response is not considered in the FE model. The URS FE model 

assumes the foundation materials to be infinitely stiff. This assumption limits 

the model's ability to predict the settlement/rebound of the containment 

structure during the different phases of construction. We understand that 

URS intends to develop another FE model to incorporate foundation 
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stiffness. Modeling the foundation would provide important information 

that could provide insight into the behavior of the structure. First, the 

foundation settlement/rebound during the containment construction will 

have an impact on connected mechanical systems, such as the fuel transfer 

tubes and piping. Inaccurate predictions of building movement could lead to 

damage to existing piping. Al so, settlement/rebound of the foundation may 

affect the stress distribution in the containment structure, especially in the 

lower portion of the containment walls and basemat slab. 

• The interface between new and old concrete is modeled as a monolithic 

joint. Shrinkage in new concrete will begin to occur immediately after the 

concrete has been placed; the existing concrete has already experienced its 

anticipated shrinkage, and, therefore, there will be a differential across this 

boundary. Thus some minor cracking at the interface might develop during 

concrete curing. This could affect local stress distributions predicted by the 

FE model. Discussions between Progress and URS are ongoing about how 

best to address load transfer at the interface. Improper design of the 

construction joint could lead to cracking at a future date. 

• The number of elements chosen for code checking in the FE model is small in 

comparison to the total number of elements. It is difficult to conclude that 

an adequate number of locations, or even the worst case locations, have 

been selected for code checking based on the evidence presented in 

calculation documents. 

• ZAPATA understands that URS is in the process of updating and revi sing the 

fuel transfer tube study to reflect their FE model's predicted displacements. 

In examining the available Worley Parsons reports, it appears that 

anticipated reactor build ing movement will not affect the integrity of the fuel 

transfer tubes . 

• URS is proposing to reuse vertical tendons as hoop tendons. A review of 

calculations and related documentation does not show a clear benefit to 

t endon reuse. The general plan outlined within URS's proposal indicates that 

the decision to reuse vs. replace will be partially made after the tendons are 

detensioned and the w ires are removed for vi sual inspection . 
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2.1 Purpose and Scope of Work 
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Under Task 2 of the scope of work, ZAPATA was charged with reviewing 

engineering aspects of the work performed to date for the containment repair 

project. This included a review of the finite element (FE) model and related 

calculations developed by URS and Progress Energy. The review was intended to 

assess the accuracy of the model's inputs, the capabilities of the model, and the 

appropriateness of conclusions drawn from its use. The ability of the model to 

identify load conditions and stresses that could cause additional damage to the 

structure in areas not currently identified for concrete replacement is of vital 

interest. 

These areas include wall sections below existing delaminations, the buttresses, 

and the dome. Lower wall areas, if damaged, will be expensive to repair due to 

the numerous interferences at those elevations. The reinforcement in the 

buttresses limits the effectiveness of performing non-destructive testing; 

therefore the extent of cracking in the buttresses is unknown. The dome, which 

was repaired in 1976 after delamination, currently exhibits laminar cracking. 

Although this cracking does not constitute a delamination, there is a concern 

regarding the potential for further damage, particularly given that previous FE 

models were unable to predict delaminations. Note that a delamination is said 

to have occurred when the cross section no longer acts compositely; small cracks 

like those observed in the dome do not cause a loss of composite action 

(particularly if bridged by reinforcing steel). 

ZAPATA was also charged with reviewing URS's construction plan to identify any 

weaknesses and safety issues that have not already been considered. We 

evaluated specific areas of concern including spent fuel pool (SFP) protection, 

volume of craft labor allocated to confined areas, the detensioning and 

retensioning program, and general project management. Note that these 

assessments are included in Appendix C of this report . 

2.2 Assessment Team and Division of Responsibility 

The entire ZAPATA Team contributed to the review and analysis of Task 2 

requirements . Specific responsibilities are depicted in Table 2-1. 
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Table 2-1 Division of Responsibility for Task 2 Scope of Work 

. . High Tetra 
Team Member ZAPATA Weldhnger OSI 

Bridge Tech 

AN5Y5 Model 5 L 5 

Engineering Calculations 5 L 5 5 

Post-Tensioning 5 L 

Radial Reinforcement 5 L 5 

Concrete Mix Design L 

Construction Methodology 5 5 L 5 
L - Lead S - Support 

2.3 Team Organization and Credentials 

The radial reinforcing calculations and FE model were reviewed by an 

experienced team of engineers and analysts from Weidlinger Associates" Inc. 

The team consisted of Dr. Minhaj Kirmani acting as Principal-in-charge and 

Gordon Chen, Principal , acting as Project Manager. Dr. Haris Awal, Associate 

Principal, Dr. Meeok Kim, and Dr. Wenjian Wang served as structural engineers 

and analyst s. 

Dr. Kirmani has 40 years of experience in the analysis and design of major 

infrastructure projects. Dr. Kirmani actively participates in developing FE models 

for the analysis of variety of structures. He works closely with design teams in 

developing structural systems. He is a well-recognized expert in the analysis and 

design of complex structures, especially post-tensioning for buildings and 

bridges. He provided quality control and quality assurance for the FE model 

review. 

Mr. Gordon Chen has 25 years of experience using various types of FE software 

for the analysis of complex infrastructure projects. Mr. Chen has experience in 

the design of foundations and buried pipes for nuclear applications, applying FE 

models to simulate soil-structure interaction. Mr. Chen, is the Principal -in

Charge of Weidlinger's infrastructure design group. Mr. Chen is coordinating the 

resources and activities for review of calculations and the FE model. 

Dr. Haris Awal has 20 years of experience in structural analysis and post 

tensioned structure design including long-span bridges and commercial 

buildings. He has expertise in reinforced concrete structures and thorough 

knowledge of the provisions of the American Concrete Institute (ACI) building 

codes . 
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Dr. Meeok Kim has six years of experience using ANSYS for static and dynamic 

analysis. She currently performs design functions for major structural projects as 

part of Weidlinger's infrastructure group. She possesses a thorough 

understanding of FE modeling techniques and their application using ANSYS. 

Dr. Wenjian Wang has eight years of professional experience in structural 

engineering. Dr. Wang has extensive experience developing complicated FE 

models using ANSYS. He recently developed a complex 3D ANSYS FE model for a 

nuclear power plant's turbine building foundation. The model included material 

nonlinearity and a step-by-step construction stage analysis. 

The fuel transfer tube report, containment penetrations report, and spent fuel 

protection plans were reviewed by Tetra Tech senior engineers, including 

Structural Engineers Matthew Ho and Youssef Shaffaf, and Mechanical Engineer 

Taher Abdelkhalek. Dan Leon, with Civil and Construction background, provided 

quality assurance inputs. 

Matthew Ho has 33 years of civil/structural engineering experience in the Power 

industry (Nuclear, Hydro Electric and Fossil), carrying out seismic analysis and 

design, dynamiC and static structural analysis, concrete and steel deSigns, dam 

safety design reviews, and dam safety modification and rehabilitation. 

Youssef Shaffaf has 32 years of engineering experience in the nuclear industry in 

Design, Construction, and Operations. He possesses a thorough understanding of 

Construction Methods, Inspection, Quality Assurance, Condition Assessment, 

Field Engineering, Design and Stress Analysis. 

Taher Abdelkhalek has 40 years of Nuclear and Oil & Gas industry experience, 

working on tasks involving preparation of scope definition, technical 

specifications, stress analysis, quality control/assurance plans, commissioning 

requirements, and performance testing. 

Dan Leon has 30 years of experience in the Nuclear Energy Industry, 

Construction and Plant Modifications, which include Field Engineering, 

Construction Trades Supervision and Project Management. 

The post-tensioning related documentation was reviewed by a team of 

experienced professionals from DYWIDAG-Systems International (DSI) led by 
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Structural Engineer, Edgar Zuniga P.E., S.E. His efforts were supported by DSI 

Technical Director, Khaled Shawwaf and Project Manager, Jason Caravello. 

Mr. Zuniga is a licensed Structural Engineer with 18 years of experience in both 

structura l engineering and post-tensioning. He has worked for seven years in the 

post-tensioning industry and has been involved in a wide range of projects, 

including new unbonded and bonded post-tensioning as well as repair, 

rehabilitation and strengthening of structures such as buildings, bridges, dams, 

silos, and prestressed concrete pipes. Mr. Zuniga is licensed as a Structural 

Engineer in the state of Illinois and as a Profess ional Engineer in 14 other states . 

Khaled Shawwaf is the Technical Director for DSI and has 39 years of experience 

in the design and development of many post-tensioned bridges, prestressed 

concrete bridges, stay cable systems, buildings, special structures and 

geotechnical support systems. In his current position, Mr. Shawwaf and his team 

are responsible for coordinating and providing engineering support to the entire 

segment of DSI Const ruction North America and Canada . 

Jason Caravello is the manager of the Repair and Strengthening division for the 

PT East business un it of DSI. He has been active in the structural repair and 

strengthening business for 11 years and been involved with the development 

and implementation of projects involving post tensioning repair (bonded and 

unbonded), external post tensioning and carbon fiber reinforced polymer (CFRP) 

repair. He has been extensively involved with turnaround (TAR) projects in 

heavy industrial and petrochemical environments as well as with planned outage 

work for nuclear plants and fossil plants. 

transportation structures and buildings . 
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3.0 Assessment Approach 

The technical feasibility and construction methodology (Task 2) assessments 

were performed by subject matter experts (SMEs) who evaluated the 

completeness and adequacy of engineering work. Their review of available 

documentation assessed whether the context and purpose were clearly stated, 

and whether the conclusions were in line with the objectives and methodology. 

Reviews included examining the validity of assumptions, design inputs, the 

applicability of analysis techniques, the interpretation of results, and the 

conclusions drawn from the engineering. This approach ensured that critical 

issues would be identified for consideration by Duke Energy. 

4.0 list of Reviewed and Referenced Documents 

I 

Table 4-1 List of Reviewed and Referenced Documents 

Description 

Design BaSis Document for the Containment Rev. S, Crystal River Unit 3, 5/10, by 

Progress Energy 

Final Safety Analysis Report Rev 33, Progress Energy 

URS Amended Proposal, April 16, 2012, Volumes 1 and 2 

Root Cause Assessment CR3 Containment Concrete Delamination, S/10/10, by PII 

Reactor Building Dome Delamination, 12/10/76, by Gilbert Associates 

NUREG-OSOO (SRP), Section 3.7.2, Seismic System Analysis 

ASCE/SEI 43-0S, Section 3.2.1, Seismic Design Criteria for Structures, Systems, and 

Components in Nuclear Facilities, 200S, by ASCE 

ACI 31S-63, Building Code Requirements for Reinforced Concrete, 6/1963, by ACI 

CR3-13-03-200-001 Rev 1, Structural Design Basis Document, by URS 

CR3-13-0S-100-001 Rev 0, Engineering Report for Construction and Execution of 

Phase 2 Restoration, by URS 

CR3-13-05-100-002 Rev 0, Engineering Report for Evaluation of Existing vs. New 

Prestressing Steel Tendon Installation, by URS 

CR3-13-05-100-003 Rev A, Final Engineering Report for Construction and Execution 

of Phase 2 Restoration, by URS 

CR3-13-0S-115-002, Analysis of Current Condition, by URS 

CR3-13-05-11S-003 Rev 0, Analysis of Bay 61 Repair, by URS 

CR3-13-0S-114-004 Rev 0, Analysis of Bays 12-4S & 23-56 Repair, by URS 

CR3-13-05-11S-00S Rev 0, Analysis of Final Condition for Code Compliance, by 

URS 

CR3-13-0S-11S-00S Rev 0, Analysis of Re-tension Sequence, by URS 
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, 

Description 

CR3-13-05-261-001 Design Verification of Original Bases, by URS 

CR3-13-05-261-002 Rev 0, Design code check for CR3 containment structure with 

present delaminated condition, by URS 

CR3-13-05-261-003, Rev 0, Design code check during Bay 61 repai r, by URS 

CR3-13-05-261-006 Rev 1, Creep and Shrinkage Evaluation, by URS 

CR3-13-05-261-007 Rev 0, Supplemental Radial ReinforCing Design, by URS 

CR3-13-05-261-008 Rev 0, Design Code Checks during Retensioning, by URS 

CR3-13-05-261-012 Rev 0, Tendon Prestress Calculation, by URS 

510-0004, Tendon Detensioning Calculation, by MPR Associates 

510-0012, Stresses Around the SGR Opening due to Design Basis Load Cases, by 

MPR Associates 

510-0013, Liner Integrity Evaluation During LODHR and Tornado, by MPR 

Associates 

510-0028, Rev 1, Progress Energy, Reactor Building Tendons / Forecast End of Life 

Force, by Progress Energy 

510-0044, Containment Liner Evaluation for Concrete Placement 

510-0057, Evaluation of the Containment Repair Outside the SGR Bay 

0102-0135-36, Containment 2011 Detensioning Evaluation, by MPR Associates 

0102-0135-37, Creep Evaluation for 2011 Detensioning, by MPR Associates 

0102-0135-06 Rev 1, Tendon Detensioning Calculation, by MPR Associates 

EC 75218, 75219,75220, and 75221 EC's issued for Bay 3-4 Repair 

EC 85147, CR3 Containment Restoration Project Spent Fuel Building FME 

Protection 

EC 82639 Detension Tendons for Containment Repair. Includes: 

• l08 - WP Report Nos. CR-3-U-108008-01440-SE-0002-R02 

• ll1 - WP Report Nos. CR-3-U-108008-01440-PE-0001-Rl 

• l15 - Fuel Transfer Tube Supplemental Seal 

Drawing SC-421-031, AS-Built, Reactor Building Exterior Wall- Concrete Outline, 

2/5/98, Florida Power Corporation 

CR3-13-11-201-409 Rev A to CR3-13-11-201-413 Rev A, and CR3-13-11-201-419 

Rev A, Containment Restoration Radial Reinforcement, Crystal River Unit 3 
Containment Repair 

SP-182, Reactor Building Structural Integrity Tendon Surveillance Program, 

Progress Energy 

No. 5-425-004 thru 010, IWE/IWL Inspection Drawings, 8/31/98, by Progress 

Energy 

CR3-13-11-202-432 thru 437 Rev A, Tendon Detensioning Drawings, 4/13/12, by 

URS 

CR3-13-11-200-441 thru 443 Rev A, Re-tensioning Drawings, 4/13/12, by URS 
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CR3-C-0003 issued under EC75220, Specification for Concrete Work for 

Restoration of the SGR Opening & Delamination Repair in the Containment Shell 

SP-5583, Specification - Tendons and Associated Conduit - Reactor Building, 

9/18/68, Gilbert Associates, Inc. 

FPC-321-B4-1B, Specification - Installation and Stressing of Prestressing System 

Tendons, 03/29/71, Gilbert Associates, Inc. 

25717-000-COC-0000-00002, CR3 Containment Repair Project - Finite Element 

Model of Containment Structure, by Bechtel 

25717-000-COC-0000-00017, CR3 Containment Repair - Estimate of Prestress 

Losses in Replacement Concrete (EOL), by Bechtel 

25717-000-COC-0000-0001S, CR3 Containment Repair - Estimate of Prestress in 

Preserved Concrete (EOL), by Bechtel 

25717-OO0-COC-0000-00019, EOL Evaluation of the Containment for Combined 

Mechanical Loading and Accidental Thermal Gradient Loading, by Bechtel 

25717-000-TC-GAM-000SS, Tendon Detensioning Analysis, by Bechtel 

25717-000-COC-0000-00024, Enhanced Finite Element Model of Containment 

Structure April 16, 2012, by Bechtel 

EC S5142 RO, Containment Restoration Project, Pinning 

510-0002, Finite Element Model Description, by MPR Associates 

5.0 Review of Calculations 

This section evaluates three analyses/designs which support the overall 

containment repair project. First, the ZAPATA Team presents an evaluation of 

the radial pinning design. Second, the ZAPATA Team evaluates the fuel transfer 

tube movement study performed by Worley Parsons. Finally, the penetration 

movement study is reviewed. 

Note that these three calculations are only a small sample of the calculations 

developed by URS to date. More calculation packages will be discussed in 

Section 6 which reviews the current state of FE modeling work. Overall, URS has 

developed a comprehensive set of calculation packages which support the 

structural aspects of the containment restoration project. Work is underway to 

develop calculations and EC packages which support the mechanical and 

electrical modifications that the project will require. Given that many of these 

documents are in draft form, it is not yet possible to make conclusions regarding 

the completeness of the overall design package. 
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In April of 1976, shortly after construction was completed, a delamination of the 

containment dome was discovered. The structure's condition was thoroughly 

evaluated and The Crystal River Unit 3 Reactor Building Dome Delamination 

Report describes probable causes for the delamination. Several factors, or 

combinations thereof, including radial tension due to prestressing, thermal 

stresses, tendon alignment, stress concentrations, and shrinkage when 

combined with biaxial compressive stresses would have been sufficient to cause 

delamination (Section 3.4 of the Dome Delamination Report). The investigation 

showed that radial tension reinforcing was required to provide an adequate 

factor of safety against delamination. The subsequent history of wall 

delaminations shows that this finding is also true for the walls. 

The radial tension in the containment structure arises from its geometry. When 

a curved structure (with curved tendons) is post-tensioned, tensile stresses are 

generated in the radial direction at the location of the tendons. Current design 

practice typically dictates that such structures should be radially reinforced to 

prevent delaminations; this is common practice when designing post-tensioned 

silo structures. To repair the containment's delaminated dome, the delaminated 

layer of concrete was removed and replaced with a new layer of reinforced 

concrete, doweled into the existing structure with radial reinforcing bars. 

As part of the current containment repair project, URS proposes to use radial 

reinforcing in two ways. For areas of bay concrete which are to be removed and 

replaced, radial reinforcing will be installed at regular intervals; these bars will 

tie layers of reinforcing together as well as carry the calculated radial tension. 

For areas of bay concrete which will not be replaced, URS proposes to install 

grouted radial anchors in a manner similar to that used for the dome repair. URS 

has performed a detailed analysis of the options for reinforcing existing concrete 

with post-installed anchors (CR3-13-05-261-007). The following paragraphs 

provide an analysis of the URS post-installed radial reinforcing design. 

In their radial reinforcing design calculation, URS provides details of the 

selection, spacing, and anchorage of post-installed radial reinforcing for the 

repair. The calculation discusses the design of radial shear reinforcing but states 

that, per ACI 318-63, it is to be applied only at points of discontinuities. In 

Section 2.0 of CR3-13-05-261-007, URS states that although not directly required 

for radial shear strength, it is acceptable to install radial reinforcing bars to 
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reduce the potential for delamination. The calculation predicts radial tension 

demand during tendon jacking and shows that it is close to the allowable tensile 

stress in concrete. URS therefore recommends adding radial reinforcing to 

increase the factor of safety against delamination. The calculation selects #6 

rebar spaced at regular intervals for the radial reinforcing. 

The adequacy ofthe radial reinforcing design, however, must be viewed with the 

understanding that the radial stresses used to develop the design are based on 

simplified, manual calculations; the URS global containment model cannot 

predict radial stresses. During the containment repair process of detensioning, 

demolition, re-building and retensioning, the structure will go through a set of 

unbalanced loading scenarios. These unbalanced loads cannot be accounted for 

by the analysis method used to design the radial reinforcing. 

Radial stress calculations performed by MPR Associates (MPR) and Bechtel have 

shown that radial stresses estimated with FE models can be substantially higher 

than those predicted by simplified manual calculations (25717-000-COC-0000-

00005). Although a direct comparison of MPR or Bechtel's results to URS's is not 

appropriate due to differences in loading and tendon sequencing, they suggest 

that radial stresses could be higher than URS's calculations predict. As further 

evidence, the Root Cause Assessment for the Bay 3-4 delamination (by PII) 

provides a summary of radial strain measurements resulting from detensioning 

and thermal cycling. The measurements suggest that radial tension demand 

could be higher than estimated by URS (PII Root Cause Assessment, pages 94-

97). 

Despite our concerns regarding the method selected by URS to predict radial 

stress, their design does incorporate a margin of safety. This is provided by 1) 

overestimating the anticipated tendon jacking forces and 2) applying strength 

reduction factors to reinforcing steel and its anchorage. It is unlikely that radial 

stress will ever be so great as to cause pins or their anchorage to fail; rather, the 

result of underestimating radial tension demand would be a less than 

anticipated margin of safety and non-compliance with the design basis. 

In computing the tension demand on the proposed radial reinforcing, URS uses 

the following parameters (Section 6.2.2.1 of CR3-13-0s-261-007): 

1. Average radius of reactor building shell - 822.375 inches 

2. Theoretical tendon force at seating - 1635.0 kips 

3. Average tendon spacing 
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a. Average vertical tendon spacing - 35.9 inches 

b. Average hoop tendon spacing - 19.5 inches 

4. Location of hoop tendon from outside face - 10 inches. 

Based on the above parameters, URS computed an average radial tensile stress 

demand of 24.91 pounds per squa re inch (psi) at the plane of the hoop tendons. 

In a typical area (Figures 5-1 and 5-2) with a total demand of 17.44 kips/rebar 

(24.91psi x 35.9 inches x 19.5 inches/lOOO), their calculation shows that a #6 

rebar (ASTM A 615, Grade 60) is acceptable as radial reinforcement (Section 

6.2.2.3 of CR3-13-05-261-007). Note, however, in the draft version of EC 85142 

(RO) provided to ZAPATA for review, URS has instead chosen to use a #6 ASTM 

A496 (Gr. 70) rebar due to welding considerations. The primary difference 

between ASTM A615 and A496 rebar is that the A496 rebar have a higher yield 

strength and lower ratio of yield to ultimate tensile strength than A615 rebar; 

this is unimportant for this application. 

0 

Figure 5-1 Elevation View 0/ Typical Rein/orcing Layout, Option 1 
(Figure 1, CR3-13-05-261 -007j 
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Figure 5-2 Elevation View of Typical Reinforcing Layout, Option 2 
(Figure 2, CR3-13-05-261-007) 
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URS has also calculated radial reinforcing demand in areas containing 

interferences where it would be difficult to install radial reinforcing. At some of 

these locations, it will not be possible to install radial reinforcing at a regular 

spacing. In section 6.2.3 of CR3-13-0S-261-007, URS has identified 12 different 

areas for evaluation. 

At these 12 locations, URS has evaluated the bond resistance of penetration 

sleeves and the use of higher strength (ASTM A496) bars to satisfy the radial 

tension demand. To evaluate the bond strength of penetration sleeves, URS 

uses the code-allowable bond strength for a 1-inch diameter plain bar per ACI 

318-63. This assumption is unjustified because ACI 318-63 (Section 1301) notes 

that bond stress changes inversely with the diameter of the anchorage. The 
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allowable bond stress is therefore lower than the value used by URS in their 

analysis. At the same time, they ignore the loads imposed by the pipe on the 

penetration sleeves. They do, however, conservatively ignore the contribution 

to bond strength of the ribs or circumferential rings that are attached to the pipe 

sleeves. 

As a supplemental measure, URS proposes to perform pullout tests on mock-ups 

of the proposed radial reinforcing. These tests are intended to confirm the 

failure mode and verify the required minimum embedment. These tests will be 

performed in the field on a mock-up prior to construction with both #6 ASTM 

A61S, Grade 60 and ASTM A496, Grade 70 reinforcing steel bar types; details of 

the testing are provided in Section 6.3.2 of CR3-13-0S-261-007. The proposed 

verification program is to demonstrate the anchorage capacity of a straight bar. 

No details are provided to verify that the hooked anchorage will have sufficient 

capacity. 

It must be emphasized that the decision to install radial pins after detensioning 

creates the potential for further delaminations or cracks to form in the structure 

during the detensioning phase. This possibility, although acknowledged by URS, 

is not included in their current scope and price. Progress Energy has already 

installed temporary pins at key locations, which they believe will arrest the 

formation and spread of delaminations during detensioning. Furthermore, the 

URS detensioning plan emphasizes an approach which maintains symmetry and 

provides gradual transitions in post tensioning levels. Although there is a 

concern for potential delaminations during detensioning, ZAPATA agrees that 

pinning after detensioning will help provide a more effective load transfer to 

post-installed radial pins. This is a result of installing pins while the building is in 

a state of low/no radial tension . 

5.1.2 Fuel Transfer Tube Movement 

This section addresses a study of the fuel transfer tubes performed by Worley 

Parsons on behalf of Progress Energy. ZAPATA understands that URS is in the 

process of updating and revising this analysis to reflect their FE model's 

predicted displacements. Until these updated reports are available, the existing 

reports provide insight into whether or not proposed construction activities will 

likely have any negative effects on the fuel transfer tubes. 

The calculations/studies evaluated in this section are included in EC 82639 

'Detension Tendons for Containment Repair.' Although not explicitly for this 
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proposed repair, the documents reviewed provide an assessment of the likely 

effect of reactor building movement on the fuel transfer tubes and other 

attached mechanical and electrical systems. 

The objective of Worley Parsons Report No. CR-3-Ll-108008-01440-SE-0002-R2, 

Z08 is to evaluate the effects of displacement (from detensioning and 

subsequent retensioning) and to identify any adverse or overstress conditions 

affecting the pressure boundary of the fuel transfer tubes and associated 

components and pipes. For each component, the evaluation included an 

analysis of design functions, acceptance criteria, and loading/movement induced 

stress levels. Based on the analyses, the report recommended modifications 

required to prevent overstress conditions. 

During the building's original construction, the fuel transfer tube bellows and 

associated piping were in their original relaxed state. After the containment 

structure was tensioned and as creep occurred, the fuel transfer tubes moved 

axially inward, toward the centerline of containment, and vertically downwards. 

This caused the bellows to reach their maximum compressed state and piping to 

be under a stressed condition . The containment structure tendons have now 

been under tension for over 35 years. The proposed tendon detensioning 

activities will relieve much of the stress, returning the containment wall, transfer 

tubes, and attached piping back to the relaxed state; only stresses resulting from 

creep and shrinkage will remain. 

A radial containment wall movement of 0.77 inch was used for the analysis of 

pipe lines #1 and #4 (mechanical penetrations). However, a radial wall 

movement of 0.62 inch was used for the analYSis of transfer tubes and all other 

associated component movements. A vertical wall movement of 0.25 inch was 

used for the analysis of pipe line #1 and #4. However, vertical wall movement of 

0.10 inch was used for the analYSis of transfer tubes and all other associated 

component movements. The radial and vertical movements used for the 

analysis of pipe lines #1 and #4 were taken from the initial revision of MPR 

Report 0102-0135-37. Revision 01 provided lower values for the movements 

and these were used for the remaining transfer tube components. These values 

need to be updated using the latest URS FE model results. 

The report concludes that no modifications are required for fuel transfer tubes, 

bellows, SFP bracket attachment, valve stem support, SFP gate valve extension 

shaft, guides, and supports. The analysis does, however, raise concerns 

regarding the O-rings sealing the fuel transfer tubes. The 3/8-inch gap is large 
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enough to accommodate anticipated transfer tube movement. However, given 

the age of the O-rings, some permanent set may have occurred in the O-ring 

material that would prevent them from performing effectively. As a result, 

calculation Z1S (in EC 82639) was prepared to design and install a supplemental 

seal to safeguard against leakage. Given the age and unknown condition of the 

existing O-rings, the purpose of the supplemental seal is to provide a backup 

barrier in the event that the movement of the transfer tubes causes leakage 

around the existing double O-rings. URS is reevaluating the need for this 

additional seal. 

To relieve stresses that will be induced during the detensioning and retensioning 

periods, calculation ZlS also recommends the following piping modifications: 

Pipe Line #lA 

Remove the first guide downstream of transfer tube and remove tight U-Bolt at 

support #6. 

Pipe Line #2A 

Remove the weld between the half inch coupling and the half inch pipe. Also, 

verify that the half inch pipe is free to move by slightly pulling/pushing the half 

inch piping back and forth . 

Pipe Line #3A 

Remove one socket weld joint in order to remove the pIping restraint and 

temporarily support the remaining cantilevered piping for dead weight. 

Pipe Line #4A 

Remove the weld between the three quarter inch by three eighths inch Cajon 

adapter and the three eighths inch tube. Also, verify that the adapter is free to 

move by slightly pull ing/pushing the three eighths inch tubing back and forth . 

Pipe Line #1B 

Remove the U-Bolt at support #8. 

Pipe Line #2B 

Remove the weld between the half inch coupling and the half inch pipe. Also, 

verify that the half inch pipe is free to move by slightly pulling/pushing the half 

inch piping back and forth. 
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Pipe line #4B 

Remove the weld between the three quarter inch by three eighths inch Cajon 

adapter and the three eighths inch tube. Also, verify that the adapter is free to 

move by slightly pulling/pushing the three eighths inch tubing back and forth. 

Tables 5-1 and 5-2 provide a summary of review comments of the fuel transfer 

tube and additional O-ring studies. 

Table 5-1 Summary of Review Comments Regarding ZOB Fuel Transfer Tube 
Movement Study 

Item Section 

No. No. 
Issues Addressed in the Report Comments 

1 General Use of STAAD and AutoPipe Both software programs 

appear to be NRC approved 

and are used appropriately. 

2 2. Executive An evaluation ofthe two transfer This paragraph is inconsistent 
Summary: 4th tube assemblies including with sect ion 13 

paragraph associated piping and components "Recommendations" where 

concludes that the transfer tubes, some of the small bore pipe 

the SFP side bellows, the refueling supports will require 

canal side bellows, gate valve stem modifications to avoid 

extension & supports, and the SFP overstress during retensioning. 

valve support brackets would not The paragraph needs to be 

be overstressed . clarified to this effect. 

3 3. Background There are slotted holes provided in It is expected that up to 1 inch 
4th paragraph the bracket connection to allow for of axial movement may need 

axial movement of the transfer to be accommodated. Field 

tubes. verification would be required 

to determine bolt positions. 
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Item Section . Issues Addressed In the Report Comments 
No. No. 

4 5. Design Input The reason for using larger radial The displacements used for 

and vertical movements for pipe piping analysis are not 

lines #1 to #4 is due to the report consistent with those used for 

utilizing several revisions of the the tube analysis. Although 

same calculation set. Later using larger movements in 

revisions predicted lower pipes is conservative, using 

movements . lower revised movements 

might have mitigated or 

eliminated some of the 

resulting overstresses, 

reducing evaluated risks and 

mitigating or eliminating some 

of the recommended costly 

and time consuming piping 

modifications. It is noted that 

this less conservative approach 

has offsetting benefits. 

5 5. Design Input Containment wall radial and The design displacement data 

vertical displacements. need to be updated to reflect 

the current URS FE model, 

taking proper account of: 

1. Observed displacements & 
stresses to calibrate the FE 

model, 

2. Variation in properties of 

concrete including time-

dependent creep values and 

modulus of elasticity. 

6 11. Fuel Fuel Transfer Tube: The tube model considered 

Transfer See appendix J for the the stiffness of the bellows but 

Tube Assembly analysis/evaluation of and ignored the mass of the valve 

Evaluation conclusions regarding the fuel in the spent fuel pool end and 

transfer tube. the resistance to the 

Appendix J page J1 of J10 (Report movement due to the friction 

page SO of 710) states: "The between the shim plates in the 

transfer tube is modeled between valve support bracket. 

the blind flange at the containment Although the calculated 

side and the bellows at the spent maximum stress is 4.S4 ksi 
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Item Section 

N 
Issues Addressed in the Report Comments 

o. No. 

fuel pool side." (which is considerably lower 

Conclusion : than the allowable stress of 

See Appendix J for the conclusions 17.7 ksi) ignoring the friction 

of the fuel transfer tube. developed in the valve bracket 

has not been justified in the 

analysis. 

7 13. Small Bore Pipe recommendations: For pipe lines #2 and #4 in the 

Recommen- Recommended U-Bolts loosening concealed area SFP canal wall 

dations and socket welds removal for pipe liner: 

lines #2 and #4. As pipes have been stressed 

for more than 35 years, it may 

be required to plan support 

removal activities in such a 

way as to avoid possible piping 

"spring actions" that might 

adversely affect piping 

integrity inside the concealed 

area behind the fuel canal wall 

liner. Consideration should be 

given to the removal of 

support welds after 

containment wall detensioning 

to avoid the possible "spring 

action." 

8 Appendix C Summary table of analysis/ Summary table of piping 

Walkdown/modifications analysis appears to be 

complete in all respects except 

for comment in item 4 above. 

9 Appendix D Risk assessment for pipe lines #2, Risk assessments of piping 

#4, and #5 analysis and modification 

options appear to be complete 

in all respects except for 

comment in item 4 above. 

10 Other Various All have been reviewed with 

appendices no issues identified. No 

additional comments. 
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Table 5-2 Fuel Transfer Tube Supplemental Seal Evaluation - Calculation ZlS. 

Item Issues Addressed in the c t 
Section No. ommen s 

No. Report 

1 Design Drawing 521-037 will be There are no issues with the 

description, 3'd marked-up to show the proposed installation and removal of 

paragraph supplemental seal. This the supplemental seal. 

supplemental seal 

configuration is expected to 

be removed after the 

containment is retensioned. 

2 Evaluation of Determine torque required Agreed . 

mechanical to resist bolt load : T = 0.6 ft- Load on the 16 bolts and associated 

joint Ibs. torque calculations appear to be 

Determine maximum torque complete with conservative 

by limiting bolt tensile stress considerations being used as input 

to 50% of yield: T = 6 ft-Ibs . parameters. 

Recommend torque for this Recommended torque is within 50% 

application: T = 4 +/- 2 ft-Ibs. of material yield stress. 

3 Installation Various Agreed. 

Instructions Installation instructions appear to be 

sufficiently detailed and follow a 

logical and safe sequence. 

5.1_3 Containment Penetrations 

This section addresses a study of containment penetrations performed by 

Worley Parsons on behalf of Progress Energy. The calculation evaluated in this 

section is included in EC 82639 'Detension Tendons for Containment Repair.' 

Although not explicitly fo r the current containment restoration proposal, the 

documents reviewed provide an assessment of the likely effect of reactor 

building movement on attached mechanical and electrical systems. As with the 

fuel transfer tube study, URS is currently in the process of updating and revising 

thi s analysis to reflect their FE model's predicted displacements. 

The objective of Worley Parsons Report No. CR-3-Ll-I08008-01440-PE-000I-Rl, 

calculation Zll, is to evaluate the effects of displacement (resulting from 

detensioning and subsequent retensioning) of all containment penetrations 

excluding the fuel transfer tubes. The report describes a representative sample 

of penetrations which were se lected for walkdown and evaluation. These 
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included penetrations of each type and from each quadrant of the Reactor 

Building. Four penetrations were selected from the high temperature systems 

(Type lA, lB, and lC) to get a sampling of supply and return lines. Six Type II and 

III penetrations were chosen to include variety of systems, penetration sizes, and 

quadrants. Type IV and V are mostly electrical and instrumentation and controls 

(I&C) penetrations; one 12-inch and one 18-inch were selected for inspection. 

Two of 14 Type VI through X penetrations were included in the walkdown. 

The evaluation used a deflection of 0.5 inch as the basis for acceptable 

deflection. Deflection values for penetrations at various elevations are provided 

in MPR Report 0102-0135-37. A review of the selected penetrations was 

performed. Additional penetrations that were identified as having total 

deflection larger than 0.5 inch were screened out and identified for further 

walkdown and review. 

All but two penetrations are located between elevations 104 feet and 154 feet 

(vertical elevation on the containment structure); penetrations 345 and 346 (RB 

sump recirculation line penetrations) are located at elevation 86 feet. Based on 

values from the MPR Report (0102-0135-37), many of the penetrations below 

elevation 113 feet are on the order of 0.3-inch deflection or less. There are no 

penetrations between elevations 113 feet and 122 feet. The report concludes 

the following: 

• Sixteen penetrations are allocated as "spares" and are flanged with no 

permanent piping or cables. The spare penetrations will not be impacted by 

detensioning. 

• The personnel and equipment hatches do not connect with any equipment 

or component and are free to move with any movement induced by 

detensioning. 

• The reactor building contains 41 electrical penetrations; two were selected 

for review and those adjacent were visually checked during the course of the 

electrical penetration review. In all cases, electrical cables are connected 

with substantial bends or slack to allow for penetration movement that 

would be expected from detensioning. 

• The report concluded that 27 mechanical penetrations would require 

modifications/support to ensure sufficient flexibility in piping and support 

configurations. 
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Table 5-3 Summary of Penetration Evaluation 

Item Issues Addressed in the c t 
Section No. ommen s 

No. Report 

1 2. Executive Summary No penetrations are located The predicted deflections 

between elevations 113 ft and need to be updated to 

122 ft. Predicted deflections reflect the current URS FE 

exceed 0.5 inch for model, taking into proper 

penetrations at/above account: 

elevation 123 ft. It is possible 1. Observed displacements 

that deflections at elevation and stresses to calibrate the 

123 ft and above could induce FE analysis model. 

excessive stress in piping or 2. Variation in properties of 

supports. concrete including time 

dependent creep values 

and modulus of elasticity. 

2 2. Executive Summary It is possible that deflections at It is not clear if all 

elevation 123 ft and above penetrations above 

could induce excessive stress elevation 123 ft were being 

in piping and supports. To covered by the walkdown 

address this potential , the and evaluation. 

piping associated with these 

penetrations were re-visited Would the support removal 

and walked down in more and de-coupling be 

detail and recommendations compromised by 

of support removal and de- interferences? 

coupling of some components 

were made as summarized and 

detailed in Section 4.5 .1, and in 

Attachment 8 of the report. 

3 3.2 Selected Types lA, 1B, and 1C Not clear on the basis of 

Penetrations/ Types II and III the selection of 

3.3 Additional Types IV and V penetrations evaluated. 

Penetration Types VI through X Need to ensure no critical 

Walkdowns penetrations are missed in 

the selection. A 

confirmation walkdown 

should be completed to 

focus on critical 
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Item S . N Issues Addressed in the 
N 

ectlon o. Comments 
o. Report 

4 

5 

4.2 Predicted Values from SIT Test 

FSAR/SIT/Containment Report (1976) vs. Current Data 

Deformation Report 

Information 

4.5.F Tubing/Small 

Bore Piping 

5. Conclusion 

4.5.D Mechanical 

Penetrations 

Small bore piping evaluation 

Based on the evaluations 

contained in this report and 

the walkdowns of the various 

Reactor Building penetrations, 

a deflection of 0_5 inch 

maximum is considered 

acceptable to maintain 

stresses within their allowable 

limits where further 

evaluations are not required. 

Thirteen mechanical 

penetrations were evaluated. 

Of the 13 mechanical 

penetrations, six of these have 

penetrations to investigate 

and evaluate piping and 

configuration and confirm 

the margin of safety. 

Current displacement data 

need to be revised to 

reflect the updated URS FE 

model. 

Confirmation walkdown 

and evaluation may be 

required after displacement 

data are updated. Each 

predicted deflections less than penetration should be field 

0.5 inch. inspected to determine any 

Of the original penetration restriction in movement. 

sampling, seven of the 

reviewed mechanical 

penetrations have predicted 

deflections greater than 0.5 

inch. 

Further review of the 

penetrations with 
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Item Issues Addressed in the c t 
Section No. ommen s 

No. Report 

6 4.S.G Remaining 

Mechanical 

Penetrations/ 

4.S.H Analysis 

Calculations 

displacements greater than 0.5 

inch was deemed necessary 

(46 penetrations) and those 

penetrations were further 

inspected in the plant to 

investigate piping and support 

configu rations. 

Twenty-seven penetrations 

have predicted deflections 

greater than 0.5 inch . 

Most supports contain either 

gaps or some amount of "play" 

within the support structure 

which a piping analysis 

generally does not consider. 

Based on the review ofthese 

analYSiS, the margins available 

and the conservatisms that are 

typically found in piping 

analyses, the predicted pipe 

movement due to the 

detensioning will not introduce 

significant stress levels that 

would exceed ANSI B31.1 

piping code allowables for 

deflections less than 0.5 inch. 

Refer to comments in Item 

5. 

5.1.4 Conclusions Regarding Fuel Transfer Tube and Penetration 
Movement 

Overall, the reports and the calculations are complete and comprehensive with 

respect to their objectives, issues, background/references, walkdown find ings, 

analysis inputs, methodologies, concluSions, and recommendations. Although 

the reports must be updated to reflect URS's FE model results and their own 

approach, the existing reports suggest that the proposed construction sequence 

will not adversely affect penetrations, the fuel transfer tubes, and by extension -
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the spent fuel pool. Final conclusions regarding these topics must wait until URS 

has completed their engineering work. 

Report CR3-LJ-l08008-01440-SE-0002-R2, Z08 (in EC 82639) achieves its primary 

objective in evaluating the two fuel transfer tube assemblies and concluding that 

the transfer tubes, spent fuel pool side bellows, refueling canal side bellows, 

gate valve stem extension and supports, and spent fuel pool valve supports 

would not be overstressed through the detensioning and retensioning activities. 

Design codes used in the analyses, in general, comply with the Design Basis/Final 

Safety Analysis Report and other requirements included in referenced 

documents ofthe report. 

Report CR3-LJ-l08008-01440-PE-0001-Rl, Zl1 (in EC 82639) achieves its primary 

objective in examining the effects of containment displacement on penetrations 

and associated components. However, the use of 0.5 inch as an acceptable 

deflection may change as a result URS displacement predictions. Once the model 

is completed, the penetration evaluation should be revised to reflect a more 

accurate deflection. 

Calculation Z15 (in EC 82639) was prepared in support of the design and 

installation of a supplemental seal for the double a-ring joint used to contain the 

water and keep it out of the transfer tube vault area. Given the age and 

unknown condition of the existing a-ring assemblies, the supplemental seal will 

provide a backup barrier. However, once the containment is retensioned, the 

seal is expected to be removed. URS is still evaluating the need for this 

supplemental seal. 

6.0 Evaluation of Finite Element Model 

This section documents ZAPATA's evaluation of the URS FE model developed 

using ANSYS (ANSYS Inc., Canonsburg, PAl to support their technical proposal. 

Both the model and its supporting calculations were reviewed to assess the 

accuracy of model inputs, the validity of assumptions, and the appropriateness 

of conclusions drawn from the model's use. First is a summary of reviewed 

reference documents. Following that, descriptions of various model features are 

provided. Finally, an evaluation of the model is provided to identify potential 

areas of weakness. It must be emphasized that the FE model is still under 

development and has evolved since the input files were initially provided to the 

ZAPATA Team. Therefore, certain observations made in the following sections 
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6.1 

might have been addressed by changes to the FE model, of which, the study 

team has not been made aware. 

Overview of URS FE Model 

The following paragraphs will review the basic features of the URS FE model 

including geometry, elements, materials, loading, boundary conditions, and load 

steps. The information presented was gathered from calculations CR3-13-05-

115-002 through -008 and CR3-13-05-261-001 through -008 ; FE model input files 

were recreated from these documents. 

6.1.1 Model Geometry 

The FE model of the CR3 containment building consists of a cylindrical shell with 

6 bay walls, 6 buttresses, the dome, the ring girder at the junction of the dome 

and cylinder walls, and the base mat. The model includes representations of the 

hoop, vertical, and dome tendons used to post-tension the structure. The 

containment liner plate is represented as a shell on the interior face of concrete 

elements. Generally speaking, the FE model geometry is representative of 

design drawings with respect to geometry and dimensions. The following 

paragraphs provide more detailed information regarding model geometry. 

The actual interior radius of the containment walls is 65 ft ; the wall thickness is 

3.5 ft and the buttress thickness is 5.83 feet. In the FE model, the walls of the 

structure are modeled such that the centerline ofthe shell elements has a rad ius 

of 66.78 ft; this corresponds to the radius of the real structure's wall center line. 

The buttresses are modeled with an offset of 1.17 ft to the cylinder wall. The 

height of the real and modeled structure is 157 ft from the top of the basemat to 

the bottom of the ring girder. 

The FE model contains a representation of every individual hoop tendon and 

vertical tendon in the containment walls and buttresses. Tendons are modeled 

with an offset from the shell element centroids to account for the actual 

eccentricity of the tendons relative to the wall centroid. Constraint equations 

were used to link the tendon elements to the wall elements while maintaining 

strain compatibility. The inclusion of every tendon in the FE model allows for 

detailed simulations of the proposed tensioning sequence. Furthermore, it 

provides the flexibilit y to study changes which might be warranted by difficulties 

encountered during construction . 
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The actual thickness and radius of the basemat are 12.5 ft and 74.53 ft, 

respectively. The basemat thickness used in the FE model agreed with 

foundation design drawings (5C-421-003 through SC-421-006) and structural 

drawing (SC-421-031). The radius of the basemat was modeled as 73.53 ft in 

accordance with the foundation drawings. The FE model does not include the 2 

ft of concrete which covers the liner above the basemat. 

The ring girder height is 17.5 ft in the FE model; the apex of the dome is at 

190.87 ft and is 3 ft thick. These dimensions are consistent with design 

drawings. 

The actual structure has 24 vertical tendons and 94 horizontal (hoop) tendons 

per bay, including buttress vertical tendons. The number of tendons in the FE 

model is in accordance with design drawings. The tendons in the FE model 

generally follow the layout shown in structural drawings except around the 

equipment opening and personnel access hatch; in these areas tendon drape has 

not been modeled. 

6.1.2 Element Types 

The finite element model developed by URS utilizes the following types of 

elements: 

a. Shell elements - modeled the walls, buttress, dome, liner, and dome tendons 

b. Link elements - modeled vertical and hoop tendons in containment walls as 

bonded tendons 

c. Brick (solid) elements - modeled the basemat and ring girder 

d. Mass elements - modeled concentrated loads like the bridge crane 

e. Surface elements - covered element faces to act as surface on which to apply 

load. 

Containment walls and buttress, the steel liner plate, and the dome roof are 

simulated using Shell 181 (each element type in the ANSYS FE software is given a 

unique number). Shell 181 elements can model membrane and bending action; 

the element is also capable of modeling multi-layer materials. This element 

feature was used to divide the containment's walls into 2 or 3 layers to simulate 

the transition from old to new concrete or areas of delamination. The 

buttresses, dome roof, and liner plate are modeled using single layer shell 

elements. 
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Tendons in the containment walls are modeled using Link 181. Link elements 

representing tendons share common nodes with cylinder wall shell elements; 

tendons are therefore modeled as bonded. Tendons in the dome are modeled 

using Shell 181; for this application the shells are defined as one dimensional 

membrane elements. 

The ring girder and basemat are modeled using Solid 45 (8 node brick elements). 

This element is a general elastic solid capable of simulating membrane and 

bending forces with a sUitably resolved mesh . 

Mass elements are used to represent the polar crane and other equipment loads 

in seismic analyses. Surface elements, which contribute no stiffness to the 

model, are used to facilitate area load applications such as wind load, loss of 

coolant accident (LOCAl. or the SIT pressure loads. 

6.1.3 Material Properties 

The elements of the FE model require a number of constitutive parameters 

including elastic modulus, Poisson 's ratio, mass density, and thermal coefficient . 

Table 6-1 shows the summary of material properties used in the current URS FE 

model. 
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Existing Wall 

Concrete 

New Wall 

Concrete 

Buttress 

Dome 

Basemat 

Ring Girder 

Wall Tendons 

Dome Tendons 

Liner Plate 

Crystal River 3 
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Material Properties as Specified in FE Model Input Files. 

Modulus of ., Mass Unit 
. . POisson s Thermal 

Elasticity Density Weight 
(ksi) Ratio (k-sec2/in4) (kef) Coefficient 

4030 

4769 

4030 

4030 

4030 

4030 

29000 

29000 

29000 

0.2 

0.2 

0.2 

0.2 

0.2 

0.2 

0.27 
NS 

0.27 

2.49E-7 

2.49E-7 

2.39E-7 

2.33E-7 

2.25E-7 

2.29E-7 

0.0" 

0.0" 

7.35E-7 

0.166' 

0.166' 

0.159 

0.155 

0.150 

0.153 

0.0" 

0.0" 

0.490 

4.25E-6 

4.25E-6 

4.25E-6 

4.25E-6 

4.25E-6 

4.25E-6 

6.83E-6 

6.83E-6 

6.83E-6 

'Adjusted per text discussion 
**Considered in the adjusted unit weight of concrete 
NS = Not Stated 

The elastic modulus of concrete was defined as 4030 ksi for existing concrete 

and 4769 ksi for new concrete in the FE model; these values appear to be 

derived from code guidance and the design compressive strengths of 

containment concrete. The concrete test report included in the PH root cause 

investigation shows that the actual value of concrete elastic modulus could be 

lower than that used to represent the original concrete in the FE model. This will 

be discussed in Section 6.3.5. 

The nominal unit weight of the containment concrete is assumed to be 0.145 kef, 

unadjusted to account for reinforcing steel or tendons. The unit weights of 

containment walls and buttresses in the FE model were adjusted to reflect 

additional dead loads not directly modeled. Adjusted unit weights of 0.166 kcf 

and 0.159 kef are used for containment walls and buttresses, respectively. These 

increased unit weights are calculated based on an additional 40 psf dead load on 

the containment walls and buttresses, and the weight of the liner plate. 

The unit weights of the dome and ring girder are 0.155 and 0.153 kef, 

respectively, which considers additional dead loads and liner plate weight. The 

unit weight of the basemat is 0.150 kef. 
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The elastic modulus and the unit weight of the liner plate are assumed to be 

29000 ksi and 0.490 kcf, respectively. Tendons were modeled with an elastic 

modulus of 29000 ksi; their weight is represented through the increased unit 

weight of concrete. Tendons in the dome structure are modeled with one

directional membrane elements with a modulus of elasticity of 29000 ksi. 

6.1.4 Applied Loads 

The model includes load steps to represent the staged construction and the load 

cases deemed critical by URS. The various load steps included in the model are 

able to represent creep and shrinkage as a result of construction activities. 

During the demolition phase, the model is able to simulate the steel liner plate's 

elastic strain recovery. The FE model input files also provided a limited number 

of post-processing scripts to obtain analysis results. 

The following loads were considered in the FE model : 

a. Dead load 

b. Live load 

c. 
d. 

Post-tension load 

Wind load (tornado) 

e. Operating basis and safe shutdown earthquake (OBE and SSE) 

f. Temperature changes 

g. Concrete shrinkage, creep, and creep recovery 

h. Steel liner plate strain recovery 

i. Internal pressure due to accident. 

The load combination calculations and code checks of resulting stresses under 

these combinations were performed at selected critical construction stages 

(CR3-13-0s-116-002 through -005). Loading combinations used in the FE model 

are generally based on two conditions; i.e. the plant in an operating and a non

operating condition . For the existing condition and construction model stages, 

the applied load combinations do not include operating thermal , SSE (OBE was 

used), LOCA, or SIT pressures. The operating thermal , SSE, LOCA, and SIT loads 

were applied to the restored structure for the EOl analysis. 

A number of supporting calculat ions were reviewed to assess the accuracy of 

loads applied in the FE model. The information that follows was gathered from 

reference calculations including CR3-13-0s-11s-002 through -008. 
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The dead loads applied in the FE model are primarily from the weight of the 

concrete structure and liner plate. As discussed in the last section, an additional 

40 psf dead load was included in the containment wall and buttress. Platform 

dead loading was not included. 

A 50 psf live load is applied on the top surface of the dome and ring girder to 

simulate construction loads. Twenty-five percent of this live load is included as 

mass for seismic loading. The weight of the polar crane is included as both a 

mass for seismic analyses and as a construction load for the Bay 6-1 repair. 

Post-tensioning loads are applied as temperature changes to the steel tendons. 

The temperature change required to produce the appropriate tendon stress was 

back-calculated from thermal coefficients, sections properties, and calculations 

of elastic shortening of the structure. 

Seismic loading was evaluated under two conditions. First, structural response 

was studied under the operating basis earthquake in the analysis of the existing 

structure and intermediate construction stages. The spectral peak acceleration 

used for the OBE is 1.5 x 0.135g. The safe shutdown earthquake loading is 

applied to study the structure's response at EOL. The spectral peak acceleration 

used for the SSE is 1.5 x 0.27g. 

Wind loads generally do not control design of the structure; seismic loading 

controls. The only exception to this is that wind loading must be considered for 

the liner plate during construction . URS has addressed the concern about liner 

plate wind loads with the addition of permanent reinforcing. This consists of 

channel members that run perpendicular to the existing ribs . 

The LOCA pressure is applied to the inside face of the containment structure as a 

surface load acting normal to element faces. The LOCA pressure applied in the 

FE model is 53.53 psi; this value is derived from the design value of 55 psi, 

considering the radius difference between the real structure and FE model. The 

SIT pressure is defined similarly to the LOCA pressure, except is increased by a 

factor of 1.15. 

Normal operating and accident condition thermal loads are included in the 

model. The temperature difference between the inside and outside faces of the 

containment building for normal operating conditions is from 52' F to 72· F. For 

the accident case, the difference is from lOS· F to 126· F. 
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Concrete shrinkage and creep have been modeled as body loads in the 

containment walls. They are represented by assigning a temperature change to 

the concrete areas where these loads exist . The loads are treated as time 

dependent and are applied in different construction stages mirroring the 

proposed construction sequence. A more detailed analysis of shrinkage and 

creep loads is presented in Section 6.1.4.9 of this report . 

The preceding summary of applied loads will be expanded upon in the following 

sections. Therein, the individual loads applied to the FE model will be compared 

to manual calculations performed by URS to demonstrate the accuracy of model 

inputs. 

6.1.4.1 Dead Laad 

The URS FE model includes the self-weight ofthe repaired conta inment structure 

CR3-13-0S-11S-00S). The unit weight (mass) of the containment shell has been 

modified to account for pipes and other attachments (equivalent 40 psf on the 

cylinder surface) to the containment wall (Table 6.1, page 34 of 77 of the 

calculation). Figures 6-1 and 6-2 show an elevation and plan view of the 

containment structure, respectively. The dimensions shown (and therefore self

weights) are represented in the FE model. 

URS computed the dead weight of containment components using both the FE 

model and manual calculations. The results are in close agreement as shown in 

Table 6-2. The additional dead weight for components attached to the 

containment were included in the estimate. 
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Table 6-2 Containment Dead Weight Calculations (taken from Table 7.1 of CR3-13-
05-115-005) 

Dead WeiQht (Kips 

Element ANSYS Hand Calculation % Difference 

Shell + Buttress 43504.8 42959 1.3% 

Dome 4816.9 4809 0.2% 

RinQ Girder 10134.5 9888.5 2.5% 

Basemat 32745.3 32013 2.3% 

Total (Containment) 91201 .5 89669.5 1.7% 

Figure 6-1 Elevation View of Containment Above Basemat (Figure 5.1 ofCR3-13-0S-
115-005) 
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Figure 6-2 Plan View a/Containment (Figure 5.2 o/CR3-13-05-115-

005) 
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Details of containment dead loads for the original structure are described in the 

Design Basis Document (page 8 of 43). The basic geometry of the containment 

structure is shown in Progress Energy structural drawing 5(-421-031; a typical 

section is shown on Figure 6-3. The dead weights for the appl icable containment 

components are indicated in the Design Basis Document as follows (calculated 
dead weights using the FE m odel are shown within brackets for comparison): 

1. Weight of 5hell ~ 58,631 kips (58,456 kips, from FE model) 
2. Weight of Basemat ~ 35,600 kips (32,745 kips, from FE model). 
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Figure 6-3 Elevation View of Containment Structure (taken from SC-421-031) 
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In the FE model model, live load of 50 psf is included on top of the dome and the 

ring girder (page 20 of 77 of CR3-13-0s-11s-00s); this is consistent with the URS 

Structural Design Basis Document (Table 3-2, page 17 of 22 of CR3-13-03-200-

001). Twenty-five percent of the live load is included as seismic mass. 

The miscellaneous equipment load on containment wall s of 40 psf, although 

considered as live load in Table 3-2 of the Design Basis Document, has been 

included in the FE model as an added dead load (see Section 6.1.4.1). 

The live load of 200 psf acting on the basemat, called for in the Progress Energy 

CR3 Design Basis Document (page 8 of 43), was not included in the FE model. 

6.1.4.3 Equipment Load 

The weight of the polar crane was included in the FE model as a mass at the 

location of load transfer to the containment cylinder (page 20 of 77 of CR3-13-

OS-l1S-00S). Mass elements are modeled where the crane's wheels make 

contact with the structure (page 56 of 121 of CR3-13-0s-11s-003). 

Table 3-2 of the Design Basis Document shows the following weights for the 

polar crane : 

• Bridge Weight = 285 kips 

• Trolley Weight = 147 kips 

• Crane Live Load = 360 kips. 

Weight of equipment and interior structures, including 38,566 kips of refueling 

water (page 8 of 43, Design Basis Document), was not included in the FE model 

as basemat loading. There is a 40 psf miscellaneous equipment load included on 

the wall s of the containment; the total load is calculated as 11 x 133.5 x 157 x 40 

psf = 2,634 kips. 

6.1.4.4 Construction Load 

A live load of 50 psf was included on top of the dome and ring girder during 

construction . Platforms and cranes will be staged at this elevation and this is 

where construction loads are most likely to occur. No other construction load 

was included in the FE model. 
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6.1.4.5 Seismic Load 

Seismic load was applied using a dynamic amplification factor of 1.5 to convert 

the acceleration into an "equivalent" static load (page 24 of 77 of CR3-13-05-

115-005) following NUREG-0800 acceptance criteria for a system that can be 

realistically represented by a simple model. The method produces conservative 

results in terms of responses. According to ASCE/SEI 43-05, this approach is 

acceptable for either: 

• cantilevers with a non-uniform mass distribution or 

• other simple multi-degree-of-freedom structures in which the fundamental 

mode shape of the structure has a curvature in one direction only. 

Acceleration for the OBE is taken as twice the ground acceleration that would 

have been felt at the site as a result of the Charleston, South Carolina 

earthquake of August 31, 1886. Acceleration for the SSE is taken as twice the 

OBE. A 2% damping factor is used with a Housner response spectrum curve as 

shown in Table 6-3 (page 13 of 22 of the URS Structural Design Basis Document). 

The Housner response spectrum curves are shown on Figures 6-4 and 6-5. 

Table 6-3 

Seismic 

Containment Design Earthquake Acceleration (excerpt from Table 3-Z of 
CR3-13-03-Z00-001) 

Maximum Horizontal Ground 0.05 g for OBE 
Motion Acceleration 0.10 g for SSE (2xOBE) 

Maximum Vertical Ground 0.033 9 for OBE (213xHorizontal) 
Motion Acceleration 0.067 9 for SSE (2xOBE) 

Response Spectra Shape Housner Curves 

Damping 2% 

The deSign seismic response spectra are consistent with the Design Basis 

Document (page 12 of 43, Design Basis Document). 
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OBE Response Spectra (Hausner Curves, from the FSAR) 
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In the FE model, seismic loads are applied in two orthogonal directions as shown 

on Figure 6-6. A typical earthquake load case combines one horizontal 

earthquake with one vertical earthquake. Accidental torsion is ignored in the 

analysis because the containment structure has mass only around the perimeter; 

i.e. no slabs or interior walls. 

Figure 6-6 Direction a/Seismic Loads Applied (Figure S.3, CR3-13-0S

l1S-00S) 

6'0' 

BUTTR£SS 4 

URS has computed the seismic base shear of containment components above 

the base mat using both the FE model and manual calculations. The calculations 

use a SSE horizontal acceleration for the equivalent static analysis of O.27g x 1.5 

= 0.405g, a SSE vertical acceleration of 2 / 3 x O.405g = O.27g. The masses from 

live loads and the polar crane are included in the analysis. The results are in 

close agreement as shown in Table 6-4. 
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Base Shear Due to Seismic Loads (Table 72, CR3-13-0S-11S

OOS) 

Base Shear Axial Load 
SSE-NS-Up 

(Azimuth a 330' ) 

ANSYS Force (kip) 24.095 16.063 

Hand Calc kiD) 

Wh (kip) 58285 

W~ipl 58285 23.605 15.737 

Acd H (Q's) 0.405 

AccI V (o·s) 0 .27 

Percent Difference 2 .07 % 2.0 7% 

···Base Shear Is cak\llated at the top of the ba~mat 

The seism ic overturning moments about the base are calculated by lumping each 

component' s mass at the component's average elevation. Table 6-5 shows the 

calculated overturning moments for the earthquake load case oriented along the 

330' azimuth; the results include both horizontal and vertical (upward) 

earthquake accelerations. The FE model and manual calculations are in close 

agreement. 

Table 6-S Overturning Moment Due to Seismic Loads (Table 7.3, CR3-13-0S-11S

OOS) 

Weight 
lumped A. Ay F. My Fy M. Structural Mass (l in60) (cos60) 

Component Height 

(kips) 
(Inches) 

(g 's) (g's) (kips) (kip-In) (kips) (kip-In) 

Shell + Buttress 42959 942 0.3507 0 .2025 15067 14.193.540 8699 8.194.644 

Dome 4809 2201 0.3507 0.2025 1687 3712111 974 2143189 

Ring Girder 9889 1990 0.3507 0.2025 3468 6900869 2003 3984 219 

Live Load 183 2201 0.3507 0.2025 64 141 .259 37 81 556 

Polar Crane 445 1864 0.3507 0 .2025 156 294054 90 169772 

Hand Calcula~on (kip-In) OTMv 25241 .834 OTM. 14.573.379 

ANSYS Resultl (kip-in) My 25 507150 Mx 14 727800 

Percent Difference 1.05% 1.0S'!. 
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6.1.4.6 Wind Load 

The FE model for the Analysis of Final Condition for Code Compliance (CR3-13-

05-115-005) does not include wind load in its load cases. URS states that seismic 

load will govern over wind load, except during construction when the liner plate 

is exposed (Section 5.5.5 of CR3-13-0s-11s-003). Wind loads are calculated in 

accordance with the Design Basis Document (page 11 of 43), which is also 

summarized in the URS Structural Design Basis Document (Table 3-2 of the 

document). Table 6-6 provides a summary of wind loading data. 

Table 6-6 

Wind 

Containment Design Wind Loads (excerpt from Table 3-2, CR3-13-03-200-
001) 

Wind Velocity at Top of Dome 179 mph 

0.568 psi (pressure due to 179 mph wind; Resultant Windward Pressure conservatively applied to entire heighl) 

Tangential Velocily 300 mph 

TomadoWind Equivalent Wind Pressure 230.22 psI 

Critical Tornado Missile 1 ton automobile al 150 mph velocity 

URS's assumption that seismic loads govern may not be valid with tornado wind 

loads including the internal tornado differential pressure. Tornado wind 

pressure is 230 psf, whereas the equivalent static seismic load on the 

containment wall is 0.405 x 3.5 ft x 150 pet = 213 psf. Although they are 

approximately equal in pressure, the tornado wind pressure in combination with 

internal tornado differential pressure will far exceed the seismic load. This 

combination is included as a design load case on page 19 of the Design Basis 

Document. 

Lateral seismic loading is estimated to be 106 psf for the aBE and 213 psf for the 

SSE. The wind load is 82 psf for normal hurricane winds and 230 psf for tornado 

winds. It is understood that the total wind load base shear may not be greater 

than the total seismic base shear, however, the wind load with a factor of two 

could generate 2x82psf=164psf pressure which is greater than 1.25 times the 

aBE seismic load (1.2sX106=132.spsf) . There is therefore the possibility that 

wind load might govern the containment's response in localized areas. The same 

may be true for the tornado wind load as pointed out above. 
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Two internal pressure load cases are incorporated in the FE model - LOCA and 

SIT (Section S.3.5 of CR3-13-0S-11S-00S). The internal design pressures shown in 

Table 6-7 are consistent with the Design Basis Document (page 9 of 43). The 

pressure components, as shown in Table 6-7, were adjusted to account for the 

difference between the interior radius of the actual containment and the radius 

of the FE model (pressure in the FE model is applied at the average depth of the 

wall, versus the inner face). The conversion factor used is 6S feet / 66.78 feet = 

0.9733 . 

Table 6-7 Internal Containment Design Pressure (Table 3-2, CR3-13-03-200-001) 

Accidental Spray Actuation 2.5 psig 
Differential Pressure 

Inte rnal Total Negative Pressure 6.0 psig 

Pressure Tornado Differential Pressure 3 psig 

Test Pressure 63.3 psig 

Accident Pressure 55 psig 

6.1.4.8 Thermal Loads 

Thermal loads are applied in the FE model as surface temperatures based on the 

thermal gradient and section thicknesses listed in Table 6-8. The thermal 

gradients are consistent with the Design Basis Document (page 13 of 43). Winter 

start-up (higher than normal operation gradient) and hydrogen detonation 

gradients are not included in the model. 

Table 6-8 Containment Thermal Load (Table 5.4, CR3-13-05-115-005) 

ANSYS Thermal Input 

Surface Temperature (OF) 
Thickness 

Mean 
Gradient 

Case Location Season Area 
(in.) 

Temp 
("Ffl n) 

Inside Outside Dif! ("F) 

Cylinder Winter Outside Air 99 37 62 42 68 1.48 
Dome Winter Outside Air 99 37 62 36 68 1.72 

Operation Buttress Winter Outside Air 102 30 72 70 66 1.03 
Ring 

Winter Outside Air 102 30 72 70 66 1,03 
Girder 

Basemat N/A Soil 102 50 52 150 76 0,35 
Cylinder Winter Outside Air 158 37 121 42 97,5 2,88 
Dome Winter Outside Air 158 37 121 36 97.5 3.36 

Accident Buttress Winter Outside Air 158 32 126 70 95 1,80 
Ring 

Winter Outside Air 158 32 126 70 95 1,80 
Girder 

Basemat N/A Soil 158 50 108 150 104 0,72 
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6.1.4.9 Concrete Creep and Shrinkage 

Creep and shrinkage effects are included in the FE model by computing creep 

and shrinkage values for the life of the project (25 distinct load steps). The 

timeline considered spans from prior to detensioning for Steam Generator 

Replacement (SGR) to the plant's projected EOL (Section 6.5.1 of CR3-13-05-115-

005; Section 6.7.3 of CR3-13-05-115-003). 

Overall, the model adequately accounts for residual stresses by modeling the 

sequence of past and proposed future construction. For example, the model 

simulates the work done to create the SGR opening, then the Bay 3-4 repair, 

followed by the proposed construction sequence. This sequential modeling is 

important to accurately represent the stresses which are created when new and 

old concrete are joined together. Creep recovery (an expansion process) occurs 

in old concrete as shrinkage (a contraction process) occurs in the newer 

concrete. The creep recovery strain within the existing concrete was combined 

with shrinkage in the new concrete as shown qualitatively in Figure 6-7. The 

equivalent strain is modeled as a temperature body load that induces an 

equivalent strain in the FE model. 

Figure 6-7 Creep Recovery and Shrinkage Strain Application in FE Model (Figure 
6.29, CR3-13-0S-11S-00Sj 
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URS performed a manual calculation that evaluated the effects of creep and 

shrinkage associated with the proposed construction activities (CR3-13-05-261-

006). The calculation evaluated the following : 

• Creep recovery of existing concrete during construction 

• Shrinkage during construction and at end-of-life for new concrete 

• Creep at EOL for new and existing concrete. 

For the creep recovery, creep, and shrinkage calculations, URS based their 

calculations on data contained in CR3-13-05-261-006: 

• Existing concrete material properties (Section "Materials" of Design Basis 

Document) 

• New concrete material properties (Section 3.1.17 of CR3-13-03-200-001) 

• New concrete specific creep function (unsealed) (Progress Energy 

Specification CR3-C-003) 

• 
• 

Existing concrete specific creep function (Figure 3-1 of CR3-13-03-200-001) 

Design prestress lock-off forces (Table 7.2 of CR3-13-05-261-012) 

o Vertical : 1250 kips/tendon 

• 5% higher than in CR3-13-05-261-012 

o Horizontal: 1400 kips/tendon 

• 2.5% higher than in CR3-13-05-261-012 

• The restoration schedule as indicated in Table 6-9. Note that thi s restoration 

schedule and the associated analysis might need to be revised to reflect the 

updated construction schedule. Refer to Figure 3-4 in Appendix C (Task 3 

Report by High Bridge) for the proposed construction schedule. 

• The end-of-life for the plant - December 03, 2036 (Section 3.1.3 of CR3-13-

05-261-006). 

• Variance in time periods for the age at prestress as indicated in Table 6-10. 

Table 6-9 Assumed Containment Restoration Schedule (Table 3.1, CR3-13-0S-261-

006) 

Bay Item Completion Date 

6-1 De-tension ina 08/09/12 

Concrete Restored 04/ 11 /13 

1-2 & 4-5 Concrete Restored 11/16/1 3 

2-3 &5-6 Concrete Restored 09/22/1 4 

ALL Retensioning 11/10/14 
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Table 6-10 Prestressing Date Correction for Creep (Table 6.13, CR3-13-05-261-006) 

Bay Placement Stressing Period 
Date Date (days) 

3-4 8131 12010 115111 . 680' 

(midpoint) 11110114 

6-1 411111 3 11110114 578 

1-2 . 4-5 1111611 3 11110114 359 

2-3, 5-6 9122/1 4 11/10/14 49 

URS utilized two methods to evaluate shrinkage in new concrete: 

1. ACI 209R-92 

2. Model B3 - Bazant (ACI 209.2R-08). 

The shrinkage calculations encompass the prior Bay 3-4 activities, the proposed 

construction phase, and the EOL condition. A summary of the shrinkage values is 

shown in Tables 6-11 and 6-12 for ACI 209R-92, and Tables 6-13 and 6-14 for 

Model B3. 

Table 6-11 Predicted Shrinkage During Construction Using AC1209R-

92 (Table 6.6, CR3-13-05-261 -006) 

Bay Conclusion of Sequence 

6-1 Concrete 1-2 & 4-5 Concrete 2-3 & 5-6 Retensioning 
Restored Restored Concrete 

Restored 

3-4 113 x 10.6 in/in 11 4 x 10-6 in!in 114 x 10-6 in!in 114 x 10-6 in! in 

6-1 - 100 x 10-6 in!in 109 x 1 0-6 inlin 110 x 10-6 in! in 

1-2 - - 105 x 10-6 in!in 106 x 10-6 in! in 

4-5 - - 105 x 10-6 in!in 106 x 10-6 in! in 

2-3 - - - 68 x 10'· in/in 

5-6 - - - 68 x 10'· in/in 
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Table 6-12 Predicted Shrinkage at EOL, AC1209R-92 (Table 6.6, CR3-13-

05-261-006) 

Bay Concrete End-of Life Period (days) End-of-Life Strain 
Restored Date Date 

3-4 7/6/10 1213/2036 9647 117 x 10-6 in/in 

6-1 4/11/13 12/3/2036 8637 117 x 10-6 in/in 

1-2 11116/13 12/3/2036 8418 117 x 10-6 in/in 

4-5 11/16/13 12/312036 8418 117 x 10-6 inlin 

2-3 9/22/14 12/3/2036 8108 117 x 10-6 in/in 

5-6 9/22/14 12/3/2036 BlOB 117 x 10-6 in/in 

Table 6-13 Predicted Shrinkage During Construction, Model 83 (Table 

6.11, CR3-13-05-261-006) 

Bav Conclusion of Seouence 

6-1 Concrete 
1-2 & 4-5 2-3 & 5-6 Retensioning 

Restored 
Concrete Concrete 
Restored Restored 

3-4 34 x 10" in/in 37 x 10-6 in/in 41 x 10" in/in 42 x 10-6 in/in 

6-1 - 15 x 10-6 in/in 24 x 10-6 inlin 25 x 10.6 in/in 

1-2 - - 19 X 10" in/in 20 x 10-6 in/in 

4-5 - - 19 x 10" inlin 20 x 10.6 in/in 

2-3 - - - 7 X 10" in/in 

5-6 - - - 7 x 10.6 in/in 

Table 6-14 Predicted Shrinkage at EOL, Model 8 3 (Table 6.12, CR3-13-05-261 -006) 

Bay Concrete End-of Life Period (days) End-of-Life Strain 
Restored Date 

Date 

3-4 7/6/10 1213/2036 9647 102 x 10-6 inlin 

6-1 4/11 /13 12/3/2036 8637 97 x 10" in/In 

1-2 11 /16/13 12/3/2036 8418 96 x 10" in/in 

4-5 11/16/13 12/312036 8418 96 x 10" inlin 

2-3 9/22/1 4 1213/2036 8108 94 x 10" inlin 

5-6 ~'~~ ' 14 12/~'~~~~ 8108 94 x 10" in/in 
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Both methods lead to approximately the same end-of-life shrinkage strains. The 

ACI 209R-92 method predicts higher shrinkage during construction compared to 

Model B3. The use of Model B3 will therefore lead to more conservative values 

for determining lock-off-forces for tendons because of larger differential strain 

between shrinkage at initial tensioning and EOL. Note that a 100 !lin/in 

shrinkage strain was used in the original design for the prestress loss calculations 

(Section 2.4 of Dome Delamination Report). 

Considering potential variations in the construction schedule, URS has computed 

construction period shrinkage using Model B3. Based on the study, their 

recommended values for shrinkage at various stages are as follows: 

1. Shrinkage during construction 

a. 60 !lin/in for all future sequences associated with construction 

during the containment restoration project 

2. EOl shrinkage 

a. 100 !lin/in for all bays associated with the containment 

restoration project 

3. EOl shrinkage losses for tendon lock-off-forces 

a. 90 !lin/in, which accounts only for shrinkage that occurs after re-

tensioning activities. 

For the evaluation of end-of-life creep strain, URS utilized the following methods: 

1. SC Function Method (with creep function developed from lab testing) 

2. ACI 209R-92 

3. Model B3 - Bazant (ACI 209.2R-08). 

Table 6-15 shows the summary comparison of EOl creep predicted using the 

three methods. The three bay groups are predicted to have different creep 

strains. Comparing the three methods in any single bay (3-4 or 6-1) shows that 

with the exception of Bay 2-3/5-6 they generally predict similar values. The 

general trend in the predictions for creep strain is that Bay 3-4 (completed first) 

is lowest and Bays 2-3 & 5-6 (placed last) is highest. Overall, Model B3 predicts 

the highest creep strains. URS concluded that Model B3 should be the choice for 

creep calculations due to its conservatism. Note that the original design used 

creep strain values (for prestress loss calculations) of 162 !lin/in for vertical and 

401 !lin/in for horizontal tendons. 
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Table 6-15 Horizontal and Vertical EOL Creep Strain Due to Prestress 
for New Concrete (Table 6.21, CR3-13-05-Z61-006) 

Bay 3-4 Bay 6-1 Bay 1-2 & 4-5 Bay 2-3 & 5-6 

Hoop Vertical Hoop Vertical Hoop Vertical Hoop Vertical 
Method 

~, ~, ~, ~, ~, ~, ~, ~, 

SC Function Method 332 144 338 147 358 155 452 197 

ACI 209R Method 320 139 327 142 345 150 437 190 

Model 63 329 143 344 150 391 170 628 273 

Considering potential variations in the construction schedule, URS recomputed 

creep assuming younger concrete at the time of prestress using Model B3 (10% 

younger than per scheduled) . In their conclusion, URS recommended weighted 

average values or EOl creep strain due to prestress: 

• Weighted average creep for horizontal tendons 

o 464 Ilin/in 

• Weighted average creep for vertical tendons 

o 202 Ilin/in. 

In Section 6.3 of CR3-13-0S-261-006, URS reported the results of a detailed creep 

recovery calculation to estimate the rebound of the original containment 

concrete (placed between 3/10/1972 and 3/21/1973). L.l Yue and L. Taerwe's 

"Creep Recovery of Plain Concrete and Its Mathematical Modeling" was used for 

the evaluation. The existing concrete was prestressed between 1974 and 1975 

and detensioned during the SGR project (10/2009). The concrete will again be 

retensioned after the containment restoration project (11/2014). 

The EOl creep strain for ex isting concrete as a result of the revised prestressing 

loads has been evaluated in Progress Energy calcu lation "Reactor Building 

Tendons / Forecast End-of-Life" (510-0028). The document estimates EOl creep 

strains including the effects of creep recovery as: 
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• Maximum creep recovery/reversal of existing concrete (with 365 days of 

added to the scheduled construction activities) 

o Horizontal 145 ~in/in 

o Vertical 75 ~in/in 

• Remaining creep strain until EOl 

o Horizontal 48 ~in/in 

o Vertical 21 ~in/in . 

Thus, the envelope for maximum creep strain in existing concrete between the 

time prior to retensioning and EOl will be: 

• For horizontal tendons 48+145 = 193 ~in/in 

• For vertical tendons 21+75 = 96 ~in/in. 

Finally, URS predicts the EOl shrinkage remaining for existing concrete to be 21 

~in/in (114.7 ~in/in - 94 ~in/in , from re-tensioning in 2010 to EOl in 2036). See 

pages 22 and 23 of calculation 510-0028. 

6.1.5 Boundary Conditions 

The FE model's link elements (representing tendons) are coupled to wall and 

buttress shell elements using constraint equations which develop strain 

compatibility between the two elements. Constraint equations are used to 

connect the nodes of the buttress shell elements to the ring girder and base mat, 

providing deformation compatibility. Similar constraint techniques are also 

applied to the connection between dome elements and the ring girder. The 

buttress elements are rigidly connected to the cylindrical wall elements. They 

are offset from the containment wall elements to align their centerline with the 

real buttress centerline. At the bottom of the basemat, the model is fixed in all 

translational directions. 

6.1.6 Construction Sequence Modeling 

URS used the FE model to simulate their proposed construction scope and 

sequence. These simulations were accomplished using a staged construction 

analysis. The staged analysis included all relevant states starting prior to the SGR 

project and finishing with the EOL. A summary of all load steps used in the 

numerical model are provided in CR3-13-115-005. A summary of the 

construction stages simulated is provided in the following list. 
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Load step 1 through step 11: simulation of Bay 3-4 repair in the past and current 

condition. 

LOAD STEP 1: Containment structure prior to Bay 3-4 repair 

LOAD STEP 2: 10 vertical tendons in Bay 3-4, 9 horizontal tendons from 

buttress 5 to 3, and 8 horizontal tendons from buttress 4 to 2 are 

de-tensioned for the SGR opening. 

LOAD STEP 3: Create opening in Bay 3-4. 

LOAD STEP 4: Delamination of Bay 3-4. Reduced sectional stiffness based 

on observed delamination around opening of Bay 3-4. 

LOAD STEP 5: Additional de-tensioning to mitigate the delamination 

progress. Additional 54 vertical tendons and 138 horizontal 

tendons are de-tensioned. 

LOAD STEP 6: Delaminated concrete of Bay 3-4 removal. 

LOAD STEP 7: Install new concrete in Bay 3-4. 

LOAD STEP 8: Creep and shrinkage load for new concrete of Bay 3-4. The 

estimated strain for creep and shrinkage is 184 microstrain. 

LOAD STEP 9: Re-tension all vertical tendons and horizontal tendons to 

100% with an exception of 30 hoop tendons re-tensioned to 50%. 

LOAD STEP 10: Simulation of 2nd delamination at other bays. 

LOAD STEP 11: Reduce pre-stress forces in vertical tendons to 75%. 

From load step 12 to step 25: proposed containment repair stages. 

LOAD STEP 12: De-tension vertical and horizontal tendons to 0%, 50% 

and 75% in Bay 6-1, Bay 3-4 and other bays as required. 

LOAD STEP 13: Bay 6-1 concrete removal. 

LOAD STEP 14: Install new concrete in Bay 6-1. 

LOAD STEP 15: Creeping/shrinkage load applied in the Bay 6-1 concrete. 

The microstrain values of the creep/shrinkage are 192 and 184 for 

Bay 3-4 and 6-1 respectively. 

LOAD STEP 16: Add itional de-tension of vertical tendons to 0% and 50%, 

horizontal tendons to 0% from buttress 4 to 6 for Bay 1-2 and Bay 

4-5 concrete removals. 

LOAD STEP 17: Bay 1-2 and Bay 4-5 concrete removal. 

LOAD STEP 18: New Bay 1-2 and Bay 4-5 concrete installed. 

LOAD STEP 19: Creep/shrinkage load applied to the new concrete. The 

micro strain values are 198 for Bay 3-4, 195 for Bay 6-1, and 191 

for Bays 1-2 and 4-5. 
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LOAD STEP 20: Additional de-tension of hoop tendons to 0% from 

Buttress 2 to 4, 4 to 6, and 5 to 1 for Bay 2-3 and Bay 5-6 concrete 

removals. 

LOAD STEP 21: Bay 2-3 and Bay 5-6 concrete removal. 

LOAD STEP 22: New Bay 2-3 and Bay 5-6 concrete installed. 

LOAD STEP 23: Creep/shrinkage applied to new concrete. The microstrain 

values are 198 for Bay 3-4, 196 for Bay 6-1, and 193 for Bays 1-2 

and 4-5. The microstrain values for creep/shrinkage of new 

concrete in Bays 2-3 and 5-6 is 168. 

LOAD STEP 24: All vertical tendons are re-tensioned to 1158kips. 

Horizontal tendons are re-tensioned to 1297kips. Note that these 

values differ from tendon forces reported in other sections of this 

report; URS is still refining their model and working to make it 

consistent with calculation packages. 

LOAD STEP 25: This step is at the EDL for the containment structure after 

the proposed repair. Two parameters are adjusted for the EDL 

load step - creep recovery and post tension losses in tendons. 

Strain in the new concrete induced by creep is assumed to be fully 

recovered at EDl. Therefore, the micro strain parameters are 

reduced from 198 to 74 for Bay 3-4, 196 to 72 for Bay 6-1, 193 to 

69 for Bays 1-2 and 4-5, and from 168 to 44 for Bays 2-3 and 5-6. 

Vertical and horizontal post tension forces are reduced to 92% 

and 87% of lock-off loads respectively. 

Several load steps have been selected to perform code checking using load 

combinations specified by ACI-318-63. This will be discussed in greater detail in 

Section 6.2 of this report. 

6.1.7 Modeling Assumptions 

The FE model relies on several key assumptions including the methodology used 

to model post-tensioning tendons in the containment walls, boundary 

conditions, and the methodology used to model dome tendons. This section will 

discuss these assumptions and their possible influence on analysis results. 

6.1. 7.1 Wall Tendons 

The process of detensioning and retensioning the structure is modeled by 

applying incremental temperature changes to the link and membrane elements 

used to represent tendons. These temperature changes are pre-calculated by 

considering the required pre-tension forces, section properties, and material 
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properties. Note that temperature changes are applied to link and membrane 

elements uniformly; no losses or variations in tendon forces are modeled along 

tendon lengths. Section 7.4 of this report will further examine variations in 

tendon forces. Generally, the assumption of uniform tendon forces appears to 

be reasonable given the relatively low magnitude of force variation. Also note 

that by virtue of the way in which the FE model is defined, tendons are modeled 

as bonded . Although the real tendons are unbonded, this modeling 

simplification does not appear to adversely affect simulation results. 

6.1.7.2 Boundory Conditions 

The FE model uses a fixed boundary condition at the bottom of the basemat; no 

vertical or horizontal movement is possible and nodes are fully restrained against 

rotation in every direction. This means that foundation materials are infinitely 

stiff and the FE model is unable to simulate vertical foundation movements 

resulting from changes in loading on the structure. According to Figure 5-20 of 

the Final Safety Analysis Report, the foundation stiffness is 395 pcL 2APATA 

understands that URS intends to include soil (foundation) stiffness in future FE 

model calculations. 

6.1.7.3 Dome Tendons 

The FE model represents the tendons in the dome as three layers of shell 

elements; this is different than the link elements used for hoop and vertical 

tendons in the containment walls. These shell elements are assumed to have 

orthogonal material properties such that in the directions perpendicular to the 

tendon di rection, the Young's modulus is zero. This assumption is reasonable 

given the objective of modeling a uniaxial stiffness. However, the aspect ratio of 

some of the shell elements is greater than the ANSYS user manual recommends; 

this may have an impact on the accuracy of analysis results . The use of large 

aspect ratios is explained as being made possible by the assumption that 

materials are elastic. This assumption should be justified by simplified FE 

calculations which demonstrate that these aspect ratios do not adversely affect 

model results. 

6.2 Analysis Results 

Analysis results generally include bending moments, in-plane and out-of-plane 

shear forces and in-plane membrane forces in the containment walls, dome, 

buttress, ring beam and basemat. Generally, these forces can be directly used to 
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check the stresses in containment elements. The use of shell elements simplifies 

interpretation of results because they provide output quantities without the 

need for extensive post processing, as would be the case for solid elements. The 

results of finite element simulations are documented in the CR3-13-0S-11S series 

calculation packages. The results of FE model simulations are then used with the 

URS post-processing algorithm to generate code check calculation packages 

which are the CR3-13-0S-261 series documents. 

6.2.1 Code Checking 

The FE model was used to simulate ten load combinations, the results of which 

were checked using ACI 318-63 to evaluate the existing condition; the same load 

combinations and code limits were used for the proposed containment repair. 

For the existing condition, results of load step 11 are evaluated at key locations 

in the containment structure to identify any overstress. For the proposed 

containment repair, the structure is checked for demand capacity ratios during 

the most critical load steps - load step 13, when Bay 6-1 concrete is removed, 

and load step 17, when Bay 1-2 and 4-5 concrete is removed. At these loads 

steps, locations in the concrete walls and buttresses deemed critical are checked 

for structural adequacy. The interface between existing concrete and new 

concrete is also checked for permissible stresses. For the selected load steps and 

key code check locations, it appears that the forces/moments in these elements 

meet the design criteria . 

6.2.2 Dome Stress Checks 

URS does not code qualify the dome as part of the containment restoration 

project; they maintain that the licenSing basis of the dome has been 

demonstrated in the Dome Delamination Report and the restoration project will 

not alter this licensing basis. Their FE model does, however, predict in-plane 

stresses in the dome which are used to assess what, if any, effect the proposed 

construction sequence would have on the stress state of the dome. Stress 

checks are performed on the dome in eight locations in CR3-13-0S-11S-00S; the 

code checks are performed for all proposed construction stages as well as EOL. 

The load combination used for these code checks is not clearly identified (CR3-

13-05-261-003, sheet 5.2), however, during an interview with URS engineers, it 

was made clear that the load combination used in the dome stress checking was 

dead, plus live, plus prestress. 

The check of dome stresses reveals that, in several of the key monitored 

locations (element group 01 through 04), compressive stresses (Sz) are observed 
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to exceed the allowable values; this appears to be particularly true during the 

detensioning stage, before the Bay 6-1 concrete demolition. This is shown in the 

tables of Attachment 5 of CR3-13-05-261-003. 

Dome stress plots (refer to CR-13-05-115-005) illustrate that the critical stresses 

in the dome occur in sections 5 and 7, shown on Figure 6-8. However, according 

to reference CR3-13-05-261-003, among the eight locations used for stress 

checking, there are only two locations close to sections 5 and 7. More intensive 

code checking may be needed. Specifically, there might be a need to select 

more locations to monitor stress in the dome to fully understand the stress 

distributions and to ensure compliance with stress limits. 

Moreover, CR3-13-05-261-003 compares stress changes in the dome from one 

load step to the next, rather than comparing the current load step to the initial 

condition. Looking at incremental stress changes rather than cumulative stress 

changes might not be conservative. Also, in the tables of Attachment 5 of CR3-

13-05-261-003 the stress Sx is listed; this should be a radial stress by definition . 

However, since the shell elements used to model the dome do not model this 

stress component, the actual definition of the stress component should be 

clarified. 

Figure 6-8 Dome Roo/and Stress Locations (from CR3-13-05-115-005) 
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6.2.3 Review 0/ CR3-13-0S-11S-00S and CR3-13-0S-261-00S -EDL Code 
Checks 

Calculations CR3-13-0s-261-00s and CR3-13-0s-11s-00s were provided for 

review after the draft report was submitted. The 261 series documents perform 

code checks of forces and stresses calculated in the 115 series documents. 

6.2.3.1 Tendon Forces Used in FE Model 

There are some discrepancies in tendon forces between the numerical input 

values in ANSYS input files and the design document CR3-13-0s-11s-00s for the 

EOL stage. At this stage the prestress forces applied in the numerical model are 

slightly greater than these shown in Table 5.2 of CR3-13-0S-11S-00S. The tendon 

forces in the FE model were simulated by applying temperature changes to the 

tendons. The FE model input temperature loads are -636.3 of , -S79.4 of, and -

671.8 ' F for hoop, vertical, and dome tendons, respectively. CR3-13-0S-11S-00S 

lists the appropriate temperatures as -621.7 of , -S62.4 of and -S91.6 of for hoop, 

vertical, and dome tendons, respectively. The difference between the numerical 

model input and the documents may be insignificant for hoop and vertical 

tendons; however, it is significant for dome tendons. The dome tendon tension 

force for EOL in the FE model input is 13% greater than the document's value. 

ZAPATA recognizes that the FE model is a work in progress, however tendon pre

tension forces used in the FE model should be verified against calculation 

documents. 

6.2.3.2 EOL Creep and Shrinkage 

Document CR3-13-0S-261-006 defined the creep recovery strain at EOL for 

vertical and hoop directions to be 7S and 14S microstrain in the existing concrete 

during the containment restoration . The calculation concludes that the creep 
strain of existing concrete at EOL will be 96 and 193 micro strains in the vertical 

and horizontal directions, respectively. Similarly, the creep strain values for new 

concrete are 202 and 464 in the vertical and horizontal directions, respectively. 

The calculation states that the shrinkage values at EOL are 21 and 100 micro 

strains for existing and new concrete (page 76 and 77 of CR3-13-0S-261-006) 

respectively. However, according to page B40 and B41 of CR3-13-00S-11S-00S, 

the shrinkage strain input values in the FE model for EOL ranges from 44 to 74 

microstrain; this is applied to new concrete only with an assumption of full creep 

strain recovery . Although it is understood that the shrinkage strain is applied to 

new concrete as a difference in strain between new old concrete strain values, 
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the calculations for applied shrinkage strain and the assumption of 'full creep 

recovery' in the numerical model for EOL cannot be found in its supporting 

document (CR3-13-0s-261-00s). 

6.2.3.3 Load Combinations 

The final number of load combinations for the EOL code check in CR3-13-01-261-

005 was reduced to eight (Table 2.5) from a total of 33 possible combinations 

(Table 2.4). The load combinations eliminated are those that include the wind 

load. This is based on an assumption that seismic loading is greater than wind 

loading. It is our opinion, however, that this assumption should be further 

investigated for its validity. 

Our review shows that the pre-stress force Fa (prestress during accident 

conditions) in load combinations LCC26, LCC29, LCC30, LCC31, LCC32, LCC3s, 

LCC36, LCC37 (Table 2.5 of CR3-13-0s-261-00s) for the accident case has not 

been applied to the FE model for code checking. Instead only Fo, which is the 

EOL prestress force in normal operating conditions, is used in the code checks. 

We believe the accident case should also be checked with Fa in CR3-13-0s-261-

005. 

6.2.3.4 Element Selection for Code Check 

The elements selected for the EOL code check are shown in Figure 5.10 of CR3-

13-05-261-005, included herein as Figure 6.9; areas of new concrete are blue 

colored (Note: The blue was added and is not included in the original figure) . In 

the exist ing concrete area below the new concrete, it appears that there are very 

few elements used to perform the code checks; only one element in each Bay 1-

2, 4-5, and 5-6, two elements in Bay 2-3, and no element in Bay 6-1. Similarly, in 

the existing concrete area above the new concrete, the number of elements 

selected for code checking seems minima l. The figure also shows that the 

number of elements for code checking in buttresses is very limited. 

URS has not provided a document which clearly explains their process for 

selecting the "worst case" elements for code checking. Identifying the worst 

case element is problematic given that the FE model is used to compute 

individual load results, and then these are combined as numerical values in the 

code check document. It is difficult to conclude that an adequate number of 

locations, or even the worst case locations, have been se lected for code checking 

based on the evidence presented in calculation documents . 
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Figure 6-9 Locations of code checks in containment walls 
(from CR3-13-0S-261-00S) 
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6.3 Evaluation of Modeling Work to Date 

@ ZAPATA 

The ZAPATA Team has reviewed the FE model input files made available in 

calculation packages referenced at the beginning of this document. Generally 

speaking, the FE model accurately represents the containment structure 

geometry and configuration. The ability to model individual tendons allows for 

detailed simulations of the proposed construction sequence. The model includes 

all required design load combinations specified by the ACI 318-63 code, the URS 

Design Basis Document, and the Final Safety Analysis Report. Our review shows 

that the calculation packages demonstrate that design loads have been 

accurately calculated and included in the FE model. 

No significant error was discovered during our review of the input files to date. 

Concerns regarding the FE model are related to modeling methodologies or 

assumptions which could adversely influence the results of the simulations, or 

how result quantities are used to draw conclusions. Our review of the model has 

identified the follOWing concerns: 

6.3.1 Radial Stress Prediction 

The FE model appears to use well-chosen finite element formulations for the 

various structural components. Although the choice of shell elements does not 

allow for the prediction of delamination, this is not the stated goal of the model. 

Moreover, prior attempts to successfully predict delamination have proven 

unreliable (EC 75221 Z62-R8 by Performance Improvement International). The 

elements chosen are consistent with the manner in which the model was 

employed, and the types of results and conclusions drawn from its use. 

The FE model uses shell elements and is therefore unable to predict or 

investigate the potential for delamination of the containment structure. Shell 

elements, by virtue of their formulation, do not calculate normal stress (stress in 

radial direction); this is the stress component which would have the greatest 

contribution to the potential for delamination. During the proposed 

construction sequence, large radial tenSile stresses may exist in containment 

walls, the dome, or both. This was demonstrated in the URS localized model, 

reference CR3-13-05-115-002. The calculation showed that when the building is 

tenSioned, the radial tensile stress across the containment wall in the vicinity of 

the hoop tendons could be greater than the concrete allowable tensile stress, 

which could lead to cracking. Moreover, the URS calculations do not evaluate 

radial tensile stresses in the dome. It is conceivable that dome radial tensile 
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stresses could exceed its design basis; compliance with the licensing basis should 

be demonstrated. 

In order to mitigate the potential for delamination, a number of measures have 

been identified. First, temporary radial pins have already been installed at key 

locations. Progress Energy and URS assert that these pins should serve to arrest 

any delamination during detensioning. The URS technical proposal indicates that 

concrete areas to be replaced will receive cast-in-place radial reinforcing bars. 

Areas of original concrete to remain will receive post-installed, grouted radial 

anchors. As a final measure, URS intends to retension the building to a lower 

stress level. They believe the combination of these measures serves to mitigate 

the risk of delamination. It should be noted, however, that in areas of significant 

interferences, it might not be possible to install radial pins at regular intervals. 

Furthermore, URS does not intend to install pins from building elevation 103 feet 

to 110 feet which leaves a band of concrete absent of radial reinforcement 

around the containment. The flexibility not to install pins in a fixed pattern 

provides a benefit to the cost and schedule, but may leave large areas without 

radial reinforcement, thereby increasing risk of cracking and delamination. The 

view that only some areas require pinning runs contrary to the goal of 

minimizing the risk of delamination. 

As mentioned above, URS developed localized FE models (reference CR3-13-05-

115-002) to investigate the radial tensile stress distributions across some typical 

sections of the containment wall. The use of such local and highly refined 

models is justified given the mesh density required to resolve stress 

concentrations. However, these models have the limitations that: 

1) they are either axially symmetrical or symmetrical about some planes. 

Therefore, these model can only consider loads compatible with symmetry, but 

not more general loads such as wind, seismic, shrinkage, and creeping loads that 

happen in the different construction stages. 

2) they assume concrete materials to be elastic, which limits the capacity of the 

models to predict crack development or propagation. This could be important in 

regions of concrete which are not replaced, where existing cracks surrounding 

tendon ducts could dramatically alter the stress field. 

These limitations could mask analytical results which call into question the 

assumptions used to design radial reinforcing steel in these areas. URS has 
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responded to this concern by maintaining their approach is consistent with 

industry standards and best practices. 

6.3.2 Foundation Stiffness 

Foundation response is not considered in the model. The URS FE model assumes 

the foundation materials to be infinitely stiff. This assumption limits the model's 

ability to predict the settlement/rebound of the containment structure during 

the different phases of construction. We understand that URS intends to 

develop another FE model to incorporate foundation stiffness. Modeling the 

foundation would provide important information that could provide insight into 

the behavior of the structure. The foundation settlement/rebound during the 

containment restoration will have an impact on connected mechanical systems, 

such as the fuel transfer tubes and piping. Inaccurate predictions of building 

movement could lead to damage to existing piping. The settlement/rebound of 

the foundation may affect the stress distribution in the containment structure, 

especially in the lower portion ofthe containment walls and basemat slab. 

6.3.3 Interface of New/Old Concrete 

The boundary between new and old concrete is modeled as a monolithic joint. 

Shrinkage in new concrete will begin to occur immediately after the concrete has 

been placed; the existing concrete has already experienced its anticipated 

shrinkage and there will therefore be a differential across this boundary. Thus, 

some minor cracking at the interface might develop during concrete curing. This 

could affect local stress distributions predicted by the FE model. It should be 

noted that a recent Progress Energy Technical Oversight Committee (TOC) 

meeting (URS document 30586-CR3-PGN-LTR-0060) brought into question the 

use of dowels to join the new concrete to the existing concrete of the buttresses. 

URS believes that doweling is the best course of action while the TOC 

recommends using the liner plate to handle tension at the interface. The 

meeting minutes state: "URS believes that buttress doweling is needed to 

maintain construction joint connectivity during construction and to account for 

tensile stress development on the inside face of concrete at the discontinuity 

interface between buttress and side shell where tensile capacity of concrete will 

no longer exist . The repair joint creates a new construction joint at the buttress 

interface, potential change in structural frequency, and locked in residual loads 

at the buttress to shell interface. After lengthy discussion, all members of the 

TOC suggested using the liner to take loads during construction and for the crack 

prevention function during operations. URS will discuss the approach in the near 
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future with the URS design team and PGN." Improper design of this construction 

joint could lead to cracking at a future date. 

A review of the current URS doweling design shows that ACI 318-63 does not 

provide clear guidance for the design of these adhesive anchors. Therefore, URS 

designed the adhesive anchors based on current design practices as detailed 

from page 61 through 65 of CR3-13-05-261-005. However, the bond strength 

capacity reduction factor of 0.85 applied for the design is taken from ACI 318-63, 

while the current design code uses a reduction factor ranging from 0.45 to 0.75, 

depending on failure mode. It is also noted that current design practice requires 

up to an additional 75% reduction in the capacity depending on the anchor' s 

failure mode for seismic design requirements (Appendix D Section D.3.3.3 and 

D4.4 of ACI 318-05). It is our opinion, that this provision should be applied to the 

present design. 

6.3.4 Stress Checking Locations 

The FE model stress results are checked at discrete points in the analysis, both 

with respect to location and time. Specifically, stress results are checked at 1) 

several key locations, 2) selected load steps (including existing condition, end of 

Bay 6-1, 1-2 and 4-5, and 2-3 and 5-6 repair, and the end of life) and 3) for 

selected load combinations. Although the impetus for limiting the code checks is 

understandable, the analysis results should be reviewed for each load step and 

under every load combination. In addition, the stress values should be checked 

at more locations than currently employed, especially in areas of concrete which 

are not to be replaced. 

Dome stresses were checked in several locations for one load combination (in 

CR3-13-05-261-003); however, the document does not clearly state the load 

combination tested. The dome code check indicated overstresses in a few 

locations during the proposed repair. URS should verify that all load cases have 

been checked and some evidence provided that the selected key locations are 

indeed the locations of maximum stress. 

In reference CR3-13-05-115-005, in checking for effective post-tension forces in 

vertical tendons, it was found that residual tension stress may exist in certain 

areas in the containment wall and this residual tensile stress may reduce the 

effective pre-stress in the concrete walls. 
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The moduli of elasticity for concrete in the FE model were calculated by adopting 

the standard equations in ACI 318-63. However, material testing reports (PII 

Root Cause Analysis Section 7.1, and S&ME Testing Report dated 7 October 

2010) show that using a code default value could: 

• Overestimate the modulus of existing concrete by 16.8% 

• Underestimate the modulus of new concrete by 21.2% 

The modulus of elasticity of concrete will have an effect on the displacements, 

stress distributions, and effective pre-stresses predicted by the model. A 

parametric study would be useful to evaluate the potential impact of variations 

in the modulus of elasticity; this would help establish confidence in model 

results. URS has performed a comparison between predictions made by the 

current FE model and displacement measurements taken during the 1976 SIT. 

Predictions and measurements are observed to be in agreement, lending 

support to URS's choice of code derived moduli. There remains a concern, 

however, about the influence of actual material properties on conclusions drawn 

from the FE model. In particular, the choice of modulus could, in some 

instances, change the results of code checks which are now used to show the 

repair complies with applicable code requirements and thus put the design of 

this containment at risk of non-compliance with its basis. 

6.3.6 Computational Efficiency 

The current FE model is based on the assumption that all materials are linear and 

elastic. The model does, however, include geometric nonlinearity to more 

accurately represent stiffness. The use of elastic materials greatly speeds model 

solution time and allows the superposition method to be used in load 

combination calculations. In addition, the use of shell elements greatly reduces 

the number of elements in the FE model; this results in a substantial acceleration 

in FE model simulations relative to solid element models like that developed by 

MPR. This rapid simulation capability will prove advantageous in addressing 

challenges that arise during construction. 

6.3.7 Element Aspect Ratios 

The mesh around the dome edge has large element aspect ratios, which exceed 

the aspect ratio recommended by ANSYS. This mesh may introduce unnecessary 
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errors in the analysis results. We recommend the mesh be fine-tuned to avoid 

large element aspect ratios. 

6.3.8 Benchmarking Against Existing Structural Instrumentation Data 

URS has made preliminary comparisons between their FE model's displacement 

predictions and those measured during the 1976 SIT. Further comparisons, 

particularly for the dome, would help establish confidence in the accuracy of the 

FE model. 

7.0 Post-Tensioning Review 

Post-tensioning (PT) design is a critical part of the proposed containment repair 

project. The structure's history of damage has shown that there is a relationship 

between prestress forces and the potential for delamination. The determination 

of post-tensioning parameters and procedures and their implementation are, 

therefore, very important. The purpose of this section is to evaluate the main 

post-tensioning features of the URS containment repair proposal. 

The PT tendons and anchorage system in the containment structure are 

composed of button-headed tendons with 163 wires, anchor heads, and shims. 

The wires are ASTM A421 Type BA wires with an ultimate tensile strength (fpu) of 

240 ksi. The tendons are installed inside 5 inch inner diameter steel pipe ducts 

with grease injected for corrosion protection. Other elements of the PT tendons 

are the bearing plate and the confinement reinforcement (i.e., spiral) that are 

embedded in the concrete. Figure 7-1 shows a typical end anchorage for a 

button-headed tendon. Figure 7-2 is a photograph of the bottom anchorage for 

a CR3 vertical tendon. Figure 7-3 is a photograph of the top anchorage of a CR3 

vertical tendon. Figure 7-4 is a close-up view showing the formed button-heads 

of the tendon. 
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Typical Button-Headed Tendon Assembly 
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Source: Reactor Building Structural Integrity Tendon Surveillance Program - SP-182 

Figure 7-2 Vertical Tendon Bottom Anchorage 
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Figure 7-3 Vertical Tendon Top Anchorage 

During construction and as proposed for the repair, the tendons are typically 

supplied with button heads on one end and the button heads on the other end 

are mechanically formed in the field during installation. Hoop tendons are 

t ensioned from two ends while vertical tendons are tensioned from one end - at 

the top of the ring girder. 
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Figure 7-4 Typical Wire Button Heads 

7.1 Evaluation of the Reduction of Prestressing Forces 

7.1.1 General Criteria 

Since delamination in the containment structure is influenced by the prestress 

forces, it is reasonable to evaluate the possibility of reducing the jacking forces 

to reduce the potential for delamination during repair, while still providing 

enough prestress to satisfy design requirements. Although the reduction in 

tendon forces will have a positive effect on delamination risk, it must also be 

evaluated with respect to licensing. Note that some of this reduction in tendon 

force can come from the reuse of existing tendons; theoretically they require a 

lower jacking force since most, if not all, of the steel relaxation has already 

occurred. 

Based on the considerations listed above, URS is proposing to reduce the 

prestress forces to a level 12% and 10% below the EOL minimum levels required 

as per the Design Basis Document for hoop and vertical tendons, respectively. 

This section evaluates only the structural considerations involved with 

reductions in prestress; licensing issues are addressed elsewhere. Section 7.4 

shows how those reduction percentage values were calculated. Section 5.1.1 

describes how radial stresses were computed; changes in radial stress should be 

linearly related to changes in tendon force. 
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Since steel relaxation, a time-dependent effect, has already occurred in the 

existing tendons, when reused they can theoretically be stressed to a lower 

force, since there is no need to compensate for relaxation-related losses. Figure 

7-5 gives typical curves for tendon relaxation as a function of time. If, however, 

new tendons are used and it is critical to control relaxation, later re-stressing of 

tendons could be considered. Timing of the re-stressing could be determined 

based on verification of tensile forces via continuous monitoring or lift-off tests. 

The Tendon Prestress Calculation (CR3-13-05-261-012) performed by URS 

assumes a relaxation value of 4%, which seems to reflect the relaxation of new 

tendons until end of life of the structure. This approach for all tendons is 

considered conservative, since the use of both existing and new tendons is being 

proposed by URS. The 4% relaxation value is consistent with the value used in 

the Design Basis Document. 
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Figure 7·5 Relaxation Curves for Low Relaxation Prestressing Wire 
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Source: Final Safety Analysis Report, Florida Power Corp . 

As discussed in Section 7.2, the decision to use existing tendons versus new ones 

involves other factors beyond steel relaxation. 

7.1.3 AC1318-63 Prestressing Requirements 

The design code of record (ACI 318·63) was compared to a more recent version 

to find out if there were significant differences in prestressing requirements. 

The allowable stresses in prestressing steel specified in ACI 318·63 and the more 

recent version, ACI 318·05, are similar. However, ACI 318·63 specifies an 

allowable effective prestress while ACI 318·05 specifies allowable stress at 

anchors immediately after transfer. ACI 318·63 is more restrictive due to the 

effective stress requirement. See Table 7·1 below for details. 

Table 7·1 Allowable Stresses in Prestressing Steel 

Allowable stress ACI 318·63 ACI 318·05 

Due to temporary jacking force 

Immediately after prestress transfer 

Effective prestress 

At anchors immediately after 

transfer 

0.80 fpu 

0.70 fpu 

0.60 fpu 

N/A 

0.80 fpu 

0.70 fpu 

N/A 
0.70 fpu 

According to ASTM A 421·980, the yield strength shall be not 
less than 85% of the tensile strength. 
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7.2 

The following are other relevant requirements of the ACI 318-63 code: 

• Prestressing steel shall be clean and free of excessive rust, scale, and pitting. 

A light oxide is permissible. Unbonded steel shall be permanently protected 

from corrosion (Section 2620 (a)). 

• Anchorage and end fittings shall be permanently protected against corrosion 

(Section 2622 (b)). 

Nothing in Chapter 26 - Prestressed Concrete of ACI 318-63 - has been found to 

prevent either the reduction of prestressing forces or the reuse of existing 

tendons as proposed. 

Evaluation of Reuse versus Replacement of Tendons 

URS is proposing to use both existing and new tendons. Their plan is to use 

existing, undamaged vertical tendons to replace hoop tendons. This is feasible 

because vertical tendons are longer and can be cut to suit after removal of the 

button-headed ends. The rest of the hoop and vertical tendons that need to be 

replaced will receive new ones. As proposed, a number of hoop tendons at the 

top and bottom as well as the vertical tendons in the buttresses are not going to 

be replaced. Certain tendons may not be able to be reused due to damage, 

corrosion or insufficient length. The decision to reuse or replace tendons in the 

URS Final Engineering Report is driven by two main factors. The first is to ensure 

code compliance for the containment at its EOL stress. The second is to enhance 

the factor of safety against delamination . 

ACI 318-63 Chapter 26 - Prestressed Concrete does not prevent the reuse of 

existing tendons and based on experience, we believe that as long as the 

tendons are fully inspected and refurbished, they should be able to perform as 

expected . Table 7-2 summarizes the pros and cons we associate with both 

options. 
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Table 7-2 Pros & Cons of Reusing versus Replacing Tendons 

Option Pros Cons 

Reuse of Since most or all of the steel Need to inspect tendons (wires and 

existing tendons relaxation has already anchorage heads) for signs of 

occurred, the jacking force can corrosion or damage. 

be lower. Risk of some damage not being 

detected during inspection. 

Need to refurbish the tendons. 

Higher cost. According to PSC it is 

15% more cost effective to use new 

tendons. 

Installation of Brand new material that passed Tendons must be stressed to higher 

new tendons manufacturer's CA/QC force to compensate for steel 

procedures. relaxation losses. This force would 

Tendon lifetime extending be 3.5% higher as estimated by URS. 

significantly beyond EOL. 

lower cost. According to PSC it 

is 15% more cost effective to 

use new tendons. 

Based on the evaluation of the pros and cons listed above, we believe that it is 

better to replace all tendons to be removed with new tendons. This includes 

replacing wires, anchor heads, and shims as needed. The quality assurance of 

new tendons, extended service life and lower cost as estimated by the proposed 

PT supplier and subcontractor (i.e., Precision Surveillance Corporation - PSC) are 

the main points supporting this opinion. We believe that a 3-4% reduction in 

prestress forces due to accrued steel relaxation is not significant relative to the 

uncertainty typically associated with stressing operations. ACI 318-63 allows for 

a prestress force discrepancy of S%, while more recent versions of the same 

code allow for a discrepancy of 7%. Also, the possibility of extending the service 

life of the reactor for 20 years beyond current End of Life (EOl), or about 43 

years after repair completion, makes the use of new tendons with their 

increased longevity a more sound decision. 

We believe that URS arrived at the conclusion to reuse existing tendons by 

placing a high importance on the ability to reduce tendon forces, and an 

associated reduction in the likelihood of delamination . However, as discussed in 

Section 5.2 the tendon prestress calculation (CR3-13-05-261-012). URS already 

assumes a relaxation value of 4%, which seems to reflect the relaxation of new 
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tendons until end of life of the structure. The benefit of tendon reuse is 

therefore unclear. The general plan outlined within URS's proposal indicates that 

the decision to reuse vs. replace will be partially made after the tendons are 

detensioned and the wires are removed for visual inspection. 

7.3 Evaluation of Sequencing of PT Operations 

Section 4.1 of the URS Final Engineering Report for Construction and Execution 

of Phase 2 Restoration states, "In order to resist the tensile stresses caused by 

liner plate reversal and minimize the risk of vertical cracking, the containment 

structure will be detensioned in stages corresponding to the removal and repair 

of delaminated bays, while hoop compression is maintained by keeping a 

calculated portion of hoop tendons in tension." As described in Section 2.4.4 of 

the same document, an analysis was performed to check the stress in concrete 

every time a tendon is detensioned to evaluate the containment. Several figures 

in that section provide a general overview of the reduction in compressive hoop 

and vertical stresses as the detensioning operation progresses. 

The following are key considerations to determine the most appropriate 

sequences of detensioning and tensioning, all of which are already included in 

URS proposed sequences: 

• Detensioning of hoop tendons first and then vertical tendons within each 

detensioning stage. This is the reverse sequence of the typical tensioning of new 

post-tensioned circular structures. 

• Retensioning of vertical tendons first and then hoop tendons, similar to the 

original tensioning sequence and consistent with the standard sequence of 

tensioning new post-tensioned circular structures. 

• Three ring tendons located at the same elevation to be detensioned and 

retensioned Simultaneously (6 jacks required). 

• Detensioning/retensioning to be performed in several "passes" for both vertical 

and hoop tendons following a uniform, symmetric pattern. 

• The detensioning or retensioning of a tendon to be performed in one single 

operation (i.e., not partial detensioning or retensioning). Avoiding returning to 

the same tendon reduces the potential for tendon damage and increases 

production rates. 
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7.4 Review of Tendon Prestress Calculations 

This section reviews the URS tendon prestress calculation (CR3-13-0S-261-012) 

with an emphasis on comparing URS calculated prestress values at different 

stages with those of the ZAPATA Team; refer to Attachment C herein for detailed 

calculations . 

The design criteria used to determine the lock-off forces have not been 

reviewed, as they are part of the analysis of the overall containment structure. 

According to the design criteria established by URS, the forces are (i) as low as 

possible to increase the factor of safety against delamination, (ii) high enough to 

prevent membrane tension during test pressurization (1.1SP) for the SIT, and (iii) 

high enough to satisfy imposed design loads from accident pressure. 

Our calculations were performed using ADAP-FEL T Standard, Version 4.07, 

(ADAPT Corporation, Redwood City, CAl usi ng the same geometry, modulus of 

elasticity, friction coefficients, ultimate strength, jacking and lock-off forces, and 

after-seating losses as in the URS calculations. These parameters are shown in 

Table 7-3 . 

Table 7-3 Tendon Prestress Calculation Assumed Parameters 

Jacking force (kips) 

Lock-off force (kips) 1,36S 1,189 

Coefficient of angular friction (l/rad) 0.1600 0.1600 

Coefficient of wobble friction (rad/ft) 0.0003 0.0003 

Ultimate strength (ksi) 240 240 

Modulus of elasticity (ksi) 29,000 29,000 

Cross section oftendon (in 2
) 9.723 9.723 

Losses after seating (ksi) 26.98 16.14 

The URS calculation assumes that the jacking forces are eight-sevenths (8/7) of 

the required lock-off force . This assumption seems to be related to the stress 

limits for jacking force (80% of ultimate strength) and lock-off force (70% of 

ultimate strength) established in the ACI 318-63 code (see Table 7-1 for details). 

Since the relationship between jacking and lock-off forces in ADAPT-FELT is 

defined by the anchor set, this value was calculated so that both forces match 

the assumed values in the URS calculation. Al so, since ADAPT FELT does not 
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directly provide stress and force values before seating, an additional calculation 

was performed for each type of tendon assuming an anchor set of zero, so that 

the resulting forces and stresses are those of the before seating stage. 

It was noted that the tendon relaxation losses for both hoop and vertical 

tendons in the URS calculation were calculated by multiplying the relaxation 

coefficient (4%) by the lock-off forces. The use of the average prestress forces 

after seating rather than the lock-off forces would have been more appropriate, 

since the long-term losses including relaxation losses are assumed to be constant 

along the length of the tendons. Using the lock-off force rather than the average 

force underestimates the relaxation losses by 2% and 3% in the hoop and vertical 

tendons, respectively. However, its impact on the amount of total long-term 

losses is not significant. 

The use of a 4% relaxation coefficient by URS seems to reflect the relaxation 

associated with the use of new tendons rather than existing ones. 

Tables 7-4 and 7-5 show the stresses in hoop and vertical tendons before 

seating, after seating and before elastic shortening, and at EOl per calculations 

by URS and the ZAPATA Team. The tables show that predictions by URS are in 

agreement with the independent checking performed. Note that the average 

value shown in the tables cannot be computed as the average of the stress at the 

anchorage and the center of tendon. It is instead the average of the stress along 

the entire tendon length; refer to Figure 7-6 for a plot of stress along the tendon 

length. 

Table 7-4 Hoop Tendons Prestress Stresses (ksi) 

Prestress Location URS ZAPATA 

After friction losses Stressing anchor 160.45 160.56 

and before seating 
Center of tendon 135.70 135.81 

(ksi) 

After seating and Stressing anchor 140.39 140.41 

before elastic Center of tendon 135.70 135.81 

shortening 
Average 143.32 143.35 

(ksi) 

End-of-life (EOl) Stressing anchor 113.41 113.43 

(ksi) Center of tendon 108.73 108.83 

Average 116.34 116.37 
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Vertical Tendons Prestress Stresses (ksi) 

Prestress Location URS ZAPATA 

After friction losses Stressing anchor 139.99 139.92 

before seating 
Center of tendon 136.12 136.05 

(ksi) 

After seating and Stressing anchor 122.49 122.26 

before elastic Center of tendon 125.88 126.13 

shortening 
Average 125.86 126.12 

(ksi) 

End of life (EOL) Stressing anchor 106.35 106.12 

(ksi) Center of tendon 109.74 109.99 

Average 109.72 109.97 

Figure 7-6 shows the stress diagram for a typical hoop tendon, which is 

symmetric with respect to the center of the tendon because it is being stressed 

from both ends. Three spans are shown because the hoop tendons have been 

modeled with one circular arch "span" and two straight "spans" at the ends to 

represent their actual geometry . 
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Figure 7-7 shows the stress diagram for the typical vertical tendon. These 

tendons are stressed from the top end only, which is shown on the left side on 

the diagram. Both the after seating (top, green line) and EOl (bottom, blue line) 

stages are represented by straight lines, since the entire length of the tendon is 

affected by the seating. The stress at the bottom of the tendon is 6-7% higher 

than that at the top. 
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Table 7-6 shows the jacking, lock-off, and average effective forces predicted by 

ZAPATA. 

Table 7-6 Tendon Forces Summary (ZAPATA) 

Percent of Percent of Percent of 
Force 

Ultimate 
Force 

Ultimate 
Force 

Ultimate 
(Kips) (Kips) (Kips) 

(%) (%) (%) 

67% 1,365 58% 1,131 48% 

58% 189 51% 46% 

Table 7-7 compares the calculated EOL forces with the minimum required values 

as per the Design Basis Document for the containment. 
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Table 7-7 EOL Forces and Reduction versus Design Basis (ZAPATA) 

Predicted EOl Predicted EOl 
EOl 

Average Effective 
Reduction in 

At anchor Average Effective EOl Average 
Minimum Required per 

Tendon 
(Kips) (Kips) 

Design Basis (Kips) 
Effective 

Hoop • .' , 
Vertical • • •• , . 

Table 7-7 shows that the calculated EOl average effective forces are reduced 

from the design basis minimum required values by 10% and 7% for the hoop and 

vertical tendons, respectively. Section 5.0, Approach / Methodology of the URS 

calculation, states, "This calculation is set up in a manner to achieve an EOL 

prestress value that is 12% lower than the value provided in the Progress Energy 

DBD for hoop tendons and 10% lower for vertical tendons." However, it seems 

that those reduction values were calculated by comparing the EOL forces at the 

anchor (rather than the average forces) to the required minimum forces as per 

design basis. 

Note that Table 7.2 of the Tendon Prestress Calculation (CR3-13-0S-261-012), 

Table 6.1 of the Analysis and Re-tensioning Sequence (CR3-13-0S-11S-008) and 

Table 2.4 of the Engineering Report each shows different sets of jacking and lock

off forces that do not match each other. 

7.5 Pricing, Availability and Lead Time for Tendon Wires 

Our evaluation included an analysis of tendon wire and material availability. In 

order to asses this information, ZAPATA engaged with seven vendors to gauge 

the market conditions and feasibility of obtaining materials. Our calculations 

indicate that approximately 12 million linear feet of ASTM A421 Type BA Grade 

240 ksi wire would be required should all tendons in the containment be 

replaced. While this will not be the case, this quantity provides a conservative 

estimate for the purpose of evaluating availability. Table 7-8 outlines a summary 

of the vendors that were contacted for wire pricing and availability and their 

responses. 
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ASTM A421 Type BA Wire Suppliers Data 

Reference 
Company Web Address Capability Delivery . 

Price 

Davis Wire www.daviswire.com Able to supply Six Weeks Lead $O.15/LF 

Corporation Time 

Delivered by 

12/31/12 

Delivered to 

Bolingbrook, IL 

Kiswire USA www.kiswire.com Able to supply Lead Time Not $O.13/LF 

Provided 

Del ivered by 

12/31/12 

Delivered to 

Atlanta, GA 

Nedri www.nedri.com Able to supply Lead Time Not $O.10/LF 

Spanstall BV Provided 

Delivery Date 

Not Provided 

Delivered to 

Houston, TX 

Insteel www.insteel.com Unable to 

Industries supply 

Sumiden Wire www.sumidenwire.com Unable to 

Products supply 

Corporation 

Shinko Wire www.shinko-wire.com Unable to 

Company supply 

Nucor Steel www.nucor.com Unable to 

supply 
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The quotes received from the above vendors were in budgetary format in order 

to keep the nature of the pricing request confidential. For purposes of 

confidentiality we did not provide the project name, location or details of this 

project in our pricing acquisition efforts. It should be noted that we have 

requested that all vendors contacted ensure that their material be able to 

conform to the ASTM-A421 Type BA Grade 240 specification. All pricing was 

based on a quantity of 12 million linear feet of material and shipped by 

December of 2012. 

The estimated weight of the 12 million feet of wire is approximately 1,000 US 

tons. The unit price ranges between $0.10/LF and $0.15/LF. Pricing could 

fluctuate should quantities less than this be ordered, thereby increasing the 

overall unit price of material. It should be assumed that there could be pricing 

differentials depending on the method of delivery such as truck, rail or ship and 

where the material originates from. 

The pricing information gathered is representative of wire material only in bulk 

form and provided to the designated location on coils. This includes no 

provisions for cutting of the wire to specific lengths, site handling, site storage, 

button heading, or installation. 

7.6 Constructability and Risk Review of PT Operations 

The purpose of the review of the constructability and risks associated with the 

post-tensioning operations is twofold; first, to identify issues that could pose a 

challenge to the proposed construction scope and, second, to identify and assess 

risks that could impact safety, cost, and schedule. 

The use of the same post-tensioning supplier and subcontractors that were 

involved in previous projects in the containment, and are therefore familiar with 

its peculiarities, reduces the potential for unidentified constructability issues and 

helps mitigate risks. This assumes, however, that the same personnel are 

involved. 

7.6.1 PT Constructability Review 

We have analyzed the information supplied by URS to identify elements of the 

construction process that could potentially pose a challenge to PT activities. 
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Given that all of the PT activities being proposed for the repair of the 

containment have been performed in the past, no serious constructability issues 

were expected. The construction review that follows is focu sed on both 

resources and site conditions. 

7.6.1.1 Resources 

As discussed in Section 7.5, while the wire material needed for the tendons is not 

available off the shelf, there are several sources that can supply it within a 

reasonable timeframe. A similar situation applies to both the anchor heads and 

shims. 

The specialized labor and equipment (e.g., jacks, chairs, coilers, button-head 

forming tools, etc.) required to perform the PT activities are expected to be 

provided by the proposed supplier and subcontractor. They are already familiar 

with the containment through their previous involvement and have significant 

relevant experience, with the caveat that the same personnel are involved. 

In our opinion, issues related to resources are not expected to pose a significant 

challenge to the PT constructability. 

7.6.1.2 Site Conditions 

Access to the anchorage areas of the hoop tendons located below roof levels is 

identified as the most significant constructability issue. Figure 7-8 shows the size 

of a typical PT jack. Figures 7-9 and 7-10 show typical areas of the structure 

where tight conditions will slow down stressing operations. 

In order to perform the PT activities that are part of the repair, it is necessary to 

have access to both ends of the vertical and hoop tendons. While the vertical 

tendons are detensioned and tensioned from the top end only, the hoop 

tendons are detensioned and tensioned from both ends. These activities along 

with the removal and inst allation of tendons requ ire sufficient room near the 

anchorages for equipment handling. We estimate that a minimum 10 ft radius 

around the anchorages is required to be able to handle the stressing equipment 

as well as the coiler. We understand that in some locations URS plans to install a 

system to route tendons through openings so that COiling can occur outside the 

structure. 

Some areas pose a challenge due to the existence of interferences that will need 

to be removed . Al so, while the tendons above the roof level can be accessed 
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from the platforms directly, access to those tendons below the roof level will be 

through the adjacent bUildings. We understand that all these issues result in 

lower productivity and might be responsible for the relatively low production 

rates of some of the PT activities discussed in the URS proposal and in Section 

7.7 of this report. 

Figure 7-8 Typical Stressing Jack 
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Figure 7-9 Access Hatch at Roof Level 

@ ZAPATA 

Figure 7-10 Gal/ery to Access Bottom End of Vertical Tendons 
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Based on the proposed detensioning and retensioning sequence, access to the 

anchorages of several tendons is needed at the same time. This is the case, for 

example, for most hoop tendons, which need to be detensioned and retensioned 

simultaneously using six jacks. Good communication among crew members is 

critical to perform these activities in an accurate and safe fashion. It is our 

understanding that URS will be using a communication system that was 

developed by SGT and previously utilized for this purpose. 

URS is proposing to use a Manitowoc 22S0, Series 3 crane to perform the 

hoisting of materials and equipment at the different locations on the exterior of 

the containment; this crane will be located south of the containment. URS has 

also studied the use of a larger crane at the same location as well as a second 

crane located northwest of the containment. 

The Scorpion Access System (SAS) being developed by URS in collaboration with 

PSC is expected to support tendon detensioning and removal as well as tendon 

installation and retensioning. 

Section D.3 .a of the URS proposal identifies the temporary facility needs to 

support the construction operations, including areas for the tendon storage and 

tendon laydown area. 

7.6.2 Safety and Risk Review 

As part of this review, construction activities related to post-tensioning were 

identified and analyzed in terms of safety as well as their impact on cost and 

schedule. 

Tensioning and detensioning of tendons are activities that typically represent a 

high safety risk due to the magnitude of the forces and the size of the stressing 
equipment involved (see Figure 7-11). The Post-Tensioning System Field and 

Quality Control Procedure Manual by Precision Surveillance Corporation (PSC), 

which has been previously used for the CR3 containment, has been reviewed and 

it is believed that it addresses the safety risks in a very detailed fashion. The 

mockup (see Figure 7-12) program developed by URS that includes detensioning 

and retensioning of tendons as well as the training being proposed further helps 

to mitigate these safety risks. The ES&H Safety Plan / Program in Attachment Q 

of the URS proposal also addresses these risks. 
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Figure 7-11 Typical Exterior Hoop Tendon Stressing Operation 

Figure 7-12 On-Site Stressing Mockup for Training and Prototyping 
Applications 

In our view, the most significant cost and schedule ri sks associated with post 

tensioning are related to the potential damage to tendons in the case of reusing 

existing tendons as well as activities concerning the hoop tendons located under 

the roof level. See Table 7-9 for details. 
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The risk of sheathing damage during concrete removal is not listed in Table 7-9 

because it is understood that all the sheathing in areas where concrete is going 

to be removed will be damaged by hydro demolition and will be replaced. 

Table 7-9 Risks of PT Related Activities 

Low Low Low 

Low Low Low 

High Low' Low' 

Low Low Low 

Low Low' Low' 

See Table 7-10 

Low Low' Low' 

High Low' Low' 

Low Low Low 

Medium Low Low 

'The schedule and cost risks of these activities are classified as Medium for 

hoop tendons located under the roof level. 

Table 7-9 differentiates the risk of some of the activities based on the type and 

location of the tendons. The detensioning, removal, installation and 

retensioning of hoop tendons under the roof level have a higher risk due to the 

uncertainty associated with interferences located inside adjacent structures. It is 

estimated that all four activities require at least a 10 ft radius around the 

anchors for access and equipment handling. 

Cutting of the ends of the tendons (i.e. , wires) for removal will be done with a 

die grinder and this process represents a low level safety risk. Injection of grease 

has been assigned a similar medium safety risk due to the high temperatures 

involved. 

Table 7-10 expands the risk analysis of handling the tendons and shows our 

evaluation of risks associated with tendon damage for both options: (i) Reuse of 

existing tendons, and (ii) Installation of new tendons. In Section 7.2, it was noted 

that if existing tendons were reused there would be a higher ri sk of tendon 

damage due to the additional handling. This is consistent with the assessment 

provided in Table 7-10. During the interview with URS representatives at Crystal 

River on 31 May 2012, we were informed that URS was considering performing 
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refurbishment of the existing tendons in an area close to the plant. This could 

potentially reduce risk during handling by reducing transportation distance . 

Tendons New Tendons 

construction and is detected, 

THEN more material will be High Low 

needed and will potentially impact 

cost and schedule. 

IF tendon is damaged during 

construction and is NOT detected, 

THEN the tendon could be 

installed back in the structure and Low Very Low 

may cause failure of wire(s) during 

stressing, which will potentially 

affect cost and schedule. 

The ri sks listed in Table 7·9 are typically associated with post-tensioning 

construction and should be considered part of construction risks. On the other 

hand, the risks listed in Table 7-10 are being assessed in conjunction with quality 

control and have a larger potential impact on the project. As such, the risk 

elements of Table 7-10 are included in the Risk Register of the project. 

As discussed in Section 7.5, the main components of the tendons (e.g., wire, 

anchor head, shims) are not available off the shelf. However, it is believed that 

their procurement and utilization can be planned to fit the project schedule and 

therefore do not represent a significant cost/schedule risk. 

7.7 Production Rate of PT Related Activities 

The purpose of this section is to review and analyze the productions rates that 

URS included in their proposal and to make a compari son between what URS has 

proposed and our understanding of the working cond itions and experience with 

PT operations. 
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The URS proposal includes an estimate of each work activity showing number of 

shifts, duration of each shift, crew composition and manpower quantity along 

with a description of the work activity. It further shows the production rates for 

each work activity in the form of units per crew hour and units per man hour. 

Our review of this information focused on Volume 2 of the proposal and 

reference sheets 7014702 through 7014704, 7014801 through 7014803 and 

7014805. It is these pages which provide the estimating information and 

production rates for the work related to PT activities. It is inferred that the URS 

estimating breakdown includes all ancillary tasks required for completion of each 

work activity. 

URS estimates show separate work items for initial detensioning of tendons for 

Bay 6-1 and then detensioning of tendons for remaining Bays after 6-1 is 

completed . The same is true for retensioning of tendons. However, the 

production rates for these activities did not vary between work required for Bays 

6-1 and the balance of the bays. Therefore, our review of production rates focus 

on each activity without regard for the location. 

Table 7-11 provides an analysis of the production rates and breaks the rates 

down to show how much work can be performed in one shift. 

Table 7-11 Production Rates as per URS Cost Analysis 

Production Rates 

• • . .. • • Activity Crew Size 
Per Tendons Per 

Crew Hour Shift 

Detension Tendons ' , • .. 0.1517 1.21 

Removal and Coil 

Tendons 
44 men (composite) 0.2200 1.76 

Install 

Tendons/Button 30 men (composite) 0.2597 2..08 

Heads 

Retension Tendons • .. 0.3333 2.67 

Grease Tendons : • .. 0.3333 2.67 

The URS proposal does not seem to differentiate their estimating and production 

rates between vertical and horizontal tendon work. In other words, the 

production rates are the same for both vertical and horizontal tendons. It is our 

opinion that more time and effort are required for detensioning and 
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retensioning of hoop tendons, as this work requires the use of two sets of 

stressing equipment, one at each end . 

Another issue that it is not explicitly reflected in the production rates is the 

difference between activities above and below roof level. However, the 

production rates that have been used might be combined productivity levels and 

this might be the reason why some of them seem to be relatively low. 

The rates shown above and specified in the URS proposal are reflective of a 

composite crew (varying individual tit les) between 36 and 44 men for the 

tendon-installation-related activities. Further, the rates are based on three 

continuing shifts of nine hours each in a 24 hour period. This indicates that an 

overlap of one hour per shift is included as a transition period from one crew to 

the next. This will affect the production rates and is reflected in our analysis in 

the preceding table. 

In our review of production rates, it is our opinion that the rates for detension 

and tension/retension of tendons are relatively low, particularly when the 

difficulties of working on elevated platforms and swing stages are taken into 

account. Since we understand that the team of URS and PSC has performed this 

work in the containment previously, it is considered important to confirm that 

these production rates reflect such historical data and use of site-experienced 

personnel. 

8.0 Concrete Mix Design 

This section provides an evaluation of the concrete mix design utilized in the Bay 

3-4 repair. This same mix design (or one nearly identical) is proposed for use in 

the remaining bays. As was highlighted in both the dome delamination and the 

Bay 3-4 delamination investigations, the tensile strength of concrete was critical 

to the formation of cracks and the resulting delamination . Stress concentrations 

around tendon ducts initiated cracking; the radial tension present in the 

structure served to propagate the cracks. In addition, forensic studies of the 

concrete found that the Florida limestone used in the original concrete was weak 

in tension when compared to other aggregates. Although the proposed repair 

includes radial reinforcing to mitigate the potential for delamination, it is still of 

interest to evaluate whether the concrete mix design represents an 

improvement over the original material. The evaluation of concrete properties 

that follows focuses on factors which influence tensile strength. 
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8.1 Original Structural Concrete 

The Design Basis Document specifies that structural concrete should have a 

compressive strength of 5,000 psi. Appendix A of the 1976 Dome Delamination 

Report describes the aggregate used in the dome as "Brooksville Crushed 

Limestone from Brooksville Rock Company pit by Florida Crushed Stone 

Company." 

Laboratory tests performed on the dome concrete after the 1976 delamination 

(dome concrete should be similar to wall concrete) found that the average 

compressive strength was 6,310 psi, the average split tensile strength was 710 

psi, and the average direct tensile strength was 420 psi. The dry weight of the 

Brooksville limestone aggregate was 86 pounds per cubic foot (pcf) with a Los 

Angeles Abrasion of 42%. 

Section 7.1 of the PII Root Cause Analysis details concrete testing performed on 

Bay 3-4 after the 2009 delamination. The tests show the average compressive 

strength was 7,385 psi, the average split tensile strength was 599 psi, and the 

average direct tensile strength was 453 psi. 

8.2 Bay 3-4 Repair Concrete 

Progress Energy Specification No CR3-C-0003 Rev 5 specifies concrete materials 

used in the Bay 3-4 repair; this mix reportedly is identical to that proposed for 

future repairs. The specification calls for No. 67 stone from Vulcan Material's 

Maryville Quarry in MarYVille, TN . The Vulcan Materials Website lists this 

aggregate as a limestone material. Personal communication with Barry 

Cochrane, the QC supervisor for Vulcan in this region (telephone 865-250-1229), 

confirmed that the material is dolomitic limestone with good hardness. A report 

prepared by S&ME for material qualification testing states that the Maryville 
aggregate has a dry weight of 101 pcf and a Los Angeles Abrasion of 17%. The 

report further states that the mix design has a 28 day compressive strength of 

8,715 psi. This represents a substantial increase over the original containment 

concrete which had an average 28 day compressive strength of 5,266 psi 

(according to the Dome Delamination Report) . 
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Communications w ith Mr. Tyrie, representing Progress Energy at Crystal River, 

indicated that no post construction tensile tests were performed on the concrete 

placed during the Bay 3-4 repair; therefore no direct comparison can be made 

between the original and new tensile strengths. 

It is, however, possible to make indirect comparisons. First, the laboratory tests 

described in the preceding paragraphs show that the new concrete has a higher 

compressive strength than the original concrete. It is well established that 

higher compressive strengths correlate to higher tensile strengths. In addition, 

the Dome Delamination Report references an ACI publication ("Bond Tensile 

Capacity of lightweight Aggregates" by Nichols and Ledbetter, ACI Journal, 1970) 

which states that an aggregate's tensile strength increases with its dry unit 

weight . The Maryville limestone has a unit weight of 101 pcf while the 

Brooksville limestone has a unit weight of 86 pcf; this would suggest the 

Maryville limestone is stronger in tension. Furthermore, the Los Angeles 

Abrasion test also indicates that the Maryville limestone possesses a higher 

degree of toughness, which should also correlate to tensile strength. These data 

are summarized in Table 8-1. 

Table 8-1 Summary of Material Properties for Original and New 
Concrete 

710 psi 

420 psi 

86 pcf 

42% 

599 psi 

453 psi 

86 pcf (assumed) 

42% 

N/A 

N/A 

101 pcf 

17% 

Although the higher compressive strength and higher aggregate density suggest 

the new concrete mix has a higher tensile strength than the original containment 

concrete, this cannot be confirmed unless and until tests are performed on the 
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new mix. Refer to Attachment A for more information regarding concrete 

properties. 

9.0 Condition of Dome 

This section reviews Worley Parsons Calculation 510-0050 (Dated 28 October 

2010) regarding the current condition of the dome. It is helpful to briefly review 

the history of dome damage to understand the existing condition. During post

tensioning of the dome in 1974, workers heard a loud "boom" sound in the 

containment. In April of 1976, a 12 inch thick delamination was discovered on 

the top surface of the dome. It was later hypothesized that the "boom" sound 

was generated by the concrete delaminating. The dome was repaired and a 

structural integrity test successfully completed in October 1976; this enabled the 

unit to be licensed for full operation in 1977. As part of the licensing, Progress 

Energy committed to the NRC to perform further surveillance of the dome. This 

included general exterior surface inspections and measurements of deflection at 

seven benchmark locations. These inspections were performed in 1977, 1979, 

1980, 1981, and twice in 1982. The data showed that the dome was performing 

as anticipated and had no evidence of further delamination. 

Following the 2009 5GR delamination, CTL Group performed a nondestructive 

impulse response scan of Bay 3-4 as well as the associated 60-degree portion of 

the dome. The scan returned areas of "high mobility" in the dome, indicating 

the possibility of cracking. 5even cores were taken from the surveyed area and 

confirmed the presence of laminar cracks. As a result, the CTL Group survey was 

expanded to include the remaining surface of the dome. An additional 23 core 

samples were collected based on the nondestructive survey results. The results 

ofthe survey and core samples are shown graphically on Figure 9-1. 

The figure shows the scan found a number of areas of high mobility; core 

samples confirmed that many of these areas contain laminar cracks. The term 

"laminar" means the crack is approximately parallel to the surface of the dome. 

Cracks were found at varying elevations in the cross section, including above, 

below, and at the level of the bond line interface (BlI) where the dome repair 

concrete joins the original concrete. The average size of cracks was found to be 

between 0.005 inch and 0.007 inch . 

The Worley Parsons evaluation states, "the laminar cracks noted during the 

inspection: (1) are not new cracks (i.e. cracks not grouted in 1976) in the lower 
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24 inch dome below the BLI; (2) are not unexpected in the concrete cap above 

the BLI , considering the effect of lower dome creep; and (3) have remained 

small, less than 7 mils in width. " The report goes on to state, "The small width of 

the laminar cracks is attributed to the existence of the more than 1,850 #6 radial 

reinforcing bars in the repaired dome ... and to the shear reinforcement in the 

original dome in Pour 'H'." The evaluation also discusses displacement 

measurements made during the 1976 structural integrity test . Comparisons 

between measured and predicted displacements (made using the Kalnin 

software) showed that the sti ffness of the dome was that of a 36-inch thick 

monolithic structure. From all of these observations, Worley Parsons concluded 

that the existing cracking is acceptable and that the dome reinforcing is 

performing as designed . Attachment B is an excerpt of the Worley Parsons 

Containment Dome Evaluation (Calculation S10-0050). 

9.1 Discussion 

ZAPATA concurs with the conclusions made by Worley Parsons. The tightness of 

cracks and their apparent lack of continuity across the dome's surface indicate 

that the dome has not experienced a delamination. This would imply that the 

post-installed radial reinforcing used in the dome repair has performed as 

expected. This observation lends support to URS's plan to use post-installed 

anchors in a similar manner. 

It is important, however, to point out that the current URS FE model does not 

predict radial st resses in either the containment walls or the dome. Predictions 

of radial stresses are made using manual calculations, which only consider the 

effects of post-tensioning a curved structure. It is possible that these 

calculations underestimate radial tension demand. This is particularly important 

for the dome, as it was designed based on a radial tension demand of 21.4 psi; 

this demand results from the partial prestress experienced by the repair area 

and the downward creep of the dome concrete. URS has not developed a 

calculation that quantifies radial stress in the dome. It is therefore difficult to 

conclude that the licensing basis with respect to radial tension is maintained 

through the construction process. 

The potential exists for the laminar cracks in the dome to become larger as a 

result of construction act ivities. In our interview, URS engineering staff stated 

that crack growth was a possibility. There is therefore some risk that the dome 

will require further evaluation and potentially repair after the containment walls 

have been restored and retensioned. 
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It should be noted that URS and Progress engineering personnel are discussing 

the possibility of partially detensioning the dome during construction. This will 

mitigate high compressive stresses predicted by the FE model during 

construction (Technical Oversight Committee August 1, 2012, Meeting Minutes, 

URS document 30586-CR3-PGN-LTR-0060). The technical oversight committee 

minutes state: "There is some concern about excessive compression in the dome 

during detensioning of the cylinder shell. URS analyses show that there is a high 

variation in dome compression (up to 27% near the ring girder) during cylinder 

shell detensioning. Prior to construction, URS recommends the detensioning of 

5 tendons in each of the 3 dome tendon groups for a total of 15 tendons .... 

Based on preliminary analysis results, URS showed that detensioning 5 tendons 

per group is sufficient to bring the compression values down to acceptable 

levels. The TOC agreed that this was a good solution as long as the dome will be 

returned to its current (or lower) state of tension after the repair is complete." 
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Figure 9-1 Results of 2009 CTL Group Non-Destructive Survey 
Reproduced from Calculation 510-0050 . 
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At the time of this report, no structural monitoring plan was available for review. 

11.0 Root Cause Assessment and Contributing Factors 

The ZAPATA Team reviewed the Root Cause Assessment, Crystal River 3, 

Containment Concrete Delamination (10 August, 2010) prepared by Performance 

Improvement International (PII) . The investigation was performed to identify 

the cause of the Bay 3-4 delamination which occurred during the Steam 

Generator Replacement project in 2009. The PII investigation studied the 

potential contribution of 75 individual failure modes, and concluded that eight 

were confirmed to have contributed to the delamination. They are (PI I 

Assessment, page 62) : 

• Excessive vertical and hoop stresses created by the tendons 

• Excessive radial stresses combined with lack of radial reinforcements 

• Inadequate design analysis methods for stress concentration factors 

• Inadequate strength properties 

• Inadequate aggregate properties 

• Inadequate tendon detensioning sequence 

• Inadequate tendon detensioning scope 

• Added stress due to removing concrete 

The PII report concludes: "".PII has determined that the immediate cause of the 

delamination event was the addition of stresses as a result of the containment 

sGR activities resulting in additional stress beyond original design and structure 

capacity. The added load exceeded the fracture capacity of the concrete and 

resulted in cracking along the high stress line connecting the horizontal tendons. 

As the cracks propagated and joined, delamination occurred over a wide area. 

Despite the complex interplay of unrelated factors, it is possible to identify a root 

cause whose elimination will ensure the event will not be repeated . That root 

ca use is an inadequate scope and sequence of detensioning containment 

tendons." 

The report goes on to identify four necessary conditions for delamination (page 

64): "In order for delamination to occur at CR3 four factors must exist. All four 
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are necessary and none of the contributing factors is sufficient to cause 

delamination. The factors are : 

• Lack of radial reinforcing 

• High stress peaks due to large tendons and wall design 

• Certain materia l characteristics (weak aggregate) 

• Large tensile stress - typically associated with the interface between 

several tensioned tendons and several detensioned tendons" 

URS's containment restoration proposal mitigates two of the four necessary 

conditions through the addition of radial reinforcing and a reduction in tendon 

forces in repaired areas. This is only true above elevation 110 feet. Between 

elevations 103 and 110 feet, URS does not intend to install radial reinforcing or 

detension the tendons (per CR3-13-0S-11S-003 or -004). It must therefore be 

emphasized that th is area of the structure still possesses the necessary 

contributing factors to permit delamination . 

12.0 Summary of Findings 

12.1 

The ZAPATA Team reviewed the FE model input files made available by Progress 

Energy. Generally speaking, the FE model accurately represents the 

containment structure geometry and configuration. The ability to model 

individual tendons allows for detailed simulations of the proposed construction 

sequence. The model includes all required design load combinations specified by 

the ACI 318-63 code, the URS Design Basis Document, and the Final Safety 

Analysis Report. The URS calculation packages demonstrate that design loads 

have been accurately calculated and included in the FE model. 

No significant error was discovered during our review of the input files to date. 

Concerns regarding the FE model are related to modeling methodologies or 

assumptions that could adversely influence the results of the simulations, or how 

resultant quantities are used to draw conclusions. Concerns are presented in the 

following subsections. 

Radial Stress Prediction 

The FE model appears to use well-chosen finite element formulations for the 

various structural components. Although the choice of shell elements does not 

allow for the prediction of delamination, this is not the stated goal of the model. 

Moreover, prior attempts to successfully predict delamination have proven 
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unreliable (EC 75221 Z62R8 by Performance Improvement International). The 

elements chosen are consistent with the manner in which the model was 

employed, and the types of results and conclusions drawn from its use. 

Shell elements, by virtue of their formulation, do not calculate normal stress 

(stress in radial direction); this is the stress component which would have the 

greatest contribution to the potential for delamination . During the proposed 

construction sequence, large radial tensile stresses may exist in containment 

walls, the dome, or both. The URS localized model, reference CR3-13-05-115-

002, showed that when the building is tensioned, the radial tensile stress across 

the containment wall in the vicinity of the hoop tendons could be greater than 

the concrete allowable tensile stress, which could lead to cracking. Moreover, 

the URS calculations do not evaluate radial tensile stresses in the dome. It is 

conceivable that dome radial tensile stresses could exceed its design basis; 

compliance with the licensing basis for radial tension should be demonstrated. 

A number of measures have been identified to mitigate the potential for 

delamination. First, temporary radial pins have already been installed at key 

locations. Progress Energy and URS assert that these pins should serve to arrest 

any delamination during detensioning. The URS technical proposal indicates that 

concrete areas to be replaced will receive cast-in-place radial reinforcing bars. 

Areas of original concrete to remain will receive post-installed, grouted radial 

anchors. Note that ZAPATA has not been provided complete construction 

drawings as of the date of thi s report. As a final measure, URS intends to 

retension the building to a lower stress level. They believe the combination of 

these measures serves to mitigate the risk of delamination. 

Although URS intends to install two #6 rebar for every nine square feet, there is 

significant latitude in their proposal to place pins only where interferences do 

not exist for either the pin or the equipment to install the pin. The design for pin 

placement is not yet advanced enough to show locations of each pin . 

Furthermore, URS does not intend to install pins from building elevation 103' to 

110' which leaves a band of concrete absent of radial reinforcement around the 

containment. The flexibility not to install pins in a fixed pattern provides a 

benefit to the cost and schedule, but may leave large areas without radial 

reinforcement, thereby increasing risk of cracking and delamination . The view 

that only some areas require pinning runs contrary to the goal of minimizing the 

risk of delamination . 
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As mentioned above, URS developed localized FE models (reference CR3-13-0s-

115-002) to investigate the radial tensile stress distributions across some typical 

sections of the containment wall. The use of such local and highly refined 

models is justified given the mesh density required to resolve stress 

concentrations. However, these models have the limitations that : 

1) they are either axially symmetrical or symmetrical about some planes. 

Therefore, these models can only consider loads compatible with symmetry, but 

not more general loads such as wind, seismic, shrinkage, and creeping loads that 

happen in the different construction stages. 

2) they assume concrete materials to be elastic, which limits the capacity of the 

models to predict crack development or propagation. This could be important in 

regions of concrete which are not replaced, where existing cracks surrounding 

tendon ducts could dramatically alter the stress field. 

These limitations could mask analytical results which call into question the 

assumptions used to design radial reinforcing steel in these areas. URS has 

responded to this concern by maintaining their approach is consistent with 

industry standa rds and best practices. Our concern is the repair design's ability 

to withstand radial tension beyond what is anticipated. Finite element modeling 

work by MPR Associates and Bechtel, as well as sensor measurement data from 

the PI! Root Cause Assessment, suggest that radial stresses could be higher than 

predicted by URS. Under-predicting stress could produce a design that is not 

compliant with applicable codes which would put the licensing basis at risk . 

12.2 Foundation Stiffness 

The URS FE model assumes the foundation materials to be infinitely stiff. This 

assumption limits the model' s ability to predict the settlement/rebound of the 

containment structure. We understand that URS intends to develop another FE 

model in the future to incorporate foundation stiffness. This is an important 

model feature which must be considered before finalizing the repair design. 

First, the foundation settlement/rebound during the containment construction 

will have an impact on connected mechanical systems, such as the fuel transfer 

tubes; these systems must be checked for their ability to accommodate 

deflections. In addition, the settlement/rebound of the foundation may affect 

the stress distribution in the containment structure, especially in the lower 

portion of the containment walls and basemat slab. 
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12.3 Interface of New/Old Concrete 

® ZAPATA 

The interface between new and old concrete is modeled as a monolithic joint. 

Shrinkage in new concrete will begin to occur immediately after the concrete has 

been poured; the existing concrete has already experienced its anticipated 

shrinkage and there will therefore be a differential across this boundary. Thus, 

some minor cracking at the interface might develop during concrete curing. This 

could affect local stress distributions predicted by the FE model. It should be 

noted that a recent Progress Energy Technical Oversight Committee (TOC) 

meeting (URS document 30S86-CR3-PGN-l TR-0060) brought into question the 

use of dowels to join the new concrete to the existing concrete at the buttresses. 

URS believes that doweling is the best course of action while the TOC 

recommends using the liner plate to handle tension at the interface. Improper 

design of this construction joint could lead to cracking at a future date. 

12.4 Stress Checking Locations 

The FE model stress results are checked at discrete points in the analysis, both 

with respect to location and time. Specifically, stress results are checked at 1) 

several key locations, 2) selected load steps (including existing condition, end of 

Bay 6-1,1-2 and 4-S repair, and 2-3 and S-6 repair, and the end of life) and 3) for 

selected load combinations. Although the impetus for limiting the code checks is 

understandable, the exclusion of certain load cases has not been adequately 

justified in the calculation documents reviewed to date. 

More code checks could be important because, as shown in calculation CR3-13-

OS-l1S-00S, it was found that residual tension stress may exist in certain areas in 

the containment wall; this residual tensile stress may reduce the effective 

prestress in the concrete walls and change the outcome of code checks of the 

concrete sections. 

Dome stresses were checked in several locations for one load combination (in 

CR3-13-0S-261-003); however, the document does not clearly state the load 

combination tested . The dome code check indicated overstresses in a few 

locations during the proposed repair. URS should verify that all load cases have 

been checked and some evidence provided that the selected key locations are 

indeed the locations of maximum stress. 

URS has not provided a document that clearly explains their process for selecting 

the "worst case" elements for code checking. Identifying the worst case element 
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12.5 

is problematic given that the FE model is used to compute individual load results, 

and then these are combined as numerical values in the code check document. It 

is difficult to conclude that an adequate number of locations, or even the worst 

case locations, have been selected for code checking based on the evidence 

presented in calculation documents. 

M aterial Parameters 

The moduli of elasticity for concrete in the FE model were calculated by adopting 

the standard equations in ACI 318-63. However, material testing reports 

(reference PII Root Cause Analysis, Section 7.1 and S&ME Testing Report dated 7 

October 2010) show that using a code default value could: 

• Overestimate the modulus of existing concrete by 16.8% 

• Underestimate the modulus of elasticity of new concrete by 21.2% 

The modulus of elasticity of concrete will have an effect on the displacements, 

stress distributions, and effective pre-stresses predicted by the model. A 

parametric study should be performed to evaluate the potential impact of 

variations in the modulus of elasticity; this will help establish confidence in 

model predictions. URS has performed a comparison between predictions made 

by the current FE model and displacement measurements taken during the 1976 

SIT. Predictions and measurements are observed to be in agreement, lending 

support to URS's choice of code derived moduli. There remains a concern, 

however, about the influence of actual material properties on conclusions drawn 

from the FE model. In particular, the choice of modulus could, in some 

instances, change the results of code checks which are now used to show the 

repair complies with applicable code requirements and thus put the design of 

this containment at risk of non-compliance with its basis. 

12.6 Computational Efficiency 

The current FE model is based on the assumption that all materials are linear and 
elastic . The model does, however, include geometric nonlinearity to more 

accurately represent stiffness. The use of elastic materials greatly speeds model 

solution time and allows the superposition method to be used in load 

combination calculations. In addition, the use of shell elements greatly reduces 

the number of elements in the FE model; this results in a substantial acceleration 

in FE model run times relative to solid element models like that developed by 

MPR. This rapid simulation capability will prove advantageous in addressing 

challenges that arise during construction . 
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12.7 Element Aspect Ratios 

@ ZAPATA 

The mesh around the dome edge has large element aspect ratios, which exceed 

the aspect ratio recommended by ANSYS. This mesh may introduce unnecessary 

errors in the analysis results. 

12.8 Post-Tensioning 

Post-tensioning design is a critical part of the proposed containment repair 

project. The structure's history of damage has shown that there is a relationship 

between prestress forces and the potential for delamination. The determination 

of PT parameters and procedures and their implementation are, therefore, very 

important. 

Since delamination in the containment structure is correlated with higher 

prestress forces, it is reasonable for URS to evaluate the possibility of reducing 

the tendon jacking forces, while still providing enough prestress to satisfy design 

requirements. Although the reduction in tendon forces will have a positive 

effect on delamination risk, it must also be evaluated with respect to licensing. 

Note that some of this reduction in tendon force can come from the reuse of 

existing tendons; theoretically, they require a lower jacking force since most, if 

not all, of the steel relaxation has already occurred. 

Based on the considerations listed above, URS is proposing to reduce the 

prestress forces to a level 12% and 10% below the EOl minimum levels required 

as per the Design Basis Document for hoop and vertical tendons, respectively. 

Section 4.1 of the URS Final Engineering Report for Construction and Execution 

of Phase 2 Restoration states, "In order to resist the tensile stresses caused by 

liner plate reversal and minimize the risk of vertical cracking, the containment 

structure will be detensioned in stages corresponding to the removal and repair 
of delaminated bays, while hoop compression is maintained by keeping a 

calculated portion of hoop tendons in tension." As described in Section 2.4.4 of 

the same document, an analysis was performed to check the stress in concrete 

every time a tendon is detensioned to evaluate the containment. Several figures 

in that section provide a general overview of the reduction in compressive hoop 

and vertical stresses as the detensioning operation progresses. 

Generally speaking, the proposed sequence and scope appear prudent. This 

conclusion must, however, be tempered with an understanding of the fact that 

the URS containment FE model cannot predict radial stresses which might 
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develop during detensioning and construction. Until proven otherwise, it must 

be assumed that radial tension could result in additional delaminations prior to 

the installation of radial pins . 

The following is a list of our main findings regarding tendons and tensioning 

resulting from this review: 

• Since delamination in the containment structure is influenced by the 

prestress forces, it is reasonable to reduce the jacking forces to mitigate 

the potential for delamination during repair as long as enough prestress 

is provided to satisfy design requirements. 

• The Tendon Prestress Calculation performed by URS assumes the use of 

new tendons, as demonstrated by the use of the 4% relaxation 

coefficient. This appears to be conservative as URS intends on reusing 

existing tendons where possible. 

• The ACI 318-63 code does not prevent either the reduction of 

prestressing forces or reuse of ex isting tendons. 

• Based on quality assurance concerns, service life, and cost, as estimated 

by the proposed PT supplier and subcontractor, it is our opinion that 

using new tendons rather than reusing the existing ones is a more sound 

approach. The potential for damage to the tendons leading to higher 

cost and schedule risk outweighs the benefits of reuse. 

• Given that radial tensile stresses affect the potential for delamination, it 

is important to verify that the maximum allowable radial tensile stresses 

in parts of the containment where concrete is not going to be replaced 

will not be exceeded during construction, in particular during 

detensioning . 

• The calculated EOL average effective tendon forces are reduced from the 

design basis minimum required values by 12% and 10% for the hoop and 

vertical tendons, respectively. 

• There are several potential sources for the procurement of the ASTM 

A421 Type BA tendon wires that are able to supply within the timeframe 

of the project. 

• Access to the anchorages of hoop tendons located below roof lines is one 

of the most Significant constructability issue associated with the PT 

activities. 

• Detensioning and retensioning of tendons are the PT activities posing the 

highest level of safety risk due to the large forces involved and the weight 

ofthe stressing equipment. 
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• Stated production rates for destressing and stressing operations are 

relatively low. Since we understand that the URSjPSC team has 

performed this work in the containment previously, it is considered 

important to confirm that these production rates reflect historical data 

and the use of site-experienced personnel. 

12.9 Condition of the Dome 

Although the dome is performing as designed, there is distributed laminar 

cracking. We believe more evaluation of the dome is warranted to establish 

confidence that containment repair activities will not damage the dome further 

and that it will still meet its design basis after the containment repair. URS is 

continuing to study the possibility of partially detensioning the dome in order to 

limit the compressive stress caused by detensioning the structure. The potential 

exists for the laminar cracks in the dome to become larger as a result of 

construction activities. In our interview with URS, engineering staff stated that 

crack growth was a possibility. There is some risk, therefore, that the dome will 

require further evaluation and potentially repair after the containment walls 

have been restored and re-tensioned. URS and Progress are discussing the 

possibility of performing a pre-restoration IR scan of the dome which could then 

be compared to a post-restoration scan. This would provide a good indication of 

how construction activities have affected existing cracks. The ability to show no 

change in condition is particularly important given that URS advocates partially 

detensioning the dome during construction . 

12 .10 Concrete Mix Design 

ZAPATA reviewed information regarding the Bay 3-4 concrete mix design. The 

proposed repair will utilize a very similar concrete mix. The new mix uses a 

tougher, higher density limestone aggregate from Maryville, TN. In addition, the 

mix design calls for a 7,000 psi 28 day compressive strength, versus the 5,000 psi 

original containment concrete. Although the higher compressive strength and 

higher aggregate density suggest the new concrete mix should have a higher 

tensile strength than the original containment concrete, this cannot be 

confirmed unless and until tests are performed on the new mix. 
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April 27, 2012 

Ms. Lara Nichols 
Office of the General Counsel 
Duke Energy 
P.O. Box 1006 (EC07H) 
Charlotte, North Carolina 2820 1-1006 

Subject: Technical Document Availability and Concrete Properties 

Dear Ms. Nichols: 

Zapata Incorporated (ZAPATA) is pleased to present this letter which provides answers to 
questions posed during our meeting on April 23, 2012. Specifically, this letter will address the 
following - I. Does the ZAP A T A team have adequate data to commence engineering 
evaluations prior to the May 23 vendor down-select? 2. What are the properties of the original 
concrete and new concrete mixes used in the containment structure? 

I. Ability to Commence Review 
ZAPATA has reviewed the documents provided by Progress Energy to determine our ability to 
commence a technical, cost, and licensing review. We have detemlined that we have sufficient 
information to begin our work, but will still require interviews with the Progress vendors to fill 
in gaps in our information. As Progress intends to select a single vendor to continue the design, 
waiting until the selection takes place would delay our final report delivery until 17 luly, but 
would also simplify the data gathering effort. Understanding that the goal is to have useful 
information for the June Board meeting, I propose submitting our draft report on 21 June. 

At this point we are on track to complete the licensing review in accordance with our original 
schedule. Our current efforts are focused on the data, models, and calculations which will be 
common to either vendor. Upon down-select, the project team will focus on the repair proposal 
selected by Progress Energy. 

2. Concrete Properties 

ZAP A TA has reviewed a subset of the information provided by Progress Energy in order to 
extract the properties of the concrete mixes used during original construction and the subsequent 
Bay 3-4 repair. Attachment I is an excerpt of the Design Basis Document (Rev. 8) which 
specifies that the original structural concrete should have a minimum compressive strength of 
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5,000 psi. The document rcfcrences scveral Gilbert Associates specifications currently not in our 
possession; these documcnts presumably provide requirements for various concrete constituents. 

Attachment 2 is an excerpt from Appendix A of the 1976 dome delamination report (dated 
December, 10 1976). The excerpt describes the aggregate used in the dome as "Brooksville 
Crushed Limestone from Brooksville Rock Company pit by Florida Crushcd Stone Company." 

Attachment 3 is another excerpt of the 1976 dome delamination rcport describing laboratory tests 
performed on the dome concrcte aflcr thc delamination (dome concrete should be similar to wall 
concretc). Thc laboratory tests found that the average comprcssivc strength was 6,310 psi, the 
average split tensile strength was 710 psi, and the average direct tensile strength was 420 psi. 
Attachment 3 also rcports the unit weight of the Brooksville limestone aggregate as 86 pounds 
per cubic foot (pcf) with a Los Angeles Abrasion of 42%. 

Attaehmcnt 4 is a summary of concrete tests performed on the original containment concrete 
after the 2009 Bay 3-4 delamination; this was extracted from an appendix of the PII root cause 
analysis. No map showing core location could be found. The tests found that the averagc 
compressive strength was 7,385 psi, the average split tcnsile strength was 599 psi, and the 
average direct tensile strength was 453 psi. 

Attachment 5 is an excerpt from Progress Energy Specification No CR3-C-0003, Revision 5. 
This specitication covers concrete materials used in the Bay 3-4 repair; this mix is reportedly 
identical to that proposed for future repairs. The specification calls for No. 67 stone from Vulcan 
Material's Maryville Quarry in Maryville, TN. AUachment 6, taken from the Vulcan Materials 
Website, lists this aggregate as a limestone material. Personal communication with Barry 
Cochrane, the QC supervisor for Vulcan in this region (telephone 865-250-1229), confirmed that 
the material is dolomitic limestone with good hardness. Attachment 7 is an S&ME material 
qualification testing report covering this concretc mix and its constituent materials. The report 
states that the Maryville aggregate has a unit weight of 101 pcfand a Los Angeles Abrasion of 
17%. The report further states that the mix design had a 28 day compressive strength of 8,715 
psi. Tills represents a substantial increase over the original containment concrete which had an 
average 28 day compressive strength of 5,266 psi (according to 1976 dome delamination report). 

Attachment 8 is an email between Jay Brown of ZAP A T A and Ron Tyrie of Progress Energy. In 
the email.Mr. Tyrie states that no tensile tests have bcen performed on thc new concrete mix 
design. It is therefore not possiblc to make a direct comparison between the tensile strength of 
the original concrete and the new concrete. 

It is, however, possible to make indirect comparisons. First, the laboratory tests described in the 
preceding paragraphs show that the new concrete has a higher compressivc strength than the 
original concrete. It is well established that higher compressive strengths correlate to higher 
tensile strengths (both split cylinder and direct tension). In addition, Attachment 3 references an 
American Concrete Institute publication which states that an aggregate's tensile strength 
increases with its dry unit weight. The Maryville limestone has a unit weight of 1 01 pcf while 
the Brooksville limestone has a unit weight of86 pcf; this would suggest the Maryville limestone 
is stronger in tension. 
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Although the higher compressive strength and higher aggregate density suggest the new concrete 
mix has a higher tensile strength than the original containment concrete, we strongly recommend 
that tcnsile tests be perfonned on the new mix to verify the tensilc strength. 

Please feel free to contact me at (704) 358-8240, if you have any questions. 

Sincerely, 
Zapata Incorporated 

Enclosures 
Attachments 1-8 

cc: 

BY: __ ~~ ____ ~~~~~ __ __ 
Name: Thomas L. , . , LEED-AP 

6302 Fairview Road .. Suite 600 .. Charlotte NC 28210 
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ATTACHMENT 1 
Source: Design Basis Document, Revision 8 
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~ Progress Energy 
CRYSTAL RIVER UNIT 3 Page 2 of 43 Rev. 8 

DESIGN BASIS DOCUMENT 

SYSTEM NAME: SYSTEM CODE: 
CONTAINMENT - GENERAL N/A 

MATERIALS 

Materials are generally chosen on the basis of their ability to satisfy the following criteria: 
a. Load carrying capacity. 
b. Resistance to deterioration or corrosion. 
c. Economy. 
d. Availability. 
e. Tolerance of radioactivity. 
f. Sufficient stiffness to remain w~hin allowable limits of deflection . 
g. Aesthetics . 

In specific circumstances a variety of other factors could require consideration . 

PARAMETER 

Concrete 

Strength 

Structural concrete for the base 
mat, containment vessel shell, and 
equipment access shield structure 

f c = SOOO psi 

Structural concrete for 
application other than the 
Containment sheU-

f'.= 3000 psi 

Fill concrete for use in the 
foundat ion subgrade 

f c=1S00psi 

SOURCE 

The following GIC, Inc. 
specifications define the 
requirements for the properties of 
the structural and fill concrete and, 
as such, are relevant to aU data 
entries under "Concrete." 

1. SP-SS69 
2. SP-S618 

These specifications are listed for 
reference only. 

See Page 2, "Concrete," for the 
Source of the requirements cited 
on this page. 

Tab 1/1, Revision 8 

REASON 

The following generally recognized 
codes and standards are relevant to 
and the basis for selection of the 
properties of concrete cited in this 
section: 

1. ACI318-63, "Building Code 
Requirements for Reinforced 
Concrete,lI 

2. ACI 301-S6, "Specification for 
Structural Concrete." 

3. ACI Manual of Concrete 
Practice - Recommended 
Practices . 

Concrete is an economical, easily 
obtainable material capable of 
satisfying design requirements . A 
strength level of SOOO psi is required 
to withstand the large forces 
associated with reinforced concrete 
prestressed concrete containment 
structures. 

A strength level of 3000 psi is the 
most commonly specified value 
for conventionally reinforced 
concrete structures. 

Fill concrete is unreinforced and 
is required to serve only as a 
bearing medium equivalent to 
bedrock. 



-
'I CRYSTAL RIVER UNIT 3 Page 3 of 43 Rev. 8 ~ Progtess Eneryy 

DESIGN BASIS DOCUMENT -
SYSTEM NAME: SYSTEM CODE: 

CONTAINMENT· GENERAL N/A -
PARAMETER SOURCE REASON 

Un~ Weight· 150 pcf Typical density of concrete. It is 
an average value used for design ... 
purposes and includes a 
reasonable allowance for the 
weight of reinforcing steel. -
It does not necessarily reflect the 
actual density of the concrete 
produced for the project. The 
resuaing error is small and, if -
anything, conservative. 

Poisson's Ratio - 0.2 Average value traditionally 
utilized in the design of shell 
structures. 

Maximum Slump Lim~s on slump are imposed to -
ensure that the concrete 

3" for 5000 psi concrete properties assumed by the 
design are actually realized and -4" for all other concrete that the concrete remains 
durable and functional for the 
lifetime of the plant. -Maximum Placing Temperatures Lim~ations on temperature are 
imposed for the same reasons 

70°F for 5000 psi concrete slump limitations are specified . 
90°F for all other concrete -

Portland Cement See Page 2, "Concrete," for the ASTM C 150 cement is req uired 
Source of the requirements for conformance to ACI 301 . 

ASTMC150 identified for Concrete Type II cement is chosen -
Type II Aggregates. primarily to minimize heat 

development, and the 
subsequent volume changes and -cracking during hydration of the 
cement. 

Concrete Aggregates Confonmance to ASTM C33 is -required by ACI 301 . Refer to 
ASTM C33 with minor the cited G/C, Inc. specifications 
modifications for the exceptions to the 

requirements to ASTM C33. 

Maximum size: Greatest economy is achieved 
using 1 112" aggregate; but 3/4" 

Typically: size is occasionally called for by 
1 1/2" drawings to ensure adequate, 

Where specified : void-free placement, especially in 
3/4" areas of rebar congestion . -

-
Tab 1/1, Revision 8 
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Ms. Lara Nichols 
April 27, 201 2 

ATTACHMENT 2 
Source: December 10, 1976 - Dome Delamination Report, Appendix A 
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APPENDIX A 

DOME CONCRETE 

Requirements for concrete materisls and coucrete were set forth in SP-S569, 

"Specifica1:ion for Furnishing snd Delivering of Struc1:ural Concrete". ACI 

301-66, "Specification for Struc1:ural Concrete for Buildings", is referenced 

and considered 1:0 be an in1:egral part of the Specification. 

MATERIAl. REQUIREMENTS 

Cement 

All cement used was to conform to "Por1:1and Cement, Specification for", 

ASTM C-1S0-67, Type II, for modarate haa1: hydration. Manufacturers were 

required to provide a certified copy of mill test reports for all cement 

provided for use on the project. Compliance of the cement to the requirements 

set forth in ASTM C-1S0 was ·to ba verified by testing conducted by an independent 

testing laboratory (Pittsburgh Testing Laboratory). 

Control of cament inventories and qua1i~ assurance was. maintained by PTL 

monitoring all shipments of cement between facilities and sea1ed .storage 

silos. Cement was not released for use by the contractor until all required 

documentation was available. A typical cement documentation psc~ge is 

contsined in Atta.cbment 1 (mill t ... t report, ch~cal snd physical test by 

.PTL, shipping . records) • 
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Aggregates 

Aggregates for concrete production were specified to meet requirements set 

forth in ASTM C-33-67, " Standard Specification for Concrete Aggregates", with 

the following exceptions stated by the specification: 

1. Fina aggregate gradation was modified to allow the use of local natural 

2. 

3. 

sands. This exception is based on the service record of the aggregates and ,-
the fact that both the U.S. Corp of Engineers and the Florida State Road 

Department have modified the ASIM Specification to allow the usa of these 

native aggregates . 

In addition to the modified ASTM C-33 gradation limits, the fineness 

modulus of the fine aggregate is required to be between 2.20 and 2.70. 

Freezing and thawing test as required by ASTM C-33-67, paragraph 10.1.16 

are waived for the qualificetion of coarse aggregate that fail to meet the 

soundness requirements, (ASTM C-88, "Test for Soundness of Aggregates by 

Use of Sodium Sulfate or Magnesium Sulfate"), of the specification. The 

aggregate is accepted on the basis of its satisfactorY service record, when 

exposed to similar weathering conditions if the soundness criteria cannot 

be met. 

Before use in _ production- coucrete, sggregate sources-_must be qualified to meet 

the requirements of ASTM- C"':33 , aa modified- sbelve, by the- testing -laboratory 

and approved in writing by the owner. Sources of aggregate cannot be changed 

without the written approval of the owner. 

A-2 
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Attachment 2 lists applicable ASTM specifications for the fine and coarse 

aggregate as required by ASTM C-33. The coarae aggregate approved and used is 

Brooksville Crushed Limestone from Brooksville Rock Company pit by Florida 

-Crushed Stone Company. The approved fine aggregate is from the Silver Sand 

Company, Clet'1l1ont Mine. 

Fine and coarse aggregates were tested with each brand of cement for possible 

alkali reactions which could cause excessive expansion of mortar or concrete. 

The tast method utilized was ASTM C-227, "Test for Potential Alkali Reactivity 

of Cement-Aggregate Combinations, (Mortar Bar Method)". 

Control of aggregates was maintained by checking the gradation of incoming . -
aggregate shipments at the batch plant. Spot checks were also conducted for 

organiC impurities in the fine aggregate and material finer than No. 200 -
( sieve on the coarse aggregate. Any material that failed to meet the -specifications was rejected and removed from the batch plant site. 

Mixing water and ice for concrete was required to be fresh, clean, and potable. 

Additionally the following ~ons were limited to 100 ppm each of chlorides, 

sulfides, and nitrates. Turbidity limits of 2000 ppm were also specified. 

Results of water and ice water analysis indicate that turbidity levels could 

not be expressed in ppm by the testing laboratories. Turbidity results have be~n 

expressed 'in either Alph units or Jackson Candle Units. 

Admixtures 

Production concrete contained entrained air in the amount of 3 to 6%. DAREX, 

a product of W. R. Grace and Company, conforming to ASTM C-260-66T, "Air 

< Entraining Admixtures for Concrete" was the air entraining . admixture. -
-
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Ms. La,." Nichols 
April 27. 2012 

ATTACHMENT 3 
Source: December 10, 1976 - Dome Delamination Report, Appendix C 
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FINAL REPORT OF CONCRETE QUALITY EVALUATION 
OF THE CRYSTAL RIVER UNIT 3 CONTAINMENT DOME 
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June 23, 1976 
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EVALUATION REQUESTED: 

PerfOrm an inspection of the Dome and perform any necessary con
crete and concrete material tests to determine if the delamination 
can be attrib.uted entirely or inpart to the concrete quality . 

TEST AND INSPECTION PLAN: 

1. Perform a visual examination of the delamination to determine 
type of failure and if the failure can be entirely or inpart 
attributed · to the quality of the concrete • 

2. Establish a plan to determine standard in situ concrete 
properties. 

3. Perform direct tension tests on concrete cores taken from the 
dome cap to determine whether correlation of split tensile 
teets to actual direct tensi~e tests can be provided • 

4. Perform a petrographic analysis of a section of the failed 
concrete · surface to determine wheth·er any volume changes 
due to alkali .reactivity or any other r ·easons may have 
caus·ed or contributed to the failure. Also, estimate 
dating of fractured surface by presence of compound .on 

~fractured surface. · 

5. Perform standard test of Aggregates to determine conformance 
to ASTM C-33 "Specifications for Concrete Aggregates n

• 

6. · Perform test on Aggregate to determine coefficient of 
Thermal Expansion. 

TEST AND INSPECTION RESULTS: 

1. Visual Examination 

A visit was made to the site on April 28 , 1976, to perform a 
v.isual examination of the delamination. The primary delam
ination ~~, was examined at the sawed section removal 
.area . and·. at·. variou!!. core . penetrations • In all .ca,;ses, · ~he 
coarSE!! aggregate exhibited a direct tension type of fa·ilure. 
There was a clean tensile break in which the grains of the 
coarse aggregate exhibited strictly tensile separation. 
There was no signs of a shear or compressive type breaks, 
Which are distinguished by a crushing of aggregate grains 
and dusting at the failure zone. 

Near the · apex of the dome, there were isolated signs of 
a dual tensile failure represented by sliver sections at 
the primary failure zone. This is a-typical to the sliver 
that results when a split tensile test . is performed and Slivers 
may result at the area ·of tensile failure. Cores taken through 

C-2 , 
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the delamination and entire dome thicknBSS were evaluated 
for segregation and areas of porosi~. ~e cross-section 
indicated a uniform distribution of aggregates and vitreous
like matrix. 

2. Concrete 'Properties Determination 

rn order to determine if the in site Qoncrete possessed the 
concrete properties required by the d~gn, a schedule of 
cores, and tests were recommended. Th 4 .in~h diameter 
cores were to be taken from the dela-I'Ilnstion at each placement. 
Two were to be tested for compression 6~rength in accordance 
with ASTM C-42 after 40 hour soak. on8 core from every other 
placement was to be tested for split ~aile strength 
determination in accordance with AS~ a-496. The remaining 

:: .. cores were to be tested for direct te",d ~e strength. 

See Attachment "A" for compressive stTen~th results, Attachment 
"a" for split tensile strenght resultS, 

3. Direct Tensile Test Results 

See Attachment "0" for a Summary of olreet Tensile Tests. 
There is no standard "ASTM" Method tor determinatiQn of 
direct tensile strength. The most e~~n method is to 
fasten a steel plate at each end of ~ core with Epoxy 
cement and test in a Tensile test in.; """c.bine. A universal 
joint was fastened to each steel pla~~ too avert torsional 
stresses during the direct Tensile ~~S+, 

The average of two granite concrete aggregate concrete direct 
tensile'test was 400 p.s.i. This con~l.~ed of 415 p.s.i. and 
390 p.s.i. test results. 

The average of the 6 Crystal River c~te direct tensile 
test· was 420 p.s.i. However the ranee of strength were 
230 to 505 p ••• i. . ' 

4. Petroqraphic Analysis 

-

-
-

-
.-
-

A small sample taken .from the sawed S&4~ion was submitted 
to Erlin, Hine Associates Northbroo~# >lllnois, for 
petrographic analysis. ~other sec~jo\"l -from another area 
is in the process of analysis to cor~cate the initial 
resul ts and will be reported later. A .... ~Ol two small 
diameter cores from the dome were s\Jbf!li ·~ed to PCA for 
Petrographic Analysis. See Attachme~ ~-l and C-2 for t 
petr0iraphic analysis. Attachment ~ eo~~~ns the sec?nd petro-
graph c anaylsis of concrete from ErU n, ~Lme and conf~rms first repor 
ASTM C-33 Tests of Crystal River Coal"'.,e A;q.reqat:e s. 
Progress Report shown on attachnlent wrM 

• 

C-3 Revised: 8-10-76 
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- 6. Test for Coefficient of Thermal Expansion 

Detenuined in Range of 400 F to 1400 F " ... 

... 

,..j 
I 
l 

.... 

.... 

... 

"' 1 
I 

-I 

• 

Speciman 

A 4.0 
B 3.8 
C 7.7 

, 

, --------------------------------

Test Results 

x 10-6 4.0 x 10-6 

x 10-6 3 •. 8 x 10-6 

x 10,:",6 5.2 . -6 x 10 

Average 

C-4 

Average 

4.0 x 10-6 

3.8 x 10-6 

6.S x 10-6 

Reviaed, 8-10-76 
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DISCUSSION ~D EVALUATION: 

1. As stated earlier, the type of failure was a direct tensile 
failure of the concrete. 

2. The tabulation of compressive strength of cores taken from 
th~ dome is shown in Attachment "A". A statistical evaluation 
conducted in accordance with ACI 214 (Midcell Method) resulted 
in the following: 

Average Strength X •• 6310 p.s.i 
Standard Deviation ..• 510 p.s.i 

Based upon the average strength and standard deviation, the 
implace core strength of 5610 p.s.i. is the maximum strength 
that would conform to the ACI 318 criteria. 

The concrete quality must meet the following criteria to 
conform to ACI 318: 

(a) a probability of less than 1 in 10 that a 
r~dom strength test will be below the 
specified strength fc'. 

(b) a probability of 1 in 100 that an average 
of three consecutive strength tests will 
fall below the specified strength fc'. 

(c) . a .probability of 1 in 100 that an individual 
strength test will be more than 500 p.s.i 
below the specified strength fc'. 

It would also be acceptable to increase the core strength 
of 5610 p.s.i. to an fc' of 6600 p.s.i. based on the ACI 
318 criteria that core strengths are 85% of standard 
6" x 12" . cylinder strengths. 

The SUlll!l1ary of· .core split tensil.e tests is given in 
Attachment "B". The average split' tensile strength ' is 
710 p.s.i. (The average 6" x 12" standard cylinder split·. 
tensile strengths reported in the 5000 p.s.i. qualification 
test was 585 p.s.i. at 28 days.) (NOTE: This qualification 
mix contained about 1/2 sack less cement than the dome concrete.) 

The splitting tensile strength is computed from the Timoshenko· 
equation which defines the theoretical splitting tension on 
a concrete cylinder as: 

2P °T - 'TI'dl 
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It is assumed tbat the material is isotropic, homogeneous 
and ol:leys Hooke's Law. Under the test conditions, the 
tensile stress on the central three-fourth of the diameter 
re..~ins atcs- T I:lut changes rapidly 'to a maximum compressive 
stress at about ~8 times this value at the loading surface. 

p 

.p 

Direct Tensile Tests 

____ l.OM 1'4''''._'. O't'U 1f 
----- 03N11«Nr ..... rc. LO...., 

Previous research has indicated that tensile strength is 
approximately equal to the split tensiie strength. Test 

'. results shown in Machotra, V • . M. "Concrete Rings for 
Determining Tensile Strength of Concrete," ACI Journal" 
April, 1970, Title No. 67-20, indicates a tensile. strength 
of 10 to 12 percent of compressiv e strength in the 5000 
to 6000 p.s.i. range for materials tested . 

Other researchers (P.J.P. Wright ·Comments on an Indirect 
Tensile Test on Concrete cylinder," Magazine of Concrete 
Research No. 20,- 1955) indicate that tensile strength 
is 1.5 that of direct tensile strength. The Timoshenko 
formula discussion given in Section 2 of this report 
shown that the split tensile strength is 1.33 that of pure 
tensile strength for homogeneous cylinders. However, 
the direct test results shown in Attachment ~D· indicate a Significantly 'different correlati6n. ~ . 

The ~oarse aggreqate is an ' oolithic lililesto~e' which contains 
significant quantities of particles that are friable, light
weight and weak in tension. Also, as shown in Nichols, G.W. 
and Ledbetter, W.B. "Bond of Tensile Capacity of Lightweight 
Aggregates," Title No • . 67-65, ACI Journal, 1970, the tensile 
strength of , aggregate is proportional to the dry unit weight. 
Therefore, the aggregate properties would vary significantly 
and produce a more heterogeneous concrete as shown by the great 
variability of test results. 

C-6 
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This would, therefore, affect the relationship between split 
tensile test strength and direct tensile strength. This can 
be gleaned by a correlation Qf split te~sile strength to 
direct tensile strength. 

Crystal River Concrete 
Granite Concrete • • • 

710/420 = 1. 7 
490/400 = 1. 2 

The relationship shown for Granite Concrete is the common 
relationship accepted by Structural Engineers. That shown 
for Crystal River is exceptionally low and contrary to 
accepted criteria. A more comprehensive testing program 
would be required to develop accurate correlation. 

The potential affect of the split tensile strength to direct 
tensile strength can be gleaned by assuming that this relationship 
existed at the early ages. The qualification test on the 5000 
p.s.i. design had a value of 585 p.s.i split tensile strength. 
Therefore, the direct tensile strength would have been 344 p.s.i. 
This would be a marginal strength which would not have been 
known using the , analysis of standard tests. It is significant 
that the 344 p.s.i. value is almost identical to that reported 
for the Turkey Point concrete. It is, thererore, my opinion 
that this low direct strength was a significant factor in the 
d'elamination. The condition is more severe when the cross 
section of concrete is reduced by the tendon condui~s at high 
tensile ,stress locations such , as where the delamination occurred. 

4. The Petrographic AnalySis indicates that the concrete is sound 
and there was only inSignificant signs of alkali reactivity. 
The delamination could not have been caused by unsoundness of 
the concrete, or significant volume changes due to alkali 
reactivity. 

The formation of ettringite on the surface of ' the failure 
zone indicates an exposure age of over : I year, which COUld, 
coincide with the reported sonic disturbance on 12/4/74. 

5. The tests to determine compliance of Crystal River Coarse 
Aggregate with A$TM-C33 is in progress. All of the standard 
tests are complete. The alkali 'reactivity test ASTM-C289 is 
shown in Attachment F and indicates that the aggregate is 
non-reactive. The petrographic analysis has been completed and 
shown in Attachment F, and confirms the physical results that 
the aggregate is suitable for use in construction. However, 
the only test result that does not conform to the' ASTM-C33 
specification is the soft particle test. The ASTM Specs. 
state that this limitation applies only when softness of 
individual coarse aggregate particles is critical to performance 
of the concrete - for example - in heavy duty floors or other 
exposures where surface hardness is especially important. 

,C-7 Revised: 8-10-76 
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Nevertheless, the failure of the soft particle test and the high 
L. A. abrasion loss are indications of soft aggregate that 
would have lower tensile strengths and serve to corroborate 
the low direct tensile strength of concrete produced with this 
aggregate. 

The test results for Thermal Coefficient of Expansion ·indicates 
that it is similar to that of limestone aggregates. Speciman 
C differed from Specimens A , B, but this is apparently due 
to the discontinuities in the core of Speelman C. 

F. Artuso 

C-7a ReVised: 8-10-76 
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ATTACHMENT A 

-r"- , , 
"COMPRESSIVE STRENGTHS OF CONCRETE CORES" (ASTMC-39) 

SUMMARY 

POUR NO. CORE NO. P.S.I. POUR NO. CORE NO. P.S.I. 

G (W) 49 7000 H (SE) 45 6580 

• 50 6820 • 13 5330 

• 51 

G (S) 52 6680 H (NE) 47 5440 

• 53 5970 • 48 7090 

• 11 -
G (E) 55 5690 J (5) . 34 6990 

• -56 6330 • 35 6620 

• 57 • 36 

c; (N) 58 7080 J (6) 37 5220 I 

• 59 6160 • 38 6440 - -'. 
R (NW) 40 6860 I( (8) 28 5940 

• 41 6180 • 29 6090 

• 42 • 30 

B (SW) 43 6620 I( (7 ) 31 6920 

• 32 6480 

• 12 6010 

• 10 (DRY) 6510 

L . 9 (DRY) - 6250 p 16 6360 

• 25 4040* • 17 6090 

• 26 6560 • 18 

• 61 5900 

Q 8 6500 

M 22 5890 • 14 5760 

• 23 6610 

'* . Included in statistical analysis C-8 

---------------- ----, . .. ... 
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POUR NO. CORE NO. 

0 24 -
N 11 

- 0 19 

0 20 

-
-
-

P.S.!' 

5370 

6650 

POUR NO. 

ATTACHMENT A (CONT'D) 

CORE NO. P.S.!' 

Average Strength - 6310 p.s.i. (Midce11 Method) 

-

, -

-
C-9 
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-ATTACHMENT B 

-c 
SPLIT TENSILE STRENGTH OF CONCRETE CORES -

ASTM C-496 
Crystal River Unit 3 Containment Dome (See Field Report for Data) 

Pour No. Core No. P.S.I. 

G(S) 54 625 
·G (N) 60 705 
H(SW) 44 730 
H(SE) 46 710 
J (6) 39 720 
It 7 33 780 
L ·27 625 
N 21 675 

O~ Q 15 800 
./ ~ 1 (pO Ayerage Strength 710 P.S.I. 

(\ DeV 
S10 

-
-
-

o 

Granite Concrete 
(Same concrete as Granite Concrete Direct Tensile Test Specimen) 

Average Average Total 
Length Diameter Load 

~. in. in. lbs. P.S.I 

1 5 4.79 3.23 12,800 530 

25 5.01 3.25 12,400 485 

35 5.73 3.24 13,000 445 

Average 490 P.S.I. 

'. --.~ 

C-10 
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AREA 
CORE SQ. IN. 

'I ) J , J ) 

DIRECT TENSILE STRENGTH TEST RESULTS 

NOMINAL 
DIAMETER 

IN. 

TOTAL 
LOAD 
LBS. 

J ) 

P.S.I. 

) ) 

"\ 
" ) 

REMARKS 

I 

! 
Granite aggregate 8;19 3 1/4 3400 415 

concrete 
5000 P.s;i. value 

8.'14 3 1/4 3:.100 390 I 

j 

Crystal River Cores Average 400 p. s. i. ! 

I - 10.69 3 3/4 2500 230 All Coarse N POQr XVI i 
aggregate soft I 

! 
I , 

M Pour XVIII 10.~9 3 3/4 4600 430 Hard Coarse I , 
aggregate excepc : 
two soft pieces 

L Pour XV 10.69 3 ,3/4 5400 505 All hard coarse ,; 
aggregate I 

i 
L Pour 98 10.69 3 3/4 5400 485 Most coarse , 

aggregate hard , 
, 
I 

P Pour XIII 10.69 3 3/4 5400 505 All hard coarse , 
aggregate 

iN Pour XII 10.63 3 3/4 3800 
-Slo0 - All small soft 

coarse aggrega t o,: 

!Note: 

Average 420 p.s.i. ' 

The Granite Aggregate concrete cores fractured surfaces indicated all coarse aggregate 
was hard and dense and several pieces of the CA pulled out of the Matrix, indicating 
greater tensile strength than the Ma,trix. There was no pullout of the .Crystal River 
coarse aggregate - all fractured at the fractured surface. 

" 

:; 
rt .. 
f 
rt 

t:I 

J 
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Sieve 

1 

3/4 
1/2 
3/8 

4 
8 

Pan 

ATTACHMENT E 

> ' 

Preliminary Report of 
Crystal River Coarse Aggregate 

Wgt. Ret. \ Passing 

0 100 

1.0 97 
15.8 ,58 
28.4 24 
35.8 4 
36.3 3 
37.3 

ASTM Spec 
i 67 

100 

90-100 
------
20-55 
0-10 
0-5 

'r.EST lIESULT ASTM SPECIFICATION 

C-1l7 200 Wash Loss 1.3\ (Primarily U Max* ,-

dust of fracture) 
C-13l Los Angeles Abras'ion 42 \ 50% Max 

C-123 Light Pieces in Aggregate, ' 0.2\ 0.5% Max 

::-29 Unit Weight of Aggregate 85.68 lbs/cu. ft. No Spec 

C-142 Friable Particles 0.24% 5.0% Max 

C-235 Soft Particles **9.98% 5.0% Max 

C-88 Soundness (Sodium Sulphate) 6.12' 12.0' Max 
(See Table Below) 

C-127 specific Gravity , '2.41' No Spec 
Absorption 4.70% ,No Spec 

*This limit may be increased to 1.5' if the material finer than a No. 200 Consis t , 
essential of dust from fracture 

**Fails to conform to C--33 (See discussion) 

C-88 S9undesss Test Result - 5 Cycles of Sodi~ . Su1fate 

:ieve SiZe Initial Wt. Final Wt. Original Corrected 1·1eight 
.Passing Retained Grams Grams % Loss Gradation Gradation Loss .. 

1 3/4 502.2 406.6 19.04 3 3 0.57 
,31.~ 3/8 1002.6 965.6 3.69 73 76 2.84 
3/8 No. 4 300.8 262.0 12.90 II II l:2l 

Total 96 100 6.12 

C-l6 • Revised: 8-10-76 

--------------------~----, --., --
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Ms. Lara Nichols 
April 27,2012 

ATTACHMENT 4 
Source: PII Root Cause Analysis - Section 7.1 

6302 FalrVIf'W Road . SUIte 600 . Charlotte NC 28210 
888 ~29 7243 • www zapatalnc com 
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Pour 

441 
441 

~441 

~ 
~, 

441 

FM 7.1 Exhibit 1 

Mix 

Col'Itrit. 

O~ 

note 

~ 

r--

Origina l Co~structlon 
Cylinder Compressive S:r.ngth [psi} 

Cylinder 
10. 

1 d.ys 21 dJyS 90 d'y, 

1653 3980 

1653 "000 
165' 4160 
1654 4050 

Ive. 

5430 
5481) 

SIBil 
5470 

ave. 
6770 
6670 
66JI) 

6880 

'" 

~ _ -L..2...verage. _ 4048 5390 6738 

. 472 [)11.6 , 1799 T S080 

~ 1799 t 4950 
,In 1800 4390 

!E .800 ~ '630 
£.2 Avenlj! _ 4763 

~ I DU-S ~ -- '670 I"" 
~ 1 lS70 4630 

42S t-- - '671 lS4D 

~ 1671 J870 

"'" SS10 
S480 
l2IlO 

5480 

5680 
5310 
5660 

5523 

6560 
6OSO 
6'80 
6010 

Average; 
425 "- -=- -= 1623 

4155 5533 6200 

'31 ,.. 
'31 
~a r-m 
~ 
~ 

475 
475 

- (fs 

lIZ 

~2 
lIZ 

. 712 
\::712 

&as 
'US 
~ 

~~ 
"6i5 

w 
iiJ 

-6i3 
613 
683 

'" 1-6&3 
683 

I 

- [)M..5 I--- 1623 33<0 S390 7000 
3540 5200 68JO 
3890 4860 6400 
4300 4900 5780 

1624 
162< 

h erage 3766 5088 6503 
------- -- . . - -- 1809 OMo5 4160 ':510 5750 

I)M.5M 

'--'-DliSM 

~--
1809 
1610 

4000 '740 6010 
3910 5870 6150 

1810 4160 

~veragll 

~erage 

'900 
48'0 

, 5020 

50<0 

r--
I--

2157 ~ 459D 

4760 
2158 4240 

4240 

4058 

4943 

SOlO 

62'" 
6190 
54'0 
5360 

6300 
6190 
61SO 
5980 

5193 

5800 

5520 

66SO 
66SO 
7290 
7'10 

6280 
6760 
6lJO 
6600 

A_~erage 
=:[)M.::7:SM;;=l=~ 2'54 .m 

4483 

5858 
SS20 

51'" 
6J3Il 

6155 

6190 
70<0 
66ID 

'420 
~ 
I- -

r -

, 

41'" 
2'56 ., 5090 

I 4460 

( 

5858 

7015 

64.& 

( 

7128doys 

75% 

.. % 

75% 

7. % 

7'% 

85% 

73% 

Fe Ratios Dlndy , 
90128 ~ Corel28 cays f1 (L'eUlfcore FI spl~COfI Cote13O days 

125% 138% 8% 110% 

2.54 

137% 

t57 

112% 116% 103% 

2.56 

128% 130% 101% 

157 

113% 124% 110% 

ts. 

121% 131% 113% 

105% 124% " 4 118% 

Page 1 of 2 

Current Concf'e1e Proper'tlcs 
Curr.nl Core Propert ies (T.stld in 2009·20101 

Fc [psi} Ec {psi} Po'sson Ft split Ipsij 

7860 

6970 

75'" 
76SO 

5900 

5800 

'" 

1415 

7590 

8395 

J.40l:.0{)6 C.iS 

l~OE+{)6 0.21 

3JOE~ 0.21 

VOE..()6 0.18 

6SJi) 3.10E-0C6 022 
6370 

6600 

5100 29SE~ 0.22 

66'0 
6<lOO J 1 SE.006 022 

me 
BIlJO 
7120 

7900 
7380 

6750 
7020 

63'0 
7190 
7570 
7540 

6437 

7923 

1640 

J.15!::.06 
• 0SE-D6 

3 1l5€...06 
31OE-D6 

022 
0.23 

0.16 

0.16 
JSSE 006 0.17 
2.9SE-oE 0.17 
J.50E...06 O.lS 
J.9\lE--{i6 0.'9 

600 
675 

5'" 
605 

'" 

613 

I:"t direct [pil} 

400 
515 
451 

'" 

457 

2~ ~90 j,25S..06 C.'S 

, ( I , , , '- I , I 

COte 

'050 
10Sb 

lOa. 
.Olb 
108e 
10ld 

.. 

" 

Ii 

40 

16 

, 
7 

• • • 
113. 
11lb 

113< 
114. 

114b 

114e 

l11b 

t 
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FM 7 1 I:xhiblt I 

." Pour 

Ong'nrTi Construct ;on 
Cy\;ndef Comprusive Strength Ipsi) 

7 days 2B days 

Cootf.t. 110le 

Cylinder 
ID' 3ve. IV'. ". 

683 

"3 
613 

683 
683 
.. 3 

m 
m 
6i3 

6B3 
6'3 
683 
.. 3 -695 DU.SJ,I 

695 
ill 
695 

615 

'00 
'DO 
'DO 
'00 
'00 

'" m 
719 
719 
m 
.67 
'67 
46' 
' f7 

." 

OU-lM 

OM-5 

69S _12755()..2 _ 

HItch 727SSO-2 -

Hatch 

Hitch 

+ 
• 

Average 4505 5970 6580 

4: ' 6120 6560 
4260 62~ 

Average 

4810 .. ., 
2W 4880 

~ t9J~ 

2172 45'0 

<IF 

Average 

219' J (~ 

on 
2192 4400 

')SC 

Average 

178~ 4810 

"00 
1788 4.'00 

4490 
Averilge 

3088 c610 
4B5~ 

Average 

A'Afagt «40 

SIOev 41' 

"n ~ 
Min. lJAO 

Couot 50 

4613 

'" 

4765 

6030 
lOOO 
6120 
lOlO 

023, 
5;aQ 

6190 

6030 

6580 
6440 

6150 
6230 

65AO 

lIlI 
132 

6910 
451[ 

lO 

... 70 

6058 

6108 

6350 

7500 

'200 
7020 
7130 

1601 

m 
'500 
ll" 

" 

6650 

6630 

7213 

6718 

6700 

) 

m. 

71% 

,,% 

72% 

"0% 

103% 
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118'1. 
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''''''' 
113", 

8.8% 
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':"'" 
12 

) , , 
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e~S~;j\~ !-'~ •• '! ... f: 
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5" 

,% 
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.~ 
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.% 

9% 
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3 

J 
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9 
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f-:lqe 2 of L. 

CurrenT Cor,cretc Propcrt ~ e.s 
ewen! Cor. Properties (luted '," 2009·2010) 

DenSIty Fe {p$iJ 

£ ... 5 

H7 
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"90 
"'0 
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2,(6 7520 

2.S4 1)15 

O.Of 136 
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2'6 sm 
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6900 
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ApriI 2?,2012 

ATTACHMENT 5 
Source: Progress Energy Specification CR3-C-0003, EC 75220 
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EC 75220 Table 1 Concrete Mix 
CONCRETE PROPORTIONING 

Specification No. CR3-C-0003 
Revision 2 

Page 13 

FOR RESTORATION OF THE CONTAINMENT SHELL 

Mix Specifications: 

Strength: 
Slump: 
Air Content: 
Concrete Unit WI: 

7000 psi at 28 days 
6" to 9" 
3.5% Maximum (entrapped air) 
145 pet minimum 

Mix Proportioning (per cubic yard) : 

Constituent Quantity Material Source 

Cement 560lbs Type I-II Holcim (US) Inc. 
Portland Holly Hill Plant 
cement 200 Safety StreetfHighway 

453 
P.O. Box 698 
Holly Hill, SC 29059 

Flyash 140lbs ProAsh Separation Technologies LLC 
Class F 1616 Roanoke Rd 

P.O. Box 549 
Daleville, VA 24083 

Coarse 16131bs No. 67 Vulcan Materials Company 
Aggregate Stone Maryville Quarry 

2201 Duncan Road 
Maryville, TN 37803 

Sand 15151bs B. V . Hedrick Gravel & Sand 
Lilesville Quarry 
Lilesville , NC 

Water 262.51bs See On site source 
note· 

Admixture 1 Note 1 ADVA W.R.Grace & Co. - Conn 
Cast 62 Whittemore Avenue 
575 Cambridge, MA 02140 

Admixture 2 Note 2 Recover W.R.Grace & Co. - Conn 
62 Whittemore Avenue 
Cambridge, MA 02140 

Notes 

ASTM C33 coarse aggregate for 
concrete. No. 67 is a 0/." 
gradation limestone with a 
specific gravity of -2 .8 and SSD 
of 2.82. 
Mainly a natural silica sand with 
an addition of crushed granite to 
ra ise the FM to -2.80. 
• Use potable water or non-
potable water that has been 
tested for conformance with 
ASTM C1602. 
High range water reducer. 
Poly carboxylate-based ASTM 
C494 Type F and ASTM C1017 
Type I plasticizer. 
Hydration stabilizer. 
Aqueous solution of 
hydroxycarboxylic acid salts and 
compound carbohydrates. 
ASTM C494 Type D retarder. 

Note 1 - Dose plasticizer as required to achieve desired slump but do not exceed manufacturer's 
recommendation of 100z/cwt. 

Note 2 - Dose retarder as required for desired slump retention but do not exceed 20zJcwt. 



Ms. Lara Nichols 
April 17. 2012 

ATTACHMENT 6 
Source: www.vulcanmaterials.com/vcm/productspecs.asp?fac= 1 03 

6302 filJrvJ('w Road . SUitt' 600 • CI1.;urotlc NC 28210 
888 529 7243 • www lapat~ln( (om 
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- ,26,12 Vulcan Product Specs 

- Maryville Product Specifications 

Product Specs: 

... • Speciflc Gravtty 
APP: 2.83 Bulk: 2.81 SSO: 2.82 

• Absorption %: 0.2 - • LAWear(ASTMC131): 18 
• Sulfate Soundness, %10&8: 0 
• Geology: Limestone -

-
-
-

-

-
-

www.vulcanmaterlals.comlvcmlproduclspecs.asp?fac:l03 111 
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ATTACHMENT 7 
Source: Progress Energy Specification CR3-C-0003 - Attachment 17, EC 75220 
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Specification No. CR3-C-0003, Revision 5 
ATTACHMENT 17, Page 2 of 11 

S&ME, INC. KNOXVILLE BRANCH 

AMENDMENT 15 TEST REPORT 
MATERIAL QUALIFICATION TESTING 

FOR 

E 

CRYSTAL RIVER UNIT 3 CONTAINMENT DELAMINATION REPAIR PROJECT 
S&ME PROJECT NUMBER 1439-08-208 

Prepared for: 
Mr. Robert ( Bruce) Russell 

PROGRESS ENERGY FLORIDA, INC. 

PREPARED BY: 

15760 West Powerline Street 
Crystal River. Florida 34428-6708 

Octc;>ber 7, 2010 

REVIEWED BY: :;;;--~-k.I#~'ll~~=::::.....-

QABY: 

APPROVED BY: ____ ~~~~~~~==~-

All \\rork contained in Ihis report was conducted in accordance with (he requirements of Ihe referenced pfocur~menj documents and the 
S&ME. inc., KnQ)tville Branch Quality Assurance Manual, VOlume J, Revision 4t dated December 5. 2003 

S&ME. lNC./1413 Tops ide Road I louisville. TN 377n I p 865.97().0003 f 865.970.2312 t www.smeinc.com 



Specification No. CR3·C·0003. Revision 5 
ATTACHMENT 17. Page 3 of 11 

Am!lflclrnent 15 Test Report.Malerial QuaHflCation Testing 
S&ME Project 1439-08-208 

INTRODUCTION 

October 7,2010 

The material qualification testing for tne Containment Delamination Repair Project 
(Contract 373812 Amendment 15 dated 8-12·10) has been completed. This report 
summarizes the testing program and includes copies of the Certified Materials Test Reports. 

INGREDIENT MATERIAL TESTING 

Cement, fly ash, sand and admixtures were shipped to our laboratory from each producer's 
facility. It is our understanding that Progress QC personnel witnessed tlUs process. S&ME 
personn.el obtained the sample of coarse aggregate (No. 67 stone) directly from the Vulcan 
Materials Maryville. Tennessee Quarry. Progress QC witnessed this sampling. 

The ingredient materials received for testing were inspected and documented in accordance 
with S&ME Quality Assurance Procedure (QAP) 10.1. "Quality Inspection". The 
following table provides information on the items received. 

Material Quantity Date Inspectlonl S&ME 
Rec.eived Surveillance Sample 

Report I.D. 
No. 67 Sto"" (Vulcan Mat.· Maryville) ~ 800 Ibs 8·19·10 QA·INSP-/0-275 W-275-001 
Class f FI}'AshfProAsh·SeD. Tech.) - 120 lb. 8·20·10 OA·JNSP-I()..282 10·282·00 I 
Typo IIUPort. Cement (Holcim.Holly Hill) -3001bs 8-19·10 QA·JNSP-l()..278 10·278·001 
Natural Sand (B.V. Headrick-Lilesville) -850 lb. 8·19-10 QA-INSP·\ 0·277 I ()"271-O01 
ADVA CAST 575JWR Grace) - ·tJlallon 8·17-10 OA-INSP-10·269 10·269-002 
Recover (WR Gract) - 1 gallon 8-17-10 QA-fNSP·1 ()"269 I 0·269·0() I 

As requested, the testing performed was the same as that described in S&ME Phase I Tesl 
Reporllngredienl Material Testing dated September 16,2008. The results of the testing are 
contained on CMTRs which are included in the attaclunents. 

MIXTESTJNG 

Testing was performed on one concrete batch using the materials described above. As 
requested the mix was proportioned, tested for fresh properties. and specimens cast and 
cured as described in S&ME Phose III Test Report MIX Acceptance Testing dated June 19. 
2009. The only hardened properties requested and tested for were compressive strength and 
modulus of elasticity testing at ages offive (5) and twenty·eight (28) days. The mix and 
associated test specimens were assigned S&ME sample I.D. 10·099B·00I for tracking 
purposes. 

TIre mix was performed using the same equipment types as in the Phase III testing_ 
Electronic digital scales were used for weighing the materials prior to batching. The mixing 
was performed using a revolving drum mixer in accordance with ASTM C J 92·06. except, 
the final mixing time was extended by two minutes as was also done in the Phase III testing 
program. Standard test equipment was used for the fresh property testing (slump. air 
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Specification No. CR3-C-0003, Revision 5 
AITACHMENT 17, Page 4 of 11 

Amendment 15 Test Report-MateO<!l Qualjftea~on Tes~nll 
S&ME Project 1439-{)8-206 

October 7. 2010 

content, unit weight, and temperature). The cylinders were cast in 6 x 12 inch plastic 
single-use, lipped, cylinder molds. The autogenous curing containers as described in 
ASTM C 684-99 Method C were used as in Phase III for the first 5 days of curing. These 
containers consisted of metal cans, lined with insulation. The insulation encapsulated a 
PVC sleeve sized so that the cylinder with mold collld be placed into the container. Each 
container contained "i-button" temperature sensors. Subsequent to the required 5 day 
accelerated cure, the molded, sealed specimens were stored in a moisture cabinet 
maintained at a temperature of73.5"F j: 3.SoF. Cylinders for compression testing were 
capped with sulfur capping compound and tested in a compression machine. Modulus data 
was obtained using a compressometer with an 8 inch gage length, fitted with a digital dial 
gage. 

The mix proportions and the results of the mix testing are contained on a CMTR which is 
included in the attachments. 

WATER TESTING 

W mer sampies wt:rt: noi provided fOl tesiiti~ for (hi!) atrlendnlenl. 

RESULTS 

The CMTRs for the Amendment Is testing are included in the attachments as noted above. 

3 



Specification No. CR3-C-0003, Revision 5 ATIAiiTaME of 11 

Certified Materials Test Report 
Client: 
Project: 
S&ME Project No.: 
ContractiP.O. No.: 

Progress Energy 
Crystal RIVer 
143g·08-208 
373812. Amendment 15 

Material: 
Source: 
Quantity: 
Dale Raceivee! : 
S&ME Log No.: 

No. fr7 Stone 
Vulcan Materials - Maryville, TN 
20 (5 gallon buckets) - 800 pounds 
AUgust 19, 2010 
, (}'275-oo1 

ASTM C 136-06 I 

Sieve Percent ASTM C 33-03 

I Size Passing No. 67 Stone Specification (%) 
(%) 

'" 100 100 J 

3/4" 90 Q() 100 , 
112" 47 _ .. I 

3JB' 27 20-55 
No. 4 5 0 10 
No.8 4 ° 5 

Physical Property Test Designation Results Requirement (ASTM C 33-03) 

Claylomps. and Friable Particles 
ASTM C 142-97 

Reapproved 2004 
0.0% 3.0 % maximum 

Material Finer than the No, 200 Sieve ASTM C 11H)4 2.0% 1.0 % maximum 2 

Ughtweight Parti<;les In AgS"'9ate ASTM C 123-04 
(Coal and Ugnite) 

0.0% 1.0 % maximum 

los Angetes Abrasion ASTM C 131-06 17% 50% maximum Grading B I 

Bulk Density of Agg"'9ate ASTMC29-97 101 pcf Not Appficabte 
Voids In Aggregate by Roddlng Reapproved 2003 42% 

Bulk Specific Gravity 2.81 
Bulk. Specific Gravity (SSD) ASTM C 127·04 2,81 

Not Applicable Apparent Specific Gravity 2.83 
Absorotion 0.3% 

Note 1 The ~est properties are compared to specifications for an ASlM C 33-03 Class Designation 2N aggregate, 
Note 2 The percent passing the No. 200 sieve may be increasad onder either of the. following conditions: (1) is pennltted to be increased to 

1 . .5 if the material is essentialty free of day or shale; or (2) if the source of the fine aggregate to be used In the concrete Is known to 
contain less than tho specified maximum amount passing tl\& No. 200 sieve the pen:entage 11m~ (l) on the amount In lhe coarse 
aggregala/s permitted 10 be increased 10 L=1 + f(P)I(I00-P)]rT-A), WI\&", p: percenlage of sand In the concreto as a percent of 
tctal aggregate, T = the Table 1 limlt for the amount pormltted in the fine aggregate. and A = the actuaf amount in the fine 
aggregate. 

I certify t of t sts and/or analyses 10 be correct as contained In the records of S&ME, Inc. 

Signed: 
uclear ro/ects 

Date: ___ ",O",c=to",b:;::e:..r ",I ,"'2"'0"""'0'-___ _ 

-
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Specification No. CR3-C-0003, Revision 5 
A 17 60111 

Certified Materials Test Report 
Client: 
Project 
S&ME Project No.: 

Progress Energy 
Crystal River 
1439-08-208 

Contract/P.O. No.: 373812 Amendmenl15 

Chemlcat Property Test Designation 

Silicon Dioxide (SiO>J plus Aluminum 
Oxide (AI,o,) plus Iron Oxide «Fe.o.) 

ASTM C 311-05 

Sulfur Trioxide (SO,) ASTM C 311-05 

Moisture Content ASTM C 311-05 

Loss On Ignition ASTM C 311-05 

PhysIcal Property Test Deslgnatfon 

Pai ...... ;;: ictc.;incc en Nc. 325 sieve .a.STM C 311 -05 
Strength Acllvity Index 

7 days ASTM C 311·05 
28 day, 

Water Requirement ASTM C 311-05 

Autoclave expansion or contraction ASTM C 311-05 

Density ASTM C 311-05 

Multiple Factor ASTM C 311-05 

Effectiveness In Controlling Alkall-Sillca 
ASTM C 311-05 Reaction (15% replacement by weight) 

I 

Material: 
Source: 
Quantity: 
Date Received: 
S&ME log No.: 

Results 

85.1 % 

1.54% 

0.1 3 % 

2..93 % 

Results 

19.3% 

87 % (7-days) 
81 % c28-davs) 

98% 

-0.04 % I 
2.46 

57% I 
12 

Class F Fly Ash 
Pro-Ash, Separation Technologies 
Three 5-gallon buckets 
Augus120. 2010 
10-282-001 

Requirement (ASTM C 818.(5) 

Class F 

70% min 

5.0% max 

3.0% max 

6.0% max 

Requirement (ASTM C 618.(5) 

Class F 

34% max: 

75% min (percent of controQ 
Only one age compflance required 

105 % max (percent of control) 

0.8% max 

Not Applicable 

255% max 

100% max at 14-days 

I certify th8@rtm'~resllltli..!of tesls andlor analyses to be correct as contained in l/1e records of S&ME, Inc. 

Signed: fc~~~~~~~~~~~~;~-Dat. : ____ -,0,-,ct:::O::.:b:.::e~r-'-7.:..:2:.::0:..:1.:::0 __ _ 
C ro ects 

1413 T9pside R03d Louisvflle. Tennessee 37777 Phontt: 865-970.0003 FlU: 865-97()"2312 

I 

I 

I 



Specification No. CR3-C-0003, Revision 5 

ATTAiMUME of11 

Certified Materials Test Report 
Clienl; 
Project: 
saME Project No.: 

Progress Energy 
Crystal ~lIIer 
1439-08-208 

ContracllP.O. No.: 373812 Amendment 15 

Chemical Property Test Designation 

Silicon Dioxide (SIO.) 

Aluminum Oxide (AI,o.) 
Ferric OXide (FezOo) 

Calcium Oxide (CaO) 

Magnesium OxIde (MgO) 

Tricalcium aluminate (C.A) ASTM C II +06" 
Sulfur Trioxide (So.) 

WIlen C,A i. 8% or less 
PotaSSium Oxide (1<,0) 

Loss On Ignition 

Insoluble R""idue 

Equlvaiant Alkalies (Na:zO -+ 0.658K,0) 

Physlcal Property Test Designation 

Air Content of Mortar ASTM C 185-02 

Fineness. specific surface 
Air pellTleability tesl 

ASTMC20+05 

Aulocleve expansion ASTM C 151-05 

Compressive Strength: 3 days 
7 days ASTM C 109-05 
28 days 

Vicat Inilial Time of selling (Method A) ASTM C 191-04b 

Early Stiffening of Hydraulic Cement ASTM C451-05 
Percent Final Penetration 

Gillmore Time of seHing: IniUsl 
Final 

ASTM C 266-04 

Noomal Consistency ASTM C 187-04 

Density 
ASTM C 188·95 

Reapproved 2003 
Expansion of Hydraulic Cement Mortar ASTM C 1038-04 

Sars Stored in Water 

I 

Material: 
Source: 
Quantity: 
Date Received: 
S&ME log No.: 

Results 

20.31 % 

5.31 % 

3.85% 

63.23% 

1.26% 

8% 

2.96% 

0.48 % 

1.69% 

0.29% 

0.44°" 

Results 

3.6% 

421.1 m'A<g 

-0.02% 

3,450 psi 
4,570 psi 
5660 psi 

83 minutes 

54% 

120 minutes 
255 minutes 

25.69% 

3 .16 

- 0.002% 

1)pe UU Portland Cemenl 
HoIc:im- Holly Hill, South Carolina 
One 5511allon drum 
Augus119,2010 
1 G-278-OO1 

Requirement (ASTM C 150.07) 

Type I 

-
-
-
-

6.0 % max 

-
3.0 'Yo max 

-
3.0 % max 

0.75%maJ( 

0.60 %maJ( 

Requirement (ASTM C 150.07) 

Type I 

12% maximum 

260 m'lkg min 
-<anyone sample) 

O.BO%max 

1,740 psi min 
2,760 psi min 
4 060 psi min 

not less than 45 minutes 
nol more \han 375 minutes 

50% minimum 

not less than 60 minutes 
not more than 600 minutes 

Not Applicable 

Not Applicable 

0.020""" max at 14 days 

I certify \he ~~~~~~ nalyses to be correct as contained rn the records of S&ME, Inc. 

S~ned: ?"-~~~~~~ Date: _ ___ O=cI"'o.::;be"'r-'l"-. .:020"-1.:..:0'-__ _ 

'''13 Topside Road LOl1lsvrlJe. TI!IlI'I8S5H 37m 

-
-

-
-I 

-

-
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Specification No. CR3-C-0003, Revision 5 

ATTACiSiMEof11 

I 

I 

Certified Materials Test Report 
Client 
Projed: 
saME Projed No.: 
ContractlP_O. No.: 

Progress 8,er9Y 
Crystat River 
1439{)8-208 
373812 Amendment 15 

Material: 
Source: 
Quantity: 
Date Received: 
S&ME log No.: 

Natural Sand 
B.v_ Headrick, LLC -lilesville. NC 
Two 55-gallon drums - - 850 pounds 
August 19. 2010 
10·277-001 

ASTM C117-04and ASTM C136-O$ 
Sieve Percent ASTM C 33-{)3 
Size PaSSing Concrete Sand Specification (%) 

('Yo). 
31S· 100 100 

No.4 100 95-100 
No.8 95 eo -100 

No.1S 79 50-85 
No. 30 46 25 - 60 
No. 50 15 5-30 
No. 100 4 0-10 

Physical Property Test Pesignauon Rt:tiiuiUi, Riiquif\:m~nt (ASTM C 33-03) 

Fineness Modulus ASTM C 138-06 2.63 Not less than 2.3 nor more than 3.1 

Clay lumps and Friable Particles 
ASTM C 142-97 0.0% 3.0 % maximum Reapproved 2004 

Material Finer Ihan the No. 200 Sieve ASThl C 117·04 1.3% 3.0% maximum - Concrete subject to abrasion 

5.0% maximum - AI! other concrete 

0.5 % maximum - when surface appearance or 
lightweight Particles in Aggregate ASTM C 123-04 0.0 % concrete is of importance 

(Coal and Ugnite) 1.0 % maximum - for all other concrete 

Sodium Sulfate Soundness ASTMC 88-OS 1 % 10 % maximum 

OrganiC Impurities in Fine Aggregate ASTMC40-04 Organic Plate 1 Organic Plate No. 3 or less 

Bulk Density of Aggregate ASTM C 29-97 103 pel Not Appncable Voids in Aggregate by Rodding Reapproved 2003 37% 

Bulk Specific Gravlly 2.63 
Bulk Specific Gravity (SSO) ASTM C 128-07 2.64 

Not Applicable Apparent Specific Gravity 2.66 
Absorption 0.4% 

E:!':!!!l[!!]'!!]~'1"~~~"",:~~c/lonrnalyt-e-s 10 tie correct as contained In iIle records of S&ME, Inc. 

Date: October 1 , 2010 
ear rojecfs 

1.c1l TopsJde ROiJd LOlJi5v/lle. TenneU8& 37777 Phone: 86>97().OOOJ Far. 865-971)..2312 

1 



Specification No. CR3-C-0003, Revision 5 
ATT 17, Page 9 of 11 

Certified Materials Test Report 
Client: 
Project: 
S&ME Project No.: 

Progress Energy 
Crystal River 
1439-08-208 

ContracI/P.O. No.: 373812 Amendment 15 

Chemical Property Test Designation 

Chloride Content ASTM C 114-{)S 

Material: 
Source: 
Quantity: 
Date Received ; 
S&ME Log No_: 

Results 

0.000% 

ADVA Cast 575 HRWR 
W.R. Grace, Uthonia, GA 
One 3.5-gallon bucket - 1 gallon 
Augusl17,2010 
10-269-002 

Requil1lment 
(Laboratory Testing Requirements 

For Concrete Proportioning, Rev. 3) 

1 % by volume 

Note 1 Chloride was delelT1lined by. potentiometric titration acootdlng to ASTM C 114-06 Section 19. wilh the following exceptions to 
Section 19.5.1: 2 g of liquid admixture was used instead ofa 5 g of sample. 50 mL of water WGs used instead of 75 ml. 3 mL of 
dO"le nitric acid was used loslead of 2S mL and the text -breaklng up any lumps with. glass rod. If the smell of hydrogen sulfide I. 
strongly e.rden\ al this pOint, add 3 mL of hydrogen peroxide (30% solution)" was Ignoted as ~ only pertains to cemenl;ijous 
materlats. 

tests andlor analyses to be correct as contained in the records 01 S&ME, Inc. 

Signed: 
Qua ity Assurance ear Projects 

Dale: October 1 , 2010 
------~~~~~-----

PhonB' Bl!S-91()..OOO3 Fsx: 86S-97()'2312 

-

-

-
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Specification No. CR3-C-0003, Revision 5 
ATT 17 100111 

Certified Materials Test Report 
Client: 
Project: 
S&ME Projec1 No.: 

ProgreSS Energy 
Crystal River 
1439-06-208 

Contract/P.O. No.: 373812 Amendment 15 

Chemical Property' Test Deslgnatioh 

Chloride Content ASTM C 114-06 

Material: 
Source: 
Quanlity: 
Date Received: 
S&ME Log No.: 

Results 

0.002% 

Recover Hydration Stabilizer 
W.R. Grace, Lithonia, GA 
One 3.5-gallon bucket - 1 gallo~ 
August 17, 2010 
10-269-001 

Requirement 
(Laboratory Testing Requirements 

For Concrete Proporttoning, Rev. 3) 

1 % by volume 

Note 1 C~loride wa. delermlned by • potenllomeltfc litration accoJding to ASTM C 114-06 Seclion 19. with the following exceptionSlo 
Sedion 19.5.1: 2 go/liquid admixture was used instead 01 as 9 o!sample, 50 mL o/waterwas used instead of 75 mL,3mL 01 
eli"'te niltfc add was used insle.., of ~5 mL and the text "breaking uP any lump. with • gla3. rod. If 11\_ .mell 01 hydrogen .ulfide is 
strongl)' evidetlt at this point. add 3 ml of h~rogen peroxlde (30% solurton)" was ignored as it only pertains to cementltious 
materials . 

I certify the above results of tests andlor analyses to be correc1 as contained in the records of S&ME, Inc. 

Signed: ~~ Date: October 1, 2010 
Qu . Assurance ear Projec1s 

1413 T0p4/d1J Fload t..o"is'Iiffe. T'l'm~ Jnrr Phone..: 86~91()..(}()()3 Fax' 8~!l70-2Jt2 



Specification No. CR3-C-0003. Revision 5 
17 1of11 

Certified Materials Test Report 

Client: 
Project: 
S&ME Project No.: 

Progress Energy 
Crystal River 
143~08-208 

Material: 
Source: 
Quanllty: 

Concrete Mix 
LaboratOl}' Mix 
3.0 cubic foot 

Contract/P.O. No.: 373812 Amendment 15 Date l11me Mixed: 
S&ME Log No.: 

September 2, 2010, 11:00 am (Eastern) 
10-099a.OOl 

I Target Mixture Proportions (catculatlons based on one cubic yard 
Constituent Materials S&ME LOll No. Weight Jibs) Voluma(1f1 

Type VII Portland Cement (Holly Hill) 1 ()'278-001 560 2.84 
Class F Fly Ash (Proash 10-282-001 140 0.91 
No. 67 Stone (Maryville 1 ()'21S-001 1613 9.20 
Natural Sand (lilesville 1 ()'211-OO1 1515 9.20 

Water N/A 262.5 4.21 
Target AIr (2%) NlA 0.54 

I Totals - 4.090 26.9 

Actual Admixture Dosages 
Consmuent Materials S&MELogNo. Dosa~e Rate (02lcwt) 

ADVA CAST 575 10-269-002 6 
Recover 1 ()'269-001 2 

Ta et water/cemenIHlous ratio 0.375 
Theoretical Unit Wei ht 151.5 

Measured Plastic Properties I 
Property ASTM DeSignation Result I 

Slump (In) ASTM C 143-05a 8,75 I 
AIr content %) ASTMC23H'4 2A I 

Measured Unit Weight (pel) ASTMC 138~1 151.8 I 
Concrete Temperature C'f) ASTM C 1064-05 76 I 

Air T emperalure ("f) N/A 70 I 

Notes Concrete batching performed in accordance with ASTM C 192-08. except that final mixing time was extended by 2 
minutes. Admixtures dosed to achieve desired fresh properties. 

Hardened Properties 

Property ASTM DesignaUon Result (S-days) Result (28-days) I 
Compresslve Strenglh, (ps~ ASTM C 39-05&1 7,070 

6.990 1,2 
8,840 

6,790 1. 2 

Modulus of Elasticity. (psI) ASTM C469-02t1 5.45 x 10' 1 6.05 x 10· 1 

Notes: All cylinders cured In autogenous containers (ASTM C 684-99 Method C) for five days. Specimens for 26-<jay testing 
were subsequently cured in their molds al a temperature of 73.5"F. 3.5·F. 
1 Average 01 two specimens 
2 Cylinders tested for compressive strength following moduli tests. 

I certify the above suits 1 tests andlor analyses to be correct as contained in Ihe records of SliME. Inc. 

Signed: 
us Ity Assurance ear rOJects 

Date:. ____ "'O"'ct"'o"'b"'e1:..1"',..:2:;:0..:;10"-__ 

-
-
-
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Ms. I,am Nichols 
April 27, 2012 

ATTACHMENT 8 
Source: Email Correspondence with Progress Energy 

6 3 0 2 F air v I (' W R a ad . 5 U I t c 6 0 0 • C h i1 J lot t (> N ( 2 8 2 1 0 
888 579 7743 ,.. WWW lilPi1tCiJI1C corn 



4126112 Zapata Incorporated Mail- Fwd: Info Request - Concrete Tensile Test for Bay 34 

@ZAPATA 

Fwd: Info Request - Concrete Tensile Test for Bay 3-4 

Jay Brown <jbrown@zapatainc.com> 
To: Brian Zapata <bzapata@zapatainc.com> 

I guess we wont be able to answer this one. 
Jay 

--- Forwarded message ---
From: Tyrie, Ron <Ron.Tyrie@pgnmail.com> 
Date: Thu, Apr 26, 2012 at 1 :20 PM 
Subject: RE: Info Request - Concrete Tensile Test for Bay 3-4 
To: Jay Brown <jbrown@zapatainc.com> 

Thu, Apr 26,2012 at 1:36 PM 

Cc: "Delowery, Mike" <Mike.Delowery@pgnmail.com>, "Ortalan, Emin" <Emin.Ortalan@pgnmail.com>, "Cahill, 
Stephen" <Stephen. Cahill@pgnmail.com>, "Holliday, John" <John. Holliday@pgnmail.com> 

Jay, 

By now you have the full concrete specification you requested. 

With regard to the request for tensile strength test results, I have spoken with personnel from Project 
Engineering (Cahill, Pugh and Holliday) and confirmed that post-placementtesting of the concrete did not 
include testing fortensile strength as it was not directed by the concrete specification. As such, we will 
not be able to supply the requested data. 

Please contact me if additional information is needed. 

Respectfully 

Ron Tyrie 

Containment Repair Project 

TR-29 

Vnet240-1760 

Cell (352) 601-7436 

https:/lmail.google.comlmalVu/onul=2&ik=73520ea54a&view=pt&cat=Duk9_CR&search=cat&msg=136e ... 
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-

-

-
-
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Calculation No. 810-0050 
Page i 

Revision 0 

L'st Of Efte ti P I C ve ages 

PaQe Rev PaQe Rev PaQe Rev Page Rev 
i 0 ii 0 iii 0 iv 0 
v 0 vi 0 

Attachments 
Attach . 

Rev Number Attach. 
Rev 

Number Attach. 
Rev 

Number 
Number of PaQes Number of PaQes Number of PaQes 

A 0 191 8 0 1 

Amendments 
Rev & No of Rev & No of Rev & No of Rev & No of 
Letter Paoes Letter PaQes Letter Pages Letter Pages 

Table Of Contents 

Page No. 
List of Effective Pages ..... .. ... .. .. ..... .......................... ........... ..... ... ....... ... ............... .. ............. ..... .. .... ... .. 

Table of Contents ....... .... ...... .. ....... .... ..... ... .... ...... ............................... .. .............................................. i 

Revision Summary .. ... ... .. .. ................. .... .. .. .. .... .... .. ... ... .... .. ... ... ... ... ....... . ... ...... ...... ...... .. .. ............ ....... ii 
Document Indexing Tables.. .. ... ... ....... .... ........ .................................................................................... iii 

Record of Lead Review .... ......... ........ ... ...... ..... .... .. ..... .. ......... .. ..... .... .. .... ........ ..................... v 

Attachments Total Pagels) 

"A" WP Dome Evaluation Report... .. .................................................................................... 191 

"8" Containment Dome Evaluation Recommendations ..... ... ........................................................... .. 

Amendments (if applicable) Total Pagels) 

NONE ........................... .... .... .. .. .. ... ...... ... ................... ... ............ .... .......................... .. .. .. .... ... .. ... . 

NOTE: This calculation issues into the CR3 document control system a vendor calculation by Worley 
Parsons in support of the Containment Repair Project. The attached vendor calculation is not formatted 
to the guidel ines of EGR-NGGC-0017. Therefore, this document is issued as an attachment to this 
calculation. 
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This WorleyParsons evaluation report has been prepared using Progress 
Energy's core hole inspection data to provide a condition assessment of the 
containment dome structure. 

Questions on any of the findings as presented in this report should be 
directed to Mr. John Archer, Sr. Project Manager, WorleyParsons, e-mail at: 
john.archer@worleyparsons.com or telephone at 610-855-2940 

Note: Revision 2 of this document is based on new information provided in 
Reference 16 of this report. 
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1.0 PURPOSE AND OBJECTIVE 

In 2009/2010, nondestructive examination (NDE) of the Crystal River Unit 3 
(CR3) containment dome surface lead to 30 cores being taken from the dome 
concrete, some as deep as 14.5 inches. Inspection of the interior surfaces of 
many of the core holes revealed cracking in the plane of the dome, so-called 
laminar cracking . 

The purpose of this engineering evaluation is to determine if this laminar cracking 
in any way degraded the capability of the structure to perform its design basis 
functions. 

Objectives to accomplish this purpose included: 

1. Review and evaluation of core sections, borescope photographs taken 
within each core hole, and crack data presented on the borescope log 
sheets for each hole as completed by Progress Energy (PE) and provided 
to Worley Parsons as a quality record design input. 

2. 

3. 

Review and evaluation of data gathered from an inspection of the dome 
exterior surface condition by WorleyParsons personnel performed on June 
14 and 15, 2010. 

Evaluate the effect, if any, of the inspection data identified in Item 1 above 
on the design basis of the containment dome as documented in the final 
Dome Delamination Report (DDR) dated December 10, 1976, Reference 
2 herein. 

This WorleyParsons evaluation report was prepared in accordance with the 
WorleyParsons Nuclear Quality Program , 

2.0 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

The engineering evaluation performed was consistent with the Purpose and 
Objectives in Section 1,0 and is documented in six (6) basic parts of this report, 
Sections 4,0 through 9,0, 

The redesign and repair of the dome subsequent to the discovery in April 1976 
that the outer 12 inches of concrete had delaminated (maximum gap of 1-3/4 
inches) is presented in Section 4,0. The dome is discussed in terms of principal 
activities of the investigation, redesign features, special repair activities, and 
compliance with design basis. Repair of the dome was completed on October 
30, 1976. Details that support the items discussed in Section 4 ,0 are referenced 
to the DDR, 

Documentation in the DDR for the 1976 dome repair and design basis is 
important to this 2010 engineering evaluation of the dome condition , The DDR 
explains the extent of the delamination of the dome cap concrete, the 
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development of the design solution to prevent reoccurrence, and the extensive 
amount of meridional , hoop, and radial reinforcement included in the new cap. 
Furthermore, the radial reinforcement acts in a manner to keep the inner and 
outer concrete layers functioning as an integral structure under all loading 
combinations. 

The Structural Integrity Test (SIT) of the containment structure was performed 
from October 31 , 1976 to November 3, 1976 and is discussed in Section 5.0. 
The structure was pressurized from 0 psig to 63.3 psig and depressurized to 0 
psig. Displacement and strain data were recorded and reviewed for acceptability 
at specified levels during the test before proceeding to the next pressure level. 
The peak pressure of 63.3 psig was 1.15 times the design basis accident 
pressure of 55 psig as required . Details that support the items discussed in 
Section 5.0 are referenced to the SIT Report dated December 7, 1976, 
Reference 3 herein . The importance of this SIT Report to the current engineering 
evaluation of the dome is related to several key points including: (a) the data 
from the 1976 test demonstrated that the dome behaves as predicted within its 
expected elastic range, (b) the measured dome vertical and radial displacements 
were within their expected ranges, and (c) there was no evidence of any further 
delamination , since the 2010 core hole data confirms the fact that the dome had 
not experienced a delamination from the original SIT test. 

In Section 6.0, inspection results of 30 recent cores and core holes are discussed 
and in Subsection 6.1 the principal inspection data of interest being cracks in the 
plane of the dome, so-called laminar cracks. The cracks are less than 10 mils in 
width and are not to be confused with a delamination. In addition to the 
inspection results from the cores, Subsection 6.2 includes a detailed description 
of visual inspection of the surface of the dome performed by WorleyParsons in 
June of this year. Other than a few surface areas requiring maintenance, nothing 
of structural significance was found . Finally, subsection 6.3 summarizes the 
results of surveys to monitor the dome elevation at selected pOints. The data 
were used to provide assurance that the 36 inch thick dome remained an 
integral, composite unit. The surveys were performed between October of 1977 
and August of 1982. 

The structural evaluation in Section 7.0 relates the inspection results of Section 
6.0 to the structural design basis discussed in Section 4.0. The principal 
inspection data of interest are the laminar cracks observed in the core holes. 
Above the construction joint in the new cap, the cracking is controlled by over 
1850 #6 radial rebars that were installed during the dome repair in 1976. Below 
the construction joint, any potential cracks are controlled by radial compression in 
the concrete imposed by the tendons as well as the curvature of the dome. As 
stated previously, the laminar cracks in the dome are not to be confused with a 
delamination . The physical separation, i.e ., gap, in the cylinder between 
Buttresses 3 and 4 (1 inch +) in 2009 and that in dome in 1976 (1-3/4 inch 
maximum) are referred to as delaminations. These laminar cracks occur 
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because the tensile strength of concrete is exceeded in areas where there is no 
reinforcing steel across the potential failure plane to control the crack. 

The principal and most important conclusion of the engineering evaluation 
discussed in Section 8 is that the dome of the CR3 containment, as redesigned 
and repaired in 1976, will remain capable of meeting its design basis during the 
extended life of the plant. 

Surveillance and repair recommendations are provided in Section 9. The 
recommendations focus on the future surveillance of the dome's surface and on 
the inspection of the 1976 dome construction joint using 6 of the 30 core holes 
recently inspected. The 1976 dome construction joint is the interface surface 
between the new concrete cap and the underlying concrete in the 1976 dome 
repair, which is also referred to as the bond line interface (BLI) elsewhere in this 
report . 

In addition, some repairs of the dome surface have been recommended to be 
performed. 

3.0 BACKGROUND 

The Crystal River Unit 3 Nuclear Plant was constructed in the late 1960s and into 
the 1970s. During the post-tensioning of the dome in 1974, it was documented 
that a "sonic boom" like noise was heard and the Reactor Building "shook." 
Although speculative, there is a strong possibility that the containment dome may 
have delaminated at that time. However, the delamination was not discovered 
until April of 1976 just prior to first time the SIT was scheduled to begin . The 
resulting inspection of the dome indicated that a large portion of the surface area 
of the outer 12 inch thickness of concrete had delaminated (maximum gap of 
approximately 1-3/4 inches at the apex). The investigation , redesign , and repair 
of the dome is described in the DDR and summarized in Section 4 .0 herein . 

Subsequent to completing the repair on October 30, 1976, the SIT was 
completed successfully and demonstrated the dome behaved elastically as 
designed. In early 1977, the nuclear unit was licensed for full operation by the 
USNRC. Follow-up surveillances of the dome consisting of elevation surveys 
were performed over the years between 1977 and 1982 and no additional 
problems with the dome were indicated. 

In the fall of 2009, the unit was shutdown to undergo an outage which included, 
among other activities, replacement of the steam generators. This replacement 
involved the construction of a large opening (25' by 27') in the cylinder wall of the 
containment structure between Buttresses 3 and 4 above the equipment hatch. 
During the detensioning of hoop and vertical tendons with in the opening 
boundaries and concrete removal for the opening, a delamination of the cylinder 
wall occurred. An approximate 10 inch thickness of concrete outside the hoop 
tendons separated from the inner 32 inches over a substantial region between 
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the two buttresses. This delamination is the subject of a separate investigation by 
Progress Energy (PE) and their various consultants. 

As part of the investigation of the delaminated containment cylinder, PE retained 
the CTLGroup to perform nondestructive examination (NDE) of the cylinder. The 
NDE technique used by the CTLGroup is referred to as the impulse-response 
(IR) method. The first CTLGroup report was submitted to PE on January 22, 
2010, Reference 6 herein . A small part of that report applied to the 60° portion of 
the dome surface associated with the delaminated cylinder between Buttresses 3 
and 4 . The IR test results , referred to as mobility numbers, for points on the 
dome suggested that there might be "defects", i.e., cracking, within the thickness 
of the dome concrete. The mobility plot for the area tested is Figure 3, Appendix 
D, of the January 22, 2010 report. 

As a result of "high" mobility numbers, seven (7) cores were extracted from the 
concrete in that region of the dome (Cores 86 through 91 and 103). Data for 
those cores are reported in Appendix E of the January 22, 2010 report in "Core 
Examination Log" tables on Pages 8, 9, and 10. A description of the conditions 
within each of those seven (7) core holes is included in the "Comments" column 
of the tab les. 

The CTLGroup investigation of the dome was expanded to include the remaining 
300 degrees of the dome surface, which is reported on in Reference 5. Based 
on the mobility data collected, a decision was made to take 23 additional cores 
from the dome. The significance of the data from the total of 30 cores and core 
holes is discussed in detail in Section 6.1 of this report. 

4.0 DOME REDESIGN AND REPAIRS -1976 

4.1 Dome Delamination Report 

The structural design basis of the delaminated dome and the structural design of 
the subsequent dome repairs are described in the final Dome Delamination 
Report (DDR) dated December 10, 1976, Reference 2 herein . The NRC issued 
Safety Evaluation Reports in 1976 and 1977 that addressed the acceptance of 
this dome repair design basis prior to the issuance of the plant's operating 
license in 1977. 

Section 3.0 of the DDR describes the investigations of the delamination that was 
discovered in April of 1976 between the outer 12 inch thickness of the dome and 
the lower 24 inch thick section. Additionally, the exploration of laminar cracks 
found in 1976 in the lower 24 inch thickness of the dome is discussed. 

As part of the investigation, a sample of 21 dome tendons was selected for lift-off 
readings to test the effect, if any, of the delamination on the tendon forces. Also, 
an additional 18 dome tendons, a symmetrical pattern of 6 per tendon group, 
were tested for lift-off values . The average of the lift-off readings for the 39 
tendons indicated that the average value was approximately 9% higher than 
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predicted . Thus, the dome, most likely the 24 inch thick section, remained fully 
prestressed in spite of the delamination. See Section 3.1.3, Page 3-2a, of the 
DDR for additional details . 

At the time the delamination was discovered, the containment was already 
instrumented for data acquisition during the Structural Integrity Test (SIT). To 
test the structural behavior of the dome due to a change in loading, the 
symmetrical pattern of 18 tendons were completely detensioned before repair 
activities began . The release of those tendons represented 14.6% of the dome 
prestress and constituted an equivalent pressure change of approximately 14 
psig . The response of the dome to the symmetrical unloading was very close to 
that expected and supported the repair approach eventually used. These 18 
tendons were partially retensioned after the repair was completed. See Section 
3.1.3, Page 3-2a, of the DDR for additional details . 

Section 4.0 of the DDR describes the structural evaluation of the lower 24 inch 
section of the dome for the load combinations that govern the design of the 
dome. Section 5.0 describes the repair of the dome, including the design basis 
for the meridional and hoop reinforcement in the new 12 inch thickness of the 
upper concrete section (concrete cap) and for the #6 radial reinforcement used to 
tie the concrete cap to the lower 24 inch section of the dome. 

The laminar cracks in the lower 24 inch section of the dome observed in 1976 
are summarized first in Section 4.2 below, since similar, but smaller, type cracks 
have been observed in the latest inspections performed by the CTLGroup and 
Progress Energy inspection specialists. Then the 1976 structural evaluation and 
design of the repaired delaminated dome are discussed. 

The information provided in Section 4.0 of this report will serve as the basis for 
the structural evaluation of the dome in Section 7.0, Structural Evaluation , of this 
report in light of the latest inspection results. 

4.2 Lower Level Crack Exploration and Grouting - 1976 

Following the discovery of the delaminated dome in April of 1976, part of the 
investigative work included exploration of the lower 24 inch section of the dome 
structure for concrete cracks. Although the detailed results of the crack 
exploration work and subsequent grouting of cracks are described in the DDR 
Sections 3.1, 5.2.3, and 5.2.6, some of that information is summarized in this 
report . 

Eight (8) exploratory core holes were initially drilled to an average depth of 29 'h 
inches. The location of each hole is shown in Figure 3-4 of the DDR. The depth 
of the individual holes and the location and size of the laminar cracks found are 
shown in Figures 3-5 through 3-7 of the DDR. The depths indicated in these 
figures are measured in the vertical direction from the top of the original 36 inch 
thick dome before the delaminated cap was removed. The width of laminar 
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cracks found, generally ranged from 10 mils (0.010 inch) to 30 mils (0.030 inch), 
except in one hole where a 60 mil maximum crack width was measured. 

In addition to the eight exploratory core holes, 24 core holes were subsequently 
drilled for crack inspection in the lower 24 inch section of the dome, as indicated 
on Page 3-2a (3rd Paragraph) of the DDR. The plan location of these core holes 
on the dome is shown in Figure 3-100 of the DDR. Table 3-3A, Pages 3-18a 
and 3-18b of the DDR, indicates the depth of the core holes and the depth 
location and width of the both the delamination gaps and the laminar concrete 
cracks observed. The laminar cracks that remained after removal of the 
delaminated concrete ranged in width from "hairline" (less than 5 mils) up to 3/32 
of an inch in one case (Core 023). These cracks were subsequently grouted. 
Note that in Table 3-3A, the larger width laminar cracks occurred in the upper 
delaminated concrete region that was removed and replaced by the new 
concrete cap. 

With the presence of lower level laminar cracks established, a total of 
approximately 1850 radial holes, 1 inch in diameter, were drilled into the dome. 
The holes extended from the apex of the dome out to Pour "H" of the original 
dome construction, which is shown on drawings SC-421-048 and SC-421-049. 
Pour "W (also shown in Figure 5-14 of the DDR) contains shear reinforcement 
which was part of the original design (Drawing SC-421-045). That shear 
reinforcement prevented the principal delamination from propagating no closer 
than Pour H to the ring girder of the containment. 

The purpose of the radial holes was: (1) as a means for inspecting lower level 
cracking; (2) grouting and venting holes for the laminar cracks; and (3) placement 
of # 6 radial reinforcement. The #6 rebar tied the new 12 inch (nominal 
thickness) concrete cap to the lower 24 inch thickness of the dome structure. 
The cracks were grouted under controlled pressure with a low viscosity epoxy 
using the packer device shown in Figure 5-16 of the DDR, as described in 
Section 5.2.6 of the DDR. 

4.3 Structural Evaluation of Delaminated Dome 

The delaminated condition of the dome was structurally analyzed for the various 
load combinations that potentially governed the design of the structure, based on 
an effective 24 inch dome thickness from Pour "H" out to the apex of the dome. 
In the proximity of the ring girder out to Pour "H", the original design thickness of 
36 inches was used in the analyses. See Figure 5-14 of the DDR. The 
evaluation is described in Section 4.0 of the DDR. 

The controlling load combinations are listed in Table 2-3, Page 2-10, of the DDR. 
The LOCA Load Combination involving Dead load (D) + Prestress (F) + 1.5 Pa + 
Ta is included. For sustained loads 0 and F, creep is accounted for using the 
equivalent elastic modulus concept described in Section 4.4.b of the DDR. The 
results of the analyses for each load combination are presented in the DDR 
report as follows: 
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Structure Prior to Operation : 

Normal Winter Operation : 

Structural Integrity Test: 

LOCA Load Combination: 
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Section 4.4 .1 and Figures 4-2 through 4-6 

Section 4.4 .2 and Figures 4-8 through 4-12 

Section 4.4.3 and Figures 4-14 through 4-18 

Section 4.4.4 and Figures 4-20 through 4-27 

The "Structure Prior to Operation" load case required the design compressive 
strength, f c (originally specified to be 5000 psi at 28 days), to be increased. After 
the delaminated cap was removed, the 24 inch thick residual thickness of 
concrete was then subjected to higher compression stresses due to 105 fully 
prestressed tendons and 18 partially prestressed tendons. In Section 3.3.1.c, a 
new f' c of 6130 psi was established based on the requirements of Section 4 .3.3 
of ACI 318-71 . That increased value of f'c was sufficient to meet allowable 
compressive stresses in the lower 24 inch structure. 

The LOCA Load Combination produces net membrane tension stresses in the 
dome which required further consideration. These stresses are indicated in 
Figure 4-20 of the DDR. The analysis is described in Section 4.4.4 of the DDR, 
wh ich indicates that the membrane tension forces are resisted entirely by the 
dome tendons at less than 0.90 times their minimum specified yield strength . 
The liner strains remained within their specified allowable limits . Refer to Section 
4.4.4 of the DDR for details . 

The analysis indicated that the existing 24 inch prestressed section of the dome 
was able to resist the loads for the LOCA Load Combination . However, it was 
decided to design the new 12 inch concrete cap with sufficient reinforcing steel 
for the entire net membrane tension forces in the meridional and hoop directions 
of the dome that were predicted for the LOCA Load Combination (Figure 4-20). 
This approach was consistent with Section 2605 of ACI 318-63 which permits 
reinforcement to be designed for the total tension predicted in a prestressed 
concrete structure based on the assumption of an uncracked section. The 
design of this reinforcement and of the #6 radial bars is discussed in Section 5.0 
of the DDR, which is summarized again herein Section 4.4 of this report. 

Design of the Dome Repair 

The new concrete cap, nominally 12 inches thick, contains meridional and hoop 
reinforcement consisting of #8, #9, and #11 reinforcing bars. The bars were 
spliced using Cadweld rebar splices. The meridional steel in the new cap was 
spliced to existing meridional steel coming out of the ring girder that was 
"salvaged" when the delaminated cap was removed . Cadweld splices were 
staggered at least 3 ft for both the meridional and hoop reinforcement. The 
concrete outline of the cap is shown in Figures 5-14 and 5-15 of the DDR and the 
reinforcement in the cap is shown in Figures 5-17 through 5-19. Selected 
photographs of dome reinforcement are included below for reference. 
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In addition to the meridional and hoop reinforcement, over 1850 #6 radial 
reinforcing bars structurally connect the new concrete cap to the lower 24 inch 
section of the dome. The details of the #6 radial reinforcement are shown in 
Figure 5-19 of the DDR. These bars are shown in the figure as having a 90' 
hook in the new concrete; however, 180' standard hooks were substituted as 
approved equals. These hooks enclose the upper cap reinforcement, and the 
vertical leg of the #6 extends into the lower concrete section a minimum of 14 
inches. They are spaced on a hexagonal grid at approximately 22 inches apart. 
The construction details for the dome repair are on Drawings SC-421-048 
through -050 and on SC-421-341 through -345 (Reference 11). 

The design for the meridional and hoop reinforcement is described in Section 
5.2.7 of the DDR. The Grade 60 ksi reinforcement was designed to resist, at a 
stress of 0.90 times the minimum specified yield strength (60 ksi) , the membrane 
tensile forces corresponding to the membrane stresses shown in Figure 4-20 for 
the LOCA Load Combination . The area of meridional and hoop reinforcement 
required to resist these membrane forces is compared with that provided in 
Figures 5-20 for meridional reinforcement and in Figure 5-21 for hoop 
reinforcement. As indicated in the figures , the reinforcement provided exceeds 
that required throughout the dome. 

The design and qualification testing of the #6 radial reinforcement are also 
described in Section 5.2 .7 of the DDR. As discussed on Page 5-5a of the DDR, 
the radial reinforcement was sized for the radial tensile stress and corresponding 
tensile force that was calculated to exist at the repair interface between the new 
concrete cap and lower dome. As mentioned previously, the 18 tendons 
detensioned during the investigation were partially retensioned. That limited 
amount of prestressing would induce a minor amount of radial tension stress 
between the new and existing concrete. Additional radial tension would develop 
over time subsequent to 1976 as the lower prestressed dome experienced creep 
deflection, which would "pull" on the partially prestressed concrete cap. The new 
cap would experience only a small amount of creep deflection on its own. The 
predicted change in radial stress in the dome from the time the cap concrete was 
placed in 1976 until today is evident by comparing Figure 5-22 and Figure 5-23 in 
the DDR. The concrete cap started out in 1976 as partially prestressed , but over 
time additional radial tensile stress was produced in the cap due to creep of the 
lower 24 inch section of the dome. Refer to Section 6.1.2.2 of this report for 
additional discussion of this effect. 

As discussed in Section 5.2.7 of the DDR, the radial reinforcement was designed 
to resist, at 0.50 times its minimum specified yield strength (60 ksi), the tensile 
force corresponding to the radial stress of 21.4 psi indicated in Figure 5-23 of the 
DDR. This peak radial tension occurs at the repair interface between the 
concrete cap and lower 24 inch thick dome. Below the repair interface, in the 
lower section of the dome, the radial stresses are compressive as shown in 
Figure 5-23 of the DDR. Referring to Figure 5-19 of the DDR, the # 6 radial 
reinforcing bars are fully developed above the repair interface with the 180' 
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hooks which wrap around the top bars in the concrete cap. These bars are 
embedded below the repair interface a minimum distance of 14 inches into the 1 
inch diameter core holes grouted with Masterflow 814 cement grout. The 
qualification tests discussed in 5.2.7 of the DDR demonstrated that in this 
embedment condition , the #6 bars can develop their yield strength without first 
pulling out. Designed in this manner, the #6 radial reinforcement is intended to 
prevent any future delamination at the repair interface. 

A discussion of radial tension and radial shear is presented in Appendix I of the 
DDR. Radial tension is important in the membrane region of the dome due to D 
+ F and radial shears are potentially important for factored loads around the 
perimeter of the ring girder discontinuity. 

Additional reference photographs from the 1976 repair and restoration work on 
the dome are included in Appendix C of this report . 
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PIC0025.jpg 
Reinforcement for New Concrete 

Pic0027.jpg 
Typical #6 Radial Bars 

Pic0024.jpg 
Dome Reinforcement, Cadwelds & 

EXDosed Prestress Conduit 
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1976 photograph showing hoop and 
meridional reinforcement added to 
new dome concrete. 

1976 photograph showing typical 
radial reinforcement added to new 
dome concrete. 

1976 photograph showing combined 
dome reinforcement, Cadwelds and 
exposed tendon conduits prior to 
pouring new dome concrete. 
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The Structural Integrity Test (SIT) was performed between October 31 , 1976 and 
November 3, 1976. The results are presented in the SIT Report, dated 
December 7, 1976, Reference 3 herein. The structural response of the repaired 
dome during the test was found acceptable and is discussed below. 

During the SIT, displacements of the dome were monitored at ten (10) locations, 
and cracks were mapped over a 6 ft wide whitewashed surface area of the dome, 
centered on Azimuth 200 and extending from the apex to the ring girder. The 
measured displacements were compared with their corresponding predicted 
values as the test progressed through predefined pressure levels (0, 12, 35, 45, 
and 55 psig) to a peak pressure of 63.3 psig , and then reversed through the 
steps back to 0 psig. At each pressure level, after a one hour wait period , the 
structural response was evaluated by structural engineers to determine if the 
behavior of the dome was within predictable limits and thereby acceptable. The 
results of this data are provided in Table 5-1 of this report, with reference to 
specific sections of the SIT Report for details. 

For use during the test, the predicted displacements for the dome were based on 
a Kalnins structural model of the containment for the lower 24 inch dome 
thickness, rather than the entire 36 inch repaired dome thickness. The basis for 
this analysis model follows . With the lower 24 inch dome section under full 
prestress, analysis results indicated that the 24 inch section would remain under 
membrane compression during the test to the peak pressure of 63.3 psig, 
corresponding to 1.15 Pa . However, since the upper 12 inch thick reinforced 
concrete cap was only partially prestressed, it would be under a membrane 
tension stress throughout almost the entire pressure test and would be expected 
to experience cracking . The amount of cracking and corresponding cracked 
section stiffness were difficult to accurately predict prior to the test, even though 
concrete cracking would be controlled by the meridional and hoop reinforcement 
in the cap . Due to the tension stiffening effect of the reinforcement in the cap, 
the 12 inch cap section of the dome has a reduced membrane stiffness which 
depends on the spacing and width of cracks that form. The membrane stiffness 
of the 36 inch dome, uncracked in the lower 24 inch portion and tension-stiffened 
cracked in the upper 12 inch portion, waB expected to ue leB::; than that of a 36 
inch thick uncracked dome. Consequently, the dome displacement response 
during the test was expected to be somewhere between that of the 24 inch and 
36 inch uncracked dome. The dome displacements measured during the test 
were monitored and compared with predicted displacements based on both 24 
inch and 36 inch dome analysis models, with the predicted displacements for the 
24 inch model serving as the basis for the displacement acceptance limits. 

The results in Table 5-1 indicate that the all dome displacements measured were 
less than their predicted values based on the analysis of a 24 inch thick dome. In 
addition, the measured displacement at the dome apex was practically the same 
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as that predicted for a 36 inch uncracked dome, as the result in the table for the 
dome apex indicates. 

Based on the displacement measured at the apex of the dome, the structural 
response to the pressure test was that of a 36 inch dome with an uncracked 
stiffness (Table 5-1). This indicates that the amount of reinforcement in the 12 
inch cap provided substantial tensioning stiffening of the concrete under the 
membrane tension stress state that existed in the concrete cap during the test. 
This conclusion is also consistent with the small crack widths observed in the 
surface of the dome during the test. The surface cracks in the dome cap at peak 
pressure were generally 0.005 inch width or less, which are considered to be 
hairline cracks. Following the test, most of the cracks had closed, and there 
were little to no residual cracks observed. 

The conclusion drawn from these results is that lower crack grouting and the new 
reinforced concrete cap with radial reinforcement, restored the structural integrity 
of the dome. The data present evidence of the behavior of the dome during and 
after the S IT test. 

Cracking of the reinforced concrete cap was expected to occur and was 
documented in Appendix D of the SIT Report, and summarized in Table 5-2 
below. These cracks are to be considered as a reference for comparison with 
cracks as observed during the recent inspection of the dome surface and 
discussed in Section 6.2 of this report. 
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Table 5-1 CR3 Dome Displacements and Cracking During 1976 SIT 

Vertical Dome Displacements at Peak Test Pressure (63.3 psig) from SIT 
Report (SITR) 

LOCATION PREDICTED MEASURED PLOT 
(Gage No.) Table 10.1, pp. 19 and Table 23, p. B-

Refer to Fig 22 (p. B - 20 SITR 4SITR 
2) SITR and Fig 5-9 (24" dome Kalnins model 90, 200, 333 

DDR except as noted) deg azimuth 

Dome apex 0.905" 0.750" 8-38 
(34) 0.75" (36" dome Kalnins 

model) 

4~ spray ring @ R= 28' 9" 0.90" 0.745" 0.715" 8-71 . B-72, B-73 

(164V, 165V, 166V) 0.731 " 

EL 270' 8" 0.215" 0.171" 0.196" B-35, B-36, B-37 

(28V, 29V, 30V) 0.192" 

EL 267' 6" 0.365" 0.297" 0.316" 8-66,8-67, 8-70 

(128V, 129V, 130V) 
0.308" 

Note: Predicted 6's 

are plotted 

incorrectly on these 

plots In the SITR. 

Table 5-2 Dome Crack Mapping at Peak Test Pressure (63.3 psig) from SIT 
Report 

Location Cracks Maps 

Grid 61' (dome apex) to All hairline cracks less than 0.005" 0-28 through 0-30 
45' during test. No residual cracks after 

test. 

Grid 45' to 30' All hairline cracks less than 0.005" 0-25 through 0 -27 
during test, except a few 0.01 " 
noted. Minor local residual haiMine 
cracks after test. 

Grid 15' to 4 ' (dome No cracks except minor local at 63.3 D-19 through 0-21 
base) psig . No residual cracks after test. 
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6.0 INSPECTION RESULTS 

6.1 Concrete Core and Core Hole Inspection 

6.1.1. Introduction 

As discussed in Section 3.0, the CTlGroup NDE work led to further physical 
inspection of the dome concrete by obtaining additional cores. Any significant 
cracking or delamination conditions would be observed in the core sections and 
in the corresponding core hole. 

In total , 30 cores were taken from the dome by Progress Energy (PE) personnel, 
including twenty nine 2 inch diameter cores and one 1 inch diameter core. After 
extraction, the condition of the cores was examined for such features as cracks, 
voids, and epoxied joints. The core holes were inspected for cracks and other 
discontinuities using borescopes. Borescope videos, photographs and 
inspection logs including crack characterization (location and estimated width) 
were developed for each core hole. The engineering evaluation presented in this 
report is based on the information from the Progress Energy inspection records. 
These records contain both qualitative and quantitative information on the bond 
line interface, BLI, (construction joint between the "new" reinforced concrete cap 
and 24 inch lower concrete thickness) and any laminar concrete cracks 
observed. 

6.1.2. Results from Borescope Inspections 

The results of the Progress Energy core hole inspections are summarized in 
Table 6.1-1 below with the 30 core holes grouped as follows: 

a. Seventeen (17) core hole locations where laminar concrete cracks were 
observed. 

b. Eight (8) core hole locations where no concrete cracks were observed. 

c. Five (5) core hole locations that were outside the 1976 repair area of the 
dome. 

The group of 17 core holes with concrete cracks was further divided into two 
groups: 

1. Seven (7) locations with cracks located above the BLI . 

2. Ten (10) core locations with cracks located below the BLI. 

Note, there were no core holes with cracks both above and below the Bll. 

Table 6.1-1 contains four groups of core hole locations. The core holes are 
located on the CTlGroup Dome IR Plot map (from Reference 5) and shown on 
Figure 6.1-1 herein, where they are noted as being in one of the four (4) groups. 
The location of Pour "H" from the original dome construction is also shown in the 
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figure . Pour "H" contains shear reinforcement that was part of the original 
design. The significance of this reinforcement is discussed later in this section . 

The length of cores was in the range of 12 to 14 inches. All cores were deep 
enough to intersect the BLI , but did not extend more than a few inches deeper 
than the BLI. In all cases, the epoxy used in the construction joint (BLI) in 1976 
was found to be present. The condition of the epoxy joint was found to be intact 
and bonded in some cases, and separated, degraded or "inconclusive" in other 
cases. The photographs that are part of each core hole inspection log show the 
condition observed . The inspection logs are included in Appendix E. For all 
cores, the overall width of the BLI was estimated to be less than 10 mils (0.010 
inch), and any separation of the BLI was noted to be less than 5 mils. The lack 
of complete bond of the epoxy at the BLI was observed in some core holes. 
However, complete epoxy bond at the BLI is not required to maintain the 
structural integrity of the repaired dome due to the presence of the #6 radial 
reinforcement across this joint, which is discussed further in Section 7.0. 

6.1 .2.1 Laminar Concrete Cracks 

For the 17 core holes with laminar concrete cracks, the cracks in 10 holes were 
estimated to be less than 5 mils . In the other 7 core holes, the cracks were 
estimated to be less than 7 mils. The presence of epoxy grout in cracks was 
noted in 6 of those 17 core holes. Two of these locations were in the "new" 
concrete cap (Cores 155 and 158), which would not have been grouted in 1976. 
This situation is addressed later where cracks above the BLI are discussed. 

There is either no evidence of epoxy grout or evidence of epoxy grout is 
"inconclusive" in cracks below the BLI in 6 of the core holes. These are Cores 
136,137,144, 145, 149 and 157. As indicated in Figure 6 .1-1 , all of these core 
locations are in Pour "H" of the lower dome, where shear reinforcement exists. 
The 1976 epoxy grouting of cracks using 1 inch diameter core holes was not 
intended to extend into that region of the dome. These grout holes, discussed in 
Section 4 .2 of this report, extended from the apex of the dome out to, but not 
into, Pour "H" as indicated in Figure 6.1-1 . Pour "H" and other pour sections from 
the original dome construction are shown in Figure 4-1 of the DDR. Locations of 
the 1 inch diameter holes are also shown on drawings SC-421-048 and SC-412-
049 (Reference 11), construction drawings issued for the 1976 repair. Therefore, 
any cracks in Pour "H" would have received grout only if the grout flowed into 
Pour "H" as it was injected into the 1 inch diameter core holes outside Pour "H". 
However, it was not the intent to grout any cracks that might exist in Pour "H" due 
to the presence of shear reinforcement in this portion of the dome. Core 130 
shown in Table 6.1-1 is the only case where there is evidence of epoxy grout in a 
crack located within Pour "H". 

The concrete cracks observed in the 17 core holes are small, none exceeding 7 
mils. There is no evidence that the cracks in the lower dome, i.e. those below 
the BLI , are new cracks which have occurred subsequent to the 1976 repair. 
Also, the laminar cracks observed are reinforced by either the original shear 
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reinforcement within Pour "H" or elsewhere by the #6 radial reinforcement 
installed in 1976, which is described in Section 4.0. This shear and radial 
reinforcement has effectively limited the width of these cracks to the 5 mil to 7 mil 
values observed . The significance of the cracks on the structural integrity of the 
dome is addressed in Section 7.0, Structural Evaluation . 

6.1 .2.2 Laminar Cracks above BLI in Concrete Cap 

Refer to Table 6.1-1 and the 7 core holes that contain small laminar cracks 
above the BLI in the "new" concrete cap. These cracks occur 1/8 to 1/2 inch 
above the BLI for 6 of the core holes. For the remaining core hole (154), the 
crack is located approximately 3 inches above the BLI. The explanation for the 
existence of the small laminar cracks is discussed as follows. These may be 
shrinkage cracks caused by the restraint of the lower 24 inch section of the dome 
on the new concrete cap. However, normally shrinkage cracks would be 
expected to be small cracks oriented perpendicular to the in plane joint at the 
BLI, not parallel to the joint as the case here. 

It is more likely that the observed laminar cracks in the new concrete cap were 
caused by creep of the lower 24 inch dome concrete that occurred after the 
completion of the 1976 dome repair. Approximately 50% to 60% of the concrete 
creep that has occurred to the present time occurred subsequent to the 
construction of the concrete cap. The predicted change in radial stress in the 
dome from the time the cap concrete was placed in 1976 until today is evident by 
comparing Figure 5-22 and Figure 5-23 in the DDR. The concrete cap started 
out in 1976 essentially unstressed, but over time radial tensile stress was 
produced in the cap due to creep of the lower dome. In the repaired delaminated 
dome, the lower 24 inch portion remained under full prestress before, during and 
after the construction of the new cap (except for the detensioning and partial 
retensioning of 18 dome tendons). However, the new cap was not fully 
prestressed, but was in effect a reinforced concrete cap, nominally 12 inches 
thick, constructed on the lower 24 inch prestressed dome. 

Over time, the lower 24 inch dome experiences downward deflection due to 
creep of the concrete as a result of membrane prestress compression forces in 
the dome. The lower portion "pulls" the upper concrete cap along with it, which 
does not creep on its own since it was not fully prestressed initially in 1976. Over 
time, the concrete cap gradually develops membrane compression, but to a 
much smaller magnitude than that in the lower thickness of the dome. The upper 
concrete cap is connected to the lower dome by the #6 radial reinforcement that 
ties the two sections together. The stiffness of the concrete-to-concrete 
connection between the two thicknesses is much greater than the axial stiffness 
of the radial reinforcement. Thus, restraint from the upper dome cap to creep 
deflection of the lower dome initially tends to occur mostly at the BLI until cracks 
form . Then the radial reinforcement becomes more engaged and provides the 
restraint. The fact that the cracks observed in the 6 core holes are generally tight 
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cracks, less than 5 mils, and which occur at one general level within % inch of the 
repair bond line interface, is due to the presence of the radial reinforcement. 

Regarding the apparent presence of epoxy noted in cracks for Cores 155 and 
158, it is not clear why these particular cracks would have epoxy, since they 
occur in the concrete cap that was placed in 1976, not the lower dome where 
cracks were grouted. In one case the crack is located 1/8 inch above the BLI 
and 3/8 inch for the other crack. It is possible that what appears to be epoxy may 
actually be deposits such as calcium carbonate, possibly mixed with drillings 
deposited while coring. In any case, the cracks are tight and not structurally 
Significant, considering they are reinforced by the #6 radial bars. 

6.1.2.3 Mobility Values from Dome IR Scan 

The resulting mobility values (from the CTLGroup IR testing, Reference 5) at 
each core location on the dome are included in Table 6.1-1 herein. From the 
table, the lowest mobility values consistently occur in the locations that were 
outside the 1976 repair region of the dome. Those reg ions did not contain a BLI 
or concrete cracks, and the average mobility is 0.39. Additional information is 
also shown in Figure 6.1-1 herein. 

The next highest average mobility value is 1.07 which occurs for the locations on 
the dome where no cracks were found, but the locations did contain a BLI which 
affected the IR readings. 

At the locations on the dome where cracks were found, there is no definite trend 
in mobility values for locations where cracks occur above the BLI versus below 
the BLI. When cracks are above the BLI, the average mobility is 1.14, and when 
cracks are below the BLI, the average is 1 .31 . 

Of note is a comparison of the mobility values where no cracks were found (1.07 
average mobility) with those where cracks exist above the BLI (1.14 average 
mobility). The average mobility values for these two conditions of uncracked 
versus cracked concrete are actually closer together than for the condition where 
cracks exist (1.14 for cracks above the BLI and 1.31 for cracks below the BLI). 

The IR screening method appears to be most useful in distinguishing areas of the 
dome where no indications such as the BLI and concrete cracks exist from those 
areas that have one or both such indications. 
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Core Dome Mobil ity Core 

Location Number Length Oepth Epoxy ? 
(Note 1) (Note 1) 

(CTL) (in.) (in .) Yes/No 

Core locations with Cracks Above Bond line interface 

86 Center 1 18 12.00 11.50 Ve. 

88 Outer 0.95 14.00 10.75 Ve. 

89 Outer 0.90 13.75 12 .13 Ve. 

153 Center 1.12 14.00 12.00 Ve. 

154 Center 1 32 13.50 12.00 No 

155 Center 156 14.50 12.00 Ve. 

158 Center 0.97 14 00 12.00 Yes 

Average 1.14 

Core locations with Cracks Below Bond line Interface 

130 Outer 0.91 14.00 4.50 Ve. 

136 Outer 1.40 14.00 5.25 Ve. 

137 Ou:er 1.13 11 .63 4.50 Yes 

144 Ou:er 1.04 800 4.50 Yes 

145 Outer 1.03 14.50 7.00 Yes 

147 Outer 2.09 14.00 4.50 Ve. 

148 Outer 249 1350 3.50 Ve. 

149 Outer 1.1 8 13.00 450 Ve. 

150 Outer 1.14 14.00 8.00 Yes 

157 Outer 0.66 14.00 6.00 Yes 

Average 1.31 
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TABLE 6.1·1 CORE HOLE BORESCOPE INSPECTION SUMMARY 

Bond Line Interface (BLI) Note 2 
Intact or Condition Joint Width Sep. Width Depth Location 

wrtBLI 
Separated (mils) (mils) lin .) (in.1 

DlSl Above 
BLI (in,) 

Intact Bonded <10 None 11 25 0 .25 

Intact Bonded <10 None 10.25 0.50 

Inlact Bonded <10 None 11.75 0.38 

Separated Degraded <5 <5 11.88 0.13 
Multiple 

Degraded <10 <5 900 3.00 
fractures 

Multiple fractures Degraded <5 <5 11 88 013 

Multiple 
in!ersecling Degraded <10 <5 11 63 038 

fractures 

0.68 

Dist. Below 
BLI (in.1 

Intact With small 
Oegraded <10 <5 7.00 2.50 

voids 
Intact Bonded <10 <5 6.00 0.75 

9.00 3.75 

Intact Not Degraded <10 <5 5.25 0.75 

Intact Not degraded <10 <5 5.50 1.00 

Multiple fradlJres Degraded <10 <5 12.00 5.00 

Intact Bonded <10 <5 600 1.50 

Separated Degraded <10 <5 6.00 250 

Intact Not degraded <10 <5 775 3.25 

Intact Degraded Tight None 12.00 4.00 

Slight sep. Slight degrade <10 <5 10.5 4.50 

2.68 

·18· 

I I I I 
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Cracks Note 2 
Epoxy ? Tight or Width 

Yes/No Separated (milsl 

No Tight <5 

No Tight <5 

No Tight <5 

Inconclusive Tight <5 

Inconclusive Tight <7 

Yes Tight <5 

S I.gh1 
Ve. 

Separation 
<5 

Ve. Separated <5 

No Sep. wI mult 
<7 No fractlJres 

Inconclusive 
Sepwl mlJlIl <7 

fractures 

Inconclusive 
Sepw/mulli <7 

fractures 

Inconclusive 
Sepw multi 

<7 
fractures 

Ve. Separated <7 

Yes Separated <7 

No Tight <5 

Ve. 
Slight 

<5 
Separation 

No Sligh! <5 
separation 

I I I I 
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TABLE 6.1·1 CORE HOLE BORES COPE INSPECTION SUMMARY· CONTINUED 

Core Dome Mobility Core Bond Line Interface (ell Hote2) Cracks lNotc 
location Number Length Depth Epoxy ? Intact or Condition Joint Width Sep. Width Oepth Location Epoxy ? 
INote 1) (Note 1) wrtBLI 

(CTl) (in.) lin.) Yes/No Separated (m ils) . (mils) . (in.) (in.) Yes/No 

Core Locations with No Cracks 

87 Cenler 0.97 13.75 11 .38 V.s Intact Bonded <10 None None 

103 Outer None 13.00 700 V.s Multi fractures Slight degrade <10 <5 None 

131 Ouler 050 7.75 3.00 Yes Intact Not degraded Tighl None None 

135 Outer 1.47 11.25 5.00 V.s Inconclusive Degraded Inconclusive Inconclusrve None 

146 Outer 1.09 14.00 4.00 V.s Intact Not degraded <10 None None 

151 Center 0.86 14.00 12.00 V.s Intact Slight degrade <10 <5 None 

152 Center 141 13.50 1000 V.s Separated Slight degrade <10 <5 None 

156 Center 1.19 14.00 10.00 V.s Slight sep. Slight degrade <10 <5 None 

Average 1.07 

Core locations Outside Dome Repair Area 

90 Outer 0.30 13.75 None None 

91 Outer None 14 None None 

132 Outer 0.48 11 .5 None None 

133 Outer 0.48 11 .25 None None 

134 Outer 0.31 11 .75 None None 

Average 0.39 

Note 1- From CTL Group Report dated 8'30/2010, " Nondestructive Evaluation of Dome Structure" 

Note 2- From Progress Energy "Supplementallnfonnation to Engineering Inspection of Containment Core Drill Holes Performed lAW EC74801" 

Final Signed Borehole Logs 7-16-10 & Verified by PE 

Note 3- Refer to Reference 16 for changes made for Revision 2 
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6.2 Dome Exterior Condition Assessment 
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A visual inspection of the dome surface was conducted on June 14 and 15, 2010 
and was completed in three sections. The first area of interest was the area from 
the apex of the dome down to the first construction joint which was visible at 
about a 30 ft. radius. The next section inspected covered the annular region 
from that construction joint down to the dome transition to the ring girder. Finally 
a brief inspection was completed on the horizontal surface on top of the ring 
girder and adjacent to the vertical tendons. Selected photographs of inspected 
surfaces are included in Appendix B of this report. 

The condition of the dome surface was very good especially considering the 35 + 
year age of the structure. The apex area and entire inner circle area of the apex 
were inspected and there were no structural issues or any cracks observed . 
Soundings made with a hammer all indicated solid material. The construction 
joint at 30 ft. ± was observed as in good condition and tightly closed. There were 
some areas where it was observed that the surface was ground down and 
chipped out with a chipping hammer. It was determined from discussions with 
CTLGroup and Progress Energy personnel that those areas were prepared to 
allow CTLGroup personnel to acquire better readings. 

An irregular edge of the delamination was located around the circumference of 
the dome near the base of the dome in the region of Pour "H". Refer to the DDR, 
Reference 2, Figures 5-14 and 5-15 for a view of the cross section of the 
construction joint that was formed in this region of the dome. The construction 
joint is irregular around the perimeter of the structure, but was observed as in 
good condition and still tightly closed. There were local areas where it was 
evident that the surface had been gone over with grout sometime in the past. 
Some of these areas appeared different in color compared to the overall surface 
area of the dome indicating some surface repair had perhaps been completed 
over the past years. 

Some soundings were done with a hammer and the structure was solid except 
for one or two local areas where there was evidence of a surface patch or grout 
rub that may be soft and degrading. The edge of that patch was easily chipped 
off. There was no indication of any structural discontinuity or distress other than 
that of the surface conditions mentioned. 

Cracks were observed in the lower ring portion of the dome structure. The 
cracks were surface radial cracks, random and not in any consistent patterns. 
They appeared to be shrinkage cracks or cracks that might have occurred due to 
the SIT, which closed upon completion of the test. Crack widths were small and 
were assessed with an optical comparator to be 0.005 to 0.015 inches in width. 
Photographs of these conditions are provided in Appendix B. 

In conclusion, the overall condition of the dome surface is very good with some 
local areas of the dome surface in need of repair to assure protection of 
reinforcement and provide for the long term integrity of the structure. The results 
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of the inspection confirmed that there are no indications of structural distress 
based on visual inspection of the dome surface. 

6.3 Dome Surveillance Surveys 

Upon successful completion of the dome repair effort and SIT test in 1976, 
Progress Energy committed to the USNRC to perform further surveillance of the 
repaired dome structure to assure the continued acceptability of the repairs and 
the long term integrity of the structure. Seven benchmark points were 
established on the dome in 1977. These points were surveyed to determine the 
elevation difference with respect to reference benchmarks located on the top of 
the ring girder. This survey process was considered to provide data that would 
indicate any dome problem similar to the original dome delamination. Surveys 
were taken on the following dates as documented in the Reference 7 letter and 
attachments: 

Baseline Survey 10/23/77 

2nd Survey 6122179 

3rd survey 6/29/80 

4th Survey 11/23/81 

Check Survey 2122182 

5th Survey 8/18/82 

Predicted movements and acceptance criteria for each of the seven (7) 
benchmark locations were established by engineering prior to the beginning of 
the surveys. The date, operating condition of the plant, interior containment 
temperature, and exterior temperature were documented for each survey . 

When one of the surveys yielded data which was out of range of the acceptance 
criteria, an engineering study was performed considering solar radiation, interior 
temperature, and thermal effects on the structure. See Reference 8 for 
additional data. 

The results of these surveys up to 1982 resulted in the conclusion that the dome 
repair was intact and there was no repeat of the earlier delamination condition. 
These surveys are documented in the letters, reports and data presented in 
References 7, 8, 9 and 10. In addition , selected data providing benchmark 
locations and results from the surveys have been included in Appendix D of this 
report. 

These surveys provided data and displacement comparisons from periodic 
evaluations of the dome structure. This method for checking the condition of the 
dome was discussed in the Reference 7 documentation and was accepted by the 
NRC as a valid method for periodic review of the repaired dome structure. 
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7.0 

7.1 

STRUCTURAL EVALUATION 

Introduction 
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The inspection results for the dome concrete based on 30 core hole locations on 
the dome are presented and evaluated in Section 6.1, Refer to Table 6,1-1 for a 
summary of the inspection results at each core hole location, 

The redesign and repairs for the delaminated dome in 1976 are discussed in 
Section 4 .0. The design characteristics of the repaired structure provide the 
basis for the structural evaluation of the dome for the current conditions noted in 
the recent inspections , 

7.2 Overall Inspection Findings 

Of the 30 core hole locations, 13 locations were either outside the 1976 
delaminated dome repair area or were within the dome repair region and did not 
show evidence of concrete cracks. (5 cores were outside, and 8 were within 
repair region without cracks), 

For the remaining 17 core holes, small laminar cracks, less than 7 mils in width, 
were noted, Of these, in 7 core holes there are small , tight , laminar cracks above 
the BLI less than 5 mils in width, 6 within Y, inch of the BLI. In the remaining 10 
core holes there are small laminar cracks less than 7 mils in width below the Bll , 
within an average distance of approximately 3 inches from the BLI, The BLI is 
the construction joint between the new 12 inch thick (nominal) concrete cap 
constructed on the lower 24 inch thick concrete dome during the 1976 repair . 

In all but one of the core holes within the 1976 dome repair region, the epoxy 
bonding agent is present in the BLI, In the inspection records, the condition of 
the epoxy joint was noted to be intact and bonded in some cases, and separated, 
degraded or inconclusive in other cases. In all cases, the width of the BLI was 
estimated to be less than 10 mils and any separation of the BLI was noted as 
being less than 5 mils, Photographs that accompany each core hole inspection 
log show the particular condition . Core hole inspection logs are provided in 
Appendix E . 

7.3 Laminar Concrete Cracks 

7.3.1. Origin 

As part of the 1976 dome repair, epoxy was injected laterally into over 1850, 1 
inch diameter core holes to grout laminar cracks in the lower 24 inch dome 
(Section 4.2, herein). The extent of the grout holes extended from the apex of 
the dome out to Pour "H" in the originally constructed dome as indicated in Figure 
6.1-1 , Since Pour "H" contains shear reinforcement, it was not considered 
necessary to extend grouting operations into that region of the dome. In the case 
of the 1 0 core holes w ith laminar cracks below the BLI , there is evidence of 
epoxy grout injected in 1976 in 4 of the holes, All 4 are located in the dome 
region which was grouted outside Pour "H". For the remaining 6 core holes, the 
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epoxy grout is not evident or evidence is inconclusive. However, as discussed in 
Section 6.1.2.1 and as shown in Figure 6.1-1, each of these 6 locations exists 
within the Pour "H" region of the dome, which was not intentionally grouted. 
Therefore, none of the laminar cracks noted in the lower dome (below the BLI) 
are new cracks that have occurred subsequent to the 1976 dome repair. 

In the case of the laminar cracks at the 7 core locations above the BLI, these 
cracks are believed to be due to the effect of the creep of the lower dome over 
time subsequent to the 1976 repair. This condition was discussed in Section 
6.1.2.2. 

In conclusion, the laminar cracks noted during the inspection: (1) are not new 
cracks (i.e., cracks not grouted in 1976) in the lower 24 inch dome below the BLI ; 
(2) are not unexpected in the concrete cap above the BLI, considering the effect 
of lower dome creep; and (3) have remained small, less than 7 mils in width. 

7.3.2. Reinforcement for Cracks 

The small width of the laminar cracks is attributed to the existence of the more 
than 1850 #6 radial reinforcing bars in the repaired dome installed in the 1 inch 
diameter core holes and to the shear reinforcement in the original dome in Pour 
"H" (including shear reinforcement in Pours "G" and "F" and into the ring girder). 
This reinforcement has demonstrated its effectiveness in controlling the width of 
the laminar cracks, which is evident from the inspection results . 

As discussed in Section 4.4, the radial reinforcement was designed in 1976 to 
prevent a future delamination at the BLI due to radial tension that was predicted 
to occur due to creep of the lower 24 inch thickness of the dome. The radial 
reinforcement was designed to resist, at 0.50 times its minimum specified yield 
strength (60 ksi), the tensile force corresponding to the radial stress of 21.4 psi 
indicated in Figure 5-23 of the DDR. This peak radial tension occurs at the 
construction joint (BLI) between the concrete cap and lower 24 inch thick dome. 
Below the construction joint, in the lower 24 inch dome, the radial stress is 
compressive . As discussed in Section 4.4, the # 6 radial reinforcing bars are fully 
developed above the construction joint with the 180 degree hooks which wrap 
around the top bars in the concrete cap. These bars are embedded below the 
construction jOint a minimum distance of 14 inches into the 1 inch diameter core 
holes grouted with Masterflow 814 cement grout. Qualification tests 
demonstrated that in this embedment condition, the #6 bars can develop their 
yield strength without first pulling out. Designed in this manner, the #6 radial 
reinforcement is intended to prevent a future delamination at the construction 
joint. The #6 radial reinforcement also serves to reinforce the dome for the types 
of small laminar cracks found during the inspection, and control the width of 
these cracks. 
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7.4 

7.5 

7.3.3. Meridional and Hoop Reinforcement 
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In addition to radial and shear reinforcement, the concrete cap is heavily 
reinforced with meridional and hoop reinforcement in the plane of the dome. The 
reinforcement is designed to resist the membrane tension forces predicted for the 
LOCA load condition, which is discussed in Section 4.0. The design is not 
affected by the small laminar cracks observed, which are reinforced and 
controlled by the radial and shear reinforcement discussed previously. 

Bond Line Interface 

At those core locations where the condition of the BLI is noted to be either 
separated , inconclusive, or degraded, photographs of the particular condition are 
provided in Appendix E. These are the core hole logs for Cores 103, 130, 135, 
145, 148, 150,152,153, 154, 155,156, 157, and 158. Based on the appearance 
of the conditions shown in the photographs and the small widths noted for the 
BLI joint, it is concluded that the #6 radial reinforcement and shear reinforcement 
in Pour "H" have effectively reinforced the joint in the same manner described in 
Section 7.3.2 , as was intended in the 1976 redesign and repair of the dome. 

The structural integrity of the dome is not affected by the lack of complete epoxy 
bond at the BLI observed in some core holes, due to the existence of the #6 
radial reinforcement and shear reinforcement. Tension perpendicular to the BLI 
(radial tension) is resisted by this reinforcement, not by the tensile strength of the 
epoxy joint. Also, any shear stress occurring in the plane of the joint (horizontal 
shear stress) would be resisted in shear friction with the reinforcement and 
roughened joint acting in concert. Such horizontal shear stress would be a 
"VO/lb" shear stress associated with transverse shear, V, (similar to beam shear) 
acting in the dome. However, as indicated by Figure 4-27 of the DDR, along with 
Figure 4-1 , transverse shear in the dome is limited to the region of the dome that 
extends out from the ring girder to around Station 152.5 deg ., which is reinforced 
by shear reinforcement provided in the original design and construction . This 
shear reinforcement extends out to the junction of Pours "H" and "J" as shown in 
Figure 4-1 of the DDR. Beyond the region where shear reinforcement exists 
towards the dome apex, the transverse shear stress is a minimum value of less 
than 10 psi (Figure 4-27 of DDR), and the associated horizontal "VO/lb" shear 
stress on the BLI Is small and can be resisted by the #6 radial reinforcement in 
shear friction. 

Structural Evaluation Conclusion 

The conditions of small laminar concrete cracks and incomplete bond at the BLI 
observed during core hole inspections at some locations on the dome do not 
affect the structural integrity of the dome and its ability to resist the loading 
combinations within criteria described in the DDR. The origin of the laminar 
cracks is understandable, however, there is no indication that there are new 
cracks in the lower level dome concrete that have occurred subsequent to the 
1976 dome repair. The reinforcement added to the original dome as part of the 
repair is effective reinforcement for the conditions observed, as discussed herein. 
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Therefore, the design basis of the containment dome as established in the DDR 
is unaffected by the inspection data discussed in this report. 

B.O CONCLUSIONS 

The evaluations as discussed herein have resulted in the following conclusions . 

1. 

2 . 

3. 

Based on a review of the inspection data for 30 core holes, 
WorleyParsons has concluded that the dome structure is still in the 
condition as addressed by the original Dome Delamination Report 
(Reference 2). Repairs as completed in 1976 are intact and performing in 
accordance with the licensed design basis for the plant. 

Based on the core hole and crack evaluations, WorleyParsons concluded 
that there are no significant anomalies, discrepancies, or structural issues 
which would affect the overall structural integrity of the dome structure. 

The dome exterior surface was observed to be in good condition with 
some dome exterior surface irregularities and conditions that represent 
normal aging of the concrete structure, such as some narrow width 
shrinkage cracks. 

9.0 RECOMENDATIONS 

Based on the results and conclusions of th is evaluation , the following 
recommendations are provided for Progress Energy's consideration: 

1. The containment structure will experience major load changes following 
the repair of the cylinder wall when the vertical and hoop tendons that 
were detensioned for the wall repair are retensioned . Another major load 
change will occur when the SIT is performed. Because of these load 
changes, WorleyParsons recommends inspection of the 1976 construction 
joint, which exists between the upper and lower portions of the dome. It is 
noted that the structural evaluation presented in th is report indicates that 
the dome, in its current condition , should not be damaged during 
retensioning of the cylinder or during the SIT. The implementation of the 
following inspection will validate that damage does not occur during these 
required load changes . 

The inspection would be performed using the physical data in 6 existing 
core holes as a baseline. One core hole should be inspected in each of 
the 6 bays of the dome. Refer to Appendix F of this report for background 
and discussion regarding recommended physical inspection data . 
Recommended time intervals for this inspection are defined as follows: 

a. Prior to tendon retensioning , establish a new inspection baseline for 
the 6 selected core holes. 
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b. After retensioning of the tendons that were detensioned for the wall 
repair, perform an inspection in the 6 selected core holes . These 
inspection results are to be compared to the baseline values 
defined in Item a. 

c. After the SIT, perform an inspection in the 6 selected core holes. 
These inspection results are to be compared to the baseline values 
established prior to beginning the SIT. 

d. Determine the need for continued core hole inspections based on 
results to date, including consideration of inspection at the next 
tendon surveillance. 

2. Periodically inspect the dome surface for surface cracks. Some criteria for 
inspection are provided in Appendix F of this report. The periodic IWL 
visual inspections would meet this requirement. 

3. Repair and restore local areas of the dome surface to provide for 
adequate cover over reinforcement and a sound watertight surface finish . 

10.0 REFERENCES 

The following references were utilized for the preparation of this evaluation 
report. 

Ref. No. Reference Description 

1 Not Used 

2 
Crystal River # 3 Dome Delamination Report, DDR 
Final Report, revised 12/10/76 

Crystal River Unit 3 Nuclear Generating Plant 
3 Reactor Containment Building (SIT) Structural Integrity Test, 

GAl Report No. 1930, December 7, 1976 

4 
Borescope Log Sheets and applicable videos as received from 
Progress Energy, 07/16/10. See Appendix E. 

5 
CTL Group Report submittal, August 30,2010 
Nondestructive Evaluation of Dome Structure 

6 
CTL Group Report of January 22,2010, Nondestructive evaluation 
of Delamination in a Concrete Containment Wall Structure. 

Crystal River Unit 3 Dome Survey Evaluation, Issued from 
7 Gilbert/Commonwealth , December 17, 1982, Letter No. FCS-3161 

(Presents survey data from all surveys performed through 8/18/82). 

8 Crystal River Unit 3 Dome Surveillance Evaluation Report, Issued 
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from Gilbert/Commonwealth, March 5, 1982, Letter No. FCS-2061 . 

Crystal River Unit 3 Dome Surveillance Report Evaluation , Issued 
from Gilbert/Commonwealth, February 23,1982, Letter No. FCS-
2032. 

Dome Surveillance Program Acceptance Criteria, Internal 
Gilbert/Commonwealth Memo to F. L. Moreadith from J. C. Herr, 
April 6, 1977. (Establishes bases for Dome Survey Vertical 
Movement) 

Progress Energy Drawings: SC-421-041 and -342 (Rev. 1); SC-
421-043 and -344 (Rev. 0); SC-421-045 (Rev. 1), SC-421-048 and 
SC-421-049 (Rev. 0); SC-421-050 (Rev. 2) 

ACI 224R-01, Control of Cracking in Concrete Structures 

ACI 349.3R-02, Evaluation of Existing Nuclear Safety-Related 
Concrete Structures 

ACI 318-08 Building Code Requirements for Structural 
Concrete(ACI318-08) and Commentary 

E-mail from Martin Souther (Progress Energy) to John Archer 
(WorleyParsons), Subject CTL Report, August 30,2010 

E-mail from Virgil Gunter (Progress Energy) to John Archer 
(WorleyParsons), Subject: Corrected Core Bore Log 149 and 154, 
September 24,2010 
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APPENDIX A SELECTED PAGES FROM 
DOME DELAMINATION REPORT 

APPENDIX B DOME EXTERIOR PHOTOGRAPHS 

APPENDIXC 1976 DOME REPAIR PHOTOGRAPHS 

APPENDIX D DOME SURVEILLANCE SURVEY DATA 

APPENDIXE CORE HOLE INSPECTION LOGS 

APPENDIX F ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA FOR 
CONCRETE CRACK WIDTHS 
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ADAPT CORPORATION 

I 
I 

1733 Woodside Road, Suite 220, Redwood City, CA 94061 USA 

I Tel: (650) 306 2400, Fax: (650) 364 4678 

E-mail: support@adaptsoft.com. Web site: www.adaptsoft.com 

I 
I 

ADAPT-FELT Standard 4.07 

I 
I 

ADAPT POST-TENSIONING STRESS LOSS & ELONGATION PROGRAM 

I 
I 

LICENSED TO: DSI, USA Inc. 

This program calculates the long-term and immediate stress losses in a 

post-

tensioned tendon. It outputs the elongations at the stressing ends and the 

final stress profile along the tendon. 

DATE: Jun 5, 2012 

15:16:12 

PROJECT TIT L E 

CR3 Post-Tensioning 

S P E C I F I C TIT L E : 

Hoop Tendons - To calculate prestress stresses at different stages 

LON G - T E R M LOS S CAL C U L A T ION S 

TIME: 
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INPUT PARAMETERS 

Long-term stress losses due to shrinkage, creep, elastic 

shortening and stress-relaxation are estimated to a 

total lump sum of .. ..... .. ...... .. ...... . .......... .. . . 26.98 

FRICTION & E LON GAT ION CAL C U L A T ION S 

INPUT PARAMETERS : 

Coefficient of angular friction (meu) .. ..... .... ... . . .16000 

Coefficient of wobble friction (K) .... ... ..... .. .... . .00030 

Ultimate strength of strand .... . ... . 240.00 

Ratio of jacking stress to strand's ultimate strength .67 

Anchor set ............... .. ....... .. ......... .. .... . .22 

Cross- sectional area of strand ....... . . . ........ . . . . 9.723 

Total Number of Strands per Tendon ........... ... .... . 1 

Modulus of elasticity of strand .. ..... . . . . ... .. ... . . 29000.00 

STRESSING ... . ... . .......... . .......... ... . ... ..... . . AT BOTH 

LEGEND : 

P ..... .. Tendon profile type defined as: l=reversed parabola; 

2=partial/regular parabola; 3=harped; 4=general 

ksi 

/ radian 

rad/ft 

ksi 

inch 

inch"'2 

ksi 

ENDS 

X1/L etc horizontal distances to control points in geometry of the 

tendon divided by span length 

Stresses tabulated are after anchor set but before long-term losses. 

TENDON ID, GEOMETRY AND STRESS PROFILE (CR3 - Hoop Tendons) 

LENGTH < TENDON HEIGHT in.> Horizontal ratios <- STRESS (ksi) 

-> 

SPAN ft 

right 

P start center right X1/L X2/L X3/L start center 

-1----2-----3----4------5------6-------7----8----9--------10------11------
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1 16.10 4 (angle changes . 0) 

141.18 

2 122.14 4 (angle changes 103 . 4 ) 

141 . 18 

3 16.10 4 (angle changes .0 ) 

140 . 41 

154.34 ft (total length of tendon) 

SUMMARY 

Average initial stress (after release) .. . ............... . 

Long term stress losses . .... . .......... . ... . ........... . 

Final average stress ... . ... .. ... .. .. ... ... ... ... ... .... . 

Final average force in tendon ... . . . .............. . ..... . 

Anchor set influence from left pull (150.48ksi; . 627 ) 

Anchor set influence from right pull (150.49ksi; . 627) 

Elongation at left pull before anchor set .... . ..... .. . . . 

Elongation at right pull before anchor set ............. . 

Elongation at left pull after anchor set .. .. . . ... . . .. .. . 

Elongation at right pull after anchor set . .. . . ... . _ . . . ,_ 

To tal elongation after anchor set ... . .... . ........... .. . 

Ratio of total elongation to 

tendon length after anchor set 

inch / ft 

Jacking force .... . ....... .. ... . .... .. .... . ...... .. ... .. . 

CRITICAL STRESS RATIOS , 

At stressing .669; At anchorage .585; Max along tendon .627 

DETAIL OF STRESSES AT 1 / 20TH POINTS ALONG EACH SPAN 

140.41 140.80 

141.18 135.81 

141.18 140.80 

143.35 ksi 

26.98 ksi 

116. 3 7 ksi 

1131.50 k 

38.64 ft 

38.64 ft 

8.73 inch 

.86 inch 

8.51 inch 

.64 inch 

9.16 inch 

.059318 

1561.12 k 

============================================================================= 

Units are in ksi 

X/ L Span 1 Span 2 Span 3 
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.00 140 . 41 

.05 140 . 45 

.10 140.49 

.15 140.53 

.20 140.56 

.25 140.60 

.30 140.64 

.35 140.68 

. 40 140.72 

.45 140.76 

.50 140.80 

.55 140.84 

.60 140.87 

.65 140.91 

.70 140.95 

.75 140.99 

.80 141.03 

. 85 141.07 

.90 141.11 

.95 141.14 

1. 00 141.18 

141.18 

143.76 

146.30 

148.79 

149.73 

147.31 

144.94 

142.60 

140.30 

138.04 

135 . 81 

138.04 

140.30 

142 . 60 

144 . 94 

147 . 31 

149 . 73 

148.79 

146 . 30 

143 . 76 

141.18 

Crystal River 3 
Containment Restoration Assessment 

Prepared for Duke Energy 

141.18 

141.15 

141.11 

141.07 

141.03 

140.99 

140.95 

140.91 

140 . 88 

140 . 84 

140 . 80 

140 . 76 

140 . 72 

140 . 68 

140 . 64 

140.60 

140 . 57 

140.53 

140.49 

140 . 45 

140.41 

TENDON HEIGHT AT 1/20TH POINTS ALONG EACH SPAN 

Units are in inch 

X/L 

.00 

.05 

.10 

.15 

Span 1 

.00 

.00 

.00 

. 00 

Span 2 

.00 

.00 

.00 

. 00 

Span 3 

.00 

.00 

.00 

. 00 

@ ZAPATA -
-
-
-

-

-
-
-

-
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.20 .00 .00 .00 

.25 .00 .00 .00 

.30 .00 .00 .00 

.35 .00 .00 .00 

.40 .00 .00 .00 

.45 .00 .00 .00 

.50 .00 .00 .00 

.55 . 00 .00 .00 

.60 .00 . 00 . 00 

.65 .00 .00 .00 

.70 . 00 .00 .00 

.75 .00 .00 .00 

.80 . 00 .00 .00 

.85 .00 .00 .00 

.90 .00 .00 .00 

.95 .00 .00 .00 

1 . 00 .00 .00 .00 

DETAILED POLYLINE INFORMATION 

============================================================================= 

SPAN 

1 

LENGTH 

(tt) 

16.10 

TYPE 

4 

x 
(ft) 

.00 

. 81 

1. 61 

2.42 

3.22 

4.02 

4.83 

5.64 

6.44 

7.25 

8.05 

8.86 

9 . 66 

Y 

(in . ) 

.00 

. 00 

.00 

.00 

.00 

. 00 

.00 

.00 

.00 

.00 

.00 

.00 

.00 

BETA 

degree 

.00 

.00 

.00 

.00 

. 00 

.00 

.00 

.00 

.00 

.00 

.00 

. 00 

.00 
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10.47 .00 .00 -
11.27 .00 .00 

12.08 .00 .00 -12.88 .00 .00 

13.69 .00 .00 

14.49 .00 .00 

15.30 .00 .00 

16 . 10 .00 .00 

2 122.14 4 .00 .00 .00 

6.11 .00 5.17 

12.21 .00 5 . 17 

18.32 .00 5.17 

24.43 .00 5 . 17 

30.54 .00 5.17 

36.64 .00 5.17 

42.75 . 00 5.17 

48.86 .00 5.17 

54.96 .00 5.17 

61.07 .00 5 . 17 

67.18 .00 5.17 

73.28 .00 5.17 

79 . 39 .00 5.17 

85.50 .00 5.17 

91.61 .00 5.17 

97.71 .00 5.17 

103.82 .00 5.17 

109.93 .00 5.17 

116 . 03 .00 5 . 17 

122.l4 .00 5.17 

3 16.10 4 .00 .00 .00 

.81 .00 .00 

1. 61 .00 .00 

2.42 .00 . 00 

3.22 .00 .00 

4.02 . 00 .00 

4.83 .00 .00 

5.64 .00 .00 

6.44 .00 .00 
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7.25 .00 .00 

8.05 .00 .00 

8.86 .00 .00 

9.66 .00 .00 

10.47 .00 . 00 

11.27 .00 . 00 

12.08 .00 . 00 

12.88 .00 .00 

13.69 .00 . 00 

14 .49 .00 . 00 

15.30 .00 . 00 

16.10 .00 .00 
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ADAPT CORPORATION 
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ADAPT POST-TENSIONING 

ADAPT-FELT Standard 4.07 

STRESS LOSS & ELONGATION PROGRAM 

LICENSED TO: DSI, USA Inc. 

This program calculates the long-term and immediate stress losses in a 

post-

tensioned tendon. It outputs the elongations at the stressing ends and the 

final stress profile along the tendon. 

DATE: Jun 5, 2012 

15:11:l3 

PRO J E C T TIT L E 

CR3 Post-Tensioning 

SPECIFIC TITLE: 

Hoop Tendons - To calculate prestress stresses before seating only 

F RIC T ION & E LON GAT ION CAL C U L A T ION S 

INPUT PARAMETERS 

TIME: 

-
-
-
-

-
-
-
-
-

-
-

-
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-
-

-
-
-

-

-

-
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Coefficient of angular friction (meu) ...... . ...... " .. 

Coefficient of wobble friction (K) ... . ......... .. ... . 

Ultimate strength of strand .. . .... . . 

Ratio of jacking stress to strand's ultimate strength 

Anchor set ... .. ...... .. ........ . . ........ .. ........ . 

Cross-sectional area of strand . .. ....... . .......... . 

@ ZAPATA 
.16000 !radian 

.00030 rad!ft 

240 . 00 

.67 

.00 

9.723 

ksi 

inch 

inch"'2 

Total Number of Strands per Tendon..... . . ........ .. .. 1 

Modulus of elasticity of strand . .. ....... .. .. . . 29000.00 ksi 

STRESSING ... . ....... .. ......... . .... . ... . •..... . .... AT BOTH ENDS 

LEGEND , 

P ... .. . . Tendon profile type defined as: l=reversed parabolai 

2=partial!regular parabola; 3=harped; 4=general 

X1!L etc horizontal distances to control points in geometry of the 

tendon divided by span length 

Stresses tabulated are after anchor set but before long-term losses. 

TENDON ID, GEOMETRY AND STRESS PROFILE (CR3 - Hoop Tendons NSL) 

LENGTH < TENDON HEIGHT in.> Horizontal ratios <- STRESS (ksi) 

-> 

SPAN ft 

right 

P start center right X1!L X2 !L X3!L start center 

-1- --- 2-----3----4- - ----5------6-------7----8----9--------10------11------

12-

1 16.10 4 (angle changes . 0) 160.56 160.17 

159.79 

2 122 . 14 4 (angle changes 103.4) 159.79 135.81 

159.79 

3 16.10 4 (angle changes .0) 159.79 160.17 

160.56 

154 . 34 ft (total length of tendon) 

SUMMARY 

Average initial stress (after release) ..... . .... . ....... . 150.13 ksi 
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Long term stress losses 

Final average stress ...... . ......... .. .. . ...... . .. .. ... . 

Final average force in tendon . .. .. . . _ .... . .. .. . _ .... . .. . 

Anchor set influence from left pull (160.56ksi; .669 ) 

Anchor set influence from right pull (160.56ksi; .669 ) 

Elongation at left pull before anchor set . .. . ...... . ... . 

Elongation at right pull before anchor set .... _ .... . ... . 

Elongation at left pull after anchor set ...... . ... . .... . 

Elongation at right pull after anchor set ...... . .. . . .. . . 

Total elongation after anchor set . . ....... _ ... . _ . . . _. _ .. 

Ratio of total elongation to 

tendon length after anchor set 

inch / ft 

Jacking force .... . .. , ......... .... .... . .. ... . . ... . .. . .. . 

CRITICAL STRESS RATIOS : 

At stressing .669 ; At anchorage . 669; Max along tendon .669 

DETAIL OF STRESSES AT 1 / 20TH POINTS ALONG EACH SPAN 

.00 ksi 

150.13 ks i 

1459.68 k 

.00 ft 

. 00 ft 

8.73 inch 

.86 inch 

8.73 inch 

.86 inch 

9.59 inch 

.062121 

1561.12 k 

= =========~======================~==================== ======================= 

Units are in ksi 

X/ L Span 1 Span 2 Span 3 

.00 160.56 159.79 159 . 79 

.05 160.52 157.21 159.82 

. 1 0 160.48 154.67 159.86 

.15 16 0 .44 152.18 159.90 

.20 160.40 149.73 159.94 

.25 16 0 .37 147 . 31 159.98 

. 3 0 16 0 .33 144.94 16 0 .02 

.35 160.29 142.60 160.06 

.40 160.25 140.30 160.10 

.45 160.21 l38.04 160.13 

-

-

-
-
-
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.50 160.17 135.81 160.17 - .55 160.13 138.04 160.21 

.60 160.10 140.30 160.25 

.65 160.06 142.60 160.29 

.70 160.02 144.94 160.33 

.75 159.98 147.31 160.37 

- .80 159.94 149.73 160.40 

.85 159.90 152.18 160.44 

. 90 159.86 154 . 67 160.48 

.95 159.82 157.21 160.52 

1. 00 159.79 159.79 160.56 

-
-
- TENDON HEIGHT AT 1!20TH POINTS ALONG EACH SPAN 

============================================================================= 

Units are in inch 

X!L Span 1 Span 2 Span 3 

.00 .00 .00 .00 - .05 .00 .00 .00 

.10 .00 .00 .00 - .15 .00 .00 .00 

.20 .00 .00 .00 

.25 .00 .00 .00 - .30 .00 .00 . 00 

.35 .00 .00 .00 - .40 .00 .00 .00 

.45 .00 .00 .00 

.50 .00 .00 .00 

.55 .00 .00 .00 

.60 .00 .00 .00 

- .65 .00 .00 .00 

-
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.70 .00 .00 .00 -

.75 .00 .00 .00 

.80 . 00 .00 .00 -. 85 .00 .00 .00 

.90 .00 .00 .00 

.95 .00 .00 .00 

1. 00 . 00 .00 .00 

DETAILED POLYLINE INFORMATION 

-
SPAN LENGTH TYPE X Y BETA 

(tt) (tt) (in. ) degree -
----- - ---- - ---- - -------------------------------------------

1 16.10 4 . 00 .00 .00 

.81 .00 .00 

1. 61 . 00 .00 

2.42 .00 .00 

3.22 .00 .00 

4 . 02 .00 .00 

4.83 . 00 .00 

5.64 .00 .00 

6.44 .00 .00 -
7.25 .00 .00 

8.05 .00 .00 

8.86 .00 .00 

9.66 .00 .00 

10.47 .00 .00 -11.27 .00 .00 

12.08 .00 .00 

12 . 88 .00 .00 -
13.69 .00 .00 

14.49 .00 . 00 

15.30 . 00 . 00 

16 . 10 . 00 .00 

2 122.14 4 .00 .00 . 00 

... 



.-
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6.11 .00 5.17 

.... 12.21 .00 5.17 

18 . 32 . 00 5.17 

24.43 .00 5.17 ... 30 . 54 . 00 5.17 

36.64 .00 5 . 17 

42 . 75 .00 5.17 

48.86 .00 5.17 

54.96 .00 5.17 

61.07 .00 5.17 

67.18 .00 5.17 

73.28 .00 5.17 .-
79.39 .00 5.17 

85.50 .00 5.17 
.- 91. 61 .00 5.17 

97 . 71 .00 5.17 

103 . 82 .00 5.17 .-
109.93 .00 5 . 17 

116.03 .00 5.17 ... 122.14 .00 5.17 

3 16.10 4 .00 .00 .00 

.81 .00 .00 

1. 61 .00 .00 

2.42 .00 .00 

3.22 .00 .00 

4.02 .00 .00 .... 
4.83 .00 .00 

5.64 .00 .00 

.... 6.44 .00 .00 

7 . 25 .00 .00 

8 . 05 .00 .00 

8.86 .00 .00 

9 . 66 . 00 .00 

10.47 .00 .00 

11.27 .00 .00 

12.08 .00 .00 

12 . 88 . 00 . 00 

13.69 .00 .00 

14.49 .00 .00 
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15.30 

16.10 

.00 

.00 

.00 

.00 

@ ZAPATA 

-

-
-
-
-
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ADAPT-FELT Standard 4.07 

ADAPT POST-TENSIONING STRESS LOSS & ELONGATION PROGRAM 

LICENSED TO, DSI, USA Inc . 

This program calculates the 10n9- term and immediate stress losses in a 

post-

tensioned tendon. It outputs the elongations at the stressing ends and the 

final stress profile along the tendon. 

DATE, Jun 5, 2012 TIME, 

15,37,39 

PRO J E C T TIT L E 

CR3 Post-Tensioning 

SPECIFIC 

Vertical Tendons - To calculate prestress stresses at different stages 

LON G - T E R M LOS S CAL C U L A T ION S 
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INPUT PARAMETERS 

Long-term stress losses due to shrinkage, creep, elastic 

shortening and stress-relaxation are estimated to a 

total lump sum of .. . .. . ....... . .. . ...... . ....... . ... . . . 16.14 

F RIC T ION & E LON GAT ION CAL C U L A T ION S 

INPUT PARAMETERS , 

Coefficient of angular friction (meu) ....... . . . ... '" .16000 

Coefficient of wobble friction {K) ..... ... ...... _._ .. . 00030 

Ultimate strength of strand . . ...... . 240.00 

Ratio of jacking stress to strandls ultimate strength .58 

Anchor set ...... . .. .. ...... . ...... .. ..... . .. . .... . . . .77 

Cross-sectional area of strand .. . .. .. . _ ....... . 9.723 

Total Number of Strands per Tendon . ... . _ .. _ ... _ _ .. ... 1 

Modulus of elastici ty of strand ... . ......... . .. . ... . 29000 . 00 

STRESSING . .. ................ . ...... .. . . . ... . . . ..... . AT LEFT 

LEGEND , 

P ...... . Tendon profile type defined as: l=reversed parabolai 

2~partial/regular parabola; 3~harped; 4~general 

ksi 

/radian 

rad/ft 

ksi 

inch 

inch A 2 

ksi 

END 

X1/L etc horizontal distances to control points in geometry of the 

tendon divided by span length 

Stresses tabulated are after anchor set but before long-term losses. 

TENDON ID, GEOMETRY AND STRESS PROFILE (CR3 - Vertical Tendons) 

LENGTH < TENDON HEIGHT in . > Horizontal ratios <- STRESS (ksi) 

-> 

SPAN ft P start center right X1/L X2/L X3/L start center 

right 

-1----2-----3--- -4----- -5------6-------7----8 ---- 9--------10------11------

12-

-
-
-
-

-

-
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1 187.00 1 .00 .00 .00 .05 . 50 .05 122 . 26 126.13 

129.90 

187.00 ft (total length of tendon) 

SUMMARY 

Average initial stresS (after release) ........ _._ ...... . . 126.12 ksi 

Long term stress losses ... .. ... .. .... ... ... . ... ... ..... . 16.14 ksi 

Final average stress .......... .. ..... . ... . ............. . 109.97 ksi 

Final average force in tendon ... . ... . . _ ... .. .... _ ... . _ .. 1069.27 k 

Anchor set influence from left pull (l29.90ksi; .541) 187.00 ft 

Elongation at left pull before anchor set . ......... .. .. . 10.53 inch 

Elongation at left pull after anchor set .......... . .. _ . . 9.76 inch 

Total elongation afte~ anchor set .. . . .. .. . .. . . _, . .. ... . . 9.76 inch 

Ratio of total elongacion to 

tendon length after anchor set .052186 

inch / ft 

Jacking force .... . .. . ...... . . . ..... .. .. . . . ............. . 1360.44 k 

CRITICAL STRESS RATIOS , 

At stressing .583; At anchorage .541; Max along tendon .541 

DETAIL OF STRESSES AT 1/20TH POINTS ALONG EACH SPAN 

============================================================================= 

Units are in ksi 

X/ L Span 1 

.00 122.26 

. 05 122 . 66 

.10 123.05 



" Dulce _ Energy. 
.15 123.44 

.20 123.83 

. 25 124 . 21 

.30 124.60 

.35 124.98 

.40 125.37 

.45 125.75 

.50 126 . 13 

.55 126.52 

.60 126.90 

.65 127.27 

.70 127 . 65 

.75 128 . 03 

.80 128.41 

.85 128.78 

.90 129.15 

.95 129.53 

1. 00 129.90 

Crystal River 3 
Containment Restoration Assessment 

Prepared for Duke Energy 

TENDON HEIGHT AT 1/20TH POINTS ALONG EACH SPAN 

Units are in inch 

X/L Span 1 

.00 .00 

.05 .00 

.10 . 00 

.15 .00 

.20 .00 

.25 .00 

.30 .00 

.35 .00 

.40 . 00 

@ ZAPATA -
-

-

-

-

-
-
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. 45 .00 

.50 .00 

.55 .00 

.60 .00 

.65 . 00 

.70 .00 

.75 .00 

.80 .00 

.85 .00 

.90 .00 

. 95 .00 

1. 00 .00 

Crystal River 3 
Containment Restoration Assessment 

Prepared for Duke Energy 
@ ZAPATA 
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ADAPT CORPORATION 
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I 

1733 Woodside Road, Suite 220, Redwood City, CA 94061 USA 
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I 

Tel : (650) 306 2400, Fax: (650) 364 4678 

I 
I 

E-mail: support@adaptsoft.com, Web site: www.adaptsoft.com 

I 
I 

ADAPT-FELT Standard 4 . 07 

I 
I 

ADAPT POST-TENSIONING STRESS LOSS & ELONGATION PROGRAM 

I 
I 

LICENSED TO: DSI, USA Inc . 

This program calculates the long-term and immediate stress losses in a 

post-

tensioned tendon. It outputs the elongations at the stressing ends and the 

final stress profile along the tendon. 

DATE: Jun 5, 2012 

15:39:48 

PRO J E C T TIT L E 

CR3 Post-Tensioning 

SPECIFIC TITLE : 

Vertical Tendons - To calculate prestress stresses before seating only 

LON G - T E R M LOS S CAL C U L A T ION S 

TIME: 

-

-
-
-

-
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-
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INPUT PARAMETERS 

Long-term stress losses due to shrinkage, creep, elastic 

shortening and stress-relaxation are estimated to a 

total lump sum of ...... . .. . . . .. .. ............... . ..... . 16.14 

F RIC T ION & E L O N GAT ION CAL C U L A T ION S 

INPUT PARAMETERS , 

ksi 

Coefficient of angular friction (meu) .... . ..... 0 •• ••• . 16000 /radian 

Coefficient of wobble friction (K) ................. . . .00030 rad/ ft 

Ultimate strength of strand . . . ... . . . 240 . 00 ksi 

Ratio of jacking stress to strand 1 s ultimate strength . 58 

Anchor set ......................................... . .00 inch 

Cross- sectional area of strand ..................... . 9 . 723 inch"'2 

Total Number of Strands per Tendon . .... .. .. .. . . .. . .. . 1 

Modulus of elasticity of strand ......... .. .. . ...... . 29000.00 

STRESSING .. ... . ... . ... .. ... .. ... . .. . .. .. ... ... . .. . . . AT LEFT 

LEGEND , 

P ...... . Tendon profile type defined as : l=reversed parabola; 

2=partial / regular parabola; 3=harped; 4=general 

ksi 

END 

X1 / L etc horizontal distances to control points in geometry of the 

tendon divided by span length 

Stresses tabulated are after anchor set but before long-term losses . 

TENDON 10, GEOMETRY AND STRESS PROFILE (CR3 - Vertical Tendons NSL ) 

LENGTH < TENDON HEIGHT in.> Horizontal ratios <- STRESS (ksi ) 

-> 

SPAN 

right 

ft P start center right X1/L X2/L X3/L start center 

-1--- - 2- - ---3----4------5------6-------7----8----9--- -----10------11- - ----

12 -
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1 187 . 00 1 .00 .00 .00 .05 .50 .05 13 9.92 136.05 

132.29 

187 . 00 ft (total length of tendon) 

SUMMARY 

Average initial stress (after release ) ... . .. .... .. . . . .. . . 136.07 ksi 

Long term stress losses . ...... . .. .. ... . .. . ............. . 16.14 ksi 

Final average stress .... _ ........................ .. . . . . . 119.92 ksi 

Final average force in tendon . .. .. . 0 •• • _._ • •• •• •• • _._ • •• 1166.03 k 

Anchor set influence from left pull (139.92ksi; .583) .00 ft 

Elongation at left pull before anchor set ..... .. .. . ... . . 10.53 inch 

Elongation at left pull after anchor set ... . _, _ . .. . ... . . 10.53 inch 

Total elongation after anchor set .. . .. ... .. ... _ . . _ . . .. . . 10 . 53 inch 

Ratio of total elongation to 

tendon length after anchor set .056304 

inch/ ft 

Jacking force .... . .. .. ...... . . . . .. . .. . .. ....... . ....... . 1360.44 k 

CRITICAL STRESS RATIOS : 

At stressing . 583; At anchorage .583; Max along tendon . 583 

DETAIL OF STRESSES AT 1 / 20TH POINTS ALONG EACH SPAN 

============================================================================= 

Units are in ksi 

X/ L Span 1 

.00 139.92 

.05 139 . 53 

.10 139.14 

-
-
-

-
-

-

-
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-
-

-
-
-

-
-

-
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. 15 138.75 

.20 138 . 36 

.25 137.97 

.30 137 . 58 

.35 137.20 

.40 136.82 

.45 136.43 

.50 136.05 

.55 135.67 

.60 135 . 29 

.65 134.91 

.70 134.53 

.75 134.15 

.80 133.78 

.85 133.40 

.90 133.03 

.95 132.66 

1. 00 132.29 

Crystal River 3 
Containment Restoration Assessment 

Prepared for Duke Energy 

TENDON HEIGHT AT 1 / 20TH POINTS ALONG EACH SPAN 

@ ZAPATA 

============================================================================= 

Units are in inch 

X/L Span 1 

.00 .00 

.05 .00 

.10 .00 

.15 .00 

.20 .00 

.25 .00 

.30 .00 

.35 .00 

.40 .00 
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.45 .00 

.50 .00 

.55 .00 

.60 .00 

.65 .00 

.70 .00 

.75 .00 

.80 .00 

.85 .00 

.90 . 00 

.95 .00 

1. 00 . 00 

Crystal River 3 
Containment Restoration Assessment 

Prepared for Duke Energy 
@ ZAPATA -

-
-

-
-
-

-

-
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This Independent Assessment of the Crystal River Unit 3 Option 10 containment 

restoration estimated cost , schedule, construction methodology, and risk was 

prepared by High Bridge Associates, Inc. expressly for Zapata Incorporated and 

their Confidential Client. It contains proprietary and business sensitive 

information that should not be disclosed or distributed without the express 

written permission of High Bridge Associates. 
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1.0 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

1.1 Introduction and Overview 

@ ZAPATA 

Background: Zapata Incorporated (ZAPATA) is the prime contractor for Duke Energy 

performing a technical and economic evaluation of the Progress Energy (Progress) 

Crystal River Unit 3 (CR3) Option 10 containment restoration. ZAPATA established a 

subcontract with High Bridge Associates, Inc. (High Bridge) in March 2012 to 

support this effort. High Bridge completed Task 3 of ZAPATA's scope of work which 

includes performing an Independent Assessment of the cost estimate, schedule, 

risks, and construction methodology for the containment restoration . This is the 

Task 3 Final Assessment Report . 

High Bridge provided an Interim Assessment Report to ZAPATA on 14 June 2012. 

This Final Assessment Report provides an expanded review of the URS bid proposal, 

an independent estimate of the EPC scope of work, an independent estimate of the 

Progress owner scope of work, a Primavera P6 resource loaded EPC schedule, a 

Monte Carlo based risk assessment and determination of contingency and 

management reserve, and a review of the URS proposed construction methodology. 

Attachment A provides a Presentation of Task 3 Assessment Findings, Analyses, and 

Conclusions. A separate cost estimate and schedule study for all concrete 

replacement of the reactor containment dome and all bays to the base mat 

(excluding buttresses and ring girder) is provided as a separate report in 

Attachment L, as requested by Duke Energy. 

In addition, ZAPATA prepared a rough order of magnitude cost estimate for a 

scenario based on complete replacement of walls down to the 95-foot elevation 

and replacement of the dome as the scope of work for the restoration project. The 

buttresses and ring girder would remain intact and no radial pinning would be 

required, as all remaining original concrete in the walls would be demolished. The 

cost for complete replacement of the walls and dome is $2.44 billion, including a 

management reserve amount of $631.4 million . The project duration is 60 months, 

without contingency. This Sensitivity Study is included as Attachment M . 

Phased Task Approach: High Bridge used a phased task approach to assess cost 

estimates, schedules, and construction methodologies prepared by other parties; 

and developed cost estimates, schedules, and ri sk assessments as follows: 
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• Assessed 2011 preliminary composite cost estimate and schedule provided by 
Progress 

• Assessed 30 April 2012 URS bid cost estimate and schedule for EPC scope of 
work 

• Developed a High Bridge independent cost estimate for EPC and Owner scopes 
of work 

• Developed a High Bridge Primavera P6 resource loaded EPC schedule for the 
EPC scopes of work 

• Developed High Bridge/ZAPATA team discrete risk register 
• Performed Monte Carlo based risk assessment to determine contingency 

allowance for estimate/schedule confidence and management reserve for 
discrete risk events 

An Overview of the High Bridge Phased Task Approach and Assessment 

Methodology is provided below in Figure 1-1. This depicts the key containment 

restoration cost and schedule review milestones and activities from task 

authorization in late March 2012 through completion of assessment activities and 

the final report delivery in August, along with activities supporting the cost estimate 

and schedule study for replacing all reactor containment concrete. An expanded 

Task Schedule is provided as Figure 2-1, and an expanded Task Methodology flow 

diagram is provided as Figure 2-6, in report Section 2.0. 
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Discussion and Key Conclusions: The overall task was driven by the availability of 

Progress and URS information, site visit walk downs and interviews, and the analysis 

process to: 
• Assess other party cost, schedule, and risk information 

• Develop cost estimates, schedules, and risk assessments 

Overall, Progress and URS were responsive and cooperative to the extent that 

information existed to share with High Bridge. The availability of the 30 April 2012 

(as revised) URS EPC proposed cost and schedule information was delayed until the 

selection/award announcement (late May), which resulted in the preparation of a 

June 14 2012 Interim Report followed by this Final Report. Following the interim 

report, summary tables of the containment restoration repair budget, bid estimate, 

and independent cost estimates were developed. Figure 1-2 provides a summary 

comparison of the Progress 2011 preliminary composite Budget, the URS EPC April 

2012 revised Bid, and the High Bridge Independent July 2012 

Estimate/Schedule/Risk Assessment of EPC and Owner scope for containment 

restoration . A summary of High Bridge overall conclusions is presented below: 

• Progress 2011 Preliminary Composite information - _-Progress preliminary 
composite cost and schedule information (defined by High Bridge as Budget) 
was developed for use by the Progress team to focus on initial engineering and 
procurement activities through EPC down select . The preliminary composite 
(Budget) information covers conceptual project milestones and major activities. 
The $1.941 billion Progress preliminary composite cost estimate provides a 
reasonable bounding value for the containment restoration project scope. This 
assumes that the Option 10 containment restoration technical approach is 
completed successfully and no further significant concrete cracking and 
delamination occurs during tendon de-tensioning or re-tensioning. The 25-
month preliminary composite (defined by High Bridge as Budget) schedule was 
optimistic by at least 6 months, and has been replaced with the URS Bid 
schedule of 31 months. 

• URS EPC April 30 Bid Proposal -_The URS EPC bid estimate was 
reasonable, as it was within approxi of the High Bridge 
Independent estimate of $580.2 million. The Progress owner scope cost 

was high by about . % and ~ compared to 
Bridge in endent estimate. The total EPC and Owner 

project cost estimate from URS is 

• High Bridge Estimate. Schedule. and Risk Assessment - Based on the 
development of a comprehensive Risk Register and the Monte Carlo analysis of 
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estimate/schedule accuracy and discrete risk events, High Bridge concludes that 

$539.5 million should be allocated for contingency and management reserve. 
This includes four months being added to the URS 31-month schedule to 

provide an overall schedule confidence level of 85%. 

This results in an EPC schedule of 35 months, and a total EPC and Owner scope 
cost estimate of $1.492 billion compared to the URS Bid Case and 
$1.941 billion Progress Planning Budget case. 

• Schedule - The URS/Progress schedule provides detail for near term engineering 
efforts. Progress initially focused on feasibility engineering with future plans for 
detailed engineering and construction schedule development. A more mature 
integrated project schedule should be developed in order for the project to 
begin in the near term. Progress stated the integrated schedule work is in 
process. 

• URS(Progress Project Planning and Construction Methodology - Detailed 
planning is in development on the construction methodology required for a 
multi-billion dollar nuclear construction project. Progress stated the detailed 
project planning work is in their forecast. Planning documents expected 
include: 
o Resource loaded schedules 
o Work Breakdown Structure (WBS) and Dictionary 

o Construction Management Plan or equivalent 

• URS(Progress Project Planning and Construction Methodology - Based on walk 
downs and experience, High Bridge believes that URS has underestimated the 
difficulty of moving heavy components inside of the buildings surrounding the 
containment. High Bridge also believes that URS has underestimated the effort 
required to remove interfering components to provide access for core drilling 
activities in the containment concrete within the surrounding buildings. High 
Bridge concludes that Progress needs to pIon for a large construction project 
management approach vs. an outage modification approach that relies 
heavily on the EPC contractor. 

• Risk Management - Progress plans to lead project schedule development, 
project management integration and delivery, and risk management/mitigation 
activities in a very pro-active manner and not defer to URS as the EPC contractor 

to take this role. Taking into account reasonable risk transfer in the EPe 
contract, Progress as the Licensee is the ultimate "risk owner" and has overall 
responsibility as the licensee with the NRC and all stakeholders. 
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• Total for Contingency and Management Reserve - The containment restoration 
is a first-of-a-kind (FOAKj project . As reflected on Figure 1-2, a total 
contingency and management reserve value of $539.5 million is calculated. The 
total contingency and management reserve value represents 1% of the _ 
total base cost estimate for URS EPC scope and Progress Owner scope Figure 
1-4. Given the FOAK nature of the project, High Bridge concludes the total 
contingency and management reserve value is appropriate and is consistent 
with our historical data base information and industry parametric guidance 
from various professional practice organizations. 

It should be noted that the risk register and resulting Monte Carlo analyses for 
contingency and management reserve determination were developed in July 2012. 
The dynamics involved with this FOAK project result in refined and additional 
discrete risk issues that should be considered for inclusion in the "work in progress" 
risk register. Undocumented concerns regarding dome concrete issues, concrete 
cold joints, thermal effects, and other emerging issues could be addressed in future 
risk assessments. 

Figure 1-2 Summary Comparison of CR3 Cost Estimates and Schedule 

Progress CR3 Containment Repair Project EAC Summary 

Cost Element 

1.2 Schedule Summary 

~. April 2012 Illi! . April 2012 

URS Proposal Cost plus URS Proposal COst plus 

~rogress Owner's Cost Progress Owner's Cost 

High 8ridge EPC & 

Owner's Cost 

Section 3.0 provides a detailed discussion of High Bridge schedule observations, 

analyses, and conclusions spanning the Progress 2011 Planning Budget, the URS EPC 

April 2012 Bid, and the High Bridge July 2012 Estimate/Schedule/Risk Assessment of 

EPC and Owner scope for containment restoration . High Bridge summary schedule 

conclusions are as follows : 
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• Focused URS and Progress leadership in project management and project 

controls is needed to maintain effective project communication, work flow, and 

schedule progress. 

• High Bridge performed a Monte Carlo risk assessment of the URS proposed 31-

month schedule. This independent assessment concluded that an additional 

four months is required for an 85% confidence level schedule, which results in a 

total duration of 35 months. A comparison of the Budget, Bid, and Independent 

schedules is provided on Figure 1-3. 

• Containment restoration demolition and construction sequences were selected 

to protect the structure. The construction sequence chosen causes adverse 

schedule impact as well as manpower discontinuity and access/egress 

problems. 

• The URS/Progress schedule provides detail for near-term engineering efforts 

and detailed development is planned for the remainder of engineering and 

construction . A more mature and detailed integrated project schedule is 

needed to support the project . 
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Figure 1-3 CR3 Containment Restoration- Schedule Analysis 

2012 

J,0/16/12 
obilization 

a/~6/12 
Mobilization 

2013 
I 

2014 

Pro,ress Construction Schedule 25 Mo. 

URS Construction Schedule 31 Mo. 

2015 

11/n/ 14 
SIT/Illtl 

Comple1. 

f~at4.S Mo. 

3/16/15 
SIT/llRT 

Complete 

a/ 6/12 
Mobiiution 

High Bridle Proposal Construction Schedule 35 Mo. 

7/16(15 
SIT/I~RT 

Complete 

Proareu Construction Schedule "Mobilization" lhroulh · SIT/llRT complete" 

URS Construction Sctledule "Mobililation" through "SIT/llRT complete" 

HiSh Bridge Risk 85" Confidence Schedule "Mobilization" through "SIT/llRTcomplete" 

1.3 Cost Estimate Summary 

Section 4.0 provides a detailed discussion of High Bridge cost estimate 

observations, analyses, and conclusions spanning the Progress 2011 preliminary 

composite (Budget), the URS EPC April 2012 Bid, and the High Bridge Independent 

Assessment for CR3 containment restoration . High Bridge summary cost estimate 
conclusions are as follows : 

• As summarized on Figure 1-2, and further described on Figure 1-4, the High 

Bridge independent total project cost estimate for CR3 containment restoration 

cost is $1,492.7 million . This value reflects for URS EPC cost and 

Progress owner cost (including sunk costs for 

project estimate contingency, 

for management reserve. 

• The total project cost is heavily influenced by the project schedule duration, and 

various fixed monthly indirect infrastructure costs for services, facilities, and 

manpower (i.e., the resulting project "hotelloads") . 

• The High Bridge Independent estimate of $580.2 million for EPC costs compares 

favorably with the total URS bid cost of The High Bridge 
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estimate is lower on concrete placement and higher on removal and 

replacement of interferences than the URS estimate. These differences arise 

primarily from removal and re-installation unit rate differences. 

• The ratio of direct craft man hours to indirect man hours does not follow the 

typical distribution for repetitive major construction projects with mature 

designs. High Bridge believes these ratios are consistent with a FOAK of project. 

o The indirect hours are about two times the direct craft man hours and Non

manual man hours are one-and-one-half times the direct man hours. 

o These ratios appear are appropriate for this type of project. 

Figure 1-4 provides an expanded comparison of cost estimate data for the Progress 

2011 preliminary composite (Budget), the URS EPC April 2012 Bid, and the High 

Bridge July 2012 Estimate/Schedule/Risk Assessment for EPC and Owner scope for 

CR3 containment restoration . 
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Fig ure 1-4 Comparison of Progress Budget; URS Bid; & High Bridge 
Independent Estimates 

ZAPATA Assessment Team - Crystal River Unit #3 Containment Repair Modification 

Evaluation of Progress/URS Cost Estimate, Schedule, and Risks 

Option 10 Project 

Summary Level Camparisan of Cost Estimates and Schedules 

Cost Element & Description 

EPC Contractor 

EPC Directs 

EPC Indirects, Services, & Field Non-Manual 

EPC Construction Adjustments 

EPe Construction Cost 

EPe Engineering, Escalation, & Fee 

Total EPC Project Value 

progress Energy 

Owner Provided Equipment/Services 

Owner Labor & Indirects 

Owner Escalation 

Owner Sunk Cost to Early 2012 

Tot al Progress Equipment, Labor & Indirects 

Total EPC & Progress 

EPC & Progress Estimate Contingency 

Project Schedule Contingenccy 

Progress Management Reserve 

Total Contingency & Management Reserve 

Total EPC/Progress, Contingency & Mgt. Res. $ Dollars 

Conting. & Mgt. Res. $ Dollars % of EPC/Progress Total 

EPC Schedule DUrat ion in Months 

EPC End Date & SIT/ILRT Complete 

Progress 

Budget 

Total $ 

$338,075,163 

$437,403,868 

$27,843,769 

$803,322,802 

$109,941,258 

$913,264,060 

$116,625,986 

$192,195,812 

$20,000,685 

$95,622,287 

$424,444,770 

$1,337,708,830 

$603,629,179 

$0 

$0 

$603,629,179 

$1,941,338,009 

45,1% 

25 

11/ 13/ 14 

URS 

Bid 

Total $ 

31 

03/16/15 

High Bridge 

Independent 

Est imate 

Total $ 

$176,736,000 

$264,275,476 

~ 
$441,011,476 

$139,140.440 

$580,151,916 

$115,325,986 

$148,266,656 

$13,838,614 

$95,622,287 

$373,053,543 

$953,205,459 

$103,141,468 

$75,200,000 

$361,171,282 

$539,512,750 

$1,492,718,209 

56,6% 

35 

07/16/15 

~: Progress 2011 Study; 1) EPC w/Contingency; 2) Progress Owner Costs; and 3) Progress Risk Contingency. 

BUt: URS April 30 EPC (Proposed Price/no contingency); Progress 2011 Study (Progress Owner Costs); High Bridge Monte 

Carlo Estimate Contingency; High Bridge Monte Carlo Schedule Contingency; and High Bridge Monte Carlo Management 

Reserve. 

Independent Estimate: High Bridge Independent Estimate (EPC and Owner Costs); High Bridge Monte Carlo Estimate 

Contingency; High Bridge Monte Carto Schedule Contingency; and High Bridge Monte Carto Management Reserve. 
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1.4 Risk Assessment, Contingency, and Management Reserve 

Section S.O provides a detailed discussion of High Bridge risk assessment, 

contingency, and management reserve observations, analyses, and conclusions 

spanning the Progress 2011 preliminary planning (Budget), the URS EPC April 2012 

Bid, and the High Bridge July 2012 Estimate/Schedule/Risk Assessment of EPC and 

Owner scope for CR3 containment restoration. High Bridge summary level risk 
management observations and conclusions are as follows: 

• Contingency Determination for Cost Estimate Accuracy - The High Bridge 

independent estimate was used to structure a Monte Carlo analysis for 

determination of the value for required estimate accuracy contingency. As 

reflected on Figure 1-4, a contingency value $103.1 million provides an 80% 

confidence level. 

• Contingency Determination for Schedule Accuracy - The High Bridge schedule 

was used to structure a Monte Carlo analysis for determination of the value for 

required schedule accuracy contingency. As reflected on Figure 1-4, a 

contingency value of $7S.2 million and four months provides an 8S% schedule 

confidence level. 

• Discrete Risk Register - High Bridge compiled a Project Discrete Risk Register 

using initial inputs from Progress, URS, and Bechtel, and refined inputs/analyses 

from High Bridge and all ZAPATA team members. High Bridge then developed 

the industry accepted risk ranking SxS matrix and assigned qualitative values to 

be used for the Probability of Occurrence and Severity of Impact. These ranged 

from a Very Low Probability of Occurrence and Severity of Impact to a Very High 

Probability of Occurrence and Severity of Impact. Figure 1-5 provides the Risk 

Ranking Matrix, along with the discrete risks from the Risk Register identified in 

the applicable SxS zone. 
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Figure 1-5 Discrete Risk Range Matrix 

HBA Disaete Risk Register Jcornpiled I>l' HBA Proiect learnl 

Progress CRl 
Severity of Financial Impact 

Containment Repair Pro;ect Financiallrnpact Ranges 

... 
0 

~ 
:c 

no 
.Q 
0 
.t 

Discrete Risk Critera Very LOW' LOIN Medium High Very High 

<SSM $SM·$2SM $25M-$75M $75M ·$l00M >$100M 

Very High \ 
>70% 

;; (70%1 
71' 

• , 50% ·70% i~~4i ~;':.~~'" 
.., .. ~ 

High 
(50%' 

82p •. 1 59b .• 67 •. 5 47h..5011. 
u 

" , 30%· 50% 21', lp. l. 241', 56ft., 
. .. • Medium 3p.l , lip .. 36p. 53h. iJI'." .uP,l,l'P .. iii. . u 

, (30"l .. • 68.5 671,2, ~.il .. '" a - 35p. 1411., 151', ZOp., 

. ~? ~M~~t;; .....• , ..•.••• · ••• ' •••• ' ••• "·· • 10% ·30% 31'6, 6p. 27p .. u .E LOIN Zlp. 2Zp., 261', 34p. 57"-0 ~ (10%, 311', 66u., 8lp •. l , 43h .. 46ft. 60b., 68'.6 ... 
~ 

Very Low : 
<10% 

6St.l , 68'.2, 7Ot. 
3p.4, 31'5, 331', 39P. 

3p.7, 52h., 67t.l 67t.3 
(5%, 6St .4, 68'.8, 7lt. 

• Management Reserve Determination for Discrete Risks - High Bridge used the 

assigned rankings to evaluate the financial impact for each ri sk and to perform a 

Monte Carlo analysis for determination of the value for required discrete risk 

management reserve. As reflected on Figure 1-4, a management reserve value 

of $361.2 million provides an 80% level of confidence level. An output of the 

Monte Carlo model proVides a sensitivity ranking of the Discrete Ri sks 

identifying those with the most impact on the calculation of Management 

Reserve. Figure 1-6 provides a summary of the Top Fifteen (15) most impactful 

ri sks from the Discrete Risk Register. 
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Figure 1-6 Top 15 Risks from Discrete Risk Register 

Top Fifteen Risks from Discrete Risk Register 
47h Work area congestion under estimated reduces planned removal and installation rates.(Schedule 
Impact) 

SOh. EPC and Owner/Licensee leadership in project management needed to maintain effective project 
communication and work flow.(Cost and Schedule 

57h. Anchoring program approach fails requiring rigid criterion on pinning location and process. 

1p. Inadequate PE engineering support during design review, work packages review and field change 

approval process. (Cost and Schedule Impact) 

12p.2 Anchor Bolt Scope - not installing radial radial pins prior to detensioning has the potential to cause 
further damage to the containment concrete. (Cost and Schedule) 

16p. Vertical Crack chasing below 150 ft . elevation - detensioning causes concrete damage below the 
elevation now plannned for removal will require additional removal of concrete and added interference 

work scope.(Cost and Schedule Impact) 
48h. Planned crew sizes cannot be accommodated in certain work areas reduces the production rates. 
3p.3 Spent Fuel Pool Protection Plan - accidental hole caused during construction produces SFP leaks. 

(Cost Impact) 

12p.1 Anchor Bolt Scope - additional structural analysis indicates more radial pins are required than in the 
project work scope requiring additional resources.(Cost and Schedule Impact) 

19p. Additional concrete - if additional structural analysis and concrete testing determines that there 

already exists concrete damage below the areas planned for concrete removal has the potential 0 

requiring additional resources.(Cost and Schedule Impact) 
67t.2 LAR is incomplete causing RAI's, review iterations and review delay (Schedule Impact) 
68t.3 Licensing Risks - Additional EC and/or 50.59 reviews are needed for interference equipment that has 

to be replaced by new non-identical equipment(Cost Impact) 
4p. Force Majeure - current schedule has a 3 month float to accommodate a major weather event shutting 

down the project. (Cost and Schedule Impact) 
67t.4 Licensing Risks - lAR is considered incomplete as it does not address reduction of containment pre-

stress level (Cost Impact) 
68t.7 Licensing Risks - Permanent radial pins do not meet ACI 318 code requirements (Cost and Schedule 

Impact) 

" Total for Contingency and Management Reserve - The CR3 containment 

restoration is a FOAK project. Manpower congestion issues in CR3 work spaces 

create very tight parameters for success, considering the construction schedule 

sequencing approach. As reflected on Figure 1-4 above, a total contingency and 

management reserve value of $539.5 million is prOVided. This represents.% 
of the _ total base cost estimate for URS EPC scope and Progress Owner 

scope. Given the FOAK nature of the project, High Bridge concludes thi s value is 

appropriate, is consistent with our historical data base information, and is in 

accordance with industry parametric guidance from various professional 

practice organizations. 
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It should be noted that the risk register and resulting Monte Carlo analyses for 

contingency and management reserve determination were developed in July 2012. 

The dynamics involved with this FOAK project result in refined and additional 

discrete risk issues that should be considered for inclusion in the "work in progress" 

risk register. Undocumented concerns regarding dome concrete issues, concrete 

cold joints, thermal effects, and other emerging issues could be addressed in future 

risk assessments. 

1.4.1 Summary of Risk Assessment Conclusions 

1.4.1.1 Schedule 

Progress needs to lead project schedule development, project management 

integration and delivery, and risk management/mitigation activities in a very pro

active manner. Taking into account reasonable risk transfer in the EPC contract, 

Progress as the Owner is the ultimate "risk owner" and has overall responsibility as 

the licensee with the NRC and all stakeholders. Detailed project plans need to be 

developed including a resource-loaded schedule to confirm schedule and cost 

assumptions. 

1.4.1.2 Cost 

Risks with high probability of occurrence and high financial impact should receive 

increased estimating and planning attention, along with assigning organizational 

risk mitigation planning and responsibility. 

1.4.1.3 Risk Register Management Process 

A total project risk register has been developed. Risk mitigation plans should be 

developed with "risk owners" assigned for the top ri sk items. This tool should be 

updated quarterly to meet schedule and budget targets. 

1.S Construction Methodology 

Section 6.0 provides a discussion of High Bridge assessment observations and 

conclusions regarding the URS construction methodology and planning approach 

for CR3 containment restoration. High Bridge summary level construction 
methodology observations and conclusions are as fallows: 
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• Industry project management practice is to sequence planning, detailed 

engineering, and then construction activities. Progress has intentionally chosen 

to focus on engineering first in order to determine feasibility of the CR3 

containment restoration. This intentionally delayed planning activities until the 

technical feasibility was established. The result of this change in sequence is a 

lack of detailed planning at this time. Detailed project and construction 
planning is in development. 

• Detailed planning and preparation are being developed to a level 

expected/required for a multi-billion dollar nuclear construction project. This 

includes plans for resource loaded schedules, a Work Breakdown Structure 

(WBS) and Dictionary, a Construction Management Plan or equivalent, and 

other documents. 

• The construction planning lacked the rigor of a project expected to begin major 

work activities in the next six months. A mature plan would include the 

following: 

o Construction Execution Plan (integrated as part of the Project Execution Plan 

that includes several of the items that follow. Note: The CEP has been 

provided but does not include execution details.) 

o Resource-loaded schedule for engineering and construction activities 

o Safety Plan and personnel safety requirements 

o Subcontractor finalization 

o Detailed identification of interferences to be removed 

o Component storage and refurbishment plans for removed components 

o Resource Plan to include craft density studies and mock-up training 

requirements 

o Plant equipment protection plan 

o Contingency Plans (These include plans for unexpected incidents as well as 

component replacement for components removed that are beyond service 

life or broken, damaged, lost and/or missing at re-installation) 

o Conceptual system construction test and start-up test plans 

• The subcontracts for hydro-demolition and the Scorpion Access System (SAS), 

which are essential to exterior concrete removal, have not been finalized . The 

SAS system is important to developing detailed execution activities. 

• The removal system for hydro-demolition water and waste concrete slurry 

appears to be at a conceptual stage, with the detailed design delegated to the 
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hydro-demolition subcontractor. URS did not provide a concept drawing of this 

system for review. 

• Based on walk downs and experience, High Bridge believes that URS has 

underestimated the difficulty of moving heavy components inside of the 

buildings surrounding the containment. Also, High Bridge believes that URS has 

underestimated the effort required to remove interfering components to 

provide access for core drilling activities in the containment concrete within the 

surrounding buildings. 

• High Bridge concludes that Progress needs to complete planning for a large 

construction project management approach vs. an outage modification 

approach that relies heavily on the EPC contractor. 

2.0 INTRODUCTION 

2.1 Task Background, Milestones, and Schedule 

High Bridge provided an Interim Assessment Report to ZAPATA on 14 June 2012. 

This Final Report provides an expanded review ofthe URS bid proposal, an estimate 

of the EPC scope of work, an estimate of the Progress Energy owner scope of work, 

an integrated project schedule, a Monte Carlo based risk assessment and 

determination of contingency and management reserve, and a review of the URS 

proposed construction methodology. Figure 2-1 provides a summary schedule of 

task milestones and activities from March through August 2012. 
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2.2 High Bridge Review Team, Organization, and Task Scope 

High Bridge assembled a highly experienced project review team to support the 

scope of Task 3 and overall ZAPATA assessment team activities. As reflected on 

Figure 2-2, it was comprised of 10 consultants, each having more than 30 years of 

nuclear experience, and one support specialist. They have performed independent 

cost , schedule, unit rate, risk, and due diligence assessments on over 30 projects 

with total capital cost s in excess of $100 billion . Some relevant experience 

backgrounds that assisted in this study include: 

• Mr. Moor was Director of Project Management at GPU Nuclear in the 1980s and 

1990s where he managed scope, cost, and schedule for all capital projects at 

the Oyster Creek and Three Mile Island-1 (TMI-1) nuclear power plants, with 

TMI-1a being very similar to CR3. He was responsible for projects that returned 

TMI-1 to service following a five year shutdown and managed several major 

improvements to the TMI-1 and Oyster Creek facilities. 

• Mr. Aupperle was the Manager of Corporate Cost Estimating for Stone and 

Webster in the 1980s and oversaw commercial nuclear estimating for a dozen 

ongoing projects. He was Project Controls Manager on the River Bend Nuclear 

Project where the shortest nuclear construction schedule and highest 

commodity units/month production rates were achieved for any Generation III 

plant built after TMI. He is the High Bridge practice lead for independent cost 

estimate and schedule assessments. 

• Dr. High has worked with High Bridge supporting several independent cost and 

schedule reviews involving complex First-of-a-Kind nuclear projects. This 

included the Department of Energy Mixed Oxide Fuel Fabrication Facility, where 

the Cogema designs for two plants operating in France were "Americanized" to 

meet NRC, US code, and US labor practice/experience conditions. He has 

supported numerous independent cost estimate, schedule, and ri sk 

assessments for major nuclear projects. 

• Mr. Lynn recently led a project team in the development of an Independent 

Cost Estimate for the URENCO/LES Uranium Enrichment Facility being 

constructed in New Mexico, where the URENCO design for several plants 

operating in Germany and Holland was "Americanized" to meet NRC, US code, 

and US labor practice/experience conditions. He is the High Bridge Director of 

cost estimating and special studies in Chattanooga, TN. 
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• Mr. Rose has over 35 years of broad based experience in project management, 

project controls, planning and scheduling, cost engineering, estimating, and 

contract administration. His experience has involved assignments supporting 

engineering, design, construction, commisSioning, and operation of large 

nuclear projects in the commercial power industry and the U.S. Department of 

Energy (DOE). He has had project controls assignments supporting the design 

and construction of several commercial nuclear power plants (Plant Vogtle for 

Southern Company and the V.c. Summer Nuclear Station for South Carolina 

Electric and Gas. Assignments at VC Summer included responsibility for 

containment construction. 

• Mr. Loomis is a licensed professional engineer with 44 years of experience in 

construction of commercial nuclear power plants and remediation of 

government nuclear facilities. He managed field construction of three nuclear 

power plants for Stone & Webster Engineering Corporation and also worked in 

their Boston office reviewing design output for constructability. He also spent 

time at the Electric Power Research Institute providing construction input for a 

new generation of nuclear plants. 

• Mr. Sluiter was Field Manager of Project Controls for Stone and Webster during 

the construction of the Millstone Nuclear Power Station Unit 3. He was also 

Manager of Project Controls for Stone and Webster and Texas Utilities for the 

completion of Comanche Peak Steam Station. He held Project Management and 

Project Controls positions for Bechtel Corp. and CH2MHill during the 

implementation of the telecommunication 3G construction programs for AT&T 

and Cingular. He recently was Project Controls Director for the 

Shaw/Westinghouse for the APlOOO Vogtle Units 3 & 4 Nuclear Project. 

• Mr. Drake worked for over ten years on the Palo Verde Nuclear Station Units 1, 

2, and 3 located in Arizona. Assignments at Palo Verde included responsibility 

for containment construction and tenSioning. This represents a benchmark of 

experience in the US where nearly identical nuclear designs spanning three 

units were coupled with the optimized learning curve effiCiencies of 

construction teams across three projects. 

• Messrs. Jiannotti, Curvin, Rinne, and Dold have craft supervision and 

journeyman nuclear experience in addition to their nuclear estimating 

credentials. This has involved working on new nuclear construction projects last 

century, as well as working on the Browns Ferry Unit 1 and Watts Bar 2 Restart 

Projects. 
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Figure 2-2 High Bridge Assessment Team Organization 

ZAPATA 

Project Manager 
Jay Srown 

I 
High Bridge 

High Bridge Corporate Sponsor High Bridge 

Estimating Director K~n Aupperle Data Base Support 

Greg Lynn Task lead Crystol Wheatley 

Philip Moor 

I 
I I I 

Cost Estimating Scheduling/Estimating! 
Risk Management 

Jeff Rinne - Lead 
Construction Methodology 

Dr. Mike High - Lead 

John Dold . Civil Structural lim Rose - Lead/Scheduling Rick Droke - Risk & 

Terry Curl/in - PipingfMech/HVAC l.orry Sluiter - Estimating Construction Methodology 
Morris Holcomb - Electrical/I&C Jim Loomis - Estimating & 

Mike Jionnotti - Engr/Oesign Construction Methodology 

High Bridge Sl!ecialistLSubject Matter EXl!ert (SMEI Pool 

• Cost Estimating & Cost Engineering. Independent Assessments & Process Improvement 
• Program Management & Integration. Project/Construction/Startup Management 

• Planning/Scheduling/Work Control. Project Controls & Reporting 
• Finance & Budgeting. Risk Assessment/Mitigation/Management 

• Contract Administration & Change Mgt . • Management Systems Integration & IT Services 
• Oaims & Dispute Resolution • Baseline & Configuration Management 

• Procedures & Training • Material Management 
• Procurement & Expediting. Work Management & Work Control 

The ZAPATA team Division of Responsibility (DOR) is outlined on Figure 2-3. High 

Bridge had the lead for Task 3 covering the review of cost , schedule, and ri sks. It 

also took the lead for a portion of Task 2 to review the URS construction 

methodology, and supported other task activities. The High Bridge scope is 

described in the ZAPATA/High Bridge Subcontract Scope of Work and summarized 
below: 

As reflected on Figure 2-3 below, High Bridge led and supported a variety of 

subtasks. High Bridge utilized a phased task approach to assess cost est imates, 

schedules, and construction methodologies prepared by other parties; and 

developed independent cost estimates, schedules, and ri sk assessments as follows: 

• Assessed 2011 preliminary composite (budget) planning cost estimate and 

schedule provided by Progress 
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• Assessed 30 April 2012 URS bid cost estimate and schedule for EPC scope of 

work 

• Developed High Bridge independent cost estimate for EPC and Owner scopes of 
work 

• Developed High Bridge schedule for EPC and Owner scopes of work 

• Developed High Bridge/ZAPATA team discrete risk register 

• Performed Monte Carlo based risk assessment to determine contingency 

allowance for estimate/schedule confidence and management reserve for 
discrete risk events 

Figure 2-3 ZAPATA Team Division of Responsibility (DOR) 

® ;?~f~II.:\ 
Crystal River #3 Containment Repair Review Project 

Tasks and Division of Responsibility (DOR) 
Duke Zapata Contract 00157818 

bpat. CR-l Tum Member - lelld/l or SupPOrt/5 

T .... .-.Ip-. T .... .... h 
w __ 

"' .... OSI 
Tech BoIdce 

TASK 1. Obtain and review ~ilable data and 

documen~on regardins p;tStdesiWl. construction, 
l S S S S and ~p.1ir ~tie.!> .... d cbu ilnd doc:ume.ntation for the 

pmpos~ design .tet construdion. 

TASK 2. [valua:e the technical feasibility and construttion 

methodologv tor the solutions proposed by Prosress Ene. l S S S S 
tore~irtfve ~itional bays. 

TASK~ Review and a~tyr.e 1M. eaisti"l <nst and sd'oedu~ 
estimates ,npa~ by ~tel and/Of' URS tor Progress S S l S S 
Enersv tD repair five additio~ bays. 

TASK 4. Evalu.ce the risks HSOCiated with NRC approval of 
S l S S S license amendment request. 

lMK5. ~t with Duke Enr:f8Y rqularty 

(minimum bt-weekty meeting). l S S S S 
See Table 2 -lnftXheduie . 

1MK 6. Pn!:p<W'C a report dowmcnting rNior findings and 
l S S S S key recnmmendations.. 

TASK 7. Provide briefins to laey Duke Energy suke~ders. l S S S S 

2.3 CR3 Containment Restoration Project Scope 

Progress selected the CR3 containment restoration approach and conceptual design 

from nearly two dozen options to address the containment de-laminations, prior to 

commencement of this task. High Bridge focused exclusively on the CR3 

containment restoration. With six buttresses defining the reactor building wall 
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space, wall sections between buttresses are referred to as the "bay" (aka panel) 

between buttresses; e.g. Bay 3-4 is between buttress 3 and 4. Figure 2-4 provides a 

plan view of the CR3 containment . 

Figure 2-4 Plan View o/CR3 Containment Identifying Buttresses 
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CR3 containment restoration calls for a number of preparatory, removal, 

construction and testing evolutions. The sequence of these steps is determined by 

Progress Energy and the EPC contractor. CR3 containment restoration in summary 

calls for removal of interferences, "pinning" at various levels in the lower 

elevations, containment de-tensioning, removal of concrete above the roofs in five 

bays, concrete removal below the roof in one bay, interference replacement , re
tensioning and containment testing in a sequence determined by Progress Energy. 

Figure 2-5 below provides an elevation view of the CR3 containment with planned 

replacements shaded . 
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Figure 2-5 Elevations for Concrete Removal and Pinning Locations 
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CR3 containment restoration scope will not be completely defined until Progress 

has digested the URS proposal, factored in Owner's tasks and costs (Progress 

activities), and has completed engineering change (Ee) packages for the repair 

scope, Final cost, schedule, construction methodology and risk for the CR3 

containment repair are ultimately dependent on the final scope chosen by Progress, 

Performing the extent of work outlined in the various options within a facility 

containing nuclear fuel requires a great deal of coordination and planning, 

Interfaces with plant entities need to be worked out for all of the areas affected by 

the repair work, Coordination with these departments and creating discrete 

"construction areas" with boundaries and terminal areas are essential to 

maintaining schedule, safety, quality, and security, 

2.4 Overall Task Assessment and Development Methodology 

The High Bridge assessment was conducted based on meetings, discussions, 

interviews, and tours of the facility with the ZAPATA Team, The High Bridge 

Independent Assessment Team was provided an extensive amount of information 

by Progress, This information consisted of legacy data, repair option evaluations the 

work of two EPC contractors and information developed up to the date of this 

report, A list of information provided by Progress as a basis for this review is 

provided in Attachment B, 
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The High Bridge assessment methodology utilized four related and overlapping 

tracks as follows: 

1. Schedule Review, Development, and Analysis 
2. Estimate Review, Development, and Analysis 
3. URS Construction Methodology Review 
4. Project Risk Analyses, Contingency, and Management Reserve determination 

The data and results generated from various tracks provided input into the analysis 

efforts of the other tracks. Figure 2-6 provides a methodology flow chart depicting 

these four assessments and development "Tracks," along with the principle inputs 

and related actions. 

Sections 3.0, 4.0, 5.0, and 6.0 provide discussions regarding the methodologies 

used in their respective functional area assessment and development activities. 
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Figure 2-6 Assessment and Development Methodology Flow Chart 
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High Bridge reviewed drawings, photographs of the plant, notes and observations 

from plant walk downs to review the EPC's cost estimate, schedule, and approach. 

These reviews and further analyses supported High Bridge development of 

comparison of cost and schedule for the EPC scope of work and formed the ground 

work for a High Bridge EPC cost estimate and schedule. The same analyses led the 

High Bridge team to develop a list of discrete risk events that were later combined 

with and reviewed by the ZAPATA Team into a final discrete risk register for Monte 

Carlo analysis and management reserve determination. Similarly, the same 

analyses led to a summary level of major categories of the URS/EPC and Progress 

Energy cost elements and schedule elements for Monte Carlo analysis and 

contingency determination . The outcomes ofthe assessment included: 

• A critical assessment of an expected schedule that is likely for the repair scope 

• The development and analysis of three project cost estimate cases to provide 

the likely total CR3 Containment Restoration Cost Estimate, including project 

contingency and management reserve. The preliminary composite (Budget), 

Bid, and High Bridge Estimate cases also present a historical perspective of the 

progress of the project cost estimate from late 2011 to the present. 

• An assessment of construction methodology 

• Risk assessments, Monte Carlo analyses, and Contingency and management 

reserve determinations. 

The following describes the general approach used by High Bridge to perform an 

independent assessment of the schedule and cost estimate for the Progress CR3 

Containment Restoration Project. Sections 3.0 and 4.0 provide discussions 

regarding the methodologies used for scheduling and cost estimating assessment 
and development activities. 

2.5.1 Cost Estimating 

Final cost for the CR3 containment repair is ultimately dependent on the final scope 

chosen by Progress. CR3 containment restoration final scope will not be available 

until Progress has completed the review of the URS EPC proposal, factored in 

Owner's tasks and costs (Progress activities), and completed engineering change 

(ECl packages for the repair scope. 
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Due to these considerations, High Bridge performed a semi-detailed (parametric) 

estimate of the current CR3 containment restoration scope. High Bridge assessed 

the principle cost elements of Direct Cost, Quantity Estimates, Unit Rates, 

Construction Indirect Cost (Craft Distributable, Project/Construction Management), 

Design Engineering, and Overhead Costs included in each cost element and Owner's 

Costs to the maximum extent possible. Additionally, High Bridge performed a high 

level parametric analysis on the scope and work sequence chosen by Progress 

Energy (from the EPC Bid) for quantities, the principle cost elements and work 

content complexities. 

High Bridge initially performed site visits, interviews and requested information 

concerning the scope of the CR3 repair. As the information was reviewed, follow

up questions were asked including more information requests . The Progress Energy 

Cost Estimate, SGT walk down information for interferences, and the Contractors' 

updated Technical Bids, submitted 16 April 2012, formed the initial starting points 

for High Bridge to understand and evaluate the Cost Estimate. Subsequent to 

receiving this information, High Bridge received the Contractors' bid estimate on 

May 25, 2012. High Bridge held interviews at site on 31 May 2012, with URS to 

review their Commercial bid package. From this meeting, additional information 

was requested, which was provided in the June-July 2012 timeframe. 

High Bridge utilized the information provided and developed parametric estimates 

to compare and evaluate the URS cost estimate. As often occurs on cost 

comparisons, some of the costs are included under different headings requiring 

thorough review to determine which costs were included and reconciliation to 

facilitate comparison. High Bridge evaluated Progress Owner's Costs based on its 

experience with projects estimated, forecasted, or evaluated. Many of the support 

costs routinely provided by the plant site owner can be evaluated parametrically 

with benchmark data High Bridge has complied. The DOR agreed to between the 

EPC vendor and Progress will identify the services and support activities within 

Progress's responsibility. 

The project schedule drives indirect and other site infrastructure owner costs, EPC 

costs, and "hotel loads" that are fairly constant across the overall project duration. 

High Bridge compared the scheduled durations for support personnel to the EPC 

scheduled durations to ensure the estimate reflects an appropriate level and 

duration of support needed for each position or department. For Progress labor, 

High Bridge was provided a detailed listing of every estimated position showing 

calculations of straight time and overtime hours and dollars including per diem for 
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each. High Bridge used its knowledge and experience to evaluate the level of 

support included for each department, the ramp-up and ramp-down for each 

group, the average wage and per diem rates used, and the scheduled duration for 

each position. Most ofthese positions have been estimated by Progress based on a 

set duration, working an expected schedule, and will be very sensitive to the overall 

EPC schedule and work activities, both inside and outside, of the power block 

buildings. 

2.5.2 Scheduling 

High Bridge developed an overview of the Primavera computerized Budget 

schedule provided by Progress Energy in April 2012 (CR3 Working) and completed a 

summary review ofthe bar chart schedule (30586 CR U3) in the May 2012 URS Bid. 

Figure 3-1 compares the 25-month Progress Budget schedule and the 31-month 

URS Bid schedule durations. The CR3 containment restoration scope and schedule 

will not be available until Progress has fully evaluated the URS EPC proposal, 

factored-in Owner's tasks (Progress activities) and complete EC packages for the 

repair schedule. Final detailed URS EPC schedule for the CR3 containment repair is 

to be completed 60 days after contract award, and currently is forecasted to be 

available in September 2012. 

Based on the information available, High Bridge assessed the principle schedule 

components: critical paths, resource loading, schedule integrity, and maturity of the 

schedule. The Progress schedule that was evaluated by High Bridge was named 

"CR3 Working." Additionally, High Bridge performed a high level analysis and cross 

checking of the current URS scope of work (URS Project Execution Plan [PEP)) 

against the construction work sequence chosen by Progress in the schedule. High 

Bridge initially performed site visits, interviews, and requested information 

concerning the proposed sequencing of the CR3 Containment Restoration. As the 

information was reviewed, follow-up questions were asked, and more information 

was requested. Notably, the current EPC URS Primavera Proposal schedule was 

requested but not received. 

High Bridge referenced the Level 2 Proposal bar chart schedule from the URS 

proposal and developed a WBS which is organized by each bay, above or below 

each bay roof line, and the commodities or work operations above or below the 

roof lines. The WBS provides a format to organize the estimate and to load man

hours and quantities into a computerized schedule. With this information, High 

Bridge created a Primavera P6 Levell summary schedule (High Bridge schedule) 

with a critical path that matched the dates and assumed logic in the URS bar chart 
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schedule in the proposal. High Bridge performed analyses on the URS Bid bar chart 
schedule and the High Bridge schedule . 

From the URS Bid schedule, there was no evidence of resource loading the 

quantities, unit rates, labor rates, and man-hours in the schedule. High Bridge 

performed a summary review of the URS Bid schedule to ensure that the scope of 

work for the estimate and the relative durations in the estimate basis were 

consistent with the High Bridge schedule. 

3.0 Schedule Observations, Analyses and Conclusions 

3.1 Introduction and Overview 

CR3 containment restoration final full scope and schedule will not be available until 

Progress Energy has fully evaluated the URS EPC proposal, factored in the Owners 

scope of work (Progress activities) and have reviewed the complete EC packages for 

the repair scope. The final detailed URS EPC schedule for the CR3 containment 

repair is to be completed 60 days after contract award forecasted to be in 

September 2012. 

High Bridge assembled and developed schedu le information from site visits, 

interviews, and information requests concerning the proposed scheduling and 

sequencing of the CR3 Containment repair. High Bridge held a second set of 

interviews at the Crystal River site on 30 May 2012 with URS to review their 

Commercial bid package. With only summary level information and interview 

results, High Bridge was unable to perform a detailed independent schedule review 

ofthe CR3 containment restoration, URS Primavera computerized schedule. 

During the assessment period High Bridge received and reviewed the separate 

schedules from Progress and URS for the CR3 Containment Restoration. Based on 

the information provided in the URS bid proposal, High Bridge developed a 31-

month resource-loaded Primavera P6 schedule. The review of the schedules, with 

analysis and conclusions, are discussed in the subsections below as noted: 

• Preliminary Composite Schedule - Budget schedule - 25-Month duration 

Progress Energy Primavera Schedule (Section 3.2) 

, Bid Schedule - 31-Month duration URS Bar Chart Schedule (PDF Format) 30586 

CR U3) in the May 2012 URS proposal (Section 3.3.1) 

• High Bridge Schedule - 31-Month High Bridge WBS input and Resource Man

loaded Primavera P6 Schedule referencing URS Bid Proposal (Section 3.3.2) 
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High Bridge developed a statistical analysis of the Progress Primavera Schedule 

(computerized) provided in April 2012 (CR3 Working) and completed a summary 

review of the 31-Month URS Bar Chart schedule. Figure 3-1 depicts the summary 

timeline of the Budget schedule and the Bid schedule durations 

Figure 3-1 Summary Comparison 0{25 Month and 31 Month Schedules 

2012 

~0/16/ 12 

Mi bilizat ion 

ah6/12 
Mobilizat ion 

Crystal River #3 Schedule Analysis 
Progress versus URS 

2013 2014 

Propess Constructton Schedule. 25 Mo. 

2015 

11/ 13/14 
SJT/ ILRT 

Complete 
4 / 1/15 
d ose 

Float 4.5 M o . erel'''' 
3/16/ 15 

URS Proposal Construction Schedule 31 Mo. SIT/ llRT 
Co mplete 

Progress Constructio n Schedule "M obili2at ion" through "SIT/llRT complete" 

URS Proposa l Schedule " M obilhatlon" through "SIT/ILRT complet e" 

High Bridge performed a summary review of the Bid schedule to ensure that the 

scope of work for the estimate and the relative durations in the estimate basis was 

consistent with the Budget schedule. High Bridge developed a man-loaded 

schedule for the craft man-hours to validate the proposed staffing levels and craft 
density in the High Bridge estimate. Resource loading, quantity loadings, unit rates, 

labor rates, or man-hours were not provided in the Bid schedule so High Bridge 

developed a WBS organized by bay, above or below each bay roof line, and the 

commodities or work operations above or below the roof lines. The WBS provides a 

format to organize the estimate in a WBS format to load man-hours and quantities 

into the High Bridge schedule. 

High Bridge analyzed the Bid schedule from the URS bid package and created the 

High Bridge schedule, an electronic Primavera level 1 schedule (Figure 3-4) with a 

critical path that matched the dates and assumed logic in the 31-Month Bar Chart 
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schedule in the URS proposal. High Bridge performed analyses on the Bid schedule 

and the High Bridge schedule. 

The High Bridge schedule and URS Schedule with High Bridge WBS input and 

resource man-loading were used to develop the risk-based schedule durations. 

The result of the schedule risk review is discussed in Section 5.3.2.2 and 

Attachment C. High Bridge concludes, based on the review and analysis of the 

provided data, that the CR3 containment restoration baseline schedule with 

contingency has a 35-month duration . 

3.2 Preliminary Composite Schedule - Progress Budget Schedule 

The Program CR3 Containment Restoration preliminary composite schedule (Budget 

25-month schedule) was developed for use by the Progress team to focus on 

engineering and procurement activities through EPC down-select (the Bridge-3 

phase). The Budget schedule covers the milestones and major activities leading up 

to the final EPC construction contract and construction start. 

The 747 activities of the Budget schedule were input into the Primavera P6 

software for schedule analysi s. The key schedule activities analyzed were: 

• Construction/Testing Activities; 

• The Construction Pre-requisite Activities (Engineering/Licensing/Procurement); 

• The Remaining Active Activities; 

• The Startup Activities; 

• The Schedule Constraints. 

The Primavera software has the capability to produce various diagnostics reports 

concerning schedule analysis. The analysis of Budget schedule yielded the overall 

results shown in Figure 3-2. 
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Figure 3-2 Progress Schedule Diagnostics 

Scheduled Early Start ll-Apr-12 Early Fi nish Date 1-Apr-15 

Total activities 747 Relationship activity ties 1016 
Completed activities 537 Critical Path 11 

To-go activities 210 Without Predecessors 88 

Constraints 284 Without Successors 147 
Out of sequence 4 Invalid relationships 19 

Construction/Testing Activities : 
The Budget schedule has only 12 summary construction activities representing the 
25-month duration from mobilization to complete SIT/IRLT and does not have 
enough detail to draw any meaningful conclusions. These construction activities 
represent the proposal price for the EPC cost of approximately $587 million. 

3.2.1 Construction Pre-requisite Activities 

Construction Pre-requisite Activities (Engineering/Licensing/Procurement) 

The Budget schedule contains 730 pre-requisite activities (activities being carried 

out prior to final EPC contract award). Of the 730 activities, 537 have been 

completed with only 11 being on a critical path. 

Startup: 

The Startup work is comprised of two activities, one activity for one month for re

fuel sequencing and one activity with one month to run the SIT/ILRT testing and one 

activity with 3.5 months float. These two activities do not have enough details to 

drawn any meaningful conclusions. 

Active Activities: 

A majority of the remaining 210 on-going schedule activities are focused on 

engineering and are not displayed in any detail on the schedule. The few remaining 
construction activities are not displayed on the schedule. 

Constraints: 

Two hundred eighty four activities are constrained in the Budget schedule. These 

activities represent 38% of the total activities. Utilizing too many constraints makes 

it difficult to analyze the schedule and determine a true set of critical paths 

throughout the network. However, it appears the majority of the constraints were 

for target milestone dates that were meant to be frozen based on other criteria and 

not the schedule logic. Consistent with the NRC junior resident interview there are 

no provisions for NRC constraints/hold points during construction. 
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This project is complex with multiple interfaces with many subcontractors and 

materials/equipment. Progress is treating the remaining detailed planning 

differently than an operating plant modification project in the areas of project 

management and planning and scheduling. Where possible, "Construction Islands" 

should be established and work conducted as construction work rather than 

modification or outage work. The work to be performed around the Spent Fuel 

area should be planned and scheduled with expert validation as a mini-project 
inside of a project. 

3.3 Bid Schedule - URS Bid Schedule 

3.3.1 URS Bid Bar Chart Schedule 

From the URS proposal bar chart schedule (Bid schedule), there was no evidence of 

resource loading of the quantities, unit rates, labor rates, and man-hours. High 

Bridge performed a summary review of the URS schedule to ensure that the scope 

of work for the estimate and the relative durations in the estimate basis was 

consistent with the schedule. High Bridge loaded the craft man-hours in Primavera 

to validate the proposed staffing levels and craft density utilizing the High Bridge 

estimate. High Bridge developed a WBS which is organized by each bay, above or 

below each bay roof line, and the commodities or work operations above or below 

the roof lines. This WBS provides a format to organize the estimate and to load 

man-hours and quantities into the High Bridge schedule. A statistical analysis of the 

bar chart schedule as loaded into Primavera yielded the follOWing: 

• URS PM. Licensing. and Engineering: 

The Bid schedule has 62 level 2 activities in the engineering/work packaging 

area. This is URS's major focus during the EPC Bridge-3 phase. These activities 

represent approximately ~ and are expected to address the total 

proposed work scope. 

• URS Construction/Testing: 

The Bid schedule has only 82 level 2 construction activities representing a 31-

month duration from the start of de-tensioning through completion of SIT /IRLT. 

These construction activities represent the proposal price for the EPC cost of 

approximately ~ Figure 3-3 displays an approximate dollar average 

per activity. This analysiS shows inconsistency in the number of activities 

compared to average activity value and duration. 
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Figure 3-3 URS Schedule Activity Analysis 

Number $ Average Duration 
Activity Description . . Comments 

of Per Activity Range 

58ays 29 - _ days 
$ per activity,. quite long for 

critical path work 

25 - _days 
$ per activity, durations 

for Tendons 
$ per activity, durations 

Construction 25 • _ days 

3.3.2 High Bridge Schedule - Resource Loaded referencing URS Bid 
Schedule 

The Bid schedule was replicated in Primavera to verify the critical path. The 

containment repair critical path starts with the Mobilization of the EPC contractor, 

continues with Start of De-tensioning and Install Platform, Stage 1 - Re-tension/De

tension Bay 6-1 tendons, Remove the concrete Bay 6-1, Re-install the concrete Bay 

6-1, Remove Shoring, Remove concrete Bay 1-2, Re-install concrete Bay 1-2, (Bay 4-

5 is not on critical path). Remove concrete Bay 2-3, (Bay 2-3 removal only), Remove 

concrete Bay 5-6, Re-install concrete Bay 5-6, Install Interferences Bay 5-6, SIT /llRT, 

Demobilization, and Project Complete. The total duration is 31 months for the 

construction/testing phase. Figure 3-4 shows the High Bridge level 1 Critical Path 
highlighted in Red. 
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High Bridge P-6 Version of URS Proposal Critical Path Schedule 
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The total EPC cost and craft hours were used from the URS proposal. The URS EPC total cost of ~ and 

_ craft hours were loaded into the appropriate High Bridge schedule activities. This enabled the High Bridge 

schedule to be organized by major WBS (i.e., by bay and common area). Figure 3-5 displays the spending plan in 

dollars for the project by WBS element. 

Figure 3-5 Containment Repair EPC Spend Plan 

.. ,,, .~cEi!1Ili;fi 8ay6·1 

Com ..... " 

Tobll 

The craft hours were loaded into each activity to enable the High Bridge schedule durations to be validated. Each 

elevation and area of the plant near the containment wall was reviewed to determine if its craft density would be a 

driver for extending activity durations. Construction logic was reviewed to determine proper sequencing during this 

analysis. 

The resource loading of craft hours is displayed on Figure 3-6 showing the hours over each quarter of the project. The 

first period of concern is the reduction of man-hours in the first quarter of 2014. 
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Figure 3-6 Craft Hours by Quarter 
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A detail analysis of the resource graph fo r the f irst quarter of 2014 was performed to understand the reduction in 

hours for the quarter. As shown on Figure 3-7, the first quarter average of_ hours increases to _ hours in 

the second quarter, A deta iled analysis reveals that the concrete work in Bay 1-2 is completing and re-install ing 

interference work is starting during the f irst quarter of 2014, Also, Bay 4-5 is finishing interference work and Bay 2-3 

is just starting the concrete removal work in April 2014, Figure 3-7 displays the primary activity bars that are planned 
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for th is period and most are Bay 1-2 activities that are completing by July 2014 in the next quarter. URS is planning to 

develop a resource management plan that wil l address the quarterly manpower fluctuations to produce the highest 

cost benefit resource plan. 

Figure 3-7 Resource hours by Quarter (First Quarter 2014 activities) 
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High Bridge understands that during the third quarter in 2012, an integrated 

schedule will be developed. In the development of the integrated schedule, the 

manpower leveling that is planned by URS will help reduce thi s planning and 

scheduling of issues illustrated above (i.e., having a first quarter 2014 drop in 

craft of 43% and an increase of 48% the following quarter). The engineering 

driven building protection sequence makes it harder to level craft and keep that 

craft on a productive path. As an example, the concrete placement activity 

makes leveling manpower for placing concrete very difficult. Detail analysis of 

the schedule determined that each week only two bays of concrete are planned 

to be placed at 70 yards per placement in each bay. Then the plan sequence 

requires concrete removal work for 60 days to be completed before concrete 

placement craft can start on the next set of bays . 

It was pointed out above the Primavera schedule was used to develop a 

schedule contingency. A detailed discussion of the contingency analysis is 

included in Section 5.0. The "un-risked" is shown in Figure 3-4 and the " risked" 

schedule is shown in Figure 3-8. Both schedules are contained at larger scales in 

Attachment c . 
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High Bridge P-6 Version o!URS Proposal Critical Path Schedule Risked 
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3.4 High Bridge provides the following observations and 
conclusions: 

Construction: 

More details could be added to reflect enough clarity to adequately prioritize the 

engineering and procurement packages to support the start of construction work. 

The concrete remova l and reinstallation work in particular needs more detail. 

Construction work sequence in the proposal phase is required and is under 
development. 

Engineering/Licensing/Procurement: 

Engineering on a complex project such as the CR3 repair should be directly tied into 

each bay elevation of construction activities. The subsequent work packages need 

to be directly tied to the construction work to be done in each particular area. The 

schedule is under development. 

Startup: 

More schedule activity breakdown of the testing is desirable to enable a clearer 

picture of construction completion de-mobilization and startup. SIT /llRT is 

represented by one activity for 20 days which is an unreasonably short duration 

given the number the number of systems to be re-commissioned. 

Schedule Development: 

High Bridge was told in interviews that CR3 Operations personnel had been 

preparing for review of work packages to plan preparation for tag out of the 

electrical components. However, the planning and scheduling are not reflected in 

the schedule development and integration of all parties not is evident in the 

schedule development to date. With approximately ~ spent through April 

2012 by URS in the EPC Bridge contract for engineering and proposal development, 

High Bridge recognizes emphasis was placed on engineering tasks. Progress 

recognizes planning and schedu ling to have been performed and Progress 

involvement in the planning and scheduling is needed. 

The New level 2 integrated schedule should include details that encompass 

interference removal, pinning, and interference re-installation by bay, by elevation. 

High Bridge believes this work is worth approximately 180,000 man-hours with a 

high confidence for additional engineering and work plans development to 

complete the re-installation. The additional engineering/work plans are a High 

Bridge recognizable current trend on most of these complex projects in the 

industry. Additionally, the concrete removal and replacement above and below the 
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roof line should be addressed in the level 2 schedule under development by 

bay/building elevation. 

The URS schedule represents a 34-day overlap of schedule duration for dismantling 

of the Spent Fuel Wall and completion of the component replacement. High Bridge 

has assumed that the dismantling of the Spent Fuel Wall at the end of construction 

and the completion of the component replacement in the last bay construction 

would be done before any fuel transfer and SIT/llRT would be started. A further 

breakout should be done to show the correct relationships and activity durations 

for these critical path activities. 

Constraints: 

The Progress schedule needs to be flexible and the activities need to flow without 

being artificially constrained as shown in Figure 3-2. High Bridge would prefer that 

the limited use of constraints consistent with construction work be adopted in the 

Progress schedule development. High Bridge believes the craft density to be a 

major concern and further analysis needs to be completed. 

Resource leveling: 

In addition to developing a critical path analysis from the URS schedule, the High 

Bridge schedule was used to analyze resource utilization and manpower loading. 

These analytical steps were taken to validate the planned schedule durations and 

pin point any craft density situations that may need mitigation. The critical path is 

focused on the loading of the URS proposal dollars and craft hours into the 

Primavera schedule. 

An approximate dollar spend plan and resource allocation of craft could be analyzed 

as part of the schedule and cost review. The Primavera schedule, developed, also 

gives us a basis to risk the schedule and determine a level of confidence. (The 

"risked" schedule is shown in Figure 3-8 and both the "un-risked" [Figure 3-4] and 

"risked" schedules are in Attachment C at more readable sizes). 

3.5 Schedule 

Progress Project Controls should integrate the Progress schedule and URS schedule 

as it currently exists, and work with URS to add more details to the construction 

work in each bay for the Progress integrated schedule. The new Progress schedule 

should represent the total integration of all of the stakeholders in an Integrated 

Project Schedule that drives the project and enables a sound basis for change 

control. 
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The use of constraints for both the URS and Progress schedule should be kept to a 

minimum to keep the network usable so that what-if scenarios can be performed 

and proper critical path analysis can be performed at each update cycle. Hard dates 

from vendors, meetings, and subcontractors should be entered into a user defined 

field and variance reports should be developed to display the variances as a method 

to avoid the use of constraints. 

URS should attempt to level the craft loading in developing their baseline detailed 

schedule. We recognize that this unique sequencing makes leveling of the craft 

hours more difficult. A detailed planning effort should be completed by URS and 

reviewed by Progress for validation of the current overall duration of 31 months of 

engineering through construction through SIT /ILRT. 

4.0 COST 

4.1 Introduction and Overview 

Progress developed a preliminary composite estimate in December 2011 that 

included estimated cost s from the initial Bechtel and URS proposals and estimates 

prepared for Progress management. As High Bridge began Task 3, Progress was 

soliciting a second round of proposals for the CR3 containment concrete repair 

from Bechtel and URS. This preliminary composite Progress estimate, is called the 

Budget estimate. The Budget estimate was available to High Bridge for review until 

final proposals were received from Bechtel and URS in April 2012 and provided to 

High Bridge in May 2012 (the Proposal estimate). 

The High Bridge review of the Budget estimate identified several inconsistencies in 

quantities and unit installation rates that were a result of the composite nature of 

the estimate. The basis that contributed to each Budget estimate line item were 

also difficult to determine. These inconsistencies in the preliminary composite 

document precluded a meaningful review of the Budget estimate. In Task 3 High 

Bridge was authorized to prepare an independent estimate (Independent High 

Bridge Estimate) of the project for comparison with the Budget and Proposal 

estimates. The High Bridge Estimate includes all EPC and Owner Costs and is 

included as Attachment D. 

After receipt of the second set of proposals in May 2012, Progress selected URS to 

perform the work and provided the URS proposal for review. High Bridge 

performed a detailed review of the URS proposal estimate as delineated in the Price 
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Breakdown Bid Tab, provided in the URS proposal. The URS proposal Bid Tab is 

shown in Attachment E. 

After performing a review of the URS Bid Tab, High Bridge identified some 

anomalies in the construction direct cost items that complicated comparison with 

historical data and standard estimating procedure. Several items such as Small 

Tools and Supplies, temporary platforms, and rental equipment were included as 

direct costs. Costs for those items are normally considered to be construction 

Indirect costs. To facilitate comparison with historical data and other similar 

nuclear construction/modification projects, High Bridge normalized the data by 

moving the estimated costs for these items from Construction Direct Work to 

Construction Indirect Work and developed the Revised Bid Tab, shown in 

Attachment F. The following High Bridge cost analysis is based on the Revised Bid 

Tab. 

A comparison between the Budget, URS, and Independent Estimates by cost 

element is shown on Figure 4-1. 
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Figure 4-1 Comparison of Progress Budget; URS Bid; High Bridge Cost 
Estimates 

ZAPATA Assessment Team - Crystal River Unit #3 Containment Restoration 

Evaluation of Progress/URS Cost Estimate, Schedule, and Risks 

Summary Level Comparison 0/ Cost Estimates and Schedules 

Cost Element & Description 
Proiress 

Budget 

URS 

Bid 
High Bridge Independent 

Estimate 

Epe Cpntractor 

EPC Directs 

EPC Indirects, Services, & Field Non-Manua l 

EPC Construction Adjustments 

EPC Construction Cost 

EPC Engineering, Escalation, & Fee 

Total EPC Project Value 

progreu Energy 

Owner Provided Equipment/Services 

Owner labor & Indirects 

Owner Escalation 

Owner Sunk Cost to Early 2012 

Total Progress Equipment, Labor & Indlrects 

Total EPC & Proiress 

EPC & Progress Estimate Contingency 

Project Schedule Contingenccy 

Progress Management Reserve 

Total Contingency & Management Reserve 

Tota l EPC/Progress, Contingency & Mit . Res, $ Dollars 

Contlng. & Mgt . Res. $ Dol lars % of EPC/Proiress Total 

EPC Schedule Duration in Months 

EPC End Date & SIT/ILRT Complete 

Total $ 

$338,075,163 

$437,403,868 

$27,843,769 

5803.322,802 

$109,941 258 

$913,264,060 

$116,625,986 

$192,195,812 

520,000,685 

595,622.287 

$424,444,770 

$1,337,708,830 

$603,629,179 

~ 
~ 

$603,629,179 

$1,941,338.009 

45.1% 

2S 

11/ 13/14 

Total 5 

31 

03/16/15 

~: Progress 2011 Study; 1) EPC w/Contingency; 2) Progress Owner Costs; and 3) Progress Risk Contingency . 

Total $ 

5176,736,000 

$264,275,476 

~ 
$441,011,476 

5139 140440 

$580,151,916 

$115,325,986 

5148,266,656 

$13,838,614 

$95,622.287 

5373,053,543 

$953,205,459 

$103,141,468 

$75,200,000 

$361 171 282 

$539,512,750 

$1,492,718,209 

56.6% 

3S 

07/16/15 

..B.id.: URS Apri l 30 EPC (Proposed Price/no contingency); Progress 2011 Study (Progress Owner Costs); High Bridge Monte Carlo Estimate 

Contingency; High Bridge Monte Carlo Schedule Contingerx:y; and High Bridge Monte Carlo Management Reserve. 

Independent Est1mate: High Bridge Independent Est imate (EPC and Owner Costs); High Bridse Monte Carta Estimate Continsency; High Bridge 

Monte Carlo Schedule Continsency; and High Bridge Monte Carlo Management Reserve. 

4.2 Preliminary Composite Estimate - Progress Budget Cost Estimate 

The major cost elements of the Progress Budget estimate are shown on Figure 4-1. 

Due to the preliminary nature of the data used and the preliminary composite 

approach taken by Progress in its preparation, High Bridge did not perform a 

detailed evaluation of the Budget estimate. It should be noted however, that as a 

preliminary and conceptual value, the Budget estimate provided Progress with a 

reasonable bounding value. 
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The URS Proposal estimate, submitted in April 2012, consists of additions and 

deletions to their initial December 2011 proposal. The initial proposal was modified 

in January 2012 to include tendon de-tensioning and again in April 2012 to 

incorporate a modified work approach. The April 2012 modifications consisted of a 

number of additions and deletions to bring the total proposal price to $587,018,187 

as delineated on the Estimate Summary sheet dated 30 April 2012 in the proposal. 

A final compilation of proposal costs was presented in the Price Breakdown - "Bid 

Tab" included in the May 2012 proposal. Although this "Bid Tab" totals to the same 

$587,018,187 as the Estimate Summary sheet, the High Bridge review of the 

individual Bid Tab line items revealed that many of the additions and deletions used 

to update the Estimate Summary sheet were not incorporated in Bid Tab line items. 

Discussions with URS revealed that they were aware of these discrepancies and 

were updating the Bid Tab accordingly. The updated information was not received 

until late in July 2012. Further, the CR3 repair is an active project with bridge 

funding for URS to provide new information on a continuous basis. As a result, all 

of the High Bridge cost review and analysis was performed on the URS Bid Tab 

included in the April 2012 proposal and any changes in the July updated 

information have not been included in this report. However, High Bridge did review 

a summary of the revised (July) data and it appears that the net changes to the total 

estimate will have no impact on the results, findings, or conclusions ofthis report. 

4.4 High Bridge Estimate 

The High Bridge Estimate and assessment of the URS Proposal direct estimated 

costs began in detail when High Bridge received the bid document on 25 May 2012. 

Follow-up interviews were held on site with URS management personnel on 31 May 

2012, to better understand their bid and the details of the estimate. The URS 

Proposal included a number of sections that summarized to the URS Price 

Breakdown - "Bid Tab." The Bid Tab has approximately 100 line items of estimate 
details, showing quantities, craft hours, labor dollars, material dollars, subcontract 

dollars and total dollars. URS also included rentals, supplies, and small tools in the 

direct cost detail. High Bridge normalized the URS data by re-categorizing these 

items as Indirect Costs instead of Direct Costs for consistent comparison with other 

projects and historical data. The URS "Bid Tab" did not show craft performance unit 

rates, therefore, High Bridge calculated the unit rates from the data provided. This 

normalized data are presented here as "Revised Bid Tab" and can be seen in detail 

as Attachment F. 
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URS provided two other levels of detail to support their "Bid Tab" estimate. The 

"CAES Detail Sheets" provide the most detail and show the basis for each estimate 

line item, including hours and material unit rates. The detail sheets are comprised 

of approximately 190 pages of information. This information is then summarized to 

"CAES Summary Sheets." In some areas, the Computer Assisted Estimating System 

(CAES) estimate did not summarize to the "Bid Tab" estimate. This was apparently 

due to URS making late changes that were not included in the CAES information, 

but were included in the Bid Tab. At this writing URS is still working on changes. 

High Bridge was able to find and incorporate the known changes into the evaluation 

process for direct work items and have included them in the "Revised Bid Tab" 

Attachment F. 

4.4.1 Direct Cost 

The URS direct cost estimate is ~ which compares to the High Bridge direct 

cost estimate of $176.7M, for a variance of ~ or 1%. Although the net 

variance is not significant for a project estimate ofthis magnitude, there are several 

individual variances worthy of discussion. The single largest portion of the ~ 
variance (_ ) is due to a wage rate dif ference of _ per hour. The remaining 

variance is seen in the two major areas of concrete work and interferences. 

Figure 4-2 is a summary comparison of the URS Bid estimate to the High Bridge 

estimate for direct cost items by bay. 
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Figure 4-2 Direct Cost Estimate Summary Comparison by Bay 

Figure 4-3 is a summary comparison of the URS Bid estimate to the High Bridge 

estimate for direct cost items only by Major Classification of Work. 
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Direct Cost Estimate Summary by Major Classification o/Work 

Concrete work - Figure 4-4 compares the URS and High Bridge data for the major 

commodities. 
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Figure 4-4 Direct Cost Major Commodities 

uos 

UOS Qty URS Unit Rates URS Total Hours URS Labor 
URS Mat'l Unit 

URS Mat'l 
Price 

- I - I - I - I 
- I - \ - \ • • 
-I - I - I • • 
- \ - \ - \ - I 
- \ - \ - \ --I - I - I I 

-I 

• - I - I 1 - -I 

- I - I - \ - I 

~ ~ .. -= III 1 

HIGH I 

High Bridge Unit High Bridge Total High Bridge Mat'l 
High Bridge Qty 

Rates Hou" 
High Bridge Labor 

Unit Price 
His:h Bridge Mat'I 

1,'" 50.0 61,200 <n=nnn $500 <'''' ~ 

3,117 30.C 93,510 <""~ $0 $0 

889 lOS.C 93,345 «",0" $0 SO 

3,117 5.5 17,144 <0, $402 " ", 

889 7.5 6,668 <366,713 $402 $357,378 

380 SOl.0 190,380 <'n"n~ $8,4GO "'",onn 

110 G01.0 66,110 <""'~ $8,460 <0'" "'" 

22,_ 1.5 34,470 <, 0= 0<0 $9 $198,088 

6,600 3.0 19,800 <, noo nnn $9 $56,892 

405 329.0 133,245 $37,995 

715,871 
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Figure 4-4 Direct Cost Major Commodities (continued) 

Qty. Unit Rates Total Hours Variance 
Unit 

Permanant 

Bolts EA 

'" Concrete Removal 

Mechanical Direct 

'" 
'" 
'" 

TN 

TN 

Roof 
SF 

Roof 

The total High Bridge estimated craft hours for this work scope is _ hours less 

than the URS estimate. Based on comparison to industry metrics five key variances 

are summarized below but for a more detailed analysis of the concrete work 

estimate data please refer to Attachment G. 

1 - Permanent Anchor bolts - The total quantity of anchors to be installed varies 

from _ (URS) to 1,224 (High Bridge). High Bridge understands that this quantity 

is still being finalized and continues to change. Also, High Bridge has estimated a 

craft performance unit rate which is. higher than the URS unit rate . 

2 - Concrete removal (URS hours) - High Bridge has estimated nearly_ hours 

less than URS. High Bridge believes that URS was heavily influenced by the work 
and learning experience on Bay 3-4 and could experience a much more efficient 

process moving forward . 

3 - Concrete removal (Mechanical) and replacement - URS has underestimated the 

hours needed to mechanically remove concrete by nearly _ hours. Both the 

cubic yards of concrete to be removed and the craft performance unit rate required 

to remove the concrete are low. However, High Bridge feels that the craft 
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performance unit rates URS used for installing the new replacement concrete are 

over estimated by nearly the same value creating a. net variance. 

4 - Rebar & Tendon Sleeves - Based on High bridge calculations, URS has 

underestimated the tons of rebar required by . tons. From the data presented it 

appears that URS did not perform a quantity takeoff for the reinforcing steel. In 

addition, URS has not adequately estimated hours for installing dowels and tendon 

sleeves. High Bridge has estimated all three activities requiring nearly _ 

additional hours above the URS estimate. 

5 - Formwork - High Bridge has estimated nearly _ hours less than URS for 

formwork due to a significantly lower craft performance unit rate. High Bridge 

developed a unit rate for this work reflecting current industry data and allowing for 

the complexities unique to CR3. The URS unit rates appear to be heavily influenced 

by the Bay 3-4 experience data. 

Interferences - The High Bridge estimate for removing and reinstalling interferences 

is ___ craft hours and -~ for material costs higher than the URS 

estimate, primarily in the electrical area . These data do not include mechanical 

interferences which are included in estimated subcontracts. The amount of 

required interference removal anticipated by URS is significantly less than that 

which High Bridge believes will be required . Figure 4-5 compares the URS and High 

Bridge data for Interferences. High Bridge has extensive experience and knowledge 

of modification work inside operating nuclear plants and believes that URS has 

significantly underestimated this work scope. Additional discussion is included in 

Attachment G. 
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Figure 4-5 Interference Estimate Comparisons 

URS INTERFERENCE ESTIMATE 

CRAFT 
~ ____________ -+~HOURS 

DISCIPLINE LABOR $ MATERIAL $ TOTAL $ 

& Insulation 

Mech & HVAC 

DISCIPLINE 

Electricall&C 

Subcontracts - This portion of the estimate includes tendon de-tensioning and re

tensioning, concrete hydro-demolition, concrete saw cutting, piping interference 

removal and replacement, containment liner plate attachments and repairs, and 

other miscellaneous subcontracts. Figure 4-6, Subcontract Estimate Comparison, 

shows the URS Bid and High Bridge estimates and variances for this area. Although 

the total variance value is insignificant (~ or . %), one area is 

noteworthy. 
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Figure 4-6 Subcontract Estimate Comparisons 

Subcontractor Activity 
Estimate 

Variance High Bridge 
URS Estimate 

$42,545,000 

IC~lncr· .. t .. R .. moval $44,573,000 

Plate Attachments/Repairs $2,093,000 

Pipe/Insulation $12,509,000 

nces Structural 

Roofing, Misc. Other 

Piping interferences removal and replacement - The backup information for this 

scope of work indicates that the URS estimated value is based on "a monthly cost 

over time" for the subcontractor. As stated earlier, High Bridge believes that URS 

has significantly underestimated the work scope for interference removal and 

reinstallation and has estimated ~ more than URS for mechanical 

interferences. 

4.4.2 Indirect Cost and Construction Management Estimate 

Many costs associated with project indirects and construction management are 

directly tied to the duration of the project. The High Bridge independent estimate 

and the analysis below are based on the URS proposed project duration of 31 

months which concludes with successful completion of both ILRT and SIT. The 

project schedule is discussed further in Section 3.0. High Bridge has a four month 

schedule addition to the project and in Section S.O has included risk allowance costs 

for the impact of a four month schedule extension on those indirects and 

management costs directly impacted by schedule duration. However, the analysis 

below does not include the values beyond the 31-month proposed URS schedule 
duration. 

4.4.2.1 Construction Indirect Work 

Construction indirect work includes the items listed in Figure 4-7. High Bridge 

reviewed the URS Construction Indirect Work as presented in the Bid Tab. The 

construction indirect work is presented in a different manner in the proposal Bid 

Tab than in the URS Estimate Summary making comparison extremely difficult. URS 

updated its December 2011 proposal incorporating changes delineated in a 
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Cut/Add sheet to arrive at its April 2012 proposal. These Cut/Add changes were 

incorporated in the Estimate Summary in a column titled "Updated Work 

Approach" dated 30 April 2012 to bring the total URS bid price to In 

reviewing the supporting documents for the construction indirect items in the 

Revised Bid Tab, it became apparent that many of the Cut/Add changes that 

affected construction indirect items were not included in the Revised Bid Tab, 

although the Revised Bid Tab total was the same shown on the 

Estimate Summary. Discussions with URS indicated that they were aware of thi s 

discrepancy and were working to correct it. However, the corrected URS bid 

information was not provided until late July, too late to be incorporated into the 

construction indirect review. Therefore, the following analyses are based on the 

Revised Bid Tab which contains data submitted with the April 2012 proposal in 

Attachment F. 

Figure 4-7 provides a comparison of URS Revised Bid Tab indirect cost s with 

estimated costs developed by High Bridge based on experience and compari son 

with similar work on other current nuclear projects . 
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Figure 4-7 Construction Indirect Cost Estimate Comparison 

High Bridge Variance 

The support craft staffing for many activities was held constant by URS for the 

duration of the project while the need for craft support varied for different phases 

of the project. For example, scaffolding support for the third shift was included for 

26 months while the provided schedule shows third shift work from February 2013 

through December 2014 or 23 months. There are similar discrepancies for several 

other support activities. The net result of these discrepancies is an inflated 

estimate of support man hours required for the project. These additional man 

hours provide the single largest difference between the URS and High Bridge 

indirect estimates. The inadvertent use of a daily rental rate as an hourly rental 

rate for the Manitowoc 2250 crane also provided a significant inflation in indirect 

cost s. 
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Craft training and testing estimated costs do not appear to include provisions for 

craft turnover which could be as much as 15%. In addition, High Bridge was 

informed by URs that craft site training required. hours to complete, which is a 

much greater cost than shown in the bid tab. 

It should also be noted that URs mentions a Scorpion Access System (sAs) that will 

expedite access for work on the external containment walls . This system consists of 

a platform between buttresses that can be raised and lowered using screw jacks 

and is purported by URs to reduce the construction schedule by 20 days. The sAs 

platform cost does not appear to be included in the current indirect estimate. 

The following observations ofthe construction indirect estimate were noted: 

• Industry practice is to include safety supplies in the direct labor rate. EPC 

contractors add as much as $.50/hr to the labor hours. High Bridge has 

accepted the URs statement that safety supplies are included in the indirect 

costs shown in Figure 4-7, and has not added an additional estimated cost for 

safety supplies. 

• High Bridge was informed by URs management during its visit to CR3 that 

mechanical and electrical interference removal and re-installation would be 

limited to the first and second shift, leaving only concrete removal activities on 

the third shift. However, the detailed estimates for electrical and mechanical 

interference removal are based on a three shift operation . 

• The URs estimate does not appear to include any savings or other modification 

resulting from the implementation of the sAs as indicated on the Cut/Add 

Impact sheet in the proposal. 

• URS has included an . addition to estimated labor costs in each Bid Tab line 

item for small tools and supplies (sT&s). This practice makes review and 

comparison difficult. High Bridge concurs that an . addition is reasonable but 

the normal practice is to include the sT&5 allowance as an individual indirect 

estimate line item. 

• The _ estimated cost of batch plant erection, operation, and 

demobilization included in Temporary Facilities appears to be inconsistent with 

the _ price of concrete. Based on experience, High Bridge believes that 

such a high price for delivering concrete normally includes these costs. 
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In summary, High Bridge finds the URS construction indirect estimate to have 

inconsistencies and omissions that should be addressed in order in increase 

confidence in the values. A detailed analysis of each construction indirect item 

included in the Revised Bid Tab is included in Attachment H. 

4.4.2.2 Construction Management 

The URS Construction Management estimate was reviewed by experienced High 

Bridge senior construction management personnel and compared to historical 

nuclear construction projects and other current nuclear plant modification work. 

High Bridge developed an independent Construction Management/Field Non

Manual (FNM) staffing forecast covering approximately 150 positions, which is 

included in Attachment D. Figure 4-8 provides a comparison between the 

proposed URS construction management staffing, as presented in the URS 

Containment Repair Project Combined Staffing Plan dated 5 May 2012, and this 

High Bridge independent estimate for FNM staffing. It should be noted that the 

total man hours in the staffing plan are significantly greater than (and inconsistent 

with) the total man hours in the Project/Construction Management section of the 

URS Bid Tab. 

Figure 4-8 Field Non-Manual Staffing Comparison 

CR3 Containment Repair Field Non-manual Staffing Comparison 

URS Proposal Staffing Difference High Bridge· URS 

Organization Peak 
Total Hours 

As indicated in Figure 4-8, High Bridge estimates a slightly larger peak FNM staffing 

but fewer FNM hours. This apparent discrepancy is caused by URS FNM field 

staffing of site individuals beginning in June 2012, while the proposal schedule 

shows mobilization beginning in September 2012. In addition, many of the URS 

staff are shown on the project after their associated work is completed on the 
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schedule. The most significant differences in total hours occur in the following field 
organizations: 

• Site Engineering - URS staffing includes more civil implementation engineers 
than High Bridge believes are required. 

• Field Administration and Support - URS staffing does not include adequate 

personnel for human relations, training, and administrative support. 

• Quality Assurance/Quality Control - The URS staffing forecast keeps staff on the 
project long after the work is completed. 

• URS does not include individuals for training, programs, records, welding, and 
ca lib rat ion/testi ng. 

The High Bridge man-hour estimate for Construction Management staffing is 1.3 

million man-hours compared to the URS estimate of about _ man-hours. 

High Bridge assumed an average hourly wage rate of .per hour to include 

overtime, extended work week, and per diem costs. Based on the High Bridge wage 

rate, a High Bridge estimated construction management labor cost of $141.3 million 

compares to a URS construction management labor cost of (the sum 

of Construction Management labor and subcontract dollars from line 192 of the 

Revised Bid Tab). 

The URS Construction Management estimate as shown on the Revised Bid Tab 

includes estimated costs for labor, material, and Small Tools & Supplies but no 

supporting material is provided for these costs. Also, the URS estimate does not 

have costs in all listed Construction Management categories and it should be noted 

that the URS Bid Tab estimated cost for Quality shows which clearly 

must contain costs other than Quality. As a result, High Bridge was unable to 

evaluate construction management costs beyond the labor hour comparison shown 

in Figure 4-8. 

4.4.3 Engineering and Design 

High Bridge could not review or evaluate the URS Design Engineering estimate 

because there is only one line in the Bid Tab proposal and no supporting backup 
was provided in the submitted proposal. High Bridge requested that URS provide 

backup information for their estimate but, as of this report, no supporting material 

has been provided. High Bridge performed a parametric estimate based on URS 

proposal information and direct cost quantities. High Bridge developed an 

independent engineering and design estimate using our Engineering estimating 

checklist for each discipline that covers over 450 tasks. This resulted in a total 

estimate of 274,700 hours. The resulting High Bridge design engineering cost 
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estimate of $38.5M compares to the URS estimate of ~ for a variance of 
The High Bridge independent estimate is included in Attachment D. 

4.4.4 Owner Costs 

High Bridge evaluated the Owner's Cost Estimate by reviewing their detailed 

estimates and also conducting an interview with a Progress representative. High 
Bridge was informed that Progress would not be adjusting their estimate based on 

the URS EPC Proposal, which is significantly less than the EPC costs identified in the 

PGN Owner Cost Estimate #218. Based on the Owner Cost detail estimates and 

factoring in actual cost to date, High Bridge modified some subcontract estimates 

and re-forecasted the Owner staffing plan to account for the URS scope of work. 

The details of the High Bridge estimate can be seen in Attachment D. The Owner's 

staffing plan peaks at 260 staff and holds staff levels constant for the last six 
months of the project, May 2015 to October 2015, which results in 230 staff 

average. The High Bridge Owner staffing plan reduced some construction and 
engineering staff and reduced the overall staff as the project is completed, which 
resulted in a peak of 219 staff and an average for the last six months of 75 staff. 

The High Bridge estimate was compared to a historical range of Owner Cost to EPC 
ratios factored up for a FOAK project, and the need to have minimum staff on site. 

High Bridge historical information indicated an Owner to EPC range of 25% to 40%, 

but chose 50% as the target for this project. 

Figure 4-9 is a summary comparison of the Progress Energy Owner cost estimate to 

the High Bridge independent estimate. 

Figure 4-9 Owner Cost Estimate Summary Comparison 

Variance 
Progress Energy Estimate High Bridge Estimate High Bridge· 

Description Progress 

To Go Actual Cost Progress Energy ToGo Actual Cost High Bridge Estimate 
Estimate !hru 1/31/12 Estimate Estimate thru 1/31/12 Estimate Variance 

Total ~ Progress 
Provided Equipment, $116,625,986 $82,289,482 $198,915,468 $115,325,986 $82,289,482 $197,615,468 1$1,300,(00) 
Material & Contracts 

Total- Labor & 
$192,195,812 $13,332,805 $205,528,617 $148,266,656 $13,332,805 $161,599,461 ($43,929,156) 

Indirects 

Total $308,821,798 $95,622,287 $404,444,085 $263,592,642 $95,622,287 $359,214,929 ($45,229,156) 
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Figure 4-9 shows the High Bridge estimate at $359.2 million and the Progress 

Budget estimate at $404.4 million for a variance of $-45.2 million . The variance for 

Equipment, Material and Contracts is due to High Bridge removing the containment 

liner repair work, which is included in the EPC cost estimate. The variance for the 

labor categories is due to High Bridge reducing the Progress Energy staffing plan, 

both eliminating positions and reducing staff at the end of the project. The High 

Bridge man-hour estimate is 1.7 million man-hours which compares to the Progress 

estimate of 2.3M man hours. 

The ratio of the High Bridge EPC cost estimate ($564.2M) to High Bridge's Owner's 

cost estimate to go ($283.6M) is 50.3%. This is within the High Bridge range and 

High Bridge feels this is justified because of the FOAK nature of this project. 

4.5 Cost Estimate Conclusions 

The following are steps that URS could consider to improve their estimate: 

• Direct Costs 

o For quantities, ensure the estimated quantities are consistent with the 

technical bid documents (i.e ., radial pins and reinforcing steel). 

• For unit man-hour rates, ensure man-hour rates are based on a buildup of 

the steps and the scope to do the work and not just Bay 3-4 experiences. 

For example, ensure the unit rate for reinforcing steel includes installation 

of dowels. 

• For material unit prices, review the reinforcing steel rates, including 

mechanical connectors to ensure the estimate has the full price. Also, 

review the formwork material price to ensure that the same forms can be 

used in more than one bay. 

• For interferences, evaluate the interferences required to be removed for 

Bays 1·2 and 5-6 below the roof lines for concrete removal. For other bays 

need to be evaluate the radial pins and determine what interferences will 

need to be removed. This includes the subcontract for piping interferences. 

~ Construction Indirect Cost Estimate - The URS Bid Tab cost estimate is ~ 
million which compares to the High Bridge cost estimate of $123.0 million, for a 

variance of~. The major areas of variance are scaffolding, construction 

equipment, and temporary utilities. It appears that URS held Construction 

Indirect staff constant for the duration of the project, while the need for craft 

support should vary for different phases of the project. The construction 

indirect cost estimate is not consistent with the project schedule provided in the 

proposal, and many of the cost categories lack basis of estimate or have no cost 
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provided . Review the construction indirect estimate for consistency with the 

schedule. 

• Project/Construction Management - The URS cost estimate for construction 

management labor is which compares to the High Bridge cost 

estimate of $141.3 million, for a variance of~. The variance is the result 

of the following factors : 

o URS staffing of the project is not consistent with the proposal schedule. 

Some staffing begins too early and some de-staffing occurs too late in the 

project . 

o The High Bridge estimated peak staffing level is greater that the URS peak 

staffing level. 

o The apparent URS wage rate appears to be too low to include necessary 

overtime and extended work week hours. 

• Design Engineering - The URS cost estimate is which compares to 

the High Bridge cost estimate of $38.5 million, for a variance of 

URS does not have estimate detail or backup. 

• EPC Escalation - The URS cost estimate is which compares to the 

High Bridge cost estimate of $21.6M for a variance of URS provided 

no backup to evaluate their estimate. The High Bridge estimate is based on an 

escalation rate of 3% per year. 

• Owner's Cost Estimate - The Progress cost estimate for Owner' s cost is $404.4 

million which compares to the High Bridge cost estimate of $359.2 million for a 

variance of $-45.2 million. The variance is due to an evaluation of the Owner' s 

staffing to support the construction which was reduced in the High Bridge 

estimate for mostly construction support staff. Also Progress estimates full staff 

out to October 2015 for closeout, which High Bridge reduced assuming closeout 
would be accomplished as all work is completed . 

• Owner Cost Escalation - The Progress cost estimate for Owner escalation is 

$20.0 million as compared to the High Bridge cost estimate of $13.8 million for a 

variance of $-6.2 million . The High Bridge estimate is based on an escalation 

rate of 3% per year. 
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5.0 RISK ASSESSMENT, ESTIMATE CONTINGENCY, and 
DISCRETE RISK MANAGEMENT RESERVE 

5.1 Introduction and Overview 

As part of Task 3, High Bridge had responsibility to develop values for project 

contingency, based on estimate and schedule inaccuracies, and project 

management reserve, based on discrete risk analyses. Project Contingency was 

identified in the High Bridge cost review and Project management reserve is based 

on discrete risks identified by High Bridge, the ZAPATA Team, and the Progress 

team. The contingency and risk analyses were performed using a Monte Carlo 

based analysis technique for both the project contingency and management 

reserve. The summary results are: 

• A project contingency for estimate inaccuracies of $103.1 million (see Figure 

5-5) . 

• A project contingency for schedule inaccuracies of $75.2 million (four months 

hotel load). 

• A project management reserve, at an 80% confidence level of $361.2 million 

(see Figure 5-10). 

• The three of the risk elements combined add $539.5 million to the base cost of 

the project resulting in a total project estimate at completion of $1,492.7 

million. 

High Bridge used reviewed drawings, photographs of the plant, notes and 

observations from plant walk downs to review the EPC's cost estimate, schedule, 

and approach . These reviews and analyses supported High Bridge's development 

of comparison of cost (Bid Estimate) and schedule for the EPC scope of work and 

laid the ground work for a High Bridge independent EPC and Owner' s cost estimate 

(Independent Estimate) and schedule (High Bridge developed critical path schedule 

in Primavera P6 based on the URS Bid bar chart schedule). The analyses led to a 

summary of major categories ofthe URS/EPC and Progress cost elements for Monte 

Carlo analysis to determine the project cost and schedule contingencies. Utilizing 

this information High Bridge developed a list of discrete risk events that were later 

combined with and reviewed by the ZAPATA team to create a discrete risk register 

for Monte Carlo analysis . 
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@ ZAPATA 

Estimate and schedule uncertainties comprise those impacts to costs that are due 

to normally expected uncertainties (or inaccuracies) in estimating/scheduling the 

CR3 containment restoration work scope, including issues such as: 

• Design Completeness/Development 

• Technical Complexity 

• Quantity Variations and Pricing 

• Quality Levels 

• Labor Productivity 

• Site Conditions 
• Methods of Accomplishment ( construction project approach vs. modification 

project approach) 

• Escalation Costs 

• Estimating Accuracy 

High Bridge used the ANSI Standard Reference Z94.0 and categorized estimated 

costs into one of three classifications: Conceptual/Order of Magnitude Estimate, 

Budget Estimate, and Definitive Estimate. Uncertainties were assigned to detailed 

cost estimate line items or at a more summary level. The three cost and duration 

classifications are defined as: 

Conceptual ("C") Order of Magnitude Estimates of costs and durations are 

generally developed using parametric data based on limited project information 

and, therefore, have a very wide accuracy range of -30% to +50%. 

Budget ("B") Estimates of costs and durations have a tighter accuracy range of 

within -15% to +30%. Estimates of this type are generally prepared after work has 

begun and can be based on some limited amount of qualified engineering/design 

data and information . This generally describes the current estimates provided for 

the CR3 restoration. 

Definitive ("0") Estimates of costs and durations are usually expected to have a 

tight accuracy range of within -5% to +10%. Definitive estimates involve the 

highest degree of deterministic estimating methods and require a great amount of 

estimating information and detail. Typically the engineering and design 

documentation is very well defined and near completion. 

The classifications listed above are used as guidelines in evaluating the uncertainty 

of the estimate/schedule estimate; however, knowledge of the type of project will 
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influence the actual range used for evaluation of the uncertainty. For example, 

nuclear construction project cost and schedule estimates have a history of seldom 

being below either the projected cost or schedule. Therefore, the range of accuracy 

assigned to elements of the cost estimate is specified based on knowledge of the 

CR3 containment restoration project. 

High Bridge used commercial risk analysis software marketed by the Palisade 

Corporation called @RISK (Version S.7, September 2010). The software @RISK 

provides the capability to specify a range of uncertain values (risk ranges) on a set 

of variables and to run a Monte Carlo simulation to do a Risk Analysis for the set of 

variables. The software has over 30 types of probability distribution that can be 

used to describe the uncertain values. High Bridge has found the Triangular 

probability density (RiskTriang) to be the most readily understandable and 

pragmatic distribution for nuclear risk models. The RiskTriang distribution is a 

triangular distribution that has the capability to specify a minimum and maximum 

value of uncertainty along with most likely value of the variable. The example in 

Figure 5-1 graphically illustrates the triangular probability distribution. In the 

example, the minimum percent is assigned and basically indicates that a cost 

category has a finite probability of being lower than the most likely value and the 

maximum percent indicates that a cost category has a finite probability of being 

higher than the most likely value. 

Figure 5-1 Example of the @RISK - RiskTriang Probability Density 

Go od 
O u tcomes 

Mo st Lik e ly 

Ba d 
O utco me 

+25 

High Bridge used Monte Carlo random sampling techn iques and performed 10,000 

iterations to insure convergence of the variables. Random sampling allows the 

variable to be randomly selected from any point in the probability distribution for 

each of the iterations in the calculation cycle. The risk analysis calculates an 
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individual contingency on each cost and schedule category and accumulates those 

into a total project contingency. 

The results of a risk analysis can be displayed graphically in several formats. The 

contingency values can be shown for every 5% confidence level from 0% to 100%. 

Graphical displays normally used by High Bridge include the final probability 

density; the cumulative probability distribution ("5" curve); and sensitivity of the 

contingency to various uncertainties (the so-called "Tornado" chart). 

5.1.2 Discrete Risk Events - Management Reserve 

Nuclear construction projects face the potential of having certain events, discrete 

risk events, occur that are not part of the planned cost or schedule. These are 

usually isolated events which company management should evaluate. The 

evaluation should consider the potential financial impact of event (risks) and set 

aside funds (management reserve) to be available to fund mitigation activities to 

prevent or minimize the impact an event, or to fund an event in case it does occur. 

A principal concern expressed by the ZAPATA team was the risks (other than those 

associated with the cost and schedule inaccuracies) that the containment repair 

project is essentially a FOAK project. FOAK projects present additional technology, 

execution and project management risks. Discrete risk events usually fall into two 

categories: 1) Technical Risks - events that may occur because a less costly but 

more risky design approach has been proposed and 2) Programmatic Risks - events 

that are broader in nature and may be dependent on decisions separate from the 

specific systems or components (e.g., NRC approvals or disapprovals, or project 

management). Programmatic risks are usually accumulative in a report (Discrete 

Risk Register) for evaluation, assignment of responsible management "ownership", 

and identifying mitigation strategy. 

High Bridge established a list during a "brain-storming" session of the team 

members. Progress established a list of risks as part of consolidating project cost 

estimates. Bechtel and URS established lists as part of the proposal pre-bid and bid 

preparation. Tetra Tech and DSI established a list based on review of the project 

activities assigned to each organization. 

The development of the discrete risk register began by each organization within the 

ZAPATA Team establishing their own list of risks independent of each other. The 

ZAPATA Team developed a draft risk register. The register incorporates discrete risk 

events identified by Progress, URS, Bechtel, Duke Energy and the ZAPATA Team. 
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Risks were assigned a suffix to keep track of the originating organization (i.e., p

Progress, h- High Bridge, t- Tetra Tech). High Bridge then prepared a final register 

by consolidating each organization's similar risks and eliminating risks that were 

judged to be transferred to the EPC cost estimate as part ofthe project contingency 

analysis. The complete register is included in Attachment J, along with the 

identification nomenclature. 

Unlike the estimate and schedule uncertainties discrete risk events are assigned 

two qualitative parameters that form the basis of the analysis. These parameters 

are the Probability of Occurrence and Severity of Impact starting from a Very Low 

Probability of Occurrence and Severity to a Very High Probability of Occurrence and 

Severity of Impact. These parameters are then quantified by assigning a percentage 

to the Probability of Occurrence and a financial impact (dollars) to the Severity of 

Impact. Figure 5-2 provides the Risk Ranking Matrix that graphically illustrates 

these assignments. Monte Carlo simulations of the probability of occurrence and 

severity of impact were carried out in @RISK and provide the basis for establishing 

management reserve values. 
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Figure 5-2 Discrete Risk Range Matrix Template 

Progress Energy Severity of Financial Impact 
Crystal River Unit 3 Financial Impact Ranges 

Containment Repair Project Very Low Low Medium High Very High 
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5.2 Preliminary Composite Estimate Contingency - Progress Budget 
Estimate Contingency 

• 
• 

The Progress Budget contained both an EPC project cost estimate and a Progress 

Owner's cost estimate contingency value as noted in Figure 4-1. High Bridge 

combined the Progress Owner's cost from the Progress Budget Estimate with the 

URS Bid Estimate to conduct a Monte Carlo analysis for the combined estimates of 

the URS EPC and Progress Owner's costs. 

5.3 URS Bid and High Bridge Independent Estimate Contingency 

Cost estimate contingency is an amount of funds that should be added to the EPC 

base cost estimate to cover inaccuracies in the estimate and schedule. Inaccuracies 

are accounted for in a Monte Carlo analysis by assigning "risk ranges" to the major 

cost elements : 

• The URS April 2012 (as revised) 

• Progress (Est #218) cost estimate (Bid Estimate) 

• High Bridge (Independent Estimate) cost estimate for the EPC and owner' s costs 

High Bridge performed the cost estimate contingency analysis at a summary level 

for each bay and other common construction categories. The current Progress 

Energy Owner' s cost s were included so that a contingency is evaluated for the 

entire project. 
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Base Cost Estimate Categories from the April 2012 URS Proposal and Progress 

owner' s costs, for both the Bid and High Bridge estimate cases, were analyzed using 

High Bridge CR3 team members' assigned risk ranges for best case (BC) and worst 

case (WC) for each cost category. Attachment 0 shows the list of the major 

categories of the project Base Cost. 

The cost categories in Attachment 0 are divided into the following: 

• EPC direct labor, materials, and subcontracts associated with removing! 

replacing concrete, adding rebar, removing/reinstalling interferences, and other 

miscellaneous activities/costs for each of the bays (Bays 1-2, 2-3, 4-5,5-6, and 6-

1 as depicted in Figure 4-2. 

• EPC direct costs for activities common to all bays, 

• EPC indirect, design/engineering, and construction management activities, and 

• Progress owner's indirect and labor activities. 

5.3.1 URS Bid Estimate Cost Contingency 

The URS/EPC April 2012 (as revised) construction management activities were not 

in sufficient detail for High Bridge to reconcile between summary level and detail 

estimate sheets. As a result, the values in Appendix I under EPC Construction 

Management were arrived at by High Bridge SMEs and may not be entirely in 

agreement with the final URS proposal values. However, the total dollar amount 

for this category equals the URS April 2012 proposal amount for the construction 

management. Additionally, High Bridge used the cost and labor data from the 

Progress Est 11218, Tabs "Level 3" and "Staffing 1-24-12" to arrive at the categories 

shown in Appendix I. The break-down of categories is High Bridge's reconciliation 

of categories between the various estimates 

The risk ranges associated with each cost category were assigned by High Bridge. 

The risk ranges assigned were based on: 

• The knowledge gained from plant walk downs, interviews, and estimate reviews 

entered into the "Worst Case" (positive values of percentages) assigned risk 

ranges. During conducting a detail review of the URS work scope for the repair 

project High Bridge found that several activities associated with the direct work 

on the remaining bays had been underestimated. For example, the craft labor 

estimated to remove and reinstall the interferences in the electrical/I&C 

discipline was badly underestimated. Because of these discrepancies High 

Bridge assigned some relatively high risk ranges in these areas as seen by the 

values shown in table of Appendix I. 
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• That nuclear construction project cost and schedule estimates have a history of 

seldom being below either the projected cost or schedule. Therefore, low 

values of the "Best Case" (negative values of percentages) were assigned . 

• The Progress Budget estimate is between the definitive and budgetary levels, so 

risk ranges were assigned between -5% and +20% for these categories. 

The cost data and risk ranges for each category shown in Appendix I were then 

input into the @RISK model to compute a project contingency. 

Inaccuracies are accounted for in a Monte Carlo analysis by assigning "risk ranges" 

to the major cost elements contained in the following estimate cases: 

• In the URS April 2102 (as revised) and Progress (Est #218) cost estimates (Bid 

Estimate) and 

• In the High Bridge (Independent Estimate) cost estimate for the EPC and 

owner' s costs. 

The Monte Carlo risk analyses of Figure 5-3 Bid - URS EPC/Owner's Contingency 

the major cost categories shown in at Various Confidence Levels 

Attachment I results in contingency 

values for the estimate at a range 

of confidence levels. Figure 5-3 
d' I th ttl . t t ISP ays e oa proJec cos 

contingency at various confidence 

levels for the Bid Estimate 

described above . The exhibit 

shows the confidence range from 

0% to 100% in 5% increments. 

The sensitivity tornado chart is 

intended to visually display the 

influence of a given risk variable. 

This measurement shows the 

relationship each risk variable has 

on the overall cost of the project. 

The tornado and contingency 

confidence level charts display the 

assigned risk ranges for the 

variables within the model. 

Bid Est" t E t· t A R k 

Percent of Confidence Contingency Value 

O~ , , 44717726 
5% (21 ,866,356 
10% (11,920,548 
15% (4,043,433) 
20% 2,851,834 
25% 9,518,202 
30% 16,359,259 
35% 23,552,277 
40% 30,992,606 
45% 38,720,165 
50% 46,678,917 
55% 55,135.431 
60% 64,033,467 
65% 73,457,336 
70% 83,821 ,157 
75% 95,000,788 
80% 107,290,466 
85% 121,104,748 
90% 137,711,120 
95% 158,865,635 
100% 209,126,981 
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Figure 5·4 shows the tornado sensitivity chart for the Bid Estimate contingency 
computation previously shown in Figure 5·3. 

Figure 5·4 Bid· URS EPC/Owner's Contingency Analysis Results 

Subtotal of Project Risk Variables I Expected Value 
Regressk)n Coeffk:lents 

EPC [)eggn Englneertng I Expected Value 

EPC Construction Management labor I Expected Value 

Other Costs EPC Esuolation .od Fees (No Coot.lgency) I EXpected Volue 

PE Engineering Services I Expected Value 

EPC Indlrects-Site Services I ExpectEd Value 

EPC ConstrlJCtlon Management Materiall Expenses. I Expected Value 

PE Engineering I Expected Value 

EPC Indlreds-Scaffoldino/Temp PlatfOfms I Expected Value 

PE PC/PM I E_ V.ve 

EPC Common All BaY5-Oetenson - Subcontract I Expected Value 

PE RP Support I EXpected volue 

PE licensing I Expected Value 

PE CM I Expected value 

EPC Coolmon All Bays-Oetenshn/Retenskln labor I Expected Value 

fPC lndlreds-<:Onstruction Equipment I Expected Value 

PE Site Services I Expected Value 

o N ~ 

9 ci o c:i 

Coefficient V.lue 

As can be seen by inspection of Figure 5·4 the two project activities having the most 

influence on the project contingency are the Design Engineering and the labor costs 

associated with EPC Construction Management. 
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5.3.2 High Bridge Independent Estimate Cost and Schedule 
Contingency 

5.3.2.1 Cost Estimate Contingency 

As discussed in Section 5.3.1, High Bridge also performed a Monte Carlo-based 

contingency analysis ofthe High Bridge Independent Estimated cost as: 

• The High Bridge cost estimate for the EPC and owner's costs. 

The Monte Carlo risk analyses of the Figure 5-5 High Bridge Estimate - URS 
major cost categories shown in 

Attachment I result in contingency values 

for the estimate at a range of confidence 

levels. Figures 5-5 displays the project 

cost contingency at various confidence 

levels for the Independent Estimate 

described above. The exhibit shows the 

confidence range from 0% to 100% in 5% 

increments. 

Figure 5-6 shows the tornado sensitivity 

chart for the Bid Estimate contingency 

computation previously shown in Figure 

5-5. 
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EPC/Owner's Contingency at Various 
Confidence Levels 

Id d tEl' t El' t • 

Percent of 
Contingency Value 

Confidence 

0% (38,967,187) 
5% (18,444,028 
10% (9,323,953 
15% (2,038,651 ) 
20% 4,392,846 
25% 10,717,391 
30% 17,275,142 
35% 24,020,500 
40% 31 ,033,776 
45% 38,317,882 
50% 45,975,142 
55% 53,949,319 
60% 62,422,881 
65% 71 ,385,329 
70% 81,054,666 
75% 91 ,618,671 
80% 103,141,468 
85% 116,482,531 
90% 132,268,069 
95% 152,736,466 
100% 200,104,536 
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Figure 5-6 High Bridge Estimate - EPCjOwner's Contingency Analysis 
Results 
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As was the case for the Bid Estimate, the project activity that has the greatest 

influence on the project cost contingency is Design Engineering. However, in the 

High Bridge Independent Estimate, the next two activities having the greatest 

influence are related to de-tensioning and re-installing the tendons. 

5.3.2.2 Schedule Contingency 

Schedule contingency is an amount of funds that should be added to the project 

base cost estimate to cover inaccuracies in the schedule. Inaccuracies are 

accounted for in a Monte Carlo analysis by assigning "risk ranges" to the critical 

schedule activities. As discussed in Section 3.0, Critical Path Analysis, High Bridge 

replicated the URS construction schedule in Primavera software to verify the critical 

path. High Bridge selected approximately 50 key schedule activity durations and 

performed a Monte Carlo analysis for those durations. High bridge used the same 

probability distribution for the schedule uncertainty as was used for the cost 

uncertainty. Figure 5-1 graphically illustrates the triangular probability distribution. 

Attachment I shows the list of the activity durations used in the Monte Carlo 

analysis. 

As the URS schedule is considered immature at this time, the ranges applied to the 

activity durations were assumed to be Budgetary (see Section 5.1.1 for the 
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definition of Budgetary}. Therefore the "Best Case" range of -15% and "Worst 

Case" range of +30% were assigned to each duration. An example of a "risked" 

duration can be found by referring to Attachment I and Attachment C for activity 

U1015 - Remove Concrete 6-1. The "un-risked" duration for this activity was 78 

days, after conducting the Monte Carlo analysis the duration was increased to 90 

days. The "risked" activity durations were then input into the @RISK model to 

produce the schedule contingency in months. The monthly contingency was then 

converted into dollars by using the "hotel load" for the EPC and owner. 

The URS Bid proposal schedule is less mature than the cost estimate. Because of 

this a higher confidence level is required to ensure a higher confidence that the 

select schedule can be met. Therefore, High Bridge selected an 85% confidence 

level for the schedule contingency as opposed to the 80% confidence level value for 

the cost contingency and management reserve shown in Section 5.5. Selecting the 

85% confidence level for the schedule yields a schedule contingency of 4 months. 

For the URS and Progress owner's hotel load, the 4 months of schedule contingency 

is equivalent to $75.2 million. 

Figure 5-7 graphically displays the comparison between the URS proposal project 

schedule and the High Bridge risked schedule. 

Figure 5-7 High Bridge Risked URS Proposal Schedule 

Crystal River #3 Schedule Analysis 
URS Proposal versus HBA Risk 85% Confidence Schedule 

2012 

I 

8116/12 

~rmt~ 

8/16/12 
Mobiti.ZJltion 

2013 2014 

URS ConstructIon SchedtIe 31. Mo. 

2015 

3/16/15 
SIT/ILRT 
Compl~te 

"RIs~. Month Extension 

7/16/15 

... h ..... PrapII I"COnstrudlon SC ....... J5Mo. srr/llRT 
compfete 

URS Construction Schedule "Mobilization" through "SIT/ILRT complete-

Hish Bridge Risk 85" COnfidence Schedu~ "Mobili~ation" through "SIT/llRT complete" 
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5.4 Discrete Risk Assessment, Monte Carlo Modeling, and 
Management Reserve 

A principal concern expressed by all project participants was the risks other than 

those associated with the cost and schedule inaccuracies that the containment 

repair faced since it is essentially a FOAK project. High Bridge developed a discrete 

risk list (register) and evaluated risk impact in order to establish an appropriate 

management reserve for the project considering Technical and Programmatic risk 

events. 

5.4.1 Discrete Risk Register Development 

The development of the discrete risk register began by each organization 

establishing a list of risks independently of each other. High Bridge established 

their list in a "brain-storming" session of the team members who had performed 

the initial plant walk-downs and reviewed information supplied by ZAPATA and 

Progress. High Bridge then began the process of compiling a final register by 

consolidating like risks and eliminating risks that were judged to be transferred to 

the EPC cost estimate as part of the project contingency analysis. High Bridge has 

assigned a risk identification associated with the organization that submitted the 

original risk so each risk can be traced back to the source. The complete register is 

included in Attachment J along with the identification nomenclature. The final 

register includes 61 discrete risks items. 

When considering the method and means to evaluate the potential financial impact 

of an event that represents a discrete risk to the success of a construction project; 

from start of construction through turnover, testing, and startup; four basic factors 

were considered: 

• The cost of additional direct labor of the craft and engineering carrying out the 

project design and construction activities if a particular risk event occurs. 

• The indirect labor of the personnel, materia l, and equipment supporting the 

construction activities. These costs are usually carried with the project as long 

as significant construction activities are taking place and are referred to as 

"hotel load." 

• The cost of a project schedule extension caused by the occurrence of a 

particular risk event (usually during construction) where the "hotel load" (fixed 

URS and Progress costs) add additional costs to the project. 

• The t iming of a risk event relative to the project schedule (i.e., is the event likely 

to occur in early const ruction, at peak construction, or during startup and 

testing?). 
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To establish an estimate of the financial impact of a particular risk event, High 

Bridge assessed what additional resources maybe needed or how much of a 

schedule delay may occur. This is especially true when the project is in its early 

days without detailed work plans and schedule activities. 

There are 61 risk events that require evaluation of the potential financial impact 

that each event has on the project. 

These estimates were made under the following assumptions: 

• Unless it is clear whether the event occurs early in construction or at startup 

and testing; the hotel loads at peak construction are applied. 

• The peak construction hotel load for the EPC (UR5) was estimated from the UR5 

April 2012 proposal estimate (as revised to ~ to be 

per month. 

• The peak construction hotel load for Progress Energy was estimated from the 
Progress Energy estimate as delivered to High Bridge in a Microsoft Excel file 

entitled "Copy of Est. #218 CR3 Containment Repair Rev Oe" to be $8.37 million 

per month. 

• The combined UR5/Progress Energy hotel load was taken to be ~ per 

month. The ~ hotel load is prominent in the calculation of discrete 

risk financial impact. 

• The added cost of a schedule extension was priced by multiplying the assumed 

extended length of the schedule in months by the combined hotel load. 

• Additional craft labor (man-hours) was priced by multiplying the assumed 

number of man hours by an average craft labor rate of $55 per man hour. 

• Additional specialized engineering/design labor (man-hours), such as that 

needed to perform seismic and detailed structural analyses, was priced by 

multiplying the assumed number of man hours by an average engineering labor 

rate of. per man-hour. 

• Additional engineering/design labor (man-hours) needed to assess 
interferences, for example, was priced by multiplying the assumed number of 

man hours by an average engineering labor rate of. per man-hour. 

• When it was not apparent that a specific number of additional craft labor man

hours could be reasonably assumed, a percentage of the total direct craft labor 

dollars were assumed; this percentage was applied to the. _ direct 

craft labor amount from the UR5 proposal to price the additional craft 
resources. 

• When a risk event involved potential damage to existing CR3 equipment 

without knowing what equipment might be involved, an estimated allowance 

was priced. 
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As discussed in Section 5.1.2 discrete risk events are assigned two qualitative 

parameters. These parameters are the Probability of Occurrence and Severity of 

Impact. These qualitative parameters were quantified by assigning a percentage 

value between 5% to 70% to the Probability of Occurrence and an evaluated 

financial impact in dollars to the Severity of Impact. High Bridge estimated the sum 

of potential financial impact (before performing the Monte Carlo analysis) of all risk 

events in the discrete risk register to be $1,397.5 million. 

5.4.2 Monte Carlo Modeling and Management Reserve 

High Bridge arranged the discrete risk events on the discrete risk range matrix as 

shown on Figure 5-8. Additionally, the top 15 ranked events are shown on Figure 

5-9. An inspection of Figure 5-8 gives a qualitative "picture" of the items that need 

particular attention when the CR3 Containment Restoration project goes forward. 

The discrete risk events shown in the " red shaded and yellow dot" cells represent 

the highest of the risk events in terms of Probability of Occurrence and Severity of 

Impact. 
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Figure 5-8 Risk Range Matrix with Discrete Events Distribution 

HBA Discrete Risk Register (compiled by HBA Proiect Team) 

Progress CR3 
Severity of Financial Impact 

Containment Repair Project Financial Impact Ranges 

.... 
0 
> 
.~ 

-" .. 
-" 
0 
~ 
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15%1 61t •• , 68t.8. 7U. 

An output of the Monte Carlo model provides a sensitivity ranking of the Discrete 

Risks identifying those with the most impact on the calculation of Management 

Reserve. 

Additionally, Figure 5-9 gives the short description of the top fifteen most impactful 

discrete risk events. Attachment J contains the complete discrete risk register for 

CR3 containment restoration . 
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Figure 5-9 Top Fifteen Risks from Discrete Risk Register 

Top Fifteen Risks from Discrete Risk Register 
47h Work area congestion under estimated reduces planned removal and installation rates.(Schedule 
Impact) 

SOh. EPC and Owner/Licensee leadership in project management needed to maintain effective project 
communication and work flow.(Ccst and Schedule 

s7h . Anchoring program approach fails requiring rigid criterion on pinning location and process. 
1p. Inadequate PE engineering support during design review, work packages review and field change 
approval process. (Cost and Schedule Impact) 

12p.2 Anchor Bolt Scope - not installing radial radial pins prior to detensioning has the potential to cause 
further damage to the containment concrete. (Cost and Schedule) 

16p. Vertical Crack chasing below 150 ft. elevation - detensioning causes concrete damage below the 

elevation now plannned for removal will require additional removal of concrete and added interference 
work scope.(Cost and Schedule Impact) 

48h. Planned crew sizes cannot be accommodated in certain work areas reduces the production rates. 

3p.3 Spent Fuel Pool Protection Plan - accidental hole caused during construction produces SFP leaks. 
(Ccst Impact) 
12p.1 Anchor Bolt Scope - additional structural analysis indicates more radial pins are required than in the 

project work scope requiring additional resources.(Ccst and Schedule Impact) 
19p. Additional concrete - if additional structural analysis and concrete testing determines that there 

already exists concrete damage below the areas planned for concrete removal has the potential of 

requiring additional resources.(Ccst and Schedule Impact) 
67t.2 LAR is incomplete causing RAI 's, review iterations and review delay (Schedule Impact) 
68t.3 Licensing Risks - Additional EC and/or 50.59 reviews are needed for interference equipment that has 

to be replaced by new non-identical equipment(Cost Impact) 
4p . Force Majeure - current schedule has a 3 month float to accommodate a major weather event shutting 

down the project. (Ccst and Schedule Impact) 
67t.4 Licensing Risks - LAR is considered incomplete as it does not address reduction of conta inment pre-

stress level (Cost Impact) 
68t.7 Licensing Risks - Permanent radial pins do not meet ACI 318 code requirements (Ccst and Schedule 

Impact) 

An examination of Figure 5-9 shows that the top f ive high occurrence probability 

and high severity risks in Figure 5-8 are associated with chasing additional cracking, 

logisti cs of moving construction material around the site, congestion of the work 

area (where interferences are encountered), and licensing issues. 

It should be noted that the risk register and resulting Monte Carla analyses for 
contingency and management reserve determination were developed in early July 
2012. The dynamics involved with this FOAK project results in refined and 
additianal discrete risk issues that should be cansidered as part of the "wark in 
progress" risk register. Undocumented cancerns regarding dame concrete issues, 
concrete cold joints, thermal effects, and other emerging issues could be 
addressed in future risk assessments. 
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The percentages for Probability of Occurrence and dollar values for the Severity of 

Impact shown in Attachment J were input into Monte Carlo @RISK model to 

compute a value for management reserve. Additionally, the analysis provides 

insight into the discrete risk events that represent the largest input to the 

computed management reserve. 

The results of the Monte Carlo simulation provide management reserve values at 

various confidence levels. The following exhibit (Figure 5-10) shows the Monte 

Carlo analysis results for a range of confidence levels for management reserve. 

Figure 5-10 EPC/Owner's Management Reserve at Various Confidential 
Levels 

The sensitivity tornado chart Figure 5-11 Visually displays the influence of a given 

risk variable on the final management reserve value. The data displayed show the 

relationship each risk variable has on the overall cost of the project. The tornado 

and management reserve confidence level charts display the assigned risk ranges 

for the variables within the model. 
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Finure 5-11 EPCjOwner's Mananement Reserve Analysis Results 

Total Impact 
Re~eS5ion Coefficients 

s7h. 1- o. 
501\ 

I 

J lp . 
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68t7 

67t3 j 12p.1 

12p.3 

j 6Bt3 

67t4 

47h.s 
2 I 0 1 2 3 4 
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Reference should be made to Figure 5-9 and Attachment J for the complete 

description of all of the discrete risk events listed in the register. 

The Monte Carlo analysis for the project discrete risks identified by High Bridge, 

ZAPATA Team members, Progress, pre-bid Bechtel Power Corporation and as-bid 

URS, was performed to provide a project management reserve of $361.2 million in 

management reserve at an 80% confidence level. 

5_5 Containment Repair EAC with Contingency and Management 
Reserve Risk Evaluation 

The total project cost estimate with risk for the Progress CR3 Containment 

Restoration Project is shown in Figure 5-12. Other cost s such as the EPC fees, 

escalation, sunk cost s, et c. have been included to produce a total projected 

Estimate at Completion cost. 
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Figure 5-12 Progress CR3 Containment Repair Project Total Cost with 
Risks 

Cost Element Cost 
Independent Estimates
High Bridge EPC/Owner's 

Current Baseline 

Risk Elements 

Total 

and Risk Subtotal 

2012 

Cost Estimate 

Based on the Monte Carlo analysis for contingency and management reserve for 

the Independent Estimate, High Bridge's estimated the following values for risk for 

the two cases considered : 

• In the URS April 2012 (as revised) and Progress (Est . #218) cost estimates (Bid!: 

o A project contingency for estimate inaccuracies, at an 80% confidence level, 

of (see Figure 5-3). 

o A project contingency for schedule inaccuracies, at 85% confidence level, of 

o A project management reserve, at an 80% confidence level of _ - . o The three of the risk elements combined add to the base cost 

of the project resulting in a total project estimate at completion of ~ - . 
• In the High Bridge cost estimate for the EPC and owner's cost s. 

o A project contingency for estimate inaccuracies, at an 80% confidence level, 

of $103.1 million (see Figure 5-5). 

o A project contingency for schedule inaccuracies, at 85% confidence level, of 

$75.2 million . 

o A project management reserve, at an 80% confidence level of $361.2 

million. 
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o The three of the risk elements combined add $539.5 million to the base cost 

of the project resulting in a total project estimate at completion of $1,492.7 

million. 

The work that has been done on the discrete risk register to-date has considered: 

• The number and type of risk events identified to date, 

• The assignment of both qualitative and quantitative values for the probability of 

occurrence and severity of financial impact, and 

• The computation of management reserve based on a Monte Carlo analysis of 

these assignments. 

To use the discrete risk register as a tool, Progress, along with URS, should assign 

personnel to be responsible for each event, to develop a mitigation strategy for 

each event, and establish a risk management program for the project in accord with 

Progress' existing risk management program). A risk management program should 

also conta in elements that allow tracking and close out of events as the project 

moves forward. 

6.0 EPC URS Construction Methodology Observations, 
Analyses and Conclusions 

6.1 Methodology 

High Bridge Associates reviewed the construction implementation methodology 

and sequencing as identified in the URS proposal and described by URS in a meeting 

at the CR3 site on 24 July 2012. The purpose was to review the details of the 

proposed construction process to determine the likelihood of success and identify 

any potential problems. Prior to the meeting, an overview outline and individual 

construction review checklists were provided to the construction team for review . 

As an example the Construction Review Checklist is shown in Figure 6-1. These 

documents are included as Attachment K, Construction Review Checklists and 

include the completed checklists for the key construction review areas noted 

below: 

• Tendon and tendon sheathing removal inside and outside the buildings 

o Access for tendon removal equipment and removed tendons 

o Removal method 

o Removal of knockouts and civil structural interferences 
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• Concrete removal inside and outside the buildings 

o Installation of scaffolding and platforms 

o Concrete removal system 

o Waste concrete and slurry removal system 

o Rebar removal 

• Concrete replacement inside and outside the buildings 

o Scaffolding requirements, installation, and relocation 

o Tendon sheath installation and splicing 

o Rebar installation and splicing 

o Formwork method and installation 

o Concrete placement plan and method 

• Interference Removal inside and outside buildings 

o Scaffolding requirements 

@ ZAPATA 

o Removal methods for piping/mechanical, I&C, and electrical items. 

• Anchor Bolt/Pin installation 

o Scaffolding requirements 

o Core drilling methods 

o Anchor installation and grouting 

o Removal of concrete waste and drilling water 

• Replacement of removed components 

o Scaffolding requirements 

o Installation methods for piping/mechanical , I&C, and electrical items. 

• Tendon Replacement inside and outside of buildings 

o Tendon Replacement and tensioning process 

o Replacement of knockouts and other civil/structural interferences 

• Spent Fuel Pool protection 

o Construction details of isolation wall and other protective features 

Each of the key construction areas noted above were reviewed and the main 

attributes of each area reviewed were as follows : 

• Is the proposed method constructible and is it cost effective? 

• Crane adequacy and placement where applicable 
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• Access to the work area and logistics (including operational and security 

requirements) 

Material handling, fabrication , storage (including proper storage requirements), 

and refurbishment, including crane access 

Identify any potential problems/difficulties with the proposed method. 

Provide any recommendations for improvement 

Resource (including staffing, equipment, and ancillary facilities) plan, allocation, 

and utilization 

• Equipment protection identified and contingency/mitigation plans noted as 

needed in the event of any unforeseen incidents 

• Contaminated material handling and disposal 

• Hazardous material identification and abatement processes and disposal (e.g., 

lead paint, asbestos, etc.) 

• Return-to-service (RTS) testing and startup plans 
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Figure 6-1 Crystal River Unit 3/Constructability Review Checklist 

Project Information: Contractor URS: Sub-Contractor SGT 

Reviewed By: High Bridge Date: July 24, 201 2 

1'0 

2 

3 

5 

6 

8 

Construction Renew Issues - Tendon Tendon Sheathing RemO'\"al (I)X(O 
Is the proposed method constructible and i 5 it cost dfectiye ? 
.A.re there workable construction staging plans and layout p.ans? VoltZ 7 
billo' 

Are the access requirements for the tendon r~o\'al equipment and 
Tf!tIloved tendons adequate and ddined? 

Is the remm.-al method defined and workable? SqfQ LoadPadt La)oul P/az.' 

Are the remo"al of knockouts and civil structural intttrerences 
appropri ate1v defined? JJO'T '*fiPlI 1o" ~qr.I"«I 

Is the Crane support adequate for the task? Sofll Loa:! Pall!. I t:t) out Plan 

\\"i11 the crane placement provide th~ n~e:ded support? Sofo loadPath'~ 
Is the:r~ adequate access to the: work are:a for the: task? 

9 Does th~ plan provide for the necessary logistical requirements? 
10 Are the p lant operational considerations requi red adequately identified? 
II Haye the p lant security requirements been adequately identified ? 
12 Are the material handling attribut~s adequatel y identified? 
13 Hav e the fabrication needs been defined? 
14 Are the storage needs and proper class reCJ.lirements identified? 
15 Is rd'urbishment of components identified and the requirements 

defined" 
16 Is there a resource plan for staffing. equipment, and ancillary facilities? 
1- Are the resource requirements including allocation and utilization 

adeouatel y defined for staffing, equipment and ancillary facilities" 
18 Have plant equipmentprot~ction require:ments been identified? 
19 Are contingency mitigation plans indentified in the eyent of an y 

unforeseen incidents? 
20 Is there: a pla n for contaminated material handl ing and disposal ? 
21 Is there a pla n for hazardous waten al identification and abate:m ent 

processes and disposal (e "g., leadpainr. asbest os , etc.)? 
22 Are th~e rehlrn to sen"ice (R TS) testing and Star-hlp pi ans? 
23 Identify any potential prohl e:ms difficulties ,vith the proposed method 

(C se additional sheets as required): J. Plan rrx presentea" r€\'"t0l €d 
Slorag~ locanonsfor rene}'l:edpllmzantZn pian compontilns lack Ii!XpIlaed 
ngVf and definitIOn ~ Specific plans rrx presented r",,"10l~ IflJnpt4 from 
plant O~rolion:; ani compltmon of ~ngm_nng EC IS rr/quired 12. Sqfe Lom 
parhs and logtsncsplans rrx presenredrgo.IB1Hd 16.17.18. &2U Plan n:x 
presfll'Jle:i 1'l?ll€H ai. 

2.t Proyide an y recommt"ndations for improvement (Lse additional sheets 
as required): 1.: Ad::Jgd definwon and rlgor 10 tJUI tdtznti./iCalion. :.tOl'agv and 
pr I(€(I ,nojinteif(lrerr:es, mcludingsptlciflc:ifor ""e€rhofrhefiuxhlZS 2. 
Jdllrmfj speqfic sqfe load paths ~. ImproHIioglS17cs awl spectflcsfor rQnd:>n 
storogt/ pnor to "'erior oS hipmlZ'f1c 

6.2 Observations 

Yes No 

As a result of the 24 July 2012 discussions, High Bridge has the following 

observations: 

• Industry project management practice is to sequence planning, the detailed 

engineering, and then construction activities. Progress has intentionally chosen 

to focus on engineering first in order to determine feasibility of the CR3 
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containment restoration. This intentionally delayed planning activities until the 

technical feasibility was established. The result of this change in sequence is a 

lack of detailed planning at this time. Detailed project and construction 
planning is in development. 

• URS plans to develop a resource-loaded schedule to accurately determine 

manpower needs and issues for work within the buildings. 

• The subcontracts for hydro-demolition and the SAS, which are key to exterior 

concrete removal, have not been finalized. The SAS system is important to 

developing detailed execution activities. 

• The removal system for hydro-demolition water and waste concrete slurry 

appears to be at a conceptual stage, with the detailed design delegated to the 

hydro demolition subcontractor. URS did not provide a concept drawing of this 

system for review. Although URS/SGT operated a similar system for concrete 

demolition in Bay 3-4, water/slurry disposal for the current effort is more 

complicated due to hydro excavation above the buildings surrounding the 

containment. Demolition in bays other than Bay 3-4 will require the waste 

water/slurry to be transported from the demolition Bay horizontally around the 

exterior of the containment building to a collection tank located at grade level. 

The system for this water/slurry transport will be critical to the success of the 

hydro demolition effort. 

• URS appears to be relying on the annular opening created by containment 

concrete removal, or the knockout openings, to provide the necessary access 

for moving items into the buildings. Due to the location of the SAS platforms 

above these openings, it is not obvious how crane access can be effectively 

provided. Even if the intent is to remove the SAS platform above the annular 

opening, a method to receive items from the exterior crane hook and relocate 

them within the buildings will be required (the exterior concrete replacement 

activities should be completed before interior concrete replacement activities 

begin, effectively blocking access to the annular opening from above). 

• While URS engineering believes they have adequate tolerances on pin locations 

to miss most plant piping and electrical installations, High Bridge believes that 

more interference removal man-hours will be required to provide access for 

pinning activities. 
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• A construction resource-loaded schedule is planned. Without a resource-loaded 

schedule, it is difficult to accurately determine craft loading for construction 

activities required to support the schedule end date. 

• The URS pre-construction activities appear to be constrained by lack of funding 

from Progress pending contract finalization. 

• URS construction concepts that were presented are sound, yet lack expected 

rigor. 

6.3 Conclusions 

High Bridge views the elements of exterior concrete removal once the building is 

de-tensioned and the tendons have been removed, as two-fold: 

• Set up and operation of the SAS to facilitate the hydro-demolition, including the 

slurry, debris removal, and water management; and 

• Logistics of the demolition activities coupled with the re-construction tasks. 

Although not trivial , the re-construction and concrete replacement activities are 

relatively straightforward construction tasks. 

High Bridge believes the repair areas below the rooflines and within the 

surrounding buildings will be critical path for the project as the tasks are more labor 

intensive and compounded with extremely congestive, restrictive, and elevated 

work areas. Tendon de-tensioning and removal will require additional specialty 

rigging and appurtenances. Concrete demolition of the containment wall within 

these areas of the containment structure will be completed by mechanical means 

with personnel using jackhammers and hydraulic splitters as removal methods. 

Control of foreign materials and equipment protection will be paramount during 

the repair tasks to preclude events and to ensure the operating environment and 

operating components continue to maintain their design basis tasks both during 
and after repair completion. The planning details of this FOAK project effort have 

not been funded. 

High Bridge reviewed but did not challenge the construction sequencing proposed. 

The current sequence of construction activities for the exterior, above the bUilding 

roofline tasks will not be the critical path for the project execution. These tasks 

have been performed in the recent past and with additional detailed planning, 

scheduling, logistics, and sequencing can be executed as described during the 

review meeting. The tasks comprising the areas below the rooflines are first of a 

kind and as complex as any operating nuclear plant major modification. The efforts 
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undertaken thus far for planning, scheduling, and resource identification to provide 

a comprehensive, organized, and logical sequence of events to accomplish project 

objectives need to be performed to provide the necessary rigorous requirements 

for major work within a licensed nuclear facility. The following are a result of the 
observations noted above: 

• The detailed construction planning for the containment repair effort has not 

been funded to a level expected by High Bridge. URS construction concepts that 

were presented are sound, yet lack rigor. 

• High Bridge believes that URS has underestimated the difficulty of moving heavy 

components, such as form panels and concrete knockout blocks, inside of the 

buildings surrounding the containment. 

• High Bridge believes that URS has underestimated the effort required to remove 

interfering components to provide access for core drilling activities required for 

installing the 1,252 pins in the containment concrete within the surrounding 

buildings. 

• Water/slurry disposal for the current effort is much more complicated than the 

Bay 3-4 effort, due to hydro excavation above the buildings surrounding the 

containment . This w ill require the waste water/slurry to be transported from 

the demolition bay horizontally around the exterior of the containment building 

to a collection tank located at grade level. 

• Construction review of EC packages is planned as packages mature and 

construction packages are planned . High Bridge and industry experience has 

proven engineering must be complete well enough in advance of construction 

(9 to 12 months) to provide the construction team adequate time for detailed 

work package planning, reviews, and project integration. 

A mature construction plan would include the following: 

• Construction Execution Plan (Integrated as part of the Project Execution Plan 

that will include several of the items that follow) 

• Resource loaded schedule for engineering and construction activities 

• Safety Plan and personnel safety requirements 

• Subcontractor finalization 

• Detailed identification of interferences to be removed 

• Component storage and refurbishment plans for removed components 

• Resource Plan to include craft density studies and mock-up training 

requirements 
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• Contingency Plans (These include plans for unexpected incidents as well as 

component replacement for components removed that are beyond service life 

or broken, damaged, lost and/or missing at re- installation) 

• System construction test and start-up test 

The detailed planning for the items noted above should be completed and lessons 

learned from the Bay 3-4 repair reviewed and actions incorporated into the Project 

Execution Plan. 
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Task Overview and Key Activities 

• Option 10 Task 
- URS cost estimate/schedule proposal data received in June 
- Scope increased to include review of URS Construction Methodology 
- Scope increased to include preparation of cost/schedule study covering 

all concrete replacement for containment dome & walls to base mat, 
assuming failure of Option 10 repair approach 

• High Bridge Interim Assessment Report to ZAPATA on June 14 

• Participated in four CR3 site visits, meetings, and walk downs 

• Developed an independent semi-detailed cost estimate of the EPC 
scope for the CR-3 Option 10 containment repair and compared this 
with the URS proposal cost estimate. 
- Directs 
- Indirects and field non-manual 
- Engineering and design 
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Task Overview and Key Activities 

ZAPATA 

Project Manager 
Jay Brown 

High Bridge 
High Bridge Corporate Sponsor High Bridge 

Estimating Director Ken Aupperle Data Base Support 
Greg Lynn Task lead Crystal Wheatley 

Philip Moor 

I I 

Cost Estimating 
Scheduling/Estimating! 

Risk Management 

Jeff Rinne· Lead 
Construction Methodology 

Dr. Mike High· Lead 
John Dold . Civil Structural Jim Rose · Lead/Scheduling Rick Drake· Risk & 

Terry Curvin - Piping/Mech/HVAC Larry Sluiter - Estimating Construction Methodology 

Morris Holcomb· Electrical/I&C Jim Loomis - Estimating & 

Mike Jiannotti - Engr/Design Construction Methodology 
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Task Overview and Key Activities 

• Developed an independent semi-detailed cost estimate of the Owner 
scope for the CR-3 Option 10 containment repair and compared this 
with the Progress budget cost estimate. 

• Developed an independent summary schedule and resource loading 
analysis for the CR-3 Option 10 containment repair and compared 
this with the URS proposal 

• Completed various risk management activities 
- Developed/refined integrated ZAPATA team risk register 

- Ranked likelihood of occurrence and severity of impact for >60 discrete risks 

- Monte Carlo risk analysis for estimate accuracy contingency determination 

- Monte Carlo risk analysis for schedule accuracy contingency determination 

- Monte Carlo risk analysis for discrete risk management reserve determination 

• Reviewed URS Construction Methodology 
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ZAPATA Independent AssesslTlent Team - Crystal River Unit #3 Containment Repair Modification 
High Bridge Task #3 Plan - Evaluation of Progress/URS Cost Estimate, Schedule, and Risks 

Option 10 Project and Replace All Concrete Study 

OverviellV of Phased Task Approach and Assessment Nlethodology 

Mar April May June July August: 

I 

1B I 25 I 1 B 15 I 22 I 29 6 I 13 I 20 I 27 3 10 I 17 I 24 1 B 15 I 22 I 29 5 I 12 I 19 I 26 

Initial Discovery, Information Gatherln&!RevleYlf. 
Intervle_5. and Observations/Findings 

Compile Relevant Industry & High Bridge Data Base Info,.,"atlon 

-
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High Sddse Initial AnalySis/Conclusions 
Assessment of 

Progress & URS Estlrnate, Schedule, & Contingency 

--

Prepare Interim 
Report 

High Bridge Develop Independent Cost Estimate, Schedule, & 
Monte Carlo Risk Assessment/Contln8ency/ManaBement Reserve Determinations: 

EPC and O_ner Scopes - Direct, Indirect. & Distributable Costs. 
Perform URS/Pro8ress Construction MethodoloSV and Readiness Revie_ 

1--

Continue Discovery. Info. GatherlnB. Intervie_s. 
Observations/Findings 

Option 10 Project 
Prepare Final Report 

Replace All Concrete 
Study Authorization 
& Scope Definition 

Replace All Concrete 
Study Discovery. 
Site \Nalkdo_n. 

& Info. GatherlnB -
I 

Replace All Concre te 
Indep. Estimate, Schedule. 

& Prepare Report 
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Principal Conclusions 

• Progress 2011 preliminary Composite - Budget - The $1.941 billion 

Progress preliminary total cost estimate provides a reasonable 

bounding value for the CR3 Option 10 project scope. 

• URS EPC April 30 Bid Proposal- The total based on the 
URS EPC bid estimate was reasonable, as it was within 

approximately the High Bridge Independent estimate value. 

• High Bridge Estimate, Schedule, and Risk Assessment - The High 
Bridge total project cost is $1.492 billion. Based on the development 
of a comprehensive Risk Register and the Monte Carlo analysis of 

estimate/schedule accuracy and discrete risk events, A total of 

$539.5 million should be allocated for contingency and management 

reserve. 
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Principal Conclusions 

Progress CR3 Containment Repair Project EAC Summary 

Budget - April 2012 Bid - April 2012 Indegendent Estimates 

Cost Element URS Proposal Cost plus URS Proposal Cost plus High Bridge EPC & 

Progress Owner's Cost Progress Owner's Cost Owner's Cost 

Baseline $857583,172 

Risk Elements Evaluated By Progress Evaluated By High Bridge Evaluated By High Bridge 

Estimate Continl'pn,cv 

~an Reserve 

~vn,.nt1.>t1 thru 2012 

Total Cost Estimate 
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Principal Conclusions 

• Schedule - The URS/Progress combined schedule provide 
detail for near term engineering efforts but are inadequate for 
the remainder of engineering/construction. Work is on 
schedule is ongoing. 

• URS/Progress Project Planning & Construction Methodology
Detailed planning backup does not exist to the extent 
expected for the construction methodology basis required for 
a multi-billion dollar nuclear construction project. Work is on 
planning is ongoing. 

• URS/Progress Project Planning & Construction Methodology
Based experience with similar work, URS has underestimated 
the difficulty and scope of relocating interferences & moving 
heavy components inside of the buildings 
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Principal Conclusions 

• URS/Progress Project Planning & Construction Methodology
Progress needs to adopt more of a large construction project 
management approach vs. an outage modification approach 

that relies heavily on the EPC contractor. Work is on plannings 
. 

ongoing. 

• Risk Management - Progress needs to lead project schedule 
development, project management, integration, and risk 

management/mitigation activities in a very pro-active manner 
and not expect U RS as the EPC contractor to take this role. 

- Taking risk offsets to the EPC contractor into account Progress is the 
ultimate "risk owner" and has overall responsibility as the licensee with 
the NRC and all stakeholders. 
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Principal Conclusions 

• Recommended Contingency and Management Reserve - The 
CR3 Option 10 repair is a First of a Kind (FOAK) project. 

A total contingency and management reserve value of $539.5 million is 
recommended to provide for an 80% confidence level. 

The total contingency and management reserve value represents 1% 
of the total base cost estimate for URS EPe scope and Progress 
Owner scope. 

• Given the FOAK nature of the project, the total contingency and 
management reserve value is appropriate and is consistent with historical 
data base information and industry parametric guidance from various 
professional practice organizations. 
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Principal Conclusions 

• Recommended Contingency and Management Reserve 
The risk register and resulting Monte Carlo analyses for contingency 
and management reserve determination were developed based on 
information available in July 2012. 

The dynamics involved with this FOAK project will result in refined and 
additional discrete risk issues that should be considered for inclusion in 
the "work in progress" risk register. 

Undocumented concerns regarding dome concrete issues, concrete 
cold joints, thermal effects, and other emerging issues should be 
addressed in future risk assessments. 
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Schedule Summary 

• High Bridge performed a Monte Carlo risk assessment of the 
URS proposed 31 month schedule. 

This independent assessment concluded that an additional four 
months is required for an 85% confidence level schedule. 

The URS and subsequent Progress combined schedule provides detail 
for near term engineering efforts but are incomplete for the remainder 
of engineering and construction. 

A more mature and detailed overall project schedule is needed to 
support the project. 
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Schedule Summary 
Crystal River #3 Schedule Analysis 

URS Proposal versus HBA Ri sk 85% Confidence Schedule 

2012 

9 1,6/12 

Mu iJu.c.liCJII 

R/1fi/11 
Mol,iliation 

2013 2014 

URS Construction Sched,*31 Mo. 

IIRS f.nn ~tnlrlion Sf:hl,.h~ NMnh[li7al'ion" through "SIT/II RT mmplf'tp" 

V1F./t~ 

SfT/llR.T 
Complete 

Month Ene-ton 

1/1b(1'J 

SIT/llRT 
Compliete 

High Bridge Risk 8596 ConfidenoeSche-dule"MobllizationN through ·SIT/ILRT tom plete" 
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Cost Estimate Summary 

• The total project cost is heavily influenced by the project 
schedule duration, and various fixed monthly indirect 
infrastructure costs for services, facilities, and manpower, 
i.e. the resulting project (fhotelloads". 

• The High Bridge independent estimate of $580.2 million for 
EPC costs compares favorably with the total URS bid cost of 

million. 
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Cost Estimate Summary 

Cost Element & Description 

EPC Contractor 

EPC Directs 

EPC Indirects, Services, & Field Non-Manual 

EPC Construction Adjustments 

EPC Construction Cost 

EPC Engineering, Escalation, & Fee 

Total EPC Project Value 

Progress Energy 

Owner Provided Equipment/Services 

Owner Labor & Indirects 

Owner Escalation 

Owner Sunk Cost to Early 2012 

Total Progress Equipment, Labor & Indirects 

Total EPC & Progress 

~ 
~ 
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Progress 

Budget 

Total $ 

$338,075,163 

$437,403,868 

$27,843,769 

$803,322,802 

$109,941,258 

$913,264,060 

$116,625,986 

$192,195,812 

$20,000,685 

$95,622,287 

$424,444,770 

$1,337,708,830 

J J 

URS 
High Bridge 

Bid 
Independent 

Estimate 

Total $ Total $ 

$176,736,000 

$264,275,476 

iQ 
$441,011,476 

$139,140,440 

$580,151,916 

$115,325,986 

$148,266,656 

$13,838,614 

$95,622,287 

$373,053,543 

$953,205,459 
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Cost Estimate Summary 

Cost Element & Description 

Total EPC & Progress 

EPC & Progress Estimate Contingency 

Project Schedule Contingenccy 

Progress Management Reserve 

Total Contingency & Management Reserve 

Total EPC/Progress, Contingency & Mgt. Res. $ Dollars 

Conting. & Mgt. Res. $ Dollars % of EPC/Progress Total 

EPC Schedule Duration in Months 

EPC End Date & SIT /ILRT Complete 

~ --------HIGH BRIDGE 
ASSOCIAYES 

Progress 

Budget 

Total $ 

$1,337,708,830 

$603,629,179 

$0 

$0 

$603,629,179 

$1,941,338,009 

45.1% 

25 

11/13/14 

URS 
High Bridge 

Independent 
Bid 

Estimate 

Total $ Total $ 

$953,205,459 

$103,141,468 

$75,200,000 

~361, 171,282 

$539,512,750 

$1,492,718,209 

56.6% 

31 35 

03/16/15 07/16/15 
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Risk Register, Monte Carlo Analysis, 
Contingency & Management Reserve Summary 

, 

• Contingency Determination for Cost Estimate Accuracy - The High Bridge 
independent estimate was used to structure a Monte Carlo analysis for 
determination of the recommended value for required estimate accuracy 
contingency. A contingency value $103.1 million is recommended. 

• Contingency Determination for Schedule Accuracy - The High Bridge 
independent schedule was used to structure a Monte Carlo analysis for 
determination of the recommended value for required schedule accuracy 
contingency. A contingency value of $75.2 million and four (4) months is 
recommended. 

• Discrete Risk Register - High Bridge compiled a Project Discrete Risk 
Register utilizing initial inputs from Progress, URS, and Bechtel, and 
refined inputs/analyses from High Bridge and all ZAPATA team members. 
- A risk ranking 5x5 matrix and assigned qualitative risk ranking values to be 

used for the Probability of Occurrence and Severity of Impact. 
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Risk Analysis - Top 15 Discrete Risks 
Top Fifteen Risks from Discrete Risk Register 

47h Work area congestion under estimated reduces planned removal and installation rates.(Schedu Ie 

Impact) 

SOh. EPC and Owner/Licensee leadership in project management needed to maintain effective project 

communication and work flow.(Cost and Schedule 

S7h. Anchoring program approach fails requiring rigid criterion on pinning location and process. 
1p. Inadequate PE engineering support during design review, work packages review and field change 
approval process. (Cost and Schedule Impact) 

12p.2 Anchor Bolt Scope - not installing radial radial pins prior to detensioning has the potential to cause 

further damage to the containment concrete. (Cost and Schedule). 

16p. Vertical Crack chasing below 150 ft. elevation - detensioning causes concrete damage below the 

elevation now plannned for removal will require additional removal of concrete and added interference 

work scope.(Cost and Schedule Impact) 

48h. Planned crew sizes cannot be accommodated in certain work areas reduces the production rates. 
3p.3 Spent Fuel Pool Protection Plan - accidental hole caused during construction produces SFP leaks. 

(Cost Impact) 

12p.l Anchor Bolt Scope - additional structural analysis indicates more radial pins are required than in the 

Iproject work scope requiring additional resources.(Cost and Schedule Impact) 

19p. Additional concrete - if additional structural analysis and concrete testing determines that there 

already exists concrete damage below the areas planned for concrete removal has the potential of 

requiring additional resources.(Cost and Schedule Impact) 

67t.2 lAR is incomplete causing RAl's, review iterations and review delav (Schedule Impact) 
68t.3 licensing Risks - Additional EC and/or 50.59 reviews are needed for interference equipment that has 

to be replaced by new non-identical equipment(Cost Impact) 

4p. Force Majeure - current schedule has a 3 month float to accommodate a major weather event shutting 

down the project. (Cost and Schedule Impact) 
67t.4 licensing Risks - lAR is considered incomplete as it does not address reduction of containment pre-
stress level (Cost Impact) 

68t.7 licensing Risks - Permanent radial pins do not meet ACI 318 code requirements (Cost and Schedule 

Impact) 

~-~ 
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Risk Register, Monte Carlo Analysis, 
Contingency & Management Reserve Summary 

• Management Reserve Determination for Discrete Risks - High Bridge used 
the assigned rankings to evaluate the financial impact for each risk and to 
perform a Monte Carlo analysis for determination of the recommended 
value for required discrete risk management reserve. 
- A management reserve value $361.2 million is recommended to provide an 

80% level of confidence level. 

• A total contingency and management reserve value of $539.5 million is 
recommended to provide for an 80% confidence level. 

• The total contingency and management reserve value represents 
the total base cost estimate for URS EPC scope and Progress ner 
scope. 
- Given the FOAK nature of the project High Bridge concludes the total 

contingency and management reserve value is appropriate and is consistent 
with our historical data base information and industry parametric guidance 
from various professional practice organizations. 
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Risk Register, Monte Carlo Analysis, 
Contin2ency & Mana2ement reserve 
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Construction Methodology 

• Detailed planning backup does not exist to the extent expected 
for the construction methodology basis required for a multi
billion dollar nuclear construction project. 
- Resource loaded schedules, a Work Breakdown Structure (WBS) and Dictionary, 

a Construction Management Plan or equivalent, and other evidence of an 
integrated and adequate construction methodology have not been developed 

• The subcontracts for hydro demolition and the Scorpion Access 
System (SAS), which are essential to exterior concrete removal, 
have not been finalized. This is restraining progress on detailed 
execution activities. 

~ 
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Construction Methodology 
• The removal system for hydro demolition water and waste 

concrete slurry appears to be at a conceptual stage, with the 
detailed design delegated to the hydro demolition 
subcontractor. URS/SGT did not provide a concept drawing of 
this system for review. 

• Base on similar industry experience High Bridge believes that 
URS has underestimated the difficulty of relocating 
interferences & moving heavy components inside of the 
buildings 

• Progress needs to adopt a large construction project 
management approach vs. an outage modification approach 
that relies on the EPC contractor. 
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Client: Zapata Incorporated 

High Bridge Associates Implementing Station: Crystal River 

~ Nuclear Plant 

HIGH BRIDGE Attachment E - CR-3 List ofInformation Provided Date: 06-14-2012 
A •• OCI..,.TItS 

Row Filename Size (KB) Type 

1 1- intra and CR3 Design.pdf 21.5 Microsoft Excel 97-2003 Worksheet 
2 2- 1 st Delamination.pdf 3,844.1 Foxit Reader PDF Document 
3 3- Root Cause Analysis .pdf 4,495.6 Foxit Reader PDF Document 
4 4- De-tension.pdf 6,310.0 Foxit Reader PDF Document 
5 5- Re-tension.pdf 7,757.1 Foxit Reader PDF Document 
6 6- 2nd Delamination.pdf 5,541.3 Foxit Reader PDF Document 
7 7- NEIL and Cost Recovery.pdf 6,607.8 Foxit Reader PDF Document 
8 Appendices A-C.pdf 1,161 .8 Foxit Reader PDF Document 
9 Appendix d. df 8,378.3 Foxit Reader PDF Document 

10 Appendix e.pdf 1,434.1 Foxit Reader PDF Document 
11 Appendix f.pdf 18,812.2 Foxit Reader PDF Document 
12 Appendix g.pdf 2,440.3 Foxit Reader PDF Document 
13 12-0425 - CR3 Study Presentation 04-16-12.PDF 4,029.4 Foxit Reader PDF Document 
14 CR3 Contact list 4.24.12(r.1 ).xls 6,754.4 Foxit Reader PDF Document 
15 12-0314-Doc's r.2 WBN2 Assessment Contingency&Risk-CW.docx 36.5 Microsoft Excel 97-2003 Worksheet 
16 12-0503-Doc's r.3 WBN2 Assessment Contingency&Risk-CW.docx 231.2 Microsoft Word Document 
17 12-0504 - HBA Risk list from 5-2-2012 Workin9 Session(r.1 ).xlsx 103.4 Microsoft Word Document 
18 12-0505 - HBA Risk list from 5-2-2012 Working Session plus PGN(r.2).xlsx 13.4 Microsoft Excel Worksheet 
19 12-0505 - PE Project Mgmt Reference Documenlpdf 109.4 Microsoft Excel Worksheet 
20 12-0505 - Prog Energy CR3 Risk Register.xlsx 14,291 .9 Foxit Reader PDF Document 
21 Copy of Est #218 CR3 Containment Repair RevOe.xlsx 104.6 Microsoft Excel Worksheet 
22 CR3 Contact List 4.24.12(r.1 ).xls 3,644.7 Microsoft Excel Worksheet 
23 CR3 Containment Repair - 20088405.docx 36.5 Microsoft Excel 97-2003 Worksheet 
24 CR3 Containment Repair Risk Register - NOT PROOFED .pdf.xlsx 17.4 Microsoft Word Document 
25 CR3 Containment Repair Risk Register (2).pdf 67.3 Microsoft Excel Worksheet 
26 Executive Summary...:docx 416.8 Foxit Reader PDF Document 
27 CR3 RFI #1-4 Responses - Email.pdf 21.3 Microsoft Word Document 
28 CR3 RFI #1-4 Responses.pdf 76.9 Foxit Reader PDF Document 
29 CR3 Site Visit 16 Aprillnfo.xls 96.2 Foxit Reader PDF Document 
30 CR3 Study Interview Topics.docx 36.0 Microsoft Excel 97-2003 Worksheet 
31 CR3 Study Presentation 04-16-12.pdf 13.5 Microsoft Word Document 
32 CR3 Study.docx 6,754.4 Foxit Reader PDF Document 
33 database041312.pdf 17.0 Microsoft Word Document 
34 Site Facilities Projection .pdf 65.6 Foxit Reader PDF Document 
35 Site Visit Data Requirements.docx 933.5 Foxit Reader PDF Document 
36 CR3 Study ReQuest Log.xlsx 40.6 Microsoft Word Document 
37 CR3 Containment Repair PEP rev B.pdf 22.4 Microsoft Excel Worksheet 
38 25717-000-TC-GAM-00088.pdf 1,535.0 Foxit Reader PDF Document 
39 CR3-C-0003.pdf 5,013.4 Foxit Reader PDF Document 
40 25717-000-TC-GAM-OO 146.pdf 8,899.2 Foxit Reader PDF Document 
41 25717 -000-COC-0000-00031.pdf 1,641 .6 Foxit Reader PDF Document 
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H IGH BRIDGE Attachment E - CR-3 List of Information Provided Date: 06-14-2012 
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Row Filename Size (KB) Type 

42 5 26.pdf 22,602.1 Foxit Reader PDF Document 
43 CR-N1009-TTI tendon tesLpdf 59.9 Foxit Reader PDF Document 
44 tb5 01.pdf 7,410.0 Foxit Reader PDF Document 
45 CR3-13-1.PDF 104.1 Foxit Reader PDF Document 
46 CR3-13-05-115-008 Analysis of Re-tensioning (Body&Appendices).pdf 3,413.9 Foxit Reader PDF Document 
47 CR3-13-05-115-008 ANSYS OutputFiles.pdf 3,413.9 Foxit Reader PDF Document 
48 CR3-13-05-261-008 Rev. 0[1J.pdf 105,163.3 Foxit Reader PDF Document 
49 CR3-13-05-261-012.pdf 5,678.3 Foxit Reader PDF Document 
50 Timeline.pdf 750.2 Foxit Reader PDF Document 
51 -$P Point of ContacLdocx 30.7 Foxit Reader PDF Document 
52 CRP Point of ContacLdocx 0.2 Microsoft Word Document 
53 25717 -OOO-COC-00OO-OOO02.pdf 12.8 Microsoft Word Document 
54 25717-000-COC-0000-00024 Drafl2.pdf 38,818.5 Foxit Reader PDF Document 
55 CR3-13-05-115-002 .pdf 7,091.8 Foxit Reader PDF Document 
56 CR3-13-05-115-003.pdf 4,239.1 Foxit Reader PDF Document 
57 CR3-13-05-115-004-Rev.0.pdf 36,902.7 Foxit Reader PDF Document 
58 CR3-13-05-115-008 Analysis of Re-tensioning (Body&Appendices).pdf 35,428.6 Foxit Reader PDF Document 
59 CR3-13-05-261-003[ 1] .pdf 3,41 3.9 Foxit Reader PDF Document 
60 CR3-13-05-261-008 Rev. 0[1].pdf 9,502.8 Foxit Reader PDF Document 
61 CR3-13-05-261-012.pdf 5,678.3 Foxit Reader PDF Document 
62 S10-0002.pdf 750.2 Foxit Reader PDF Document 
63 S10-0004.pdf 1,702.8 Foxit Reader PDF Document 
64 S10-0012.pdf 5,961.0 Foxit Reader PDF Document 
65 S10-0044.pdf 15,743.3 Foxit Reader PDF Document 
66 S10-0057.pdf 1,076,4 Foxit Reader PDF Document 
67 LVL1.pdf 5,942.8 Foxit Reader PDF Document 
68 BECHTEUV3) PEP.doc Redacted .pdf 191.3 Foxit Reader PDF Document 
69 BECHTEL Volume 1 - Technical Proposal Redacted. pdf 682.2 Foxit Reader PDF Document 
70 CR3 EPC ExhibitA--12-7-11.pdf 7,293.1 Foxit Reader PDF Document 
71 BECHTE-1.PDF 2,423.0 Foxit Reader PDF Document 
72 Bechtel Technical Proposal Redacted .pdf 45,056.9 Foxit Reader PDF Document 
73 25717-000-COC-0000-00011 RevO.pdf 45,056.9 Foxit Reader PDF Document 
74 25717-000-COC-0000-00020 RevO.pdf 1,417.8 Foxit Reader PDF Document 
75 List of Deliverables.pdf 1,516.1 Foxit Reader PDF Document 
76 25717-000-COC-0000-00002 RevA.pdf 24.5 Foxit Reader PDF Document 
77 25717-000-COC-OOOO-00004 RevA.pdf 4,1 68.7 Foxit Reader PDF Document 
78 25717 -000-COC-0000-00010 RevA.pdf 4,117.9 Foxit Reader PDF Document 
79 25717-000-C2-MJKP-00001 RevB~f 12,194.5 Foxit Reader PDF Document 
80 25717-000-CP-0000-00001 RevA.pdf 770.1 Foxit Reader PDF Document 
81 25717-000-CY-0000-00001 RevO.pdf 714.6 Foxit Reader PDF Document 
82 25717-000-DB-0000-00002 RevA.pdf 686.1 Foxit Reader PDF Document 
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165 CR3 EPC RFP Contractor Safety Information Checklist FormSept13-2011 FINAL.pdf 149.0 Foxit Reader PDF Document 
166 CR3 EPC RFP DocumentList FINAL Sept15-2011.pdf 227.0 Foxit Reader PDF Document 
167 CR3 EPC RFP ExhA Scope of Work RevO FINAL Sept14-2011.pdf 109.2 Foxit Reader PDF Document 
168 CR3 EPC RFP ITB Sept14-2011 FINAL.pdf 4,518.7 Foxit Reader PDF Document 
169 CR3 EPC RFP ListofFTPFiles Rev5 Sept15-2011.pdf 224.4 Foxit Reader PDF Document 
170 CR3 EPC RFP ListofFTPFolders Rev5 Sept15-2011 .pdf 1,020.1 Foxit Reader PDF Document 
171 CR3 EPC RFP ListofTechnicalReferences Rev5 Sept15-2011.pdf 96.5 Foxit Reader PDF Document 
172 CR3 EPC RFP Proposed Subcontractors List Sept13-2011 FINAL.pdf 172.4 Foxit Reader PDF Document 
173 EPCRFPMilestoneSched 0913-2011 FINAL.pdf 88.9 Foxit Reader PDF Document 
174 Request for Proposal- CR3 EPC - Bechtel.pdf 47.5 Foxit Reader PDF Document 
175 Request for Proposal - CR3 EPC - URS.Ddf 227.8 Foxit Reader PDF Document 
176 CR3 EPC Addendum No. 1 - URS.pdf 159.7 Foxit Reader PDF Document 
177 CR3 EPC Addendum No. 1 Bechtel'.pdf 71 .5 Foxit Reader PDF Document 
178 CR3 EP-5.pdf 71.9 Foxit Reader PDF Document 
179 CR3 EPC RFP ITB S"[>t22-2011 Rev1.pdf 72.8 Foxit Reader PDF Document 
180 CR2392-1.PDF 192.7 Foxit Reader PDF Document 
181 CR3 EPC Draft Contract FINAL 09-23-2011.pdf 126.0 Foxit Reader PDF Document 
182 CR3 EP-5.pdf 931 .3 Foxit Reader PDF Document 
183 CR3 EPC ExB Att2 09-23-2011.pdf 86.7 Foxit Reader PDF Document 
184 CR3 EPC ExC Att 2 09-23-2011.pdf 81.1 Foxit Reader PDF Document 
185 CR3 EPC ExD Att1 09-23-2011 .pdf 83.2 Foxit Reader PDF Document 
186 CR3 EPC ExD Att2 09-23-2011 .pdf 46.2 Foxit Reader PDF Document 
187 CR3 EPC ExD Att3 09-23-2011.pdf 81.4 Foxit Reader PDF Document 
188 CR3 EPC Exhibit B 09-23-2011.Ddf 40.9 Foxit Reader PDF Document 
189 CR3 EPC Exhibit B Attachment 1 09-23-2011 . df 104.9 Foxit Reader PDF Document 
190 CR3 EPC Exhibit C Attachment 1 09-23-2011 .pdf 129.2 Foxit Reader PDF Document 
191 CR3 EPC Exhibit C Rev 1 09-23-2011 .pdf 126.0 Foxit Reader PDF Document 
192 CR3 EPC Exhibit 0 09-23-2011.pdf 157.8 Foxit Reader PDF Document 
193 CR3 EPC Exhibit E 09-23-2011.pdf 240.6 Foxit Reader PDF Document 
194 CR3 EPC Exhibit F 09-23-2011 .pdf 60.7 Foxit Reader PDF Document 
195 CR3 EPC Exhibit G 09-23-2011.pdf 83.6 Foxit Reader PDF Document 
196 CR3 EPC Exhibit H 09-23-2011.pdf 86.7 Foxit Reader PDF Document 
197 CR3 EPC Exhibit I 09-23-2011.pdf 1,023.6 Foxit Reader PDF Document 
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IFox,1 Reader f'[)F'. 
IFoxit Reader PI 

~ 
~ 
IFoxit Reader PDF 
IFoxit Reader PDF 

~ 
~ 
IFoxit Reader PDF. 
IFoxit Reader P 

~ 
~ 
IFoxitRea~ 
IFoxit Reader 
~Keaoer 

~ 
~ 
Woxit Reader PDF: 
IFoxit Reader PDF 

. Lrys!al Kiver 

Type 
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Row 

~1421 
~1421 

290 1421 
291 1421-04 ' 
292 1421-0 
293 1421 
294142~ 
295 1421-303· 
296 1421 
297 1421< 
298 1421-: 
299 1421 
300 1421-; 
301 1421-: 
302 1421-3' 
303 1421-31 
304 1421-3 
305 1421 '.pdf 
306 1421-3' 
307 1421 
308 1421-3' 
309 1421-3' 
310 1421-3 ' 
311 1421-3' 

312~ 
313 142' !1-
314 

15 
16 421-324-SHOOO.pdf 
17 

~~ 
32 
321 
322 421-331 
323 421-332-SHOOO.pdf 
324 42~ 
325 421-33' 
326 42 ' 
327 
328 

I hgh Bndgc Associales 

Filename 

) 

Size (KB) 

1.,4n2_ 
346.1 

3,548.9 
348.6 
258.7 
767.8 
719.7 
,169.2 
,191 .3 
,565. 
,289. 
,249. 
,353.9 

~j 
1,198.8 

~8 
1,174.9 

,284 .9 
,515.3 
,627 .9 
,689.8 

1,478.9 
1,424.5 
2,476.1 
~,057.8 

~ , 397 . 8 

~ , 18 . 
~, 02 . 
0,294 

6,629.7 

~5 
1,084.1 
822.3 
772.7 
857.9 
389.5 
741 .0 
272.5 

, J 

IClient: Zapata Incorporated 

Station: Crystal River 
. Plant 

Date: 06- 14-2012 

1F0XiI HeaderPD~ 
IFoxil Reader PDF 
IFoxil Reader PDF 
IFoxil Reader PDF 
IFoxil Reader PDF 
IFoxil Reader PDF 
Foxi Reader PDF 
Fox, Reader PDF 
Foxi Reader PDF 
"0' Reader P JF 
0' Reader P JF 

Fa, Reader P JF 
IFoxil Reader PDF 
IFoxil Reader PDF 
IFoxil Reader PDF 
IFoxil Reader PDF 
IFoxil Reader PDF 
IFoxil Reader PDF 
IFoxil Reader PDF 
IFoxil Reader PDF 
IFox,1 Reader PDF [ 
IFoxil Reader PDF 
IFoxil Reader PDF 
IFox,1 Reader PDF [ 
IFoxil Reader PDF 
Fa, teader PC 
0' teader PD 

Fa, teader PC 
IFoxil Reader JF 
IFoxit Reader JF 
IFoxit Reader JF 
IFoxil Reader PDF 
IFoxil Reader PDF 
IFoxil Reader PDF 
IFoxil Reader PDF 
Foxil Reader PDF 
Fox,t Reader PDF Dc 
Foxit Reader PDF 
IFoxil Reader P JF 
IFoxil Reader PJF 
IFox,1 Reader PJF Dc 
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Row 

1421-: 
142~ H001,pdf 
1421 I.pdf 

153 1421-360-SH001.p, 
1421 I.P, 

I----C 1421-: 
356 1421 
357 1421 
358 1521 
359 1521 

;21 
;21-037· 
,S drawing i 

363 1478650 Enh bay 12.pdf 
3641478650~ 
365 s:B2354 i I R2 .pdf 
366 IReview I R2.pdf 
367 10. Table of 

~IA i 
~ISI i 

I hgh Bndgc Associates 

Filename 

l 

Size (KB) 

~ 
JlIliJ. 

~ 
~ 
323,5 
361.2 

~ 
.l1Q 
306.0 
2~/ . 0 

~ 
310~ 
84.3 

~ 
7~ 
102.2 
66.8 

~ 
135,2 
109.6 

~ 
~ 

63.5 
!!; ' ,2 
1B~ 
102.3 
64.0 

~ 
~ 
494 .0 
500.8 

~ 
7,41~ 

52.7 

~ 
~ 
85.5 
60.9 

~ 
~ 

Zapata Incorporated 

. Plant 

Date: 06-14-2012 

~ 
~ 
Fo, Reader PI 
~o, Keacer 1'" 

~~ 
Fo~_ 
Foxit ~eader PC 

~~~ 
~~ 

'0> I Reader PDF 
'0> I Reader PDF 

~~ 
~ 
Fo> ~eader 

~o> <eacer 

~~ 
Fo> I Reader PDF 
Fo> I Reader PDF 

~~ 
Fol<llB"aderF'l:lE. 
Foxit Reader PDF 

~ 
~ 

'0> Reader PDF 
'0> Keacer PDF 

~~ 
IFo",,--Reader P[)f_ 
IFoxit Reader PD 

~ 
~ 
!Fo> t Reader PDF 
IFo> t Reader PDF 

~~ 
l~ 
IFo> ~eader PC 
I ~O> <eacer I"l 

~~ 
IFox,,--Reader PQF 
IFoxit Reader PDI 
l~oXl' Keacer I"l 

~ 

'0 ' 'KJver 
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Client: Zapata Incorporated 

U High Bridge Associates Implementing Station: Crystal River 
Nuclear Plant 

....--~ 
HIGH BRJDGE Attachment E - CR-3 List of Information Provided Date: 06-14-2012 

A SSOC .... TES 

Row Filename Size (KB) Type 

370 C. Current Condition of the ContainmenLpdf 59.8 Foxit Reader PDF Document 
371 CCURRE-l .PDF 6,089.5 Foxit Reader PDF Document 
372 D.l - Option 1.pdf 6,089.5 Foxit Reader PDF Document 
373 D.l0-0ption 10.pdf 1,029.3 Foxit Reader PDF Document 
374 D.ll - Option 11 .pdf 171 .0 Foxit Reader PDF Document 
375 D.12 - Option 12.pdf 93.6 Foxit Reader PDF Document 
376 D.13- Option 13.pdf 113.6 Foxit Reader PDF Document 
377 D.14 - Ootion 14.pdf 109.7 Foxit Reader PDF Document 
378 D.15 - Option 15.pdf 620.6 Foxit Reader PDF Document 
379 D.16 - Option 16.pdf 207.5 Foxit Reader PDF Document 
380 D.17 - Ootion 17.pdf 81.2 Foxit Reader PDF Document 
381 D.18 - Option 18.pdf 1,007.6 Foxit Reader PDF Document 
382 D.19 - Option 19.pdf 321.5 Foxit Reader PDF Document 
383 D.2 - Ootion 2.pdf 256.7 Foxit Reader PDF Document 
384 D.20 - Option 20.pdf 256.7 Foxit Reader PDF Document 
385 D.21 - Option 21 .pdf 234.8 Foxit Reader PDF Document 
386 D.22 - Ootion 22.odf 284.3 Foxit Reader PDF Document 
387 D.3 - Option 3.pdf 1,392.5 Foxit Reader PDF Document 
388 D.4 - Option 4.pdf 131 .5 Foxit Reader PDF Document 
389 D.5 - Ootion 5.pdf 131 .3 Foxit Reader PDF Document 
390 0 .6 - Option 6.pdf 253.4 Foxit Reader PDF Document 
391 D.7 - Option 7.pdf 241.7 Foxit Reader PDF Document 
392 D.8 - Option 8.pdf 374.5 Foxit Reader PDF Document 
393 D.9 - Option 9.pdf 132.3 Foxit Reader PDF Document 
394 E. Kepner-Tregoe Analysis .pdf 164.4 Foxit Reader PDF Document 
395 F. Indeoendent Review Board Summary.pdf 156.4 Foxit Reader PDF Document 
396 FINDEP- l.PDF 59.3 Foxit Reader PDF Document 
397 G. Conceptual Cost and Schedule.pdf 59.3 Foxit Reader PDF Document 
398 GCONCE-l.PDF 1,995.2 Foxit Reader PDF Document 
399 H. Summary and Conclusions.pdf 1,995.2 Foxit Reader PDF Document 
400 1.1 Adv and Oisadv to Oetensioning.pdf 56.7 Foxit Reader PDF Document 
401 1.2 Constructabilitv and Access Report.pdf 60.9 Foxit Reader PDF Document 
402 1.3 Technical Considerations.pdf 3,808.3 Foxit Reader PDF Document 
403 1.4 - licensing Considerations. pdf 110.1 Foxit Reader PDF Document 
404 1.5 Original IRB Review Comments. pdf 3,074.1 Foxit Reader PDF Document 
405 1.6 Team Biographies.pdf 1,392.5 Foxit Reader PDF Document 
406 11ADVA-l.PDF 59.5 Foxit Reader PDF Document 
407 12CONS-l.PDF 60.9 Foxit Reader PDF Document 
408 14-UC-l .PDF 3,808.3 Foxit Reader PDF Document 
409 150RIG-l.PDF 3,074.1 Foxit Reader PDF Document 
410 1 ST TENDON REPT.pdf 1,392.5 Foxit Reader PDF Document 
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Row 

411 2ND TEST REPT.pdf 
412 ~[ I S~ - VSL TEST REPT.pdf 
413 -I:' T NDON SURVEL TEST REPT.pdf 
414 Tendon .-Gilbert I 
4 -H N -EST iEP' ·.pdf 
4 -H , SL <v -EST IEP pdf 
4 "- 'Ie 581043-( ' ,p' 
418 ~R3_200UWL _E 

419 ~15 WO 681043-08 -liner- i 
420 ,'-U10< - Rev 17.pdf 
421 i 

PDF 
Ion BB , P.pdf 

·1 .PDF 
425 .PDF 
426 SK-CRACK LOCATI J1 .pdf 
427 • LOCATI( 
428 10-C-1 .ipg 
4: J-1.ipg 
4, '-1 pg 
4: )11 

43! 

10-G- 2.ipg 
1-0010-G-1 .jpg 

431 1C 3-2.jpg 
43, RBCN-0011 3-3. jpg 
438 
439 
440 RBCN- -1 .ipg 
441 RI -1.jpg 
4· 
4, 

4, ~-001a 

445 
4' _-1 'g 
4' jpg 
4' 
449 
450 
451 IRB 

Ihgh Bridge ASSOCiates 

Filename Size (KB) 

8,190.5 
829,7 

263.7 
2,333.4 
5,666.5 
7,417.0 

12,247.7 
5,358,2 
412.3 
211 .6 
420.1 
519.0 
220,3 
191.4 
220.3 
191.4 

2,870.3 
2,006.9 
2,677.2 
2,497.9 
2,161 .6 
2,260.5 
1,712.5 
1,785.9 
1 706.9 
1 '70.7 
1,188,3 
1,385.8 
2,682.8 
2,346.1 
2,690.0 
2,681 .8 
2,735.3 
2,350.7 

_3,013 .. 1 
1,773.4 
2,042 .6 
1,981 .8 
1,859.1 

Client: Zapata Incorporated 

N. , I. ~;:.~~ Station: Crystal River 

Date: 06-14-2012 

'oxit Keader£'DF 
:oxit Reader PDF 
'oxit Reader PDF 

Foxit Reader PDF 
Foxit Keader PDF 
Foxit Reader PDF 
Foxit Reader PDF 
Foxit ~eader PDF 
Foxit ~eader PDF 
Foxit ~eader PDF 
Foxit Reader 
Foxit Keader 
Foxit Reader 
Foxit Reader PDF 
'oxit ~eader PDF 
ox,t teader PDF 
'oxit ~eader PDF 

Foxit Reader PDF 
JPEG Image 
JPEG Image 
JPEG Image 
JPEG Image 
JPEG Image 
JPEG Image 

Image 
Image 
Image 

IJPEG Image 
JPEG Image 
JPEG Image 
JPEG Image 
JPI Image 
JPI Inage 
JPI Image 

IJPEG Image 
Image 
Image 
Image 

IJPEG Image 
IJPEG Image 
JPEG Image 
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Row 

452 
453 
454 
455 
456 
457 
458 
45! 
461 
46 
46: 
463 
464 
465 
466 
467 IRBC 
4681RI 

~IRB( 
471 
472 
4731RI 
474 
475 
476 
477 
478 
479 
480 
481 
482 
483 
484 

~ 
487 

·.ioa 
lIO-N-I .jpg 

J-O-I ioo 

-I .jpg 

0010-P-3.jpg 

119-I .jpg 
10-P-CBI19-2. DO 

119-3. pg 
)01' 119-4 . pg 

10-P-CB 120-I .ioa 
120-2.jpg 

OOIO-P-CB 120-3.jpg 
10-P-CBI24-I .ipa 

124-2.jpg 
lIO-P-CBI24-3.jpg 
10-Q-I .ioo 

10-S-1 jpg 
10-U-lioa 

l1'-A-1 jpg 
II-B-1 iDa 
1'-E-1IDe 

lI1-G. ,"jpg 
11 

488 IRBCN-001'-1-1 jpg 
489 "-1-2.lpg 
490 "-K-I iDa 
491 IKt>'-'N-uu"-K-I-.jpg 
492 1'-K-2jpg 

Illgh Bridge Associates 

Filename 

, J ) I 

Zapata Incorporated 

Crystal River 
. Plant 

Date: 06-14-2012 

Size (KB) Type 

1.!l7IJ2 ~ 
1.906.7 JPEG Image 
,777.3 JPEG Image 

~ ~ 
,I~ .-Ip~" 

2,354 .3 JPEG Image 

~ ~ 
~ ~ 
1,82 JPEG Image 
,86 JPEG Image 

,!>!l ~ 
,980.4 JPEG Image 

2,666.1 JPEG Image 

~ ~ 
,269,l JPEG!~,,-

2,418.9 JPEG Image 

~ ~ 
1 ,4~ ~ 

~~9 __ ~~JPE'*'G;~lmag~e ______________ ~ 

~ ~ 
~ ~ 
,294.1 IJPEG Image 

~ ~ 
~ ~ 
,932.6 PECIlmage 

--"lJO. ,,~ i Image 

~ ~ 
845,( IJPEG Image 

2,9513 I ,G: 
2~ 
1,622.0 IJPEG~e 
2,037.1 IJPEG Image 

~ ~ 
:,736.5 IJPE~ ... 
1,889.5 IJPEG Image 

~ ~ 
~ ,90~ ~ 

2,052.3 PEG Image 
~." "~G Image 
~ ~ 
l ,034~ IJP~e 
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J j - ,1 High Bridge Associates '-' Y".' River 

HIGH BRIDGE Attachment E - CR-3 List of Information Provided As.oeIAT •• 
Date: 06-14-2012 

Row Filename Size (KB) Type 

493 L-l .jpg 2,371 .7 JP ,G Image 
4' 11-L-2. pg ',4JU." :!! ~ 
4' ~11-M-l . ipg 2~ :!! ~ 
4' mCN-001' l,ar~4 IJPEG Image 
497 1,111 .6 IJPEG Image 
498 ~~ ~ 
499 IRB' N-UUll-O-' ipg 2_,09~ 1~lmage_ 
500 jpg 2,530.f JPEG Image 

501 ~~ __ -f:!!~~~~~'m~age~ ____________ ~ 
502 ~J±CI)12- H-l .jpg 2,~ :!!~ 
503IRB~~)1~2- 11 -- l~. iP~9-----------------------------------------------+---~4, 1~1'_~~2----~~~EG;~lma~ge--------------~ 
504 '.jpg 2,534. JPEG Image 
505 1-3,ipg ~ ~ 

506 12-K-l .jpg 2~ ~_ 

507 IRB' 3,456.8 JPEG Image 
5C IR L-l . pg 2~c.;.:'T--7_~J~PEG~; Im~ag=--e _ _ ____ ---i 
50 ~~ ~ 
;1 IRBCN-OO' N-1.jpg 2,72g ~_Image_ 

511 2,4(5. !PEG!mage 
512 2,2; 9. ~ 
5131RBC 2~ ~ge 
514 2,982.7 JPEG mage 
515 2-0 -1 ipg 2,6f ' .3 J"t:Ci ~ 
516 IRBl-N- 2, ~ ~~ 
517 IRBCN-, jpg 3,25~ J£'E'Glmage 
518 )-1 jPll 2,391. PEG Image 

519 IRB( Inn ~~----f;=n~~~:::='~------------------1 
520 2,~ ~age 
521 2, J32,1 !PEG Image 
522 )-5.ipQ 466.7 "'t:<.llmage 
523 K"C;N-' )1: ~ ~ 

524 ipg 2 ,67~ J~~lmage 
525 109 2,324.2 EG Image 
5:!6IRBC l-l .IPQ 2,'l .7 ~ 
52 .pg ~ ~ 
528 .jpg 2 ,66~ !£,EG Image 
~ .inn 2,97 1.5 !PEG Image 
1 530 I.jpg ~~ ~ 

531 
532 I .JPG 
5331PICT4717.JPG 

High Bndge Associates 

I 

3,'l2 ~ 
3,31 g IJPEG Image 
396.1 IJ"t:<.llmage 
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HIGH BRIDGE Attachment E - CR-3 List of Information Provided Date: 06-14-2012 
A •• OCIATES 

Row Filename Size (KB) Type 

5: l4 18,JPG ~ ~ 
53 19,JPG 333,8 JPE( Image 
53 PICT4720,JPG 382,5 JPE( Image 
537 I,JPG ~ ~~ 
538 *-JPG 33L3 JPEI , Imag,,-
539 "Ie; 101 UPG 43L3 JPEI , Image 
540 I ,JPG ~ ~~ 
541 ' ,e;,o~~:~ ~ ~ 
542 480,1 JPEG Image 
543 ',JPG ~ ~ 
544 ,JPG ~ ~ 
545 'Ie; 10 467, JPEG Image 
546 ),JPG ~ ~ Image 
547 ,JPG ~ ~~ 
548 "1e;10/J2,JPG 420,3 JPEG Image 
549 383,3 JPEG Image 
550 ,J PG ~ ~ 
55 "Ie; 10/J;,JPG 459,3 JPEG 1rTI"lI"-
55 ~3 JPEG Image 
553 I I;!i.. ~ 
554 "Ie; 10/41,JPG 369~ JP~ 
555 I 479,3 IJPEG Image 
556 I ~ ~ 
557 "Ie; 10104,JPG 5~ ~ 
558 I 372.6 IJPEG Image 
559 I ,JPG ~ ~ 
560 PICT4747,JPG ~ ~ 
561 I 428,3 IJ PEG Image 
56, I ,JPG ~ ~ Image 

~ "1e;IOlbO,JPG 46Z2 ~ """lI"-
,JPG 405,9 IJ PEG Image 

565 'Ie T~ ~l",b IJ PEG Image 
566 'IC T4' , 32lJl. ~ 
567 10 407.4 IJPE ; Image 
568 ,JPG 467,9 IJPE ; Image 
569 ,JPG ~ ~~ 
570 "Ie; I Ibl,JPG ,~ ~ 
571 396,0 G Image 
572 ,JPG 4UO," ,C; Image 
573 "1e;IO/bO,JPG ~ ~ 
574 "Ie; 10761 ,JPG 476~ [.IF' E!.3JrT1"l!e 
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HIGH BRIDGE Attachment E - CR-3 List of Information Provided 

A • • OC lAT •• 

Zapata Incorporated 

'!'Ia~ Station: . J I River 

Date: 06-14-2012 

Row Filename Size (KB) Type 

575 ' .JP' 497.3 JPEG Image 
;76 IP' 514 .1 JPEG Image 
~7 "~~~[P~' ________________________________________________ ~ ____ ~493r~ .. 1 __ -fJ~PEG~I~mag~e ______________ ~ 
;78 'Ic;T4765.JPG 472.7 JPEG Image 
579 UP, 37(1.9 IJPEG Image 
580 .JPI 450.4 IP Image 

_ 581 PI( 14768.JPI 4712 I nage 
582 UPG 38(1.8 Image 
583 PG 325.0 JPEG Image 
584 'I~ PG 365.4 PEG Image 
585 ' .JPG 380.5 PEG Image. 
586 r.JPI 375.0 PEG Image 
587 ~, ~~:.;~ __ ~IP~EG~lm~age~ ______________ ~ 
588 C; 1',,:i.JPI 382c ' [PEG mage 
589 i.JPG 462.0 IPEG Image 
590 .JPG 467.7 IPEG Image 

_ 5911Ls 484. =( Image 
592 79.JPG 482~ ~( Image_ 
593 433. E( Image 
594 .jpg 2,572.7 IPEG Image 
595 IN-DO 2.Jpg 2,585.4 IPEG Image 
596 13- 2,394.8 [PEG Image 
597 jpg 2,674.7 IPEG Image 
598 RBC .jl'!l 2,075. EG Image 
599 R jpg 2,40!!" EG Image. 
600 2,362. EG Image 
601 RB( 3,713.7 IPE mage 
602 .ipg 2,320.9 [PE ImaQe 
60 2,466.5 IPE Image 

_6() RB( 2,089.1 IPEG Image 
60 3,262.1 IPEG Image 
606 2,061 .1 IPEG Image 
607 pg 2,203.1 JPEG Image 

_608 IR 195.3 IPE Image 
609 190.1 IPE I nage 
610 508.0 IPE mage 
611 ,129.0 IJPEG Image 
612 lCN~OO ' 2,643.8 IPEG Image 
613 IRBCN-0013-N-7 pg 2,283.3 IPEG Image 
614 2,20 ',2 IPEG Image 
615 l13-P-1.ipg 4,002.4 IJPEG Image 
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Hl~.'! c~~?~ E Attachment E - CR-3 List of Information Provided 

Row I 
611 
61, 
61 , 
619 
620 
621 
622 

~ 

11 
13-P-5."pg 
13-CH--ipg 

11 
13-Q-3.jpg 

625 RBCN-001 

~ 
628 RBCN-0013-S-1. pg 
629 13-T-1.jpg 
630 13-T-2.jpg 
631 RBCN-0013-T-3. jpg 
63; 013-T-4.jpg 
63: ·T-5.IPg 
63< jpg 
635 013-T-7.jpg 
636 013-W-1.IP9 
637 01 
638 01: 
639 
640 
641 G 

. 642_ -,\" 'G 
643 I 
644 G 
645 r .JPG 
646 
647 
648 
649 PICT4: 11 .JPG 
650 I 
651 I 3 
652 1", 3 
653 I 
654 I 'G 
655 I r4507.JPG 
656 I 

I hgh Bndge Associates 

Fi lename 

) t 

Client: Zapata Incorporated 

~ Station: Crystal River 
. Plan~ 

Date: 06- 14-20 12 

Size (KB) Type 

2,110.1 IJPEG Image 
2,153.3 IJPEG Image 
2,463.0 IJPEG Image 
2,454.2 IJPEG Image 
1,853 .7 IJPEG Image 
2,228.9 IJPEG mage 
2,495.3 IJPEG 'rn"lie 
2,869.4 IJPEG ,mage 
2,954.5 JPE( Image 

111 .2 JPE( Image 
561 .9 JPE( Image 
448.6 IJPEG Image 

i,099.0 JPEG Image 
,667.5 JPEG Image 
:,361.7 JPEG Image 

2,001 . JPEG mage 
2,54: . JPEC naqe 
2,53: . JPEG Image 
1,851.4 JPEG Image 

IJ 

~~~ __ 4J~PEG~lm~aqe __________ ~ 
:[288.3 JPEG Image 
2,647.3 JPEG Image 
2,719.1 JPEG Imaqe 
:,742.7 JPEG Image 

1,953.5 JPEG Image 
2,225.3 IJPEG Image 
337.2 IJPEG Image 
368.7 IJPEG Image 

~~ ~:~g :~:~: 
459.8 JPEG Image 
455.0 JPEG Image 
420.1 JPEGlmaqe 
371.0 JPEG Image 
354 .1 JPEG Image 
372.5 JPEG Imaqe 
442.4 JPEG Image 
442.7 JPEG Image 
381 .2 JPEG Image 
470.2 JPEG.lmaqe 
381.8 JPEG Image 
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'Client: Zapata Incorporated 

) \' '0' t High Bridge Associates "--"Iant 
. _ River 

Hl~.'! c~~r;>~a Attachment E - CR-3 List of Information Provided Dalc:06-14-2012 

Row Filename Size (KB) Type 

. 657 ~Jf'§. 398.9 JPEG Image 
658 -,I.-14"U.JPG 407.7 EG Image 
55! 416.6 EG Imaoe 
561 I 'G 407.5 EG Image 
56 '1I.-14"O.JPG 456.6 JPEG Image 
662 ) 377.3 JPEG Imaoe 
663 .JPG ~4.2JPEG Image 

.664 '1I.-14"d.JPG 440.6 JPEG Image 
665 '1I.-14,,,J.JPG 405.1 G Image 
6 6 I 361 .9 G Imaoe 
6 '""","ll .JPG 346.6 ,G Image 
6 8 '11.-1' . 'G 374.8 JPEG Image 
669 I 447. PEG Imaoe 
670 IC·~~.J~IPC~ __________________________________________________ -+ ____ ~425~ .. ~ __ ~P~EIG~;jm~ag~e ______________ ~ 
671 II.- '4525-. PC 396. PEG Image 
672 I 460.3 JPEG Image 
i73 I 198.9 JPEG Imaoe 
,,4 ~ 141 .7 JPEG Image 
i75 'ICT4529. 120.5 JPEG Image 

676 I 458.3 G Image 
677 I 31 .JPC 406.3 G Image 
678 '11.-1' 370.3 G Image 
679 -II.-I 379.5 JPEG Image 
680 I 447.8 JPEG Imaoe 
681 I 'G .388.2 JPEG Image 
682 )L 1 . 'G 451 .5 JPEG Image 
683 .JPG 411.8 EG Image 

.684 I :'* 411 .6 Glmage 
685 IL 1 395.9 EG Image 
686 I 398.5 JPEC, Image 
687 .JPG l76.1 JPEC Image 
688 1.-1 10704 JPEG Image 
689 -IL 1 'G05.4 JPEG Image 
E -0 I 446.9 G Image 
~ It 396.8 G Image 

E 12 1.-1 450.8 ,G Image 
693 -IL 1 4547.JPC 389.6 JPEG Image 
694 445.E PEG Image 

695 ~ PEG~ge 
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ICIi,ent: Zapata I "corpora ted 

~ "'.-' ,) 

HIGH BRIDGE 

High Bridge Associates . Plan; Station: ~. " •• 1 River 

A •• OCIATES Attachment E - CR-3 List oflnformation Provided Date: 06-14-2012 

Row Filename Size IKB) Type 

698 .JPG 355.0 )JPEG ImaQe 
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L-7~~36~~~~i~"r~e'~91'3~I.b~mp ______________________________________________ -+ ___ ~2~~1~7'~ ... ,8~~~~eIB~itm~ap:):J~m~~a~g~:e------------~ ,- ,737 , picture 94,bmp ~,388,3 , '" '".~ 
1969 picture IS.bmp ',406.2 
1969 picture 16,bmp 2,421,8 IBitmap Image 

r-~~~1969~'p~iicc~ttlu~re~17~.bmp~------------------------------------------______ +-__ ~<~,~~l,'9~--_r.~:~~~: 
11 1969 picture 98.bmp 2,370,3 -IBitmap" ""." 
12 1969 picture 99.bmp 2,306.4 IBitmap Image 

13 1970 picture 10 (4 . ;:~:~~ ~ I~:~: 
744 1970 picture 
745 1970 picture 101 bmp,333,S IBitmap Image 
746 1970p~ture 11)2.bmp 2,23' i,6 IBitmap Image 

r-7,~741~7+1~97710~'P~ict~UU~~7.1110~3.bm~p ______________________________________________ +-__ ~2~,,3"1~.4--- =~~pl~lma~ge--------------~ 
1,748 0 picture lD4.bmp 2,350.7 I Image 
,749 'picture 105.bmp 2,415,4 Bitmap Image 

~~,S77S~,CO~~'0~'p~iicct~ure~1110~6: .. ~bmp~----------------------______________________ -+ ___ ~2~~,,400~5,~,9---~aPlmage 
,751 1970 picture 107,bmp 2,46~".4 Bitmap Image 

1,752 ,19· I picture 10!:.bmp 2,322,8 ,Bitmap Image 
~753 11il. Icturell I seollOmn 2,428.2 IBitmap Image 

.754 19 I picture 12 ;:~~~ ~:~:~: 
755 1970 picture 13 

1756 .197( ' pi ure 14 IseDI 'mD 1,460.6 Bitmap Image 
1 757 119711pic:ture 15 4 2,579.7 Bitmap Image 

1 758 1197' I picture 16 2~8 ~:~~~: 
1,759 '1970 picture 17 Isepll.bmp 2,680.4 Isitinap" ""." 

2,760 119711 picture 18 :7.29. J).bmp 2,522.2 IBitmap Image 
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,-- ry"" River 

H,.I~!! c~~·V?~E Attachment E - CR-3 List of Information Provided Date: 06-1 4-2012 

Row Fitename Size (KB) Type 

1,761 11970 picture 19 (7.29.70).bmp 2,5~ ~=;:::;o.,m=agge::------------1 
~~,~76:2+'1~9;'0~piict~ure'~.2(10~'s~ePt~. I~.iP~q------------------------------------------t---~~~~, ~~~---~ 

.76: 1970 picture 2 (10 ~5.4 JPEG 'illage 
,764 1970 picture 2C .29. O).bmp !,445.7 I Image 
,765 1970 picture!1 '.29.70).bmp , ,4"'~ ~ 

.766119700icture .29.7 bmp ~ ~p~ 
,76711970 picture 23 '.29.7C I.bmp ' ,558.1 ,itmap Image 
,76811970 picture 24 '.29.7C I·bmp 2,4622 ~ 
.769 11970 oicture 25 '.29.7' .bmo ~ ~ 
,77011970 picture 26 '.29.7C ).bmp "-517.6 Bitmap Image 
,771 11970 picture 27 '.29.7C ).bmp 2,567.6 "itmap~ 
,772 11970 oicture 28 (6.13.19' ~ ~ 
,7731 1970 picture 28 (7.29.70).bmp ',Iil8.8 jBitmap Image 
,774 11970 picture 29 (6.13.1970).bmp ,387.7 IBitmap Image 
,775 1970 oicture 29 (7.29. O).bmp ~ ~ 

,776 1970 picture 3 (10 sepl .1 .jpg 2~ @ tmapirllage 
,777 1970 picture 3 (10 sepl '.bmp 535.2 IJPEG Image 
,778 19700icture30 '6.13. 19' 2,490~ ~ 

,779 1970 picture 31 :6.13.1970).bmp _2~ ~p~e 

,780 1970 picture 32 :6.13.1 2,119.7 Bitmap Image 
,781 1970 oicture 33 '6.13.1 ! , 693~ "itmap~ 
,782 1970 picture 34 :6.13.1 ~ ~ ~e 

,783 1970 picture 35 :29 oct 1970).bmp ,728.2 jBitmap Image 
,784 1970 oicture 36 (29 oct 197e I.bmp 2,30~ ~~ 

,785 ,1970 picture 37 (29 oct 197e ).bmp ~ ~. ~e 

,786 1970 picture 38 (29 oct 197e ).bmp 2,493.0 jBitmap Image 

~~,7~78~71~9l7~0)~Oictu~ffi'~38l~(S;~noVI~11 9~70)) .. ~bmp~------------------------+---~~'~~~.,--T,~ 
,788 1970 picture 39 (29 oct 1970).bmp --"'~ ~p '=." 
,789 1970 picture 4 (10 sept).I.jpg 2,453.1 IBitmap Image 
.710 1970 oicture 4 (' 0 490.S ~ 

1,711 11970 picture 40 (29 oct 1970).bmp ~ ~I~e 

,712 11970 picture 41 (S nov 1 2,436.9 jBitmap Image 
,793 1970 oicture 42 IS nov 1 2,618.8 ~ 
,794 1970 picture 43 [S nov 1 ~ ~ '= 
,795 1970 picture 44 :S nov 1970).bmp 2~3 [BItmap Image 
,7961 1970 picture 45 (3 nov 1 2,S46.9 I ""map~ 

, 707 0 ,on 0 ~, , Imon o ' ,'"1 1970 picture 46 (3 nov 1 .,'vv.v ~ 
,798 1970 picture 47 (3 nov 1 ~ @Lmap Image 
,799 197) picture 4, 13 nOV I 970)~.b~mp~ ______________________________________ i-__ ~~,5~779~, . .7~ __ f.1 ~~"it~ma,~~I~~~ ____________ ~ 

1.800 19 oicture4 (2Snov~hmn 2,625.0 ~ 
1,801 1197) picture 4 (3 nov 1 ~ I) I~e 
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INudoar Plant _. 
-, . I Kover 

IOate: 06-14-2012 

J. ioos it High Bridge Associates 
H1~.'! c~~I?~E Attachment E - CR-3 List of Information Provided 

Row Filename Size (KB) Type 

2~ ~ 
2.350.8 ~ge 

1 .80211970Picture5(1~~~ ____________________________________ ~ __ ~~~ __ ~~~~ ______________ ~ 
803 1971) picture 51 (25noVi970).bmp 
804 1970 picture 53 (25 nov 19; IBitmap Image 2.~0 

....2- ~ I~ 2. ~ 
2. ,267.8 ~ 

805 1970Picture54~(,3~:D~ec1=9J;7=CO=:lb==mp======================================i===~~==~~~~~============~ .806 11970 picture~mp 
.807 11970 pictureSlfbmp 
808 11970 picture 57.bmp 
809 11970 picture 58.bmp 
810 11970 picture 5! .bmp 
8111970 picture 6 Osept).1 .jpg 
112 1970 picture 6 10 
813 1970 picture 61 .bmp 
114 1970 picture 61 .bmp 
115 1970 picture 62.bmp 
116 1970 picture 63.bmp 

.817 1970 picture 64 bmp 

'.500.9 IBitmap Image 

~ 

~= ~ 
'.455.2 ~ 
470.9 

IJPEGiI: ~ 
'.55.!Jl. 
' . 54~5 ~ 

2.574.2 

2.""L." I Bitmaii: 

_2~ 
2..±89.4 I~ 

.818 1970picture ~bm~p ____________________________________________ +-__ ~~ __ ~~~~~ ____________ ~ 

.819 1970 picture bmp 

.820 1970 picture 67.bmp 

.821 1970 picture 68 bmp 
~ 1970 picture 6! ,mo 

------tsIT 1970 picture 7 IOsept).1.jpg 
1.824 1970 picture 710 
t .825 197) picture I.bmp 
~ 19 ) picture ,bm[ 

f---:;W 1971 picture r2.bmp 
.828 1970 picture 73.bmp 

1.829 1970 picture 74.bmp 
1.830 1970 picture 75.bm[ 
1.831 1970 picture 76.bmp 
1.832 1970 picture 77.bmp 
.833 1970 picture 71 .bmp 
.834 1970 picture 7 .bmp 
.835 1970 picture 810 sept).1.jpg 
.836 1970 picture 8 10 

1.837 1970 picture 80.bmp 
1.838 1970 picture 81.bmp 
t .839 11970 picture 82.bmp 
1.840 11970 picture 83.bmp 

Ihgh Bndge Associates 

( I 

@ ....2- . 
2~ 
2.364.7 
448.3 

~ 
!.~ 
.395.4 

!.327.3 

~ 
~ 
.343.5 

!.332.0 

~ 
~ 
.343.9 
495.2 

~ 
2.42~ 

2.34!l1. 

~ir , .. 
~ 

~= IEliLrTla~ 
IJPEG Image 
Itsltmap Image 

~ 
IBltm~ 

~ 
Image 
Image 

~~ 
IBot~ 
IBitmap Image 
Itsitmap Image 

~~ 
IBitm~ 
JPEG Image 
tsitmap Image 

~ 
~ 
Bitmap Imag,,-
IBitmap Image 
I tsitmap I mage 
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Zapata Incorporated 

High Bridge Associates Nuclear Plan! 
~'p'.' River 

Attachment E - CR-3 List ofInformation Provided Date: 06-14-2012 

Row Filename Size (KB) Type 

1,84311970 picture 86.bmp 2,387.7 IBitmap ImaQe 
1 ,a411970picture~.bmp~ ___ ______ ____________ ~_~2~",3~94: .. 6~--f.~::::~: 
1, S1970picture ~~~ _____ ______ ____ _ _ ____ ~_~2~"~~21.5~_PcIBITiii8p~~,,~,,,C"~0 ______ ~ 
I, .tj 11970 picture I.bmp 1,352.6 IBitmap Image 

84 '1970 picture 9 :10sept).1.jp9 ,91 .3 IBilmaplmaQe 
848 970 picture 9 :10 sept).bmp 486~ IJPEG Image 
849 70 .Icture 9(I,bmp 2,37 .7 IBitmap Image 

B50970picture91 .bmp 1309 H~:~: 
'---_-"'~"";1 '11170 picture 92.,mp 2, ~ 

-~~:~~ ~~;: ~!~~~ ~:~:~~ IBitmap ImaQe 
.4 '1970 picture 9S.bmp 2,24 1. I ~::::~: 

lSS 119'0 ~ 96Jlmp 2,43U IBITiii8p """"0 
---, i6 11970 picture 97.bmp 2,343.S IBitmap Image 

I I I 970 picture 9S.bmp 2,26( S:, : I::m:a~g:e 
~ lS8 I I 970 picture 99.bmo . 2,43::,t; ~~' """" """"'-~--------i 
-----" i9 1197230 March picture 1.bmp 2,S6· .9 

I iO 11972 30 March picture '.bmp 2,348.3 IBitmap ImaQe 
il I I 972 30 Marc I ~re 3~ 300.2 ~na:!:.p,o== ' Ima;z.::-ge _ _ ____ _ -l 
i2 I I 972 30 Marc picture 4.bmp 223.2 IImage 
i3 11973 August 1-22 i ,291 .9 IBitmap ImaQe 

1, i4 11973 AUQust 1-22oicturel0J>mp_ :,427Jl. ~::::~: 
I , is 11973 August 1-22picturell.bmp ,,266.6 ~""C"O 
1,8E16 11973 August 1-22 picture12.bmp ,33:: .3 IBitmap ImaQe 
1,8ti7 11913AuQust 1-22oicture13.bmp :,27· .S ~Imaoe 

. I ,81iS 11973 August 1-22 picture14.bmp ,,2S;'.3 IBTtiTIaPlmage 
1 869 11973 August 1-22 picturelS.bmp ,342.0 IBitmap ImaQe 
1,871 119"13 AUQust 1-22 :,284.3 ~Imaoe 

,17 11973 August 1-22 picture17.bmp ,,276.2 I BiiiTIaP Image 
1,87: 11973 August 1-22,301.2 IBitmap Image 
1,87: 11973 AUQust 1-22 icture19.bmp ~"':--__ li2':ltlltmn=",ao'Irrla.;::1 '="'ge'--______ --I 
1,17, 11973 August 1-22 ,,28S} .IBitmap Image 
1,87! 11973 August 1-22,417. IBitmap Image 
1,876 11973 AUQusl 1-22 pic~bmp ,338. Itlltmap ~e 
1,877 I I 973 August 1-22 picture22.bmp :.229. IBitmap Image 
1,87 11973 August 1-22 ' ,992. IBitmap Image 
1,87 11973 AUQUSI 1-22 '4 '~rnP 836. I I Bitmap Image 
1,88 11973 August 1-22 i!i"nmn 2,891~ IBitmap Image 
1,881 11973 August 19-22 IBitmap Image 

~11973 Augusl 19-22 9,488.8 IBitmap ImaQe 
,----,=ll!J.7.3 AJJllust 19:22 3,247.8 IBitmap irTlage 
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1,884 1973 Auoust 19-22 i 
1~,885 1973 Auaust 19-22 i 

---; 1973 August 19-22 picture7.bmp 
1973 AUQust 19-22 i 

1,888 17 ~st 19-22 i 
~~ 17.25Janview1 .1.jpg 

1]90 17'· 25 Jan . 
1,891 197425 Ian view:!.1.ipo 
1.892 197425 Ian view: bmo 
1,893 197425 Ian view: .1.jpg 
1,894 197425 Jan 
1,895 197425 Jan view4.1.ipo 
1,896197425Jan Ip 
1,897 28 mar 73.bmp 
1,898 30 nov 72 view1 .bmp 
.899 I nov 72 
,900 ian 73 
,901 ian 73 

1.902 4 ian 7:I.bmp 
1,903 5 april '3 
1,904 5 april '3 
1,905 i april 73.bmp 
1.906 l dec 1972 view1.bmD 
1,907 ldec 1972 view2.bmp 
1,908 9 dec 1972 
.909 9 dec 1972 view4.bmp 
,910 9 dec 1972 view5.bmp 
,911 ,9 dec 1972.bmp 
.912 
,913 -16-12.pdf 
,914 :R BechteLEPC .Exhibit S_ 

1,91 JRS EPC Exhibit S 
.9' i t ~Dair 2012 

1,9' 
1,918 CR3 i I Repair Risk r (2).pdf 
~ 16-12.DC 
~ :R3~leLEP Exhibit S_ 

1,921 CR3_l _EPC Exhibit S_S 
1,9221This twas 12.pdf 
1,923 CR3 RFI #1-4 5-

1.924 :R3 RFI #1-4 .Ddf 

High Bndge ASSOCiates 

Size (KB) 

3~ 
1,100.6 

2,957.7 

-~,~ 
,u.g 
435.9 

424Jl. 
2,460.6 
425.8 

!,465.6 
!,340.1 

~ 
!,3~ 

3,255. 
J.,IJU 

21~ 
85,942.5 
21,485.7 

2,2~ 
2,421.9 

2,400.1 
2,364.4 

~ 
628~ 

177.3 

~ 
~ 
45.4 
416.8 

~ 
~ 
151.4 
47.6 

~ 

IClient: Zapata Incorporated 

IN. r I. 'l'!:!!!L 
IDate: 06-14-2012 

j~ 
IBitmap Image 

~ 
IJPE~~ 
IBitmap Image 

IBI~ 

IB~ 
IBitmap Image 
I ""map Tlage 
~~ 
IBitmap Imag,,-
IBitmap Image 

IBi~ 
IBitmap Image 
uala "ase File 

~ 
Fo> tReader F'I:lE. 
Fo> tReader P 

~~ 
~ 
'0> Reader P(JF. 
'0> Keaaer 

:.<!!~ 
~ 
I Foxil Reader f'[)f' 
leoxil Reader PDF 

Type 

I 
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Client: Zapata Incorporated 

~ High Bridge Associates Station: , J I River 
· Plant 

HIGH BRlDG"E Attachment E - CR-3 List of Information Provided Date: 06-14-2012 
" •• OCIATI:. 

Row Filename Size (KB) Type 

1,925 High Bridge call notes t 
Tst3 

It-ox'l Keader PDF 

--+* i i ~ff Moody 043012.doc IFoxit Reader PDF 
25717-000-C 24_ [ :.pdf 55.5 I Word 97 - 2003 

1,928 Test LC1.inp 7,091.8 =oxit Reader PDF 
1,929 Test :2.inp 6.8 INP File 
1,930 list 01 i lb~~ 2.4 NP File 
1,931 1.12 I for i ,Form I.xls 342 .3 IFoxit Reader PDF ~ 
1,932 EPe Vendor and I ,Plan' 129.5 I Excel 97 
,933 CRP I 35.0 : Word 97 - 2003 
,934 I 23.4 : Word 
,935 Cost T 10. : Excel 

1,936 CR3 I 
~1) Kepai" ,uroos 

55. : Excel 
1,937 i 29.0 : Word 97 - 2003 
,938 41 : Excel 

,93~~ 24. : Word [ 
,940 ' 1 Panel ( , Plan 9.E : Excel 
,941 iVS 4,339.3 Foxit Reader PDF 
,942 Iwalk downs 2,831.5 Foxit Reader PDF C 
,943 13.2 · Excel 
,944 59.4 tWord 
945 '.docx 34.0 · Excel 
946 59.9 . Word 
947 , meeting 58.8 i tWord 
948 T I 70.8 Foxit Reader PDF 
949 Civil ; Master -.xlsx 11 .6 i t Excel ' 
950 J-C 40.9 i t Excel' 

----;~ SC-421-110.pdf 33.8 i tWord 
SC-421-1 18.pdf 290.4 Foxit Reader PDF 

953 SC-421-119.pdf 231.1 Foxit Reader PDF 

i :-421· . 188. Foxit Reader PDF 
IA .pdf 16: . FOXit Reader PDF 
'A&23A( I .pdf 81. Foxit Reader PDF 

,957 IAsbu I Tendon ( I 13A.pdf 128. Foxit Reader PDF 

~ 
IAsbuil ~ndon 14A & 15A.Pdf 1* Fox,t Reader PDF 
:Asbui Tendon ( , 21A 22A 23A.pdf Foxit Reader PDF 

1,960 DIlCN 1431.jpg 305.9 Foxit teader PDF 

H~ 
~N 1432. PQ 1,563.6 IJPEC Image 

D:;CN 1433. pg 1,626.6 IJPEC Image 
1963 DSCN1434. pg ,589.7 IJPEI Image 
1,964 DSCN1435.jpQ ,589.5 IJPEI ImaQe 
1,965 lEI 119-143_56_ -Beam (l).pdf 1,506.3 IJPEt Image 
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H2~.'! c~~r;>fE Attachment E - CR-3 List of Information Provided 

Row Filename Size (KB) 

1,966 EL 56 -Beam I.cdf 2,2922, 
1 967 EL 56 I-Beam ; I.cdf 4,418.4 

f-",,9~6 1-14: 5E Knockoul 13A.pdf ~l 
96· ·14: .Knockoul 14A.pdf 2,~ 
,97 ·14 Knockoul lA.pdf 4,351.1 
,971 IEL 119-14. 12A.pdf .443.4 
,972 IEL 143-16: 5E I 21A.pdf ~ 
,973 H 143-16: I 24A.pdf .~ 

,974 EL 143-161 22A(1).pdf .611.8 
,975 .1 -H 5E ~ ~ .j 
.976 .9! tH 56 1A(2).pdf C>!l ~ 
,977 .9! ·1H56. 1A.pdf ~.157.8 

,978 E195-119 iS2A.cdf 4,147.2 
1.979 30061-WD-C-1 I ;T.docx ~ 

1,980 30061-WD-C-1 49Jl. 
1,981 421-011 .pdf 34. 
1,982 421-1l14.pdf ,2uJ.6 
1,983 421-:111 .pdf 1,~ 

1,984 421-:>31.pdf 1,342.1. 

1,9854: ~: 

-;~ 4:1~:~:~I~rl~ (2).pdf ~ 
,9881119' Butt 1 R (3).pdf 27: 
.9891119' Butt 1 R (4).cdf ....2ti 
,990 119' Butt 1 R (5).pdf .25: 
,991 119' Butt 1 Rpdf 247.8 

f-71,~992~1~1~lu~ttI2~>L~~2))~Pdf ____________________________________________ -+ ____ ~~ 
1,993 11 lutt 2 L I.Ddf ~ 

1,994 11 lutt 2 L.pdf 258.05. 
1, 195 lutt I LookinQ UD (2).cdf 258.5 
1 196 luI .ookinq UD.cdf 249.4 
1, 197 lutt i .pdf 2.~ 

1,998 95' Butt 2 L (2).pdf 252J.. 
,9)9 9~5" Butt 2 L (31.pdf 256.8 

f-~~ 'Butt2L.pdf ~l 
,0)1 24fJl. 
,002 15.JPG 271.0 

2,003 ~16.JPG 2,665.9 
2,004 ~17.JPG 1,52j." 

,005 118.JPG ~ 

,006 19.JPG 1,46~ 

Il lgh Bridge Associales 

I I I I 

Client: Zapata Incorporated 

\.-'p'" River 
. Plont 

.00to:06-14-2012 

~ 
IFoxitK~ 
IFoxit Reader DF 
~eaaer ~ 

~ LJt:.!: 
axil Reader PDF 
aXil Reader PDF 
~L 
IFoxll~ 

IFoxil Rea.ler PDF 

Type 

~ t<eaCier ,",Ur 

l.f:<Jl<II.~~~ocument 

axil Reader PDF_ 
axil Reader PDF 

~ 
~ 

IFoxil Reader PDF 
~ t<eaaer PDF 

~~ 
Foxil Read",-PDf', 
Foxil Reader PDF 

~ 
IFox~ 
IFoxil Reader PDF 
~PDF 

~ 
Foxil Rea~F'Qf'. 
Foxil Reader 

~ 
j~ 
Foxil Reader PDF 
~ t<eaaer PDF 

~~ 
IFoxIIR~ 

IFoxil Reader IF 
~t<eaaer 

~lrL 

IJPEG IrTla.9" 
IJPEG Image 
~Image 
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ICli,cnt: Zapata Incorporated 

High Bridge Associates . Plant 
Crys tal River 

Date: 06-14-2012 HI GH BRIDGE Attachment E - CR-3 List of Information Provided 
"' •• OCIATI:S 

Row Filename Size (KB) Type 

2,007 P6: .IPG ,322.5 IJPEG Image 
2,008 P6: 11 .JPG ~5 IJPEG Imaqe 
2,009 ,,769~' .. 3~--~IJP~EG;~lmn~age~------------~ 
2,010 P62304 ',586.3 IJPEG Image 
2,011 ~ G !,852. maqe 
2,012 P6; 'G 2,546. mage 
2,013 ,672 . mage 
2,014 ~~.J~P(G ______________________________________________ ~ __ ~~,5~118~' .. 5~ __ F.IJ~PEG;~lma~ge ______________ -1 
2,015P6230428.JPG 2,892.2 !JPEG Imaqe 
2,016 ,781 .7 JPEG Image 
2,017 . G !,499.6 JPEG Image 
2,018 PH-1L-L.lv-uuuu1.pdf 2~~ JPEG Imaqe 
2,019 PH-1: ',668., Foxit Reader PDF C 
2,020 :PH-l: ',519.8 Foxit Reader PDF 
2,021 IPH-12- !,438.9 Foxit Reader PDF 
2,022 IPH-1: 10.pdf ,716.8 Foxit Reader PDF C 
2,023 I PH-l: 11 .pr ',406.6 Foxit Reader PDF C 
2,024 IPH-12- 12. ',544. Foxit ~ea"er PDF 
2,025 IPH-1: 13.pr 2,530. Foxit ~ear ler PDF C 
2,0261PH-l I.pc ,734. Foxit ~ear ler PDF 

. 2,027 I PH-12- 632.0 Foxit Reader PDF 
2,028 IPH-l 1,084.8 Foxit Reader PDF 
2,0291PH-l 1,084.3 Foxit Reader PDF 
2,030 IPH-12- 840.0 'oxit Rearler DF 
2,031 IPH-1: 633.2 Foxit Rearler DF 

H~IPH-l .pdf 628.8 Foxit Rearler DF 
1~033 IPH-1L-L 2,492.9 Foxit Reader PDF 
',034 IPH-12-CI\ 643.3 Foxit Reader PDF 
! , 03~ 'H-l !-CIV-l0.pr 639.4 'oxit Reader PDF 
,031 I-I. !~IV-l .pc 1,090.4 Foxit Reader PDF 

!,03i .1. '-CIV-I..pc 1,053.3 Foxit Reader PDF 
',038 IPH-1 !-CIV-13.pdf 4,750.0 Foxit Reader PDF 

2,039 H-l !-CIV-14.pdf 4,369.9 Foxit Reader PDF 
2,040 H-l '-CIV-15.pdf 1,097.9 Foxit Reader PDF 

,041 I 16.pdf 00 .3 Foxit Reader PDF 
2,042 I 17 .pdf 119.8 Foxit Reader PDF 
2,043 CIV-18.pdf 049.1 Foxit Rearler PDF 

,044 I 3,1 14.6 Foxit Rear ler F'DF 
2,045 IJ-Xl .pdf 2,786.5 Foxit Rearler PDF 

,046 L.IV-Xl0.pdf 3,044.3 Foxit Reader PDF 
,047 1 11 .pdf 2,781 .7 Foxit Reader PDF 
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Hl$'.'! c~~'?fE Attachment E - CR-3 List of Information Provided 

Row 

,048 IV, 
,049 "I' 
,050 I 

2,051 I {-X9.pdf 
052 Thumbs.db 
,053 SK-l .pdf 
,054 SK-l 

~SK-12-CV-
SK-12-t 

,057 SK-l 
158 SK-l : 
159 SK-12-CIV-07.pdf 
160 SK-l 

,061 SK-l 
---1~ SK-12-CIV-l0 pdf 

,064 30061-WD-C-12_CIVIL _BAY 12_CHECKLlST.doc 
2,065 Att 5 - Knock-Outs Bay 1-2.pdf 
' ,066 AsbulitTendon 101111 121181 19120l,pdf 
' ,067 IBI Elll! 
!,068 Bl Elll! 
2,069 DSCNl136.JPI 

,070 B2 EI119-1 ,JPI 
,071 B2 Elll! 

2,072 B2 EI119-3,JPG 
,073 B2 Elll! 
,074 B2 Elll! 

2,075 Bl EI95-3, 
,076 B 1 EI 95-4,J 
,077 B 1 EI 95-6.J 

IB2 EI 9~ I.JPG 
, IB2 EI 9~ ,JPG 

30061-V D-C-23-CHECKLlST,docx 
,081 30061-WD-C 

!,082 421-014(2'.pd 
2,083 421-211 (' pd 
!,064 421-231 (3',pd 
',085 421-237(4"pdf 
2,086 101 ,pd 
!,087 ~;IV-02 'Pd 
!,088 I , 

IlIgh Bridge ASSOCiates 

Filename 

I I I I 

Size IKB) 

!,920.6 
,109.7 

!,900.6 
2~1 
3,093.0 
283,5 
574, 
586, 
625, 
550,7 
782.2 
536.4 
690.7 
;31.6 
19,1 

;24,2 
41 ,5 
67,5 
878,6 
357,6 

2,227,4 
:,177.8 
,641.5 
:,207,3 

2,152,3 
:,219,0 
,124,6 
:, 149.5 
102.2 
155,1 
192,9 

2#r 2,1 ),8 

46, 
34.3 

1,024,9 
1,352,4 
558,6 
670,1 
646.6 
648,6 

Zapata Incorporated 

, Plan; Station: ~. 1' •• 1 River 

Date: 06-14-2012 

Foxit Reader PDF 
Foxit Reader PDf 
Foxit Reader PDF 

oxit Reader PDF 
oxit KeMer PDF 
lata Base File 

Foxit Reader PDF 
Foxit Reader 'F 
Foxit Reader 
Foxit Reader 

oxit Reader PDF 
oxit Reader POI 
oxit Reader P[ 

Foxit Reader POI 
Foxit ,eader PDF C 
Foxit '(eader PDF 
Data 3ase Fite 

Type 

: Word 97 - 2003 
IFoxit Reader PDF 
Foxit Reader p[)F 
,JPEG Image 

; Image 
; Image 
; Image 

IJPEG Image 
IJPEG Image 
IJPEG Image 
IJPEG Image 

; Image 
Image 
Image 

IJPEG Image 
IJPEG Image 

I Word 
I Word 

IFoxit Reader PDF 
IF oxit Reader P F 
lFoxit Reader P 
IFoxit Reader P 
I Foxit Reader PDF 
I Foxit Reader PDF 
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Row 

2.089 
2.090 
2.091 

,092 I '-07.pdf 
,093 I I.pdf 

2.094 
!,095 CIV- I.pdf 
!,096 11.pdf 
2.097 12.odf 
!,098 LIV-13.pdf 
!,099 14.pdf 
2.100 15'pdf 

,101 CIV-16.pdf 
:, 102 PH-23-CIV-17.pdf 

2,103 SK-23-CIV-Ol.pdf 
,104 
,105 

2,106 SK-23-1 
,107 
,108 

2,109 'SK-23-CIV-07.pdf 
,110 

:,111 130061-WD-C-23 CIVIL _BAY 23. CHECKLlST.dac 
1121 . 5 - Knock-Outs Bav 2-3.pdf 
113 l1-WD-C-34. CIVIL . BAY 34. CI I H .doc 
114 IAIt. 5 - , Bay 3-4.pdf 

130061-WD-C-45 CIVIL BAY 45 CHECKLlST.dac 
, 130061-WD-C-45-CHECKLlST.dacx 

130061-WD-( 
111 1109-014.pdf 

2.11 421-110.pdf 
,12( 1421-118.pdf 
',1 :1 1421-119.pdf 
,1 :2 1421-125.pdf 

:31421-237.pdf 

, :~: ~10P' 
1261522-012.p, 
127 

2.128Ip6030285.JPG 
2,129 ~ 'G 

High Bridge Associates 

Filename 

) , J 1 I I 

Zapata Incorporated 

Crystal River 
. Plant 

Date: 06-14-2012 

Size (KB) Type 

~3 raXIl Keaaer~ 

~~ 
~~ Faxit Reader PDF 
639.5 Faxit Reader PDF 

3,U2!.2 ~ 

2~ ~ 
664.5 Faxit ~eader P[ 

3,083.9 raXIl (eaaer..!::! 

...2~ ~~ 
.IQ4~ Fa,,,t Reader PDF 

2,850.4 Faxit Reader PDF 

~~ 
~ ~aderPDF 

,781 .7 Faxit Reader PDF 

~~ 
~ ~PQE. 
613. FO) Reader PDF 
523. ~~ 

~ ~~ 
632.< '0) I Reader PDF 
556 . ~ '0) I Reader~ 

~ :!'!~ 
603.2 .FaXit Reader PDF 

67.5 i t wore "' ~ 
~ ~~ 
~7,~ i t Word 97 - 2003 
1,296.1 Faxil Reader PDF 

~ i~ 
~ i tWard 

34.2 i t Word 

~~ 
~ ~rPJJF_ 
61 U ,FO) I Reader PDF 

~ ~~ 
~ ~~ 
660.3 IFO) I Reader PC 

1,268.6 '0) t Keaae~ :...'.!' 
~ :!'!~ 
541 .7 FaXllF<eader PDF 
~~1.5~ __ ~IJPE~G;~llm~age~ ____________ ~ 
~ ~Image 
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Row Filename Size (KB) Type 

2,1: 0 .JPG 2.459.3 !P 1 Image 
2,1 11 .1030 .JPG .394.9 !P 1 Imaqe 

, 12 'G . 702.2 !P 1 Image 
2,1 13 ,340.3 JPEG Image 
,134 PG 2.429.5 JPE' 1 Image 

2.135 P~~PG 1,494.2 IJPE'llmaqe 
2.136 1,876.5 IJPE' 1 Image 

.137 2~~JI oCi Image 
2,138~~~.JP(G~ ______________________________________________ ~ __ ~~~=~ __ ~IJ~'o(~ilm~ag~e ____________ ~ 
2,139 P6030296.JPG 1,649.2 IJI oCi Image 
2.110 ·.JPG 1,852.0 IJPEG Image 

, 41 2.676.2 Image 
2, 4; ~IPG 2,658.0 maqe 
2, 4, P60303OD.: ~ 2,455.0 Image 

,144 .JPG 2.447.6 IJPEG Image 
2,145 2.691 .8 IJ PEG Image 
2.146 'G 2,771 .1 IJPEG Image 
2.147 D4.JPG 2,931 .9 IJPEG Image 
!.1' PG 2~5 o( mage 
J' P6~ 2.687.3 maqe 
,I! [P60~ 2,425.9 o( mage 
!.151 ~4 .JPG 2,415.7 IJ PE( ilmage 

2. 52 ~ G 2.697.4 IJPEI i Image 
2, 53 P60~ 2,564.8 IJPEI i Image 

,154 ' .JPG 2,767.8 IJPEG Image 
2,155 2,598. IJ PEG mage 
2,1~[P6~~ 2.494. IJPEG naqe 
2,157 [P60811836. PG 2.452 . IJPEG mage 

,158 '.JPG 263.5 IJPEG Image 
2,159~~.JP~G ______________________________________________ -+ __ ~~~::~ __ ~IJ~P~i'~mag~e ____________ ~ 
2.160 P6080839.JPG 269." IJP ilmage 

,161 I .pdf 280.1 IJP ilmage 
2.162 I 2,613. IFoxit Reader PDF 
2.163 I 705. IFoxit Reader PDF 

,11i4 I '-04.pdf 722. [Foxit Reader PDF C 

I 2: 1'~ : 2.:;~~ [~~::: ~::~:~ :~~ 
CIV-07.pdf 2.610.6, Fox.t leader PDF 

,168 I 2,706.9 Foxit leader PDF C 
2,169 PH-45-CI\ 2,749.5 [Foxit Reader PDF C 
2,170 I '.pdf 3,128.4 [Foxit Reader PDF ( 
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Client: Zapata Incorporated 

~ .t1 High Bridge Associates Implementing Station: Crystal River 
Nuclear Plant 

HIGH BRIDGE Attachment E - CR-3 List of Information Provided Date: 06-14-2012 
"' s a OC I ATIlS 

Row Filename Size (KB) Type 

2,171 PH-45-CIV-11 .pdf 2,756.7 Foxit Reader PDF Document 
2,172 PH-45-CIV-12 .pdf 3,143.7 Foxit Reader PDF Document 
2,173 PH-45-CIV-13.pdf 2,913.0 Foxit Reader PDF Document 
2,174 PH-45-CIV-14.pdf 3,106.9 Foxit Reader PDF Document 
2,175 PH-45-CIV-15.pdf 2,930.1 Foxit Reader PDF Document 
2,176 PH-45-CIV-16.pdf 2,903.5 Foxit Reader PDF Document 
2,177 PH-45-CIV-17.Ddf 2,721 .8 Foxit Reader PDF Document 
2,178 PH-45-CIV-18.pdf 2,707.2 Foxit Reader PDF Document 
2 ,179 PH-45-CIV-19.pdf 2,938.8 Foxit Reader PDF Document 
2 ,180 PH-45-CIV-20.Ddf 3,019.7 Foxit Reader PDF Document 
2 ,181 PH-45-CIV-21.pdf 3,183.1 Foxit Reader PDF Document 
2,182 PH-45-CIV-22.pdf 2,913.9 Foxit Reader PDF Document 
2,183 PH-45-CIV-23.pdf 2,934.6 Foxit Reader PDF Document 
2,184 PH-45-CIV-24.pdf 2,677.5 Foxit Reader PDF Document 
2,185 PH-45-CIV-25.pdf 2,656.3 Foxit Reader PDF Document 
2,186 PH-45-CIV-26.pdf 2,946.8 Foxit Reader PDF Document 
2,187 PH-45-CIV-27.pdf 2,973.5 Foxit Reader PDF Document 
2,188 PH-45-CIV-28.pdf 3,027.2 Foxit Reader PDF Document 
2,189 PH-45-CIV-29.Ddf 643.4 Foxit Reader PDF Document 
2,190 PH-45-CIV-30.pdf 656.6 Foxit Reader PDF Document 
2,191 PH-45-CIV-31 .pdf 662.1 Foxit Reader PDF Document 
2,192 SK-45-01.pdf 673.9 Foxit Reader PDF Document 
2,193 SK-45-02.pdf 576.9 Foxit Reader PDF Document 
2,194 SK-45-03.pdf 693.7 Foxit Reader PDF Document 
2,195 SK-45-04.pdf 587.5 Foxit Reader PDF Document 
2,196 SK-45-05.pdf 576.0 Foxit Reader PDF Document 
2,197 SK-45-06.pdf 704.6 Foxit Reader PDF Document 
2,198 SK-45-07.pdf 668.1 Foxit Reader PDF Document 
2,199 SK-45-08.pdf 584.1 Foxit Reader PDF Document 
2,200 SK-45-09.pdf 632.6 Foxit Reader PDF Document 
2,201 30061-WD-C-45 CIVIL BAY 45 CHECKLlST.doc 603.3 Foxit Reader PDF Document 
2,202 Alt. 5 - Knock-Outs Bay 4-5.pdf 67.5 Microsoft Word 97 - 2003 Document 
2,203 421-110-SHOOO.pdf 824.1 Foxit Reader PDF Document 
2,204 421-111-SHOOO.pdf 290.4 Foxit Reader PDF Document 
2,205 421-118-SHOOO.Ddf 251.4 Foxit Reader PDF Document 
2,206 421-119-SHOOO.pdf 231 .1 Foxit Reader PDF Document 
2,207 421-125-SHOOO.pdf 188.3 Foxit Reader PDF Document 
2.208 22A & 23A 0 enin Walkdowns .pdf 163.6 Foxit Reader PDF Document 
2,209 Bultress 5 (2).JPG 128.5 Foxit Reader PDF Document 
2,210 DSCN0616.JPG 4,571.4 JPEG Image 
2,211 DSCN0621 .JPG 2,187.2 JPEG Image 
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Row Filename Size (KB) Type 

:.212 ,5JP( 2 .~ ~ 
:,213 ,5 .JPC 3~~ ~ 

:,214 ,5 ).JPC 4,104.0 m JPEC~~ :~~~: 
:,215 ,5 .JPG ~1.4 ... ,,""" 

2,216 GSA G ,,~ 

2,217 30061-W[ 61-WO-C T-OT_GIVll_BAY 56_ ;T.doc 4,21~ ~ 

2,218 30061-WO-C-: C.docx 418.0 I Word 97 - 2003 
2,219 AU. 1- ,Bav 56.adf ~ I Word 
~ I.pdf 233~ ~ 
~ IAIt. 3 - , Bay 56.pdf 3,843.7 !Foxi! Reader f'QI'. 

2,222 IAU. 5 - ; Bav 5-6.pdf 33.3 IFoxi! Reader PDF 

~ ~~~: ~~ 
-------z;224 ' ·e"' 4,96~ ~ 

',225 13.docx oxi! Reader PDF 
',226 109-01, ~ 'Word 
',227 421-111 235~ ~ 

',228 421-111 290.4 !Foxi!Head~ 

:,229 421-11. 251 .4 IFoxi! Reader POI 
2.230 421-~0.Ddf ~ ~ 
:,231 421-125-SHOO0.pdf J!l~ ~ 
:,232 421-127-S~ 163.t oxil Reader PDF 

2,233 142 ~ 'o>il Reader PDF 
2,2341521-102- HoOO.pd ~ ~i~ 
:,235 HoOOpd 723.2 IF,,,,,!R~ 

2 36 21A i I .Ddf 288.8 IFoxi! Reader F F 
3722A&23A i .adl ~ ~ 

2, 38 ,5 ).JPG ~ ~ 
2,239 ,5 .JPG 3,691.4 lJPEG Image 
2.240 119' B 1,324.4 IJPEG Image 
:,241 119' B I Beam-2.JPG I,~ ~ 

, 5 (2). ~ GJf:' ~ 
:,246 143' B6 ,Block & 4,515.2 lJPEG Ima~ 

247 143' B6.JP' 5,350.3 IJPEG Image 
248 ,6 ll.JPG J'~ ~age 
249 ,6 2).JPG ~ ~ 

',250 , ~ :nock Out ; 6.JPG :,088.6 lJPEG Im~ 
2,251 GSA143-142 .JPG 2,155.3 IJPEG Image 
2,252 IRoof ; {11.JPG ~ Jt"I={; Image 
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HIGH BRIDGE 
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Attachment E - CR-3 List of Information Provided 

., I River 

Date: 06-14-2012 

Row Filename Size (KB) Type 

~ , 253 ; 6 .JPG 4,198.3 JPEG Image 
~,254 ; 6 2).JPG 2,258.4 JP, Image 
~ , 255 CSA 95-76 , ~,MUC 325.JPG 2,288.2 JP Image 
256 ; 6 (11 PG 1,928.3 JP , Image 
257 CSA 'G ,144.5 JPEG Image 
258 Gen. Pipe I ,(I).JPG !,262.7 JPEG Image 

----'~ )-C-56 CIVil BAY 56_C' I .doc 2,202.8 JPEG Image 
. '!,Z60 30061 CHECKLlST.docx 68.0 i I Word 97 - 2003 

,261 30061-W 48.6 I Won 
:,262 I 1 - i 34.0 i I Won 

--:~ 211 .Ddf 5,295.8 Foxi! Reader F 
12.pdf 961.1 Foxi! Reader PDF 

,265 214.p< 2,536.7 Foxi! Reader PDF 
~ 15. 277.9 Foxi! Reader PDF 

----'1,267 SC-421-231 .p< 152.9 Foxi! Reader PDF 
:,268 359.9 Foxi! Reader PDF 
:,269 335.3 Foxi! Reader PDF 
',270 279.5 Foxi! Reader PDF 
,271 DSCN ~, :.2 Coxi! Reader PDF 
272 DSCNI440.. ~20.4 JPEG Imi'ge 
273 u"c;1'I1441 . ,488.6 JPEG Image 
274 1,58 .2 =G Image 
,275 JSCN :; 1,6e i.6 =G Imi'ge 
,276 DSCN :; 1,63 .1 =G Image 
.,277 1,635.8 JPE Image 
278 DSCNI441 . ,540.6 JPE ; Im~ 
279 DSCNI 1 523.1 JPE 3 Image 
280 1 577.1 IJPEG mage 
~ 1611.1 IJPEG mage 

--: 28216SCi'r 1,573.7 IJPEG mage 
283 DSCrI1460.JP( ,618.4 IJPEG Image 
284 )SOI1461.JP( ,594.7 IJPEG Image 

:,285 )SCrI1462.JPG 1557.7 IJPEG Image 
:,286 )SCNI463 .JPG 1621 .3 IJPEG Image 
',287 G 1,558.7 =G Image 
_~ SCNI465.JPG ,568.5 =G Im"l}e 

1,289- SCN1, . ,572.6 =G Image 
',290 DSCN~:7 . G 1,511.9 IJPEG mage 
:,291 DSCN1, ~.~G~ _______________________________ ~ __ 7S148~7'~ . .4. __ ~I~JPE~Gm~~~ _________ ~ 
',292 DSCN1, . G 1 491.8 !JPEG mage 
:,293 DSCNI470.JPG ,600.3 IJPEG Image 
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Date: 06-14-2012 HIGH BRIDGE Attachment E - CR-3 List of Information Provided A S 80 C ' ''TIt. 

Row Filename Size (KB) Type 

2~ .JPG ~ ~ 

q:296 
12.JPG ,5:14. IPI Image 

DSCNI473.JPG SJ. IPI Image 
',297 ,5'!!, ""'~ 
~ ,605,3 [JPEG~,,-

DSCN1575 1,447.2 JPEG Image 
2,300 UP, ~ ~ 

Hi .JP' ~ ~ 
1,614.4 JPEG Image 

@i JPEG Image 
2,304 ~ 
2,305 .JP( 1,5~ ~ 
2,306 DSCN' 1,5' :0.1 JPE 'G Image 
2,307 1,6' :8.2 JPE :G Image 
,308 

DS~ 3 
1,4' ~ .:!I:'.t~ 

.309 1,602.0 .JIOE~I~9"-
!,310 DSCN' ,513.8 PEG Image 

2,311 .JPG ~ ~ 
2.312 DSCN ~ ~ 
2,313 DSCN' ,617.9 JPEG Image 
2,314 ,660.7 JPEG Image 
2,315 DSCNI591 .JPG ~ ~ 
2,316 DSCN ,595.1 [JPEGlmage 
!,317 DS ,660.4 ,JPEG Image 
,318 ~ ~ 

',319 IDSCN ~ ~ 
!,320 DSCN 1,547.0 :G Image 
,321 .JPG ~ ,lj~ 

.322 IEL 119-14: 6' 111 1 ) . .JPQ ~ ~ 
!,323 IEL 119-14~ .6' .K' 111 /).JPG 1,593.5 JPEG Image 
',324 IEL 119-14~ 6'K, 111 3).JPG 1,438.1 :JPEG Image 
,325 IELI 14 61 K 191(1).JPG ~ ~ 
.326 IEL 14 IJPG 1~ ~ 

!,327 IEL 14 6 1 ,561 .1 IJPEG Image 
!,328 IEL 14! 61 'G ,613.7 IJPEG Image 
,329 IEL 14! 61 '.JPG ~ ~ 
.330 IEL 14! .6 ).JPG ~ ~ 

!,331 IEL 14! ,6 ).JPG 1,569.6 ,JPEG Image 
,332 IEL 14! 61 '.JP( 1,579.7 IJPEG Image 

2.333 IEL 149 61 ~ ~ 
2,334 IEL 95-119_6' I 12-l.pdf ~ ~ 
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H1~.'! c~~,?!" E Attachment E - CR-3 List of Information Provided 

Row 

2,335 Group One.pdf 
,336 Group Twof2\.odf 
,337 Group Two.pdf 
,338 M"" I t:K.pdf 
',339 Alt. 1 - Plan! , Bay 61 .pdf 

o Alt. 2 - Photos Bay 61 .pdf 
11 AIt.3- 'Bay61 .pdf 
12 Alt. 4 - Field No!es Bay 61 .pdf 

Alt. 5 - K, ~.pdf Bay 6-1 .pdf 

146 
147 421-2: 
148~ 

,349 Asbuilt Tendon 
2,350 119' EI. 

,101111 121 181 19120l.pdf 

',351 ,uuo 
:,352 

2,353 
2,354 

:,355 

~ 
2,358 

:-D_CIVll _DOME_C~ I ;T.doc 
CIVIL _BAY 56_ I ;T.doc 

J-C-56-DT CIVIL BAY 56 CHECKLlST.doc 
:-CHECK.I" l,,",-Il ).docx 

I 
D-C I 

,5 and 6 EL 119 · n.doc 
;T.docx 

Filename 

~ II~T.doc 

2,361 

~I Bllank 
I 2,363 , Bay 1-2.xls 

2,364 O.pdf 

r--~ I-- : i671208-031 

2,368 
2,369 SHOOO.pdf 
2,370 ·S~ 

~,371 . 
~ , 372 1209-( I:£! ~~Hoonnd 
',373 1209-( I--F: 
~,374 1209-031· 

2,375 1209-031· 

I-ligh Bridge Associates 

1 

Size (KB) 

76.6 

211,857 .6 

611 ,810.9 
3,011.7 

57.6 
575.6 
866.0 
961 .1 
359.9 
335. 
279. 
168. 
357.6 

3,896.2 
67.5 
360.0 
414.0 
48.8 
47.6 
33.2 
25.5 
46.4 
33 .2 
185.0 
33.7 
136.0 
47.5 
92.1 
226.4 
118.9 
110.6 
310.8 
123.2 
120.2 
98.3 
87.7 
75.3 
180.2 

J 

Zapata Incorporated 

: Station: Crystal River 
. Plant 

IDate: 06-14-2012 

IFoxi! Reader PDF C 
IFoxi! Reader PDF 

oxi! ~eader PDF 
oxi! ~eader PDF C 
oxi! ~eader PDF C 

IFoxi! Reader PDF 
IFoxi! Reader.fQE. 
iFoxi! Reader PDF-C 
IFoxit Reader PDF 
IFoxi! Reader PDF 
IFoxit Reader PDF C 
IFoxi! Reader PDF C 
'oxi! Reader PDF 
oxi . Reader PDF 

'oxi! Reader PDF 
Foxi! Reader PDF 
JPEG Imaqe 

Type 

: Word 97 - 2003 
: Word 97 - 2003 
: Word 97 - 2003 
: Word Documen! 
: Word 
: Word 
: Word 97 - 2003 Dc 
: Word C 
: Word 
: Word 97 - 2003 
: Word C 
: Word 97 - 2003 
: Excel 97-2003 

oxi! Reader PDF 
Foxi! Reader PC 
Foxi! ReaderPD 
Foxi! Reader PC 
Foxi! Reader PDF 
Foxi! Reader PDF 
IFoxll Reader PDF C 
,Foxi! Reader PDF 
'ox Reacler PDF 
ox Reacler PDF 

'ox Reacler PDF 
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HIGH BRIDGE 
ASSOCIATE. Attachment E - CR-3 List of Information Provided Date: 06-14-2012 

Row Filename Size (KB) Type 

2.376 ~ ~ ~ 
2.377 S-007 175.6 IFoxi! Reader PDF C 
2.378 FS-035- 150.7 IFoxi! Reader PDF 

~ 
~~ 

n~~1--SH-C 101.9 I~ 
h .,. ~: Foxi! Reader F 

!,382 209-172--SH-I ~ aXil <eaoer F 
:.383 210-61 ..!It!2 ~~ 
'.384 !10-61 152.6 IFoxilReader PDF. 
!,385 143.5 [Foxi! Reader PDF 
:,3861210-771 ~ ~ 

2.387 1.0' ~ ~ 
2.3881210-71 l' 1.2 [Foxi! Reader PDF 
!.389 1210-841 1.9 IFoxi! Reader PDF 
'.390121C 01 .odf 2 ~ ~ 
:.391121 )i .pdf 99.7 IFo",!~ 

!.392 121 128.6 'oxi! Reader F 
.393 211-031 ~ ~~ 

2.394 211-031 jf ~ ~~ 
2.395 !1 50.2 IFoxi! Reader PDF 

.396121 15-SHOOO.pdf 69.1 IFoxi! Reader PDF 
2.3971211-1 18A-SHOO.OI..Odf ~ ~ 
2.398121 ~ J4.() ~ 
!.399 121 19A-Sf 58.3 FQ) (ea,ler P[ 
2.400 21 ~Q) <ea"er P[ 
2,401 !1 71J! ~ ~~ 
!,402 !1 41.7 [Foxi! Reader PDF 
, )3 • 1 - Bay 12 - EI95 - 2 .JPG 74.8 [Foxi! Reader PDF 
, )4 .1-Bav12-EI95-3.JPG ~ ~ 

, )5 .2 -Bay12-EI119-2.JPG 1&2l.2. ~ 
!,406 .2 - Bay 12 - EI119 -1.JPG 1,587.5 PEC Image 

~::~~I~~ ~ ~ ~ 
2,409 DSC~~~'.J~PG-------------------------------------------------+----~676i~.7---f.IJ~PEG~il==mag~e--------------~ 
!,410 .JP' 727.9 IJPEG Image 
2,411 ~ ~ 
2,412 DSC~ 681..2 ~ 
!,413 730.2 IJPE' i Image 
!,414 .JPG 718.0 IJPE' i Image 
2,415 !DSC~ ~ ~ '..!!!lage 
2,416 IDSC~ 641lJ> ~ 
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Zapata Incorporated 

~~ .J High Bridge Associates . Plan; u .... u .. . LrYSlal River 

H IGH BRJDGE Attachment E - CR-3 List of Information Provided Date: 06-14-2012 
A •• oel .... ., It. 

Row Fitename Size (KB) Type 

2,417 71 i.5 JPE( , image 
2,418 JP3 70 ~ Jf'~( Image 
!,419 ' .JP3 70 .1 JPEC Image 
!,420 665.0 JPEG Image 

2,421 m 660.8 Jf'~G image 
!,422 10.JPI 699.1 JPEG image 
!,423 11 .JPG 702.6 JPEG image 
!,424 t2 .JPG 688.9 JPEG image 
~25 13.JPG 671 .6 JPEG Imaoe 
!,426 .JPG 694.0 JPEG image 

t-
15.JPG 68~ 1.5 JPE image 

f----' 8 16.JPG 701 .1 
~ 

Imaoe 
9 17.JPG 690.9 Image 

698.0 JPEG Image 
19.JPG 68~ IJ f'~G Imaoe 

708.0 'JPEG Image 
!,4, .JPG 701 1.8 JPEG image 

2,4, 'G l2: ' .5 JPEG Image 
2,4, 69: .7 IJPEG Image 
!,431 JPG 674.9 IJPEG Image 
2,43; 
~ 693.5 JP =G Image 

!,431 709.1 JP : Imaoe 
!,439 DSCN3027. JPG 674.7 JP=Ci image 

2,440 ~JPG 666.1 JPE~ image 
!,441 JPG 672.7 JPE( : Imaoe 
',442 666.4 JPEG Image 
!,443 JPG 65 '.4 JPEG Image 
!,4,44 70 ~ W~G imaoe 
!,445 PG 66 .0 JPEG Image 
',446 PG 64: :.6 JPEG Image 
!,!47 67: ,.2 JPEG imaoe 
' ,448 701 '.7 JPEG Image 
!,449 PG 630 :.5 JPEG Image 
!,450 151 DG 68· .7 PEG Image 
!,45' JPI 66 .9 'EG Image. 
2,45; JPI 676.0 'EG Image 
!,45: DSCN3041 .JPI 577.2 IPEI image 
!,454 681 .6 IPEI Image. 

~ 
JPG 675.6 IPEI image -
JPG 645.5 IJPEG Image r---c JPG 71 '.8 IJPEG imaoe 
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J, n ::i High Bridge Associates 
Client: Zapata Incorporated 

HIGH BRIDGE Attachment E - CR-3 List of Information Provided A. •• CC .... TIt5 

Date: 06-14-2012 

Row Filename Size (KB) Type 

',458 ~ ~ ,Jf'~ 
2,459 DS( .JPG 687.7 JPEC Image 
!,460 G bb' .l ~~ 

2,461 ~ ~~ 
2,462 678.5 JPEG Image 
!,463 .JPG ~3 JPEG Image 

2.464 ~ ~ 
2,465 ~J~ 
2,466 ;95.0 JP; Image 
!,467 ~2 ~; Image 

2,468 ~ ~ ~ 
2,469_686~ JPEGIIT@9"-
!,470 714.2 JPEG Image 

2,471 JPI btlb.' ~ 

2,472 JPI 68~ ~ 

!,473 I.JPG 707.6 JPEG Image 
!,474 693.7 JPEG Image 

2,475 ~ ~ 
2,476 Ji!l!l2 ~ 
!,477 707.8 JPE Image 

2,478 676.5 ~ Image 
2,479 7.JPG ~ ~~~ 
2,480 686.8,JPEG Image 
2,481 'G ~4 IJPEG Image 
2,482 ~ .JPG ~ ~ 
2,483 DSCN 11 .JPG 7!J!L9. ~ 
2,484 73.JPG 691.4 G Image 
2,485 714.3 G Image 
2,486 5.JPG ~ ~~ 
2,487 5.JPG,6,94.5_ IJPEG Image 
2,488 709.6 JPEG Image 
2,489 ~ ~ 
2,490 ~ ~ 
2,491 .JPG 661 .2 JPEG Image 
2,492 JPG 723.2 JPEG Image 
2.493 ~ ~ 
2.494 ~ ~ 
2,495 701.9 JPEG Image 
2,496 ~~.~JP'CG~ ______________________________________________ -f ____ ~657~01i-. .4 __ ~J~PEG~,'~rr~~age ______________ ~ 
2,497IU::>CN3l587.JPG ~ ~ 
2,498 ~ ~ 
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~ High Bridge Associates 
HIGH BR.IDGE Attachment E - CR-3 List of Information Provided 

ASSOCIATES 

Row Filename Size (KB) 

2,499 6.91.3 
2,500 689.7 
2,5')1 636.1 
2,502 ,ay 1-2, Bl , EL 119' 01 MSF 95.pdf l7!lR. 
2,503 ,Bay 1-2, B: , EL 119'. 02 .odf ,189.0 
2,504 IBay 1-2, , EL 119'_1: _LOF 32 & 34.pdf 1,611 .9 
2,505 I Bay 1-: 119'_ 15. .pd' 112.8 
2,506 IBay12 _E 119 0 _AH 12&20 i 4,058.2 
2,507 IBay 12 _EI 119_0, _AH 1:' & 20.pdf 4,148.7 
2,508 IBay 1-2 EL 119'_ 16_CIF 3 .4.pdf 4,124.4 
:,509 IBay 1-2 .EL 119' Pen 101 .pdf 3,405.6 
!,510 IBay 1-: EL 119'. Pen 102.pdf 4,045.6 
',511 IBay 1-, EL 119'_ Pen 103.pdf 3,866.8 
!,512 IBay 1-, EL 119' Pen 104.pdf 3,&20.0 
',513 IBay 1-: EL 119' Pen 126.pdf 4,044.9 
',514 IBay 1-, EL 119' Pen 127.pdf 3,899.7 
',515IBay 1-, ,L 119' Pen 128.odf ~~ 

2,516 IBay 1-, ,L 119'. Pen 129.pdf 4,512.7 
!,517 IBay 1-, EL 119'_ Pen 130.pdf 3,883.6 
',518 IBay 1-, ,L 119' Pen 132.pd 4,247.3 

IT,52OIBay 1-, EL 119'_ rray 357.pdf 3,627.9 
~ Bay 1-, .EL t19' fraY~2,.p~df ____ ___________ _ _ ___ f--_~~' .5 

2 122 Bay 1-, EL 119' fray 360.0 4,290.9 

2,519 IBay 1-, ,L 119'. Pen 133.od 3,992.3 

h ~ Bay 1-, EL 119' rray 366 ( ).pdf 4,078.7 
i24 Bay 1-, ,L 119' rray 366 (: ).pdf 4,29('.1 

2,525 Bay 1-, ,L 119'. fray 371 3~8.9 

!,520 IBay 1- 119'. rray 373.pdf 3,720 .3 
,527 Bay 1: I 11: 0; AH 9 & 16.pdf 3,858.8 
,528 Bay 1: I 1: .AHS 181.pdf 41!lL.l 

2,529 Bay 1: I 11 Re-' I 3,703.3 
,530 Bay 12 EI 1 OE MSS 48 .pdf 4,435.1 
,531 Bay 1: 1119 05 _RCH38.Pdl 4,111.4 

2, 132 Bay 1: _119_1C_SPS 160.pdf 3,981 .3 
2,;33 Bayt 119_1 ' MSS44 & 66.pdf 4,052.9 
2, ;34 Bay 1: 1191: MSS44&48.pdf 4,510.2 
2 ;35 Bay 1: _ 119_1~ SPSI60&RCR283.pdf 3929.8 

;30 Thu 4 538.0 
;37 Bay 1: EI 11, Pen & Tray.pdf 8.5 

:,538 ,Bay 1 EI11' . Pen 128.pdf 3,488.2 
:,539 IBay 12 ElliS Pen 132.pdf 4,105.4 

High Bridge Associates 

1 ) 

Client: Zapata Incorporated 

IN .. ele.r Plant 

Datc:06-14-2012 

JPEG Image 
JPEG Image 

,G ImaQe 
lala Base File 
oxit Reader PDF 
'oxit Reader PDF 
'oxit Keader PDF 
'oxit Reader PDF 
'oxit Reader PDF 
'oxit Reader PDF 
'oxit Reader PDF 

Foxit Reader PDF 
Foxit Reader PDF 
Foxlt Reader PDF 
Foxit Reader PDF 
Foxi: Reader PDF 
Foxll Reader PDF 
Foxi I Reader PDF 
Foxit Reader PDF 
Foxlt Reader PDF D( 
Foxit Reader PDF 
Foxit Reader PDF 
Foxit Keader PDF 
Foxlt Reader PDF D( 
Foxit Reader PDF 
Fa, : Reader PDF 
Fa, : Reader PDF D( 
Fa' : Reader PDF 
Foxit Reader PDF 
Fa"" Reader PDF D( 
Faxit Reader PDF 
IFoxit Reade~ 
lFoxlt Reader PDF
IFoxit Reader PDF 
IFoxit Reader PDF 

'oxit Keader PDF 
oxit Reader PDF 

IFoxit Reader PDF 
Data Base File 
IFox't ,eader PDF D( 
IFoxit <eader PDF 

Lrysral River 

Type 
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J ,- "i High Bridge Associates 
Zapata Incorporated 

Station: Crystal River 
. Plant 

Hl~"! c~~I?!"E Attachment E - CR-3 List of Information Provided 

Row 

2,540 IBay 12 EI Pen J1 128.pdf 
2,541 IBay 1: E111! Pen.pdf 

542 IBay 12 E111 ! Tray & Conduit.Ddf 
543 'Bay 1: 119 Tray.pdf 
544 I - Bay 12 - EI119 -1.p( 

,545 '- Bay 12 - EI 119 ,1 .p( 
,546 .2 Bay 12 EI 19 02.Dd 
,547 ~JPG 
,548 260JPG 

2,549 'CN4261 .JPG 
2,550 ~JPG 
2,551 ~JPG 
2, ;52 ISCN4264.JPG 

Filename 

Date: 06-14-2012 

Size (KB) 

I , ~'U .~ eox;l Keaaer t'ue 
3~ ~ 
1,518.4 FOXII~d~ 

3~3 Fox;t ~eader P )F 

~, i Image 
3~ ~ 

~ 
1,967.8 IJPE' ,,-mage 

PG 3,804.2 IJPE(; Image 
,555 ' .JPG3~ ~ ~ 

~ 
2,556 4~ ~ 
2,557 4,245. ; Image 
,558 W.JPG ~, 14". i Image 

!,559 I.JPG ~ ~ 

Type 

!,560 JPG 4,053.0 IJPECilmage 
!,561 D~~~JP~G ______________________________________________ 4-__ ~3~;,7~117~' .. 3~~I~JPE*(;~lma~ge ______________ ~ 
!,56 D fCNill JPG _~ ~~ 
2,56 m .JP' ~ ~ 
2,56 .JPG 3,835. ; Image 
2,565 274.JPG 4 ,£'". i Image 

~ u'~:g ~~ IJ~~ 
,568 rrJPG ~~~I'7-6 __ fIJ~PEoG~;I~mag~e ____________ ~ 
,569 DSCN4 78.JPG --'~ ~lj Image 
,570 .JPI ~ ~ 

2,571 ,948., IJPI ; Image 

r--~~:,~~~~gS~~JPI . ~~ llli ::: 
2,5: 'G I ,L~ ~ 
2,57 . 'G 1,517 . Image 
2,576 CN4285JPG 4 ,£ , Image 
2,577 '~~.~----------------------------------------------~---~4~~~~--~~~~~------------~ 
2 78 .JPG 4 ,2~ ~ 

.579 'G 3,856.0 IJPEG Image 
,580 3,004.2 IJPEG Image 
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Zapata Incorporated 

h ~ High Bridge Associates Station: Crystal River 
Plant 

1~.,"! c~~r;>~E Attachment E - CR-3 List of Information Provided Oatc:06-14-2012 

Row Filename Size (KB) Type 

H~, G 4,099.9 JPEG ImaQe 
']82 l1.JPG ,,706.1 JPEG Image 
',583 DSC 1,806.8 JPEG Image 

H:~ . ,g : : ~~~ ~:~~: :~:~: 
,586 )SC ,,981 JPECi Image 

r-c!,517 4,125.7 JPEG Image 

~ ' :: DS~ ~: ~:~g :~:~: 
',590 1,864.2 JPEG Image 

H
~DS~~:OO~ .. JP~( __________________________________ -r __ ~1,6~OOO~ . .7 __ ~=~G:~lmaQe~ ________ ~ 
~592 DSCN4361 .JP( ,,929.9 ,G Image 
' ,593 ,,970.2 =G Image 

H
~ 4,227.9 JPEG Image 

~~5u~L,972.9 ~:~:~: 
' ,596 4,025.5 

2,597 4,493.3 JPEG Image 

2,598 U~L.N'"Ur .JP( 4064.5 ~:::~: 
,599 4,094.9 JPEG ''''U"~ 

2,600 ,840.4 JPEG Image 
2,601 U~L.N." 'll . JP( ;,919.7 JPEG ImaQe 

,602 DSCN4311.JPG ,,893.6 JPEG Image 
2,603 lI2.JPG 4,381 .3 JPEG Image 
2,604 lI3.JPG ,,608.5 JPEG ImaQe 
2,605 DSCN4314.JPG ,,838.1 JPEG Image 
2,606 lI5.JPG ,,721.2 JPEG Image 
!,607 3,856.1 JPEG ImaQe 
' ,608 117.JPG 3,869.7 JPEG Image 
2,609 3,974.8 JPEG Image 

,610 Bay 1: _EI95_13_RCR281 .pdf 4,265.5 JPEGlmage 
,611 Bay 1: _EI95_ 14_RCR 281 .pdf .3,903.9 Foxi! Reader PDF 
,612 Bay EI 15_ 15_E ,10.pdf 4,334. 'oxi! Reader PDF 

2,613 Butt lav E19~ ESH 723.pdf 689.9 Foxi! Reader PC 
2,614 Butt lav EI 9~ of 9.pdf ,627.1 Foxi! Reader PC 
2,615 Butt lay 1 0, MSS 42.pdf ,199.9 Foxi! Reader PC 
2,616 Butt lav I HeR 235.pdf :,207.7 Foxi! Reader PDF 
2,617 Butt_ lay 1 I MSS 42 .pdf :,249.7 Foxi! Reader PDF 
2,618 Butt_I. Bay I ISS 42 & RCR 235.pdf :,261.7 Foxi! Reader PDF C 
2,619 Bull Bav I F-2.pdf ,171.9 Foxi!ReaderPDF 
2,620 Bull Bay I ,-18.pdf :,238.8 Foxi! Reader PDF 
2,621 Bull Bay 1: E19~ O[ CFF.pdf 2, 120.4 Foxi! ReaderfDF 
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Hl~.l! c~~r;>f E Attachment E - CR-3 List of Information Provided 

Row Filename 

2,622 Sutt 1 Sav 12 195 1( EF 20.pdf 
2.623 Ilutt 1 Bav 12 195 'FS.pdf 

,624 BuIU_Say 12_ 195_ EFS 34.pdf 
,625 ; 1 • Bav 12 • E , - 1.pdf 
,626 , 1 - Bav 12 - EI 95 - 2 .pdf 
. 62~ 1 - Say 12 - E195· 3.pdf 
,628 TI 
,629 

2,630 ~ 
2,631 D: 

,632 .JPI 

Zapata Incorporated 

. Pla~~ . ,. I Klvcr 

Date: 06-14-2012 

Size IKS) Type 

-",3~ ~ 
2,32~ ~ 
2,167.0 'oxll Reader P 
-".!~b . " 'ox "eaaer P 

I ,~ :.<>!"!.~ 
1,649.9 [Foxll Reader POE. 
1,632.4 [Foxll Reader PDF 

~ ~ 
~ ~ 
',17( G Image 
',<'; ; Image 

~ ~ 
,142,9 [.JPE~ 

2,204.7 [JPEG Image 
2,636 .JP ~ ~ 

2,637 ~JP : ,2~ ~ 
2,638 ~,051 . B [JPEG Image 

,639 2,143.8 l:!.E§.G Image 
)40 ~ ~ 

, )41 G ~ ~ 

)42 G 2,177.5 Image 
,643 :,<'b.tl Image 

2,644 ~ ~~ 
2,645 :,249.6 [JPEG Image 

,646 .JPG 2,082.0 ~::=~: 
2,647 ~ ~ 
2,648 :,21",!l. ~ 
,649 2,014.3 EG Image 

2,650 ~ ~ 
2,651 ~ ~ 
,652 II . P( ~,055 . 5 [JPEG Image 
,653 2,247.2 [JPEG Image 

2 ,654~db ~ ~ 
.655 IDSCN39 . 99~ ~ 

2,656 4,580.0 [JPEG Image 

.657 DSC~ 4,210.9 ~ ::=~: 
2 ,658~~.J~PI ______________________________________________ ~ __ ~~~~~~~~~ __ n~~~~~~ ____________ ~ 
2,659 DSCN399lfJPI 4 ,~ ~ 
,660 .JPG l ,982.6 [JPEG Image 

2,661 DSC~ 3,954 .0 [JPEG Image 
2,662 'G ~ ~ Image 
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~~ ~ High Bridge Associates 
I=IIGH BRIDGE Attachment E - CR-3 List ofInformation Provided 

A •• OCIATII:$ 

Row 

2,663 
2,664 01 .JPG 
2,665 . G 

~~~G 
2,668 
2,669 'G 
2,670 U"C;N4UU ' .JPG 
!,671 
!,672 
',673 
!,674 

, .675 
.676 
.677 

!,67E 
2,67~ 

',68C 

Ri 

· 'G 
I.JPG 

11 .JPG 
· 'G 
· 'G 

I.JPG 
· 'G 

UPG 
11.JPG 

'G 
· 'G 

I 2,684 =!1.JPG 
=!2.JPG 

I 2,68' 1421-1 
~O.odf 

'01-60~pdf 
2,69C 1301 

~~~~: 
2,693 1301 

i:~~~ ~ 

High Bridge Assoclales 

Filename 

J 1 1 , , , 
ICli"n! : Zapata Incorporated 

I River 

IDate: 06- 14-2012 

Size (KB) Type 

4X11.3 IJPEG Image 
4,080.1 'JPEG Image 

~ ~ 
4~ ~ 
4,333. G Image 
4,052. .b Image 

~~ ~ 
~8,8 IJPEG Image 

4,6249 I .~ :~:~: 
~ '-"==-
~ ~ 
4,292.3 IJPEG Image 
4 ,U~l .U ~ 

4~ ~ 
,914.7 G Image 

4,504.7 b Image 
_4~ ~~ 

4,016.2 'JPEG Image 
~2 JPEG Image 
~~~~--~~~~~~+-=~--------------~ 
4,410.9 JPE' ',Image 

,867.5 JPE' , Image 

~ ~~ 
~ ~"fI9_ 
107.5 Dala Base File 

~ ~ 
~ ~. 
466.2 '0) ~eader PDF 

~ :E!~ 
~ :E!~ 
439.5 '0) ~eader PDF 
163.6 '0) <eaae~ 

~ :E! ~ 
249.7 IFoxl! Reader 'OF 
188.5 IFoxi! Keaaer U~ 

~ ~~ 
7'2c5 i 1'II'0rd l7 - 2003 
33.4 i I Word 
~ 'OXII Keaaer~ 

14,1J(,fUi ~ 
67.5 i I Word 97 - 2003 
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"lIent: Zapata Incorporated 

High Bridge Associates ~'J" I River 
Nuclear Plant 

Attachment E - CR-3 List of Information Provided Date: 06-14-2012 

Row Filename Size (KB) Type 

~~ 
2,704130061- I DE i I Word 97 - 2003 
2,705 lee i I Word 

23,135.7 ,706 _119-Elec I Photos 101-150.pdf Foxil Reader PDF 
,707 _119-Elec I Photos 1-50.pdf Foxit Reader PDF 25,719.9 
,708 _119-Elec I Photos 151- 'oxlf:eader JF 96,629.7 

27,477.5 ,709 _119-Elec I Photos 201-238.pdf 'ox :eader JF 
20,057.5 ,710 _119-Elec I Photos 51-100.pdf 'ox I f:eader JF 

,711 13-1 lee Foxit Reader PDF 
18,668.1 

670.0 
2,712 ~JP Foxil Reader PDF 
2,713 DSCN2886.JP JPEI 'Image 

690.7 ,714 ' .JPG JPEI 'Image 
703. 
660 
649. 

DSCN~~:g~ ________________________________________ ~ __ ~~~--f~~:~:I~m~aaggee ____________ ~ 
lfafoJPG JPEC Image 

644.3 ,718 .JPG JPEG Image 
702.8 2,719 )SCN~JPG 'Image 
707.9 
726.4 

2,720 DSCN2895.JPG ~'~ Ima~ge _ _ _____ --f 
,721 , Image 

681 .7 
691 .2 
667.2 

,7: ~ PC JPEG Image 
,7: 3 JPEG Image 
,7: PG JPEG Image 

649.3 ,725 DSCN JPEG Image 
640.3 
706.1 

2,726 ~JPG , Image 
,727 DSCN2902.JPG i Image 

692.9 ,728 ; Image 
654.4 
643.2 
619.1 

2,729 ~ !JPEG Image 
,730 ~ IJPECi Image 
,731 IJPECi Image 

646.4 2,7: IPI IJPECi Image 
_2,7: )~IPI ~_-f~G,,"i2 Imag~e _______ -i i*~ ,7: )91PI Glmage 

658.4 ,735 10.JPG G Image 
610.0 
644.0 
608.9 
686.3 

i~ 
628.4 2,743 IJPEC Image 
685.7 2,744 IPG IJPEG Image 
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Client: Zapata Incorporated 

~ -~ High Bridge Associates "''; Station: Crystal River 
,Nudear Plant 

Hl~.'! c~~'?~ Attachment E - CR-3 List of Information Provided Hate: 06-14-2012 

Row Filename Size IKB) Type 

2,745 ~ ~ 
2,746 DS~I.JPG 7~ ~ 
2,747 DSC 706.0 ,JPEC Image 

,748 ~ ~ Image 

I 

2,749 D:)~~~( ______________________________________________ ~ __ ~~~~~ __ ~I~~~~~ ____________ ~ 
2,750 D:)~ 654.0 mage 

,751 682.5 mage 

H¥st LNL"J1 .JP( ~ IJPEG~ 
2,754 703.3 IJPEG Image 
2,755 'G ~ ~~ 
2,756 U::iL 'G 706,6 ~ 
2,757 680.2 IJPEG Image 
2,758 'G ~ ~; Image 
2,7591Th . b ~ ~ 
2,760 : V ,Photos- I 199.5 ~BaseFile 

,761 ,Photos 1.pdf ~ ~cu, 
2,762 ,Photos10.pdf ~ ~ 

2,763 : V , Photos 11 .pdf 672.2 IFoxit Reader PDF 
2,764 ,Photos 12.pdf 705.4 IFoxit Reade~ 
2,765 ,Photos 13.pdf ~ ~ 

2,766 ,Photos 14.pdf 673.1 IF"x!tB~£ 
2,767 ,Photos 15.pdf 648.1 IFoxit Reader PDF 
2,768 I Photos 16.pdf 5~ ~ 

2,769 ,Photos 17.pdf 629.1 lF~ 

70 , Photos 18.pdf 729.3 IFoxit Reader PDF 
2 '1 I Photos 19.pdf ~ ~ 
2 72 I Photos 2.pdf 690.4 ~ 
2773 ,Photos 20.pdf 611.7 IFoxit Reader PDF 
277, I Photos 21 .pdf ~ ~~ 
2,775 : V I Photos 22.pdf ~ ~~ 
2,776 ,Photos 23.pdf 653.6 FO) (ea,ter 
2,777 'Photos 24 .pdf ~ '0) <ea,'er 
2,778 I Photos 25.pdf ~ ':(» ~~ 
2 779 I Photos 26.pdf 587.3 lFoxit Reader PDF 
2,780 , Photos 27.pdf 620.6 IFoxit Reader PDF 
2,781 I Photos 28.pdf 61Q ~ 

,78: I Photos 29.pdf 727.0 ~ 
78 ~ I Photos 3.pdf 744.5 FO) Reader 'DF 
78 .095-Elec I Photos 30.pdf ~ I~O) Keaoer ~ 

2.785 I Photos 31.pdf ~ ~ ~~ 
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J '" t High Bridge Associates 
H2~.'! c~~I?!"E Attachment E - CR-3 List of Information Provided 

Row 

2.786 

=Hi 
,790 

2,791~ 
2,792lBaY 
,793 

2.794 
2,795 
,796 

2,797 
2.798 
,799 
, 100 

2, :~~~ 
,803 

2,804 
2,805 
2,806 

2, )7~ 
2, lB_ 

)9 
110lThu 
111~ 
1121B' 

,813 
2 14 
2 15 

16 
,81 

2.81: 
2,81' 
2.820 
2.821 
2.822 
2,823 
2.824 
2,825 
2.826 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

: '" I 
I 
I 

~: 
I 
I 

: V I 
I 

: '" I 
: '" I 

I 

: '" I 
: '" I 

I 

119-Elec'" I 
.119-Elec' I 
.119-Elec' I 
119-Elec'" I 

_119-E lee , I 
.119-E lee , I 
119-Elec I" I 
119-Elec' I 

. 119-Elec I 

.119-Elec' I 
11' lee' 

lee 
.11' lee 
119-Elec 
119-Elec 
19-Elec 

High Bndge Associates 

, Photos 32.pdf 
, Photos 33.pdf 
, Photos 34.pdf 
, Photos 35.pdf 
,Photos ,.pdf 
, Photos.pdf 
,Photos :.pdf 
, Photos 39.pdf 
, Photos 4.pdf 
, Photos 40.pdf 
, Photos 41 .pdf 
, Photos 42.pdf 
, Photos 43.pdf 
, Photos 44.pdf 
, Photos 45.pc 
, Photos 46.pc 
, Photos 47.pc 
, Photos 48.pdf 
, Photos 49.pdf 
, Photos 5.pdf 
, Photos 6.pdf 
, Photos 7.pdf 
, Photos 8.pdf 
, Photos 9.pdf 

, Photos 1-50 1.pdl 
, Photos 1-50 1Il.P' 
, Photos 1-50 11 .pdf 
, Photos 1-50 12.pdf 
,Photos 1-50 13.pdf 
,Photos 1-50 14.pdf 
, Photos 1-50 15.pdf 
,Photos 1-5' 111 l.pc 
, Photos1-5' .pc 
, Photos 1-5 1 :.pc 
,Photos 1-50 19.pdf 
,Photos 1-50 2.pdf 
, Photos 1-50 20.pdf 
,Photos 1-50 21 .pdf 
, Photos 1-50 22 .pdf 
1 Photos 1-50 23.pdf 

Filename 

I I I I 

Size (KB) 

698.2 

~~ 
690.0 
724.9 
722.6 
705.3 
692.6 
695.9 
655.0 
698.2 
702.4 
705.7 
617.4 
745.7 
723.7 
691 .8 
610.4 
615.7 
733.2 
762.1 
711.8 
719.6 
668.6 
659.6 
61.5 

Tsi~ 
589.0 
648.8 
561.5 
600.5 
464.2 
581 . 
452. 
566. 
572.0 
492.4 
607.6 
601 .5 
637.3 

Iruon" Zapata Incorporated 

. Plant 

Date: 06-14-2012 

IFoxit Reader PDF 
I Fo, . Reader 
IFo, lea, ler 
1F0, . Rea,ler 
I Foxit Reader PDF 
I Foxit Reader PDF 
1F0xit Reader PDF C 
IFoxit Reader PDF 
IFoxit leader 
1F0x,t lea,ler 
IFoxit leader 
IFoxit Reader PDF 
IFoxit Reader PDF 
lFoxit Reader PDF C 
IFoxit Reader PDF 
=0' teader 

lea,ler 
=0' tea,ler 

IFoxit Reader PDF 
I Foxit teader PDF 
1F0x,t lea,ler PDF 0 
I Foxit teader PDF C 
IFo, Reader IF 
I Fo, . Reader IF 
1F0, Rea,ler IF 
Data Base File 
IFoxit teader PC 
1F0x,t leader PO 
IFoxit teader PC 
IFoxit Reader PDF 
IFoxit Reader PDF 
lFoxit Reader PDF C 
lFoxit Reader PDF 
=0' Reader 
=0' . Reader 
=0' . Rea,ler 

IFoxit Reader PDF 
=0' teader 
0' lea,ler 

=0' teader 
IFoxit Reader PDF C 

I 

~.,.. I River 

Type 
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Row 

b 827 
2,828 

, !9 
, 10 
, 11 
,832 

2,833 
, 134 

2,835 

--A~ 
I---'~ 

,838 
2, 9 

2, 
12 
13 

, 14 
, 145 

2, 146 
2, 147 

,848 
,849 
,850 
,851 
,852 
,853 
, 154 
, 155 
,156 
,857 

2,858 
2,859 
2,860 

r----:' 31 
r---: ' 52 

33 
2,864 
2,865 

,866 
2,867 
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3,216 Buttress 4 5-05 EI-95 14 .JPG 1,480.0 JPEG Image 
3,217 Buttress 4 5-05 EI-95 15 .JPG 1,554.7 JPEG Image 
3,218 Buttress 4 5-05 EI-95 16 .JPG 1,625.0 JPEG Image 
3,219 Buttress 4 5-05 EI-95 17 .J PG 1,623.0 JPEG Image 
3,220 Buttress 4 5-05 EI-95 18 .JPG 1,659.8 JPEG Image 
3,221 Buttress 4 5-05 EI-95 19 .JPG 1,508.7 JPEG Image 
3,222 Buttress 4 5-05 EI-95 2).JPG 1,622.8 JPEG Image 
3,223 Buttress 4 5-05 EI-95 20).JPG 1,480.8 JPEG Image 
3,224 Buttress 4 5-05 EI-95 21 ).JPG 1,578.8 JPEG Image 
3,225 Buttress 4 5-05 EI-95 22.JPG 1,544.8 JPEG Image 
3,226 Buttress 4 5-05 EI-95 23.JPG 1,631 .5 JPEG Image 
3,227 Buttress 4 5-05 EI-95 24.JPG 1,576.2 JPEG Image 
3,228 Buttress 4 5-05 EI-95 25.JPG 1,574.4 JPEG Image 
3,229 Buttress 4 5-05 EI-95 3.JPG 1,542.4 JPEG Image 
3,230 Buttress 4 5-05 EI-95 4.JPG 1,653.1 JPEG Image 
3,231 Buttress 4 5-05 EI-95 5.JPG 1,586.0 JPEG Image 
3,232 Buttress 4 5-05 EI-95 6.JPG 1,561.4 JPEG Image 
3,233 Buttress 4 5-05 EI-95 7.JPG 1,539.3 JPEG Image 
3,234 Buttress 4 5-05 EI-95 8.JPG 1,537.8 JPEG Image 
3,235 Buttress 4 5-05 EI-95 9.JPG 1,652.6 JPEG Image 
3,236 Buttress 4 5-05 EI-95.JPG 1,622.4 JPEG Image 
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Hl$'.'! c~~I?!"E Attachment E - CR-3 List of Information Provided 

Row 

3,237 30061· .GENERAL BAY 23 II 
1,238 30061· GENERAL _BAY 23_CI 
,,239 AsbulitTenc on i i 60! 70581.pdf 
,,240 8-1 EL 119-5 RighI Butt 2.pdf 
,,241 8-1 EL 119-6 Ri Ihl Butt 2.odf 
,,242 6-1 EL 119-7 Ri Ihl Butt 2 Looking UP,pdf 
,243 8-1 EL 119-8 Ri Ihl Butt 2 Looking UP.pdf 
244 30061, DT GENERAL BAY 34 II 

Filename 

;T,doc 

245 30061-WC } ,_GENERAL_BAY 34_CHECKLlST.doc 
246 Asbuill Tendon i i 4-05 & 

,,247 Asbuill Tendon i i 605 705 81.pdf 
1,248 Butt 4 left Side-' .JPG 
,249 Butt 4 Left ' 
,,250 Butt 4 Left 
,,251 Butt 4 left 
,,252 30061-WD-G-45-D' 
,,253 30061, 5-01 
,,254 1-
,,255 421-010-SH 
,,256 421-11' 
,,257 421-111-SHOOO,pdf 
,,256 421-11~ 
,,259 421 -11 1 

143 

BAY 45_( 
BAY 45 IN 

"pdf 

H~ 421-1: 'nof 
J,261 22A & 23A i .pdf 
,,262 AsbuiltTendon i 14A & 15A.pdf 
,,263 Asbuill Tendon i i 21A 22A 23A,pdf 
,,264 Asbuill Tendon i i 4-05 & 
,,265 i 5 North and Soulh_ 4_1_11.docx 

H~ 20110411 lay4-5 
1,267 i 5 1 ),JPG 
,,268 i 5 2),JPG 
,,269 i 5 General I 
;,270 CSA 119-320,JPG 
;,271 16,JPG 
;,272 17.JPG 
:,273 u:;,c,NuoI6.JPG 
:,274 19.JPG 
:,275 JPI 

3,276 ,J PI 
3,277 DSC JPI 

High Bridge Associates 

.JPG 

;T,doc 

1 

Size (KB) 

1,577.6 
84,5 
262,0 
632.1 

4,340.0 
,777,2 

4,151 ,9 
4,536,0 

64.5 
262.5 
356,1 
632,1 

2,446.4 
2,410.8 
2,429,6 
2,334.4 
262,0 
86.5 
302.7 
823.2 
290.4 
251.4 
231.1 
188,3 
163,6 
126.5 
395,3 
305,9 
356.1 
15.5 
870,7 

4 006,5 
4 571.4 
4,330.2 
4,205.1 

,187,2 
2,113,5 
2,167,1 
2,241,6 
2,174,5 
2,110,0 

I 1 1 

Zapata Incorporated 

." ' River 
Nuclear Plant 

Date: 06-14-2012 

Type 

JPEG Image 
I Word 97 - 2003 

Word 97 - 2003 
Fox;1 Reader PDF 
Foxil Reader PI oF 
Fox;1 Reader PI 
Fox;1 Reader PI 
Fox;1 Reader PDF 

I Word 97 - 2003 
Word 97 - 2003 Documenl 

Foxi! Reader PDF 
Foxi! Reader PDF 
JPEG Image 
JPEG Image 
JPEG Image 
JPEG Image 

, Word 97 - 2003 
Nord 97 - 2003 

Foxit Reader PDF 
IFox;! Reader PDF C 
IFox;! Reader PDF 
IFoxi! Reader PDF 
IFoxi! Reader PDF Documen! 
IFoxi! Reader PDF 
IFoxi! Reader PDF 
IFoxi! Reader PDF Documen! 
IFoxil Reader PDF 
I Foxi! Reader PDF 
1F0xi! Reader PDF [ 

I Word 
IFox;! Reader PDF 
IJPEG Image 
IJPEG Image 
JPEG Image 
JPEG Image 
JPEG Image 

IJPEG Image 
IJPEG Image 
IJPEG Image 
IJPEG Image 
IJPEG Image 
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H1~.'! c~~I?~E Attachment E - CR-3 List ofInformation Provided 

Row 

',278 'G 
,,279 Ii; al floor level 
,,280 Ii; al floor level 

11 Ii; al floor level 
12 Ii; al floor level 
13 Ii; al floor level 

,,284 Ii; al floor level 
---i, 285 15-A Bottom Side-1.pdf 

!}86 15-A Bottom . 
,,287 15-A EL 143-1 Looking UP.pdf 
,,288 15-A EL 143-2 Looking UP.pdf 
,,289 15-A EL 
,,290 ; 5 I.JPG 
,,291 ; 5 I.JPG 
,,292 ; 5 .JPG 
,,293 ; 5 I.JPG 
,,294 ; 5 I.JPG 
,,295 ;A 95-: 
,,296 '40,;WE 579.JP(3 
,,297 tt 4 Ri Ihl Side-1 .JPG 
,,298 Butt 4 Ri Ihl 

I.JPG 
I.JPG 
.JPG 
I.JPG 
I.JPG 
I.JPG 

Filename 

,,299 ~I BAY 4~ I ;T.doc 
,,300 ~uu 

,,301 

,302 ~ 
,, 303 
,,304 215-C 
,305 15-C 
,306 
,,307 15-' 
,308 
',309 
',310 421-1 ' 
',311 421-11 
,312 421-1' 
',313 421-1 ' 
',314 ,421-1' 
',315 
,316 

3,317 
3,318 121A 

u , 
6-0" 

t" i ,143 I 
~df 

1-Sf-

2-Sf-

. pdf 

High Bndgc ASSOCiates 

BAY 5E CHECKLIST. doc 
BAY 5E I 

( I 

Size IKB) 

2,121.3 
2,115.3 
2,283.5 
2,218.6 
2,157.3 
2,124.5 

196.9 
151 .6 

4 497.3 
4, 125.' 
4 160. 
4 150. 
4,300.0 

842.9 
4 104.0 
4 153.7 
4,471 . 

757. 
4 ~18. 

4495.4 
2,425.8 
2,343.2 
259.5 
275.5 
84.5 
261 .8 
235.6 
762.4 
228.5 
187.7 
182.5 
95.9 
226.2 
290.4 
251.4 
121 .9 
231 .1 
188.3 
163. 

2,25, .9 
116 . 

Client: Zapata Incorporated 

~'J I River 
, Plant 

Date: 06-14-2012 

IJPEG Image 
IJPEG Image 
IJPEG Image 
IJPEG Image 
IJPEG Image 
IJPEG Image 
IJPEG Image 
IJPEG Image 
IFoxil Reader PDF 
IFoxil ~eader PDF 
[Foxil ~eader PDF [ 
IFoxil ~eader PDF C 
IFoxil Reader PDF 
IJPEG Image 
IJPEG tmage 
'JPEG Image 

oG Image 
; Image 

oG Image 
JPEG Image 
JPEG Image 
JPEG Image 

Type 

• Word 97 " 2003 
• Word 97 - 2003 
• Word 97 - 2003 Dc 

Foxil Reader PDF 
Foxil Reader PDF 
Foxil Reader PDF 
Foxil Reader PDF 
Foxil Reader PDF 
Foxil Reacler OF 
Foxil Reacler 'OF 
Foxil Reacler OF 
Foxil Reader PDF 
'axil ~eader PDF 
axil ~eader PDF 
'axil ~eader PDF 

Foxil Reader PDF 
Foxil Reader PDF 
Fo,,11 Reader PDF 
Foxil Reader PDF 
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!Client: Zapata Incorporated 

) b31 
HIGH BRJDGE 

", •• oeIATE. 

High Bridge Associates 
Attachment E - CR-3 List of Information Provided 

INudear Plant 
., . River 

!Date: 06-14-2012 

Row Filename Size IKB) Type 

0, :5 North and South_4_1 .. 11 .docx ~ ~ 
3,324120110411 Bay 5·6 15.5 tWord 
3,325 DSCN0728.JPG .1.9,0 .0 IFoxit Reader t"Ur 

~ DSCN0730.JPG :~M :JPEG~ 
3,328 .JPG 4 434.5 IJPEG Image 

~ DSCN07333:g ~ ~ : ~ 
3,331 4,118.0 IJPEG Image 
3,332 .JPG ~ ~ 
3,333 DSCN0736.JPG 4~ ~ 

3,334 .JPG 4541 .9 IJPEG Image 
3,335 .JPG ..4~ ~Image 
3,336 DSCN0739.JPG 4 ~ ~~ 
3,337 4 20: . IJPEG Image 
3,338 .JPG J"' . IJPEG Image 
3,339 DSCN0742.JPG 4~ . ~ 
3,340 1,915. IJPEG Image 

3,341 ~~. ~~IJP~EG;I~mage~ ________ ~ 
3,342 IDSCN0745.JPG ~ ~ 

3,343 4,187.9 IJPE~" 

3,344 .JPG ~~. 1 __ ~I~JPE~GII~mag~e ______________ ~ 
3,345IU"C;Nl 50.JPG ~ ~ 

3,346 i1.JPG 1,790,4. ~ 
3,347 ,704.2 IJPEG Image 
3,348 ,oJ.JPG -'~ ~ 
3,349 ,~ ~ 

~~31,~350~IP~ictur~e'~023l.~iPQ ______________________________________________ -+ ___ ~4~, PEG Image 
3351IPictur~~iP9L-________________________________________________ 4-___ ~~~~'~ __ ~t"F.C;l~~iI~mal,g~e ______________ ~ 
3 352 IPicture025 Ig ~ ~ 

3531119'B5Lef lide ,cover~~~~w>~ __________________________ ~ __ ~1~1.'~6557~' __ ~I~JPE~G;~lmag~e ______________ ~ 
,,354 1119' B5 Left ide Conduit Support ~ 119320 SW).JPG ~ ~. :-__ I'i:IJP~EG;:-;=: Ima~ge ______________ --j 
1,355 1119' B5 Left Side i 1 Box & Conduit· I 5, . ~ 
3,3561119'B5LeftSije i 1Box& . 'G 5,913.1. ~ 
3,357111 35 LE i 'G 5,857 .4 E( Image 
3,358 111 85 Ri Jht lide Cable Tray (661).JPG ..:i~ Image 
3,359 111 85 Ri Jht Side Cable Tray Support (M 119 5~ ~ ~ 
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, ~."." Zapata Incorporated 

. Plant 
Crystal River 

iDate: 06-14-2012 

Row Filename Size (KB) Type 

3,3601119'B5RiQhtSideCabI8TraY~~I~E~M'1~1915~8) .. ,J~PCG ____________________________ ~--_~5,,~900~'CO~.6--~I~JPE~GI~lma~Qe--------______ ~ 
3,361 1119'll§ Rillht Side , ,Cover.JPG 5,441.7 IJPEGlmalle 
3,362 ,5 :1).JPG 5,256.3 IJPEG Image 
,363 5 l,691.4JPEG Image 
,364 ;SA 1 PG 4,324.4 JPEG ImaQe 

1,365 ' .JPe 4,111.4 JPEG Image 
3,366 ',225.6 :JPEG Image 
3,367 JPG 2,273.0 PEC Image 
3,368 to.JPG ,196.3 PEe ImaQe 
3,369 111.JPG ,129.2 PEe Image 
, 171 13. :,219.8 JPEG Image 

2,130.6 JPEG ImaQe 
, 17: 15. 2,095.3 :JPEG Image 

3,373 1119' B6 Cable Tray tIM 119 62).JPG 2,160.3 IJPEG Image 
3,3741119'B6CableTraY~~II~M,~111~91~6;J:~1.J~PC __________________________________ -+ __ ~4~,,5~3!1.0~ __ ~IJ~PEG~'I~mag~e------------__ -1 
3,375 1119' B6 Cable Trays J659).JPG 4,450.0 JPEG ImaQe 
3,3761119' B6 Cable Trays (659)-2.JPG 4,2611.9 JPEG Image 
,377 11' B6 , Block & 4,546.6 JPEG Image 

1,378 11: ~ IPG 4,300.9 IJPECI Image 
1,379 11 'BIl'l Beam-2 .JPG 4,415.0 [JPEG Im<lflE!_ 
,380 1119' B6 Lighl JPG 4,273.4 [JPECIlmage 
,381 119' B6 Light IPG :,938.5 'JPEG Image 
,382 119' B6 Pipe and Pipe I.JPG :,576.2 JPEG ImaQe 
,383 119' B6.JPG 4,384.6 IJPEG Image 
,364 119' 4,794.6 IJPEG Image 
,385 11 JPG 4,746.7 IJPEG Image 
,386 12) JPG :,206.4 IJPEG Image 
,387 ; 6 13).JPG ,976.4 !JPEG Image 

1,388 ;able Tray II PG :,151.3 'JPEG Image 
1,389 'ipe Support I.JPG 2,331 .7 ,J PEG ImaQe 
,,390 Pipe I.JPG 2,254.9 IJPEG Image 
,,391 G !14.5 IJPEG Image 
,,392 ',1:l7.7 IJPEG mage 
,,393 Gen. Pipe I I).JPG 13.4 !JPEG maQ8 
,,394 Gen. Pipe I 2).JPG ,113.3 IJPEG mage 
,395 Gen. Pipe I 3).JPG :,196.7 IJPEG Image 
;,396 RM-G14.JPG 2,252 .1 'ECI Image 
;,397 RMR ,145.7 1 ImaQe 
,398 :MR 20B,210,207.JPG ,178.8 'ECIlmage 
,399 IS, 65, 68.JPe :,177.1 IJPEG Image 
:,400 43'B!) Bay 5-6 ,Block & Cover.JPG 2,231.9 IJPEG Image 
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Zapata Incorporated 

~ . ~ High Bridge Associates Station: Crystal River 
. Plant 

J:IIGH BRIDGE 
"' •• O C I ATIt. Attachment E - CR-3 List of Information Provided Date: 06-14-20 12 

Row Filename Size (KB) Type 

3,4011.43' B5 Lefl Side - 5,811.4 IJPEG Image 
3,402 143' B5 Left Side - Ram-2 .JPG 8,736.0 IJPEG Image 
1,403 143' B5 Left Side I Box & Condull (WS 15 & WSE 71).JPG 6,782.5 o( mage 
,,404 143' B5 Lefl 'G 6,026.4 ,,( nage 
405 143' B5 Righi I 6,205.5 o( Image 

06 143' B5 Righi · I 'G 5,597. IJPEG Image 
07 143' B5 Righi . I 'G _~",L4~_-fIJ~PEG;:;-2Imag~e _ ______ ---1 
08 14-A Boltom 5;606. IJPEG Image 

409 14-A El. 143-1 I I UP.pdf 4,316.9 IFoxlt Reader PDF 
410 ,5 I).JPG 4,410.6 IFoxlt Reader PDF 
411 ,5 !).JPG 4,397.4 IJPEG Image 
412 ,5 I).JPG 4,515.2 IJPEG Image 
413 ,5 (4).JPG 3,471 .4 PE Image 
414 13-A Boltom I 4,115.6 Inage 
115 13-A El. 143-1 I I UP.pdf 4,268.8 e> Reader PDF 

416 13-A EL 4,199. IFoxlt Reader PDF 
417 13-A EL 4,571 . IFoxll Reader PDF 
418 13-A EL 143-4 I I UP.pdf 3,870. 1F0xit Reader PDF 
419 143' B6 ' ,Block & ( 'G ,912.3 IFoxlt Reader PDF 
120 143' B6.JPG 5,350.3 JPEG Image 

421 ,6 (1).JPG 5,118.5 JPEG Image 
422 ,6 (2).JPG 2,228.1 JPEG Image 
123 , Knock Out ,6.JPG 2,088.6 Jf'EG Image 

424 CSA143-14UPG 2,155.3 JF'EG Image 
425 FHF 94 .JPG ,205.4 JF'EG Image 
126 Gen. Pipe (4).JPG 2,171.4 , Image 

427 Gen. Pipe (5).JPG 2,218.4 ' Image 
,J1 303A (1 .JPG ,153.2 , Image 

J1 10, (21.JPG 4,392 .9 JPEG Image 
Roof . PG 4,028.6 JPEG Image 

431 Roof : .JPG 4,198.3 JPEG Image 
432 :oof .JPG 4,3:!6.9 JPEG Image 
133 pent Fuel Crane ).JPG 4,1:16.3 JPEG Image 
434 pent Fuel Crane .JPG 4,2: 0.8 JPEG Image 
435 ;pent Fuel rane JPG 4,423.2 JPEG Image 

1,441 DSCN1244. PG JPEG Image 
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Hl~.'! c~~I?~E Attachment E - CR-3 List of Information Provided 

. Plant 
~'J".' River 

Date: 06-14-2012 

Row Filename Type 

3,442 'G JPEG Image 
3,443 DSGN1246.JPG JPEG Image 
3,444 .JPG JPEG Image 

3,449 ~~.J~PG ______________________________________________ -+ __ ~~~ __ ~J~PE(G~I~mag~e ____________ ~ 
3,450 DSGN1253.JPG JPEG Image 
3,451 JPEG Image 
1,45: JPEG Image 
1,45: ~~~ ______________________________________________ ~r-__ ~~ __ ~~P~E,*'G"~ma~ge ______________ ~ 
1,45, DSG~ ~ PEG Image 
3,455 CSA 95-768,800, MUC PEG Image 
1,456 IPAB-n, GSA 95-1 .JPG JPEG Image 
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~~ High Bridge Associates 
Hl~.'! c~~,?~E Attachment E - CR-3 List ofInformation Provided 

Row Filename 

1,483 119' EI. B6-1 .JPG 
',48' 119' EI. B6-2.JPG 
,.48~ , 6 I).JPG 
,,481 ,6 !).JPG 
1,487 ,6 1).JPG 
,,488 Gen. • near ; 6.JPG 
,,489 NIR 118.JPG 
,,490 PEN -. 
,,491 13.JPG 
,,492 14.JPG 
,,493 15.JPG 
,,494 16.JPG 
,,495 17.JPG 
,,496 18.JPG 
1,497 19.JPG 
1,498 fL> I.JPG 
1.499 .JPG 
,500 .JPG 
,501 fL '.JPG 
,502 24.JPG 
,503 .JPG 
,504 fL> '.JPG 
,505.JPG 

1,506 95' EI. Bl Conduit & 
1.507 95' EI. Bl Conduit (FWS 53) Label.JPG 
1,508 95' EI. Bl Conduit on cei ling (FSE 878 & FSE 879).JPG 
,509 95' EI. Bl Fire Service Valve 'G 
,510 95' EI. Bl Pipe JPG 
,51 1 95' EI. Bl .JPG 
,51295'EI. 

1,513 95·EI. BI ~ondUit BSR 
1,514 95' EI. BI Conduit FSE 879 & FSE 

.3,515 95' EI. B6 Conduit RCR 235 & EFE 66).JPG 
1,516 95' EI. B6 Fire~rvice Pipe 
,517 95' EI. B6 
,518 95' EI. B6 I Piping.JPG 
,519 95' EI. B6.JPG 
,520 95' EI. 
,521 ,6 ).JPG 
~ ,6 .JPG 

3,523 Gen. Pipe I l( l ).JPG 

I-ligh Bridge Associates 

) 1 1 , I 1 , 
Client: Zapata Incorporated 

. ~;:.~~' ~'J" River 

Date: 06-14-2012 

Size (KB) Type 

3,9969 ;JPEG Image 
5,037.8 :JPEG Image 
3,8962 IJPEG Image 
1,9872 IJPEG Image 

~o IJ PEG Image 
.1 IJPEG Image 

259.2 IJPEG Image 
2.155.3 IJ PEG Image 
2,325.4 IJPEG Image 
4,339.9 IJ PEG Image 

524.9 IJ PEG Image 
4 013.1 IJ PEG Image 

600.7 IJ PEG Image 
4 343.0 IJ PEG Image 
4 440.4 IJPEG Image 

501.4 IJPEG Image 
4 168.1 IJPEG Image 
3859.0 IJPEG Image 
4 495.2 IJPEG Image 
4 382.0 IJPEG Image 
4.298.9 IJPEG Image 
4,134.1 IJPEG Image 
3,995.2 IJPEG Image 
3898.2 IJPEG Image 
5 797.4 IJPEG Image 
4 942.8 IJPEG Image 

~~O JPEG Image 
5.7 .1 JPEG Image 
5,053.2 JPEG Image 
SA7E .2 IJPEG Image 

1.6 5,32E IJPEG Image 
5,516.8 IJPEG Image 
5,549.3 IJPEG Image 
5,794.3 IJPEG Image 
5 ,675.2 IJPEG Image 
4 ,933.7 IJPEG Image 
5,806.4 IJPEG Image 
6.941.0 IJPEG Image 
6,763.8 IJPEG Image 
',239.3 IJPEG Image 

2.274.8 IJPEG Image 
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J::" ", i High Bridge Associates 
Hl~"! c~~r;>~E Attachment E - CR-3 List ofInformation Provided 

Row Filename 

3,565 Att 1 Sheet 39 - H-004-SHOOO Pen-lll , Pen-112.pdf 
3,566 Att 1 Sheet 4 - Pipe ~or Nuclear ' . GGG PiOAsndf 

,567 Att 1 Sheet 40 - 315- 12--SH-Oow;HnOo Pen-112.pdf 
,568 Att 1 Sheet 41 - 31 ,HOOO Pen- l 05 .pdf 
,569 Att 1 Sheet 42 -

1,571 ,tt leet 43 - 302-( I EFV-24.pdf 
1,57 ,tt leet 44 - JU ,HOOl Pen-l05, Pen-l06.pdf 
1,57: ,tt leet 45 - I Pen-l05, Pen- l06.pdf 
1,57: ,tt I Sheet 4 i - 302-1' 0 ,~MSV-289, 
1,57, ,tt Sheet 4 '. - ~ 

J,57: ,tt I Sheet 4 1- ·SH-001 -SHOOO ' 
1,576 Att I Sheet 49 - 2-SHOOO 8 in EFW Pipe 1 ).pdf 
1,577 Att SheetS.- " " GF-1-:sHii 1 inch , Line.pdf 

J ,578 Att I Sheet 50 - 0 6 in EFW 
1,57: Att 1 Sheet 51 - 305-91 2-SHOOO 
1,581 Att Sheet S2 - 304-811-SHOO l Various FW i 

J ,58 Att 1 Sheet 53 - SHOOO EFH-68.pdf 
1,582 Att leet 54 - 0 

H~ Att leet 6.:. " " l l -GF-2 1 inch 
J:584 Att leet · - ) 6 inch EFW 

, Line.pdf 

J , 58~ Att 1 Sheet 1- 04-091 EI 
3,58f Att Sheet 1- 1 lOch SS Line @ Pen 123 thru Pen 124.pdf 
3,58, " heet 18 - Bay 1-2, Bl , 119' (l) .pdf 
3,588 , Sheet 19 - 3ay 1-2, B' 119' (2) .pdf 

H
~ , Sheet 20 - :>(2 ) 3 in. Pipe 
1,590- , Sheet 21 - I I (Large I.pdf 

3,591 , Sheet 22 - Duct & 
1,592 , Sheet 23- Bay 1-2, B2, 11 : I' .pdf 
I,S93 , Sheet 24 - Fire Pipe 
1,594 , Sheet 25 - I Steel 
1,595 , Sheet 26 c Bay 1-2, B2, 19·.pdf 

Ri:596 , Sheet 27 - Bay 1-2119' .pdf 
J-:597 , Sheet 28 - Bay 1-2 119' -" .pdf 
1,598 , Sheet 29 - Bay 1-2 119' ", pdf 

H3.599 , Sheet 30 - Bay 1-2 119' -' .pdf 
JToO , Sheet 31 - Bay 1-2 119' -5.pdf 

)1 , Sheet 32 - Bay 1-2 119' -6.pdf 
)2 , Sheet 33 - Bay 1-2 119' -7.pdf 
)3 , Sheet 34 - Bay 1-2 119' -8.pdf 

,604 , Sheet 35 - Bay 1-2 119' -9.pdf 
,60S Sheet 36 - Bay 1-2 119' -10.pdf 

I-l igh Bridge ASSOCiates 

J 

Size (KB) 

163.1 
169.3 
332 .1 
110.5 
152.8 
619.3 
208.9 
9gS.0 

859.S 
53.5 

553.4 
155.6 
352.5 
259.4 

1,321 .8 
177.0 
493.0 
341.2 
303.9 
175.3 
357.2 
967.7 
671 .5 
76.1 

J.Q.21 
109.6 
126.4 
116.6 
83.3 
125.7 
85.3 
15S.9 
721 .8 
683.0 
727.7 
714.5 
759.2 
725.2 
771 .4 
698.4 
729.4 

J , 1 

le li"nt : Zapata Incorporated 

. Plant 

Date: 06-14-2012 

=oxi Reader PDF 
oX! : Reader PDF 

=oxi Reader PDF C 
I Foxit Reader PDF 
I Foxit Reader 
1F0X!t Read"'. 
IFoxit Reader 
=oxi: Reader PDF 
=oxi: Reader PDF 
=oxi : Reader PDF C 

IFoxit Reader PDF C 
IFoxit Reader PDF 
1F0xit Reader PDF C 
IFoxit Reader PDF 
IFoxit Reader PDF 
1F0xit Reader PDF [ 
IFoxit Reader PDF [ 
Foxit Reader ) F 
Foxit Reader )F 
Foxit Reader )F 
Fox;' Reader PDF 
FoX!' Header PDF 
Foxi' Reader PDF [ 
IFoxit Reader PDF 
Foxit Reader PDF 
Foxit Reader PDF 
Foxit Reader PDF 
Foxit Reader PDF 
Foxit Reader PDF 
Foxit Reader PDF 
Foxit Reader PDF 
FoX!t Reader PDF [ 
Foxit Reader PDF 
Foxit 'eader PDF 
FoX!t ,eader PDF 
Foxit ,eader PDF 
Foxit Reader PDF 
Foxit Reader 
Foxit Reader 
Foxit Reader 
Foxit Reader PDF 

' J River 

Type 
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IClient: Zapata Incorporated 

l~ - i High Bridge Associates 
Hl~.'!~~I?fE Attachment E - CR-3 List of Information Provided 

. Pla~~ . • J River 

Date: 06-14-2012 

Row Filename Size (KB) Type 

1.606 , Sheet 37 - 2" dia fire line at -El. 134'.pdf 731 .2 Foxit Reader PDF 
1,607 , Sheet 38 - 6" dia fire tine at -El. 143'.pdf 109.7 Foxit Reader PDF 
1,608 , heet 1- Bay 1-2, El. 119.p, 91.8 oxi :ea,ler Df 
609 , heet j-Bayl-2, E1.119. ,597.7 oxi :ea,ler DI 
610 ,heet i-Bayl-2, E1.119.p' ,050.1 oxi :ea,ler DI 
611 ,heet 47 - Bay 1-£, El. 119.pdf ,964.6 Foxit Reader PDF 

3,612 2 ,heet 48 - Bay 1-2, El. 119.pdf 2,072.1 Foxit Reader PDF 
3,613 . 2 Sheet 49 - Bay 1-2, El. 119.pdf 1,980.3 Foxit Reader PDF 
3,614 ,Sheet 50 - Bay 1-£, El. 119.pdf ,111.4 'oxit Reader PDF 
3,615 ;heet 51 - Bay 1-£, El. 119.pdf 1,918.7 Foxl f:eader 
3616 ;heet 52 - Bay 1-2, E1.119.pdf 2,047.5 Fox :eader 
3617 ;heet53-Bayl-2, EI.119.pdf ,947.1 Foxilf:eader 
3618 ,Sheet 54 - Bay 1-£, El. 119.pdf ,067.8 Foxit Reader PDF 
3,619 • 2, Shee~- Bay 1-2, El. 119.pdf 2,085.7 oxit !ea,ler PC 
3,620 . 2, Sheet 56 - Bay 1-2, El. 119.pdf ,913.2 oxit !ea,ler P[ 
3,621 ,Sheet 57 - Bay 1-£, El. 119.pdf ,947.6 oxit !ea,'er PC 
1,62: Sheet 58 - Bay 1-£, El. 11' I.pdf ,037.4 Foxit Reader P 
1,62: . 2 Sheet 59 - Bay 1-2, El. 11' I.pdf ,981.8 Foxit Reader P 
1,62' Sheet 60 - Bay 1-2, El. 11' I.pdf ,965.0 Foxit Reader P 

3,625 , Sheet 61 - Bay 1-£, El. 119.pdf ,983.2 Foxit Reader PDF 
3,626 .JPG 1,995.1 oxi Reader PDF 
3 627 DSCN1~ 1,542.3 PE -Image 
3,628 1,591 .9 PE ,Image 
3, 1,524.2 JPE(i Image 
~ ~~~7~55 .. J~PI3 ____________________________________________ ~ __ ~,6~1118~ .. 7 __ ~J~PE"(~-I~mag~e ____________ ~ 
I j ,1 ~~ 756.JPG ,539.6 JPE[i Image 

3,' 13, ' .JPG ,677.1 JPEG Image 
, 13, .JPG 1,478.1 i Image 
,13<1 u"'-N1759.JPG 1,635.4 i Image 

3,635 DSCN1760.JPG 1,609.1 , Image 
3,636 ~IPI 1,511.4 JPEI , Image 
3,637 DSCNc ~'P~'3~ ________________________________________________ ~ __ 71,~531.~5 __ 1~JPE*',~1ma~ge ______________ -1 
3,638 DSCN1: IPG 1,497.7 JPEI i Image 
,63 I.JPG 1,632.1 JPEG Image 

3,64 SCN~~.JP~G ______________________________________________ +-__ ~I~,, 6~381.~.8 __ ~~G~lmag~e ______________ ~ 
3,64 SCN1766.JPG 1,479.2 ,Image 
3,642 DSCN1767.JPG 1,501 .5 G Image 
,64: CN171 8.JPG 1,599.8 JPEG Image 

3,64' CN1719.JPG ,648.4 Image 
3,64~ CN1?' O.JPG ,546.7 Image 
3,646 DSCNl771 .JPG ,573.7 Image 
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) :'0 t High Bridge Associates 
Hl~!! c~~J?~E Attachment E - CR-3 List of Information Provided 

Row 

3,647 DSCN1772.JPG 
3,648 DSCN1773.JPG 

~1~~7E40-1.PDF 
1,651 IATA451-1.PDF 
1,652 .PDF 

f----',;~7.'3 ,1. PDF 
1,654IATEACC-1.PDF 
1,655 
656 
657 
658 

~ 

12, Sheet 1 - Pioe HanQer (LarQe).odf 
heet 10 - Bay 1-2, B2 EI 

, Sheet 11 - Bay 1·2, B2 EI 
, Sheet 12 - Bay 1·2, B2 EI 
Sheet 13 - Bay 1·2, B2 EI 

, Sheet 14 - Bay 1·295' -1.pdf 
, Sheet 1 i- Bay 1·295' ·2.pdf 

12. Sheet i- Bay 1·295' -3.pdf 
, Sheet 1 . - Bay 1·295' -4.pdf 
, Sheet 2 - B1, Bay 1-: '.pdf 

12. Sheet 3 - B1, Bay 1-: ".pdf 

Filename 

1,661 
1,662 
1,663 
1,664 
1,665 
l ,666 
l ,667 
l ,668 
l,669 

, Sheet 39 - Fire Lines iV·670 & ·674).pdf 

l ,670 
,671 
,672 
,673 
,674 
,675 
,676 
,677 

l.678 
l,679 
l,680 
,681 
,682 
,683 
1.664 
1,685 
1,686 

3,687 

, Sheet 4· B1 , Bay '·2 '.pdf 
12. Sheet 40 - 2.5 & 4 inc :G Lines.pdf 

, Sheet 41 - 23.pdf 
, Sheet 42 - , 1:~4 . pdf 

1 , . Sheet 43 - 1,nchVerticaLine (EFV-61).pdf 
, Sheet 5· B1, Bay ,9U.pdf 
, Sheet 6· B1 , Bay 1· '.pdf 

1 ,. Sheet 62 - Bay 1·, ,.pdf 
, Sheet 63· Bay 1·, i.pdf 
, Sheet 64· Bay 1·, i.pdf 

1 " Sheet 65 • Bav 1·, iJ>df 
1 " Sheet 66 . Bay 1·, '.pdf 

, Sheet 67 . Bay 1·, , EI l5.pdf 
, Sheet 68· Bav 1·2, EI l5.pdf 

" , Sheet 69 • Bay 1·2, EI l5.pdf 
, Sheet 7· B1 , Bay 1·" 95' EI. EFV·70, 
, Sheet 70 . Bav 1·, . 95.pdf 

t 2 Sheet 71 • Bay 1·, . 95.pdf 
, Sheet 72 • Bay 1·, . 95.pdf 
, Sheet 73· Bay 1·" EI. 95.pdf 

12, Sheet 74· Bav 1·2, EI. 95 .pdf 

lIigh Bridge ASSOCiates 

Size (KB) 

521 .3 

89.0 

~ 
~ 
110.1 
77.4 

~ 
103.7 
',131 .2 

~ 
~ 

2,231 .3 

~ 
~ 
733.4 
721 .1 
11QJ. 
158.0 

3,108.5 

~ 
1,584.1 

,656.5 

~ 
,118.4 
77.4 

~ 
1,111Jl. 

,090.7 

~ 
JI7Jl. 

1,149. 

.2~ 
1~ 
1,139.0 

,739.5 

~ 
Ji!l2 

1,121.5 
1,144.7 

) I , 
ICli,ent: Zapata Incorporated 

Station: _ . , .. _I River 
. Plant 

Date: 06- 14-20 12 

IJPEG Image 

Data Base File 

~ 
~ 

oxit Realler P JF 
ox,t Realler t' Jr 

~~~ 
!Fox,t Reader PDF 
Woxit Reader PDF 

~ 
~ 
Foxit Reader PDF 

~~ 
~~ 
Wox,t Reader PDF 
IFoxit Reader PDF 

~ 
!Fox,t Reader PDF 
Woxit Reader PDF 

~ 
jFox,t R~ PDF 
IFoxit Reader PDF 

~ 
jF~PDF 

Foxit Reader PDF 

~ 
~DF_ 
Foxit Reader PDF 

~ 
~ 
Foxit Reader PDF 
Foxit Reader ~ 

~~ 
Fox,t Reader PDF 
IFoxit Reader PDF 

~ 
~ 
jFoxit Reader PDF 
IFoxit Keaaer ~ 

Type 
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[Client: Zapata Incorporated 

~. ' M :i High Bridge Associates , Plant 
• J I River 

Hl~!! c~~I?!=,E Attachment E - CR-3 List of Information Provided Date: 06-14-2012 

Row Filename Size (KB) Type 

~ 2. Sheet 75 - Bay 1-2. EL 95.o<If 1,110.3 Woxit Reader PDF 
-1,689 12, Sheet 76 - Bay 1-2, EL 95,pdf 1,135.8 IFoxit Reader PDF 

1,690 2, Sheet 77 - Bay 1-:, EL 95,pdf 1,121.1 IFoxi: Reader P 
1,691 12, Sheet 78 - Bay 1-2, EL 95.pdf 1,151,6 IFoxi: Reader P 
1,692 I 2, Sheet 79 - Bay 1-2, EL 95.pdf 2,03 ,3 Woxi : Reader P 
1,693 12 Sheet 8 - Bay 1-2, B2 EI 2,005,2 IFoxit Reader PDF 
1,694 Sheet · 1- Bay 1-2, EI l5.p, 2,617,3 Foxit Reader PDF 
~ Sheet - Bay 1-2, EI l5,p( 2,061 .6 Foxit Reader PDF Dc 

1-,696 Sheet : - Bay 1-2, EI l5,pc 1,980.7 Foxit Reader PDF 
1,697 Sheet 83 - Bay 1-2, EL 95.pdf 1,982,9 IFoxit Reader PI 
1,698 12, Sheet 84 - Bay 1-2, EL 95.pdf 1,174.2 IFoxit Reader Pt 
699 I 2, Sheet 85 - Bay 1-2, EL 95.pdf 1,202,5 Woxit Reader PI 
700 12 Sheet 9 - Bay 1-2, B2 EI ,940,8 IFoxit Reader PDF 

)1 1~626" PG :,615,0 =oxi Reader PDF 
)2 ~,~P~CG~ ______________________________________________ ~ __ ~~,5~85,,2~ __ ~J~PE~I~mn~age ______________ ~ 
)3 , PG ,562.4 JPE Image 

704 DSCN1' 1,078.6 IJPEG Image 
3705 DSCN1636,JPG 729,8 IJPEG Image 
3706 DSCN1637,JPG 692.7 IJPEG Image 
3707 DSCN1' 600.1 IJPEG Image 
3 DSCN16: 9. ,574. IPEG Image 

_3 DSCN1640, ,630,' IPEG Image 
DSCN164 , ,550.. IPEG Image 

711 DSCN1' ,551,6 IJPEG Image 
712 DSCN1643.JP( 737.9 IJPEG Image 
'13 DSCN1644.JP( 771.8 IJPEG Image 
714 t1 .JPG 510,1 IJPEG Image 
715 11 . PG 704. ; Image 
'16 DSCN27 ' . PG 693. 3 Image 

3 117 ' PG &11 3 Image 
3,118 115.J P( 690,1 IJPEG Image 

, 119 DS~ 116.JP( 695,4 IJPEG Image 
3,720 DSC '17.JP( 694.7 IJPEG Image 
3,121 '18.JPG 663.1 IJ PEG Image 

,7229,JP( 711 .6 IJPEG Image 
,123 DS~~~0,J~f'~( ________________________________________________ +-___ ~687'~.,4 __ -fIJ~PEG~;I~mag~e ______________ ~ 
,724 DSCN2721 ,JPG 713.0 IJPEG Image 

3,125 702.3 IJPEG Image 

H:*- DSCN2 ~~~.~ i3:~~ :~:~: 
3,128 U""NZ, 699.1 IJPEG Image 
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~ /I: .... High Bridge Associates 
Hl~.'! c~~I?~E Attachment E - CR-3 List ofInformation Provided 

Row Filename 

1,729 ~ Ull),JPG 
1,730 DSCN2727.JPG 
1,731 728,JPG 
1,732 
1,733 I 3, Sheet 1 - Field 
1,734 30061 IECKLlST.docx 
1,735 30061 JEX.docx 
1,736 AU 1 Sheet 1 - 3 1-SHOOO Pen-125.pdf 
1,737 AU1Sheet10-311-74 IPen-113, J.pdf 
1,738 AU 1 Sheet 11 - ,",'HUUU Pen-113.pdf 
1,739 AU 1 Sheet 12 - CR3-P-8031-CF· 01 inch ,Line,pdf 

';,740 AU 1 Sheet 13 - 8 in EFW 
1,741 AU 1 Sheet 14 - 311-7. I : ~ HOOD Duct @ Pen-107, -108, -201 ,pdf 

3,742 AU 1 Sheet 15 - 315-: 1-1 HOOO Pen-202, L 
3,743 AU 1 Sheet 16 - CR3-P-4252-LR· ·,pdf 
1,744 AU 1 Sheet 17 - 3Q±!l21:SHOOQl i 

",745 AU 1 Sheet 18 -3~ I Fire 
3,746 AU 1 Sheet 19 - 302-27 IIAV-349,pdf 
1,747 AU 1 Sheet 2 - 304-72' , LR Val' 

3,748 AU 1 Sheet 20 - 302-21 ' 1-SH IQ DOV-354.pdf 
3,749 IAU 1 Sheet 21 - 1-SHOOO 6 in FW Pipe, pdf 
,,750 IAU 1 Sheet 22 - ~ 6 in Station Drain Line,pdf 

3,751 IAU 1 Sheet 23 - 304-776-SHOOO I Water i , 
~,752 IAU 1 Sheet 24 - 302- iii Water 

,753 IAU 1 Sheet 25 - I Leak Rate i 
~,754 IAU 1 Sheet 3 - 302-7 ) Pen-125, , LR 
~,755 IAU 1 Sheet 4 - 1-SHOOO t.pdf 
1,75 IAU 1 Sheet 5 - 304-~ 1-SHOOO t.pdf 
1,75 IAU 1 Sheet 6 - 302-m 1-SHOOO PCV-13, 
1,75 IAU 1 Sheet 7 - 315-1 ',pdf 

3,7591AU 1 Sheet8- I ,pdf 
3,76C IAU 1 Sheet 9 - 315-20 I.pdf 
3,761 -Sf ) Fire Line,pdf 
3,762 IATA3B7-1PDF 

,7631A , Sheet 10 - Bay 2-3,119' Et.pdf 
3,764 IA , Sheet 11 - Bay 2-3,119' Et.pdf 
3,7651AU , Sheet 16 - , Bay 2-: , 119' EI,pdf 
3,7661AU 2, Sheet 17 - , Bav 2-: 119' EI,pdf 
3,767 IAU 2, Sheet 18 - , Bay 2-: 119' EI.pdf 
,,768 IAU , Sheet 19 - B2, Bay 2- , 119' ELpdf 

,769 IAU " Sheet 20 - B2, Bav 2-3, 119' ELpdf 

I-hgh Bridge ASSOCiates 

1 I I ) 'I 

Client: Zapata Incorporated 

,N , , I, ~' ~.," , K,vcr 

Date: 06-14-2012 

Size (KB) Type 

654 ,1 
690,9 

~ 
678.2 
162.0 

~ 
~ 
33.7 

~ 
1~ 

92.2 

~ 
964,2 
74.8 

~ 
402~ 
194,1 

~ 
6~ 
346, 
Utl, 

~ 
446.1 
157,0 

~ 
599.6 
170.3 

-~ 
212 ,1 
151 .3 

~ 
15~ 
813,2 

~ 
~ 
1,588 .6 

83,8 

~ 
~ 
120,8 

'JPEG Image 
~Image 

~~ 
'JPEG Image 
Data Base File 

~ 
~ 
I Word 

I,oxit Reade~ 

~ 
1F0xit Reader PDF 
IFoxit Reader PDF 

~ 
1F0xit ~r PDF 
IFoxit Reader PDF 

~ 
IF~F'IJf' 
IFoxit Reader PDF 

~ 
~ 
1F0xit Reader DF 
IFoxit Reaaer u, 
~i~ LJt:.L 
1F0xit Reader PDF 
1F0xit Reader PDF 

~ 
1F0xit _R~,.PDF 
1F0xit Reader PDF 

~ 
I~PDF 
1F0xit Reader PDF 

~ 
~ 
IFox t Header PDF 
~xtf(eaae~ 

~tI~ 
1F0x,t Reader PDF 
lFoxit Reade~ 

~ 
~l 
lFoxit Reader PDF 
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);. '"' i High Bridge Associates 
Client: Zapata Incorporated 

Plan; Station: ~" I River 

H1~.'"!' c~~W~E Attachment E - CR-3 List of Information Provided Date: 06-14-2012 

Row Filename Size (KB) Type 

,770 AU 2~21 - B2, Bay 2-3, 119' ELpdf 74.3 lFoxit Reader PDF C 
,171 AIL • Sheet 22 - B2, Bay 2-3, 119' ELpdf 1,588.3 IFoxit Reader PDF 
,772 AU , Sheet 23 - B2, Bay 2-3, 119' ELpdf ,687.7 Foxit Reader PDF 
,773 AU. , Sheet . I - , Bay 2-3, 119' ELpdf ,656.4 Foxit Reader PDF 

3,774 AU heet i - , Bay 2-3, 119' ELpdf ,605.6 Foxit Reader PDF 
3,775 AU ,Sheet ; - , Bay 2-3, 119' ELpdf ,603.8 I Foxit Reader POI 
3,7761AU , Sheet 27 - B:, Bay 2-3, 119' ELpdf ,670.4 IFoxit Reader PC 
,777 AU 2, Sheet 28 - B2, Bay 2-3, 119' ELpdf ,636.5 IFoxit Reader POI 
,778 AU , Sheet 29 - B2, Bay 2-3, 119' ELpdf ,570.3 IFoxit Reader PDF 
,779 AU , Sheet 30 - B: , Bay 2-3, 119' ELpdf ,607.6 Fox tReader 

3,780 AU , Sheet 31- B2, Bay 2-3,119' ELpdf .,502.3 Foxlt Reader 
,781 DSCN179UPG .,048.9 Foxit Reader 

3,782 DSCN1794.JPG ,653.3 IJPEG Image 
3,783 DSCN1795.JPG ,616.0 'EG Image 

rl ~,~14T.D~S:~N~1~17~91'7~.~ ________________________________________________ t-__ ~56~;'l~ .. O~--f~'E~GI~mag~e ______________ ~ 

f-C' ~ g~ S~~;~~ :~~~ IJ;~~ :~:~: 
,787 ,637.7 IJPEG Image 
~ DUPG ,585.2 IJPEG Image 

J)89' DSCN1802.JPG ,583.4 IJPEG Image 
,790 ,650.6 G Image 
,711 DSCNll ,616.,2 :G_lmage 
,112 DSCN1805.JPI ,535.7 'G Image 

13 DSCN1897. IPI ,587.7 IJPEG Image 
,794 1,464.3 JPEG Image 

,;~~ ~N~~~~~:~ I:~;~~ i~:~~ :~:~: 
,797 1,495.7 IJPEG Image 
,798 (j 1,567.9 IJPEG Image 
,799 DSC G 61.7 IJPEG Image 

1,800 DSCN40: 2,012.3 JPEG Image 
1,801 59.6 EG Image 
,802 2,180.1 E.G Image 
,803 ;Cr 027.JPI 2,017.7 EG Image 
,804 1,994.3 iJPECi Image 

:~~~ . ~ 2,~~~5 '~:~~: :~:~: 
1,807 uo ~~--------------------------------------------4---~9231~ .. 3--~J~PECG~:~lmag~e--------------~ 
1,808 IUPG 2,230.1 JPEG Image 
3,809 .JPG 2,277.9 JPEG Image 
3,810 'G 2,161.0 JPEG Image 
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J, ?z i High Bridge Associates 
Hl~.'! c~~I?~E Attachment E - CR-3 List of Information Provided 

Row Filename 

,811 
3,812 
3,813 

,814 IAITACH-3.PDF 
,8151A 
,816 
,81 

3,81 
3,81 130061 
3,820 

, Sheet 5 - B2, Bay 2-3, 95' EL -
t 2, Sheet 9 - Bav 2-3, 95' I pdf 
I J, Sheet 1 - Field 

iCHECKLlST.docx 

3,821 I CHECKLlST.docx 
3,822 130061 -34 
3,823 IAt! 1 Sheet 1 - I Various~ 

t (Larae \ Ddf 

H~IAt! 1 ,heet 10 - 'l)4-t ((-SHOOO Pen-317, -355, -372.pdf 
I,825IAt! 1 Sheet 11 - CR3-P< i i 
3,826 IAt! 1 Sheet ~ - l -SHOOO i 

r-- ~ IAt! 1 Sheet I - I SS 1 Lines 1\ Flow 
.82B IAt! 1 Sheet I - , HOOO SW-90-FE.pdf 
,829 IAt! 1 Sheet 15 - , Decay Heat 
,830 IAt! 1 Sheet 16-
,331 IAt! 1 Sheet 17 - 302-601--SH-001-SHOOO l.pdf 
,832 IAt! 1 Sheet 18 - 315- l -SHOOO WSV-34, VI 

3,833 IAt! 1 Sheet 19 - ( F-, 
3,834 IAt! 1 Sheet 2 - 2-SHOOO Various 
3,835 IAt! 1 Sheet 20 - 315-: l -SHOOO Pen-352.pdf 
3,836 IAt! 1 Sheet 21 - ( F-: ~' ~en-351 . pdf 
3,837 IAt! 1 Sheet 22 - 315-35 l-SHOOO Pen-351.pdf 
3,838 IAt! 1 Sheet 23 - 1043-NG- ~ 17.pdf 
3, IAt! 1 Sheet 24 ~ l-SHOOC l.J)df 
3, IAt! 1 Sheet 25 ~O I.pdf 
3, IAt! 1 Sheet 26 - 315 
3,842 IAt! 1 Sheet 27 -~ 1 MUV-253-AR I 1\ 

343 IAt! 1 Sheet 28 - 315-338-SHOOO 
,344 IAt! 1 Sheet 29 -

i .. pdf 

,345IAt! 1 Sheet 3- ~ 
3,846 IAt! 1 Sheet 1- 305-88 l-SHOOO pen-338,·MUV-l·8.pdf 
3,847 IAt! 1 Sheet 31 - -SH-002-SHOOO NGV-8, 
3,848 IAt! 1 Sheet 32 - 315-3' l-SHOOO Pen-347.pdf 

,849 IAt! 1 Sheet 33 - 304-62 1 Pen-347.pdf 
l,850 IAt! 1 Sheet 34 - 315-3 l -S HOOO Pen-372.pdf 
l,851 IAt! 1 Sheet 35 - I-SHOOO 

11igh Bridge Associates 

,.pdf 

1 

Size IKB) 

~ 
2,182.9 

~ 
2,~ 

110.6 
142.2 

~ 
1,503.6 

12.4 

~ 
34.0 
36.8 

~ 
~ 
609.4 

~ 
2J!lc1. 
147.8 
124.8 

.~ 
240.9 
621.4 

~ 
177.3. 
207.6 

~ 
2!L7 
115.4 

~ 
1J.2Jl. 
257.9 

.114.9 

~ 
106.1 

~ 
~ 
435.4 

~ 
1!,J7JJ 
115.3 

1 , , 
ILllent: Zapata Incorpor ated 

~ _ ' V' . , Kiver 

Date: 06-14-201 2 

~ 
IJPEG Image 
~age 

~i!".. 
1F0, Rea, ler PDF 
leo, <ea"e~ 

~~~ 
1F0xitRea~ 

1 Word 

~ 
~ 
I Word 

~ 
~Jt. 
Fo, Reader F 
0' <eaaer 

~~ 
1F0xit Reader PDF 
IFoxit Reader PDF 

~ 
~ 
1F0xit Reader PDF 

~ 
~ 
Foxit Rea, !er PDf 

~~~ 
~~f'llt 
FO) (ea, !er 
'0) (ea,'er 

~ ~~ 
1F0x,t Reader PDF 
IFoxit Reader PDF 

~ 
~ 
Foxit (eader PDF 

~~ 
~~ 
1F0x,t Reader )F 
IFoxit Keaaer Je 

~~ ,J!:. 
~PJJ.F 

Type 
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1~., ,~ High Bridge Associates 
I,-"'em: Zapata Incorporated 

: Crystal River 

H1~!! c~~W~E Attachment E - CR-3 List ofInformation Provided Date: 06-14-2012 

Row Filename Size (KB) Type 
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~ -/ High Bridge Associates 
H1~.'! c~~I?iE Attachment E - CR-3 List of Information Provided 

Row Filename 

3,893 IAII 1 Sheet 73 - , I Pen-368, 
:.894 !AII 1 Sheet 74 - , I Pen-361, -en-" , I.pdf 
:,895 All 1 Sheet 75 - 3 I Pen-342, 
:,896 All 1 Sheet 76 - 304-641--SH- I Various ; & 
1,897 IAII 1 heet 77 - 302-' ~HOliO PCV,24 .pdf 
1,898 IAII 1 heet 78 - 311 -' ;-oOf:SHiiOOPCV-23 
1,899 IAII 1 heet 79 - 315-341-SHOOO , BSV-4 .pdf 
1,900 IAII 1 Sheet 8 - 31! 1-SHOOO Pen-355.pdf 
901 IAII 1 Sheet 80 - 31 -711 I Pen-340, I.pdf 
902 IAII 1 Sheet 81 - -SH- I Pen-344.pdf 
903 IAII 1 Sheet 82 - ~pdf 
904 IAII 1 Sheet 83 - ~ I Pen-353.pdf 
905 IAII 1 Sheet 64 - i.pdf 
906 IAII 1 Sheet 85 - I [ 
.907 IAII 1 Sheet 86 -
,908 IAII 1 Sheet 87 - 302- 1--SH-001-SHOOO Pen-339, W[ 

,909 IAII 1 Sheet 88 - Blue Air Tanks & Piping - T I 
,910 IAII 1 Sheet 9 - ~en-, , -355, -372.pdf 
,911 , Shee 1 I - Bay 4-~ 119' -2.pdf 
,912 , Sheet 11 - Bay 4-5 11 I' -3.pdf 
,913 .Sheet12-Bay4-~ 1'-4.pdf 
,914 , Sheet 13 - Bay 4-~ 11 " -5.pdf 
,915 , Sheet 14 - Bay 4-511 '-6.pdf 
.916 . Sheet 29 - Bay 4-5 11 '.pdf 
,917 , Sheet 30 - Bay 4-5 11 '.pdf 
,918 , Sheet31-Bay4-5119'.pdf 
.919 . Sheet 32 - Bay 4-5 119' .pdf 
,920 , Sheet 33 - Bay 4-5 119'.pdf 
,921 , Sheet 34 - Bay4-5119' .pdf 
,922 , Sheet 35 - Bay 4-5 119'.pdf 
.923 , Sheet 36 - Bay 4-5 119'.pdf 
,924 , Sheet 37 - Bay 4-5 119'.pdf 
,925 , Sheet 38 - Bay 4-5 119'.pdf 
,926 , Sheet 39 - Bay 4-5 119'.pdf 
,927 , Sheet 40 - Bay 4-5 119'.pdf 
,928 , Sheet 41 - Bay 4-5 119'.pdf 
~ , Sheet 42 - Bay4-5119'.pdf 
~ , Sheet 43 - Bay 4-5 119'.pdf 

1,931 , Sheet 4" - lay 4- i 11 '.pdf 
3.932 t 2. Sheet 41i - lay 4- ,1 H .pdf 
3,933 t 2, Sheet 41j - lay 4- ,11 '.pdf 

I !lgh Bndge Associates 

J I 

Size (KB) 

204.6 
6~ 
632.3_ 
102.8 

~ 
~ 
925.2 
107.4 

~ 
138.5 
119.9 

~ 
-~ 

127.1 

~ 
Jl!Lti 
300.0 

~ 
1~ 
688.3 

.2Q8 
~ 
728.1 

1~ 
1,586.4 
1,563.6 

1~ 
1 ,56~1 
1,601 .2 

~ 
12!i.l2 
1,610 . 
~ , OL" . 

1~ 
1,569.9 
1,504.3 

~ 
~ 

1,650.5 
1,542.4 

I , , 
Zapata Incorporated 

IDate: 06- 14-2012 

IrOXIl Reader PDF 

~ 
IFoxit~ 

IFoxit Reader DF 

~~ 
~LJt....L 
Foxit Reader PDF 
Foxit Reader PDF 

~ 
[Foxll~ 

I Foxit Reader PDF 

~ 
[~ 
[Foxit Reader PDF 

~ 
~ 
[Foxit Realler JF 
~ea"er Jr 

~~~ 
[Foxit Realler PDF 
[Foxit Realler PDF 

~~ 
[Fox,t Reader PDF 
[Foxit Reader PDF 

~ 
[FoxltR~DF 

[Foxit Reader PDF 

~ 
[~ 
Foxit Reader PDF 

~ 
~ 
[Foxit Reader PDF 
IFoxit Reader PDF 

~ 
[FOXlt Re"d~ PDF 
Foxit Reader PDF 

~ 
~ 
[Foxit Reader PDF 
I Foxit Reader t-'Ur 

Type 
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Row 

3,934 
3,935 
" ,936 
3,937 
3,938 
1,939 

3,940 
1,941 

3,942 
3,943 
3,944 

, 94~ 

3,941 
3,94' 

,948 
,949 

3,950 
,951 
,952 
,953 
,954 
,95' 
,95' 
,95 
,958 

~~ 
,961 

1,962 
1,963 
1,964 
1,965 

~ 
:,968 
:,969 
970 
971 
972 DSCN1, 

',973 DSCN1, 

12, ,heet 47 - Bay 4-5 119',pdf 
,heet 48 - Bay 4-5 119' ,pdf 
,heet 49 - Bay 4-5 119' ,pdf 

, Sheet 50 - Bay 4-5 119',pdf 
, Sheet 51 - Bay 4-5 119',pd 
Sheet 52 - Bay 4-5 119'. Jld 

, Sheet 53 - Bay 4-5 119',pd 
, Sheet 54 - Bay 4-5 119'.pdf 
, Shee~- Bay 4-5 11 9'.pdf 
, Sheet 56 - Bay 4-5 119'. pdf 
, Sheet 57 - Bay 4-5 119',pdf 

12 '~ Sheet ,- Bay 4-~, 11 '.pdf 
'-Bay4-~ , 11 ',pdf 
'-Bay4-~ 11 ',pdf 

, Sheet 61 - Bay 4-5 119',pdf 
, Sheet 62 - Bay 4-5 119',pdf 
, Sheet 63 - Bay 4-5 119'.pdf 
, Sheet 64 - Bay 4-5 119', pdf 
'~ Sheet ' , - Bay 4-511 ',pdf 

i-Bay 4-5, ',pdf 
, - Bay 4-5 11 ',pdf 

, Sheet 68 - Bay 4-5 119',pdf 
, Shee~ Bay 4-5 119',pdf 
, Sheet 70 - Bay 4-5 119' ,pdf 
, Sheet 71 - Bay 4-5 119',pdf 
, Sheet 7:, - Bay 4-5 11 ', Il< 
Sheet 7:1- Bay 4-5 11 ",I" 

, Sheet 7., - Bay 4-5 11 ',p, 
, Sheet 75 - Bay 4-5 119',pdf 

12, Sheet 76 - Bay 4-5 119',pdf 
12, Sheet 77 - Bay 4-5 119',pdf 
12 Sheet 78 - Bay 4-5 119',pdf 

:heet ,- Bay 4-5 11 ',Il< 
, :heet ,- Bay 4-5 l ' ' ,P' 

:heet - Bay 4-5 11 "Il< 
, Sheet 82 - Bay 4-5 11 9',pdf 

12, Sheet 83 - Bay 4-5 11 9',pdf 
12, Sheet9 c Bay 4-511 9' - l ,pdf 

',974 DSCN1489,JPG 

I hgh Bnd&;e ASSOCl3les 

I 

Filename 

l ( 

Size (KB) 

1,566,1 

~~ 
,596,6 
,533,7 
,536,9 
,564,5 
,627,2 
,523.2 
,521 .9 
,586.2 
,519.4 
,510,8 
,558,8 
,675,8 

~; 
,572,7 
,580,1 
,679,0 
,618,5 
,703,1 
,607,3 
,612 ,8 
,629.6 
,689.6 
,694.2 
,579,3 

1,616,6 

!~~ 
40, 

,638,6 

~ 
,668,3 
,520,9 

1,634,4 
734.5 

1,596,0 
1,571,1 

Client: Zapata Incorporated 

~" , Plant 

Date: 06-14-2012 

Foxit Reader PDF 
Foxit KeaOer PD~ 
Foxit Reader PDF 
Foxit Reader PDF 
Foxit Reader PDF 
Foxit Reader PDF 
Foxit Reader PDF 
Foxit Reader PDF 
Foxit Reader PDF 
Foxit Reader PDF 
Foxit Reader PDF 
Foxit Reader PDF 
Foxit Reader PDF 
Foxit Reader PDF 
Foxit Reader PDF 
'oxit Reader 
'oxit Reader 
'oxit Reader 

Foxit Reader PDF 
Foxit Reader PDF 
Foxit Reader PDF 
Foxit Reader PDF 
Foxit Reader DF 
Fox,t Reader DF 
Foxit Reader DF 
Foxit Reader PDF 
Foxit Reader PDF 
Foxit Reader PDF 
Foxit Reader PDF 
'ox Reader 
'ox Reader 
'ox Reader 

Foxit Reader PDF 
'oxit Reader DF 
'oxit Reader DF 
'oxit Reader DF 

Foxit Reader PDF 
Foxit Reader PDF 
Foxit Reader PDF 
JPEG Image 
JPEG Image 

I 

~'J"" River 

Type 
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Row Filename Size (KB) Type 

3,975_ DSCN1490}i"G ,548.3 JPEG Image 
3,976 DSCN1493.JPG ,582.4 JPEG Image 
3 17 DSCN1 ,553.0 JPEG Image 
3 78 DSCN1498.JPG ,583.4 JPEG Image 
3 79 DSCN1499.JPG ,572.4 JPEG Image 
3980 DSCN1 ,548 .4 JPEG Image 
~ DSCN1501.JPG ,592.6 JPEG Image 
• 3,982 DSCN1502.JPG ,610.8 JPEG Image 

3,983 DSCN1 ,528.4 JPEG Image 
1,984 DSCN1504.JPG 1,637.1 JPEG Image 
1,985 DSCN1505.JPG 1,554.6 JPE~lmage 

1,986 DSCN1 1,487.6 JPEG Image 
1,987 DSCN1507.JPG ,548.8 JPEG Image 

J 

1,988 DSCN1508.JPG ~~,.~~ __ ~JP~E(G~lma~ge ______________ ~ 
1,989 DSCN1 1;633., JPEG Image 
1,990 DSCN1510.JPG ,578.3 JPEG Image 
1,991 DSCN1511.JPG ,524.4 JPEG Image 
1,992 DSCN1512 .JPG 1,494.2 JPEG Image 
1,993 DSCN1513.JPG ,531.7 JPEG Image 

3,994 DSCN1514.JPG ,504.7 .JPEG Image 
3,995 DSCN1515.JPG ,576.8 IJPEG Image 
3,996 DSCN1516.JPG ,579 .9 IJPEG Image 

~iDSCN1517.JPG ,620.0 IJPEG Image 
• 3,998 DSCN1518.JPG ,635.6 IJPEG Image 

3,999 519.JPG 1,499.6 IJ PEG Image 
. 4,000 DSCN 'G 502 .8 IJPEG Image 
4,001 .JPG 523.6 IJPEG Image 
4,OC DS~~.J~PG ______________________________________________ -+ __ ~~60~)1.~.2 __ -4IJ~JIP~EGiI~magE-e ______________ ~ 
4,OC DSCN1523.JPG 497.2 IJPEG Image 
4,OC 'G ,665.9 IJPEG Image 
4,005 ,495.8 IJPEG Image 
4,006 DSCN 'G ,536.9 IJPEG Image 

4,007 27.JPG 1,478.6 IJPEG Image 
4,008 1,484.7 IJPEG Image 
4,009 DS~~.J~PG ________________________________________________ -t __ ~1~,4~92 . .2~ __ ~IJ~PEG~I~mag~e ______________ -l 

_<1,0 ' 0 DSCN1530.JPG 1,495.3 JPEG Image 
4,0'1 DSCN1531 .JPG 1,528.9 JPEG Image 
4,012 1,637.6 JPEG Image 
4,013 DSCN 1,630.7 IJPEG Image 
4,014 DSCN ' 1,597.8 IJPEG Image 
4,015 1,516.3 IJPEG Image 
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4,016 1,559.2 IJPEG Image 
4, .JPG 1,536.9 IJPEG Image 
4, ,546.0 IJPEC Image 
4, eN' ,653.0 IJPEC Image 
4,020 ,599.5 IJPEC Image 
4,021 ,639.7 JPE(; Image 
4,022 DSC 154 ,621.2 JPE(; Image 
4,023 DSC ,581 .3 'JPEC, Image 
4,024 ,573.8 'JPEG Image 
~ 1,612. , Image 
I 4:026 DSCN1551.JPG 1,672) ,Image 

4,027 JPG 1,585. , Image 
~ ,586.7 'JPEG Image 
I _ 4~02~ 555155 'G ~':;;-~---f!J~P'~ �mag"'-e ____ _ ----1 

4,030 555'155 'G 1 , 655.~ IJP, Image 
4,031 JPG 1,654.4 IJP, Image 
4,032 .JPG ,553.2 !JPEG Image 
4,033 DSCN1558~JPG ,580.0 !JPEG Image 
4,034 UPG 1,608.9 !JPEG Image 
4, JPG 1,494.5 :JPEG Image 
4 .JPG ,512.4 :JPEG Image 
4, DSC~!1562.JPG ,617.9 JPEG Image 
4,038 UPG ,610.9 JPEG Image 
4,039 IPG ,612.6 JPEG Image 
4,040 IPG ,511.7 JPEG Image 
4,041 IPG ,556.4 ,JPEG Image 
4.042 ,634.7 JPEG Image 
4,043 l1568. 1,498.0 , Image 
4,0« DSCN~~~------------------------------------------------r---71,~~2.~3--~~iI~ma~gge~--------------~ 

4,045 l .JPG 1,«4.5 , Image 
4,046 .JPG ,500.7 !JPEG Image 
4,047 DS' 572.JPG 1,640.2 IJPEG Image 
4,048 , Sheet 17 - B5, Bay 4-5, 143' EL - Sirul 1,608.8 !JPEG Image 
4,049 , Sheet 1 ! - Bay 4-5143' -1.pd 138.5 IFoxit Reader PDF 
4,050 Sheet ! - Bay 4-5 143' -2.pd 708.0 oxit Rearler PDF 
4,051 , Sheet 2 ,- Bay 4-5 143' -3.pd 773.2 oxil Rearler PDF 
4,05 , Sheet 21 - Bay 4-5 143' -4 .pdf 708.4 oxit Rearler PDF 
405 12 Sheet 22 - Bay 4-5143' -5.pdf 749.2 Foxit Reader PDF 
4 , 0~ Sheet 23 - Bay 4-5143' -6.pdf 737.4 Foxit Reader PDF 
4055 12, Sheet 24 - Bay 4-5143' -7.pdf 728.3 Foxit Reader PDF 
4,056 12, Sheet 25 - Bay 4-5 143' -8.pdf 764.7 Foxit Reader PDF 
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Row 

I~ 
4,100 
4,101 
4,102 
4.103 
4,104 
4,105 DSCN11 
4,106 

12, Sheet 93· Bay 4·5 95'.pdf 
12, lheet 94· Bay 4·5 95'.pdf 

lheet 95· Bav 4·5_ 95'.pdf 
lheet 96 - Bay 4·5 95'.pdf 

, Sheet 97 - Bay 4-5 95'.pdf 
, Sheet 98· Bav 4-5 95'.pdf 
,§heet 99· Bay 4-5 95'.pdf 

4, 107 1659.J~1 

4,108 DSCN1660.JPI 
4,109 1661.JPI 
4,1 0 
4,1 DSCN 1665:: 
4,112 u,=,ccl'l1RRf;: 
4,11 
4,110 1670.JPI 
4,11_, DSCN1674.JPI 
4,116 
4,1"17 DSCN1676.JPG 
4,118 DSCN167~G 
4,119 DSCN 
4,120 
4,12.1 
4,122 DSCN11 
4,1:?3 
4,1:?4 DSCN1692.JPG 
4,1:'5 DSCN169, .JPG 
4,1:'6 
4,1:'7 
4, 1:~8 DS :N1700.JPG 
4,1:~9 DS :N1701.JPG 
4,130 DSCN1702.JPG 
4,1:11 171 '3.JPG 
4,1:12 DSCrl171 ~G 
4,1'13 u,=,ccr 17115.JPG 
4,134 DSCN1 
4,1'15 DSCN1707. PG 
4, 1.!6 DSCN1708'~F'G 
4,1:!7 1709. PG 
4,138 DSCN1710.JPG 

Hi gh 8ndge Associates 

Filename 

I ( ( 

Size IKB) 

1,629.7 
1,568.1 
1,556.4 
102.0 
,552.9 
,548.7 
,625.1 
,670.2 
,567.4 
,524.4 
,526.8 

1,536.7 
2,583.2 
1,527.4 
1,621.2 

,521.5 
,586.8 
,542.1 
,522.3 
,639.5 
,526.9 
,518.7 

1,595.1 
1.633.4 
1,568.5 
1.602.3 
,532.0 
.675.7 
.579.8 
,640.3 
,543.8 
,044.8 
,609.1 

1,543.9 
1.628.1 
1.614.5 
1,591.7 
1,654.2 
1.672.1 
1,594.3 
2.867.4 

I ...... " .. ' Zapata Incorporated 

Station: Crystal River 
. Plant 

IOalc:06-14-2012 

Foxit Reader PDF 
Foxit Reader PDF C 
,Foxit Reader PDF 
jFoxit Reader P 'F 
IFoxit Reader P 'F 
IFoxit Reader P IF C 
'Foxit Reader PDF 
Foxit leader PDF 
JPEC Image 
JPEC Image 
JPEG Image 
JPEG Image 
JPEG Image 
JPEG Image 
JPEG Image 
JPEG Image 
JPEG Image 
JPEG Image 
JPEG Image 
JPEG Image 
JPEG Image 
JPEG Image 

~:~:~: 
JPEG Image 

EG Image 
G Image 

,G Image 
JPEG Image 
JPEG Image 
JPEG Image 
JPEG Image 
JPEG Image 
JPEG Image 
JPEG Image 
JPEG Image 

,G Image 
G Image 

EG Image 
IJPEG Image 
IJPEG Image 

( 

Type 
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'J I K,ver 

H IGH SlUDGE Attachment E - CR-3 List of Information Provided Date: 06-14-2012 
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Row Filename Size (KB) Type 

4 139 1711 .JPG 1~ ~ 
4 140 U;:'LN 1712.JPG .549.3 'EG mage 
4 141 DSCN1717.JPG .596.7 -~lj nage 
4 142 DSCN 1718.JPG ~ ~~ 
4 143 iDSCN1719.JPG 1.570,3. IJPEG Image 
4 144 DSCN1720.JPG 2.994.3 JPEG Image 
4 ,.14 DSCN1721 . PG ~ ~ 
4 14 

~1 
' Sheet 1 - Field ~ ~I~ 

4 14 ie, r.docx 12.4 I Word 
4 148 !30061 ilNDE ~ ~ 
4 149 1 Sheet 1 -~--SH-001-SHOOO , sfv-138.pdf ~ ~ 
4 150 1 Sheet 10 - 302-271--SH o IAV-92. 276. Foxit Reader PDF 
4 151 Sheet 11 - I IAV-92ndf ~ ~" 
4.152 Sheet 12- IA-194-FR, IA-193-Pl.pdf ~ ~ 
4,153 Sheet 13 - 2 -SHOOO '.pdf 116.6 IFoxi I Reader PDF 
4.154 heet 14 - 21837-: ~5 Foxi I Reader PDF 
4.155 heet 15 - 302-1 1-SHOOO ~ ~~ 
4,156 heet16- 2-SHOOO 210.9 Fox,t Reader PDF 
4,157 t 1 Sheet 17 - IFH 272.3 Foxit Reader PDF 
4,158 1 Sheet 18 - 304-751-SHOOO I ~ ~ 
4,159 1 Sheet 19- -SH-001-SHOOO SF' 477.5, f<»<ILR,,~ 
4,160 ;heet !-~ 230.0 Foxit Reader PDF 
4,161 ;heet '0 - )1 1-SHOOO ;:,vv ~ ~ :...':' 
4,162 ;heet ~1 - 302-601--S, O,pdf ~ ~ 
4,163 t 1 Sheet ! - 302-601 O,pdf 189,5 Foxit Reader 
4,164 t 1 Sheet 1- 302-601 J ;:,vv ~ ~ 
4,165 1 Sheet ,- ~ ~ 
4,166 t 1 Sheet j - 1-SHOOO SW 239,5 iFoxit Reader PDF 
4,167 t 1 Sheet ; - ;H~1-SHOOO ~~~-717 . Pdf ~ Foxit Reader PDF 
4,168 1 Sheet ,- ~ ~ 
4,169 t 1 Sheet 28 - 304-791 ;HOOO FSV-717,pdf 171.0 ,Foxit Reader PDF 
4,1 '0 t 1 Sheet 29 ~ ;HOOO CAV-1 )3,pdf 218.4 IFoxit Reader PDF 
4,1 1 Sheet 3 - 3C ~1--SH-003-S ,000 ' ~ ~ 
4,172 1 Sheet 30- I CAV-103.pdf 261A JE<ll<IIBea~ 
4,17 t 1 Sheet 31 - ~;df 216,7 'oxit Reader PDF 
4.17 1 Sheet 32 - 302-641 ~ ~ 
4,17 1 Sheet 33- -SHOOO ~ ~ 
4,176 t 1 heet34~ 376.2 IFoxit Reader PDF 
4,177 t 1 heet 35- , MUV-586.pdf 202,7 IFoxit Reader PDF 
, ,178 .1 heet 36 - 302-631 --SH-001-SHOOO ; and DCV-142.pdf ~ ~ 
4,179 t 1 Sheet 37 - 209-031 ~ ~Reader .F'ClF' 
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I 1 heet 38 - 1 MUV-23 thru 4,180 
4 181 
4 182 
4 183 

, heet 39~ 1 MUV-27,pdf 
1 heet 4 - 304-621--SH-00 ' 1 SFV-' '3,pdf 

11 Sheet 40-
11 iheet ~1 - ;:;- I1UV-23 thru JV-27,pd 

, heet ~2 - ~ ,anous MUV I 
1 iheet ~3 - )5-11 IUV-24, MUV- , 

4 187 I 1 Sheet 44 - 1 Various MUV ~ I 
~ ~ I , Sheet 45 - 1 Various MUV 

." 189 1 Sheet 46 - Various MUV V, I 
4 190 1 Sheet 47 - 1 MUV-279, MU' 
'", ll 11 heet 8 - 115-: 1 ~ UV-576,p, 

l2 , heet j - 105-" l-SHOOO I1UV-23,p, 
l3 11 heet ,- 312-231--SH-OC 1Ft V-132 ,pdf 

4 194 11 Sheet 50 - 305-11 'MU' 
4 195 I' Sheet 51 - 305-11 'MUV-25.pdf 
4196 1 Sheet 52-305-11 'MU' 
4 197 1 Sheet 53 - 305-11 1-SHOOO Various MUV Valves , 
4 198 11 iheet 54 - 305-11 'Various IV Ives 

_ 4 '99 , heet 55 - 305-" 'Various IV Ives 
4200 1 iheet 56 - 305-11 'Various IV Ives 
4 201 11 3heet 57 - 1 ( i & I i 
4,202 11 3heet 58 - 311 1 Pen 333 (PNID),pdf 
4,203 1 3heet 59 - 3'1 ' -SHOOO Pen 336""""iPNTf 
4,204 1 Sheet 6 - ,-SHOOO ,pdf 
4,205 1 heet 1- 115-: 1 Pen 337{PNI '.Ddf 
4,206 , heet - 1 Fire PipinQ l' 5',pdf 
4,207 1 heet : - 104- 13 I I Waler Line, pdf 
4,208 1 iheet 63 - 304-1' ' 1 in Insul i . Line,pdf 
4,209 1 iheet 64 ~ 14 in Fire Water Pipe,pdf 
4,210 , ;heet 65 - 302-75: l-SHOOO Duct.pd! 
4,211 , Sheet 66 - ) 3 in 
4,212 heet'-

4 ,2'3 heet : - 1 R 1.1.Q,pdf 
4,214 heet 1 - 1 S 138.pdf 
4,215 1 (95 EI - Items 3 and 4 ),pdf 
4,216 131 1 HVAC i 
4,2' 7 IAft 2 Sheel '00 Bay 5-6, , 19'.pd! 
4,218 IAft 2 Sheet 101 , Bay 5-6, 119'.pdf 
4,219 IAft 2 Sheet 10: , Bay 5-6, 119'.pdf 
4,220 IAft 2 Sheet 103, Bay 5-6, 119'.pdf 

Ihgh Bridge ASSOCiates 

I [ 

Size (KB) 

137,6 
131.7 
226,7 
269,5 

~ 
184, 
277,7 
159,4 
2'8.7 
247.0 
311.6 
129.6 
300,7 
256,3 
309.5 
296.7 
311 .8 
313.6 
290.6 
215.2 
180.4 
247.8 
'20,' 
124,5 
240.5 
124.9 
808.4 
129.4 
113.8 
239.1 
237.1 
237.0 
275,3 
300,0 
69.8 

1,021 .2 
960.0 
248.4 
250,9 
256,6 

Zapata Incorporated 

, Plan; Station: ~. , ... , River 

Date: 06-14-2012 

Foxit Reader PDF 
Foxit Reader PDF 
Foxit Reader PDF 
Foxit Reader PDF 
'a' I Reader 
0' I Reader 
'a' : Reader 

Foxit Reader PDF 
Foxit Reader PDF 

Type 

Foxit Reader PDF Document 
Foxit Reader PDF 
Foxit Reader PDF 
Foxit Reader PDF 
Foxil Reader PDF [ 
Foxit Reader PDF 
Foxit Reader PC 
Foxlt Reader PD 
Foxit Reader PC 
Foxit Reader PDF [ 
Foxit Reader PDF 
Foxit Reader PDF [ 
Foxit Reader PDF [ 

1 Foxi: Reader P 
OXl : Reader P 
axil Reader P 

Foxit Reader PDF 
Foxit Reader PDF 
Foxit Reader PDF 
Foxit Reader PDF C 
Foxit Reader PDF 
Foxit Reader PDF 
Foxit Reader PDF [ 
Foxit Reader PDF C 
'oxi t Reader PDF 
aXil Reader PDF 
oxi I Reader PDF 

Foxit Reader PDF C 
'a' I Reader 
0' leader 
'a' : Reader 

Foxit Reader PDF C 
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Date: 06-14-2012 HIGH BRJDGE Attachment E - CR-3 List ofInformation Provided ASSOCIATI!:8 

Row Filename Size (KB) Type 

4,221 IAt! 2 Sheet 104 , Bay 5-6, 119'.pdf 260.3 Foxit Reader PDF 
4,222 IAt! 2 Sheet 105 , Bay 5-6, 119' .pdf -¥si; Foxit Reader PDF 
4,223 IAt! 2 Sheet 106 CAV-103, Bay 5-6, 119'.pdf Foxit Keader PDF 
4,224 IAt! 2 Sheet 107, Bay 5-6 ,119'.pdf 264.3 Foxit Reader PDF 

~ 
IAt! 2 Sheet 108, Bay 5-1 ,119'.pdf 252.0 Foxit Reader PDF C 

I 1:227 
IAt! 2 Sheet 109, Bav 5-1 ,119'.pdf 258.1 Foxit Reader PDF 
IAt! 2 Sheet 110 Bay 5-1 , 119'.pdf 256.5 Foxit Reader PDF 

4,228 IAt! 2 Sheet 111 Bay 5-6 ,119'.pdf 256.9 Foxit Reader PDF C 
4,229 IAt! 2 Sheet 112 Bav 5-6, 119'.pdf 247.1 Foxit Reader PDF 
4,230 IAt! 2 Sheet 113 Bay 5-6 , 119'.pdf 279.0 ,FOXlt Reader PDF 
4,231 IAt! 2 Sheet 114 , Bay 5-6 ,119'.pdf 276.8 ,Foxit Reader PDF Document 
4,232 IAt! 2 Sheet 115, Bay 5-6, 119'.pdf 250.5 IFoxit Reader PDF 
4,233 IAt! 2 Sheet 116, Bay 5-6 ,119'.pdf 258.9 IFoxit Reader PDF 
4,234 IAt! 2 Sheet 117, Bay 5-6 , 119' .pdf 244.9 IFoxit Reader PDF Document 
4,235 IAt! 2 Sheet 118, Bay 5-6, 119' .pdf 271.3 IFoxit Reader PDF 
4,236 IAt! 2 Sheet 119 , Bay 5-6 ,119'.pdf 256.4 IFoxit Reader PDF 
4,237 IAt! 2 Sheet 120 , Bay 5-6 , 119' .pdf 250.2 IFoxit Reader PDF Document 
4,238 IAt! 2 Sheet 121 , Bay 5-6, 119'.pdf 258.7 IFoxit Reader PDF 
4,239 IAt! 2 Sheet 122, Bay 5-6 119'.pdf 253.6 IFoxit Reader PDF 
4,240 IAt! 2 Sheet 123, Bay 5-6 119'.pdf 262.9 !foxit Reader PDF [ 
4,241 IAt! 2 Sheet 124, Bay 5-6 , 119'.pdf 241 .8 I Foxit Reader PDF 
4,242 IAt! 2 Sheet 125 , Bay 5-6 119'.pdf 246.1 I Foxit Reader PC 
4,243 IAt! 2 Sheet 126 , Bay 5-6 119'.pdf 240.2 !foxil Reader PO 0 
4,244 IAU 2 Sheet 127, Bay 5-6 , 119'.pdf 259.8 IFoxit Reader PC 

~45 IAt! 2 Sheet 128 , Bay 5-6 119'.pdf 

"*~ 
IFoxit Reader PDF 

4,246 IAt! 2 Sheet 129 , Bay 5-6 119'.pdf IFoxit Reader PDF 
4,247 AU 2 Sheet 130 , Bay 5-6 , 119'.pdf 264.3 IFoxit Reader PDF 
4,248 AU 2 Sheet 131 , Bay 5-6 119'.pdf 250.1 IFoxit Reader PDF 
4,249 AU 2 Sheet 132 , Bay 5-6 119'.pdf 250.4 IFoxit Reader PDF 
4,250 AU 2 Sheet 133, Bay 5- , 119'.pdf 254.3 !foxit Reader PDF 
4,251 AU 2 Sheet 134 , Bay 5- 119'.pdf 256.0 IFoxit Reader PDF 
4,252 AU 2 Sheet 135 , Bay 5- 119'.pdf 242 .3 I Foxit Reader PDF 
4,253 At! 2 Sheet 1: , Bay 5-6 , l ' 9'.pdf 248.8 !fOXlt Reader PDF 

~ 
AU 2 Sheet 1: , Bay 5-6, l ' 9' .pdf 265.6 I Foxit Reader PDF 
At! 2 Sheet 1:18, Bay 5-6 19'.pdf 237.7 Foxit Read er P )F 

4,256 At! 2 Sheet 139, Bay 5-6 119'.pdf 271.9 Foxlt Read er P JF 
4,257 At! 2 Sheet 140, Bay 5-6, 119' .pdf 244.6 Foxit Reader P JF 
4,258 At! 2 Sheet 98 , Bay 5-6 , 119'.pdf 263.8 Foxit Reader PDF 
4,259 At! 2 Sheet 99 , Bay 5-6 , 119'.pdf 258.9 Foxit Reader PDF 
4,260 At! 2 Sheet 1, Bay 5-6, 143' .pdf 257.5 Foxlt Reader PDF 
4,261 At! 2 Sheet 10, Bay 5-6, 143'.pdf 746.7 Foxit Reader PDF 
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J~~ High Bridge Associates 
H1~.'! c~IHI?~E Attachment E - CR-3 List ofInformation Provided 

Row Filename Size (KB) 

4,344 Att 2 Sheet B5 , Bav 5-6 , 161'.odf 6B6.5 
4,345 Att 2 Sheet B6, Bay 5-6 161'.pdf 722 .7 
4,346 Att 2 Sheet B7 , Bay 5-6 161' .pdf 722.2 
4,347 Att 2 Sheet BB , Bay 5-6, 161'.pdf 71B.O 

4 ,34B Att2Shee!B9 , Bay5-6, 161'.pdf 716.1 
4,349 Att 2 Sheet 90, Bay 5-6, 161'.pdf 743.4 
4,350 Att 2 Sheet 91, Bay 5-6, 161'.pdf ~~ 
4,351 Att 2 Sheet 92, Bav 5-6 , 161'.odf 6BL 
4,352 Att 2 Sheet 93, Bay 5-6 161'.pdf 710.5 
4,353 Att 2 Sheet 94 , Bay 5-6 161'.pdf 6B2.B 
4,354 Att 2 Sheet 95, Bay 5-! , 1-l1' .pd 699.9 
4,355 Att 2 Sheet 96, Bav 5-! 31' .pd 723.0 
4,356 Att 2 Sheet 97, Bay 5-! 1-l1'.pd 691.5 
4,357 Att 2 Sheet 179, Bay 5-6, 742.3 
4,35B , Sheet 141 Bav 5-6 , 95'.odf 1,559.2 
4,359 , Sheet 142 Bay 5-6 , 95'.pdf 261.5 
4,360 ,Shee! 143 Bay 5-6 , 95'.pdf 241 .3 
4,361 12, Sheet 1 14 Bay 5-1 ,95'.pc 249.7 

,362 Sheet 1 15 Bay 5-1 , 95'.pc 262 .5 
4,363 , Sheet 1 16 Bay 5-1 , 95'.pc 251.7 
4,364 , Sheet 147 Bay 5-6, 95'.pdf 259.4 
~ Sheet 14B Bav 5-6 , 95'.odf ~~ 

4,366 , Sheet 149 Bay 5-6, 95'.pdf 256.0 
4,367 , Sheet 150 Bay 5-6 , 95'.pdf 249.4 
~ 12 , Sheet 151 Bay 5-6 , 95'.pdf 240.6 

4,369 Sheet 52 Bay 5-6 , 95'.pdf 242 .7 
4,370 , Shee! 153 Bay 5-6 , 95'.pdf 259.9 
4,371 , Sheet 154 Bay 5-6, 95'.pdf 261.3 
4,372 Sheet 155 Bav 5-6, 95'.odf 244.5 
4,373 ,Shee! 156 Bay 5-6 , 95'.pdf 249.6 
4,374 , Shee! 157 Bay 5-6 , 95'.pdf 237.B 
4,375 ,eel 158 Bay 5-6 , 95'.pdf !4B. 
4,376 ,eel 59 Bay 5-6 , 95'.pdf ~41 

4,377 ,eel 60 Bay 5-6 , 95'.pdf '47 
4,37B Sheet 161 Bay 5-6 , 95'.pdf 252 .2 
4,379 12 , Shee!~~Bav'~5-6,~95" .. ~odf __________________________________ -+ __ ~~~ 
4,380 12, Sheet 163 Bay 5-6 , 95'.pdf 265.0 
4,3B1 12, Sheet 164 Bay 5-6 , 95' .pdf 247.6 
4 l2 2, Sheet 165 Bay 5-6, 95' .pdf 256.0 
4 l3 t 2, Sheet 166 Bav 5-6, 95' .odf 244 .6 
4 l4 1 2, Sheet 167 Bay 5-6, 95' .pdf 255.9 

I hgh Bndge Associates 
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ILllcm: Zapata Incorporated 

. Plan; Station: ., I River 

IDate: 06-14-2012 

IFoxi! Reader PDF C 
IFoxi! Reader PDF C 
Foxi! Reader PDF 
Fox,! Reader PDF C 
Foxi! Reader PDF 
Foxi! Reader PDF 
Foxi! Reader PDF 
Fox,! Reader PDF C 
Foxi! Reader PDF 
Foxi! Reader PDF 
Foxi! Reader PDF 
Foxi! Reader PDF C 
Foxi! Reader PDF 

oxit Reader 
~xit Reader 
~xit Reader 

Foxi! Reader PDF 
Foxi! Reader PDF 
Foxi! Reader PDF 
Foxi! Reader PDF 
Foxi! Reader PDF 
Foxi! Reader PDF 
Foxi! Reader PDF 
Foxi! Reader PDF 
Foxi! Reader PDF 
Fox,! Reader PDF 
Foxi! Reader PDF 
Foxi! Reader PDF 
Foxi! Reader PDF 
Foxi! Reader PDF 
Foxi! Reader PDF 
Foxi! (eader PDF 
Fox,! (eader PDF 
Foxi! (eader PDF 
Foxi! Reader PDF 
Foxi! Reader PDF 
Fox,! Reader PDF 
Foxi! Reader PDF 
Foxi! Reader PDF 
Foxi! Reader PDF 
Fox,! Reader PDF 

Type 
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;E Attachment E - CR-3 List of Information Provided Dale: 06-14-2012 12 

Filename Size (KB) Type Type 

,c Walkdown Photos 51-100 48.pdf 536.4 Foxit Reader PDF Document )F Document 
,c Walkdown Photos 51-100 49.pdf 634 .9 Foxit Reader PDF Document )F Document 
,c Walkdown Photos 51-100 5.OOf 585.4 Foxit Reader PDF Document JF Document 
,c Walkdown Photos 51-100 50.pdf 496.1 Foxit Reader PDF Document JF Document 
,c Walkdown Photos 51-100 6 .pdf 564.6 Foxit Reader PDF Document )F Document 
,c Walkdown Photos 51-100 7.pdf 549.5 Foxit Reader PDF Document OF Document 
,c Walkdown Photos 51-100 8.pdf 550.7 Foxit Reader PDF Document OF Document 
,c Walkdown Photos 51-100 9.pdf 568.1 Foxit Reader PDF Document OF Document 
,c Walkdown Photos 1.pdf 627.6 Foxit Reader PDF Document OF Document 

"Walkdown Photos 10.pdf 773.8 Foxit Reader PDF Document OF Document 
,c Walkdown Photos 11 .pdf 632.1 Foxit Reader PDF Document OF Document 
'c Walkdown Photos 12.OOf 628.8 Foxit Reader PDF Document OF Document 
,c Walkdown Photos 13.pdf 676.3 Foxit Reader PDF Document I Document 
·c Walkdown Photos 14.pdf 823.2 Foxit Reader PDF Document I Document 
"Walkdown Photos 15.pdf 794.5 Foxit Reader PDF Document j Document 
c Walkdown Photos 16.pdf 903.6 Foxit Reader PDF Document IDF Document 
c Walkdown Photos 17.pdf 743.3 Foxit Reader PDF Document 'OF Document 
c Walkdown Photos 18.OOf 753.7 Foxit Reader PDF Document 'DF Document 
c Walkdown Pholos 19.pdf 761 .7 Foxit Reader PDF Document 'DF Document 
c Walkdown Photos 2.pdf 837.8 Foxit Reader PDF Document 'OF Document 
c Walkdown Photos 20.pdf 667.1 Foxit Reader PDF Document ~DF Document 
c Walkdown Photos 21 .pdf 765.5 Foxit Reader PDF Document 'OF Document 
c Walkdown Photos 22 .pdf 830.6 Foxit Reader PDF Document 'OF Document 
c Walkdown Photos 23.pdf 558.4 Foxit Reader PDF Document :lDF Document 
c Walkdown Photos 24.pdf 756.6 Foxit Reader PDF Document :lDF Document 
c Walkdown Photos 25.pdf 709.9 Foxit Reader PDF Document ~DF Document 
c Walkdown Photos 26.pdf 724.2 Foxit Reader PDF Document PDF Document 

c Walkdown Photos 27.pdf 825 .2 Foxit Reader PDF Document PDF Document 

c Walkdown Photos 28.pdf 723.9 Foxit Reader PDF Document PDF Document 

c Walkdown Photos 29.pdf 739.2 Foxit Reader PDF Document PDF Document 

c Walkdown Photos 3.OOf 728.4 Foxit Reader PDF Document PDF Document 

c Walkdown Photos 30.pdf 611 .2 Foxit Reader PDF Document PDF Document 

c Walkdown Photos 31 .OOf 766.5 Foxit Reader PDF Document PDF Document 

c Walkdown Photos 32.OOf 721 .9 Foxit Reader PDF Document PDF Document 

c Walkdown Photos 33.pdf 712.6 Foxit Reader PDF Document PDF Document 

c Walkdown Pholos 34 .pdf 717 .4 Foxit Reader PDF Document PDF Document 

c Walkdown Photos 35.OOf 742.6 Foxit Reader PDF Document PDF Document 

c Walkdown Photos 4.pdf 706.6 Foxit Reader PDF Document PDF Document 
c Walkdown Photos 5.pdf 81 1.8 Foxit Reader PDF Document PDF Document 

c Walkdown Photos 6.001 808.1 Fox'it Reader PDF Document PDF Document 
c Walkdown Photos 7.pdf 969.0 Foxit Reader PDF Document 
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oW 
oW 
cW 
oW 
cW 
cW 
cW 
cW 
cW 
c'll 
c'll 
c'll 
c'll 
cVl 
cVl 
cVl 
c'l 
c'l 
cV 
cV 
cV 
cV 
cV 
cV 
c~ 

c'v 
c\ 
c \ 
c \ 
c\ 
,c \ 
,c \ 
,c \ 
IC \ 

IC \ 

IC 1 

IC 1 

IC 1 

Row 

4,426 
4,427 
4,428 
4,429 
4,430 
4,431 
4,432 
4,433 
4,434 
4,435 
4,436 
4,437 
4,438 
4,439 
4,440 
4,441 
4,442 
4,443 
4,444 
4,445 
4,446 
4,447 
4,448 
4,449 
4,450 
4,451 
4,452 
4,453 
4,454 
4,455 
4,456 
4,457 
4,458 
4,459 
4,460 
4,461 
4,462 
4,463 
4,464 
4,465 
4,466 

~~ -- High Bridge Associates 
HIGH BRIDGE Attachment E - CR-3 List of Information Provided AS.OC;:jAT~5 

Filename 

DSCN1607.JPG 
DSCN1608.JPG 
AT5AE6-1.PDF 
ATlFBO-1.PDF 
ATTACH-1.PDF 
ATTACH-2.PDF 
ATTACH-3.PDF 
Attachment 2, Sheet 20 - Bay 6-1 95'.pdf 
Attachment 2, Sheet 21 - Bay 6-1 95',pdf 
Attachment 2, Sheet 4 - Bay 6-1, B6, 95' - Duct (Large).pdf 
Attachment 2, Sheet 6 - Bay 6-1 , B 1, 95' Pipe Hanger (LarqeJ2df 
DSCN1598.JPG 
DSCN1599.JPG 
DSCN1600.JPG 
DSCN1601.JPG 
DSCN1602.JPG 
DSCN1603.JPG 
Attachment 3, Sheet 1 - Field Notes.docx 
1-2 old numbers.xlsx 
2-3 old numbers.xlsx 
30061-WD-M-CHECKLISTdocx 
3A old numbers.xlsx 
4-5 old numbers.xlsx 
5-6 old numbers.xlsx 
6-1 old numbers.xlsx 
30061-WD-M- CHECKLlST.docx 
30061-WD-M- INDEX.docx 
B2 EI 95-U PG 
B2 EI95-10.JPG 
B2 EI95-11.JPG 
B2 EI95-2.JPG 
B2 EI 95-3.JPG 
B2 EI95-4.JPG 
B2 EI 95-5.JPG 
B2 EI 95-6.JPG 
B2 EI95-7.JPG 
B2 EI 95-8.JPG 
B2 EI 95-9.JPG 
8-1 EL 119-5 Right Butt 2.pdf 
8-1 EL 119-6 Right Butt 2.pdf 
DSCN1083.JPG 

High Bridge Associates 

Client: Zapata Incorporated 

Implementing Station: Crystal River 
Nuclear Plant 

Date: 06-14-2012 

Size (KB) Type 

1,644.1 JPEG Image 
1,596.2 JPEG Image 
1,542.8 JPEG Image 
129.3 Foxit Reader PDF Document 
142.4 Foxit Reader PDF Document 
117.8 Foxit Reader PDF Document 
99.9 Fox]t Reader PDF Document 
117.4 Foxit Reader PDF Document 

1,680.5 Foxit Reader PDF Document 
1,566.1 Foxit Reader PDF Document 
105.2 Fox;t Reader PDF Document 
104.0 Foxit Reader PDF Document 

1,566.0 JPEGlm~ 
1,635.8 JPEG Im~ 
1,478.4 JPEG Image 
1,656.2 JPEG Image 
1,524.5 JPEGlm~ 

1,565.2 JPEGlm~ 

12.4 Microsoft Word Document 
10.9 Microsoft Excel Worksheet 
10.5 Microsoft Excel Worksheet 
73.2 Microsoft Word Document 
10.3 Microsoft Excel Worksheet 
10.7 Microsoft Excel Worksheet 
11.3 Microsoft Excel Worksheet 
10.5 Microsoft Excel Worksheet 
74.9 Microsoft Word Document 
33.4 Microsoft Word Document 

2,304.8 JPEG Im"lle 
2,173.8 JPEG Image 
2,291.1 JPEG Im~e 
2,078.5 JPEG Im~e 
2,166.4 JPEG Image 
2,137.5 JPEG Image 
2,100.8 JPEG Im~e 
2,198.5 JPEG Im~e 
2,089.8 JPEG Image 
2,199.5 JPEG Image 
2,285.3 JPEG Im~e 
4,340.0 Foxit Reader PDF Document 
3,777.2 Foxit Reader PDF Document 
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ASSOCIATES 

Row Fitename Size (KB) Type 

4,467 209.9 JPEG Image 
4,468 214.1 JPEG Image 
4,469 ~ ~ 
4.470 DSC ;N' 087.JPG 2J.!lJL ~.Pt:G Image 
4,471 DSCN' 225.5 JPEG Image 
4,472 ~ ~ 
4,473 DSCN' 'G 2~ ~ 
4,474 DSCN1091 .JPG 220.0 JPEG Image 
4,475 222.7 JPEG Image 
4,476 'G 2~ ~ 
4,477 DSCN' 'G 213.6 JPEG Image 
4,478 214.3 JPEG Image 
4,479 'G ~ ~ 
4,480 DSCN1097.J PG 214.5 JF'~GJn1a~ 
4,481 219.3 JPEG Image 
4,482 DSCN' 'G ~ ~ 
4,483 DSCN1100.JPG 2~ ~ 
4,484 .JPG 218.1 JPEG Image 
4,485 'G ~ ~ ~ 
4,486 DSCN1103.JPG 2~ ~ 
4,487 213.8 JPEG Image 
4,488 DSCN' 'G 222.1 JPEG Image 
4,489 DSCNll06.JPG 2~ ~ 
4,490 .JPG 219.2 IJPEG Image 
4,491 DSCNll08.JPG 221.7 IJPEG Image 
4,492 DSCNll09.JPG -...2~ ~ 
4,493 DSCN1110.JPG 223.7 IJPEG Image 
4,4 94 DSCN' 1111.JPG 174.1 IJPEG Image 
1,4 95 IDSCN 1112.JPG ~ ~ 

4,496 DSCNII13.JPG 193.3 l~ge 
4,497 DSCN 1114.JPG 213.8 IJPEG Image 
4,498 DSCN 1115.JPG ~ ~ 
4,499 DSCN 1116.JPG ~ ~ 
4,500 DSCNII17.JPG 216.7 IJI'EG Image 
4,501 DSCNII18.JPG ~ l:!'~ 
4,502 DSCNI119.JPG 2~ l:!"~ 
4,503 DSCNI120.JPG 208.5 IJPEG Image 
4,504 DSCNI121.JPG 209.9 IJPEG Image 
4,505 DSCNI122.JPG ~ ~ 
4,506 DS ~ ~ 
4,507 'G 202.3 IJPEG Image 
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Hl~.l! c~~r;>fE Attachment E - CR-3 List of Information Provided D.tc:06-14-2012 

Row Filename Size (KB) Type 

4,508 DSCNl125.JPG 203.7 JPEG Image 
4,509 DSCNl126.JPG 218.6 JPEG Image 
4,510 DSCNl127.JPG 218.8 JPEG Image 
4,511 DSCN1128.JPG 200.9 JPEG Image 
4,512 DSCNl129.JPG 221 .6 JPEG Image 
4,513 DSCNl130.JI 3 211 JPEG Image 
4,514 )S~~;7~ .. J~13 ________________________________________________ -+ ____ ~2~1~: ____ ~J~PE(G~;I~mag~e ______________ -4 
4,515 DSCN2558.JI 3 m JPEG Image 
4,516 JPG 665.2 JPEG Image 
4,517 JPG 715.3 JPEG Image 
4,518 ;1 .JPG 688.7 JPEG Image 
4,519 JPG 674.2 JPEG Image 
4,520 JPG 665.4 JPEG Image 
4,521 ~~.J~PG ________________________________________________ -+ ____ 6~43 .. *-3 __ -fiJP~E(G~;1m~ag~e ______________ ~ 
4,522 DSCN2565.JPG 655.0 JPEG Image 
4,523 JPG 710.0 JPEG Image 

~ ~~;7~;': ~~:~--------------------------------------------1---~.~~~~~---f~~:~~~~;:~~:~:~------------~ 
4,526 682 JPEG Image 

~~ I.JPG ~~;~ ~:~~ :~:~: 
4,529 ~:~:~ 700.6 JPEG Image 
4,530 73 .JPG 695.6 JPEG Image 
4,531 684. G Image 
4,532 I.JPG 716.' G Image 
4,533 76.JPG 650. G Image 
4,534 '.JPG 680.6 JPEG Image 
4,535 IPG 637.8 JPEG Image 
4,536 "".JPG 705.5 JPEG Image 
4,537 661.1 JPEG Image 
4,538 ~JPG 700,3 JPEG Image 
4,539 DSCN2582. 672 .7 JPEG Image 
4,540 674.6 JPEG Image 
4,541 647 .8 JPEG Image 

: :;:; ~~i:~~:~G~--------------------------------------------~----~~~~~.29 ---G~~~:~:~~: --------------~ 
4,544 ·.JPG 700.8 G Image 
4.545 661.4 JPEG Image 
4,546 DSC~~~ .. JP ~(G~ ____________________________________________ -+ ____ ~705 .. ~5 __ ~P~E(G~;~lmag~e ______________ ~ 
4,547 DSC ii2590:JPG 695.8 PEG Image 
4,548 .JPG 643.2 PEG Image 
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Row 

4,549 
4,550 
4,551 
4,552 
4,553 JPG 
4,554 '.JPG 
4,555 I .JPG 
4,556 DSCN2599.JPG 
4,557 
4,558 LJPG 
4,559 DSCN2602.JPG 
4,56C JPG 
4,561 I.JPG 
4,562 B6, Bay 5-6,143' EI. - 'in . Pipe-l .pdf 
4,563 IB6, Bay 5-6 143' EI. - 'in. 
4,564 IB6, Bay 5-6 143' EI. - 'in. 
4,56! IB6, Bay 5-E 143' EI. - Duct-l .pdf 
~t IB6, Bay 5-E 143' EI. - n"cI_ 
4~ I B6, Bay 5-E 143' EI. -
4,568 IB6, Bay 5-6 143' EI. - Unislrut 
4,569 I 121A. B6. Bay 5-6, 143' El.pdf 
4,570 I : 21A, B6, Bay 5-6, 160' EI.pdf 
4,571 B6, Bay 5-6, 143' EI. - 2 in. Pipe-l 
4,572 IB6, Bay 5-E , 143' EI. - 2 in. Pipe-1.JP~ 
4,573 IB6, Bay 5-t 143' EI. - 2 in. Pipe-2 
4,574 IB6, Bay 5-t 143' EI. - 2 in. 
4,575 BE, Bay 5-6, 143' EI. - 2 in. Plpe-3 
4,576 BE , Bay 5-6, 143' EI. - 2 in. 'G 
4,577 BE , Bay 5-6, 143' EI. - Duct-1 
4,578 B6 , Bay 5-E , 143' EI. - Duct-1 IPG 
4,579 ,B6 , Bay 5-E . 143' EI. - Duct-2 
4,580 IBt , Bay 5-t . 143' =1. - IPG 
4,581 !B6, Bay 5-t 143' EI. - Duct-3 { 
4,582 IB6, Bay 5-t 143' EI. - JPG 
4,583 IB6, Bay 5-t 143' EI. - Unistru! Hanger (Large).JPG 
4,584 36, Bay 5-6, 143' EI. - Unis!ru! 
4,585 I 121A, BE Bay 5-6 , 143' EI. 
4,586 I 121A, BE , Bay 5-6 , 143' EI..JPG 
4~"587 I 11A, B6, Bay 5-6, 160' EI. 
~ I 21A, B6. Bay 5-6, 160' EI .JPG 

4 2.JPG 

High Bridge Associates 

Filename 

) I 

Size (KB) 

658.5 

~ 
~ 
650.8 
630.0 
tiIJQ 
632 .6 
648.:..!. 

~ 
707.8 
709.6 

~ 
.is.? 

61.1 

~ 
~ 

65.0 
9~ 
~ 
76.3 
84.3 

..:J!lJ!. 
5,215.5 

50.5 

~ 
118.0 

5,666.0 

~ 
5~350 .8 

54.3 

~ 
.JltL9. 
5,557.4 

59.6 
_5~ 

65.6 
4,943.2 

~ 
6~ 

) ) , ) 

Zapata Incorporated 

Dale: 06-14-2012 

~ 
JPEG Imag~ 
JPEG Image 

~ 
~G Imag,,
JPEG Image 

~ 
~ag,,
JPEG Image 
J'" G Image 

~ 
JPEG Image 
IJPEG~ 

~ 
[I'ClXI! Reade.r.£'QF' 
Foxi! Reader PDF 

~~ 
~delJ:'lll:. 
Woxi! Reader PDF 
It-oXI~ PDF-,= 

~ 
Woxi! Reader PDF 
lFoxi~PDF[ 

~ 
IJPEG Image 
IJPEG Image 

~ 
IJPEG Image. 
IJPEG Image 

~ 
J.lF'EG Image. 
IJPEG Image 

~ 
~mage. 
IJPEG Image 
IJ""G ...!!!'age 
~ 
IJPEG Image. 
IJPEG Image 

~ 
~mage. 

Cryslal River 

Type 
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H2~.'! c~~I?~E Attachment E - CR-3 List of Information Provided 

Row Filename Size (KB) 

leli,ent: Zapata Incorporated 

Station: Cryst.1 River 
. Plant 

Date: 06-14·2012 

Type 

4,590 DS(ii~.J~P(G~ ____________________________________________ ~~ __ ~6;~;74~ ... 3 ____ ~J~PE(~lm~age~ ____________ ~ 
4591 DS( i.JPG 648.8 JPE( lm"ge 
4 592 DS( 687.9 JPE( Image 
4593 '.JP( 624.6 JPEG Image 
4594 DS~~.JP~( ______________________________________ ~ ___ ~~'. ~-4~JP~EGlm~age~ __________ ~ 
4,595 DS :N25:29.JP( ~ JPEG Image 
4,596 DS 691 .6 IJPEG Image 
4,597 658.7 =G Image 

:::~~~ :: ~:= 
4,600 34.JPG 674.6 IJPEG Image 
4 601 DS~JPG 655.8 JPEG Image 
4 602 DSCN2536.JPG 654.4 JPEG Image 
4 603 '.JPG 625.5 JPEG Image 
4 604 673.1 JPEG Image 
4,605 Q§. IPI .7')7.0 JPEG Image 
4,606 DS IPI 640.9 JPEG Image 
4,607 682.3 JPEG Image 
4,608 G 707. IPEG Image 

~7:.,6",,;Q90~~ '543.JPG 649.' IPEG Image 
4,610 703. IPEG Image 
4,611 674.3 JPEG Image 
4612 DS~JPG ~9 JPEG Image 
4613 DSCN2547.JPG 709.4 JPEG Image 
4 614 709.2 JPEG Image 
4615 DSCN2549.JPG 665. JPEG Image 
4 616 DS~ 675.' JPEG Image 
4 617 .JPG 680. JPEG Image 
4 618 ~JPG 643.8 JPEG Image 

.4 619 DSCN255~JPG ~4 JPEG Image 
4 620 DSC 'G 679.5 JPEG Image 
4621 649.7 JPEG Image 
4,622 S~7.JPG 673. JPEG Image 
4,623 SCN2608.JPG 707, JPEG Image 
4,624 709. JPEG Image 
4,625 O.JPG 697.1 JPEG Image 
4,626 DS~JPG 660.8 . Image 
4,627 DSCN2612.JPG 697.0 ·lmaQe 
4,628 I.JPG 692 .1 . Image 
4,629 .JPG 683.6 JPEG Image 
4,630 G 690.4 JPEG Image 
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Hl~.'! c~~J?fE Attachment E - CR-3 List of Information Provided 

Row Filename 

4,631 U::'C.N<I lti.JPG 
4,632 '.JPG 

I I 

Size (KB) 

713.3 
671 .2 

4,633 DS~~1~8.~JP(G~ ____________________________________________ -+ __ __ 
4,634 DSCN2619.JPG 
4,635 U::>L 

~~ 
4,636 
4,637 
4,638 U::>C.NZOZ I.JPG 
4,639 
4640 
4641 DSCNI211.JPG 
4642 DSCNI212.JPG 
4643 D::i(;NI213,J£'G 
4644 DSCNI214.JPG 
4645 DSCNI215.JPG 
4646 D::i(;NI216.JPG 
4647 DSCNI217.JPG 
4648 DSCNI218.JPG 
~~ DSCNI219.JPG 

4650 DSCNI220.JPG 
4651 DSCNI221 .JPG 
~ DSCNI222.JPG 

4,653 DSCNI223 .JPG 
4,654 DSCNI224.JPG 
~ DSCNI225.JPG 

4,656 DSCNI . 
4,657 DSCNI227.JPG 
~ DSCNI228.JPG 
_ 4,659 DSCNI229.JPG 

4,660 DSCNI230.JPG 
4,661 ISCNI231 .JPG 
~ ISCi'Jg32.JPG 

4,663 ISCNI233.JPG 
4,664 DSCNt 

657.6 
674.8 
697.3 
665.7 
709.3 
722.7 
696.5 
202.9 
207.8 
221 .5 
218.5 
216.2 
223.7 
218.9 
212.0 
213.9 
209.1 
206.3 
224.4 
225.8 
208.2 
214.4 
212.8 
217.2 
210.7 
212.5 
218.0 
216.6 
218.9 
216.5 

1 J , J I 

Lllenr: Zapata Incorporated 

Crystal River 
Plant 

iDate: 06-14-2012 

Type 

IJPEG Image 
IJPEG Image 
IJPEG ImaQe 
IJPEG Image 
IJPEG Image 
IJPEG ImaQe 
IJPEG Image 
IJPEG Image 
IJPEG Image 
IJPEG ImaQe 
IJPEG Image 
IJPEG Image 
IJPEG ImaQe 
IJPEG Image 
IJPEG Image 
IJPEG ImaQe 
IJPEG Image 
IJPEG Image 
JPEG Image 
JPEGlmage 
JPEG Image 
JPEG Image 
JPEG ImaQe 
JPEG Image 
IJPEG Image 
JPEG Image 
JPEG Image 
JPEG Image 
JPEG Image 
JPEG Image 
JPEG Image 
JPEG Image 
JPEG Image 
JPEG Image 

4,665 DSCN~Ti.J~PG ______________________________________________ -+ __ ~~~ __ ~~~~ ______________ ~ 
4,666 DSCNI2:l6:JPG 

224.9 JPEG Image 
213.5 JPEG ImaQe 

4,667 DSCNI237.JPG 215.5 JPEG Image 
4,668 DSCN~~.~ ______________________________________________ -+ __ ~~~ __ ~~~~ ______________ ~ 
4,669 DSCN 1239~PG 
4,670 DSCNt 

217.8 JPEG Image 
216.8 JPEG Image 
210.8 JPEG Image 

4,671 DSCNI241 .JPG 221 .3 JPEG Image 

High Bridge Associales 1140f l40 
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Row 

4,672 DSCNI242.JPG 
4,673 DSGNI243.JPG 
4,674 
4675 
4676 DSGN12 
4677 .JPG 
4,678 
4,679 DSe~' 
4,680 DSCN' 

Filename 

4,681 IB1 , Bay 1-2, 95' EI. - Pipe Hanger (I 
~IB1 , Bay 1-2, 95' EI. - Pipe 

----;\ ,683 IB1 , Bay 1-2, 95' EI. - Pipe Support Nuclear ; GGG)-1 (I 
4,684 IB1 , Bay 1-2, 95' EI. - Pipe Support Nuclear ; ( G 
4,685 IB1, Bay 1-2, 95' EI. - Pipe Support Nuclear . ; cce )-2 'G 

~IB1, Bay 1-2, 95' EI. - Pipe Support Nuclear ; GGG)-2.JPG 
4~87 I Bl , Bay 1-2, 95' EI. - Unistrut t for Fire Line 
4,688 IB1 , Bay 1-2, 95' EI. - Unistrut t for Fire Line.JPG 
4,689 IB1, Bay 1-2, 95' EI. - Unistrut t for Fire 
4,690 IB1 , Bay 1-2, 95' EI. - Unistrut t for Fire s.JPG 
4,691 IB1 , Bay 1-2, 95' EI. - I & Tray with Copper Tube I) 
4,692 Bl , Bay -L, 01. - I & Tray with Copper Tube J).JPG 
4,693 101" Bay H , 119' EI. .JPG 
4,694 101" Bay 1-, , 95' EI..JPG 
4,695 CSI 95 006.JPG 
4,696 195' EI. Bl Fire Service Valve, FSV-274) Support JPG 
4,697 195' EI. Bl Fire Service Valve 'FSV-274) . 
4,698 195' EI. Bl Pipe Hanger 
4,699 195' EI. Bl Pipe 'G 
4, 700 I B 1 , Bay 6-1 ,~ EI. - Fire Service Valve ~ 

4,701 IB1, Bay 6-1,95' EI. - Fire Service Valve iJPG 
4,702IBl,Bay6-1 , 95'EI.- I&Traywitl,Copperrube J) 
4703IBl,Bay6-1 , 95'EI.- 1& Tray with Copper Tube 'G 
4704 11" Bl , Bay 6-1 , 95' EI..JPG 
4705 
4 16 
~ Il .JPG 
4 18 DSCN1081 .pdf 
4,709 
4,110 ~pdf 

4, '11 95' ELB6 Fire Service Pipe Hanger (Large).JPG 
4, '12 95' EI. B6 Fire Service Pipe JPG 

High Brid!le Associates 

t L 

Zapata Incorporated 

~.p •• 1 River 
NuClCar Plant 

Date: 06-14-2012 

Size (KB) Type 

222.1 IJPEG Image 
219.5 JPEG Image 
219.5 JPEG Imaoe 
219.3 JPEG Image 
216.0 IJPEG Image 
186.3 IJPEG Image 
214.9 IJPEG Image 
222.0 IJPEG Image 
216.7 JPEG Image 
219.0 JPEG Imaoe 
58.5 JPEG Image 

6,492.2 IJPEG Image 
73 .0 mage 

5,092.1 naoe 
115.2 mage 

5,711 .7 IJPEG Image 
56.5 IJPEG Image 

6,478,4 IJPEG Image 
49.7 IJPEG Image 

4,728.0 IJPEG Image 
70.8 IJPEG Image 

5,708 .3 IJPEG Image 
5,248 .8 IJPEG Image 
5,926.1 IJPEG Image 
211 .3 IJPEG Image 
102.0 IJPEG Image 

5,763.1 IJPEG Image 
68.9 IJPEG Imaoe 

5,053.2 IJPEG Image 
98.2 IJPEG Image 

5,361 .9 oG Image 

~~. ~-s~G~'rn~~e __________ ~ 
4,Bif3) oG Image 
6,383.7 IJPEG Image 
214.9 IJPEG Image 
226.1 IFoxit Reader PDF 
215.4 IJPEG Image 
226.7 IFoxit Reader PDF 
215.1 IJPEG Imaoe 
226.3 IFoxit Reader PDF 
76.1 IJPEG Image 
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H1~.'"! c~~r;~E Attachment E - CR-3 List ofInformation Provided 

Row Filename 

4713 95' EI.¥S B61 I Hanger~JPG 
4 '14 95' EI. . Inslrumenl Hanger .JP~ 
4 '15 95' EI. I I Piping . 
4 71 E 95' EI. B6 I iG 
471 B6, Bav 6-1 , 95' EI. - Duct (Large).JPG 
4 '1E B6, Bay6-1 , 95' EI.-
4719 121, B6, lay6-1 , 119' EI .. JPG 
4,720 1121, B6, lav6-1 , 95' EI..JPG 
4,721 119' B6 Pipe and 'ipe 
4,722 119' 
4,723 N::lTE - THE~ INTERF ; ARE ALREADY LISTED IN THE BAY 5-6 119' 
4,724 pe Support I.pdf 
4,725 P pe I.pdf 
4,726 119' B6 Pipe and Pipe 
4,727 119' 
4,728 Pipe I (1 ).JPG 
~ Pipe I (2).JPG 

4 ,730 B2 _BAY-1.PDF 
4,731 B2 _BAY-2 .PDF 

JPG 

4,732 B2, Bav 2-3, 119' EI. - 1 in. Fire Pipe & 
4 ,733 B2, Bay 2-3 119' EI. - 1 in . Fire Pipe & 
4,734 B2, Bay 2-3, 119' EI. -
4,735 B2, Bav 2-3, 119' EI. - 'G 

'G 

4,736 B2, Bay 2-3, 119' EI. - I (Large).JPG 
4,737 B2, Bay 2-3, 119' EI. - G 

JPG 
'G 

4,738 B2, Bav 2-3, 119' EI. - 'Valve ' IAHV-1 D)(Large).JPG 
4,739 B2, Bay 2-3, 119' EI. - Butterfly Valve . (AHV-1D).JPG 
4,740 B2, Bay 2-3, 119' EI. - Ladder-1 Large).JPG 
4,741 32, Bay 2-3, 119' EI. - IPG 
4 742 12, Bay 2-3, 119' EI. - ,upport (Large).JPG 
4 743 32, Bay 2-3, 119' EI. - I Support Top JPG 
4 744 B2, Bay <-3, 119' EI. - Support Top.JPG 
4 745 B2 Bav 2-3, 119' EI. - 3upport.JPG 
4 746 B2 Bay 2-3, 119' EI. - Unislrul Support & half in. I 
4 747 B: , Bay 2-3, 119' EI. - Unislrul Support & half in. I 
4748 B2, Bav 2-3, 119' EI. - Unislrul Support & half in. I 
4 749 B2, Bay 2-3, 119' EI. - Unislrul Support & half in. I 
4 750 B2404A-1 .JPG 
4,751 ~ .JPG 
4,752 'B2 .JPG 
4,753 .JPG 

High Bridge Associates 

I Line 

'G 

J I 

Size IKB) 

5,675.2 
65.0 

4,933.7 
82.4 

5,806.4 
85.6 

5,161.4 
6,391 .0 
6,016.2 
4,395.4 
4,757.4 

0.0 
2,266.2 
2,225.8 
4,384.6 
4,746.7 
2,254.9 
2,214.5 
101 .0 
87.3 
65.9 

6,127.5 
49.9 

4,814.6 
81.0 

5,923.0 
69.8 

4,954.3 
93.2 

4,723.2 
113.9 
33.6 

4,896.9 
5,639.7 
111.8 

5,965.3 
82.3 

5,593.0 
4,719.8 

90.3 
5,716.4 

) J I 

Zapata Incorporated 

Station: ~'p,.1 River 
. Plant 

Date: 06-14-2012 

JPEG Image 
JPEG Image 
JPEG Image 
JPEG Image 
JPEG Image 
JPEG Image 

, Image 
, Image 
, Image 

Foxit Reader PDF 
Foxil Reader PDF 
Texl 
Foxit Reader PDF 
Foxit Reader PDF 
JPEG Image 
JPEG Image 
JPEG Image 
JPEG Image 
Foxil Reader PDF 
Foxil Reader PDF 
JPEG Image 
JPEG Image 
JPEG Image 
JPEG Image 
JPEG Image 
JPEG Image 
JPEG Image 
JPEG Image 
JPEG Image 
JPEG Image 
JPEG Image 
JPEG Image 

'EG Image 
°EG Image 
'EG Image 

IJPEG Image 
IJPEG Image 
IJPEG Image 
IJPEG Image 
IJPEG Image 

Type 
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Client: Zapata Incorporated 

High Bridge Associates Implementing Station: Crystal River 
Nuclear Plant 

HIGH BRIDGE Attachment E - CR-3 List of Information Provided Date: 06-14-2012 
"' 890CIAT~S 

Row Filename Size (KB) Type 

4,754 Blackout 161, B2, Bay 2-3,119' EI. (Large).JPG 76.5 JPEG ImaQe 
4,755 Blackout 161, B2, Bay 2-3, 119' EL.JPG 70.9 JPEG Image 
4,756 B2, Bay 1-2, 119' EI. - (x2) 3 in. Pipe (Large).JPG 5,308.4 JPEG Image 
4,757 B2, Bay 1-2, 119' EI. - (x2) 3 in. Pipe.JPG 79.7 JPEG Image 
4,758 B2, Bay 1-2, 119' EI. - Blackout (Large).JPG 5,046.2 JPEG ImaQe 
4,759 B2, Bay 1-2, 119' EI. - Blockout.JPG 91.7 JPEG Image 
4,760 B2, Bay 1-2, 119' EI. - Duct & Support (Large).JPG 5,260.0 JPEG Image 
4,761 B2, Bay 1-2, 119' EI. - Duct & Support.JPG 58.4 JPEG Image 
4,762 B2, Bay 1-2,119' EI. - Fire Pipe & Support (Large).JPG 5,912.3 JPEG Image 
4,763 B2, Bay 1-2,119' EI. - Fire Pipe & Support.JPG 55.7 JPEG Image 
4,764 B2, Bay 1-2, 119' EI. - Fire Pipe (Large).JPG 4,919.8 JPEG Image 
4,765 B2, Bay 1-2,119' EI. - Fire Pipe.JPG 88.4 JPEG Image 
4,766 B2, Bay 1-2,119' EI. - Support Steel (Large).JPG 5,608.4 JPEG Image 
4,767 B2, Bay 1-2,119' EI. - Support SteeLJPG 65.6 JPEG Image 
4,768 B2, Bay 1-2,119' EI. - Unistrut Support & half in. Instrument Line (Large).JPG 5,605.9 JPEG Image 
4,769 B2, Bay 1-2,119' EI. - Unistrut Support & half in. Instrument line.JPG 115.9 JPEG Image 
4,770 Blockout 171, B2, Bay 1-2,119' EI..JPG 5,890.3 JPEG Image 
4,771 B1 - 2" dia fire line at -EL 134' (Large).JPG 5,036.8 JPEG Image 
4,772 B1 - 2" dia fire line at -EI. 134'.JPG 76.8 JPEG Image 
4,773 B1 - 6" dia fire line at -EL 143' (Large).JPG 4,185.0 JPEG Image 
4,774 B1 - 6" dia fire line at -EL 143'.JPG 61.8 JPEG Image 
4,775 B1 - Fire System Piping & Sprinkler at -EI. 145'.jpg 4,474.5 JPEG Image 
4,776 B1 - Fire System Piping & Sprinkler at EI. 145' (Large).jpg 4,403.1 JPEG ImaQe 
4,777 B1 - Label tag on 2 in. dia fire line at -EI. 134' (FSH-635).JPG 44.4 JPEG Image 
4,778 B1 - Label tag on 2 in. dia fire line at EI. 134' (FSH-635) (Large).JPG 4,038.8 JPEG Image 
4,779 DSCN0837 (Large).JPG 71.2 JPEG Image 
4,780 DSCN0837.JPG 60.3 JPEG Image 
4,781 B1 - 1" Fire Water Piping and Sprinkler at -EI. 141 (Large).jpg 3,832.9 JPEG Image 
4,782 B1 -1" Fire Water Piping and Sprinkler at -EI.141.jpg 47.7 JPEG Image 
4,783 B1 - 2" Fire Water Piping at -EI. 134 (Large).jpg 4,201.4 JPEG Image 
4,784 B1 - 2" Fire Water Piping at -EI. 134.jpg 89.8 JPEG Image 
4,785 DSCN0834 (Large).JPG 4,042.7 JPEG Image 
4,786 DSCN0834.JPG 60.1 JPEG Image 
4,787 119' EI. B6 Sprinkler (Large).JPG 4,387.4 JPEG Image 
4,788 119' EI. B6 Sprinkler Hanger (Large).JPG 58.1 JPEG Image 
4,789 119' EI. B6 Sprinkler Hanger.JPG 97.6 JPEG Image 
4,790 119' EI. B6 Sprinkler.JPG 3,968.6 JPEG Image 
4,791 119' EI. B6-1 (Large).JPG 3,996.9 JPEG Image 
4,792 119' EI. B6-1 .JPG 34.0 JPEG Image 
4,793 119' EI. B6-2 (Large).JPG 5,037.8 JPEG Image 
4,794 119' EI. B6-2.JPG 39.6 JPEG Image 
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Zapata Incorporated 

High Bridge Associates 1'0 1 ' Plant 
' J' I River 

HIGH BRIDGE 
A •• OCIATES Attachment E - CR-3 List of Information Provided Date: 06-14-2012 

Row Filename Size (KB) Type 

4,795 ; 6 (2) Large).JPG 3,896.2 JPEG Image 
4,796 ; 6 (2), P( 84.8 IPEG Image 
4,797 INOTE -!I::I§I INTI ; ARE ' LISTED IN THE BAY 5-6143' 2,301 ,0 !PEG 'rna~ 
4,798 I22A, 15, Bay 5-6 143' ELpdf 0.0 rext 
4,799 I 22A, B5, Bay 5-6,143' E (Larael JPG 81.5 Foxit Reader PDF 
4, 100 Jckout 22A, B5, Bay 5-6, 143' E ,JPG 70,8 JPEG ImaQe 
~.101 , Bay 4-5 143' EI. - 2 in. Drain Pipe (I 5,747.9 JPEG Image 
4, 102 IB5, Bay 4-5 143' EI. - 2 in, Drain Pipe,JPG 83,9 JPEG Image 
4,80, , lay 4-5,14: I. - Strut att to LRV-70 5,762.4 ,G Image 
4,80, , lay 4-5, 143 10...:: Strut att to LRV-70.JPG 64.9 G ImaQe 
4,805 ,lay 4-5, 143 I. - Strut LRH-50 5,394.9 ,G Image 
4,806 IB5, Bay 4-5,14:' EI. - Strut G 102. JPEG Image 
4,807 I 23A, B , Bay 1-5, 143' EI. (Large),JPG 5,:~4.4 ~::=~~ 
4,808 t 23A, B , Ba 1-5,~ EI..JPG v, JPEG """.' 
4,809INOTE-THESE ~~C~ES;~ARE~A~I_~RE',A~CD~Y'~LLI~S;lT~ECD~INT~HE,~BAY~'5~-6;1~62"~FCO~L_~CDE~'IR.~t.t~xt----------r---~5,,~1911~.9--~JP~E(G~lma~ge--------------~ 
4,810 195' EI, B5, Bay 5-6 A~pport Arm (LarQe),pdf 0,0 Text 
4,81 1 195' EI, B5, Bay 5-6 -late on Ceiling , 86,6 Foxit Reader PDF 
4,812 INOTI: - THESE NTIORI ; A IE A _READY LISTED IN THE BAY 5-6 119' FOLDER.txt 75.7 Foxit Reader PDF 
4,813 195' EI~ Bay ·6 - PAB,72 Support m Jpc>' 0.0 Text 
4,814 195' EI:s5. Bay ·6 - PAB-72 Support , 67.0 JPEG Image 
4,815 95' EI, B5, Bay ; - Plate on Ceiling 'G 4,911.2 JPEG Image 
4,816 95' EI~ Bay 5 ; - Plate on I G 57.7 JPEG Image 
4,817 95' EI:s5. Bay 4 i-Angle Suppor : to 2 in. SS Pipe - Pen 349 JPG 5,174.6 JPEG ImaQe 
4,818 95' EI, B5, Bay 4-5 - Angle Support : to 2 in, SS Pipe - Pen 82.9 JPEG Image 
4,819 95' EI~ Bay 4-5 - AnQle Support ; to Pipe ! Pen 374 5,650.4 :JPEG Image 
4,820 95' EI:B5, Bay 4-5 - Angle Support ( ; to Pipe VVUV-Ol ! Pen 374.JPG 93.1 jJPEG ImaQe 
4,821 95' EI , B5, Bay 4-5 - Angle Support on ceiling' ; to 4 in. S 5,585.9 IJP G Image 
~ 95' EI~ Bay 4-5 - AnQle i I Pipes (1il Pen 349 (LarQe).JPG 5,~;~. 3 :~ ~~~ ~~~~: 

4,823 95' ECS5, Bay 4-5 - Angle i I Pipes @ Pen 349,JPG ," , v :., ~~ """"" 
4,824 195' EI , B5, Bay 4-5 : 3-A) (Large),JPG 4,989.5 !JPEG Image 

r=~ ~;~~ci1~~' ~;~ 4-5 : 3-A)JPG 5,~~~.4 i~:~~ :~:~: 
i;827 B3, Bay 3-4, 119' EI. - 72.1 IJPEG Image 

4,828 ,lay3-' , 119'EI. - G 139,9 IJPEGlmage 

4,829 , lay 3-" 119' EI. - Conduit JPG ~"i;';6:'-----t-T.;~=(~::::c~~"~ed-----------------i 
4,830 lay 3-" 119' EI. - 125.L ""d_" 
4,831 IB3, Bay 3-4,95 I. - 1 in. Pipe Laroel JPG 6,074.8 =( Image 
4,832 B3, Bay 3-4, 9, . - 1 in. i 79.6 IJPEG Image 
4,833 B3, Bay 3-4 , 95 . - 6 in. Pipe (Large),JPG 5,157.7 IJPEG ImaQe 
4,834 B3, Bay 3-4, 95' EI. - 6 in. i G 94.9 IJPEG Image 
4,835 IB3, Bay 3-4, 95' EI. - I .JPG 5,522 ,2 IJPEG Image 
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Row Filename 

4,836 B:, Bay 34, 95' EI. -
4,837 B: lay 34, 95' EI. - Unistrut HanQer 'G 
4,838 lav 34, 95' EI. - Unistrut 'G 
4,839 I t60S , B3 Bay 3-4, t19' EI. .JPG 
4,840 I 60S . Bay 3-4, 95' ,up 
4,841 3av :-4 9~ . - 1 in. Pipe 
4,842 3ay :-4 9~ , - 6 in. Pipe 
4,843 IB3, Bay 3-4 , 95' EI. - Unistrut Hanger 
4,844 13, Bav 2-3 . 95' EI. - 1 in. Condui~ 'G 
4,845 13. Bav 2-3, 95' EI. - 1 in. ConduitJPG 
4,846 33, Bay 2-3 , 95' EI. - 1 in. Pipe 
4,847 B3, Bay 2-:,95' EI. - 1 in. Pipe. P, 
4,848 B3 . Bav 2-3 . 95' EI. - 6 in, Pipe :upport 
4,849 B3 , Bay 2-3 , 95' EI. - 6 in, Pipe 
4,850 IB3, Bay 2-3 , 95' EI. - ,with U-Bolt (Large).JPG 
4,851 B: lay 2-3, 95' EI. - ,with 
4,852 B3 lay 2-3, 95' EI. - Unistrut 
4,853 B3 lay 2-3, 95' EI. - Unistrut 
4 354 I 1 70S, 8 , Bay 2-: 119' EI 'G 
4, l55 I : 70S, 8 , Bav 2-, 119' EI.,JPG 
4, l56 I t 70S, 8 , Bay l-" 95' EI..JPG 
4,857 B2 , Bay 2-3, 119' EI. - Ladder (I 
4,858 B2 , Bav 2-, , 119' EI.-
4,859 B2 , Bay 2-" 95' EI. - 1 in. Conduit 
4,860 1 B2 , Bay 2-3, 95' EI. - 1 in. ( 'G 
4,861 IB2 lay 2-: , 95' EI. - 1 in. Pipe & Support ( 
4,862 IB2 lay 2-" 95' EI. - 1 in. Pipe & Support.JPG 
4,863 IB2 lay 2-" 95' EI. - 8 in. Pipe & 6 in. Pipe above (Large).JPG 
4,864 lay 2-" 95' EI. - in. Pipe & ) in. Pipe above.JPG 
4,865 lay 2-3 , 95' E . - r Pipe 
4,866 lay2-3,95'E .- 'G 
4,867 1 B2 , Bay 2-" 95' EI. - Support ( 'G 
4,868 B2, Bay 2-3, 9~' E . - JPG 
4,869 I t 81 , B2 , Bay 2-3, 119' EI. .JPG 
4,870 I t 81 , B2, Bay 2-3, 95' EUPG 
4,871 12, Sheet 237 - Bay 1-2 95' .JPG 
4,872 12 , Sheet 238 - Bav 1-2 95' .JPG 
4,873 12 , Sheet 239 - Bay 1-2 95' - l.JPG 
4,874 , Sheet 240 - Bay 1-2 95' -4.JPG 
4,875 , Sheet241-Bay1 -2119'-1 .J PG 
4,876 t 2, Sheet 242 - Bav 1-2 19' -2.JPG 

lhgh Bndge Associates 

I I 

Client: Zapata Incorporated 

Nuclear Plant 
" Kiver 

Date: 06-14-2012 

Size (KB) Type 

~ ~ 
~ ~ 

93.9 JPEG Image 
7~~1.~0 __ ~J~PE(G~I~mag~e ____________ ~ 
~ ~ 
5~ ~ 

98.7 Foxit Reader DF 
112.0 eoxlI Keaaer ~ 

~ ~~ 
8tJ,£ .IF'~ . 

5,884.5 JPEG Image 
5H,b JPeG Image 

.5, 13~ ~ 
81 ,6 JPEGI"",ge 

5,017.4 JPEG Image 

~ ~ 
5~ ~ 

82.2 JPEG Image 
5,876.5 JPEG Image 

~ ~ 
5,667.2 JPEG Image 
5,752,3 JPEG Image 

~ ~ 
5~ ~ 

76.5 JPEG Image 
~5 ~Image 

9~ ~~ 
6,108.3 JPEG Image 

85.3 JPEG Image 

~ ~ 
9fUJ. ~ 

5,737,2 'EG Image 
86.1 'EG Image 

--"~ ~ 
5 ,~ ~ 
5,777 .0 Image 
~ 1.3 mage 

~ ~ 
6882 [JPEG..!"",ge 
685.6 IJPEG Image 
5H8.b JPEG Image 
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'Client: Zapata Incorporated 

High Bridge Associates , J Ri ver 

Attachment E - CR-3 List of Information Provided pate: 06-14-2012 

Row Filename Size IKB) Type 

4,B77 .2 , Sheet 243 - Bay 1-2119'.-3.JPG 647.5 IJPEG tmage 
4,B78 , Sheet 244 - Bay 1-2119' -4.JPG 688.2 IJPEG tmage 
4,879 , Sheet 245 - Bay 1-; : 1 " -5.JPG 683.0 IJPEG Image 
4,880 .2, Sheet 246 - Bay 1-; ' 1 "-6.JPG 717.8 JPEG image 
4,881 ,Sheet 247 - Bay 1-; 1 " -7.JPG 688.6 JPEG Image 
4,882 ,Sheet 248 - Bay 1-2119' -8.JPG 740AJPI Image 
4,883 , Sheet 249 - Bay 1-2 119' -9.JPG 56'.3 ,Jf-'I image 
4,8842, Sheet 250 - Bay 1-2119' -10.JPG 690.3 IJPI Image 
4,885 ,Sheet 251 - Bay 2-3 95' -1 .jpg 696.2 !JPEG Image 
4,886 'Sheeti~:-~B~aY'2~-:-3~95"~-2'. pg~ ________________________________ ~ ___ ~~o~: .. ~~ __ ~IJ~PEG~iI~mag~e ____________ ~ 
4,8872, Sheet 71,~B~aY'4~-5'9~5"~-. 11~,.p~g __________________________________ ~ __ ~6~65'._~ __ ~I~JPE~GiI~ma~ge ______________ ~ 
4,888 , Sheet I - Bay 4-5 95' -2. pg 691 .1 IJPEG Image 
4,889 , Sheet 255 - Bay 4-5' -3. g 724.1 IJPEG Image 
4,890 . 2, Sheet 256 - Bay 4-5 19' - Po 670.8 IJPEG image 
4,891 , Sheet 257 - Bay 4-5 19' -; pg 694.2 IJPEG Image 
4,892 , Sheet 258 - Bay 4-5 119' -3 pg 656.7 IJPEG mage 
4,8932,Shee~~'-~B~aY'4~-5;1~11'9~"'-~4po~ __________________________________ ~--~7~11 2~.3--_1'J~PE~Gm~aoe~--------------~ 
4,894 ,Sheet260- Bay4-5119'-5 pg 698.7 IJPEG mage 
4,895 , Sheet 261 - Bay 4-5 119' -6 pg 691 .6 IJPEG Image 
4 ,8962, Shee~~'-~B2LaY' 4~-5; 1~43"-~1pg~ __________________________________ ~--~6~74 .. 5~--~I~JPE~G;~lma~oe--------------~ 
4,897 , Sheet 263 - Bay 4-5 143' -2. ·pg 663.8 IJPEG Image 
4,898 , Sheet 264 - Bay 4-5 143' -3.'pg 714,9 IJPEG Image 
4 ,8992, Shee~~'-~B2LaY'4~-5;1~43"-~4.P~0 __________________________________ ~--~6~74 .. 3~--~I~JPE~G;~lma~ge--------------~ 
4,900 , Sheet 266 - Bay 4-5143' -5. pg 713.8 IJ PEG Image 
4,901 , Sheet 267 - Bay 4-5143' -6. pg 705,9 IJPEG Image 
4 ,9022, Shee~~I-~B2LaY'4~-5i 1~41:3~:"-~7.pg~ __________________________________ ~--~6~92: .. 8~--~I~JPE~G;~lma~ge--------------~ 
4,903 , Sheet 269 - Bay 4-5143' -8. pg 730.5 IJ PEG image 
4,904 , Sheet 270 - Bay 4-5143' -g. pg 683.2 IJ PEG Image 
4,905 . 2, Sheet 271 - Bay 4-5143' -10.jpo 698.3 IJ PEG Image 
4 ,906 , Sheet 272 - Bay 4-5 143' -11 .jpg 708.1 IJPEG image 
4 ,907 , Sheet 273 - Bay 6-1119' -1 .JPG 695.9 IJPEG Image 
4 ,908 : 2, Sheet 274 - Bay 6-1119' -2.JPG 714.6 IJPEG Image 
4 ,909 ,Sheet 275 - Bay 6-1119' -3.JPG 703.5 IJPEG image 
4,910 , Sheet 275 - Bay 6-1119' -4.JPG 712.5 IJPEG Image 
4,911 : 2, Sheet 276 - Bay 6-1 119' -5.JPG € 95. IJPEG Image 
4 ,912 119' Ei,_BlJtt 3-6 , 2-SH001 .pdf € IJPEG Image 
4 ,913 119' EI Butt 4-6 - I.pdf 63. IFoxit Reader PDF [ 
4,914 95' EI Butt 2-6 - 304-81 I.pdf 170.2 IFoxit Reader PDF 
4,915 95' EI Butt 4-6 - 304-81 OOO.pdf 464.1 I Foxit Reader 
4,916 !! 42 275.2 I Foxit Reader 
4,917 I! 421· 346.1 IFoxit Reader 
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Row 

4,918 1301 
4 919 130~0.pd 
4920 131l1-603-SROOo.pd 
4 921 1301 
4,922 )1 
4,923 
4,924 11 
4.925 1301 
4926~ 
4927 
4928 
4,929 
4,930 
4,931 
4,932 

4933~ 
4934 
4935 
4,936 13C 2-1)1 ' 
4,937 131 
4,938 ~3· 

4 939 302-68' 
94031 ~ 

4,941 1302-71 ' 
4,942 
4943 1302-64 ' 
4944 1302"l 
4 945 ,315-34 
4946 
4947 
4948 
4949 13 
4,950 
4,951 
4,952 
4,953 I3i5-35: 
~~ 

4956 ·SH 
4,957 CR3-P< 

·SHOOO.pdf 

I.pdf 
: LlST.xlsx 

CI-5.6-: 

·1.2-SHOOO.pdf 
I-SHO( I.pdf 

1-: 

1-SHOOO.pdf 
DH-1 

tl:QOO.Ddf 

DH-1 

4,958 1--SH-001 

Illgh 13ndgc ASSOCiates 

Filename 

I I ( f I 

Size (KB) 

~ 
206.4 
214.6 
439.5 
163.6 
217.3 
14 .7 

1.5 
1.8 

196.1 
201.0 
153.2 
193.6 
572.8 
17.8 

612.7 
111 .6 
1 ;'8 
1 .7 
l' .1 
542.4 
235.3 
92.4 
186.5 
142.1 
181 .6 
159.7 
82 .2 

1,598.2 
96.7 
279.0 
109.5 

1,598.2 
303.3 
221.7 
193. 
96. 
612 . 
343.2 
581 .1 

Zapata Incorporated 

. Plan; Station : ~. p •• 1 River 

Date: 06-14-2012 

'oxil Reader P)F 
oxi: Reader P J~ 
oxi: Reader P )F 

Foxit Reader PDF 
Foxit Reader PDF 
Foxit Reader PDF Dc 
Foxit Reader PDF 
Foxit Reader PDF 
Foxit Reader PDF 
Foxit Reader PDF C 
Foxit Reader PDF 
Foxit Reader 
Foxit Reader 
Foxit Reader 
Foxit Reader PDF 

i I Excel 

Type 

Foxit Reader PDF Document 
Foxit Reader PDF C 
Foxit Reader PDF 
Foxit Reader PDF 
Foxit Reader PDF C 
Foxit Reader PDF 
Foxit teader PDF 
Foxlt teader PDF 
Foxit teader PDF C 
Foxit Reader PDF 
Foxit Reader PDF 
Foxit Reader PDF C 
Foxit Reader PDF 
Foxit Reader PDF 
Foxlt Rea,)er PDF C 
Foxit Reader PDF C 
Foxit Reader PDF 
Foxit Reader PDF 
Foxlt Reader PDF Document 
Foxit Reader PDF 
Foxit Reader PDF 
Foxit Reader PDF 
Foxit Reader PDF Document 
Foxit Reader PDF C 
Foxit Reader PDF 
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Row 

4,959 
4 ,960 
4,961 IL. 

4,962 
4.963 1315-: 
4,964 ILK'-,..-{ 

4,965 
4,9661315· 
4,967 
4,968 
4,969 

·SH-e 

-1 .8-l 

1-001· 

SH 

4,970 -1. 
4,971 1302-601--SH-001-: 
4,972 
4,973 
4,974 LK' 

4,975 
4,9761304-7 

-SW-1.8-l 
SH-001 

4,977 1315-376-SH 
4,9781302-712--SH-001-SH 
4,9791315-3 
4,980 LK' 

4,981 

rl~ 
SH-001 

DH-1 
-SH-001 

4,984 SH-' 
4,9:15 1305- ~O.Ddf 
4, 16 1302-621--SH-001 
4,9:17 
4,988 IBav 1-2.1 ' 
4,989 '1-SH 
4,990 
4,991 1305-9 
4,9921305-91 
4,9931305-917--SH-( 
4,994 Bay 
4,995 CR3· 
4,996 Bay .,1 19'.docx 
4,997 i 2-3 
4,998 1 nnf 
4,999 IBay 2-3,95'.docx 
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123 JUNE 2011.docx 

J I 1 I I 

IL .. <"" Zapata Incorporated 

Station: Crystal River 
Plant 

IDate: 06-14-2012 

Size (KB) Type 

612.7 ~ 
1~ ~ 
382.9 IFoxit Reader PDF 
588.4 IFoxit Reader PDF 

~ ~ 
105.7 IFoxit Reader PDF 
136.8 IFoxit Reader PDF 

~ ~ 
~ ~ 
112.7 IFoxit Reader PDF 

~ ~ 
~ ~ 
643.8 IFoxit Reader PDF 
612.7 IFoxit Reader PDF 

_3!l2~ ~ 
346.5 IFoxit Reader PDF 
588.4 IFoxit Reader PDF 

~ ~ 
~ ~ 
101.8 IFoxit Reader PDF 

~ ~ 
~ ~ 
154.1 IFoxit Reader PDF 

~ IFoxit Reader PDF 

~ ~ 
235.3 IFox,t Reader PDF 
303.3 IFoxit Reader PDF 

~ ~ 
193.4 IFox,t Reader PDF 
253.9 IFoxit Reader PDF 

~ ~ 
666.5 ~~ 
164.3 IFoxit Reader PDF 

~ ~ 
~ ~ 
321.2 I Foxit Reader PDF 

~ tWord 
2:r:>J. ~ 
11.7 tWord 
12.5 tWord 

~ ~ 
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Row 

5,000 
5,001 
;,002 ~,pdf 

~ 003 1302-tI11--SH-00 
~ 004 
~ 005 
5,006 
5,007 IJUL-b 
5,008 
~ 009 
5, l10 1302-: 
5,011 
5,012 
~ 013 
~ 014 
~ 015 
5,01 
5, 
5, l1 
5,019 
5,020 ~ 

)HOOO.pdf 

, ndf 

I.pdf 

I.pdf 
I.pdf 
I.pdf 

5,021 1315-331 
5,022 IBay4-5,119',docx 
~,023 U-1 , 
~ ,024 l,;K' 
~ ,025 CR3 
~ ,02 

~ ,02 P-3807-S'V-
~ ,029 04 
~ ,030 
~ ,031 l,;KH'-oUJf-CF-2· 
~ ,032 
~ ,03: 1302-27 J.pdf 

H~~ 
~ ,036 
~ ,037 

l38 18av4·,1' 
~ ,039 1302-7 
! ,040 1304-7 

I hgh Bndgc ASSOCiates 

I I 

Filename 

I I I I I I 

Size (KB) 

11 .8 
439.5 

~ 
21U_ 
117.7 

~ 
1~ 
153.2 
421 .7 

~ 
~ 
175.0 
343.2 

~ 
566~ 
340.9 

~ 
253~ 

103.3 
97.4 

~ 
1~ 
1 27.1 
16.8 

.4!>,12 
206.7 
199.6 

~ 
~ 
293.4 

~9 

~ 
~ 
728.7 

~ 
~ 
259.1 
266.9 

~ 
~ 

691 .1 

Zapata Incorporated 

~' - ' J".' River 

Date: 06-14-2012 

i I Wore 
Foxi! Reader PDF 

~ 
~. 
'0) Reader 
' 0) Keaaer 

:<» ~ 
Fox,! Reader PDF 
Foxi! Reader PDF 

~ 
~ 
FO) Reader 
FO) Keaaer 

~~ 
~ 
'oxi! leader D 
'OXIl <eaaer :.':'. 

:.<>E!. ~ Q 
Fox,! Reader PDF 
Foxi! Reader PDF 

~ 
~ 
'oxi! Reader P IF 
i t wore 
~)I

Fox,! Reader PDF 
Foxi! Reader PDF 

~ 
~ 
Foxi! Reader 
eoxll Keaaer 

~ 
~[JF 

'oxi! Rea,ler PD 
' OXIl Kea"er..>::!:'. ~ 

:.<>E!.~~ 
jFox,! Reader PDF 
Foxi! Reader PDF 
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Client: Zapata Incorporated 

High Bridge Associates Implementing Station: Crystal River 
Nuclear Plant 

HIGH BRIDGE Attachment E - CR-3 List of Information Provided Date: 06-14-2012 
A .sOC . ... T ES 

Row Filename Size (KB) Type 

5,041 308-656-SHOOO.odf 139.4 Foxit Reader PDF Document 
5,042 308-803-SHOOO.pdf 124.2 Foxit Reader PDF Document 
5,043 Bay 4-5,95'.docx 112.4 Foxit Reader PDF Document 
5,044 CR3-P-3857-WD-1.3-SHOOO.Odf 12.0 Microsoft Word Document 
5,045 304-623--SH-002-SHOOO.pdf 221.7 Foxit Reader PDF Document 
5,046 Bay 5-6,119' .docx 108.3 Foxit Reader PDF Document 
5,047 302-271--SH-005-SHOOO.Odf 13.7 Microsoft Word Document 
5,048 302-621--SH-001-SHOOO.odf 88.4 Foxit Reader PDF Document 
5,049 304-624-SHOOO.pdf 193.4 Foxit Reader PDF Document 
5,050 304-754-SHOOO.Odf 63.2 Foxit Reader PDF Document 
5,051 Bav 5-6,143'.docx 125.4 Foxit Reader PDF Document 
5,052 Bay 5-6,162'.docx 12.7 Microsoft Word Document 
5,053 Bay 5-6,95' .docx 12.3 Microsoft Word Document 
5,054 302-011--SH-002-SHOOO.odf 13.0 Microsoft Word Document 
5,055 304-193-SHOOO.pdf 117.7 Foxit Reader PDF Document 
5,056 304-781--SH-002-SHOOO.odf 188.3 Foxit Reader PDF Document 
5,057 Bav 6-1,11 9'.docx 171 .1 Foxit Reader PDF Document 
5,058 Bay 6-1,95'.docx 12.2 Microsoft Word Document 
5,059 Draft Assumptions Ootion 10.doc 12.2 Microsoft Word Document 
5,060 Draft Assumotions Option 21.doc 39.0 Microsoft Word 97 - 2003 Document 
5,061 Option 10 21 Questions Set 1.doc 39.5 Microsoft Word 97 - 2003 Document 
5,062 New Microsoft Office Word Document.docx 36.5 Microsoft Word 97 - 2003 Document 
5,063 New Microsoft Office Word Document.docx 12.4 Microsoft Word Document 
5,064 New Microsoft Office W ord Document.docx 12.0 Microsoft Word Document 
5,065 421 -125-SHOOO Sec 13A.pdf 12.1 Microsoft Word Document 
5,066 Mechanicallnterferences.docx 163.9 Foxit Reader PDF Document 
5,067 421 -125-SHOOO Sec 14A.pdf 11.9 Microsoft Word Document 
5,068 New Microsoft Office Word Document.docx 163.9 Foxit Reader PDF Document 
5,069 421-125-SHOOO Sec 15A.odf 11.6 Microsoft Word Document 
5,Q70 New Microsoft Office Word Document.docx 163.9 Foxit Reader PDF Document 
5,071 New Microsoft Office Word Document.docx 11 .9 Microsoft Word Document 
5,072 New Microsoft Office Word Document.docx 12.4 Microsoft Word Document 
5,073 New Microsoft Office Word Document.docx 12.2 Microsoft Word Document 
5,074 New Microsoft Office Word Document.docx 12.2 Microsoft Word Document 
5,075 304-704-SHOOO.odf 12.3 Microsoft Word Document 
5,076 New Microsoft Office Word Document.docx 224.7 Foxit Reader PDF Document 
5,077 304-793--SH-002-SHOOO.pdf 11.9 Microsoft Word Document 
5,078 New Microsoft Office Word Document.docx 788.1 Foxit Reader PDF Document 
5,079 block out 21-A Interferences.docx 13.5 Microsoft Word Document 
5,080 New Microsoft Office Word Document.docx 11.4 Microsoft Word Document 
5,081 New Microsoft Office Word Document.docx 11 .6 Microsoft Word Document 
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Attachment E - CR-3 List of Information Provided DOlc:06-14-2012 

Row Filename Size (KB) Type 

5,082 block out 24-A I 11.7 I War< 
5,083 New I lffice Word ~ [ war< 
5.084 New I Ice Word Docum ~ ~ 

5,085 New I lfflce Word [ 12.0 1'I'v'0rd 
5,086 Copy of New I Office Word 11.8 I Word 
5,087 New I I Office Word ~ ~ 

5.088 New I I Office Word C 1bl ~ 
5,089 New I I Office Word C 12.0 I Won 
5,090 New i I Office WOr< ~ • won 
5,091 New i I Ofiice Wor' ~ ~ 

5,092 New I I Office War< 12.4 I ~ 
5,093 New I I Office Word 12.0 I rvord 
51411 I Sec 13Aoof ~ I rvo~ 

l5 I 163~ ~~ 
5 l6 5-SHOOO Sec 14A.oof 11 .2 I I Wore 
,097 lew I I Office Word ~rox" Keacer ~ 

5 .09821-1~SeC15Aoof ~ I ~ 
5,099 lew I I Office Word 163.9 F~f' 

5,100 I New I I Office Word 11 .6 I I Word 
5,101 New I I Office Word ~ I ~ 
5,102 New I IOfficeWordC ~ I ~ 
5,103 New I I Office Word 1 I I Word 
5 )4 31 - Fire Waler Plplnq and I . al -EI. 141.ipQ -' I: wo~ 
5 )5 I - Fire Waler Piping al -EI. 134.jpg 4 ,2~ ~ 

5 )6 ~ew I I Office Word 4,042 .7 IJ~ 
5107 ; 6 (1).JPG 11.9 I I Word 

~~10~8~~8 .. J~P'(G~ ______________________________________________ ~ ___ ~~~~~*-__ ~I~b~;[~ma~ge ______________ ~ 
5 109 DSCN0728.JPG ~ ~ 
,,110 l .JPG 4,195.9 IJPEG Image 

5.111 .JPG 4,177.5 IJPEG Image 
5,112 DSCN0731 .JPG_~ ~ 

5,113 l .JPG 4,436.0 ~ 
5,114 ,en. Pipe , (1).JPG 4,118.0 EG Image 
5.115 ~ ~~~~ ____________ __ 
5, 116 ~ew I I Office Word 33~ ~ I 
5,117 119'EI.B6 I 'G 11 .6 I ~ 
5,11 119' EI. I JPG ~'ii-6---tI~JPIG~;2 Imag~e ______________ -I 
5.11 119' EI. .JPG ~ l:'!::'~ [mage 
5,12 ,blockol I-AI ~ l:'!::'~ 
5,121 INew I t Office Word 11.4 I ~ 
5,122 Iblock oul 24-A I 11 .6 I Word 
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Client: Zapata Incorporated 

~~ High Bridge Associates Implementing Station: Crystal River 
Nuclear Plant 

HIGH BRlD2E Attachment E - CR-3 List ofInformation Provided Dale: 06-14-2012 
A •• DCI A TIt. 

Row Filename Size (KB) Type 

5,123 New Microsoft Office Word DocumenLdocx 11 .5 Microsoft Word Document 
5,124 DSCN0746.JPG 11 .8 Microsoft Word Document 
5,125 DSCN0750.JPG 4,385.1 JPEG Image 
5,126 DSCN0751 .JPG 3,790.4 JPEG ImaQe 
5,127 DSCN0752.JPG 3,704.2 JPEG Image 
5,128 DSCN0754.JPG 4,023.0 JPEG Image 
5,129 New Microsoft Office Word Document.docx 4,077.6 JPEG Image 
5,130 BAY 45-3A-119-EL 1).JPG 12.0 Microsoft Word Document 
5,131 BAY 45-3A-119-EL 12 .JPG 4,358.4 JPEG Image 
5,132 BAY 45-3A-119-EL 13 .JPG 3,919.4 JPEG Image 
5,133 BAY 45-3A-119-EL 14 .JPG 3,991.4 JPEG ImaQe 
5,134 BAY 45-3A-119-EL 15 .JPG 3,798.4 JPEG Image 
5,135 BAY 45-3A-119-EL 2).JPG 4,162.2 JPEG Image 
5,136 BAY 45-3A-119-EL.JPG 3,888.6 JPEG ImaQe 
5,137 BAY 45-3A-95-EL 10 .JPG 4,504.0 JPEG Image 
5,138 BAY 45-3A-95-EL 2).JPG 4,053.9 JPEG Image 
5,139 BAY 45-3A-95-EL 3).JPG 3,837 .6 JPEG ImaQe 
5,140 BAY 45-3A-95-EL.JPG 4,437.9 JPEG Image 
5,141 New Microsoft Office Word DocumenLdocx 4,318.7 JPEG Image 
5,142 New Microsoft Office Word Documenl.docx 11 .8 Microsoft Word Document 
5,143 New Microsoft Office Word Document.docx 12.0 Microsoft Word Document 
5,144 New Microsoft Office Word Document.docx 11 .8 Microsoft Word Document 
5,145 New Microsoft Office Word Documenl.docx 11 .9 Microsoft Word Document 
5,146 New Microsoft Office Word Documenl.docx 11 .9 Microsoft Word Document 
5,147 30061-WD-M-12-DT MECHANICAL BAY 12 CHECKLlST.doc 12.0 Microsoft Word Document 
5,148 30061-WD-M-12-DT MECHANICAL BAY 12 INDEX.doc 208.0 Microsoft Word 97 - 2003 Documenl 
5,149 B1 , Bay 1-2, 95' EI. - Pipe Hanger.JPG 86.5 Microsoft Word 97 - 2003 Documenl 
5,150 B1, Bay 1-2, 95' EI. - Pipe Support (Nuclear Services CCC}-1 .JPG 6,492.2 JPEG Image 
5,151 B1 , Bay 1-2, 95' EI. - Pipe Support (Nuclear Services CCC)-2.JPG 5,092.1 JPEG Image 
5,152 B 1, Bay 1-2, 95' EI. - Unistrut Support for Fire Line.JPG 5,711 .7 JPEG Ima e 
5,153 B1 , Bay 1-2, 95' EI. - Unistrut Support for Fire Sprinkler.JPG 6,478.4 JPEG Image 
5,154 B1 , Bay 1-2, 95' EI. - Unilslrut & Tray with Copper Tube (FS-291-CD).JPG 4,728.0 JPEG Image 
5,155 Blockout 101, B1 , Bav 1-2, 119' EI. .JPG 5,708.3 JPEG Ima e 
5,156 Blockout 101, B1 , Bay 1-2, 95' EI. .JPG 5,248 .8 JPEG Image 
5,157 B2, Bay 1-2, 119' EI. - (x2) 3 in. Pipe.JPG 5,926.1 JPEG Image 
5,158 B2, Bay 1-2, 119' EI. - BlockouUPG 5,046 .2 JPEG Image 
5,159 B2, Bay 1-2, 119' EI. - Duct & Support.JPG 5,260.0 JPEG Image 
5,160 B2, Bay 1-2, 119' EI. - Fire Pipe & Support.JPG 5,912 .3 JPEG Image 
5,161 B2, Bav 1-2, 119' EI. - Fire Pipe.JPG 4,919.8 JPEG Image 
5,162 B2, Bay 1-2, 119' EI. - Support Sleel.JPG 5,608.4 JPEG ImaQe 
5,163 B2, Bay 1-2, 119' EI. - Unislrul Support & half in. Instrument Line.JPG 5,605.9 JPEG Image 
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Row Filename 

5,164 I 171, B2, Bav 1-2, 119' EI..JP_G 
5165 IB1 - 2" dia fire line at -EI. 134'.JPG 
5166 IB1 - 6" dia fire line at -EI 143'.JPG 
5167 l1 - Fire Svstem Pi Dine & -aL-EI. 145'.Jpg 
5,168 11 - Label tag on 2 in. dia fire line at -E1.134' 
5,169 '.JPG 
5,170 ;OOl)l l-DT ~HANICAL lAY 23 CHECKU:ST.doc 
~ , 171 ].lECHANICAL ,BAY 23JNDEX.doc 
t 172 l2, 3ay '-3, 1 WEI. - 1 in. Fire Pipe 
t 173 IB: , Bav 2-3,119' E . - JPG 

IB2, Bav2-:, 119' . - 'G 
IB: , Bay 2-3 119' E . - ,Valve r (AHV-ID).JPG 
IB2,Bay2-3119'EI.- .JPG 

~ 177 , lav , 1 . - TOD.JPG 
5,178 lav 1' . -
t,179 , lay , 1' . -Unistrut Support & half in. I inefromabove-1 .JPG 
, ,180 IB: ,Bay2-3, 119'E . - JnistrutSupport&halfin. nefrom 
i,1l1 IB2, Bav 2-3, 119' . - Jnistrut Support & half in . 

l2 IB2, Bay 2-3, 119' E . - Jnistrut Support & half in. t Line-UPG 
,1l3 161, B2, Bay 2-3,119' EI..JP( 
i,114 70:, Bav 2-3,119' El..Jf'G 

f.--' [IB3, Bay , - 1 in. Conduit.JP( 
16 IB3, Bay ,-, 9! , - 1 in. 'G 

~ 187 , lav 2-3, 95' EI. - 6 in. Pipe & 'G 
~ 188 , lav 2-3, 95' EI. - 'with L 
~ 189 , lay 2-3, 95' EI. - Unistrut 
~ 190 1 70S, B3, Bav 2-3, 95' EI..JPG 
~ IB2, Bav 2-3,119' EI. - 'G 
~ t 81, B2, Bay 2-3, 119' EI. .JPG 
~ IB2, Bay 2-3,95' EI. - 1 in. ( i . 
5,1 ~, Bav 2- , 95' EI. - 1 in. Pipe & 'G 
~ ,I [62, Bay 2- , 95' EI. - 8 in. Pipe & 6 in~Pipe above.JPG 
~ ,I I B: , Bay 2- , 95' EI. -
5,197 [!g, 3av !-3, 95' E . - JPG 
~ 198 [Bloc :out 81, B2, Bay 2-3, 95' EI .. JPG 
~ 199 13001;I-VI D-M-34-DT BAY 34_CHECKLlST.doc 
~ ,200 13006' _BAY 34_1 

,201 IB3, Bav 3-4, 119' EI. - 'G 
5,202 IB3, Bav 3-4, 119' E , - i JPG 
,.203 '1605, B3, Bay 3-4, 119' EI. .JPG 

5,204 IB3, Bay 3-4, 95' EI. - 1 in 

Il lgh Bridge Associates 

I I I I I I 

Size (KB) 

5,!l!lQd. 
5 ;.8 

....4 ~ 
4,4 ~ 
4,403.1 
4,038.8 

~ 
2~ 
8 i.5 

.Ji~ 
4,8~ 

5,92~ 
4,954.3 

~ 
~ 
5,639.7 
4,719.8 

~ 
5,~ 
5,593.0 
5,oU".4 

~ 
5,884.5 
0,139.7 
5,~ 
5,884.5 
5,876.5 

~ 
5~ 
5,125.4 
'.r~J.6 
t ,~ 
5,37~ 
5,737 

~ 
5,7fJ... 
221 .5_ 
86.5 

jClient: Zapata Incorporated 

" 1 KJvcr 

Date: 06-14-2012 

: Image. 
; Image 

~ 
IJPE~ 
IJPEG Image 

~ 

Type 

~ 
Il,I;'ord 97 - 2003 [ 

'EG Image 

~ 
IJ~ 
IJPECi Image 
~ilmage 

~~ 
IJPECi~ 

~;;: 
~ 
IJP o(i Image 
I:'..': i Image 

I:'..':ot~ 
IJPE(;~ 

~;;: 
IJPE~ 
IJPE(; Image 

~~ 
LJ!'.t:<~ 
JPEGlm~ 

}I"'~(j Image 

~ 
l~ 
IJP ; Image 
PI"' ; Image 

l.JI:'~ 
l'i\Iord_~~ 
t Word 97 - 2003 

IJI"'~(j Image 

~ 
IJ~ 
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~ 4~ High Bridge Associates 
Hl~.'! c~~I?~"E Attachment E - CR-3 List of Information Provided 

Row Filename 

5,205 13, Bay 3-4, 9~ Et. - 6 in. 
5,206 13, Bav 3-4, 9~' Et. - 'G 
5,20 ~3 , Bay 3-4 , 9~' EI. - I Hanger.JPG 
5,208 I 60S, B3, Bay 3-4, 95' I .JPG 
5,20 3006 MECHANI ;AI BAY 45 CHECKLlST.doc 
5,21' 3006 . MECHANI ;Al . BAY 45-'NDE~oc 
5,21 B5, Bay 4-5, 143' EI. - 2 in. Drain 
5,212 B5, Bay 4-5, 14 I. - Strut att to ~V-70.JPG 

5,213.~4-5, 14 t. - Strut 
5 !14 BlOcl«lUt23A, B5, ly4-5, 143' EI .JPG 

215 95' EI, B5, Bav 4-5 - Angle Support , to 2 in. SS Pipe - Pen 
216 95' EI, B5, Bay 4-5 - Ingle SUDoon ,to Pip,,- ~ (ji . Pen374.JPG 

,,217 95' EI, B5, Bay 4-5 - Angle Supoort on ceiling ,to 4 in. SS i . 'G 
5,218 ,95' EI, B5, Bay 4-5 - Angle Pipes @ Pen 

_5,219 :95' EI, B5, Bav ~ 3-AJ .JP( 
5,220 -M-56-DT_ lAY 56_( IT. doc 
5,2:~1 6-DT I lAY 56 INDEX.doc 
5,222 BE Bav 5-6, 143' EI. - 2 in. Pipe-1 .JP( 
5,223 BE Bay 5-E 143' EI. - in. 
5,224 .BE Bay 5-E . 143' Et. - 2 in. 
5,225 IB6, Bav 5-E , 143' Et. - QlJct-1 .JPG_ 
5,226 IB6, Bay 5-6, 143' Et. -
;,227 :B6, Bay 5-6 143' Et. - Duct-3.JPG 

5,228 :B6, Bav 5-6 143' Et. - Unlstrut 
5,229 I 21A, B6, Bay 5-6 143' EI .. JPG 
5,23( 21A, B6, Bay , 160' EI .. JPG 
5,23 ~()ut 22A, 65, Bav 143' EI..JPG 
5,23: 195'E1, B5 , Bay 5-6 - PA 72 Support . . 
5,23: 195' E , Bay ;-6 - Plate on Ii 
5,23< 13006 BAY 61.C IT.doc 
5,23! 13006 Dl BAY 6UN 
5,236 195' Et. B1 Fire Service Valve 
5,237 l5' Et. B 1 Pipe 

,5,238, B1 , Bay 6-1, 95' EI. - Fire Service Valve (FSV-261l.JPG 
5,239 11 , Bay 6-1 , 95' EI. - I & Tray with Copper Tube (I JPG 
5,240 ~IB , Bav6-1 , 95' EI..JPG 
5,241, [gS'Et. B6 Fire Service Pipe 
5,242 195' EI. B6G 
5,243 195' I. B6 
5,244 166, 3av 6-1, 95' EI. - 'G 
5,245 I 121 , B6, Bay 5-1 119' EI..JPG 

High Bndge ASSOCiates 

I I I 

Client: Zapata Incorporated 

Crystal River 

Size (KB) 

. Plant 

Date: 06-14-2012 

5,157.7 'EG Image 
5,522.2 -EG Image 
4,938.5 -EG Image 

,291.0 IJPEG Image 
5,209.9 !JPEGlmage 

Type 

215.0 • Word 97 - 2003 
86.5 : Word 97 - 2003 

5,762.4 IJPEG Image 
5,394.9 IJPEG Image 

5, !1.4 G Image 
226.0 i I Word 97 - 2003 
86.5 i Word ''H - 2003 

,5,215.5 JPEG Image 
5,248.0 JPEG Image 
5,666.0 JPEG Image 
5,350.6 JPEG Image 
5,306.5 JPEG Image 
5,557.4 JPEG Image 

..5,676.3 JPEG Image 
4,943.2 JPEG Image 
6,712.4 PEG Image 
~,747 .9 PEG Image 
4,911.2 PEG Image 
5,174.6 JPEG Image 
230. I Word 97 - 2003 
66 . ~ I Word 97 ' 2003 

5,763.1 JPEG Image 
5,053.2 JPEG Image 
5,361 .9 JPEG Image 
4,883.7 JPEG Image 

,383.7 "toG Image 
,675.2 -EG Image 
,933 .7 ?EG Image 

5,806.4 IJPEG Image 
5,161.4 WEG Image 
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1 n ,1. High Bridge Associates 
H1~.'"! c~~I?~E Attachment E - CR-3 List of Information Provided 

Row 

5,246 I .121, B6, Bay 6-1,95' EI..JPG 
5,247B1 - Fire_Water Piping and I rat -EI. 141 .jpg 
5,248 IB1 - 2" Fire Water Piping at -EI. 134.jpg 
5,249 JPG 

~'1 EI. B6 , 
_ -5,251 J_ EI. B6 · 

5,2521119' EI. B6-1 .JPG 
'G 

~ 
1119'EI. 'G 

(2).JPG 
13006' :-01 

5,256 

IPG 

5,257 ~6"-WCl::C iT.Q<l<:><. 
5,258 O-iNDEX.docx 
5,259 0061-WD-J-12_0THER_BAY 
~ ~ J-J-23 OTHER BAY2 
_ 5,26' 10061-1 OTHER BAY j 

5,26: 
!63 

~~ 
5,266 S( 01 

)-0-45 OTHER BAY 41 

'G 

~ S( 0116 . IPG 

H .doc 
n .doc 

IST.doc 
IT.doc 

. - 5,268 i1-WI l-56_0THER_BAY 56_CHECKlIST.doc 
5,269 ISC0113 .JPG 
5,27! IS()1131.JPG 
5,27 ISC 1132.JPG 
5,27. I.JPG 
5,2'3 IS 11134.JPG 
5, 74 IS 11135.JPG 
5, 75 11 
5,276 
5,277 
5,278 DSC01 ' 
5,279 DSC01' 
5,280 .JPI 
5,281 ~ 114: .IP 
5,282 
5283 
5, :84 
~~ DSC01141 
r""""""5;'86 DSC01147.JPG 

I hgh Bndge Associates 

I 

Filename 

iT.doc 

I I I 

IClicnt: Zapata Incorporated 

. Plant 
~. p'.' River 

Date: 06-14-2012 

Size (KB) Type 

6,:391.0 IJP ImaQe 
6,016.2 IJP; Image 
4,201.4 IJP; Image 
4,042.7 IPEG Image 
4,387.4 IPEI ImaQe 
3,968.6 IPEI; Imaoe 

, 196.9 IJPEI Image 
~3·.8 31maQe 
3,896.2 3 Imaoe 
2,301.0 3 Image 

87.5 i I Word 97 - 2003 
16.5 i I Word 17 - 2003 

46.3 i I Word. 
13.3 i I Word 

~7.5 i I Word 97 - 2003 
67.5 i Word 97 - 2C 
67.5 i I Word 9l.- 20 
67.5 i I Word 97 - 2C 

4,903.4 ~~~~~~ 
4, 101 .3 JPEQ.""d~C 
4,686.6 JPEG Image 
~3 JI'EG Image 
3,826~.7--~~'E~CG~'ma~Qe--------------~ 

67.5 tWord g7~~~~==~ 
164.8 JPEG Image 

, 171.9 JPo.G ImaQe 
'25.6 JPEG Image 
719.5 JPEG Image 

4~5; . IPEG ImaQe 
1,915.8 IPEG"lll1ag,,-

4 i72.1 IJPEG Image 
4 ~~!.~ 1 __ ~~~llm ~age'----_________ -----1 
3624.7 ImaQe 
4996.7 ' Image 
3914.9 JPEG Image 
~~~.~1_~IJ~PECG~I~mag~e ______ ~ 
3,990:6 IJPEG Image 
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IIC~: lien,t: Zapata Incorporated 

~.~ -'i 
'j:IIGH BRIDGE 

A •• OC ..... TK. 

High Bridge Associates 
Attachment E - CR-3 List ofInformation Provided 

Plan; Station : ~ ' J River 

Date: 06-14-2012 

Row Filename Size (KB) Type 

5,28"[ U",",Ul ' 723.9 IJPEG mage 
5,288 4 051 .8 IJPEG mage 

H~ .JPG 699.4 IJPEG mage 
;,290_ DSC01073.JPG 4990.1 JPEI; Image 

5,291 5SCo' 4 947.0 JPEI; Image 
5, 12 .JPG 4 963.0 JPEI ; Image 
5, 13 4884.9 IJPEGlmage 
5, 14 ' .JPG 4881.9 IJPEG Image 
5,295 5 051.5 IJPEG Image 
5,296 4148.1 IJPEG Image 
5,297 ,",u 4 918.3 'EG mage 
5,298 JPC 4,987.5 'EG nage 
5,299 5,092.4 'EG mage 
5,300 DSCO' 4,806.8 JPEG Image 
5,301 4 906.6 JPEG Image 

~ DSCO' 'G 4 ;;;; I~~~~ :~:~: 
5,304 DSC01087.JPG 4841.9 IJPEG Image 

,305 DSC01' 4627.2 IJPEG Image 
,306 DSC01089.JPG 5003.2 IJPEG Image 
;,307 DSC01' 4600.4 JPEG Image 

5,308 DSCO~~.J~PG ______________________________________________ -+ __ ~4~7~201.~ .. 4~~7.JP~EG~lmn~age~ ____________ ~ 
. 5,309 DSC01092 ~JPG 4873 .3 JPEG Image 
5,310 DSC01' 4859.8 Image 
5,311 DSC01~~.~JPG~ ________________________________________________ ~ __ 74.,~T76~8~.' .. 1 __ ~~*~Imn~age~ ______________ ~ 
5,312 DSC01095.JPG 4,967.7 Image 
5,313 DSC01' 4,660.3 JPEG Image 
5,314 DSCO~~.J~PG ______________________________________________ -+ __ ~4~9~74 .. ~7 __ ~7.Jp~EG~lmag~e ______________ ~ 
5, 315 DSC01098.JPG 4 198.1 JPEG Image 
5, 316 DSC01' 4 245.1 JPEI Image 
5,317 01 4,003.8 JPEI Image 
5,318 1111 .JPG 1,724 .7 JPEI Image 
5,319 :01 1,689.1 JPEG Image 
5,320 DSC)1 3,824.6 JPEG Image 
5,321 DSC 111 I.JPG 5,043.3 JPEG Image 
5,322 DSC)1 5,024.8 JPEG Image 
5,323 DSC01 4851 .0 :G Image 
~ DSC0111 r.JPG 3,935.5 .G Image 
I 5;'325- DSC01 . 4,101.9 :G Image 

5,326 DSC01 4,106.2 JPEG Image 
5,327 DSC01110.JPG 4,638.7 JPEG Image 
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1" ,- i High Bridge Associates 
Zapata Incorporated 

. Plant 
OJ ' I River 

Hl~"! c~~I?~ E Attachment E - CR-3 List ofInformation Provided Date: 06-14-2012 

Row Filename Size (KB) Type 

5,328 DSCO"".JPG 4,922.8 JPEG Image 
5,329 DSCOll12 .JPG 4,738.5 JPEG Image 
5,330 DSCOll13.JPG 3,906.2 JPEG Imaqe 
5,331 DSCOll14.JPG 3,939.7 JPEG Image 
5,332 DSCOll15.JPG 4,582.6 JPEG Image 
5,333 DSCII1116.JPG , 199.9 Image 

_5 ,334)S :1 H .JPG ,105.7 naqe 
5,335 DS 11118.JPG , 137.9 Image 
5,336 DSCOll19.JPG 3,918.8 IPEG Image 
5,337 DSCOl120.JPG 4,631.1 IPEG Imaqe 
5,338 DSCOl121.JPG 4,713.4 IPEG Image 
5,339 DSCOl122.JPG 5,011.3 JPEG Image 
5,34( DS 111: 4,090.6 JPEG Image 
5,34' D~~~~~ ________________________________________________ ~ __ ~3,~9~~I.~. 3 __ ~JP~EG~1mn~aqe~ ______________ ~ 
5 34:~ IDS 111: 4,036.4 JPEG Image 

: IDSCOl126.JPG 3,676.0 IJPEG Image 
I-~:;;"f.; I~OOl127 .JPG 5,062.3 EG Imaqe 

DSCOl128.JPG 4,915.9 EG Image 
5,346 DSC01129.JPG 3,996.6 EG Image 
5,347 0-610T _BAY 61 ;T.doc 4,116.1 IJPEG Image 
5,348 DSC01167.JPG 67.5 i I War' I 97 - 2003 
5,349 DSCOl168.JPG 3,946.6 IJPEG Image 
5,350 DSC01169.JPG 3,630.4 IJPEG Image 
5,351 ~ I-D HHEK DOME CHECKLlST.doc 3,773.7 IJPEG Imaqe 
5,352 421-1< 67.5 i I Word 97 - 2003 

~
153 4a 2,257.9 IFoxit Reader PDF 
I~ 421 -1: ) Sec 13A.pdf 116.3 IFoxitReaderPDF 
155 421-1: ) Sec 14A.pdf 163.9 Foxit Reader PDF 

5,356 421-1: ) Sec 15A.pdf 163.9 Foxit Reader PDF [ 
5,357 421-125-1 163.9 Foxit Reader PDF 
5,358 425 S~ with I' Foxit Reader 
5,359 2, .4 Foxit Reader 

4' Foxit Reader 
I~ '~f 416.0 IFoxitReaderPDF 

193.8 IFoxit Reader PDF 
5,363 
5,364 14:!5-010.pdf 
5,365 IB oc 1 .xlsx 
5,366 I I :IA-I.JPG 
5,36711 3A-2.JPG 
5,36811 3A-3.JPG 

I hgh Bridge Assoc13tes 

423.8 1F0xit Reader PDF Dc 
422.7 IFoxit Reader PDF 
421.2 IFoxit Reader PDF 
17.1 i I Excel 

1,433.7 IJPEG Image 
1,579.3 IJPEG Image 

( 
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Zapata Incorporated 

U High Bridge Associates . Plan; Station: ~. p' I River 

~ 
HIGH BRJDGE Attachment E - CR-3 List of Information Provided Date: 06-14-2012 

" SSOCIATES 

Row Filename Size (KB) Type 

5,369 115A-l.JPG 1~4 IJPEG Image 
5,370111 1 .1 IJPEG Image 
5,371 111 1,617.8 IJPEG Image 
5,372 111 1,546.4 IJPEG Image 
5,373 111 1,521.4 IJPEG Image 
5,374 111 1,608.9 IJPEG Image 
5,375 115A-7.JPG 1,558.0 IJPEG Image 
5,376 111 1,627.3 IJPEG Image 
5,377 111 ,601.0 IJPEG Image 
5,378 1 - Bay 16 - EI119 -l.JPG 1,635.4 IJPEG Image 
5,379 1 - Bay 16 - EI 119 - 2.JPG ,468.0 JPEG Image 

~ 
1 -Bay 16 - EI119 - 3.JPG ,491.1 JPEGI~ 
1 - Bay 16 - EI 119 - 5.JPG ,474.6 JPEG Image 

5,382 1- Bay 16 - EI95 -l.JPG 1,443.7 JPEG Image 
5,383 1 - Bay 16 - EI 95 - 2.JPG ,493.0 JPEG Image 
5,384 1 - Bay 16..12 - EI119 - 4.JPG ,651.0 JPEG Image 
5,385 2 - Bay 23 - EI 95 - 1.JPG ,510.8 IJPEG Image 
5,386 ;6- Bay 16- EI95-1 .JPG ,572.6 JPEG Image 
5,387 ; 6 - Bay 16 - EI 95 - 2.JPG ,563.7 JPEG Image 
5,388 ; 6 - Bay 16 - EI 95 - 3.JPG ,518.9 JPEG Image 
5,389 ; 6 - Bay 56 - EI 95 - 1.JPG ,636.1 JPEG Image 
5,390 DSCNll34.JPG .,490.2 JPEG Image 
5,391 DSCNl ,462.5 JPEG Image 

~ 
DSCNl136.JPG ,660.2 JPEG Image 
DSCNl137.JPG .,641 .5 JPEG Image 

5,394 DSCNl 1,493.9 JPEG Image 

~ 
DSCNl139.JPG 1,555.6 JPEG Image 
DSCNl140.JPG 1,475.6 JPEG Image 

5,397 DSCNl ,557.9 JPEG Image 
5 )8 m :Nl166.JPG ,616.3 JPEG Image 
5, )9 m ;N1167.JPG ,501.6 JPEG Image 
5,4 )0 m :Nl ,519.3 JPEG Image 
5,401 DSCNl 1,558.8 JPEG Image 
5,402 DSCNl171 .J PG ,620.8 JPEG Image 
5,403 DSCNl17' .JPG ,672.7 JPEG Image 
5,404 DSCNl172.JPG ,589.4 JPEG Image 
5,405 DSCNl173.JPG ,539.2 EG Image 
5,406 DSCNl174.JPG ,501.8 EG Image 
5,407 DSCNl175.JPG ,622.1 EG Image 
5,408 DSCNl176.JPG ,521.8 JPEG Image 
5,409 DSCN1177.JPG 1,604.4 JPEG Image 
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Zapata Incorporated 

High Bridge Associates Nuclear Plant 
Lry".1 River 

HIGH BRIDGE Attachment E - CR-3 List of Information Provided Date: 06-14-2012 
A550C I ATI!:5 

Row Filename Size (KB) Type 

5,410 DSCNl178.JPG 1,618.0 JPEG Image 
5,411 DSCNl179.JPG 1,621.1 JPEG Image 
5,412 DSCNl180.JPG 1,586.4 JPEG Image 
5,413 DSCNl181.JPG 1,618.3 JPEG Image 
5,414 !.JPG 1,486.5 IJPEG Image 
5,415 ;CNl183.JP( ,616.8 JPEG Image 
5,416 ;N1184.JP( ,501.9 JPEG Image 
5,417 ;CNl185.JP( ,514.4 JPEG Image 
5,418 DSCNl186.JPG ,644.3 JPEG Image 
5,419 DSCNl187.JPG 1,502.8 JPEG Image 
5,420 DSCNl188.JPG 1,611.8 JPEG Image 
5,421 DSCN1189.JPG 1,495.9 IJPEG Image 
5,422 DSCN1190. JPI ,569.4 IJPEG Image 
5,423 DSCNl192 .• JPI ,645.3 IJPEG Image 
5,424 DSCNl193.JPI ,519.9 IJPEG Image 
5,425 DSCNl194.JPG ,673.4 JPEG Image 

H* DSCNl195.JPG ,640.6 JPEG Image 
DSCN1196.JPG ,559.9 JPEG Image 

5,428 DSCN1197.JPG ,537.3 IJPEG Image 
5,429 DSCN 11191 IPI ,641.6 IJPEG Image 
5,430 DSCN 1119! IPI ,385.1 IJPEG Image 
5,431 IPI ,458.8 IJPEG Image 
5,432 I.JPG ,605.6 IJPEG Image 
5,433 JPG ,481.9 IJPEG Image 
5,434 DSCN1203.JPG ,610.7 IJPEG Image 
5,435 JPG ,488.9 IJPEG Image 
5,436 DSCN1205.JPG ,591.6 IJPEG Image 
5,437 ;.JPG ,532.9 IJPEG Image 
5,438 '.JPG ,593.7 IJPEG Image 
5,439 DSCN1208. 'G ,601.7 IJPEG Image 
5,440 DSCN1209.J 'G ,415.8 IJPEG Image 
5,441 DSCN1210.JPG ,567.1 IJPEG Image 
;,442 DSCN1211.JPG ,478.0 IJPEG Image 

5,443 DSCN1212.JPG ,506.1 IJPE mage 
5,444 DSCN1213.JPG ,673.5 IJPE mage 
5,445 DSCN1214.JPG ,511.3 IJPE mage 
5,446 DSCN1215.JPG ,457.1 IJPEG Image 
5,447 ISCN1216.JPG 1,616.2 IJPEG Image 
5,448 pent Fuel, EI. 160' - 1.JPG ,642.5 IJPEG Image 
5,449 pent Fuel EI. 160' - 2.JPG ,515.8 IJPEG Image 
5,450 ;pent Fuel EI. 160' - 3.JPG ,587.1 IJPEG Image 
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Client: Zapata Incorporated 

~ ~~/ High Bridge Associates Implementing Station: Crystal River 
Nuclear Plant 

H IGH BRIDG E Attachment E - CR-3 List of Information Provided Oatc: 06-14-2012 
A •• O C'''TItS 

Row Filename Size (KB) Type 

5,451 Spent Fuel EI. 160' - 4.JPG 1,534.6 JPEG Image 
5,452 Spent Fuel EI. 160' - 5.J PG 1,509.4 JPEG ImaQe 
5,453 Spent Fuel EI. 160' - 6.J PG 1,519.3 JPEG Image 
5,454 Sent Fuel EI. 160' - 7.JPG 1,676.6 JPEG Image 
5,455 Spent Fuel EI. 160' - 8.JPG 1,522.9 JPEG ImaQe 
5,456 DSCN1218.J PG 1,597.0 JPEG Image 
5,457 DSCN1219.JPG 1,624. 1 JPEG Image 
5,458 DSCN1 220.J PG 1,617.8 JPEG Image 
5,459 DSCN1221,JPG 1,546.4 JPEG ImaQe 
5,460 DSCN1222.JPG 1,521.4 JPEG Image 
5,461 DSCN1 223.JPG 1,608.9 JPEG Image 
5,462 DSCN1 224.JPG 1,558.0 JPEG ImaQe 
5,463 DSCN1 225.JPG 1,627.3 JPEG Image 
5,464 DSCN1 282.JPG 1,601 .0 JPEG Image 
5,465 DSCN1 283.JPG 1,531.4 JPEG ImaQe 
5,466 DSCN1 284.JPG 1,467.5 JPEG Image 
5,467 DSCN1 285.JPG 1,557.9 JPEG Image 
5,468 DSCN1286.JPG 1,575.8 JPEG Image 
5,469 DSCN1287.JPG 1,613.5 JPEG Image 
5,470 DSCN1 288.JPG 1,621.6 JPEG Image 
5,471 DSCN1289.JPG 1,633.0 JPEG Image 
5,472 DSCN1290.JPG 1,613.2 JPEG ImaQe 
5,473 DSCN1 291,J PG 1,665.9 JPEG Image 
5,474 DSCN 1292.JPG 1,585.9 JPEG Image 
5,475 DSCN1293.JPG 1,576.8 JPEG ImaQe 
5,476 DSCN1294.JPG 1,535.8 JPEG Image 
5,477 DSCN1295.JPG 1,600.8 JPEG Image 
5,478 DSCN1296.JPG 1,567.1 JPEG Image 
5,479 DSCN1 297.JPG 1,626.1 JPEG Image 
5,480 DSCN1298.JPG 1,606.0 JPEG Image 
5,481 DSCN1 299.JPG 1,598.7 JPEG Image 
5,482 Picture 001 jpg 1,671 .5 JPEG Image 
5,483 Picture 002.jpg 1,543.6 JPEG Image 
5,484 Picture 003.jpg 1,501 .9 JPEG Image 
5,485 Picture 004.ioo 1,623.9 JPEG ImaQe 
5,486 Picture 005.jpg 1,634.5 JPEG Image 
5,487 Picture 006.jpg 1,558.1 JPEG Image 
5,488 Picture 007.ipg 1,566.0 JPEG Image 
5,489 Picture 008.jpg 1,601 .0 JPEG Image 
5,490 Picture 009.jpg 1,580.9 JPEG Image 
5,491 Picture 01 O.jpg 1,468.9 JPEG Image 
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J, 1 High Bridge Associates 
Zapata Incorporated 

Station: Crystal River 
. Plan't 

H2~.'! c~~I?~E Attachment E - CR-3 List oflnformation Provided Date: 06-14-2012 

Row Filename Size (KB) Type 

5,492 Picture 011.jpg 1,640.9 JPE ::; Image 
5,493 Picture 012.jpg 1,664.0 JPE ::; Image 
5,494 Pict~re 013.jpg 1,497.9 JPE 3 Image 
5,495 Picture 014.jpg 1,604.0 JPEG Image 
5,49' Icture )15.jpg 1,650.0 IP, Image 
,.49 Icture )16.109 1,627.3 ,Image 

5,49, Icture )17.jpg 1,668.5 ' Image 
5.499 Picture 018.jpg 1,580.8 JPEG Image 
5,500 Picture 019.jOg 1,569.7 JPEG Image 
5,501 1,549.9 JPEG Image 
5,502 673.3 JPEG Image 
5,503 636.7 JPEG Image 
5,504 1228.JPG 685.4 JPEG Image 
5,505 DSC~ 1229.JPG 1,579.3 JPEG Image 
5,506 Picture 023.jpg 1,550.4 JPEG Image 
5,507 Picture 024.jpg 1,51 Image 
5,508 Picture)25~ __________________________________________________ ~ __ J~,51~ __ ~~~1m~age~ ____________ ~ 
5509 DSCN1230.JPG 16! Image 

t231 .JP( 1,252.3 JPEG Image 
f--~",*DSCN1232 .JP( 1,515.8 JPEG Image 

DSCN1233.JP( 1,587.1 JPEG Image 
5,513 ;N1234.JPG 1,534.6 JPEG Image 
5,514 ;N1235.JPG 1,509.4 JPEG Image 
5,515 D! ~N1236.JPG 1,519.3 JPEG Image 
5,516 1237.JPG 1,676.6 JPEG Image 
5517 DS ~1238 . PG 1,522.9 JPEG Image 
5518 DS ~~3~PG l'~-i:'·.;;-0 __ -fJ~PEG"'"2Imn~age~ ____________ ~ 
5 519 DS ~1: 1596.6 JPEG Image 
5,520 1241.JPC 1489.6 IJPEG Image 
5,521 1242,JPC 1,499.9 PEG Image 
5,522 1243.JPC 1,560.0 PEG Image 
5,523 _CIVIL BAY 45_CHECKLlST.doc 1,537.1 PEG Image 
5,524 12Q61-WD-C:-45- CIVI 3AY 45_0 I iT loe 75.5 I Word 97 - 2003 
5,525300 ,CIVI 3AY 56 0 I iT loc 77.5 I Word 97 - 2003 
5,526 ~IVI 3AY 56 C~ I iT.doc 75.0 I Word 97 - 2003 Dc 
i,527 ~IVll BAY 56 CHECKLlST.doc 74.5 I Word 97 - 2003 

5,528 ~6 -WD-D-45-1 BAY 4, I '.doc 74.5 I Word 97 - 2003 
5,529 ue BAY 4, I .doe 75.0 I Word 97 - 2003 
5,530 ue liNG BAY 5f I '.doc 74.5 I Word 97 - 2003 Dc 
5,531 D-D-56- liNG BAY 5f .IST.doc 75.5 I Word 97 - 2003 
5,532 130061-WD-D-56-3 liNG BAY 56 CHECKLlST.doc 75.0 I Word 97 - 2003 
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H1~.'! c~~~~E Attachment E - CR-3 List of Information Provided Date: 06-14-2012 

Row Filename Size (KB) Type 

5,533 BAY 45-3A-119-EL 1).JPG 74.5 I Word 97 - 2003 
5,534 BAY 45-3A-119-EL 10).JPG 4,358.4 IJPEG Image 
5,535 BAY45-3A-119-EL 11).JPG 4,067.5 IJPEG Image 
5536 BAY45-3A-119-EL 12.JPG 4,151.9 IJPEG Image 

BAY 45-3A-119-EL ).JPG 3,919.4 IJPEG Image 
5538 BAY 45-3A-119-EL 14).JPG 3,991.4 JPI 3 Image 

539 BAY 45-3A-119-EL 15 .JPG 3,798.4 JPI 31maae 
5,540 BAY45:.3A-119-EL 16).JPG 4,162.2 JPI 3 Image 
5,541 BAY 45-3A-119-EL ).JPG 3,884.7 JPEG Image 
5,542 BAY 45-3A-119-EL 18 .JPG 4,177.0 JPEG Imaae 
5,543 BAY45-3A-119-EL 19).JPG 4,156.1 JPEG Image 
5,544 BAY 45-3A-119-EL .JPG 3,835.4 IJPEG Image 
5,545 BAY 45-3A-119-EL .JPG 3,888.6 IJPEG Image 
5,546 BAY45-3A-119-EL ).JPG 4,091.2 IJPEG Image 
5,547 BAY 45-3A-119-EL 22).JPG 4,043.2 IJPEG Image 
5,548 BAY 45-3A-119-EL .JPG 3,783.1 JF =G Image 
~ BAY 45-3A-119-EL 24).Jf>G 3,940.2 JF =G Imaae 

5,550 BAY 45-3A-119-EL 25).JPG 4,453.2 JF =G Image 
5,551 BAY45-3A-119-EL 26).JPG 4,291 .3 JPEG Image 
5,552 BAY45-3A-119-EL~~.~JJIP~G ________________________________________ +-__ ~3~,,9~29.7~~~JP~EG~lmaa~e ______________ ~ 
5,553 BAY 45-3A-119-EL (28).JPG 4,071 .2 JPEG Image 
5,554 BAY 45-3A-119-EL 29).JPG 4,277.9 JPEG Image 
5,555 BAY 45-3A-119-EL .JPG 4.419.7 JPEG Image 
5,556 BAY 45-3A-119-EL .JPG 3,963.2 JPEG Image 
5,557 BAY 45-3A-119-EL .JPG 3,917.3 JPEG Image 
~ BAY 45-3A-119-EL .JPG 3,976.7 JPEG Image 

5,559 BAY 45-3A-119-EL .JPG 3,679.3 JPEG Image 
5,560 BAY 45-3A-119-EL .JPG 3.484.3 JPEG Image 
~ BAY 45-3A-119-EL 9).JPG 4,072.3 JPEG Image 
. Ji,562 BAY 45-3A-119-EL IPG 3,899.9 JPEG Image 

5,563 BAY . (1).JPG 4,504.0 JPEG Image 
5,564 BAY 45< 4,158.2 JPEG Image 

~t~~ y .JPG : :~~;~ ~~~~ :~:~: 
5,567 BAY 45< 4,051.5 JPEG Image 
~ BAY 14).JPG 4,329.0 JPEG Imaae 

5,569 BAY 15.JPG " ,889.5 JPEG Image 
5,570 BAY 4,161 .5 JPEG Image 
5,571 BAY . .jf>G 1,694.2 JPEG Image 
5,572 BAY 1,837.6 JPEG Image 
5,573 BAY 4.437.9 JPEG Image 
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Row 

5,574 IBAY 
5,575 IBAY 45-3 
5,576 IBAY 
5,577 IBAY 
5,578 IBAY 45-3 
5,5791BAY 
5,580 IBAY 
5,581 IBAY 

~:~~~56-
5,584 IBAY 

· (5).JPI 
.JPI 
I.JPI 
I.JPG 

· (9)JPG 

1).JPG 

l ' .JPC 
.1, I.JPC 

~:~~~ 56-1A-119-EL .JPG 
I.JPG 
I.JPG 5,587 IBAY 

5,588 IBAY 

~:~~~ 
5,591 IBAY 

~:~~~ 
5,594 IBAY 
5,595 IBAY 
5,596 IBAY 
5,597 IBAY 
5,598 IBAY 
5,599 IBAY 
5,600 IBAY 
5,601 IBAY 

~:~~~ 
5,604 IBAY 
5, 105 lAY 56- ' 
5, 106 lAY 
5, ;oJ lAY 
5,608 IBAY 56-' 
5,60 BAY 
5,61 BAY 
5,61 BAY 
5,612 IBAY 
5,61 3 I BAY 56-: 
5,614 iBAY 

I.JPG 
.JPG 
I.JPG 
I.JPG 
.JPG 

'G 
· (1 ).JPG 
· (10)JPG 
· ( .JPG 
· ( I.JPG 

I.JPG 
14 .JPG 
.1: I.JPG 

· (1E I.JPG 
.(1; I.JPG 

JPG 
I.JPG 

(41.JPG 
.JPG 
I.JPG 
I.JPG 

IPG 
IPG 

· (1).JPG 

.(11 ) JPG 

I hgh Bridge Asso(':Jates 

Filename 

[ ( 

Size (KB) 

,812 .0 
4,069.7 
4,020 .8 

, 11' .7 
, 183.4 
, 179.5 

4,318.7 
4,417.2 
3,846.8 
4,189.6 
1,540.8 

4,081 .0 
4,071 .3 
4,267.2 
4,291 8 

981 
4,281 9 
4,185.9 
4,316.1 
3,562.2 
3,488.6 
4,177.5 

:~1 4 !.O 
4,398.7 
4,171 .1 
3,915.5 
3,523.6 
3,692.9 
4 187.9 
4434 .5 
4436.0 
4,133.9 
4,118.0 
4,366.7 
4,488.5 
4,541.9 
4,411 .7 
4,195.9 
4,088.1 
3,897 .2 
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Station : Crystal River 
. PI.nt 

0.te:06-14-2012 

JPEG imaQe 
JPEG Image 
JPEG image 

:G image 
:G image 
:G image 

JPEG image 
JPEG image 
JPEG image 
JPEG image 
JPEG Image 
JPEG Image 
JPEG image 
JPEG image 
Jf'EG imaQe 
JF'EG Image 
Jf'EG Image 

IJPEG Image 
JPEG ImaQe 
JPEG Image 
JPEG Image 
JPEG Image 
JPEG Image 
JPEG Image 
IJPEG Image 
IJPEG Image 
IJPEG Image 
IJPEG Image 
JPEG mage 
JPEG mage 
JPEG mage 

IJPEG Image 
IJPEG Image 
IJPEG Image 
IJPEG Image 
JPEG Image 
JPEG Image 
JPEG Image 
JPEG Image 

IJPEG Image 
IJPEG Image 

, 

Type 
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Row 

5,615 BAY 
5,616 BAY 

117 BAY 
5, 1181BAY 
5,6191BAY 

~:~~~ 
5,622 1BAY 

,6, 3 BAY 
.5,6,4 BAY 
5,6,5 BAY 
5,626 BAY 

.5,627 BAY 
5,628 BAY 
5,629 BAY 
5,630 BAY 
5,631 BAY 
5,632 BAY 
5,633 BAY 
5,634 BAY 
5,635 BAY 
5,636 ~Y 
5,637 BAY 
5,638 1232C List of 
5,63912571 
5,640 IEC 84917 0% 
5,641IEC849200% 

. ( 

14 .JPG 

17 .~ 
,181.JPG 

'2). JPG 

2' .JPG 

,231.JPG 

JPG 
I.JPG 
.JPG 
I.JPG 
I.JPG 
.JPG 

. (9).JPG 
'G 

5,642 EC 84923 0% 123Mndf 
5,643 EC 84927 0% 
5,644 EC 84929 0% 
5 145 EC 84938 0% 
5 146 EC 84946 0% 
5 147 EC 84960 0% 612E part 1.pdf 
5,648 ~70% 

5,649 I 0% 122C.pdf 
5,650 ) 0% 
5,651 AOORC 452C 
5,652 ~ 452C_ i . 
5,653 OOOR( 452C_ . install.docx 
5,654 JOORO 452C_ 
5,655 Z03 List of Civil 

High Bridge Associates 

Filename 

ndf 

i I.pdf 

;.pdf 

1 J 

Size (KB) 

4317.0 
3929.9 
4427.8 
4350.2 
3934.2 
3580.4 
4 114.0 
4,235.0 
3,634.4 
3,711 .8 
4,061 .3 
4,179.4 
4,258.1 
4,085.4 
4,242.1 

,782.8 
1,610.5 
790.4 
704.2 

4 023.0 
4 460.2 
4 077.6 
4 129.2 
4 385.1 

13.7 
89.1 
747.7 
342 .7 
326.4 

3,983.2 
5,822.2 
7,044.2 
3,473.4 

i92.2 
4 138.6 
5026.9 
2,659.2 

171 .6 
48.3 
41 .1 
41.0 

I t 1 

I~".'" Zapata Incorporated 

Plan; Station: ~. p.ol River 

Date: 06-14-2012 

IJPEG Image 
IJPEG Image 
IJPEG Image 
IJPEG Image 
IJPEG Image 
IJPEG Image 
IJPEG Image 
IJPEG Image 
IJPEG Image 
IJPEG Image 
IJPEG Image 
IJPEG Image 
IJPEG Image 
IJPEG Image 
IJPEG Image 
IJPEG Image 
IJPEG Image 
IJPEG Image 
IJPEG Image 
IJPEG Image 
IJPEG Image 
IJPEG Image 
IJPEG Image 
IJPEG Image 

: Excel 
IFoxit Reader PDF C 
IFoxit Reader PDF 
IFoxit Reader PDF 
IF oxit Reader PDF C 
IFoxit Reader PDF C 
IFoxit Reader PDF 
IFoxit Reader PDF C 
IFoxit Reader PDF C 
IFoxit Reader PDF 
IFoxit Reader PDF C 
IFoxit Reader PDF C 
IFoxit Reader PDF 

: Word 
: Word C 
: Word 
: Word 

Type 

naolea 

naolea 
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Hl~.'! c~~I?fE Attachment E - CR-3 List ofInformation Provided 

Row 

5,656 IZ04 -ist of 
5,657 We Civil 
5,658 I ZO~ I Support I 
~IZ09 Civil I 
• 5,660 ,I Drawing 421-129 

5,661 IZ13 1522-012 

~
;,662 IZH IA-109-014SHOOO 

)3 15, : - List of I I 
IAOIIRO . 

5,665 
~I IOORO DV.docx 
• 5,667 IJOORO Pre-Job Brief.docx 

5,668 1564C List of I, 
5,669 IAOORO 
5,670 I BOORO 
5,671 DOORO I 

5,672 lEG cover: I 119.doc 
5,673 IJOORO Pre-Job Brief I 
5,674 1565C List of I, 
5,675 IAOORO 
5,676 I BOORO 
5,677 IJOORC 're-Job Brief CS nnex 
5,678 IAOORO 612C_ 
5,679 IBOORO 612C 
~ I ,Bay 61.xlsm 
r-5.681 IJOORO_612C_. Pre-Job Brief.docx 

5,682 IAOORO _613C_ 

H
~IBOORO- 613C 
i,684 IJOORO_ 13C Pre-Job 

5,685 List of Bav 6' 
5,681 
5,68' 
5,681 IEP 

>006.pdf 

5,689 001-012-SH 
5,690 001· 
5,691 
5,692 100' 3H 
5,693 001 -042-Sf-
5,694 002-1 
5,695 
5,696 

):IQQO .pdf 
2-: HOOO.pdf 

High Bridge Associates 

T 

Filename 

;pdf 

I.xls 

, ( 

Size (KB) 

15.7 
13.8 

2,533.7 
1,428.3 
502 .9 
91 .2 
492.4 
499.0 
13.0 
161.7 
40.6 
25.6 
40.0 
22.5 
157.3 
43.8 
30.8 
50.0 
42.1. 
13.7 
157.6 
42.9 
42.7 
163.7 
41 .0 
11 .9 
40.7 
163.5 
41.3 
38.7 
28.5 

7,555.2 
4,220.4 
131 .8 
243.4 

~ 
214 . 
135.2 
90.3 
138.9 

Client: Zapata Incorporated 

Station: Crystal River 
. Plant 

Date: 06-14-2012 

I Fox,t Reader PDF 

Type 

1F0xit Reader PDF Document 
I Foxit Reader PDF C 
Foxit Reader PDF 
Foxit Reader PDF [ 
Foxit Reader PDF C 
Foxit Reader PDF 
Fox,t Reader PDF 

I Excel 
I Word Macro-I 
I Word 
I Word 
I Word 
I Excel 
I Word 
I Word 
I Word 
I Word 97 - 2003 
I Word 
I Excel 
I Word Macro-I 
I Word 
I Word [ 
t Word Macro-I 
tWord 
t Excel 
tWord 

, I Word Macro-I 
i I Word 
i tWord~ 
i t Excel 97-2003 W 

Foxit Reader PDF 
Foxit Reader PDF 

i t Excel 
Foxit Reader PDF 
Foxit Reader PDF 
Foxit Reader PDF 
Foxit Reader PDF [ 
Foxit Reader PDF 
Foxit Reader PDF 
Foxit Reader PDF 
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Row 

5.697 
5 698 201 < 

,99 
00 IBEC rE -KU~C .PDF 
01 URS CR 

5,702 URS CR: IF 
5,703 125717·( 
5,704 1 25717-000-DG·( 15_ 
5,705 !25717-000-P 
5,706 125717-000-P!:Q(l 
5,707 !25717-C ,,-:00 
5,708 i25717-000-P 
5,709 125717-000-P ~' 
5,710 125717-C Of 
5,711 125717-000-Pl·0000-0000~ 
:,712 , - RR I LDdf 
:,713 ICR3·1 1·007.pdf 
:,714 IEC·04 '85142) 30% 08 MAR I 
1,715 
:,716 
:,717 
1,718 
:,719 i 
:,720 CAES Sheel- Bid Form Cross 
:,721 I Siaftinq Plan 

5,722 IHigh Bridge 

High Bndgc Associates 

Filename 

I I 

Size (KB) 

894.5 
896.2 

~ 
57~ 

62,638 .7 
25,730." 
1~ 

785.5 
672.7 

~ 
1,132.8 
1~3 

-"~ 
1~ 
1,788.0 

~ 
14~ 
6,979.5 
4,644.8 
2~ 
6,134.5 
6,025.3 

~ 
43.6 
74.0 

~ 

J I ) 

le!;'ent: Zapata Incorporated 

~Station : . , I Kiver 

Date: 06-14-2012 

1f())(lIR~~ 
Foxil Reader POI 

~ 
~ 
Foxil Reader PDF 
I"OXI! Keaoer OF 

~~I,!!:.. 
If aXil R""<l~D~ 
1F0xil Reader PDF 

~ 
IF())(IL~ 
1F0xil Reader PDF 

~ 
~ 
1F0xi Rea, er 
~ Kea, er 

~~~ 
1F0x,I Reader PDF 
Foxil Reader PDF 

~ 
Fo",t~.F 
Foxil Reader PDF 

~ 
~ 

i I Excel 

~ 

Type 
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High Bridge Associates Engineering Estimating Check List 
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CR3 Containment Repair Field Non-manual Staffing Comparison 
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1",,] 1""1 
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6 CI,II "''' 
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6 12 2,,,, , -
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RI"I .. "'" 
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31 1 .. "., 
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~ ~ 
, I 
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t 3 31 ~ 
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,-
0 ~ I -

I 43 

j~ ~: 
4,290 FE - W,ldlnl 1 1 " , 1 4,290 , 

I 1 29 
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Hich Bride!! less URS 

Puk St.mnc 
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t 1 
H!~H B,!J~~E 
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, FI,' .,.,." " In HII~ ll ri , 
V Field I , HI,h 

I! Analv: i 
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A"~,~'~', wo,k '" 2: l' 
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"" ,,,k.1 "~",,,1 b."h P'''', 2 ""', : 
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CR3 Containment Repair Field Non-manual Staffing Comparison 
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CR3 Containment Repair Field Non-manual Staffing Comparison 
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Row WBS Description 
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08-02-2012 Attach 1- Owners Cost-LOCKED 

J 1 I ) 

I 

Crystal River Unit 3 
Zapata Duke Task 3 • CR3 Containment Repair Project · Cost and Schedule Review 

Owner Cost Estimate 

Total Perdiem Wage Expense 

J 

Est. 
QIy MH's Rate Labor S's SlUM S's Rental $' s 

1 1 

8/3/2012 
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"~~S~~'la:i:~r Unit 3 

Zapata Duke Task 3 . CR3 Containment Repair Project · Cost and Schedule Review 
Owner Cost Estimate 

~ Tota' , .•. Ellpense 
Row was Description UM MHIUM F,otO. MH'I .", Labor $', SlUM ", 

1 , "0""" :om 

~ , '"iI"' .. '"' MOo. '"di,,,u 15 

i iii , 15 13,3SOI 13,3SO 9(J $750,000 ~ 
~PoW" 15 I 

15 $160,000 

I--: ~ l7iii!i 15 I 
I 

~ 
, 

~ 
til 

Pt P.F 
66 1!>p1S ....... 

f-£- Log" S,,,ort 

1 I I I 
69 

~ 1 "ii',,', R"k lIS 
r-=--' 01/2012 lIS 

I ITotal- Pro fress Energy Provided Equipment, Material & ContritCts 104,0" 

P,F 
'",''',''' , ", .. o,,~ 

~ 
1 PE Lobo' IS" PE ', bo. , h .. , '0' , - Financial View lIS ~ -.!l , lIS 1,24( ~ ~ h 

ITotal: Pro~ress Energy tabor & Indirects 11,'4S,,6< "" " 
;-

1--
~-I~--

IToto' Equipment,. tabor & lndirects ", ,.., " 
9: 
g; 

08-02-2012 Attach I Owners Cost lOCKED 

I I I I 

Subcontract 
Rental $'1 ", 

186800 

~ 

$186,SOC 

~ 

001 

$186,80< 

1 i 
Hl!':.B.~ ' ~fE 

TO GO I ~~~~~~; Total $'5 
ESTIMATE Cost 

~ 

=-t 

"'" ", .nm 

" 

~ 
77,776 

I 

~ 

$0 
SO 

1 

~ 

L,213 

,m '''.461 

'149" 
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Boy 12 

Boy 12 

Boy 12 

Boy 12 

Boy 12 

Boy 12 B., 12 B., 12 B., 12 B., 12 B., 12 B., 12 

B.,12 

1., ~ 
I,ll" to 240 
I .19Sto 149 

19Sto 149 

19Sto 149 

19Sto 149 
19Sto 149 

-I9Sto 149 

I .,9Sto 149 

I .,9Sto 149 

I .19Sto 149 

B., 12 I "9Sto 149 

B., 12 I .19Sto 149 

B., 12 I .19Sto 149 

Boy 12 I ,'9Sto 149 

B., 12 I ,'9Sto 149 

Boy 12 I "9Sto 149 

B., 12 I ,'9Sto 149 

B.,12 I .19Sto 149 

I 

High Bridge Associates 
Crystal River Unit 3 

Zapata Duke Task 3 - CR3 Containment Repair Project - Cost and Schedule Review 

Direct Cost Estimate By WBS 
WBS 

~scription 
Material Job Total Job 

Unit Price Hrs/Unit Hours 

labor 

Rate 

1 2 , ev CN 700 $402.00 5." 3,B50 ;55. 

TN RB 88 $4,BOO,OO 2SO,0 ",000 ,55,0 

i i 

R,b" 

'o,m.,,' , , 
( "'0<'01 

Pio ,"<ho" 

COO"." R,m". 
. T,"doo ,I",,, ,,,,,, 

,,;,::: 
i i remove and 

1 1 1 

111219 
1 1 6 2 , 

1 1 6 2 5 

1 6 2 6 

1 6 2 

1 6 2 B 
1 6 2 11 

1 6 2 1) 

1 6 2 18 

1 6 2 19 

1 1 6 2 

If TN 

ev CN 
TN RB 
LB EM 

Sf fW 

l5 LR 
Sf PT 

EA PA 

C, CR 

If TN 

EA CI 

"pi", 1 1 6 3 2 l5 PG 

5250 

240 

30 

1800 

1800 
113 

240 

1800 

8 

o 

, ,,,pi,,, 1 6 3 2 l5 IN 1 

s H'JAC remove and 

,,,I,,, 1 -' , -'- 3 If HV _!7 
,,&C, 
"pl." 1 1 6 5 1 If 'C 14B 

Interferences Cable 

1165'lfCT 270 

116S6lfCO 1120 

$60.40 4.00 

$'02.00 7,SO 
$4,BOO.OO 359,00 

$8.6< 3. 

$500.00 SO.OO 

105.00 
$60.40 4.00 

$1,265.00 573.00 

0.00 

21,000 555.00 
1,BOO 555,00 

10,770 $55,00 

$55.00 

5,400 ;55.00 

5,650 

25,200 

',20 

;55,00 

;55. 

;55. 

;55. 
;55,00 

',584 $55.00 

$55.00 

$55.00 

49,00 4.263 $55,00 

$25.00 17.00 2,516 $".00 

15,00 4,OSO $55.00 

$B.SO 6.30 7,056 $55.00 

Total Mat Cost 

5281,400 

$4",400 

$317,11)( 

$96,'" 
$144,00( 

$( 
$15,516 

$25,000 
$0 

$56,500 

$0 

$108,720 

$10,120 

$0 

$SO,OOO 

$0 

$I 

$3,71)( 

$( 

$9,m 

Total labor Cost 

$21 I,7SC 

$99,OOC 
$592,35( 

$( 

$297,OOC 
$( 
$( 

$31O,75( 

$396,1XJ( 

$lS2,ll( 

Subcontract 

Unit Price 

$0 

$14,300 

$250,000 
$62 

$11,600 

$( $95,000 

$234,465 

$13B,3s( 

$m,75( 

$388,OBC 

Subcontract Cost 

$( 

$I 
$( 

$0 

$0 

$250,000 

$' 1,600 

$0 

$0 

$0 

$92,BOO 

$0 

$95,00( 

$1 

$I 

$I 

$I 

Total Cost 

$493,150 

$1,472,100 

$195,480 
$736,350 

$0 

$312,516 

$275,000 

$111,600 
$367,2SO 

5504,720 

$355,040 

$0 

$95,000 

$234,465 

$142,080 

$m,7SO 

$397,600 

B., 12 I .,9Sto 149 I ",mo," 1 1 6 5 7 If CW 4200 $6.SO l.l5 5,2SO $55.00 $27,30( $288,7S( $I $316,OSO 

B., 12 

B., 23 

B.,23 

'" B., 23 

B., 23 

B., 23 B., 23 

.1150-240 

.1150-240 

.195-149 

.195-149 

.195-149 

, , 

eo""" Romo," 
Tendon sleeves instal 

CO""," 

Rob" 

1 

1 
1 
1 

1 

1213 RM 

1218C'CR 
1219lfTN 
62,evCN 

625TNRB 
626LBEM 

1 

700 

556l 
o 
o 
o 

$60.40 

30,00 

4.00 

$55.00 

$55.00 
21,000 $55,00 

',248 $".00 
$55.00 
$55. 

$". 

$25,00( 

$I 

$I 

$335,945 

$I 
$( 
$I 

$C 

$C 
$( 
$( 

$330,00< 

$91,00< 
$14,30( 

$330,00< 

$91,00< 

$I 

$I 
$( 
$I 

08·02-2012 Attach I . Miscellaneous Estimate Backup - lOCKEODirect Cost Estimate bV WBS 
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) ) I ) 

High Bridge Associates 
Crystal River Unit 3 

Zapata Duke Task 3 . CR3 Containment Repair Project · Cost and Schedule Review 
Direct Cost Estimate By WBS 

WB' 

1 1 

lB., "" .. ,,,. Description 
Material Job 

Unit Price Hrs/Unit 
Total job 

Hours 

Lobo, 

Rate 
Total Mat Cost Total labor Cost 

Subcontract 
Unit Pdt@ 

Subcontract Cost 

B., 2l 
B., 23 
B., 23 

B., 23 B., 23 B., 23 

I 
I 
I 
I 

.1 

.19'-149 

.19'-149 

019'-149 

.19'-149 

.19,-149 

I 
, I 

I 
Roofinll;l i I 

Gm", 
161 'APA 

C,,"'" R,mw.1 116 "evCR 
Interferences Ciyil 

311 

a 
'500.DC SO.DC " 15,850 '55,00 

SSS.OO 

$( 
$( 

$( 

$l58,SOC 

$0 

$( 

SC 
$571,1S( 

$( 

$" 

$( 

$( 

$( 

$( 

$111,6OC 

sc 
$( 

$( 

$( 

$( 

B" 23 .195-149 ",I", 1161 ,~--"- B $1,911.DC 49',DC 3,984 SSS.OO $15,368 $119,ll( $11,60( $91,SOC 

B.,23 .19'-149 12631 'AM' o O.DC a $55.00 $0 $( $( 

i remove and 

B" 23 .19,-149 "",,; 12632 LSPG 1 SSS.OO $SO,ooo $( <> ''''',000 
B., 23 1"1 95 to 149 Insulation I j "pi", 1632LSIN 1 $0 $( $95,000 $95,000 

"0' 
B., 23 .19'-149 "pi", 11633 LFHV 6 133.0( '98 $55.00 $0 $43,89( $0 

B" 23 e19S-149 
: remove and 

"pi", 1 2 6 5 1 IF Ie 20 $25.0( 130( 160 SSS.OO 5500 $1<,30( $0 

B., 23 .19'-149 12654LFCT 90 15,0( 1,3SO $55,00 $0 $74,m $0 
Interferences Conduit remove 

B" 23 .19'-149 ,,' "pi", 1 2 6 5 6 LF CO 180 $S,S( 63( 1.764 555.00 $1,380 $97,01C $0 

B., 23 .19,-149 I I t,,~,~: ;:::: 1 1 6 5 , LF CN 1OSO $6.5< 1." 1,31: $55.00 $6,815 $72,1S! $0 

_

.195_,49 10""'''0"'''I''tE'';:~;::,:;: 2 6 5 , 'A EO a 5.00 $0 $0 $0 

I ,I •••••• 

"Y I c,"''''' 1 4 1 2 4 CV CN 582 5,SO 3,20 ,55., $0 
I 4 ,,$0 
I $c $0 

B,,4' 
B,,4' 
B., 45 
0,,45 
B,,45 

B., 4' 
B,,45 
0.,45 

I ",:ill:i 1,3st $0 
I , ~]lli $( $190,000 $190,000 
I , , I $0 $0 $91,000 $91,000 

I I $0 $960,300 $1<,300 

' " $174,095 $998,360 $0 

19'-11 
,19'-167 

.19'-167 

.19'-167 

.195-167 

.195-167 

.195,167 

.195,167 

, I 

!P,'oti" 
,I F,,,,,,, 

2 , 

6 1 9 

4 6 1 10 
4 6 1 11 

4 6 1 " 

TN 

TN 
SF 

SF 

'A 

LR 

sc 
fP 
PT 
AF 

a 
a 
a 
a 

2820 

a 

$55.00 $0 $0 

$55.00 $0 $0 
SSS.OO $0 $0 
$55,00 $0 $0 

$55,00 $0 

$55.00 $0 

$55.DC $0 

SSS.DC $0 $62 $174,840 

$55,DC $0 

08-02-2012 Attach I· Mi~ellaneous Estimate Backup · lOCKEODirect Cost Estimate bV WBS 

Total Cost 

$0 
$0 

$0 

$0 
$1ll,600 

$0 

$0 
$0 

$0 

'311,288 

$0 

$95,000 

$43,890 

$1<,800 

$74,25' 

$",4DC 

$( 

$41O,j 

$( 

$399,10< 

$3lS,OOC 
$91,OOC 

8/3/2D12 
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High Bridge Associates 
Crystal River Unit 3 

Zapata Duke Task 3 - CR3 Containment Repair Project - Cost and Schedule Review 
Direct Cost Estimate By WBS 

WBS 

IB" I"~"'o" Description 

11 /jJ~/~~ I< r/ f /8 /~ /'''QTY 
Material Job Total Job "b" Total Mat Cost 
Unit Price Hrs/Unit Hours Rate 

{I ~ " 
I , 4 6 1 17 EA PA m $500.00 Sll.OC 15,55( $55.OC $156,SOC 
I I lB CY CR $55.OC $( 

s Civil I 

B.y'5 .195-167 "pi". 1 4 6 1 EA CI 4 $5,510.00 1,130,00 4,S1C $55.OC $11,OBO , I. Eq. remove 
Boy4S .195-167 oed "01." 1 4 6 3 1 'A M' 8 500.00 4,OOC $55.OC $<l , .. " 
B.y4S e195- 167 "p"" 1 4 6 3 1 LS PG 1 I" $55.OC $Sll,ooo 

B.y4S 1.,9Stol67 '''"''''00 "mo •• oed "pl." 4 6 3 1 LS IN 1 $0 
I ''''''~ "mo •• ood Boy4S .195-167 1 4 6 3 3 11 HV 11 15.00 30< $55.OC $0 , 

"" B.y4S "95-167 ,,,I.,, 1 4 6 5 1 11 IC 180 $15.00 10.00 1,SOC $55.OC $4,500 

Boy4S .195-167 
,C.bI. ::: ;::: 

1 4 6 5 4 If CT 90 15.00 USC $55.00 $0 , 
Boy4S .195-167 '0' ''',." 1 4 6 5 6 _If CO -",0 $8,S0 6.30 36,036 $55.OC $48,610 

B.y4S .195-167 "0: ::::: 1 4 6 5 7 If CW 11450 $6.50 1.15 26,81: $55.OC $139,415 , , 

.1200-240 
Boy 56 .1200-240 1 5 1 1 
Boy 56 .1200-240 f"mw"k 1 5 1 7 SF FW 1400 $8.61 
Boy 56 .1200-240 1 5 1 8 TN LR a 5.00 
Boy 56 .1200-240 I 1 5 1 9 TN so a $55.00 
Boy 56 .1200-240 Fire Protection for Steel 1 5 10 SF FP a $55.00 $<l 
Boy 56 .1200-240 Po'o"o, 1 5 l' SF PT ° $55,00 $<l 
B.y 56 .1200-240 , , """,,, 5 11 'A AI a $55.00 $0 

B'y56 .1200-240 Roofing Material 5 2 13 SF RM $55.00 $0 

B.y 56 .1200-240 Coo",,, R.mo •• ' 5 2 18 CY CR .35 30.0 13,050 $55.00 $<l 
B.y 56 .1200-240 I II 5 1 19 If TN 3261,5 $60,40 4, 13,asa $55.00 $197,055 

B'y56 .195-200 I ,&w.II 1 5 1 2 LS 15 1 4,9Sll.00 8,BOO $55.00 $61,000 

B.y 56 .195-200 COO",,, 1 5 1 1 4 CY CN 649 $401.00 7.50 4,868 $55.00 $160,898 

B'y56 .195-200 R,b" 1 5 1 1 5 TN RB sa $4,sao.OO 359,00 18,710 $55,00 $384,000 

Boy56 i-200 1 5 1 1 6 lB 'M $55.00 $0 

Boy56 i-200 f"mwo;k 1 5 1 1 7 SF FW 4800 $8.61 3.00 14,400 $55.00 $41,376 

B~_56 i-200 , Uo" R,,,,, 1 5 1 8 LS LR 1 $55.00 $15,000 

B.y 56 .195-200 , 1 5 1 9 TN -"- a $55.00 50 

B.y 56 .195-200 FI" P""ct"o fo; "", 1 5 1 1 10 SF FP a $55.00 $0 

B.y 56 .195-200 "''0"0' 1 5 1 1 11 SF PT 4800 a $55.00 $0 

B.y 56 .195-200 , IF,,,",,, 1 5 1 1 11 'A AI a $55.00 $0 

B.y 56 .195-200 , 1 5 1 1 17 EA " 51 $5aflOO SO.OO 1,600 $55.00 $16,000 

B.y56 .195-200 COO",,, R,m~.1 1 5 1 1 18 CY CR 649 105,00 68,145 $5500 $<l 

08-02-2012 Attach I· Miscellaneous Estimate Backup - lOCI(EOOirect Cost Estimate by WBS 

I ( r I I 

Total labor Cost 
Subcontract 

Unit Price 
Subcontract Cost 

$( 

$0 $( 

$148,600 $11,6OC $46,400 

$220,000 $C 

$<l 

$<l $95,000 $95,000 

$16,500 $0 

$99,000 $0 

$74,150 $<l 

$<l 

$<l 

$0 

$0 $0 

$0 $<l 
$0 $91,000 $91,000 

$7l7,7Sa $14,300 

$717,750 $0 

$484,000 $0 

$267,713 $0 

$0 

$0 $0 

$791,000 $0 

$0 $563,000 $563,000 

$0 $0 

$0 $0 

$0 $61 $197,600 

$0 $0 

$143,000 $0 

$0 

I 

TOlal Cost 

$( 

$317,OS( 

$110,OOC 

$95,OOC 

$16,SOC 

$103,5OC 

$74,15( 

" ", 

5,458 

" $91,000 

$914,sa5 

$545,000 

$518,611 

$0 

$833,376 

$588,000 

$0 

$0 

$197,600 

$0 

$169,000 
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J J 1 ) 

High Bridge Associates 
Crystal River Unit 3 

1 

Zapata Duke Task 3 . CR3 Containment Repair Project · Cost and Schedule Review 
Direct Cost Estimate By WBS 

WBS 

J ) 

B., Description 
Material Job 

Unit Price Hrs/Unit 
Total Job labor 

Hours Rate 
Total Mat Cost Total labor Cost 

Subcontract 
Unit Price 

Subcontract Cost 

B. , " .1 95-200 

Boy" .'95-200 
I 

'" " .1 95-200 

B., 56 .1 95-200 

,Ci.iI cepl'" 

. remove 

Piping remove and 

cepl,,; 

BOY " 1 .,.Sto 149 '0."''''0", j ce,'", 
I 

B., 56 .1 95-200 cepl", 

1562 EA CI 10 

15131EAME 2 

1513215PG 1 

S632LSIN 1 

151331F"V ISO 

'60.40 4.OC 1',470 SS50C '293,99) 

'2,468.00 l,052.OC 10,520 m.o: '24,68e '576,600 '11,60( '116,OCX 

400.OC 800 ,SS.OC ,e $44,000 sc 

o m .o< 'so,oool 'C 
'e "'95,OCX '95,000 

2O.OC 3,000 'SSO< SC '165,000 '0 

B.,,, .195-200 cepl." ""' 1 5 1 5 1 LF IC 340 '25.00 12.OC 4,060 'SS.O< '8,SOC '224,400 SO 

Boy" .195-200 'C'bI""d cepl." 1 5 1 5 4 1F CT 120 15.OC 1.800 'SS.O< ,e "',000 '0 

B., 56 .195-200 "d cepl", 1 5 1 5 6 LF CO 1080 58.SO 6.3C 6,804 'SS.O< 59,18< $374,22C '0 
I 

B.,56 "95-200 "d cepl", 1 5 1 5 7 1F CW ' 050 56.SO 1.25 5,063 m .o< '26,325 '278,'38 SO 

I 

Total (ost 

'1.364,847 

'l19,2BO 

$44,000 

'165,000 

'232,900 

'383,'00 

$304,763 

~~~ .... tE.~;_~j .. :ce'mpIIO"'" .. 1 ... 5 .1.5 .. 8~EA .. E __ Q ~3 .. ~ .. 42~0 ... 0< .1.2~'60,~'SS;.'0<~~~SC .. ~56~"3OC .......... SO .. ~ 
~ Co,,,,,, 6 • ev CN 700 '40;.00 5.50 3,8SO ,SS.OC '281.4OC ,,, ,,75< $4'3.150 

. '150-240 R,b" 6 5 TN.. 88 54,800.00 250.OC 22,000 'SS.OC "22,4OC 

Boy 61 • IS-l 
.s. ,61 . 195-149 

B.,61 .195-149 
B.,61 .195-149 
B.,61 .195-149 
Boy 61 .195-149 
Boy 61 .195-149 
B., 61 .195-149 
B.,61 .195-149 
B., 61 .195-149 
B.,61 .195-149 
B., 61 .195-149 
B.,61 .195-149 

6 6 18 EM iSS.O< SC SC SO 
,.,mw," 6 7 Sf FW 5400 '8.62 LSC 8,100 iss.O< $46,54' ",5,5OC $4'2,048 

",,,d.,, SO" 
I i rStee 

, I 

C""", 
R,b" 

'o.mw," 

Fi" P",w'o, ,., so" 

i I FE!atllr@~ 

Roofi,. M .. "I. 

6 8 IS"' 1 iSS.oo ,25,OCX ,330,OCX $330,000 J~ 

6 'TN SC iss.oo '0 
6 2 10 Sf FP iss.oo 

6 2 12 EA AF iSS.oo 

6_ 2 13 Sf RM 1 iSS.oo 

I! ev CR 700 300< ",000 iSS.oo 

TN 525" _'6040 ',0< ",000 
16624evCN 0 O,SS.oo 

16625TN" 0 O'SS.OO 

1662618EM 0 O'SS.OO 

16627SfFW 0 O'SS.OO 

166287N",0 O'SS.OO 

166 'TNSC 0 'SS.OO 

166210SfFP 0 O'SS.OO 

1 6 6 2 11 Sf PT 1800 0 'SS.OO 

166212EAAF O'SSOO 

166213 SF'M 0'55.00 

16621618G' 0'55.00 

1 6 6 2 17 EA PA 229 'Soo.DC 50.OC 11,450 SSS.OO 

166 18evCR 0 O'SS.oo 

SC ,e 
SC 

,e 
SC 

SC 

" SO 

'0 
SO 

'0 
'114,500 

'0 

'e ,e 
SC 

SC ,e 
'e 
SC 

SC 

SC 

'e 
SC 

'629,751 

SC 

'62 

'0 
SO 

'0 
'0 
SO 

'0 
'0 

$111,600 

SO 

'0 
SO 
SO 

SO 

~'O 
----" 

SO 

SO 

'0 
'0 
so 

,5111.6(J(J 
so 
SO 

'0 
,14',2s( 

SO 

08-02-2012 Attach 1- Miscellaneous Estimate Backup - LOCKEDDlrect Cost Estimate by WBS 
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Description 

Insulation r@moy@and 

General- Common Areas , , 

High Bridge Associates 
Crystal River Unit 3 

Zapata Duke Task 3 - CR3 Containment Repair Project - Cost and Schedule Review 
Direct Cost Estimate By WBS 

IN 

LF Ie 47 

LF CT 90 

LF cw 91S0 

Material Job Total Job 
Unit Price Hrs/Unit Hours 

labor 

Rate 
Total Mat Cost Total labor Cost 

Subcontract 

Unit Price 
Subcontract Cost Total Cost 

____ 1 ..... _1 _~.umllmmil_~-.mm~~ 

1lII_ 1 ..... _1 _1E'.Im..m111mmil_~_~~ 
,I __ 11_ ••••• __________ _ 

____ ~ ..... ___ .. _____ ~ __ Immil_~..mmJ~~ ---- ._----------------

08·02·2012 Attach I· Miscellaneous Estimate Backup· lOCKEDDirect Cost Est1mate by WBS 

I r I 

8/3/2012 
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) J 

to 240 1 

Architectural 1 

Architectural 1 4 

1 

6 

e195-149 

e195·167 4 

0195-200 5 

) ) J 

High Bridge Associates 

Crystal River Unit 3 

1 ) 

Zapata Duke Task 3 - CR3 Containment Repair Project - Cost and Schedule Review 

Direct Cost Estimate 

Material Job Total Job labor 

6 2 12 EA AF 

6 2 12 EA AF 

2 12 EA AF o 

2 12 EA AF 

2 12 EA AF 

6 2 

6 2 

6 

08-02-2012 Attach I - Miscellaneous Estimate Backup - lOCKEDDirect Cost Est. BV Commodity 

J 

Total labor Subcontract 

J 

8/3/2012 
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I 

High Bridge Associates 
Crystal River Unit 3 

Zapata Duke Task 3 - CR3 Containment Repair Project - Cost and Schedule Review 

e195-167 

0195-200 

LF a 270 

e19S-149 LF a 90 

e19S-167 

0195-200 LF a 120 

e19S-149 6 5 7 LF cw 1050 

4 6 5 LF cw 21450 

7 

08-02-2012 Attach I - Miscellaneous Estimate Backup - LOCKEDDirect Cost Est. By Commodity 

I I 

Total Labor 

Cost 

Subcontract 

Unit Price 

I 

Total Cost 

8/3/2012 
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1 I I ) ) J ) 

High Bridge Associates 
Crystal River Unit 3 

) 

Zapata Duke Task 3 - CR3 Containment Repair Project - Cost and Schedule Review 

Direct Cost Estimate 

Job Total Job labor 

0195-149 6 6 7 LF CW 9150 

08-02-2012 Attach I - Miscellaneous Estimate Backup . lOCKEDDirect Cost Est. BV Commodity 

, 

Total Labor Subcontract 

) 

Total 

8/3/2012 
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High Bridge Associates 

Crystal River Unit 3 

Zapata Duke Task 3 - CR3 Containment Repair Project - Cost and Schedule Review 

Total Job labor 

Hours Rate Total Mat Cost 

08-02-2012 Attach I • Miscellaneous Estimate Backup - lOCKEOOirect Cost Est. By Commodity 

I l I 

Total labor 

Cost 

Subcontract 

Unit Price Subcontract Cost 

I I 

Total Cost 

8/3/2012 
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I J I J } J J 

High Bridge Associates 

Crystal River Unit 3 

J J 

Zapata Duke Task 3 - CR3 Containment Repair Project· Cost and Schedule Review 

8 L5 1 

1 6 8 L5 lR 

8 L5 lR 

6 8 TN lR o 

8 lS lR 

Containment liner 8 L5 lR 

08-02-2012 Attach 1- Miscellaneous Estimate Backup - LOCKEOOlrect Cost Est. By Commodity 

1 I 
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High Bridge Associates 
Crystal River Unit 3 

Zapata Duke Task 3 - CR3 Containment Repair Project - Cost and Schedule Review 

08-02-2012 Attach 1- Miscellaneous Estimate Backup - lOCKEDDlrect Cost Est . By Commodity 

l I 

8/3/2012 
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J I I 1 J , J 

High Bridge Associates 
Crystal River Unit 3 

J ) ) 

Zapata Duke Task 3 - CR3 Containment Repair Project - Cost and Schedule Review 

08-02-2012 Attach 1- Miscellaneous Estimate Backup -LOCKEDDIrect Cost Est. By Commodity 

J I 

8/3/2012 
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UIIotrlle 

, , 

I 

High Bridge Associates 
Crystal RIV1!r Unit 3 

Zapata Duke Task 3 - CR3 Containment Repair Project - Cost and Schedule Review 
Indirect Cost Estimate 

MaICf\ilt 

••• 

l l l l 

8/l/2(112 
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, , J ) 

Or,ilInization Shl. 
IField i 

I 

, - Depury 

IG""." , 
1 

7&3 

1""5'" 

1 
ICivil SuP! 

7 

" , 
, 
, , 

, 
, ' 

, "". , 
RiUln,Supl 

I , 
7 

, I , 

iT.IO' fI.1d "''''~''"" 

IField i , ) 

~ 
I 

I , 
I , , 
, , 

08-02-2012 Attach I · Ml!oCtlianeous htimille Backup· lOCK(DCon~1 Mgt 

'J ) ') , I ) 

CR3 Containment Repair Field Non-manual Staffing Comparison 

URS Proposal St,ffin, 
'uffi, 

Hllh llridll! less URS Hllh Bridte £Sllm,ted Cost 

I';' 
Total I ,;:.;:. Tot,1 Peak StaHlnl Estlmatl!d Mourly EnJlNtl!dTotai 

Months 
Totall'lo\ln 

Months 
ToulHovn 

(ms) 
Total Hou n 

labor Rate C." 
''''''~ Irn.)~ 

• • - 1 35 7,560 

• • - 1 35 7,560 

• • - 1 35 , 7,560 

• • - , 
" 17,578 

• • - , 
'" 37,"0 

• l ~ 
7 '" 79,750 

,. 
== 

0 

• - 0 

• 1 " ','" 

• 1 " ','" 

i ~ 
• -" 

~ 

*~ " 

i I 

) , 

Comments 

i :~h':':;""'''', ,Mm."", 
,," ,,, 

I ~:,::,'~ :h' Hl,h ',Id" A"Iy>" 

Site 

le.,,,, , ,Moo."," ", H'" ',Id .. ",,,,,, 
Ieoll'" , ,Moo"" '" ", >I,. ',Id" " .... ,. 
i ~:~;~~~-work on 2 12 $CaffoK!, 1 (ar~nter, 1 vat;:/tc:~~rete'l 

"''''"6 
sCilffold, 1 C,)'penler, 1 yard/temp 

IfOlCIIIIIc!$ 
it" • 

I, 
I, , , 

'~"""""7 
I •• ~.~ .... ,~ , 

, 
1 .. " .... , 
IG"', ": '''': •• ',~:U''' ,~~~'~", ~ 
Iw.~~ I I , I a dedlcued rigging SUP! 

1.111 "",,,,,,.,., 

I~~:; ~h~_ ~p~.lal/~inl.~~~I~ns ill dedicilted ri8iing suP! 

1.," """".,., 

I Iii , 
I Iii , 

, , , , , 
, , 
~ , 

, , 
Iii , 

8/3/2012 
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Or,anlzation 

Shift 

" I 

T,," , ... I 

T,," I 

"'" , .. ' "'. I 

T,," I 

T"" '".' 
, I 

T,," " 5",,,,,,, I 

I 

• PI,"",,, -",,"",' , 

, 
, , 0 , 

Site Engineering 

I I , 
I 

I I 
I I 
I -,-
I 

. il -, 
-I I , , , 

I , I , 
' Cia' , 
, 

IField, 1 and Support 

I I 

IHD Technician 
1 2.2&3 

I 

I , 
i i 

08·02·2012 Attach I - MIKellaneous EstImate Backup· lOCKEDConst Mgt 

CR3 Containment Repair Field Non-manual Staffing Comparison 

URS Proposal Staffing HI.hB"'~. , 
St.ffl, 

High Bridge less URS Hi,h Bridle E$tlmattd Cost 

Puk 
To tal 

Peak 
Total PnkStilffing Es timated HouriV Estimated Total 

S;~;}I M onths 
Total Hours S;;;:;I' Mont h'! 

Total Hours 
(FTEs) 

Total H01.ItS 
labor Rate C,," 

• - I 6,5<0 

• - I 6,305 

• - I 3,315 

• - I 6,695 

• - I 6,695 

• - I 6,6" 

• , 25 4_875 

• 6 144 

~ 

a 
I ~ 

I 
" 

" 5,460 

• • I 0 
27 

§ ~ 26,m 

'llil: 

( , 

Comments 

~ -- Task Manage. --~ Task ManagN 

I ill 

Iwp Planneers will be required to pr~Pilre detaHed work 

ilnd interference 

Iremoved and Installed. More planners than listed may Ill! 

I""',,d. 

I ,'Ih" :"'~',""' . 
Ithe site. HBA has included the~ ~~ .. ~ as f~~'non.manuill 
1".,11 I 

I , 

, I 'D'~.",", 

"".'''' 

I 

8/3/Z012 
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J I ) I J 

Organization 

Shih 

, 
I 

I 
I 

I 
i j 

T,,'~" 
I 

I 

j i 

Quality I ( Control 

I , 

,I M."." 
I " I 

" 
: - Shift ".d 

I ~ 
I 

QO- HVA' ,.2 

I 1&2 

Ii " 
Field Project Control, 

1 

08..(l2·2012 Attach I· Miscellaneous Estimilte Bilckup ·lOCKfDConsl Mit 

I J 1 1 1 ) 

CR3 Containment Repair Field Non-manual Staffing Comparison 

URS Proposal Staffinl HI.' "Id"~;ffl' Hi&h Bridie ~u URS Hll h Bridle htlmat~ Cost 

I ,;.:;:. Total 
Puk 

Total 
Totool Hours S;~;I' Total Hours 

Peak SI,lffin, 
Tolal Hours 

Estimated HOII.ly Estimated Total 

Im,,- Months Months (FTb) ~bor Rate C~, 

6,1 

- ~ 

~ 

i :;; 1,ITO 

-
== 

I ,~ 
31 6,,,",' 

~ 

I 16 " ",,2<0 

I =S 0 

I 

ill! 
19 

I - , 
" 16,96S 

I 

Im"'"".",,,,ct'" 

IURS ,,, "d,~:;" 

, 

Commel'lts 

I ,b, '"dI,d by ,he "", 

I , NEIL 

8/312012 
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Organization 

i , 

~ 
, Safety & Health 

i , 

, 

.1 

Bid Tab estimate totill for FNM 

Hourly Rilte 

Estimated fale for URS fNM 

" " I 

i i 

Boue rale 
Payroll ta~ 

Benefits 

Per Diem 
01'1 charge 

total 

add 10% for lack ot detai l 

HBA nafl re<:ommend to round to 

allow for OT and shifts 

URS lI$eS_ per hour 

Orlanizalion 

08-02·2012 AttOlCh I· M'5Celianeous Estimate BiKkup· lOCKEDConst Mgt 

Sh,. 

2 

• • • • 

Shift 

CR3 Containment Repair Field Non-manual Staffing Comparison 

URS Proposal Staffing 

s;;~, Total 

Months 
Total Hours 

Im'l~ 

• • == 
• i= === 

! 
• --

hourly rale 

• • • • • 
• ---

CR3 r. 
UR5I 

s;;~. Total 
Total Hours 

1m.) Months 

5 

I 

Hi," ,rid,.', ,,,ffj, 
I s;~~, Total 

Months 
Im'l 

19 

2S3 

Total HOllrs 

;Jjj 

''',823 
',2",319 

$141,281,690 

$110 

: Repair Field 
Hi,., 

I s;;~. Totil 
Total Hours 

1m.) Monllts 

High Bridle len URS Hialleridge Estimated Cost 

Puk Staffln, Estimated Hourly Estimated Total 
(H'Es) 

Total Hours 
Labar Ral!! eM' 

I 

~. - I 

• - I 

II ; Comparison 
HI." ,OJ " ... URS H'," on"" I 

Peak Staffing 
Total Hou rs 

hllmated Hourly Estimated Total 
(FTfs) labor Rilte (M, 

~ F=a 
( 

Comments 

i i 

B/3/2012 
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J 1 J 

Orl .. nl~iltlon 

"',. 

. """" 

08-02·2012 Attach j. MIKeUaneou§ Estimate 8iK~UP' LOCKEDConS! Mgt 

) ) I I I 

CR3 Containment Repair Field Non-manual Staffing Comparison 

URS Proposal Stilffin, HI,_ 'ri'~:'ffi' Hie" lridlt less URS Hlrh Bridte (stimilt~ Cost 

Pu k 
Toul ' uk Toul Peak SlItfin, Eltimat~ Hourty Estima ted Toul 

S;::I' Total Koun Sutfin, Tolal Hours Tot.1 KouI'1 
MOfIths ,,,,.,- Months [msl LlIbo, Rale ,." 

~ :;; - - 2S) ',''',m • - 110 

) , I 

(ommen" 

8/l/20n 
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High Bridge Associates 
Crystal River Unit 3 

Zapata Duke Task 3 - CR3 Containment Repair Project - Cost and Schedule Review 

Escalation Cost Estimate 

EPC ESCALATION ESTIMATE FOR HBA ESTIMATE. 

Assumptions: 

Escalation rate is 3%/yr 

Schedule from June 2012 to May 2015 is 36 months. 

Estimate mid point of cost forecast is 18 months 

Therefore use 4.5% escalation for estimate 

HBA EPC Cost estimate 

(excludes Fee) 

Escalation for 18 months 

EPC Escalation 

OWNER COST ESCALATION ESTIMATE FOR HBA ESTIMATE 

Assumptions: 

Escalation rate is 3%/yr 

Schedule from Jan 2012 to sept 2015 is 4S months. 
Estimate mid point of cost forecast is 18 months 

Therefore use 5.25% escalation for estimate 

HBA Owner Cost estimate 

reduce expended to date 

To Go estimate 

Escalation for months 

Owner Cost Escalation estimate 

$495,404,000 

4.50% 

$22,293,180 

$359,214,929 
$95,622,287 

$263,592,642 

5.25% 

$13,838,614 

08-02-2012 Attach I - Miscellaneous Estimate Backup - LQCKEDEscalation 

8/3/2012 
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High Bridge Associates 

Crystal River Unit 3 

Zapata Duke Task 3 - CR3 Containment Repair Project - Cost and Schedule Review 
HBA Estimate Unit Rate Development for Subcontracts 

I Concrete Removal - Hydro demolition 
TM PGN ~$llmal~ lor Ihl$ workscope i, $60,000,000 lor Ihe subcontractor, The H8A quanlity eSllmale for th is work i, 3200 c~ 

ThIS results In a unll price 01 $lB,750/cy. The PGN e~llm"le" b"l.ed on the" u~rience on bay 34. which was 1M li"t!);ly for eOn(f~t~ remo~al 
II ",n !Je "ssumed Ihal lulure work wIll haVf! !Jetter productivity and a learnln8 curv~, b<Jt Ihe oth~r!);lys ilre "bo~e b<Jildlngs whIch could add cosl 
URS eSllmate hil~ for subcontractor lor removal, whIch is about_ 
HIlA do ... nol ha~e ilny olher informalmn ill thi' lime 10 determine iI more accurate est,mate. therefore WIll use $ISOOO/cy as a basis 

2 De-tension and Re·tension 
The PGN estimale for Ihis workscope" $10,600,000 lor Ihe de-lenSlon ilnd $19.600.000 for 'e-Iens"", 
URS hil~ lor delension iln~ lor relenSlon (subeonlr .. ,"), 8er.hlel hil __ for delension iln~ for reten""" 
The tendon removal, replace and lleasins appeilrs to be di,ect hire _ J, which is detailed on tab "QTY & Unrt mte backup 

There are appro.imately 405 tendons to be de-t~n,i"""d ilnd r~ 'I"nsioned whlr.h would results in the followin& unit p'ke~ 
de -tenSIon ~ $73,~0 

re-tension ~ S31.SOO 

4 Installation of horizontal Stiffeners for Liner Plate. (nelude with Rebar) 

There may be line, plate reinforcement stifle<lers lequi,ed. These sti/leners will be chanr1<!1 3" . 1/4-, horizontal spaced 10 II, with 3/16" fillet welds to 
the current vertkal hr1<!r stlffene, plal~s u"ng illlusl.el plilte welded tOlhe channel and the lIertlcal stiffener 
Quantities 
Each bay '5 59 h horilontal 
Ear.h bay Is different hl&hl<, 

Below Roof 

8i1V 12 el95 1"9 

SaV 56 eI95-200 

Abo~ Roof 

8i1'{ 12 ell50 - 2J5 

8i1'{ 2J el150-235 

8av"5 e1167-235 

8i1V 56 e1 200-235 

8i1'{61 el150-235 

number of 
horilOntal verticill chilnnel 

" " " 10' 

59 85 

" 85 

59 " " " " 85 

total LF 

Matenal unit Pnce ,"-eludes sho!l bendina channel for hner lad IUS. 
20 It section poee 

bendina cost 
S 13 gUSI.e! pjales 

(" .sume $20/&usl.et) 
Total 

Total channel JUICe 

- ---

LF of channel Price/bavlel , 
'" -U '" -
SO, -,'" -.m -'" -SO, -"SO 

Hour Unit R~\e needs 10 Indude hoi.lln& channel into place. fi\Up ilnd weld to each verti",lline' stiffenel 

Add mise 
line, repai, total - -- -- -- -- -- -- --

Assume that tM channels come in 20 h lenH!h •. ~nd welded each 1.5 It on the ~rlkal stiffeners, therdore 13 welds. l.e'(lion 
haulln" kolsllng Inl" place and fi tup . assume 3 pe'lDn crew, .5 h' or 1.5 hi. add 1.5 hr for haulin" ole and spolle" 
tMrelore , 

I"tal 

10 h .. to ... t ,n plate . 
70 h,s for 13 welds/section, per Terry, HBA estimator 14h,s/weld). 
ao for 20 It l.ection 

4 hrs/lf 
total houn for channe ls 12,201 

FNM & --Subcontract $ unit ';ote for the stiffene!'! 
lilbor A5sume BM al! ,n fat e of ' - - - -

5 Rernoy e and Replace I • 

Ho, ,, 

; ::"";0 
item B., El ,om !qtv 

Total labor 
total mater.al 
totill price 

;,bI.bo' 

IU,;t "" "" 

rillelotal -----
ILabor Dollars 

* 
08-02·2012 Attach I · MIScellaneous Est imate Backup · LOCKEDSubcontract backup 
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6 Painting 
Painting will 1M> required below the roof line for areas where toncrete and irllerfererKes are removed al'ld replaced and anchor pms are msullec 
D,j,Cunion with estimators, M. Turner and R. C"pom!, assume 3 e~pol('f coats requiring .2SO/sf, but add SO% for wnjestion, access elt, 
Therefore Hr rate Is: 0.375 per SF 
Assume 5ubeonl,ilci raIl' of $120/h. or $45.00 per sl 99 (craft, FNM, f;tC~,t, .... "'pph ... , & G&A) 

19.8 

Matenal assume $200/,al, and 1 8al covers!j()() sf or 
Mat Il'\Clud~ tools. supphes , 

Total U"<t co,,;s 

3eoa!. 

For qU3ntity uS<! the SF of formwork for below roof hnel 

$0.40 sf 
$120 sl 

$46.20 sf 

118.8 use 

Indude an allowan< .. for pa>nling pipe ... qulpment Ihat is ,emovO!<! and replaced 

Allow $200k for thIS work, and add to unit raIl' abovf! as follows 13.00051 of wall to be painted 
$200,000 

13,000 $15.)8 

10lai unit price walls, pipe, e'll.up. $61.58 

Re-insulation 

$110 

There WIll be a need to remov~ and re-in~ulate same PIpe. ThIs I~ very difficult to determIne so an allowance will be usl!<! as loIlows 
Assume 20% of PIpe re'lu"es removal and replacement 
Lf 01 pIpe total 3643 

20% 728.6 requtring insulation 
A 3 persan new can remove & reinstall 30 If in a shill, IherefOf~ 
unit rate is 5 hrsfll 
laborrate/hr 110 
$ labor/If $550.00 
malenaljll 
lotal estImate/If 

total 
est,mate 

$100.00 
$650,00 

InsulatIon $473,590.00 

Divld th" allowance InlO 5 Ba~s' $94,718 

10 Mapping and locating rebar and tendons 
Per "te V",t on 5/31/12, Ihis work has been completed as part of Phase 1 work, and should be under owner costs 
We WIll not address this for this est,mate. 

11 Concrete saw cutting 
Assume that any toncrete saw cutting Will be a subcontract to support removal 01 concrete above and beHJW roof lines 

12 UR5 has app._ in their estImate. H8A has no other better information, therefore put in an alHJwance of_ to all bays, at_/ba~ 

Pul these eSlimates In the WBS below the roof lines WIth stru<:tural interferel'l(;e removals beca"se most saw ,,,tting should be on the knock outs 
Containment Liner repairs 
The PGN eSlimate has an allowance of $3,720,000 for Imer repaIrs. URS has_ for thIS scope 
H8A has no other Information for thIS worlcstope arid It IS an allowal'l(;e If the concrete removal causes damage to the containment liner. lor the HBA eSlimate 

:~:;~~:;~~::::~T:h;:'~~PG::N~a llowance appears high lor repairs 12 and 56 because of the USof' 01 mechanical tools 
allocate 10 Bays 23, 45, 61, at $20()k each 

Roofing Repairs 
Asssume cootractor needed to ,emow rOOfing [for access) and fe-Install and repair roofin~ 
for each roof for 'emoval' 

crewsi:e 
workin,5/l0 
lweeklo 
'emolle 
hours 
fite/h, 
est, 

For mof to replace and 'epal" 
new,,,e 
worklOIl 5/10 
2 week 10 
'epla<:e & 

"'flair 
hours 
rale/hr 
est. 

labor lolal 
estImate/roof 

matellal 

total 

, 
200 

$110 
522,000 

'00 
$110 

",,000 

$66,000 labor 

525,000 

$91,000 

Acoustic,Strain, Temp., and Oispla(:ement Monitoring and Structrual Tes ting. 
Concrete ilnd Grout Testing 
ILRT/SIT 

08-02·2012 Atl<Kh 1- MIKelianeous btlmate Backup' LOC~EDSubcOlltract I:Ia<:l<up 
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1. Number of tendons to be removed and .e-Installed 
Referente Jc~ n Oodd', Comm~nlCa!"," Capture fOtm Aptil 27, 2012. Tendon COfIduit tak..,tf 

VertoClll tendon, 

The",'orel~re ate ~ rj'4 7) 282 h()filoot~ lenelon!.. 

• .,I bo,... , 

Totl l,..,d",,, 10 be . "moved and m.U!Ied 
hOfilOlllal won,cal total 

'" 100 382 

2. F~' Pool ProlK lion SY'ltem5 

lotalm'lerlal~ R""ndt~ 

c..ft hou .. e ... 'm~le 

A,su."" me 1. l mine and plvwood i< similar to f<)tmwork, w,th wIl_"'". br'<inII el<. 
Therefore /ormw{)fk is aboutlh.,./, u,," 2 h.l.f due IO/u~ pool . enss • ••• , ConJ • • t lC" , and lu i of crane •. 
dow hd the in,lat.! ion lor 1M fPmCVII,lbe.efore I Il./sI. 
Also beau, .. of adde d br~n! ~c. add an addih"".l l h.,./ 
T .... rdo>re unit fate Is: 

• - _ h" 

Total VO!rtl(~1 t~dons 

". 

Need to estimate protection of Spent Fuel Pool area (missle shield) 

3. Tendon Sleeves Installation 
On" t ... concrete ,_"".1 .. compl~e. then le bo, and 1M old ,...,don ,~,,",un N , ,,mO\l~.nd n~w .~~ .... , can b" 
in.tolled. 

"!:!:~~~::':~ 

) , J ) J J 

8/3/2012 
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I 

MWIlle~·'!pi ~IHI<On6oJ~ tobe ..... tlled 

Unit pnc:e IOf S' <OnOo"''' SSS/If IWfChucl,. HIlA ~1J .... tor 

AcId COUplonlS " S20/e., SUit 
Tho! t.orozOll1al Ift>don~ WIN nHd to be benl to <Onl~t ':sOouSIII ;0 U>op 

Asw_ ud. 10 It "' .. th WOIllake 1M foIic>wInI 
~ I>0I.0'$/10 It .... Ilh to bend •• SIOO/h •• lhefIl'fOl'e SSO/ IOft!Kb<lf>. 01' SS/ft. 

A type,,1 bay hn"" horllOflUI tetodons, IM.efo<~ "'" pnuo,lb.y 10< bend ... " 
Toull .......... \ePift 10 be .etnOYed & ... suk<! pe< J. Oodd tueoff i< 30.500 It. 

SSl00 
lO5OO S60~ SI."2.20000 

I~,"II .. ion oIl<!fldor JIHvn 

HBA Iludy IOf UniSu,"'_ '''''I~ of<ondv~ from US 10 2 hou.>/If IOf ,,",wCOfllUIl<I ..... 
• ko HBA stud;e, show '"rcel of 3.5 to 5 hto/!'!. fO< smal bOf"t pipe 

Uw' htl/ft based on 100% IXIOI' fOl' 1M h." condu~ tinge of 2 ~.>/If 

'''''''' 122.000 lin 

4. Concrete Removal 
p", di.~1 ",bconUI<I bilCkuplht ~"'IOf"" <onO'~!~ (.bo .... ,oolh~~l i< •• Ubccnlf.<lOP 
Tt>eft w,N be some "'worl tunclionsm. dul!"Ct hltt (taft .""'din, temO\linl . eba. and 
tendon lleeves. Also there maybe a ".ndbya~ of "bo<en if ~NI 
AlWin<! Ihe loItow.n, IOf lhe ,e,,-.I 01 reb ••• nd london~" 

so,., 

Rebar A typical e"'eriot B~of cOtlClt!e (7OOcy) wil h."" tt>efollow"'I'~ 10 be ~moved 

'S bot U.7\bJ'f). 1 ft ~ ... " .... nou! lind ho<i:onUI, lliylOf 
Typocal tJ.yil90 It hich ..... S7aao ... TDl:aSLF of"", ~ 

lotilLSi!. 

Asl.I.ome ~ tool rt~", iI SO tn/tn 
As ....... below roof ,........,as iI 62 /"../lon 

Conwr1 10. pPf q rIle (lypo<aSntetiot _n .. 7OOq) 

aboYe ,001 -" .. 
TMeIon.1ctw 'etnO\I,,1 '''te aboYe tool~~e. 

Twoul bay 61 01100", 

abo've'oof line 
below ,001 ~ne 

Conw<I to. per q ,.te 
lIboYe toot -.... 

~!.evtllf 

M ile <nit ",ppon 10 ",btont~or .... rout""" 1M .....alAlne concrt!e ",rface for.-. ~M, 

As_ on.., need ... 1<If .boYe roofI ..... 

llelow tOOl line hour} ;o.e in unit .;Mes 

As_.ct.fUlor6~fo< ,~;o1,2 l(lht sh,fts. 7~wI< 

S60 hn,lwl< 'wn 

COIIYet1l0apetcy.ile 

Rem .... "! " I COACtI'l. IMIow roof'....,. 
This • ........,.1 WIll be fClf &.y 12 "nd 56, "ntI w~1 beim9'-'tnled w~h medllniullOOIs 10.1"" .... ~lIrnrners, 

1062(1 If 

I. n7 ton 

7111", 
&nh .. 

1 peril 

l.9~11 

totll houn 

16.686 
21,692 

..... 
"'" .. 

8roH h.>mrners.c~tnlUl & rner:h.n".1 bu .. t'~I. I ~,s,lshoft 

h.>lev 
Unit ~ .. e pt.ItIA hl,motoll 

S]~pe'N 

A .. ume ounide 101' h"ul ... 1 labor. I o/@b"dho@. I dump !tuck 
]0 h" .upports "II <ttwS 

I I I , 8/3/2011 
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I I 

Wo.1: ~~ 56 & U 1",~ lh", 

Toulhou" 

) 1 

A"y~ 6 c,~w.j,~!ft 3fh. ",,,,,,,,. ]1O<Id,nl and haul'n«1 
5 h .. /c.~w 

72.8 

ToUI"nlt rat .. summa lor tonct,tt Rt m<l'lal H.</ Us.. 

5. Installation of new Rebar, formwork, embedments and concrete. 
" Iter aU e. tprio. , intefior and knodoul concrel~;" temcVlld MW re l>;l,. fOfmwork, embedment •• nd concrt l t 
wi~ need 10 be 'n , talled 

The .,"""'Ied quantIties are b;I,~.s !ollows: 

., 

Reb<lr IS. u tnn.Oled ro keoff f' lJ(n roM 00Id. MBA, from prel. Dwg. hom CR] ,p<lorallon t'>C 421 s.."t.). 
(onc,ete os trom John Cold takeoff, "" Communication Capturt '<><m dated 4/27/12 

FDfmwcrlo: 1$ f.om t..rr ... Slurtef u kNlIf of fac ... of Comainment concrete to be .emo. ed 
Embed~nl5 »>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 

The .. lima ted unit flies lit •• follow< -" Rebu typically un be in,t.Ued . t )0-45 hrs/ton on. new conslrudlon Nudur plant. 
Estimated qty of reb;ir based on J. Dold laktooff data 490 ton. 
HElAnud~$how 

Fo< construct"", 01\ 3n OJ)era tinl p~n! ...... me. 2~" fador nH'd, loaddf'd for acc~" 10 planl, 

.nd !"hl.r~. lo worIr, and W(lrk,nl from roofs, !~erelor~ use the following 
New Con.t<ud,on typical 

CRl constudion w/5O% for ""I~rior 

for interior below roof Un ... , ...... n more comple~ and acc ... , mor .. 

difl icuit add SO,,· 

New'ates; 

"-Id un" ral~ for Dowel, 

o\dd un,! ."'~ for <hlnnel, 

CRl cOMtuction for uteri<>< 

40 hrs/tn 

" '" 

farmwark fa. wall. an be innoflftl at ......... I .1 hfl/Sf on a _ construction Nucle ... pllnt 

!used on HSA stud ... , afh;" oriulintorlNtion and ~aluallon' performed recen!1v 

The 013 restora!oorr dPliljln mav indud~ .dd,nl WT6>l l whale" la 1M hner \liffe,ner plales 

and rem"".13nd storage olt he farm, to be re u ... d;" a'iehl .. U, which . "um .. Ihese wi!l b~ 
.emovf'd I.om protected a.ea when nol on use. 

" 

for construction """" """'311ng plant usume a 2511. fKtor need. to .dded be for aCtPli. to plio nl, 
. nd t llht .rn to wort, . nd W(lrltint: ,,"om roofs. ther .. f .. ~ use the following 

New Constructi"" typoul 0 .8 U,e 1 hr/" 

CRl <annuctlon w/5O%for uterlorwal l<. 1.5 hr/.f 

for "'te<;or walls below roof Ii .... ' , N .... morecornpl .. w,th ' <:«-s' 
. nd <"",.,,,Ion ;.,dud1n, a.ound ",""Mralion" add another lDO% 

3 hr/sf 

m 
'.00 

'" '" 

Conuete Is """"ally pIau<! at ......... of 2.5 · 4A htsI..,., pet H8A lIudie1 notf'll aboYe fo.new COMI.udion Mudn r Pllnli. 
for <onjestlon and Ktes, in . ope.l lm, pI. ntand """oderi", Ih" is QA cat I conCf~le an addition.llaClo. wiN need 10 be 

addf'll. As",,,,,, 25" fK IO' need. 10 be added fa. 1M .. lIerlor wal!<, and another 25" for inle rior walls 

New Construction typical 

• E.t,male about .15/sl, 1200 sI lo. bay 12 ' 

08·02·1012 Attach I - Mi"~llioneo,,, ESI'lNle B.c~up · LOOEDQTY & Unit rat. badrup 

1.5 hr/<:"f 
,~ 

"'Iowanee for point and p.tch wall" 

I 157556 
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CR] COnOllKlion w/ZS" 10< • • terio< wills. 4.lH ~"c;v 
For ;"te"or wall. below roof 1,,,*., ~ more romp~. Wil~ acc,",. 
and COll)*<1I00, add "nOI~t'!>I»IO 

C""efele ffom lou! Dolch pIont SJOO 00 POOf CY 
Inp~t from ... t,malor IS $150, 00\ UIIS e><pe<iefle. 1.- from S.V34, ard com,"'. wOlI be PSI 7000 

'" 
'" 

As""",,, !.ince Ihtr. a,. 5 boVS wilh only4OOOcy tOUland only abo..t 140/C;V week 10 be pI.~d use Ih~ to (Olief (Oil of the balch plant 

Alw, TN!, e,lornatOlloilowN! up WI!h" • ..,dof in fL 10 1"1 prlcin. and tM • ..,dof ",dicalN! thot if he had 10 haW' a bo,ch plant fo, 4000 'V 

and 7000 P!.i Ih~ app"areQ 10 be In lhe COIred ranKe. o<d ... of magn'tude 

Alid to prlce(O,1 of I""JI to pc;nl and patch at $l4/rv (l N&!loo<lolsu,fac. afea) 
formwork indYd",. wh~ ... , S8.6l POOf SF 

Pe. (hu(I;. esti .... IOr. $15/sf pureh"N!, use $25 Ioallow lor ... h.~ ... m,sc mater"l. Tot.1 SF of formworl< r. 29,000>1, ."um. need 10,000 pure~a •• d 1o ""wort 

29,000 (ffU$f! fOlm, in baysl,lherelo •• pu,th_ P'OC. 1> $lSO,OOQ T,,",elore per sf olwor k i. $8 .62 per sl 

$1,700.00 per TN 

$200.00 ." 

boseQ on dl><"U""", with V""~ 3 & 4 pricin. 
bosed on discu""", WIt" V""t~ 3 & 4 pr,(;inl 

MKhanicalCOMtctoon, for ,.ba •• , folio .... quanti" ... · 

Below Roof 

BaV 12 
BavS6 

Above Roof 

6av12 
.. yn 
Bav 45 

6iVS(; 

6av61 

el95 149 
.195·200 

01150·235 
.1150-235 
01167·235 

• 1 ZOO-US 
",1150-235 

" 
" 

" " 
" " " 

'0' 
homon"'. of wrtlcal 

W'ftical 

hieht 

febaron 1 ft 

Dtnler" 20 ft 

.." 
')4 159 

lOS 3]0 

" '" " '" ~ '" " '" " '" 

,eba"on 

9" In"de 
Dtnl..-. wall 

m 

'" 

'" '" '" '" m 

(Onn""IOf 'a!~ 

ton. 01 reb~r 

fal./lon 

lotal fal~'t"" (,ebaf & connectors) 

101~1 pr~/Ion, 

add 5% for mi>< matef~l. 

"" 
6. Unit riltes and quantities for Permanent Anchors at 3'X)' centers 
T~e curre~1 deslln ."umes that aneho" will be d,INO<! inlo tM: tonlainmtn! waHslo, each bay. 

,
Sl~ps 

Selup nell indio< af., 

Drill 
In.taU.nehor' 

" " , 
" .. 

T"'" ",.timated quantitie. i.952 """hors. ;ndlld'''lIthe .tabf"atlOr> ilnd10r>. b;f>N! on "keofffrom John [)old. ",SA, 
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1 Contractors 

High Bridge Associates 

Crystal River Unit 3 

Zapata Duke Task 3 - CR3 Containment Repair Project - Cost and Schedule Review 

HBA Owner Cost est backup 

Based on a review of the contractor estimate list and discussion with Jeff Moody, PGN, on 6/25/12. 

The only modification to this estimate is to remove the CBI estimate w hich is covered in the URS and HBA estimates. 

Many of the contractors estimates are already expended are PGN has est imates from the contractors. 

2 PGN staffing plans 

The PGN staffing plans have a very large number of staff and hours to support the CR3 repair. 

Jeff Moody indicated they will be reviewing this estimate based on the URS scope of work. 

This information wi ll not be avai lable to t he HBA team until after July 18th at the earl iest. 

The current estimate has 2.3m hours and a staff average of 228 staff and a peak of 258 staff based on 231 hrs/mo. 

Based on the scope of work and the URS staff peaks at . people and_ hours. 

It is believed that PRG is overrstaffed for the project and it's oversight roles over URS, therefore HBA reduced staffing positions 

where it is believed they are too high. Most of the positions were in construction, and engineering. Some staff were reduced ir 

RP, Decon, and miscellaneous areas. Also the end of the project is M ay 2015, but PRG has most staff out to Oct 2015. 

Some staff are required for closeout but most staff should be reduced after t he may t imeframe. 

An average of 60 staff were left for closeout. 

08-02-2012 Attach I - Miscellaneous Estimate Backup -lOCKEDHBA Owner cost est backup 
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CR3 Containment Repair Project EPC RFP 
Price Breakdown · "Bid Tab" 
Vendor: URS 
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CR3 Containment Repair Project EPC RFP 
Price Brealrdown - "Sid Tab" 
Vendor: URS 
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CR3 Containment Repair Project EPC RFP 
Price Breakdown · "Bid Tab" 
Vendor: URS 
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CR3 Containment Repair Project EPC RFP 
Price 8re ilkdown · "81d Tab" 
Vendor: URS 

Notes: 
1. BrO:'~kdown proposal b~sed on table at.>ove. 00 not delete columns or rows. You may inlert additio",,1 detail if needed. 

2. The column titled "Propoled Contract Strategy· .I>ould be fined ou t ba~ on t~ strategy contractor is proposing. [Ie T3rset Price, T&M, Firm Price, Allowance, etc .} 
3. The ~endor's complete, detailed estimate shall be submilled allhe time of bid in addition 10 tl>e bid lab A.t a minimum. the following shall he included In tl>e detail estom~te: 

·De tailed, Quant;ty based estimale 

· Indirect and DirK! StalfinS Plan/Est,mate 

..construction Equ'pment Plan/EII''''''te 
·Wase Rate Brnkdown Sheet 
..connngency Breakdown 

..casl> Flow 

·EIt ... 
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CR Contillnment Rep<llr Project fPC RFP 

Price BReotkdown • "Bid T;Jb" 

Vendor: URS 
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01 Containment Repair ProJe<1 EPC RFP 
Prke BReakdown - "Sid Tab" 
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Attachment G -Direct Cost Detailed Analysis 

High Bridge performed detailed evaluations of the URS estimate based on the High Bridge parametric 

estimate for the same scope of work, analyzing quantities and unit rates to determine the quality of the 

URS estimate. 

For the direct cost, High Bridge developed quantities, unit rates, labor rates, and material price rates, as 

needed. Adjustments were made to the parametric estimate after the URS May 31 interviews and 

additional information was provided. High Bridge normalized the data to ensure that estimated scope 

of work was consistent between the URS and High Bridge estimates. For example, High Bridge changed 

some work from direct hire to subcontract based on the URS subcontract plan. Also, URS plans to use a 

different anchor pinning layout which should reduce the impact on interference removal. High Bridge 

compared its parametric estimate to the URS Cost Estimate and also evaluated URS's detail backup 

information which was provided in their bid and subsequent requested information. High Bridge 

believes that the URS anchor pinning layout concept presents significant risk and is further evaluated in 

the risk models. 

High Bridge developed its direct cost estimate details utilizing a WBS format which included 

approximately 180 detail line items in Excel. The WBS is organized by each Bay, above or below each 

bay roof line, and the commodities or work operations above or below the roof lines. This provided a 

structure to organize the scope of work in a WBS format and gave High Bridge the ability to sort, 

summarize, modify, and compare their parametric estimate to the URS estimate detail. The following 

methodology was utilized to develop the parametric estimate: 

• Quantities - Quantities were estimated based on actual takeoff information from CR3 

plant drawings, or the technical bid documents. High Bridge adjusted some quantities 

based on the May 31 interviews or detail review of the commercial bid documents. The 

anchor pin quantities were adjusted based on interviews and the tendon counts were 

changed based on the bid documents. 

• Unit Commodity Man Hour Rates - High Bridge determined the unit rates based on 

• 

information from our historical database, current studies, estimator input, and 

construction management experience. Operating plant complexities and congestion 

factors were applied where required to ensure the rates would be sufficient for the CR3 

containment repair work. 

Interferences - High Bridge reviewed the SGT walk down reports, drawings, and photos 

to determine types of interferences. For several commodities estimated quantities 

were determined by applying an average length of commodity per interference. Craft 

hours were determined either by estimating each interference (piping, Instrument and 

Control (I&C), Heating Ventilation air conditioning (HVAC), mechanical, and structural) 

or unit rates were determined by the estimator for removal and replacement. Since 

many commodities to be removed are field run, High Bridge assumed that 80% of the 

1 



conduit and 20% of pipe (primarily small bore pipe) removed would need to be replaced 

with new purchased material. URS used a for new commodity material 

preventing an informative comparison. High Bridge also evaluated congestion and 

access factors. After High Bridge's interview with URS, the electrical quantities were 

reduced because the anticipated location of the anchor pins should reduce the number 

U RS stated that there is 

Because this plan is not fully mature High Bridge 

has included this as a risk item to the estimate and the schedule. 

• Direct Craft Hourly Wage Rate - High Bridge did not perform a labor survey to 

determine craft hourly pay rates. URS performed a craft labor survey to determine their 

labor rates and used an average for their proposal. Because labor rates are 

not only impacted by but also by the amount of __ 

_ performed on the project, High Bridge chose to use _ for the parametric 

estimate which allowed for sufficient overtime and shift work as needed . 

• Material Pricing - High Bridge estimated the material unit prices using either the High 

Bridge estimator's current price information for selected commodities or solicited 

current industry data to determine unit prices. 

• Subcontracts - The URS estimate assumes the following subcontracts 

High Bridge's experience and detail information for Tendon de-tension and re-tension or 

concrete hydro demolition is limited. 

High Bridge estimated the balance of the work scope and 

reclassified the estimates for this work as subcontracts when reviewing the URS 

-
Figure 4-2 is a summary comparison of the URS estimate to the High Bridge estimate for direct cost 

items by bay. 
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Figure -2 Direct Cost Estimate Summary Comparison by Bay 

Figure 4-3 is a summary comparison of the URS Bid estimate to the High Bridge parametric estimate for direct 

cost items only by Major Classification of Work. 
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Figure ·3 Direct Cost Estimate Summary by Major Classification of Work 

CRAFT 

Figure 4-3 shows the High Bridge estimate at $176.7M and the URS estimate at _ , for a difference of 

_ Although the variance is relatively small, within . evaluation of the details shows differences that 

require further analysis. The Major Classifications of Work provides a method to break down the estimate into 

discrete parts to better highlight and analyze estimate differences. The first area of analysis is the major 

commodities on which URS will self·perform the procurement and construction with direct hire personnel. 

Figure 4·4, Direct Hire Major Commodities, displays the URS and High Bridge estimates and variances by 

commodity type and estimate component (quantities, man hour rates, hours, material unit prices, and material 

estimates). 
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Figure -4 Direct Hire Major Commodities 
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The following are observations and analyses of the major commodity estimates and comparisons 

presented in Figure 4-4 . 

• Quantities - Variances in the estimated quantities are minor with the exception of the 

permanent anchors and the rebar (reinforcing steel). The URS estimate for the anchors 

is _ pins, but in their Commercial bid document, Section 3.3 "Supplemental Radial 

Reinforcing (Pinning)" the report states _ pins. This is an example of a gap in 

communication between the estimating process and the engineering/design scope of 

work. Based on the May 31 interviews the number of pins may be reduced below the 

_ pins. High Bridge understands that the quantity of anchors continues to change 

and the estimate will need to be adjusted once it is final. 

• The URS estimate for rebar quantities i. tons compared to the High Bridge estimate 

of 490 tons. Bay 3-4 required 65 tons of rebar, but concrete was not removed from the 

full exterior bay; for example Bay 2-3 exterior rebar is estimated by URS at . tons with 

more concrete planned for removal than bay 3-4. The High Bridge rebar estimate for 

Bay 2-3 is 88 tons of rebar. 

• Man Hour Unit Rates - There are a number of commodities where the URS estimate and 

the High Bridge estimate unit rates have major differences: 
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The URS unit rate for direct hire concrete removal above the roof lines is. 

_ compared with the High Bridge unit rate 30 hrs/CY. The majority of this 

work is removal of the #8 rebar and the tendon sleeves with some support work 

for the concrete removal subcontractor. High Bridge estimates are based on a 

unit rate of 50 hrs/ton for rebar and 3 hrs/LF for tendon sleeve removal for 

demolition above the roof lines. URS estimated concrete removal _ 

while High Bridge 

estimated concrete, rebar, and tendon sleeve removal separately. URS appears 

to be influenced by its Bay 3-4 performance which should be improved with 

good planning for Option 10. 

The URS estimate for the placement of concrete appears high for this work. 

Normal new construction concrete placement should be from 2.5 to 4 hrs ICY. 

The URS estimate is The concrete 

placement estimate certainly needs factors for access and congestion but the 

URS estimate appears too high for this work. 

The URS estimate for installation of rebar and the tendon sleeves is significantly 

lower than the High Bridge estimate. Reviewing their detail backup, it appears 

that 

From reviewing the URS backup for tendon sleeves, a unit rate 

was used as the basis of the URS estimate. High Bridge used a rate of 4 

hours/LF based on historical studies of new construction projects. 

The URS formwork unit rates are _ higher than the High Bridge unit 

rates for above and below roof lines. High Bridge developed unit rates based on 

new construction formwork rates from High Bridge historical information range 

of 0.6 to 1 hr/SF and then added factors for access and congestion conditions of 

about 50%. Additionally, the unit rate below roof lines was increased for more 

congestion and forming around penetrations. It appears that URS used some of 

the Bay 3-4 experience which should be improved with good planning. 

Craft Labor - The total labor costs for URS major commodities are _ lower 

than the High Bridge labor estimate. Although the High Bridge estimated hours 

are _ less due to the previous discussions, a net increase in labor dollars is 

a result of a _ wage difference. URS has an average labor rate of_ 
compared to the High Bridge rate of $55/hour. High Bridge allowed more 

overtime and shift work than URS. Until a schedule is finalized and a better 

staffing plan can be put in place, it is difficult to determine the overtime 

requirement for the project. This wage difference adds _ to the High 

Bridge esti mate. 
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Material Unit Prices - The URS estimate for rebar including the tendon sleeves is 

_ This includes _ for the rebar and _ of tendon 

sleeves. High Bridge used $1,700/ton for the rebar, but added mechanical 

connectors at $200 each for a total rate of $4,800/ton of rebar, and used $60/LF 

for the tendon sleeves. These values are based on current industry pricing. 

The URS unit material price for formwork i~, based on a review of their 

detail backup. High Bridge used $9/SF based on High Bridge estimators 

checking vendor pricing. The URS price appears to assume that 

Interferences - Interferences are required to be removed and replaced to allow for the installation of 

permanent anchor pins and the removal and replacement of concrete below the roof lines in Bays 1-2 

and 5-6. Figure 4-5, Interference Estimate Comparisons, shows the URS and High Bridge estimates for 

interferences and the variances. Note that piping interferences are not in this section and are discussed 

in the subcontract estimate section. Also, the subcontract for concrete saw cutting is displayed in the 

subcontract section. 

Figure 4-5 Interference Estimate Comparisons 

The following are observation and analysis of the URS interference estimate. 

• Electrical, Instrument & Controls Interferences - The URS estimate for these 

interferences is significantly lower than the High Bridge estimate by . and _ 
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hours. High Bridge recognizes that the anchor pin locations will be more flexible than 

originally planned but URS must also recognize that at least in Bays 1-2 and 5-6 concrete 

must be removed and replaced, therefore interferences must be removed for this work. 

URS backup does not provide a clear explanation of the basis of the URS estimate. The 

work scope for electrical interferences will significantly impact the number of craft, 

engineering resources, field staff and owner staff to support this effort if not properly 

assessed and estimated. Preparing work packages alone for this work is a significant 

effort. 

Structural Interferences - The URS estimate for structural interfe""jL"" 

the High Bridge estimate, 29,557 hours. URS data does not provide 

adequate backup to evaluate their estimate. 

Subcontracts -The Subcont racts estimate includes tendon de-tensioning and re-tensioning, concrete 

Hydro-demolition, concrete saw cutting, piping interference removal and replacement, containment 

liner plate attachments and repairs, and other miscellaneous subcontracts. Figure 4-6, Subcontracts 

Estimate Comparison, shows the URS and High Bridge estimates and variances for this area . 

Figure4-6 Subcontract Estimate Comparisons 

URS Estimate HBA r----------------------r--

HBA Variance 

from URS 

The following are observations and analysis of the URS Subcontract estimate. 

• General - Because of the specialty nature of the work, 

- -• Piping interferences removal and replacement - The backup information for this scope 

of work indicates that the basis is "a monthly cost over time" for the subcontractor. 

9 -



High Bridge believes that this method of estimate development for this type of work 

provides a low confidence value. The potential interferences based on the anchor pins 

and concrete removal criteria should be identified and a detailed estimate should be 

developed based on quantities and unit rates. 

• The URS estimate includes an allowance of _ for painting and coatings, and 

abatement, and also has other miscellaneous allowances of _ . High Bridge 

found no backup for these numbers. High Bridge prepared independent estimates for 

painting and roofing repairs. 
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Attachment H - Detail III direct Cost Anolysis 

Mobilization/Demobilization 

URS has determined that any mobilization costs 

• 
• 
• 

High Bridge has reviewed each of the detailed backup sheets for these items and determined that they 

are reasonable. 

Scaffolding/Temp Work Platforms 

• 
• 
• 

Scaffolding and Shoring 

This analysis addresses the Scaffolding and Shoring estimate on CAES Sheet 9015901. URS assumes 

1 
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-
-

Scaffolding support inside the buildings will be required to support concrete removal in Bay 6-1 and the 

start of interference removal in Bay 1-2. These activities start about 2/1/13 in Bay 6-1 and 4/1/13 in Bay 

1-2. Similarly scaffolding support inside the buildings will be required until interference installation in 

Bays 2-3 and 5-6 is completed. These activities are completed approximately 11/1/14 and 2/15/15 

respectively. Taking an average start date of about 3/1/13 and an average finish date of about 1/1/15, 

the duration for scaffolding support in the buildings will be about 22 months. During the rest of the 

approximately 31 month project, only a single carpenter crew should suffice for each of the first and 

second shift. 

To summarize: 

• First Shift -1 crew or 8 mhrs/hour for 9 months and 3 crews or 24 mhrs/ hour for 22 months. 

• Second Shift - 1 crew or 8 mhrs/hour for 9 months and 3 crews or 24 mhrs/hour for 22 months. 

• Third Shift -1 crew or 8 mhrs/hour for 22 months. 

Using the URS average wage rate which appears to include 

overtime and extended work week costs, the above crew durations price out as follows: 

Total scaffolding estimated cost; 

Temporary Work Decks on Containment Roof 

Temp work decks on roof - remove : URS has assumed 

Based on the above analysis, the total High Bridge estimated cost for Scaffolding/Temp Work Platforms 

is $13,895,345 + $771,585 + $216,000; $14,882,930. 

High Bridge is aware that the above information does not appear to incorporate the addition of the 

Scorpion Access System as indicated on the Cut/Add Impact sheet in the proposal. 

2 



Temporary Platforms from Directs 

This work item includes the installation, adjustment, a nd removal of temporary work platforms to 

support concrete removal operations. URS has p<l"imatp'n to install temporary 

I to adjust these platforms, and to remove temporary 

platforms for each of 5 bays. Although no platform details are provided, the manhours resulting from 

these efforts are based on the Bay 3-4 concrete removal work and the res;ulting 

Craft Training and Testing 

The Craft Training & Testing item (Line 160 in the Bid Tab) is the combined total of the following detail 

estimate (CAES) sheets: 

II GET Training/SGTTraining __ 

II Crane Operator Training- _ 

.. Rigging Training - _ 

.. Elect. Stress Cone, terms, lug install training

.. General Welder Training and Qualification -

.. Fire Watch Training- _ 

Based on the information from the GET/SGT Training detail sheet, it appears that URS anticipates about 

The detailed calculations use 

of training does not coincide with the 

According to the histograms provided in the 

and for a total of_ to be 

trained. While High Bridge can't exactly duplicate the craft hourly rates used in the calculations, a spot 

check of these rates suggest that they appear to be adjusted fo 

Because the above estimated cost does not allow for any re-training due to attrition, High Bridge has 

added to the total training cost for an adjusted total of_. It should be noted 

that, while a minimal amount of small tools and supplies are required to support craft training, using a 

percentage oftotal craft cost to calculate small tool cost is standard throughout the construction 

industry. 

3 



-
Temporary Facilities 

The temporary facilities included in Line 161 of the Bid Tab are exclusively related 

-
High Bridge has requested copies of the concrete 

supply subcontract, but it has not been provided. 

.... High Bridge 

- Supplies 

-
-

Temporary Utilities 

The Temporary Utilities item (Bid Tab item 163) consists 

-
-
- First Shift 

- Second Shift 

- Third Shift 

4 
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Total temporary electrical manhours = 

URS has estim High Bridge 

believes that electricians can accomplish this effort on a single shift and recommends that the URS 

estimated cost of_ be reduced 

The total High Bridge estimated cost for Temporary Utilities $10,842,630. 

Site Services 

The Site Services estimate consists of the following items: 

• Material Handling -_ 

• Housekeeping -_ 
, Site Maintenance Outside -_ 

• Red Hat Team -_ 

• Fire Watch/Confined Space/Boundary Guard 

• Acoustic Monitoring and Structural Testing 

• Concrete and Grout Testing __ 

, Water Handling during Drilling Activities __ 

Each of the above listed items is analyzed below. 

Material Handling 

This item provides truck drivers and warehouse staff for the project. The backup calculation for material 

handling assumes three shift operation for _ . Based on the schedule provided, a three shift 

operation will only be required for_. A sing le shift operation should be adequate for the 

remaining 9 months ofthe project. Using the URS wage rate and their staffing of_ , the 

calculations are as follows: 

Housekeeping 

URS has estimated a_ housekeeping crew on each shift for an estimated 

schedule provided, a three shift operation will only be required 

5 
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Using the URS wage rate and their _ 

staffing, the calculations are as follows: 

Site Maintenance Outside 

is only required 

. Using the URS crew and wage rate, the calculations are as follows: 

Red Hat Team 

High Bridge is not familiar with the function of the red hat team, which appears to consist 

Boundary Guard 

URS has estimated the requirements of this item 

High Bridge believes 

the required duties. When welding or cutting is going on during interference removal and replacement, 

at least one laborer will be required on each floor of the buildings being worked which are on opposite 

sides of the containment for a minimum requirement of 4 laborers. This requirement should only be 

needed during the 22 month period of work inside the buildings. Using the URS crew size and wage 

rate, the calculations are as follows: 

6 



Acoustic Monitoring and Testing 

The for acoustic monitoring and testing was developed by URS based on a 

proposal from a prospective subcontractor 

Concrete and Grout Testing 

The for Concrete and Grout Testing is based on a quote from a prospective 

Water Handling During Drilling Activities 

Summary 

The High Bridge estimated costs for Site Services as compared to the URS estimated costs are 

shown below. 

Site Services Estimate Comparison 

Item URS Estimate 

7 

High Bridge 
Estimate 

High Bridge Minus 

URS 
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Construction Equipment 

The Construction Equipment (Bid Tab line 165) is comprised ofthe following components: 

Crane Equipment Operators (CAES Sheet 9016501) -

Constr Equipment- General (CAES Sheet 9016503) 

It should be noted that the estimated cost of these COlmClonlents 

Each ofthe components is analyzed below. 

Construction Equipment Operators 

The detailed estimate on CAES Sheet 9016501 is based on a crew 

Based on the schedule provided, it appears that the third shift 

certain periods, 

_ . The resulting required crew-months for the three shifts are 

_ Using the URS average wage rate the total labor cost for equipment 

Construction Equipment - General 

CAES Sheet 9016503 provides a detailed listing of equipment required. 

8 
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Mock Ups 

The detailed estimate for mock ups is based 0 

-
Site Restoration 

Small Tools and Consumables 

As previously mentioned, URS has included 

Supplies, Small Tools & Supplies from Directs 

estimated cost for Supplies and ST&S equals 

9 
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Startup and Testing Support 

Other Construction Indirects 

Other Construction Indirects (Line 170 ofthe Bid Tab) includes the following items: 

High Bridge would expect a reduction in Pipefitter GF and F hours if the number of pipefitter 

First and Second Shift -

Third Shift- _ 
Using the URS wage rates and turnover allowances 

__ yields the following calculations: 

Pipejitter General Foreman 

Pipefitter General Foreman Estimated Cost 

10 



Pipefitter General Foreman Turnover Estimated Cost 

The total impact from pipefitter general foreman corrections to Other Construction 

I 

Pipe!itter Foreman 

URS has assumed 

Pipefitter Foreman Turnover Estimated Cost 

In summary, the High Bridge corrections to the Other Construction Indirects on line 170 of 

the Bid Tab result in 

Insurance, Subcontractor Bonds, and Sales Tax 

Craft Show-Up Time for Weather Delays 
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Option 10 -Independent Estimate Case 
Progress Energy CR3 
Containment Repair 

Monte Carlo 

1 

Row # Description Grand Total 

, ] I I I 

U: Unique 
...-__ -_- C = Conceptual 
1-0 ___ ,--_ B = Budgetary 

Unique Rating 0 = Definitive 

BC % WC% RISK RATING 



31 Bay 2-3 Rebar $1 ,632,400 

32 Bay 2-3 embedments $0 
33 Bay 2-3 formwork $492,048 
34 Bay 2-3 Containment Liner Repair $355,000 
35 Bay 2-3 Roofing Material $91,000 

36 Bay 2-3 Concrete Removal $11,165,000 

37 Bay 2-3 Tendon sleeves install $1,559,585 

38 Bay 2-3 Concrete $0 

39 Bay 2-3 Rebar $0 

40 Bay 2-3 embedments $0 
41 Bay 2-3 formwork $0 
42 Bay 2-3 Containment Liner Repair $0 

43 Bay 2-3 secondary Steel $0 
44 Bay 2-3 Fire Protection for Steel $0 
45 Bay 2-3 Subcontract Painting $111,600 

46 Bay 2-3 Architectural Features $0 

47 Bay 2-3 Roofing Material $0 
48 Bay 2-3 Grout $0 

49 Bay 2-3 Pin Anchors $1 ,030,250 

50 Bay 2-3 Concrete Removal $0 

51 Bay 2-3 Interferences Civil remove and replace $327,288 

52 Bay 2-3 Interferences Mech. Eq. remove and replace $0 

53 Bay 2-3 Interferences Piping remove and replace $1,700,000 

54 Bay 2-3 Insulation remove and replace $95,000 

55 Bay 2-3 Interferences HVAC remove and replace $43,890 

56 Bay 2-3 Interferences I&C remove and replace $14,800 

57 Bay 2-3 Interferences Cable tray remove and replace $74,250 

58 Bay 2-3 Interferences Conduit remove and replace $99,400 

59 Bay 2-3 Interferences elect cables remove and replace $79,013 

60 Bay 2-3 Interferences elect EO, JB remove and replace $0 

61 Bay 2-3 Terminations $0 
" ,- ~ _ . ::1~~~ )- .:~-: .. ~ :~:: ,~-.;",:: ': T",~.;~:::;:,n~:.."'r"~~~~~~. ~ -, -

J ~~~~~ 
- . -~ 

- -
63 Bay 4-5 Concrete $410,019 

64 Bay 4-5 Rebar $1,428,350 

65 Bay 4-5 embedments $0 

66 Bay 4-5 formwork $399,106 

I I I 
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Definitive 



103 Bay 5-6 Concrete Removal $6,938,250 

104 Bay 5-6 Tendon sleeves install $914,805 

105 Bay 5-6 Fuel Pool Protection & wall $545,000 

106 Bay 5-6 Concrete $528,611 

107 Bay 5-6 Rebar $1 ,963,600 

106 Bay 5-6 embedments $0 

109 Bay 5-6 formwork $833,376 

110 Bay 5-6 Containment Liner Repair $588,000 

111 Bay 5-6 secondary Steel $0 

112 Bay 5-6 Fire Protection for Steel $0 

113 Bay 5-6 Subcontract Painting $297,600 

114 Bay 5-6 Architectural Features $0 

115 Bay 5-6 Pin Anchors $169,000 

116 Bay 5-6 Concrete Removal $3,747,975 

117 Bay 5-6 Tendon sleeves install $1,364,847 

116 Bay 5-6 Interferences Civil remove and replace $719,280 

119 Bay 5-6 Interferences Mech. Eq. remove and replace $44,000 

120 Bay 5-6 Interferences Piping remove and replace $3,812,000 

121 Bay 5-6 Insulation remove and replace $95,000 

122 Bay 5-6 Interferences HVAC remove and replace $165,000 

123 Bay 5-6 Interferences I&C remove and replace $232,900 

124 Bay 5-6 Interferences Cable tray remove and replace $99,000 

125 Bay 5-6 Interferences Conduit remove and replace $383,400 

126 Bay 5-6 Interferences elect cables remove and replace $304,763 

127 Bay 5-6 Interferences elec! EO, JB remove and replace $69,300 
- " - ·"'"~""~I,;~tr..,~ ",~., -

~. <'" ,....... If" ~ <:.r" :r~~' '" 

129 Bay 6-1 Concrete $493,150 

130 Bay 6-1 Rebar $1,632,400 

131 Bay 6-1 embedments $0 

132 Bay 6-1 formwork $492,Q48 

133 Bay 6-1 Containment Liner Repair $355,000 

134 Bay 6-1 secondary Steel $0 

135 Bay 6-1 Fire Protection for Steel $0 

136 Bay 6-1 Architectural Features $0 

137 Bay 6-1 Roofing Material $91,000 

136 Bay 6-1 Concrete Removal $11,165,000 



, I 1 J J 1 J !) I 

170 

BRIDGE ESTlMATE OF OTHER CONTSRUCTlON COSTS 

-5% 30% 
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174 Construction Management Total Field Supervision $28,583 ,280 
175 Construction Management Total Field Supervision $22,939 ,840 
176 Construction Management Total Site Engineering $20,317,440 
177 Construction Management Total Administration and Support $24,382,600 
178 Construction Management QA/QC Totals $27,531 ,570 

179 Construction Management Field Project Controls Totals $5,996,430 

180 Construction Management ES&H Totals $11,530,530 
- , , , '7'~:' ,-? ---.0 -_'.' ~.,-., "'~ .. ..,. " . ~.~: . ~'.'" ,~ - r.· . "">"0 .,. .. ".. .. ~ .. -, ... ..,._ '. __ ~ ..... ". " ' 

Indirects Mobilization I Demobilization 

( 
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BRIDGE ESTIMATE OF PROGRESS ENERGY OWNERS COSTS 
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Option 10· P6 Schedule Analvsls 
Progress Energy CR3 
Containment Repair 

Monte Carlo 

Activity Descrtptlon Ongmal 
Row # Duration 

1 

2 
3~ 

--. 

13 
14 
15 
16 .-, 

18 

i I I Platform 
; , Aneho" 

j l (except final 
/ ILA' 

; ,olth~ 
I 

me,e'e lay 6· 
I ,·Bay6·' (e; 

" Cone'e' e Bay 4·5 
Cone .. 'e Bay 4·5 

I ,·Bay4·5 ; 

, 6·1 Onelud. SAS 

"Cone'e'e Bav '·2 'Aoo( Une) 
Cone'e'e Bay t-2. 0i0W !Une) 

I , . Bav-':: I 
18 
20 
21 

I--~<'.!....--J.."!~ "~~~~;'B:v~,~::~) 
~~ ,.~~I) -

f-

I-
l-

4 
4 
42 
43 

59 
60 

; " 
I I ; 

; " 
I I 

" 
I I "Bav5.~; I 

,. Bav5·6 
y 5·6 Comple'e 

TTr " M;ssle She;1d Wall Fuel Be" ; 

I 
I 

I 
I 
I 

I 
I 

, M;ssle She;1d Wall ;n Bav 

I I 
I I 

move 
I I 
I I 
I I 

" I 

" 

"Aeba,/ I ,.= ;1 ,.= 
" ,S~ 
" , SI.~ 
~ a.TS 
II~ 

'~Bay6~ 

;1 

,~ Bay ; I 
, ~ Bav 4~5 'H) 

,~ BaY 4~~~, I 

~ I 
,. Bay 

. Bav 2·3 
I ,. Bav5·6 

s . Bay 5·6 «( Vii) 
I Aeba,rnd ,Une' Bav 5·6 

; 
I 
I 
; 

; 

; I 

I 

Days 
"( 

122 
55C 
526 

60 
60 

6C 
7' 
64 
60 
94 ., 
60 
30 

6' 
( 

6c 
43 
ge 
9c 
60 
9c 

90 
60 

6C 
6C 

6C 

54 
6C 
6C 

--,-os 

U - Unique 

~==§~~~~=3C '" Conceptual B = Budgetary 
Unique Rating 0 ... Definitive 

ac... we ... RISK RATING 

0% 0% 

00;., 0% 

·1 
0% 0% 

0% 0% 
-15% 30% 
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HBA Discrete Risk Register (compiled by HBA Project Team) 

- Discrete Risk Register Workbook Table of Contents (TOe) 
Tab Number Title Contents 

Contains risk inputs from all project team - members with some duplications and non-

1 Risk Reg (12-0S2S)AII-in list Discrete risk items still remaining; actions taken 
to combine or delete certain risks are explained 
in last sheet column -

2 O.R. Resolution list 
Describes the Resolution of Risk Events Identified 

in the All-in List -
3 D.R.R. for Final @RISK Model 

Contains the final list of discrete risk events 
evaluation and input in the @RISK Model. 

-
Contains the distribution of risks evaluated for 

4 Ranking Matrix w_Risks 
both Probability of Occurrence (POD) and 
Severity of Financia l Impact (SOFI) for the Monte 

... 
Carlo risk analys is. -

5 Top 15 Discrete Risk Events 
Contains a descriptive list of the top 15 discrete 
risk events from those from Tab 3. 

-
6 URS fPC Hotel Load 

Contains calculation of the hotel load for the URS 
April 2012 (as revised) Estimate. 

-
7 Progress Hotel load 

Contains calculation of the hotel load for the 
Progress Energy Estimate. 

- Tabs 8 through 12 contain the original discrete 
8-12 Original Discrete Risk Events risk events that provided the starting point for 

developing the register in Tab3. -
-
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-
Resolution Actions to Arrive at the @RISK Model 

1. Removed tendon damage from 7p. This is covered in 82pt. and 83pt. items - 2. Deleted items 9p. and lOp. These are licensing issues covered in 67t. 
3. Deleted 44h. This is covered in item 11p. 

- 4. Combined Items 18p. and 73t. Into 12p. These all are anchor bolt items. 
5. Deleted the builder's insurance item (23p.), date over. 
6. Deleted item 29p. and 30p. These are licensing issues covered in 67t. thru 7lt. 

-- 7. Deleted item 37p. This is part of the risk and contingency analysis. 
8. Deleted item 42h. This is part of the risk and contingency analysis. 
9. Deleted item 49h. This is a licensing issue covered in items 67t. thru 7lt. 
10. Deleted item 57h. This is part of the risk and contingency analysis. 
11. Deleted item 61 b. This is covered in item 72t. 
12. Deleted item 65u. This is a licensing covered in item 72t. 
13. Combined items 72t., 79t., and 80t. All related to ANSYS modeling issues. 
14. Deleted item 78t. Th is is covered in 8p. - liner damage and repair issues. 
15. Deleted 69t.; These items are contained in URS work plan. 
16. Deleted 11p.; This item covered in the URS cost estimate. 
17. Deleted 13p.; This item covered in the URS cost estimate. 
18. Deleted 17p.; This item covered in the URS cost estimate. 
19. Deleted 25p.; This is no longer a risk since Option 10 and the contractor has been selected. 
20. Deleted 32p.; This item covered in the URS cost estimate. - 21. Deleted 38p.; This is no longer a risk since URS has escalation in the cost estimate. 
22. Deleted 45h.; This item covered in the URS cost estimate. 
23. Deleted item 8lt. This is covered in item S2b. 

_ 24. Deleted 58b.; This is covered in 40h. 

25. Deleted 62b.; This item covered in the URS cost estimate. 
26. Deleted 63b.; This item covered in the URS cost estimate. - 27. Deleted 64u.; This item covered in the URS cost estimate. 
28. Added x.h; This item covers case of return to Bechtel pinning scheme. 
29. Moved xh .; to h's and renumbered as 57h. (7/4/2012) 
30. Deleted 40h.;This item is covered in 16p. (7/4/2012) 
31. Deleted 54h.; This item was a subset of item 53h. (7/4/2012) 
32. Deleted 55 h.; This item was a subset of item 53h. (7/4/2012) 
33. Cleaned up Impact Rationale in item 1p. (7/4/2012) 
34. Deleted 5p.; This item was a subset of 57h. Added later (7/4/2012) 
35. Deleted 41h.; This item was a subset of 57h. Added later (7/4/2012) 
36. Deleted 72t. Thru 77t. ; Items deleted per reviews with Tetra Tech(7/8/2012} 
37. Deleted 82pt.2 and 83pt.2; Items deleted per reviews with Tetra Tech(7/8/2012} 

- 38. Deleted 28p.; EPC vendor already selected. 
39. Combined SOh. And 51h.; These items cover same risk. 

-
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Crystal River Unit 3 Option 10 Containment Repair Discrete Risk Register 

"!sI! [D and Short Qt<qjp'ion 

.1h. WOt!< I'''' coneestlon undel eitlm~ed leduces pl~ned removil and 
Inlllll~lon 'Itei . 
(S<:hedule lmpKt) 

2p. Al;tlvllles durlnl d_olltlonlnadulrt.ntly d;oma[ll e.!stlne pI~nl equlpmfftt. 
(Cosl Impact) 

3p.1 $prnt fYlI Poo! PrplKtion PI~n • " ,!uri of protlKtivt will tlt-l n 'Itlrnlll .... 
pl~nuded. 

(Cost and Schedule Impact) 

Jp. 1 Sernl fuc! Pool Prplection Plan - unM'Oidabie for~n debris e"'", tne SH 

dur"" conrtruction. 

""'""""" 
SOh. EPC ~nd Owner/LkensH le;tdersh,p In project m~na[leme'" ..... de<! 10 
maintain 'limn pro;ect tommunication ~nd wor. flow . 
(Cost ~nd S<:hedul. Impact) 

Jp •• SP'D' Eu,1 Pool Prgttdjgo Plao • tonstrualon tiMIsei "minllH" 10 enlll SfP 
end dam.,e fuelelemenls. 
(Cost Impact) 

3p.S Spnt Fnl Poo! Prplrg!on Plan • Inability 10 proYlde supplemental waler 10 

SfP dunne construction Uusel sdledule slip until sohrtlon found. 
(Ccm and S<:hed..relm~a) 

Jp.' mo' Eye! Pep! PWrQIon Plan · unborlled wiler from hyd,o-l .. Inc Inlers 
S", QUs!" add ili_1 cleanup. 

(CoS! and S<:hedule ImPK\) 

I 

-

-

.. 

.. 

,,. 

$87,870,488 

M $6,000,000 

M $1,500,000 

M $5,000,000 

$10,000,000 

$7,000,000 

$1,000,000 

..... "" 

I I 

-
Auume J b~ ~d J ellW~t1om of the Direct 

Craft labor ;lln conclHtlon~r"'s ~nd 
productivity ~ 90% ole.pede.:! (DIrect Craft, 

Equipment d~ml" f,om conwuttlons, 
leplKement. etiulpment purchase. 

Addition" [""neer'ne (lubcontrKt for 
Helltional Hi.mlc, IKC.). Wort·~,ound labor . 

Additlonll ("IlnNrlnc (wbconlrKIlor 
Helilionat .... mi< ... c.). Work·I/ound labor . 

Addittonal (nlinHl'inc (s.ubconlrKl for 
addllionll sallmle, lIe., + Work·atound ~ 

MdItl_J Enc!nHrl .. llemporary fac~iliH)_ 
Wort·_1Id labor {SlM to SlM) 

"clditlon.! £ncinH,ine (t~ry fac:mlin)_ 
W .... ·around Labor (SSM 10 $lOM) 

81,870,488 

s 6.000.000 

s 1,500,000 

s 5,000,000 

s 16,270,488 

10,000,000 

1,000,000 

1,000,000 

I I 
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Crystal River Unit 3 Option 1 0 Containment Repair Discrete Risk Register 

.. 

n 

n 

n 

" 

" 

" 

" 

.. -

CC 

8!Jk I P and $hprt paqlp!jon 

3p.1 sPIn! Eye! Poo! Pro!rglp" Plan · bruchinc or mlsall,nm..,' of Sf' I<aMI .. 
tubes elYrlnc toncrete flmowi'l requ;.n work KO"," ,,"owlh. UI 
(CostlmpKt) 

Up. Venlul Ctack eMslne: below 150 ft ... I.vallon del"Dslonl", U\lSH 
conuetl d"mac' below ,he 11","lion now plann""d for removal will 'equl,. 
ddltlonal removal of coner.tllnd added Interfefenc. WOfk KO"". 

(Coil Mel Schedule Impact) 

'po Conlamlnaltd{hi.lMdous wut. dispos.al ..... ount I!fl«>untf,"d •• e;ttef Il>an 
In ptoiKt _rk scope require. additional fflOUtUS lot t.mov,' . 
tCost ImpHI) 

1p. T.ndon sllUI"",, cia .... d,mac. not In ptojKt .sl lmal. wli tequlr. 
a6dilional , ...... I'Cfl. 

ICosllmpHI) 

'p. UM' Repair - dMn'l.lo fi"", n~s III" ",llrnalad In prole« wi" r'"luir. 
addilionll , ...... rO:'s. 

(Cosllmpacl) 

"'11. PI,nned crew sires c,nnol be Iccommo,ht" In urtaln wor. ,,,IS red"':H 

the prod .. ctlon r"H. 
ISchedule Impact) 

Ip. In"dequll. PE "'Iin_ri", s .. pport d .. ri"l "",,n 'eview, WOf. pac:k:JIH 
r ....... _ and field ch'''Ie approval p.oc. n . 

ICoIl and Schedule Impact) 

12p.1 Anchor loft ~ - IIOI lnrtallirc radial rad ial pins prior to dateMlonlrc 
hu 1M POlantiallouuSCl! further darnale 10 th. conIainmenl !;Onc.et • . 
(Cost and 5cMdule) 

35p. Au_ bulld;"I concr ... l ... ",,",,val · conerat, '1fTMI'nI may be lM'ftIed below 
elevation 162...n.re dOH ralH mayo. hillier I~n othaf ....... s 'equiri"l 
a6dilional woriclt prolKtion. 
(CoJ! and 5cMdule Impilct) 

"" 

"" 

.,. 

M $39,165,244 

M $58,712,866 

$1,000,000 

$1,000,000 

$1,000,000 

$57,972,423 

$40,635,245 

$20,577,622 

Additional (ncI,,",irc IIe~rv fxilitlnl. 
Won'MOUnd liIbor (htlm.Jled R'u". $lM 10. 

HOiei ~d 012 months slip In 

Anum ... J month ilip in schedule at 
_ And S2M Increueln [PC baH cost -. 

Allowance 

M,ttorlal cost Is low and addill_II,bot for 

Inilall,lion Is minimally. no .11K! on critical 

p-'II KI'w<I .. 1e thllm-'" Rance SO.5M 10 SIMI 

An .. m. )0% 01111. o;rffi c..iOft labor i. In 

CO"l"llon arus:tnd only 2/3 olille ",,"eel 

' ~ ,""nih Impact at I Holelloac:l 01 
per montll - PI .. ,added im~ On craft 

productivity - anum. 25" 01 dirK! craft _ 
hr •. addilionallM'ftlad 

MIII_ 2 ,""nih. oJlp al Hot.tlDad of 
_ PIIt$Slmfor repain. n.;, 

and not a major endd", 

Asw_ 1 monl ... oIip al Hot.tlDad of 
_ . 'I", SUm for ",pain, pllt$ 2000 

This .,s .. tnH so_ c;r..,Iti"l and 
pto~. 

1 I 

S 39,765,244 

58,712,866 

1,000,000 

1,000,000 

1,000,000 

51,972,423 

76,513,488 

40,635,245 

20,571,622 

'/Jll'''' 
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Crystal River Unit 3 Option 10 Containment Repair Discrete Risk Register 

... Ski! I P and Sbprt DnqIptipn 
~ 

61t.2 lAB Is Irw:omplel .. G1J~i ... RAl's, r"";ew Ilerations and ""'I .... d.1rt .. ISchedul.I"'f'ad) 
$56,582,866 5ti,~,866 

14p, 'uttr.1I dlKOonry repair · UMXpect dllmlc.ls u""",e.eci In buttresses • Holel Load _ Plus 

" durine; conJlructlon will r.,quirl additional resourCft. ,~ $19,947,622 , ... I c ... 1 SlM and ..... ineerin. hrs • 19,947,622 
ICoJlllnd Schedule Impact) 

159. Containmenl Dome DI~e unupected d1mace Is cauied 10 lhe do .... -" ~ CC 
durinc conJlrvction Ihal r",,1Ii in 1M nH'd 10 ~l1i. 1M dorM ,.,qui,,,, 

,~ $19,947,622 19,947,622 
additional rftOUrces. 
lCoJI and Schedule Impact) 

" 
S7h.. Anchorinc procrllm appnNCh 'llil. ""Iuiri ... rip! erherion on pinnln, 
tocl1lion and prou.s. 

,~ • 

20!l'. LouI lelk rUI test · Ihe Ink rile test Is not lUeeenful by 1'( prior 10 SIT , , 
" ILAT au ... will...,ed 10 be idenlified and Ii.ed. ,~ 

of 1000 I~ and .I".,i. add 
19,947,622 

ICoIi and Schedule Impllct) 
S1M to project. 

211', SIT not p.,Jed flrst lime· auses willftftd to ~.ntlfled"wI fixed beto" 
Schedule IIII' 01 on. month II Holelload 

_ . And "u"me Incinee'; ... hours of 

" tllInup Qn occu', Invellllilion inc! flxl ... will r.q"lr. iddltlollOll ,.sources. ,~ $19,947,622 1000 11_ Ind ,.".,1. add less lhan S1M 10 • 19,947,622 
{Cost Ind Schedule Impict) 

project. 

221', IlAT nol PllSJed fl"t timl Quses will need 10 be identified lind find before 
Auu"", .... lneerl.., hoUri of 

lIartup Qn occur, Investllillon Ind 1i.1", will req"lre addillol'lli resources, ,~ $19,947,622 Ind repalr add less Ihn SlM 10 • 19,947,622 
lColi and $chedulllmpllct) 

project , 

24p. Major pro""'l resource connict lIddltlonai on sit .. projod. may compfte for weel!lJ1".lIn .... er ... oI_ 
0 lhe SlI"", resaU'tel lboth labor and ~uip ... nl). - $9,408,812 •• • 9,408,812 

{Con and Sd>edul.lrn".,ct) 

2ip. S1cnllkllnt hull'llln perlonnllnte _nt • unqullified labor In criliaol n\>Clew III". In ........... 01'_ 
0 (Ot'Illrvction 1eI;";1"" un alUM worlI stapp ... ~nd addltlonal Ifllnlnl, ,~ $9,408,812 • • 9,408,812 

{Colt and Schedule Impact) 

.... 10"," ""'"" 

I I I I 
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Crystal River Unit 3 Option 10 Containment Repair Discrete Risk Register 

Bilk I P II!!I Sbprt Qnqjption 

21p. Int~r"I\on 01 ,,,,,up lestflll/lleI",," to sefYlc:e - I.e. of .. coOfdlnooud pi,,, 
for Jtartup and lenlre wll1lellltllen Kltedul • . 
(CoSI and Schedule Impactl 

Up. (1IV1.OtIment~ fxcors with hydro demolition - ,.Iusa! by ,hot florida 

Oeplrtment of EnYI,onlTl<l!nl ProtKtion 10 dlldl>lr,. th., Hydro-lasl"ll .... at.r II 

plll'oMd will requir.'n all.mati ... pI;In Ind dis!lo»l site, 
(Costlmpactl 

"Pl'rkecI" on appropr~t'" butlfflSeS durin, construction, additional aMlysll mly 
lndlcM.tlm 11M aiM hn to be raised to accommodate '_Iructlon activitl" 

I 'lHOul'CH. 

l4p. Subsurface conditiom,.inII holfl addition-' ,rO<lnd Inti", __ .I, .. ,JnIt 

~ In an atu 1 ... II .. t.rf~K wnnCOftSlrualon aalv\t;.s sllth II ~y cI_n "'US 
and I:OMtruction equif>ment pbcement may require MdhioMl •• fOuKeI. 
(CoSl...cl Sdledule Impact) 

Sip. hnu" of an Intlrrlerenc:. function IHI · ..,.on oc:currl", In ... nSlall ..... 
Inlerfffltft« hard ...... (or soft_re) will 11_ to be rectified , 
[(oUIIICI Schedule 1",Pl'ct) 

'9p. St,tflrc (PC Non-manu,1 tompletion 101 ClulUfIed _",lnu;ol!IOo< In , ... 
,rei mIV t:aused ,lad< of resourus requlrlrc more trllnlfllind hi, .... PlY rllf'S 

I 

Oh. UM~peCled 10n,Ind time lor "pllcement 01 ",,,terl.ls th.n m"v be 
rllTlO¥ed In t ... process of relT\O'\lirc intlff ... .."n. 
[(oillllCl Schedule ImPllCl) 

<lih. Option of 'lIpllClrc nlltlrc interlererw:nOf I",t;olll"l _lnterler'Me 
m ... rllI requiffl r.pid rnolutlon. 
[SchedulelmplCtl 

19p. Additional tonUete - If Mditional rtnIClural ~1yIi1 lind (onue" t. stlne 
cleterm;"" , .... t t ........ lrlMy ellim ~I cllmace below the ...... pi","" 
for conc:tetl removal hH tho! potentl,,1 01 requ irl,.. M!ditlonal rtSOIIrcn. 
[(Oil and Schedule .... pad) 

'p.1 'ptQl f",' Ppp! Prplrdjon Plan - Ktid<!n~1 hole tllKed du, l,.. 
jlfoduus SfP !elk$. 

(Cost Impactl 

... 
.. 

... 

... M 

$4,835,406 

$1,000,000 

$20,350,252 

$7,500.000 

$1,000,000 

$18,817,623 

$9,408,811 

$19,467,751 

M $40,895,244 

M $39,765,244 

-
Assume 1000 M-hrs of erclnHrinI .. _ .r +. deilY In fUrtup of 2 w",~s ~ -

Allowln,e 

It,.,., $lM leom"''''''''' 
to SlML I month slip In schedule with a Hotel 

~d._ 

projea Im~ct 2 weeki while sink hole 

"tI¥lted Ind returned to ,tide. [Estimated 
It~,e S7.5M to SIOM) 

AIIowIMIl 

Auum. 2 wHks slip It Hotel Loood _ -
Alwm. 2 months slip It Hotel LoM! of 

_ 1'1..s Slm IOf repairs, ,IIOS 2000 
:adcfitlorYl ~lnHrI .. hrs a_ Thil 

1","" __ 00,""'", ,IICI not ;0 mlijor craine 

Slip of 2 months II HoIeltoM! of 

J I 

4,835,406 

1,000,000 

20,350,252 

7,500,000 

• 1,000,000 

• 18,817,623 

• 9,408,811 

• 19,467,751 

40,895,244 

• 39,765,244 

IIlJlOI1 
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Crystal River Unit 3 Option 10 Containment Repair Discrete Risk Register 

Rish ! D and SbM DrKriptjen 

Up.1 AMhor 8011 Scope -;teIditionalllnKlur" 1n.aIY'is IlIdkll.-l more r;tell.1 
pins.". r.qulred IhMlln the profKI worit lColMI .. qulrlnc odditlonal rltSCWrcel. M 
(Cost and ScMdul.lmpad) 

S2h. UIKlI ... lnllraction .... ilh Hllmal stakellolders Ihll ~w I dlr.ct '01. In 
projoKt .ppraY.1 [for enmple, non·NRC ,ecuillors) II required 10 prevenl wo,k 
llOppacl. 

,. M 

(Schedule Impact) 

5]h. Improper or inaaurate idenlification of ... f,IYI'I'I.tPCI ~t""" components 
(tifleClally 55C) du',,. ............ and I'I'lnllallllion of Inlerte,,,,,,,1tS proclu<ls 

M ....... 
[Cost MId Schedule Imp.act) 

56t1. CoaIlnc IncI p";nl d_acl on surt_ eocposecl to concrete I'Ift'IDVaI 
K\i'litles aeNds tNt Htim.ted in cu ..... t plan ,equirtl additional ,IHOU,CH. - M 
(Costln'IJIXlI 

6It.llk.minc Riob· Additional [C MId/or 50.5' ............. rweded 10' 
Int""'ereflUlequl~nt lhat hfi to be ,eplKed by new non-ldentk .. equlpm.nt 

M 
(Co51 'mpXlI 

59b. L"IlltiQ of m<>Yinc "",Ieri." equipment,.nd p~nel.ound lhe e.15tl", 
plant ,II. P'DI/et to be mort dIoollenclnc IhiM pl.nned. "" [5cMdull Impact) 

6Ob. In addition to norm.1 ... fely requl'emenls .1. conltructlon .111 1M 
presence of nuclear .. fely ,ride equlpment.M nucle .. fu.1 ""lchlenoth, nHCI 

.~ 
for In(ru'otd "rely requlrem.nts. 
(COil and S.fely ImPKI) 

66u. Hydro \.IH, H/ctl prHsure Nne ru plUf. dun". COlKl'II' '1fI'IO'I~ produces 
d~ to J!nKlures, ~ulpment. and penonneI. 

I I I I 

$29,706,433 

$37,635,246 

$1,000,000 

$5,000,000 

$25,212,866 

$16,308,646 

$5,000,000 

-".,,' 

I 

Auumtt 1.5 monlhs slip .1 HOlel Lo;tel of 
_ . Plus $1.Sm for;tdditionll 

Inlerl.rr.neH. This IUUmtlS-SO ....... rodi.1 
plnl,-. and Julllnl ..... r.nt.es and new 

r.di.1 plnl nMded. 

Assume delay m ort up IJy 2 months II. r.te of 

AUowan<;e 

A' ....... 

Additional ~cost to qualify ...... 
tomponMb to meet like-Io-like criteri ...... 

scMdul. slip] month dun,. start up and 

docu .... nt.tion clo ... out. 

AuumttlOSI 011 day of IChedule /ore......,)() 

daY' ov .. lhe 16 month IMIlk const,uction [-&40 
daY'). 16 day •• Hotilload 0 

(qulpm.nt da~I from conslructioos, 
..plac ....... t. ~ulpment puK ..... \ht;m.led 

R.a",. $SM 10 $7M) 

Assumtt 1 Instances "".r conslruction I;!. at 2 
days stOfJl:!II'" jMr .... I.ne. P pe.k ,lie of 

I ( I 

• 29,706,433 

37,635,24€i 

• 1,000,000 

• 5,000,000 

$25,232,866 

16,308,646 

5,000,000 

2,509,016 

I I I I 
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Rbk I P trw! 'ijlqa DtKJlqtlgn 

61l.l Uc:" .. $ll\l Risks - (PC work Is <It risk wl'lile tAR Is In th" NAC approval CVC'

(Cott and Schedulelmpactl 

4p. Force Mlje ... ,. · current schedule h.1i 13 month "Gallo accommodata a 
,n}or "luther _,,1 shutt!.,. ~n th" projKt.. 
[Cotl and ScMdule Impact) 

611." Lke"slrc Risks DIJ,appro~ of reduction I" IIndo" prlst,en 
[Cosll"'f'act) 

511.S Unn,',. Risk.· lAfI .Poll"tlal for public meltlne on thlLAR 
[Cosland S<:hN",'elmllilct) 

6I1.llk ..... ,.. II"'" - (hare" In ,e!nfOl'd rc 5tH' q~mlH , .. '.-quire<! by the 
SO.S9and/DIt [C review process 
[Co11 IrnpiKt) 

611.2 LlceMln& Rilks - 5.0.59 and/or [C rnifow ptDCHJ of Hf'./old cone,lt" 
Inllrfaa and uKk width ,HOIution 'I'qUi'H"""'. [PC.Oft 
[Cost MId Sdledulfl ImpKt) 

.. 

.. 

.. 

$29,185,244 

$59,497,666 

$2,300,000 

$630,000 

'.'''''''' 

AdditIONo'e ... !r,",lrc hours 10 develop 

I.d' ..... ~"" ....... wi~ 1M! ~uired 
IMI!hk Interlace mHts requirements (Assume 

1000 M·IIn of encirleerinC. _ 
_ ,+COnertl. 1H1i"110 vlllcbl. 1M dnl,n 

I J I J 

$ 29,185,244 

59,497,666 

33,340,366 

$ 10,980,122 

$ 2,300,000.00 

$630,000 

",' 1/(1" 
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RI* t 0 i!!d Shpn oucrlptlpo 

681.7 Lkensl"l Rlsks- Pe.m~nent f.ellat plM a.e belOI desianed to ... IIferused 
ASME code IIOt sp«ifilOd 10 the fSAR 
(Cost aocl khed ... le ImPi'tt) 

681.4 Liens,n, Risks - The SO.S9 and/of EC .ev'ew pfoc.tSS may .eq",l.e c.el_ld 
$pliel ... In lieu of mecNonlal splice. ;Ihe ASM( code uose 101' mecMnlcai reb~. 
spllc" is under .eview. 
(Cost Impact) 

681.5 LiceMi .... Risk.· uocle. SO.59· Spenl fuel poot prolettion Is consid""ed 
Inadequate In the 5(1.59 aocl/Of E( .eview 
(Cost and Sehed ... le Impatt) 

, ; 
multiple .elated modillcatlon aocl maintenance SO.59 ev;aluatiorK ,equlru 
additional' .... iews 
(Schedule Impact) 

Up.) Ancho, JI.oIt Scope· additional structural anal .... is indiuoles tMI only ~ 
wai.t baocl 01 .adlal pins ilsulflelent to prevent dama,e dunne delensloninc lhe 
number 01 radial pins needed uon be reduc ... 
(Cost and Se~dule ImPi'd) 

681.1 Licell.1", RIIlt.- Modlflcatlon aocl mllinteo;once (C's/package' do not me .. t 
sse codes (101 ASME,IEU,AO) 

ICost aocl Sc~dule Impatt) 

101. Licensins Risks· (Al lelacy licensinc issues· outsundine Ikensl .... Issues 
presenl the NRC opportunity to increase recUIIIO", requlremenlS 
(Sehedule Impact) 

I ( 

.~ $57,682,866 

.. $18,947,622 

$19,142,622 

.~ $9,408,811 

.~ 

.. $9,538,811 

$130,000 

.... ,..,,, 

I 

As .... me 1000 M-h" of enS'II""na_ 
M-h •• a delay 01) Mo. At 
of ,Wial pins need ,msion. \20,000 Cfilt ho .... s 

fo, plMtlno Impatt due to loterlefl!nc") 

Addillon~1 manho ..... 101' en,; ..... 'i'" 
lOOOf!)_ and one month .lIp onthe 

uiliuol palh sc.hedule at _ 

SchecMe delays due dulan analysis IOf SfP 
protection ~s."'med al 3Oday. d ... ~ ite.ative 
IIcensl", prOCH • 25OO@l 

Schedule del~ys due 5(1.59 inldequxiH 
;ts.umed at 14days due Iterat,ve rkenslna 

proce .. 

Assume 2 month. Slip at Hotel loW of 
_ . Plus $lm lor rePi'in. Thi. 

anum ... some cracklna aocl not a major crackin, 
problem. 

Assume 
M·h,. II detayofO.5 month 

..... ume 1000 M·h .. 01 enei ..... rl ... @l_ -

I I I 

Dati 

57,682,866 

18,947,622 

19,142,622 

9,408,811 

9,538,811 

130,000 

( 

,~ .. """" ... ',.. 
11.1110" 

1111>01> 

I 
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.. 

.. 

.. 

... --

... _ ........ _-

Rj<l: I D and SIte" Qnsdpt!po 

l1t , l.keMlnc Risks - Rec.nl Industry Is~ue, . implemelll";on 01 pCHt-rukushim" 
NRC dl,lIdlvot.,.e lmpOH<l on lhe f~JIIty priorlo project completion . 
(COlt and Schedule Impact) 

82pt. l Hew or rltuMd tendon< damace ,. cieleCIH dll"", conS1n.lctlon 

ICostI~) 

Upt.t Hew or \IWd lelldons In! inst~1H withlll10detectH dMn ..... W;,H fa~ 

dUll .. retenllonina W requirinc the Itndon bundle ... pI .. _nt, 
(Cost llId Schedule Im,-.) '''' 

$1,397,515,137 

. ... U .. I' 

Schedule 

hours addllional ""'I_I .... and IIce"olnc 
",ppon 

Anum. leu Ihn 1" of tendons .... ed r.pladnc 
14 un6on.) J dl'(5 worII' me". hrf d~ • • 

lind_is , plul one wee. 
sllp~I. ln hototlload 0_ per month 

I-Ie- 'Indon ~h 172' with 161 wi ... + 
bulionNook) 

Anum. len ,"'an 1" of tlftdons need replmnc 
14 ten6on.)] dl'(5 wm. 6 men. hrs d~,. 

tend ..... ! • pl",_ WHit 

dlppa •• in hot.! load .. _ per month 

I_a .. tendon tenet'" 112' with 160wirfl. 

J 1) 

1e" ... r ..... .... 
">lXU 

1,/"",,, 
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Prove» Energy 
Crystill River Unit 3 

Containment Repair Project 

Distrete Risk Oitera 

High 

Low 

>70% 

170%1 

<10% 

IS"I 

Prepillred by Hilh Bnd,e A$§(Klates 

I I 

Very Low 

<SSM 

70. 

68t.l, 68t.2. 7Ot. 

I 

HBA Discrete Risk Register (compiled by HBA Project Team) 

3p.4, Jp.5. 68t.4. 68t.8, 11t. Jp.7, 53h., 67t.l 

Pag~ 16 of 22 

68t.3 

I I 

4. M;1(rlx w_Risk DiS\fiOuI'On 

8/3/2012 

8/3/2012 

I I 



... 

-
47h. Work area congestion under estimated reduces planned removal and installation rates. 

SOh. EPC and Owner/licensee leadership in project management needed to maintain effective ... 
16p. Vertical Crack chasing below 150 ft. elevation - detensioning causes concrete damage below 

the elevation now plannned for removal will require additional removal of concrete and added 

... 48h. Planned crew sizes cannot be accommodated in certain work areas reduces the production 

1p. Inadequate PE engineering support during design review, work packages review and field 
12p.2 Anchor Bolt Scope - not installing radial radial pins prior to detensioning has the potential to - cause further damage to the containment concrete. 
67t.2 LAR is incomplete causing RAI's, review iterations and review delay 

.... 
57h. Anchoring program approach fails requiring rigid criterion on pinning location and process. 

19p. Additional concrete - if additional structural analysis and concrete testing determines that 

there already exists concrete damage below the areas planned for concrete removal has the 
3p.3 S!;!ent Fuel Pool Protection Plan - accidental hole caused during construction produces SFP 

12p.1 Anchor Bolt Scope - additional structural analysis indicates more radial pins are required than 

in the project work scope requiring additional resources. 
68t.3 licensing Risks - Additional EC and/or 50.59 reviews are needed for interference equipment 

that has to be replaced by new non-identical equipment 

4p. Force Majeure - current schedule has a 3 month float to accommodate a major weather event 
68t.7 licensing Risks - Permanent radial pins do not meet ACI 318 code requirements. 

12p.3 Anchor Bolt Scope - additional structural analysis indicates that only a waist band of radial 

pins is sufficient to prevent damage during detensioning the number of radial pins needed can be 



High Bridge Associates 

Crystal River Unit 3 
Zapata Duke Task 3 - CR3 Containment Repair Project - Cost and Schedule Review 

EPC Hotel Load for Risk Analysis 

URS FNM Staffing Hotel Load 

EPC FNM estimate 

Assume •••• for each staff 

Hours for the peak months 

Peak $ for FNM 

USE for FNM 

URS Distributles estimate Hotel Load 

Total Indirect Construction Cost Estimate 

less non time related estimates: 
Scaffolding 
Scaffolding 
Craft training 

Mock ups 

Site Restoration 
Start up & testing 

Time Related estimate 

The schedule for URS is 31 months to SIT /llRT 

Hours 

-

Reduce the durations by 4 months at beginning and end 

of schedule for startup and wind down time. 

Therefore Schedule for hotel load estimate is 

Avg hotel load for that period is 

USE 

Total Hotel Load for Risk Analysis 

$ $/hr rate Peak Staff - -

per month 

$10,450,000 

-
-
-
-
-



Risk Based Contingency 

Owner on EPC Contractor 

from PE Estimate 12012 

$ 
$ 

7,948,795 
Hotel Load for March 13 

s 
s 

$ 
$ 

s 
s 

16,751,974 tb~::!2~;§~ s 
$ 8,367,622 

7,603,364 

2,507,047 

18,478,033 

Use $8.3m for Hotel Load Owners Cost 

kontinoonev is not in this number 

Load Calc 

I 

$ 

$ 

I 1 11 I 

s 

10,624,271 

$5.9m for Startup Hotol load 

2 



Risk 1.0. Risk Item Description 

1 Additional concrete cracks during detensioning/tensioning beyond those identified in current project scope 

2 Additional interfernces below level 150' beyond those identified in current project scope 

3 Pining scope not completely understood or defined 

4 Discovery of unrelated scope around interferences 
6 Unexpected need for lon~ lead time items 

7 

8 
Dome damaged during construction activities including detensioning/tensioning 

Tritium contamination deeper than anticipated reducing productivity of removal in those areas 

9 Inadvertent damage to existing plant equipment during construction and re~installation of operating system 

10 Inadvertent contamination of spent fuel pool by construction debris 

11 Schedule 

·Unresolved issue of removing/replacing interferences versus removing/re-routing of interferences 
-Under estimated congestion in work areas with reduction in work productivity 
-Ability to maintain craft density needed to support current estimate of direct craft labor cost 
-Inadequate work plans to support the start of construction 

-Inadequate definition of plant operations and EPC interface needs 
·Lack of engineering support of work packages issued 

·lack of RADCON support 

-Lower than expected craft productivity due to quality of workmanship 

-Inadequate work planning for entire containment repair project 

-NRC insists on extended monitoring program before plant can be started up 

-EQ (what is this?) 

·CGD (what is this?) 

·Monitoring (what is this?) 

12 Problematic project approach and organization 
-Inadequate DOR between the EPC and Progress Nuclear Group activities 

-Risk shedding approach by project participants leading to conflict/delays 

-Owner/licensee inability to assume project leadership role 

13 FOAK 

-NRC/Licensing approach to this FOAK project at an operating plant 

-Oesign differences between each containment bay undermines a common construction approach 

-Mangement of external stakeholders view of the project 

14 Interferences 
-Inadequate material and system configuration control during removal/re-installation of interferences 

-Identification success - scope growth (what is thiS?) 

-Inadequate identification of safety system components during removal/re-installation of interferences 

-Inadequate identification of cabling during removal/re-installation of interferences 
-Inadequate identification of the Impact of cable tray removal/re-installation on cost and schedule 
-Design differences between temporary removal/re-installation versus removal and re-installation at different locations 

15 System/component damage 
-liner damage during construction activities 

-Coating damage of various surfaces during construction activities 
16 Bay 5-6 repair 

-Inadequate planning for Bay 5-6 repair due to the bay's added complexity 

-
-

-
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Tetra Tech (Technical Feasibility) Risk Register 

Rankine 
Risk 10 Short Description Com ...... ProNbility of O«urrenc:e I'" Finand.l lm~ct 1$) Schedute 

Issues with the Finite Element Model If the Finite element analysis does not represent the actual structure THEN the model may not predict 

further delamination during de-tensioning and fe-tensioning. 

1. Concrete properties e.g. modulus of elasticity, tensile strength (calibration of FEM versus observed 
measurements) 

1 2. Finer Finite element mesh (substructurlng) low (11-33%' High High 

3. Tendon forces in the model are inadequately representing anchorage forces. 
4. Assessment of stressed and deflection In the ring girder after concrete removal. 

S. Confirm stability of buttresses and dome wi th the concrete removed (looking at various scenarios) 

Anchor bolt installation sequence If the radial anchors are not installed prior to detensioning THEN containment structure stresses will 

2 be affected. low (11-33%) low low 

hposure of liner plate in extreme weather If edreme weather conditioos (hurricane) are e.perienced during coocrete removal (exposed liner 

3 conditions plate) THEN liner plate can be damaged further increasing risk to the reactor components. Very low (()"10%) High High 

liner plate prot&tion during concrete removal If the liner plate is not supported from Inside the containment THEN the forces from the nozzle (during 

4 Hydro demolition) can damage (distort) the liner plate. low (11-33%) low low 

Interface between old and new concrete If the proper process is not followed for concrete bonding between old and new concrete THEN cracks 

5 can develop along the surface. Very low (0-10%) Moderate Moderate 

Fuel Transfer Port d isplacement due to de- If the applied loads/displacements, due to de-tensioning and re-tensioning, e.ceed the bellows' design 

6 tensioning/re-tensioning of tendons. capacity THEN permanent distortion of the port's alignment may occur. low (11-33%) High High 

liner plate protection during concrete If the liner plate is not adequately supported from inside the containment (i.e. whalers) THEN the 

7 placement concrete head pressure can damage (distort) the liner plate. Very low (0-10%) low low 

Misinterpretation of failure mechanisms (root If the sequence of de-tensioning and re-tensioning are incorrectly defined THEN additional failures 

8 cause assessment) may be experienced. Resulting in schedule I cost increases. Very low (()"10%) High High 

Mis-analysis of effect of de-t ensioning and re- If the sequence of de-tensioning and re-tensioning are incorrectly defined THEN additional fai lures 

9 tensioning sequencing may be e.perienced. Resulting In schedule / cos t increases. low (11-33%) High High 

Estabishing appropriate Construction Island If field work is completed under Operating (Outage) umbrella YS con!il.ruction island THEN cost and 

10 and appropriate work environment. schedule wilt be affected significantly (more f1e.ibility to maintain work force efficiency and 

effectiveness under Construction Project) 
High (66-89") High High 



-
Post·Tensioning Related Risk Register Items -

Risk Short Comments likelihood 
I.D. Description Reuse of existing Installation of new 

tendons tendons 

PTl Tendon IF tendon is damaged during High Very low -
damage construction and is detected, 
detected THEN more material will be 

needed and will potentially -impact cost and schedule. 
PT2 Tendon IF tendon is damaged during Low Very low 

damage construction and is NOT 
undetected detected, THEN the tendon -could be installed back in the 

structure and may cause failure 
of wire(s) during stressing, 
which will potentially affect cost 
and schedule. 

Notes: 

l. The impact of the risks listed above are perceived to be low. 
2. The tendon component most exposed to damage is the wire. 
3. While the components of the tendons (i.e., wire, anchor head , shims) are not available 

off the shelf their procurement can be arranged within the project schedule and 

therefore it does not represent a procurement risk. -
-
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No. 

C ategory: 

fusk: 

MitIgation: 

No. 2 

Cat<gory: 

fu,k: 

Mitigation: 

No. 3 

C .. egory: 

fusk: 

Mitiga[Jon: 

No. 4 
Category: 

fusk: 

~1.ttigation: 

No. 5 
Category: 

Risk: 

Schedule and Scope Risle-Spent Fuel Pool Protection -
The preliminary Bech tel spenr fuel pool protection design will continue refinement over the COllICS. of design and 
final reviews wIth all stakeholders. F.lCtoICS for design include B.S.b requirements (i.e .. post·9/II). :\,L'REG -0612 
requlremenrs. Technical Specilication requirements. possible Fukushima omf.ill. and adjacent/ m'erhead Implemema- -
tion AcriYir.ies. 

Final design will be issued and approved field aCtIvities begin. Bechtel has assigned a full-tIme area project manager_ 
that is responsible for this scope; '.leet frequently with stakeholders and regulators over [he dura<ion of rhe deSIgn 

evolurion; Remain cognizant of other adjacent. parallel work activities (e.g .. (OnUNe removal activities overhead 

outside of building) and mcorporate appropriate checks and balance, into design and work packages. -
Schedule Risk-Regulatory ApprovaJ.. 

Delays TO project complerion due to 1'."RC r,,'iew rime &ame for proposed changes and ior porenual licenSing 

amendments 

Over the cOllrse of the Prolect'S duration and if neressary based on available information, adjUst plan and schedule to 

accommodate forecasted completion date. Idenrity and develop all potential License Amendmenr Requesrs (LAR) 
early In project and submit as appropriate: Plan and conduC[ regularly scheduled reviews with NRC and orher regula
tors to ensure thel[ concerns and issues are appropriately addressed as part of the LARs' de,·eiopment; as of /'.Iarch .... 
2012 twO items have been identified as requiring LAR (ANSYS use and mechanical splices for reinforclIlg bar). 

Schedule and Scope Risk-As·found Conditions 

As-found cond,tions could be worse than present informacion proVided. For example, if delamination or cracks 
greater than the acceptance criteria are encounrered at. or beyond, che estimated hmits of presently known concrete 

removal scope. there would be a scope incre= and consequent addltion(s) to COst and schedule. 

Bechtd's plan for areas where the conerere WIll not be removed IJlcludes the us< of 3-dimensional concrete scannlflg 
to locate inrernal interferences (Le .. reinforcing bar. tendon sheathing. construction aids) before core drilling for 

subsequent radial reinforcement installation. As pan of this process, either through scanning or by "isual inspections 

through the core-drilled hole. comparisons will correlate the as-found conditions to those currently known. Th;" .. 

scan ning and ,'isua! inspections will OCCUt early in the project and will be used over the life of the project. The >s

found and repmed/as-left areas of me building will be rigorously documented. Where discrepanCies e.ust, these dIS' 

crepancies will be dispositioned. [f further repalts are needed then the activities will be scheduled and unplemented. 
Currently known conditions of rhe budding dICtate rhat Bechtel will have various methods for repair (e.g.. re
move/ replace, local excavation/ replace, radial relJlforcement. etc.) available. These same memods and proce,'ie' used 

for replacmg or reinforcing e.'<lSting concrete will be used for the areas where discrepancies are found mat cannot be'" 
disposirioned 'use as is.' 

Schedule Rislc-Logistics 
inefficienCies WIth tespect to protected area marerial on load will result Ln low producrh'ity and loS[ time. 

A"ign experienced Security personnel to the proJecr: ReqUIre Security to participate in horizontal and "ertical slice 

review planning meeting;: Security to actively participate U1 pbn-<lf-the-day meetLng; and Three-day look ahead 

meetings. 

Schedul~ Risk-Existing System and Component/Eqllipment Clearances 
For most of the tendons located in {he buildings surrounding me containment structure as well as the cont:.unment 
walls lflSlde of these building;. there are Lterally thou,ands of existing plant interferences. These interferences will 
have [0 be rernpomrtly removed for either tendon work or for installation of radial reinforcements. To rempor.uiJy 
remove rnese mterferences. positive identification of them and subsequencly removing their energy source (e.g .. elec
trical, water. air, etc.) will be requlfed. Failure to properly identilY/ remove energ), source can result in personal injury. 
eqUIpment damage. degraded plant conditions. and violarions of plant Technical Specifications. 

.. 

-



... 

-
-
... 

-
-

-
... 

-

-

-
-

-

Mitigation: There are hundreds of «ndons and hundred. of radiol reinforcements requiring lnsrollation. Although there is cur
rendya planned removol sequence and lnsrollation sequence for both «ndons and reinforcements, there ar< enough 
tendons and reinforcements in adjacenr locations within [he same rooms such that when interferences requiring re
movol cannot be out of service as scheduled, work-around. will be planned and immedJ.,e1)' worked until such time 
clearances can be issued. Bechtel has assigned expenenced Scarrup personnel ro the project whose responsibilities are 
to work WIth Plant Operations personnel for identlfylng the interferences needLDg removol; Assign veteran plant 
operarors ro the prolect whose responsIbility is to identify and clear systems and components that are reqUlfed to be 
temporarJy remo"ed: Use modified spenol')' tools for tendon work and for raruol reinforcement work that minimizes 
the quantity of interferences to be r<mo,·ed. 

No. 6 
Category: 

Risk: 

Mitigation: 

No. 7 
Category: 

Risk: 

Mitigation: 

No_ 8 

Category: 

Risk: 

Mitigation: 

Schedule and Cost Risk-Long Lead ProClUement items 
Project schedule could be Impacted by long lead procurements for unanticlpated eqwpment needs, such as penetra
tIOns. volves. instrumenrs, e1ecuica/ panels. etc. or for eqUIpment /components damaged as a result of project acuvl[ies. 

Early Identification of eqUipment and components requirlng removol will be catologued and pote~tlol replace
ments/ upgrades will be considered and decisions for replacement or use-as-is will be made. Progress Energy may de
CIde to provide replacement eqUIpment vi. itS current inventory or Its nuclear qualified supply chain. Bechtel's world
Wide procurement organization will be avaUable for locatlng and/or expedlting components or equipment rhat is 

determined to be replaced. Bechrel plans lnclude early identificalion of componenrs and equipmenr lhal will be re
quued ro either be removed or pmrecled. Bechlel will work closely wirh experienced Progress Energy Inslrumenr and 
Mechanicol personnel in identifpng the equipmem and components rhal require removol. Bechrel plans 10 have an 
eqUipment proleclion fabricallon area staffed wllh personnel whose re'ponsibUilies are 10 fabricale enclosures and 
storage boxes for removed eqwpmem/componem protection. Furrher, Bechld plans to have a derucaled compoSIte 
team of personnel whose responsibullies are 10 fabricate and install eqUIpment prOlecuon In and around the mulllple 
work areas of the project. Again. the design and inSla/lalion of equipment protection will be coordinated with Plant 

Operalions, Chemistry. Fire Protection, and other deparrments 10 ensure thaI the eqUlpmenr protection devices 
ollow reqUired access during proJecl implemenration. 

Schedule Risk-Nuclear Safery 
The deSIgn and licensing documents do not adequately add tess the projecr', mUltiple conSlrucrion aclivities such .. , 
rigging and h"ndling of "heavy loads" in. around. aDd over spenr fuel pool and other safery-related and augn,ented

quoliry systems. s[[uctures, and components, resulting in possible damage to eqUlpmenl. 
Rigging plans will be developed, documenled, and reviewed for all potemiol scenarios involVing work in around the 
'pent fuel pool. Designs will lake into consideration disassembly of larger speciolry eqUipment 10 reduce the weightS 

for lhe inslallation and use acth'itie,. This will result in <chedule performance less-than-optimum. Bechlel Engineer
ing will develop more robust spem fuel pool protection thaI permits higher loads 10 be handled over the spent fuel 
pool and 0150 meets currem I\UREG-0612. B.S.b, and T echnicol Speciflcation requirements for 'pent fuel pool cool-

109. 

Schedule, Scope, and Cost Risk-Unacaoptable Bumess and/or Ring Girder Cl'2cking 

Dunng the performance of project acriviries such as containment de-lenSlonlng. bay concrete removol. and re
tensioning. unacceprable cracks could develop in either oDe or more of roe bUlrresses and/or anywhere around lhe 
perlmeler of rhe rlng girder. 
Bechtel's current plans lIlclude lhe removoland replacemem of tendons and concrele. Consequendy. If unacceptable 
cracks occur as a result of project acrivities, the conerere will be repaired by either removal/replacement or by addi
tionol reinforcemem. Bechrel Engmeering has been involved with lhe modeling and anolySls of the Crysrol River Unil 
3 conralnmenr design for well over 6 months. The model was previously developed by an lndependent srrucrural 
anolysis company. In parollel, Bechrel has developed irs own finire element model of the Unil 3 deSign. A flnile deten
sioning and re-rensioningsequence is being developed thaI will be used thar. based on available dara and (he hislOry of 

rhe CR3 containmem, wiU mmimize the potentiol for condllions 10 exist lhal could initiale furrher cracking, 



No. 9 
Caregory: 

Risk: 

l\1Higation: 

No. 10 

Category: 
Risk: 

II U tiga[ton: 

No. 11 
Category: 

Risk: 

Mitigation: 

No. 12 
Category: 

Risk: 

.Mitigation: 

No. 13 
Category: 

Risk: 

Mitigation: 

Cost Risk-Quantity ofSltilled Craft personnel 
Lack of skilled craft pel>onnel to pertoffil the project Work activities -
Work JUrISdiction assignments can be made. allOWing different craft personnel to perform the work activities. Use of 

speCialty subcontractors to perform work acti"ities initially planned to be perfoffiled by direct-hire craft personnel. ... 
Bechtel has already performed a labor survey for the west coast of Flonda and for the CI)'Stal River area. I [ has already 
been idemWed that iron workers and bborers may be III shan supply. Bech[e1 has planned for the tendon subeonerac-

ror ro bring their own iron workers. Further. Bech[e1 h"" already planned for and included [he coses of "mpends" [0 ... 

be used to at"acr and retain qualified craft personnel. 

Cost and Scope Risk-A.-left tendons do not meet acceptable standards 

Bech[e1 plans to de-rension bur nor remove [he venical [endons in Bay 3-4 and all of the horizontal tendons below [he 

roof e.lt'Yations that do nor pa.<s through Bay 5-6. If the a'i-found conditions of these as-left tendons have unacceprable 
visual indications. they will nc..,d ro be removed and replaced. This will requIre removal/replacement of a multirud" of 
interferences for ins[allarion of coilers/coiled tendons nor curremly planned 

Bech[el plans to perfoml the required inspectiOns (e.g .. J'V:'L) as soon as practical alter [he [enclons have been dt"

greased and dcrensionoo. Based on inspection results. if a tendon or more require replacemenr. rhere is ~-ufficien( rime 
in Bechtel's currenr schedule (Q pemm the ordering, receipt, and fabrication of new [endon(s). It is noted that addi
tional interferences will require identification and removal o>'er wh" is currendy identified for removal to allow reo
don removal and installation. Bechtel has been reviewmg and will continue to re\·iew all of me non-conformancc 
reporrs tha[ Progres, Energy h"" generated/is generating dunng that past two years [hat were associated wim the [en
dons ill [he CI)'",al River Unit 3 containment building. Trends will be identified and plans/ processes. and procedures 

for tendon removal w~l be drafted and avatlable for use. 

Schedule and Cost Risk-in-Processing of project personnel 
Delays in baclging and granting personnel unescorted access to [he protected areas of the plant 

Staffing plans will allocate a "longer than projected" [inle for in-processing and badging of projecr personnel. lmple
mem an in-processing program and process tha[ has demonstrared success from other recem Bechtel "nuclear oper.lt-

-

... 

ing plant" projects. This included dedicared and erained in-processing personnel: dedicated space and temlinals for ... 
CBT; specific requiremenes for earl)' submirrals of PHQs; incentives for early completion of in-processing require

ments: specWe guidelines for testing: include speCific in-processing guidelines lor all subconrracrors 

Schedule. Scope. and CoS[ Risk-Development of venical cracks during detensioning activities 
There is no practical method that can be implemented rhar will ensure that no vertical. radial cracks will develop in 

the cOflrainnlenr wall during derensionjng :lcrivides. These vertical. radial cracks may occur in areas , .. ,here complete 
concrete removal Is required or in areas where the existing concrere is to be saved and/or reinforced. [f required, repai r 
of the vertical. radial cracks could require concrete removal In general. technical justillcatiol1 can be proVided for 
accepting vertical, radial cracks. however me regulator may nor accept any cracks even if technical justificatiOn is pro

Vided. This could result in added scope. schedule and cost. 
Define this issue in derail and address early on in· the pro,ecr with the clien£. I[ is necessary [0 determine a pam for

ward. given [he fuct [hat vertical. radial cracks may nor be preventable. Engagement of knowledgeable regulatory per
sOllflel early in these evaluations and srudies will help ro mitigate concerns later in the project. 

Scope. and Cost Risle-Damage to rendons during radial reinforcements' installation 

During core drilling of the holes in the comaiamenr bu~ding for installation of the threaded radial reinforcements, 
there is a porential to core drill through tendon sheathing andlor tendons. This could occur due to the tolerances ... 
inherent ill the 'scanning' processes for locating interferences illternal to the concrete walls. 

Device, known"" "drill stops' will be used on the core boring eqUipment. These devices cause the core bonng eqUJp
mem to stop when the core boting bit encOUnters metal objects (e.g .• reinforcing bar, tendon shearlung, construction 
aids. etc.). As a procedural step. jUst before core ddlling, a final scan for imemal-to-mncre[e scan will be performed. 
Processes and procedures will be in place ifit becomes necess.'lC)' co perform repairs in the evem(,) that tendon shea[h
ing/tendons and/or reinforcing bar would be damaged during core drilling. 



... No. 14 
Category: 

... 

... 

... 

... 

.... 

... 

-

Risk: 

Mmganon: 

No. 15 
Category: 

Risk: 

l\Iingation: 

Schedule and Cost Risle-Movable Worle Platform Operability 
The plan for concrete removallreplacement. including me reinforcing bar removallreplacement and rendon sheath
mg remo"aI/ replacement for the five bays, requires vertical access around me perimeter of the containment buildiog 
over buildings. Movable pbd'orms that accommodate rhese activities are bemg deSigned for use. These plarforms are 

firsr-of-a-kind and their oper3[ionai dependability is a key attribute for project succes,. 
A project ream dedicated specifically ro platform design was organized and has been !fl"olved in me concepts and 
design since project inCeption. Companies WIth specialtzed skills (riggi ng. steel fabriCation) have been working along
SIde Bechtel throughom the design evolution. Stakeholders (e.g., hydrodemolnlon company. tendon company. mare

rial handling companks, Progress Energy) have been involved In the design process. A summir has been conducted 
that mcluded experienced sub,err marrer expem as weU as all of the stakeholders and end users of the movable work 
platforms. Upon completion of fabrication. the work platforms will be fuUy assembled and oper>tionally tested before 
shipment and arrival on project . 

Schedule Risk-Subsurface Condition.s 
The project plans to use large cranes for moving matenals and equipment around the containment building as part of 
the planned work. The plan is to install a substantial foundation for a tOWer crane and to install a large mobUe crane. 

Both of these locatIOns are close to the existing containment and both impose large ground loads during installatIon 
and use. Subsurnce conditions may d,ctate substantial work before using these areas as planned or the subsurface 
conditions may preclude using these areas. Other ruks would include not beJng able to use the cranes to full capaCity, 
which would reqUlre deSign alterarions (to reduce sizes/weights) to some of the components currently planned to rig 
in/around the contalflment build ing. 

Perform geotechnical surveys and studies to know and understand what Ifl1provemenrs need to be made to founda
tion deSIgns and ro me SttuCturai capacit), of [he existing surbces/ subsurfaces. thereby ensuring that planned cranes 
can be installed and used. An alternate plan would mclude uses of smaUer and dJiferenr types of cranes . 
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CRYSTAL RIVER UNIT 3/CONSTRUCTABILITY REVIEW CHECKLIST 

Project Infonnation: Contractor URS: Sub-Contractor SGT 
Reviewed By: High Bridge Date: JULY 14,2012 

No Constructi on Review Issues - TendonlTendon Sheathing Removal ( I )X (C 

I Is the proposed method constructible and is it cost effective? 
2 Are there workable construction staging plans and layout plans? NOle 2 

helDH'. 

3 Are the access requirements for the tendon removal equipment and 
removed tendons adequate and defined? 

4 Is the removal method defined and workable? Safe Load Palh, LO\'OII/ Plan? 

5 Are the removal of knockouts and civil structural interferences 
appropriately defined? ,Hare definilion required 

6 Is the Crane support adequate for the task? Sale Load Path, Layoul Plan? 

7 Will the crane placement provide the needed support? Sale Load Path? 

8 Is there adequate access to the work area for the task? 
9 Does the plan provide for the necessary logistical requirements? 
10 Are the plant operational considerations required adequately identified? 
II Have the plant security requirements been adequately identified? 
12 Are the material handling attributes adequately identified? 
13 Have the fabrication needs been defined? 
14 Are the storage needs and proper class requirements identified? 
15 Is refurbishment of components identified and the requirements 

defined? 
16 Is there a resource plan for staffing, equipment, and ancillary facilities? 
17 Are the resource requirements including allocation and utili zation 

adequately defined for staffing, equipment, and ancillary facilities? 
18 Have plant equipment protection requirements been identified? 
19 Are contingency/mitigation plans indentified in the event of any 

unforeseen incidents? 
20 Is there a plan for contaminated material handling and disposal? 
21 Is there a plan for hazardous material identification and abatement 

processes and disposal (e.g" lead paint, asbestos, etc.)? 
22 Are there return to service (RTS) testing and startup plans? 
23 Identify any potential problems/difficulties with the proposed method 

(Use additional sheets as required): l Plan nol pre5enledlreviel1'ed, 
Storage locations for removed permanent plant compOnel1l5 lack expecled 
rigor alld de./inition. d. Spec(/ic plans 110t presel1tedlre\'ieH'ed 1!lJllpUl from 
plant operations and complelion of engineering EC is required. 12. Safe Load 
palhs and logislics plans not presented/reviewed. 16. /7. 18. &20. Plan not 
presentedlrel'iell'ed. See final reoort for additional comments. 

24 Provide any recommendations for improvement (Use additional sheets 
as required): 1., Added definition and rigor 10 the idel1lificalion, storage, and 
proleclion of interferences, including specificsjor "each oflhe eaches ". ~. 

Idenlify specific safe load paths. J,. Improl'e logislics and specifics for tendon 
slorage prior 10 !'endor shipment. See final rel!ort for additional comments. 

Yes No N/A 
./ 

./ 

./ 

./ 

./ 

./ 

./ 

./ 

./ 
./ 

./ 
./ 

./ 

./ 

./ 

./ 

./ 

./ 
./ 

./ 
./ 

./ 

./ 
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CRYSTAL RIVER U3 
No. Construction Review Issues - Tendon and Tendon Sheathing Removal (I) (O)X Yes No N/A ... 
I Is the proposed method constructible and is it cost effective? v" 
2 Are there workable construction staging plans and layout plans? v" -3 Are the access requirements for the tendon removal equipment and removed v" 

tendons adequate and defined? 
4 Is the removal method defined and workable? v" -5 Are the removal of knockouts and civil structural interferences appropriately v" 

defined? 
6 Is the Crane support adequate for the task? v" 
7 Will the crane placement provide the needed support? v" 
8 Is there adequate access to the work area for the task? v" 
9 Does the plan provide for the necessary logistical requirements? v" 
10 Are the plant operational considerations required adequately identified? v" 
II Have the plant security requirements been adequately identified? v" 
12 Are the material handling attributes adequately identified? v" 
13 Have the fabrication needs been defined? v" 
14 Are the storage needs and proper class requirements identified? v" 
15 Is refurbishment of components identified and the requirements defined? v" 
16 Is there a resource plan for staffing, equipment, and ancillary facilities? v" 
17 Are the resource requirements including allocation and utilization adequately v" ... 

defined for staffing, equipment, and ancillary facilities? 
18 Have plant equipment protection requirements been identified? v" 
19 Are contingency/mitigation plans indentified in the event ofany unforeseen v" 

incidents? 
20 Is there a plan for contaminated material handling and disposal? v" 

21 Is there a plan for hazardous material identification and abatement processes v" 
and disposal (e.j.(. , lead paint, asbestos, etc.)? 

22 Are there return to service (RTS) testing and startup plans? v" 
23 Identify any potential problems/difficulties with the proposed method (Use 

additional sheets as required):2- Plan 1I0t presentedlrel'ie>1·ed. Storage locations 
Jor remol'ed permanent plant components lack expected rigor and definition . 12. 
Safe Load paths alld logistics plans not preselltedlrel'iell'ed. J 6. 17. & 20. Plan 1I0t 
prese11ledlrevieH'ed. See final report for additional comments. 

24 Provide any recommendations for improvement (Use additional sheets as 
required): 1. Idelltit .. specific safe load paths. £. ftnpro l'e logistics and specifics for 
telldon storage prior to vendor shipment 
See final re[!ort for additiona l comments. 

Page 2 of 12 



- CRYSTAL RIVER U3 
No. Construction Review Issues - Concrete Removal (Inside) X (Outside) Yes No N/A 

,.. I Is the proposed method constructible and is it cost effective? ./ 

2 Are there workable construction staging plans and layout plans? ./ 
3 Are the installation of scaffolding and platforms adequate and defined? ./ - 4 Is the concrete removal system and method defined and workable? ./ 
4a Are the waste concrete and slurry system (if planned) appropriately defined? ./ 

... 5 Is the rebar removal plan defined and adequate? ./ 
6 Is the Crane support adequate for the task? ./ 
7 Will the crane placement provide the needed support? ./ 
8 Is there adequate access to the work area for the task? ./ 
9 Does the plan provide for the necessary logistical requirements? ./ 
10 Are the plant operational considerations required adequately identified? ./ 
II Have the plant security requirements been adequately identified? ./ 
12 Are the material handling attributes adequately identified? ./ 
13 Have the fabrication needs been defined? ./ 
14 Are the storage needs and proper class requirements identified? ./ 
15 Is refurbishment of components identified and the requirements defined? ./ 
16 Is there a resource plan for staffing, equipment, and ancillary facilities? ./ 
17 Are the resource requirements including allocation and utili zation adequately ./ 

defined for staffing, equipment, and ancillary facilities? 
18 Have plant equipment protection requirements been identified? ./ 
19 Are contingency/mitigation plans indentified in the event of any unforeseen ./ 

incidents? 
20 Is there a plan for contaminated material handling and disposal? ./ 
21 Is there a plan for hazardous material identification and abatement processes ./ 

and disposal (e.g., lead paint, asbestos, etc.)? 
22 Are there return to service (RTS) testing and startup plans? ./ 
23 Identify any potential problems/difficu lties with the proposed method (Use 

additional sheets as required): Planned crane access/or the areas close to the 
bllllresses and knockout will he inaccessible due 10 the staging/or the exterior 
concrete remol'Ol processes. See final re l!ort for additional comments. 

24 Provide any recommendations for improvement (Use additional sheets as 
required): See final rel!ort for additional comments. 

-
Page 3 of 12 -
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CRYSTAL RIVER U3 
No. Construction Review Issues - Concrete Removal (Inside) (Outside) X Yes No N/A -
I Is the proposed method constructible and is it cost effective? y" 

2 Are there workable construction staging plans and layout plans? y" -3 Are the installation of scaffolding and platforms adequate and defined? y" 

4 Is the concrete removal system and method defined and workable? y" 

4a Are the waste concrete and slurry system (if planned) appropriately defined? y" -
5 Is the rebar removal plan defined and adequate? y" 

6 Is the Crane support adequate for the task? y" 

7 Will the crane placement provide the needed support? y" 

8 Is there adequate access to the work area for the task? y" 

9 Does the plan provide for the necessary logistical requirements? y" 

10 Are the plant operational considerations required adequately identified? y" 

I I Have the plant security requirements been adequately identified? y" 

12 Are the material handling attributes adequately identified? y" 

13 Have the fabrication needs been defined? y" 

14 Are the storage needs and proper class requirements identified? y" 

15 Is refurbishment of components identified and the requirements defined? y" 

16 Is there a resource plan for staffing, equipment, and ancillary facilities? y" 

17 Are the resource requirements including allocation and utilization adequately y" 

defined for staffing, equipment, and ancillary facilities? 
18 Have plant equipment protection requirements been identified? y" 

19 Are contingency/mitigation plans indentified in the event of any unforeseen y" 

incidents? 
20 Is there a plan for contaminated material handling and disposal? y" 

21 Is there a plan for hazardous material identification and abatement processes y" 

and disposal (e.g., lead paint, asbestos, etc.}? 
22 Are there return to service (RTS) testing and startup plans? y" 

23 Identify any potential problems/difficulties with the proposed method (Use 
additional sheets as required): See final rellort for additional comments. 

24 Provide any recommendations for improvement (Use additional sheets as 
required): See final rellort for additional comments. 
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CRYSTAL RIVER U3 
No. Construction Review Issues - Concrete Replacement (Inside) X (Outside) Yes No N/A ... I Is the proposed method constructible and is it cost effective? ./ 

2 Are there workable construction staging plans and layout plans? ./ 

3 Are the installation of scaffolding installation and relocation adequate and ./ ... defined? 
4 Is the tendon sheathing installation and splicing method defined and ./ 

workable? - 5 Is the reinforcing steel installation and splicing method defined and ./ 
workable? 

6 Is the formwork installation and method defined and workable? ./ - 7 Is the concrete placement installation plan and method defined and ./ 
workable? 

8 Is the Crane support adequate for the task? ./ 
8a Will the crane placement provide the needed support? ./ 

9 Is there adequate access to the work area for the task? ./ ... 10 Does the plan provide for the necessary logistical requirements? ./ 
I I Are the plant operational considerations required adequately identified? ./ 
12 Have the plant security requirements been adequately identified? ./ 
13 Are the material handling attributes adequately identified? ./ 
14 Have the fabrication needs been defined? ./ 

... 15 Are the storage needs and proper class requirements identified? ./ 
16 Is refurbishment of components identified and the requirements defined? ./ 
17 Is there a resource plan for staffing, equipment, and ancillary facilities? ./ 
17a Are the resource requirements including allocation and utilization ./ 

adequately defined for staffing, equipment, and ancillary facilities? 
18 Have plant equipment protection requirements been identified? ./ 
19 Are contingency/mitigation plans indentified in the event of any unforeseen ./ 

incidents? 
20 Is there a plan for contaminated material handling and disposal? ./ 
21 Is there a plan for hazardous material identification and abatement processes ./ 

and disposal (e.g., lead paint, asbestos, etc.)? 
22 Are there return to service (RTS) testing and startup plans? ./ 
23 Identify any potential problems/difficulties with the proposed method (Use 

additional sheets as required): See final rel!ort for additional comments . ... 
24 Provide any recommendations for improvement (Use additional sheets as 

required): See final rel!ort for additional comments. 
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CRYSTAL RIVER V3 
No. Construction Review Issues - Concrete Replacement (Inside) (Outside) X Yes No N/A -
I Is the proposed method constructible and is it cost effective? V-
2 Are there workable construction staging plans and layout plans? V- -3 Are the installation of scaffolding installation and relocation adequate and V-

defined? 
4 Is the tendon sheathing installation and splicing method defined and V- -workable? 
5 Is the reinforcing steel installation and splicing method defined and V-

workable? 
6 Is the form work installation and method defined and workable? V-
7 Is the concrete placement installation plan and method defined and V-

workable? 
8 Is the Crane support adequate for the task? V-
8a Will the crane placement provide the needed support? V-
9 Is there adequate access to the work area for the task? V-
10 Does the plan provide for the necessary logistical requirements? V-
I I Are the plant operational considerations required adequately identified? V-
12 Have the plant security requirements been adequately identified? V-
13 Are the material handling attributes adequately identified? V-
14 Have the fabrication needs been defined? V-
IS Are the storage needs and proper class requirements identified? V-
16 Is refurbishment of components identified and the requirements defined? V-
17 Is there a resource plan for staffing, equipment, and ancillary facilities? V-
17a Are the resource requirements including allocation and utilization V-

adequately defined for staffing, equipment, and ancillary facilities? 
18 Have plant equipment protection requirements been identified? V-
19 Are contingency/mitigation plans indentified in the event of any unforeseen V-

incidents? 
20 Is there a plan for contaminated material handling and disposal? V-
21 Is there a plan for hazardous material identification and abatement processes V-

and disposal (e.g. , lead paint, asbestos, etc.)? 
22 Are there return to service (RTS) testing and startup plans? V-
23 Identify any potential problems/difficulties with the proposed method (Use 

additional sheets as required): Sec final rellor! for additional comments. 

24 Provide any recommendations for improvement (Use additional sheets as 
required): Sec final rellort for additional comments. 
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- CRYSTAL RIVER U3 
No. Construction Review Issues - Interference Removal (Inside) X (Outside) Yes No N/A 

I Is the proposed method constructible and is it cost effective? ./ 

2 Are there workable construction staging plans and layout plans? ./ ... 
3 Are the installation of scaffolding and platforms adequate and defined? ./ 

4 Is the interference removal method for mechanical attributes defined and ./ - workable? 
5 Is the interference removal method for electrical attributes defined and ./ 

workable? - Sa [s the interference removal method for instrumentation and controls ./ 
attributes defined and workable? 

5b Is the interference removal method for civil attributes defined and ./ 

workable? 
6 Is the Crane support adequate for the task? ./ 

7 Will the crane placement provide the needed support? ./ 

8 [s there adequate access to the work area for the task? ./ 

9 Does the plan provide for the necessary logistical requirements? ./ 

- 10 Are the plant operational considerations required adequately identified? ./ 
II Have the plant security requirements been adequately identified? ./ 

12 Are the material handling attributes adequately identified? ./ 

13 Have the fabrication needs been defined? 
14 Are the storage needs and proper class requirements identified? ./ 
15 Is refurbishment of components identified and the requirements defined? ./ 
16 Is there a resource plan for staffing, equipment, and ancillary facilities? ./ 
17 Are the resource requirements including allocation and utilization ./ 

adequately defined for staffing, equipment, and ancillary facilities? 
18 Have plant equipment protection requirements been identified? ./ 
19 Are contingency/mitigation plans indentified in the event of any unforeseen ./ 

incidents? 
20 Is there a plan for contaminated material handling and disposal? ./ 
21 Is there a plan for hazardous material identification and abatement processes ./ - and disposal (e.g., lead paint, asbestos, etc.)? 
22 Are there return to service (RTS) testing and startup plans? ./ 
23 Identify any potential problems/difficulties with the proposed method (Use - additional sheets as required): See final re/lort for additional comments. 

-
24 Provide any recommendations for improvement (Use additional sheets as 

required): See final re/lort for additional comments. -
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H!~H BRIDG[ -

-
CRYSTAL RIVER U3 
No. Construction Review Issues - Anchor Bo[t/Pin Installation Yes No N/A 
I Is the proposed method constructible and is it cost effective? v' 
2 Are there workable construction staging plans and layout plans? v' 
3 Are the installation of scaffolding and platforms adequate and defined? v' 
4 Is the core drilling method defined and workable? v' 
4a Are the removal of concrete waste and drilling water defined? v' 
5 Are the anchor installation and grouting methods appropriately defined? v' 
6 Is the Crane support adequate for the task? v' 
7 Will the crane placement provide the needed support? v' v' 
8 Is there adequate access to the work area for the task? ,f 

9 Does the plan provide for the necessary logistical requirements? v' 
[0 Are the plant operational considerations required adequately identified? v' 
II Have the plant security requirements been adequately identified? v' 
12 Are the material handling attributes adequately identified? v' 
13 Have the fabrication needs been defined? v' 
14 Are the storage needs and proper class requirements identified? v' 
15 Is refurbishment of components identified and the requirements defined? v' 
16 Is there a resource plan for staffing, equipment, and ancillary facilities? v' 
17 Are the resource requirements including allocation and utilization v' 

adeguate~ defined for staffing, equipment, and ancillary facilities? 
18 Have plant equipment protection requirements been identified? ,f 

19 Are contingency/mitigation plans indentified in the event of any unforeseen v' 
incidents? 

20 Is there a plan for contaminated material handling and disposal? ,f 

21 Is there a plan for hazardous material identification and abatement processes v' 
and disposal (e.g., lead paint, asbestos, etc.)? 

22 Are there return to service (RTS) testing and startup plans? v' 

23 Identify any potential problems/difficulties with the proposed method (Use 
additional sheets as required): See final rel!0rt for additional comments. 

24 Provide any recommendations for improvement (Use additional sheets as 
required): See final rel!0rt for additional comments. 
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CRYSTAL RIVER V3 
No. Construction Review Issues - Installation of Removed Components Yes No N/A 
I Is the proposed method constructible and is it cost effective? ./ 

... 2 Are there workable construction staging plans and layout plans? ./ 

3 Are the installation of scaffolding and platforms adequate and defined? ./ 
4 Is the interference installation method for mechanical attributes defined and ./ 

workable? 
5 Is the interference installation method for electrical attributes defined and ./ 

workable? ... 
5a Is the interference installation method for instrumentation and controls ./ 

attributes defined and workable? 
5b Is the interference installation method for civil attributes defined and ./ 

workable? 
6 Is the Crane support adequate for the task? ./ 

7 Will the crane placement provide the needed support? ./ 

8 Is there adequate access to the work area for the task? ./ 

9 Does the plan provide for the necessary logistical requirements? ./ 
10 Are the plant operational considerations required adequately identified? ./ 
I 1 Have the plant security requirements been adequately identified? ./ 
12 Are the material handling attributes adequately identified? ./ ... 
13 Have the fabrication needs been defined? ./ 
14 Are the storage needs and proper class requirements identified? ./ 

... 15 Is refurbishment of components identified and the requirements defined? ./ 
16 Is there a resource plan for staffing, equipment, and ancillary facilities? ./ 
17 Are the resource requirements including allocation and utilization ./ - adequately defmed for staffing, equipment, and ancillary facilities? 
18 Have plant equipment protection requirements been identified? ./ 
19 Are contingency/mitigation plans indentified in the event of any unforeseen ./ ... incidents? 
20 Is there a plan for contaminated material handling and disposal? ./ 
21 Is there a plan for hazardous material identification and abatement processes ./ 

and disposal (e.g., lead paint, asbestos, etc.)? 
22 Are there return to service (RTS) testing and startup plans? ./ 

- 23 Identify any potential problems/difficulties with the proposed method (Use 
additional sheets as required): See final rellor! for additional comments. 

24 Provide any recommendations for improvement (Use additional sheets as 
required): See final rellort for additional comments . 

... 

-
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J L 
HIGtt B~II)(a .... 

CRYSTAL RJVER U3 
No. Construction Review Issues - Tendon Replacement (Inside) (Outside) X Yes No N/A 
I Is the proposed method constructible and is it cost effective? "r ... 
2 Are there workable construction staging plans and layout plans? "r 
3 Are the access requirements for the tendon equipment and removed tendons "r 

adequate and defined? 
4 Are the replacement method and processes defined and workable? "r 
5 Are the replacement of knockouts and civil structural interferences "r -appropriately defined? 
6 Is the Crane support adequate for the task? "r 
7 Will the crane placement provide the needed support? "r 
8 Is there adequate access to the work area for the task? "r 
9 Does the plan provide for the necessary logistical requirements? "r 
10 Are the plant operational considerations required adequately identified? "r 
II Have the plant security requirements been adequately identified? "r 
12 Are the material handling attributes adequately identified? "r 
13 Have the fabrication needs been defined? "r 
14 Are the storage needs and proper class requirements identified? "r 
15 Is refurbishment of components identified and the requirements defined? "r -
16 Is there a resource plan for staffing, equipment, and ancillary facilities? "r 
17 Are the resource requirements including allocation and utilization "r 

adequately defined for staffing, equipment, and ancillary facilities? 
... 

18 Have plant equipment protection requirements been identified? "r 
19 Are contingency/mitigation plans indentified in the event of any unforeseen "r -incidents? 
20 Is there a plan for contaminated material handling and disposal? "r 
21 Is there a plan for hazardous material identification and abatement processes "r -and disposal (e.g., lead paint, asbestos, etc.)? 
22 Are there return to service (RTS) testing and startup plans? "r 
23 Identify any potential problems/difficulties with the proposed method (Use 

additional sheets as required): See final rellort for additional comments. 

24 Provide any recommendations for improvement (Use additional sheets as 
required): See final rellor! for additional comments. 

-
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-1 L 
HIGH BRIDGE ... ., .. ... CRYSTAL RIVER U3 

No. Construction Review Issues - Tendon Replacement (Inside) X (Outside) Yes No N/A 
I Is the proposed method constructible and is it cost effective? ./ 

... 2 Are there workable construction staging plans and layout plans? ./ 

3 Are the access requirements for the tendon equipment and removed tendons ./ 
adequate and defined? - 4 Are the replacement method and processes defined and workable? ./ 

5 Are the replacement of knockouts and civil structural interferences ./ 
appropriate I y defined? - 6 Is the Crane support adequate for the task? ./ 

7 Will the crane placement provide the needed support? ./ 

- 8 Is there adequate access to the work area for the task? ./ 

9 Does the plan provide for the necessary logistical requirements? ./ 
10 Are the plant operational considerations required adequately identified? ./ 
II Have the plant security requirements been adequately identified? ./ 

12 Are the material handling attributes adequately identified? ./ 
13 Have the fabrication needs been defined? ./ 
14 Are the storage needs and proper class requirements identified? ./ 
15 Is refurbishment of components identified and the requirements defined? ./ 

... 16 Is there a resource plan for staffing, equipment, and ancillary facilities? ./ 
17 Are the resource requirements including allocation and utilization ./ 

adequately defined for staffing, equipment, and ancillary facilities? ... 18 Have plant equipment protection requirements been identified? ./ 
19 Are contingency/mitigation plans indentified in the event of any unforeseen ./ 

incidents? 
20 Is there a plan for contaminated material handling and disposal? ./ 
21 Is there a plan for hazardous material identification and abatement processes ./ 

and disposal (e.g., lead paint, asbestos, etc.)? 
22 Are there return to service (RTS) testing and startup plans? ./ 
23 Identify any potential problems/difficulties with the proposed method (Use 

... additional sheets as required): See final re~ort for additional comments . 

24 Provide any recommendations for improvement (Use additional sheets as 
required): See final rel!ort for additional comments. 

-

-
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HIGH BRIDGE -

CRYSTAL RIVER U3 
No. Construction Review Issues - Fuel Pool Protection Yes No N/A 
I Is the proposed method constructible and is it cost effective? ../ -
2 Are there workable construction staging plans and layout plans? ../ 

3 Are the details of the construction plans for the isolation wall and other ../ -protective features adequate and well defined? 
4 Are the access and installation requirements for the fuel pool protective ../ 

attributes adequate and defined? 
5 Are the removal and restoration of the fuel pool protection processes ../ 

defined and workable? 
6 Is the Crane support adequate for the task? ../ 

7 Will the crane placement provide the needed support? ../ 
8 Is there adequate access to the work area for the task? ../ 
9 Does the plan provide for the necessary logistical requirements? ../ 
10 Are the plant operational considerations required adequately identified? ../ 
I I Have the plant security requirements been adequately identified? ../ 
12 Are the material handling attributes adequately identified? ../ 
13 Have the fabrication needs been defined? ../ 
14 Are the storage needs and proper class requirements identified? ../ -
15 Is refurbishment of components identified and the requirements defined? ../ 

16 Is there a resource plan for staffing, equipment, and ancillary facilities? ../ 

17 Are the resource requirements including allocation and utilization ../ -
adequately defined for staffing, equipment, and ancillary facilities? 

18 Have plant equipment protection requirements been identified? ../ 

19 Are contingency/mitigation plans indentified in the event of any unforeseen ../ 
incidents? 

20 Is there a plan for contaminated material handling and disposal? ../ 

21 Is there a plan for hazardous material identification and abatement processes ../ 
and disposal (e.g., lead paint, asbestos, etc.)? 

22 Are there return to service (RTS) testing and startup plans? ../ 
23 Identify any potential problems/difficulties with the proposed method (Use 

additional sheets as required): See final rel!ort for additional comments. 

24 Provide any recommendations for improvement (Use additional sheets as 
required): See final rel!ort for additional comments. 
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1.0 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

@ ZAPATA 

Background - The Crystal River Unit 3 (CR3 conta inment restoration I Report 

included a Discrete Risk Register containing >60 risks that formed the basis for a 

Monte Carlo risk assessment and determination of recommended management 

reserve. This included the risks for additional bay and dome cracking, along with a 

high level evaluation of the approximate range of repair cost and the likelihood of 

occurrence. 

In addition to the assessment reported in the containment replacement Report, 

Duke Energy requested a separate cost estimate and schedule complete concrete 

restoration of the reactor containment dome and all bays to the base matt elev. 

95ft) , excluding bay buttresses and the ring girder. This Attachment L (here after 

referred to as the Study) provides the results of the modified scope requested by 

Duke Energy. Attachment L.A provides a PowerPoint presentation of this Study. 

This Study is organized to provide cost estimates, schedules, and risk assessments 

for containment bay and dome concrete replacement organized as follows: 

• Case A - All Bays and Dome Replacement 

• Case B - All Bays Only Replacement 
, Case C - Dome Only Replacement 

Assumptions - The initiating event and owner Critical Decision (CD) for commencing 

the replacement of all containment dome and bay concrete is assumed to be 

containment cracking/de-lamination that occurs upon re-tensioning at the end of 

the Option 10 containment restoration project. Dome replacement is assumed to 

begin at the ring girder and includes scope for concrete (removal/replacement), 

tendon (de-tensioning/re-tensioning) and reinforcing (additional rebar) . Bay 

replacement includes scope for concrete, tendon and reinforcing down to elevation 

95' (Evaluation 95' is the top of the CR3 base mat) beginning at the lowest elevation 

replaced by Option 10 activities. Bay replacement scope also includes the removal 

of interferences and re-installation of components. A complete list of assumptions is 
provided in Section 2. The scope of this Study for bay concrete replacement 

includes: 

• Bay 1-2: 

• Bay 2-3: 
• Bay 3-4: 

• Bay 4-5: 
• Bay 5-6: 

Elev. 95ft to 119ft 
Elev. 95ft to 150ft 

Elev. 95ft to 160ft 

Elev. 95ft to 169ft 
Elev. 95ft to 119ft 

L·1 
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o Bay 6-1: Elev. 95ft to 150ft 

@ ZAPATA 

Schedule and Cost - High Bridge evaluated various work sequencing and schedule 

alternatives in developing independent cost estimates, schedules, and risk 

assessments for Cases A, B, and C. This Study provides a methodology and tools 

that can be used to develop other scenarios for changes in Critical Decision timing, 

methodology and scope that would result in less cost and schedule impact. 

The cost and schedule estimates in this Study are based on the Option 10 

independent estimate and schedule, and form the basis for the estimates and 

schedules for cases A, B, and C included in this Study. Based on information 

received from Progress Energy, several CR3 site walk-downs, and meetings with 

Progress and URS, High Bridge has performed the following: 

o Reviewed various documents/reports/information provided by Progress and 

participated in several CR3 Site visits . 

o Developed independent parametric cost estimates for Cases A, B, and C for CR3 

concrete replacement. 

o Developed independent parametric schedules with resource man-loading and 

critical path analyses for Cases A, B, and C for the CR3 concrete replacement. 

o Performed a parametric analysis of owner and other infrastructure 

scopes/staffing levels based on Option 10 results to develop the monthly hotel 

load (man hours and dollars) to estimate the total indirect costs for the EPC and 

owner. 

o Performed a Monte Carlo based Risk Analysis to determine recommended cost 

estimate and schedule values for contingency for Cases A, B, and C. 
o Performed a high level parametric risk assessment to determine the 

management reserve value to cover discrete risks for Cases A, B, and C. This was 

done based on industry guidelines and High Bridge experience, analysis, and 

judgment. A discrete risk register and Monte Carlo Analysis were not developed. 

High Bridge concludes that the overall schedule duration and critical path are driven 

by design restrictians based an structural integrity gaverning bay concrete 

removal/replacement sequencing and manpawer cangestian surraunding 

interference remaval and campanent reinstallation. Additionally, High Bridge 

concludes that the schedule related hotel load costs exceed the estimated direct 

costs by two to three times (depending on the Case). High Bridge believes this is 

reasonable and emphasizes that hotel laads dominate the overall total estimated 

cast for each Case. 

L-2 
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Figure L.l-l provides a summary comparison of the P6 Schedule developed during 

this Study for All Bay and Dome Concrete Replacement Cases A, B, and C versus the 

Option 10 Project schedule included in the August 2,2012 Final Report to ZAPATA. 

Figure L.l-l is presented in a bar chart format to illustrate the basic timeline 

relationships for the Study cases and Option 10 schedule. A comparison of 

Estimated Costs for cases A, B, and C is also provided on Figure L.1-2. As reflected 

on Figure L.l-l and Figure L.1-2, the overall High Bridge schedule evaluation and 

selected construction sequencing approach recognizes several key relationships 

across Cases A, B, and C: 

• The total schedule duration for all bay concrete replacement is 53 months 

(excluding contingency) for Cases A and B. (The dome replacement has no 

impact on the bay sequencing logic or resource staffing.) The length of the bay 

concrete replacement schedule is primarily influenced by the following: 

o Significant amounts of plant equipment are attached or are near the 

containment wall. The in- building interferences present the largest scope of 

work in accomplishing the concrete removal/replacement, with 

approximately 378,000 man hours and 700,000 man hours, respectively for 

mechanical and electrical interference removal and component replacement 

out of a total of approximately 2 million man hours. 

o Bay replacement work areas are very congested and allow limited crew sizes 

to accomplish interference removal, component replacement, and concrete 

related work . 

o Crew sizes are limited due to plant arrangement congestion and define the 

majority of the schedule. 
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Summary Bar-Chart Schedule Comparison 

@ ZAPATA 

CR3 Study of All Containment Bays and Dome Concrete Replacement - Summary Schedule Comparison with Option 10 Project 
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• The total schedule duration for dome concrete rep lacement is 23 months 

(excluding contingency). The schedule for all bay concrete replacement has no 

impact on the dome schedule duration, sequencing logic or resource staffing 

levels. 

• The estimated direct costs for bay concrete replacement for Cases A and Bare 

identical. The indirect hotel load cost estimates are different for Cases A, B, and 

C. The recommended contingency and management reserve values are different 

for Cases A, B, and C. 

• The total EPC and Progress costs are $1,489. 9 million for Case A; $1,304.4 

million for Case B; and $459.9 million for Case c.( see Figure L.1-5) 

• Adding contingency and management reserve to the direct cost results in the 

Case A total estimated cost for bay and dome concrete replacement is $1,936.9 

million, the Case B total estimated cost for bay concrete only is $1,760.9 million, 

and the Case C total estimated cost for dome concrete replacement only is 

$574.8 million .. ( see Figure L.1-2) 

• Option 10 was estimated to cost $1,492.7 million with total schedule duration 

of: 

o 31 months (excluding contingency) through SIT/ILRT completion in March 

2015 and 

_ 0 33 months (excluding contingency) through completion of demobilization in 

-

-

-

May 2015. 

• The overall estimated duration for Option 10 and replacement of all 

containment bays and dome concrete is approximate ly 83 months (excluding 

contingency) with a completion date in July 2019 and a total estimated cost of 

$3,429.6 million ($1,936.9 million plus $1,492.7 million) . . ( see Figure L.l-l) 
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Figure L.1-2 Comparison of Estimated Costs for Cases A, B, and C 

ZAPATA Assessment Team - Crystal River Unit #3 

Complete Bay and Dome Replacement Cost Estimate & Schedule Study 

Comparison of Cost Estimates and Schedules for Cases A, B, & C 

~-Complete Qrn:J! - Complete ~- Complete 

Cost Element & Description 
Concrete Dome Concrete Bays Concrete Dome 

Only Only & Bays 

Total $ Total $ Total $ 

Total EPC Project Value $230,530,507 $812,150,727 $953,625,418 

Total Progress Equipment, labor & Indirects $229,320,695 $492,215,340 $536,281,236 

Total EPC & Progress $459,851,203 $1,304,366,067 $1,489,906,653 

= Total Conting. & Mgt. Reserve (schedule $ includedl $114,959,606 $456,522,992 $446,969,367 

Total EPC/Progress, Contingency & Mgt. Res. $ Dollars $574,810,809 $1,760,889,059 $1,936,876,020 

Conting. & Mgt. Res. $ Dollars % of EPC/Progress Total $ 25% 35% 30% 

= I:: = 1= 
EPC Schedule Duration in Months 23 53 53 

EPC End Date, SIT/ILRT Complete, & Demobilization 12/31/16 07/02/19 07/02/19 

Section 3 of this Study discusses the High Bridge schedules, critical paths, and 

resource loading considerations for Cases A, B, and C, as well as the Option 10 

schedule. P6 was utilized to develop and refine each schedule case, and to optimize 

logic sequencing and resource loading for creating the shortest and most efficient 

schedule for each case. Summary schedules and critical path diagrams are 

presented in Section 3 for each study case. 

Figure l.1-3 provides a Bar Chart Schedule and Date Comparison for Bay and Dome 

Concrete Replacement Cases A, B, and C along with the Option 10 Project High 

Bridge schedule. The basic logic sequencing and duration relationships for work in 

each containment bay, dome, and common areas are shown. In summary it reflects: 

• As outlined in the assumptions in Section 2, the initiating event for commencing 

the replacement of all containment dome and bay concrete is containment 

cracking/de-lamination that occurs at the end of the Option 10 repair project. 

• All bay and dome complete concrete replacement cases commence prior to 

Option 10 SIT/ILRT and demobilization . Direct and indirect cost s for 

approximately three months of uncompleted Option 10 scope are accounted for 

in the Case A, B, and C study estimates. 
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• Bay 4-5 design packages, interference removal, component re-installation, 

concrete removal/replacement, tendon re-tensioning, component testing, and 

the SIT/ILRT define the longest duration critical path due to limited access and 

work space congestion. The Case A and B critical paths are highlighted in red on 

Figure L.1-3 . 
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Figure L.1-3 Schedule and Date Comparison for AI/Bays and Dome Concrete Replacement versus the Option 10 Project 

CR3 Study of All Containment Bays and Dome Concrete Replacement - Summary Schedule Comparison with Option 10 Project 
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Figure L.1 -3 Schedule and Date Comparison for All Bays and Dome Concrete Replacement versus the 
Option 10 Project (continued) 

Option 10 Project Replace All Concrete Bays and Dome Study 

Bay or Start End Approximate Case I Bay, Dome, Start End Approximate 
Oetensioning 16-Aug-12 IS-Oec-I2 4.0 Option 10 Foifur~ EII~nt Z-feb-IS 2· feb-IS "I. 

Bay &-1 I6-Dec-U 2-0ct-13 9 .S A & B Bid, Award, & Mobilize 2-Feb-lS 3-May-IS 3.0 
Bay 1-2 9-Apr-13 18-Jul-14 15.0 A & B Wall Oesign Packages 3-May-15 31-Aug-IS 4.0 
Bay 5-6 6-Jun-13 2-Apr-IS 22.0 AOB Bay 4-5 l -Sep-lS 6-Scp-18 36.0 
Bay 4-5 3-Sep-13 18-Apr-14 7.0 AOB Bay 6-1 l-Sep-lS 22-Jul-17 23.0 
Bay 2-3 ll-Mar-14 2-0ec-14 7.5 AOB Bay 2-3 l -Sep-lS 20-0ct-17 2S.S 

Anchor Pins 31-J3n-13 6-Aug-14 18.0 AOB Bay 1-2 14-Jan-17 9-Apr-IB 15.0 
Retensioning 4-Aug-13 14-J3n-15 17.5 AOB Bay 5-6 14-Jan-17 23-Aug-18 19_0 

51T/lRT 16-Jan-I S 16-Mar-1S 2.0 AOB Bay 3-4 14-Jan-17 6-AUS-18 18.5 
AOB CAR ...".. Ueb-17 2-Feb-17 "I. 

Duration Throulh SrT/llRT 31.0 AO B Retensiooing 26-Apf-18 22-Sep-18 5.0 
AO B Comp/Func Test 6-Sep-18 2-Apr-19 7.0 

Demobilizatioo 17-Mar-IS IS-May-IS 2.0 AOB SIT/llRT 4-Apr 19 3-May-19 1.0 

AOB Demobilization 4-May-19 2-Jul-19 2.0 

A&B Total 2-Feb-1S 2·Jul-19 53.0 
Option 10 Foifure E'o/ent 2-Feb-15 2-Feb-lS "I. 

C Dome Bid, Award, Mobilize Heb-lS 4-Mar-1S 1.0 
C Des Pkgs Dome 4-Mar-1S 2-May-1S 2.0 
(Dome Construction 3-May-15 2S-Sep-16 17.0 
(Dome LAR Approval 30-Sep-16 30-Sep-16 "I. 
(Dome Camp Testing 26-Sep-16 2S-0ct-16 1.0 
CDome SIT/lRT 26-0ct-16 2S-Nov-16 1.0 

(Dome Demobilization 24-Nov- 16 22-Dec-16 1.0 

Total 16-Aug-12 lS-May-1S 33.0 C Dome Total Heb-15 22-Dec-16 23.0 
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Option 10 and All Bay/Dome Replacement Schedule Overlap Transition - As 
reflected on Figure L.1-3, commencement of All Bay and Dome concrete 
replacement activities is triggered approximately three months prior to the 
end/demobilization of Option 10 project activities. Figure L.1-4 below provides 
some backup detail regarding the overlap transition from the end/completion of 
Option 10 with the beginning of all Bay and dome concrete replacement activities: 

• The Option 10 duration through completion of SIT /ILRT is 31 months 

• The Option 10 duration through completion of demobilization is 33 months 

• The All Bay and Dome replacement duration through completion of 

demobilization is 53 months 

• The Option 10 and All Bay and dome overlap period is approximately 3.5 

months 

• The overall combined Option 10 and All Bay and Dome replacement duration is 

83 months 

Figure L.1-4 Transition Schedule from Option 10 to All Bay and Dome 
Concrete Replacement 

Crystal River #3 Schedule Analysis 
Option 10 and the All Concrete Replacement Schedule 

CptJon 10 Schedule 31 Mos. 

OpCJon 10 Sc ... u1. D Mos. 

2/1/15 
IEventof ,. 

Concrete 
CrJIolnc 

2/1/15 
Inldilte AI a.,. 
& Dome Repair 

:J/16/15 
End m/lLRT 

5/15/15 
IL Project: Comp'ete 

End DemobNtutton 

Option 10 Overlap .pprox. 3.5 Mos. 

All "'ys • Dome case A Sd'tedule 53 Mos. 

83 Mo. All ConCl'ete Replacement Study 

Optfon 10 Schedule "MobnlzaUon" throLWh ~ro)ect complete'" 

All Concrete ReplM:ement -EVent" thl'OUlh "Protect complete-

7/0l/l!JI 
~ Project 

Complete 
End 

Demablilladon 

1/14/15 Re-tenskln complete 
Note: Concrete Cnlcldnl Event happel"l$ beforesrr/llRT at 
aproxfmately monlh 30 of Itt. Option 10 schedule 
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Risk and Contingency Determination - High Bridge developed parametric factors to 

compare the work to Option 10 information. A contingency analysis where 

risk/accuracy ranges were assigned for best case/worst case values for key 

elements of the estimate. A Monte Carlo analysis was performed using the best 

case/worst case values to derive contingency values over a range of confidence 

levels for the cost estimate and schedule for each Case A, B, and C. A contingency 

value included to provide an 80% confidence level to the cost estimate and 

schedule. It is anticipated that a Licensing Amendment Request (LAR) will be 

required to license the replacement concrete design for the dome. While the costs 

associated with acquiring a LAR are included in the parametric cost estimate, a 

potential exists for the LAR process to impact project completion and Return to 

Service (RTS). 

Management Reserve Determination - The replacement of all containment bay and 

dome concrete mitigates many of the risks identified in Option 10. A Discrete Risk 

Register was not developed and a Monte Carlo based Risk Assessment was not 

performed . However a qualitative parametric assessment was performed to 

determine Management Reserve values that would equate to a total Contingency 

and Management Reserve percentage of total EPC/owner cost consistent with 

industry norm ranges for relevant complex projects in the conceptual design stage. 

Industry guidance sources included the AACE, NASA, Chemical Industry Handbook, 

and other sources. The combined contingency and management reserve 

percentages evaluated, selected and applied for th is study are 30%, 35%, and 25% 

for Case A, B, and C, respectively. A summary of recommended contingency and 

management reserve values for the cost estimate and schedule and Cases A, B, and 

C are provided in Figure lo1-S below. 
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FigureL.1-5 Comparison of Contingency and Management Reserve for 
Cases A, B, and C 

~-Complete ~- Complete ~-Complete 

Concrete Dome Concrete Bays Concrete Dome 
Cost Element & Description Only Only & Bays 

Total $ Total $ Total $ 

Total EPC & Progress - Direct & Indirect Costs $459,851,203 $1,304,366,067 $1,489,906,653 

EPC & Progress Estimate Contingency $30,759,606 $152,072,992 $174,389,367 --- ----- ----------------- /- ------- -------- --------
Project Schedule Contingency $48,400,000 $116,000,000 $128,000,000 ------------------------- --- ----- ------- r-------
_P~og!e~s _M~n~g=~~ ~e~~e ____________ 

- - $35.800.000 $188.450,000 - $144.580.000 

Total Cont ingency & Management Reserve $114,959,606 $456,522,992 $446,969,367 

Total EPC/Progress, Contingency & Mgt. Res. $ Dollars $574,810,809 $1,760,889,059 $1,936,876,020 
------------------------- ------- -------- --------

Conting. & Mgt. Res. $ Dollars % of EPC/Progress Total $ 25% 35% 30% 

EPC Schedule Duration in Months 23 53 53 --------- -- ------------- -------- ------- -------
EPC End Date, SIT /ILRT Complete, & Demob. 12/31/16 07/02/19 07/02/19 ------------------------- ------- -------- --------
EPC Schedule Contingency Duration in Months 4 8 8 ------------------------ -------- ------- -------
EPC Schedule Duration in Months with Contingency 27 61 61 -------- - ---------------- -- - ---- -------- --------
EPC Approximate End Date with Durat ion Contingency 05/09/17 03/10/20 03/10/20 

Figure Ll-6 identifies the industry guidance references used along with High Bridge 

experience and judgments to develop the recommended values for management 

reserve. 
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Figure L.1-6 Industry Guidance References for Contingency and 
Management Reserve for Conventional and First of a Kind (FOAK) Facilities 

Industry, Corporate, or Project References 
Recommended Contingency and Management Reserve Percent Ranges 

Project 
Westinghouse 

Chemical 

Phase or Estimating Guide for 
Industry AACE IntemaVonal Guidance 

Design Maturrty Advanced Technology 
Reference 

NASA 
or Conference Paper/Publication 

Status 
Guide 

Estimating 

Standard or experimental Standard or Guide FOAK and Standard or Standard or 
Conventional orFOAK Conventional Evolving Conventional Conventional 

Facility Facility Facility Technology Facility Facility 

Planning or 
50% -New 

40% and up-
Design, 

Feasibility 20% -30% Up to 50% 30% -60% 
beyond State 

New Design , 34% 25% -40% 
Study 

olthe Art 
Limited Data 

30% -70% 
Conceptual 35% -New New 

Design 15% -25% Up to 40% 17% ·26% Scale, within Concept 23% 18% - 30% 
Complete State of the Art Bench Scale 

Data 

25% -New 
20% -35% 

Preliminary Hardware, 
Small Pilot 

Design 10% -20% 15% - 25% 8% -15% based on 
Plant Data 

17% 8% -15% 
Complete Preliminary 

Available 
Design 

Detail 
15% - 5% ·20% 

Design 5% -15% 10% · 20% 3% ·6% 
Modification to Full Size 

12% 5% .10% 
Complete 

Existing Facility 
Hardware Operated 

As discussed earlier, Figure L.1-2 provided a comparison of estimated costs for 

Study Cases A, B, and C. These data are compiled and compared with the Budget, 

Bid, and Independent Estimate Scenarios presented in the Option 10 Final Report 

on Figure L.1-7 below. In summary: 

" Option 10 was estimated to cost $1,492.7 million with total schedule duration 

of 31 months (excluding contingency) completing March 2015. 

" Study Case A for replacing all bays and dome concrete reflected a total 

estimated cost of $1,936.9 million with the schedule duration of approximately 

53 months. 

" The duration for Option 10 and Replacement of All Containment Bays and Dome 

concrete is approximately 83 months (excluding contingency) with a completion 
date of July 2019 and a total estimated cost of $3,429.6 million ($1,936.9 million 
plus $1,492. 7 million) . 
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Figure L.1-7 Comparison of Study Cases A, B, and C with Option 10 Cost Estimates and Schedules 

Option 10 All Bays & Dome Replacement Study Total 

High Bridge 
WU-- ~- ~- Option 10 and 

Cost Element & Description Progress UR5 Complete Complete Complete All Bays and Independent 
Budget Bid 

Total EPC Project Value 

Total Progress Equipment, labor & I"directs $424,444,770 $373,053,543 $229,320,695 $492,215,340 $536,281,236 $909,334,779 

Total EPC & Progress $1,337,708,830 $953,205,459 $459,851,203 $1,304,366,067 $1,489,906,653 $2,443,112,112 

Total Conting. & Mgt. Reserve (schedule $ included) $603,629,179 $539,512,750 $114,959,606 $456,522,992 $446,969,367 $986,482,117 

Total EPC/Progress, Contingency & Mgt, Res. $ $574,810,809 $1,760,889,059 $1,936,876,020 $3,429,594,229 

Conting/Mgt. Res. $ % of EPC/Progress Total $ 45% • 57% 25% 35% 30% 40% 

EPC Schedule Duration in Months 25 31 31 23 53 53 83 

& Oemob. 
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2.0 SCOPE AND ASSUMPTIONS 

2.1 Scope 

@ ZAPATA 

Assuming Option 10 has been essentially completed, this Study organized to 

provide cost estimates, schedule estimates, and risk assessments for completion of 

the additional bay and dome concrete replacement as follows: 

• . Case A - All Bays and Dome Replacement 

• Case B - All Bays Only Replacement 

• Case C - Dome Only Replacement 

Figure L.2-1 below is a Cross Section View of the CR3 Containment Building, and is 

provided to augment thi s discussion of the Study scope. The initiating event and 

owner Critical Decision (CD) for commencing the replacement of all containment 

dome and remaining bay concrete is assumed to be containment cracking/de

lamination that occurs upon re-tensioning at the end of the Option 10 containment 

repair project. Dome replacement is assumed to begin at the ring girder Figure l.2-

land includes scope for concrete, tendon and reinforcing. Bay replacement includes 

scope for concrete (removal/replacement), tendon (de-tensioningfre-tensioning) 

and reinforcing (radial pins/rebar) down to elevation 95ft beginning at the lowest 

elevation replaced during Option 10 project activities. The bay replacement scope 

also includes the removal of interferences and re-installation of components. A 

complete list of assumptions is proved in Section 2.2 of this Study. 
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Cross Section View of the CR3 Containment Building 

The Option 10 concrete replacement lowest elevation boundary with un-removed 

wall concrete varies by bay. The dashed lines on Figure L2-2 that shows the 

containment wall elevation and varying additional concrete removal boundaries by 

bay. 
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Figure L.2-2 

-

Option 10 Containment Wall Elevation & Concrete 
Replacement Boundaries by Bay 
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2.2 Assumptions 

The scope for this Study is based on direction from Duke Energy and its request to 

provide an independent cost estimate and schedule for complete bay and dome 

replacement. The Study includes removing and replacing all preexisting bay 

concrete below the roof lines of all adjacent buildings and all preexisting Bay 3-4 

concrete. In this Study it is assumed that the containment dome concrete will be 

removed and replaced . The Study assumes the ring girder and buttress concrete 

will not be replaced . 

The High Bridge cost estimate for the Option 10 containment restoration was the 

starting basis for thi s estimate, including the Contractors' technical bid documents, 

walk down information provided, quantity takeoffs performed, historical unit rate 
information that High Bridge has developed and maintained over time, Bechtel 

interference information and the URS Bid . 

Schedule and Cost Estimate Assumptions and Basis: 

• Additional concrete removal/replacement work will begin with the near 

completion of CR3 Option 10 containment restoration work. 

• All option 10 containment restoration interferences have been reinstalled. 
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• Engineering and planning of 7 months will precede construction work for all 

Cases (EC and work package preparation). 

• URS will be the EPC contractor. 

• Construction Indirect cost, Field Non-Manual, Engineering/Design, and Owner 

costs will be provided as part of this estimate, including all time related costs 

which are impacted by schedule extension based on Option 10 containment 

replacement values. 

• Concrete replacement craft have been demobilized and all will need to be 

remobilized when work packages are available. 

• The batch plant has not been demobilized 

• The same subcontract plan as provided in the URS proposal estimate will be 

utilized. 

• Progress has provided all drawings/documents needed. The following are the 

de-tension and re-tension sequence assumptions: 

o Vertical tendons in bay areas will be completely de-tensioned and removed 

for bay repairs. Hoop tendons from 0-15' above the top of the repair 

elevation would be reduced to 50% tension, and from 15-30' above the top 

of the repair elevation reduced to 75% tension. 

o The sequence of de-tensioning and re-tensioning will be similar to Option 

10. The hoop tendons would be de-tensioned first (in groups of 3 along the 

perimeter of the bay) and then the vertical tendons. For re-tensioning, the 

sequence will be reversed with the vertical tendons re-tensioned first. Both 

de-tensioning and re-tensioning will be done in several passes to allow a 

more gradual change in stresses. 

• (10) All vertical bay tendons will be removed. Hoop tendons will be removed 

where concrete is removed. 

• (11) Buttresses and the ring girder will not require concrete 

removal/replacement. 

• (12) ZAPATA recommends concrete removal sections as follows; Removing and 

replacing left and right bay sections of approximately 22ft leaving the center 

section for final removal/replacement, with three bays being repaired full 

heights simultaneously and symmetrically around the structure. 

• (13) All unit rates (material, hours, and labor) were re-evaluated and adjusted, 
as required. 

• (14) All concrete removal inside buildings will be by mechanical methods. 

• (15) Engineering and Construction Sequence 

o The Containment Dome concrete removal/replacement will be performed 

first. 

o Symmetrical triplets of bays (such as 4-5, 6-1, and 2-3 then 3-4, 5-6, and 1-2) 

will follow. 
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• (16) Concrete replacement includes from elev. 95ft to Option 10 containment 

replacement elevation . 

o Bay 1-2: Elev. 95ft to 119ft 

o Bay 2-3: 

o Bay 3-4: 

o Bay 4-5: 

o Bay 5-6: 

Elev. 95ft to 150ft 

Elev. 95ft to 160ft 

Elev. 95ft to 169ft 

Elev. 95ft to 119ft 

o Bay 6-1: Elev. 95ft to 150ft 

• (17) Additional interferences will need to be removed and replaced for the bays 

that had radial pins installed, but now will have concrete removed. Engineering 

man hours required to address interferences will be significantly higher than 

Option 10 containment replacement. 

• (18) Multiple systems, structures, and components (SSe's) removed from 

service will need extensive start- up testing to be returned to service. 

• (19) The Containment Dome tendons will be de-tensioned removed, new 

tendons installed, and tensioned to support the concrete removal/replacement. 

• (20) All the removed tendons from the Dome will be replaced with new 

tendons. 

• (21) The Containment Dome tendon sleeves will be removed and new tendon 

sleeves will be installed. 

• (22) The dome will require temporary shoring during its repair. Support will be 

temporary structural steel located on the polar crane supporting the dome 

center. 

• (23) Dome concrete will be poured in multiple toroidal (donut rings) sections as 

specified during original construction. 

The above list, as reviewed by Duke Energy and ZAPATA, formed a base for scope 

clarification of the concrete replacement study. Additionally, assumptions and 

estimating bases were developed as the detail cost; schedule and risk estimates 

were carried out. These additional assumptions and bases are clearly identified in 

Sections 3.0, 3.4 and S.D. 

3.0 SCHEDULE 

3.1 Discussion 

During the initial development of the schedule sequencing for the removal and 

replacement of the additional concrete in all bays and the dome, High Bridge 

reviewed/evaluated the Bechtel and URS Option 10 containment replacement cost, 
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schedule and technical information. The results provided initial insights into the 

identification of the key cost and schedule drivers in the activities for concrete 

removal/replacement that would be similar to the tasks for the replacement of 
additional concrete in all bays. 

High Bridge ascertained the actual tasks for the removal and replacement of the 

concrete, within the adjacent buildings, was heaVily influenced by the removal of 

the systems, structures and components (SSe) that were either attached to the 

exterior of the containment walls as well as those SSe's that interfered with the 

tasks to remove the concrete. The durations that are required for completion of 

removal of SSC interferences prior to concrete removal and component 

reinstallation tasks became the critical path for the concrete replacement 
completion schedule. 

High Bridge developed the schedule by reviewing the EPC methods and means used 

in Option 10. Additionally, the schedule is based on the scope and assumptions as 

described later and determined from interviews and walk downs at the Crystal River 

site. Schedule start date or initiating event and owner Critical Decision (CD) for 

commencing the replacement of all remaining containment dome and bay concrete 

is assumed to be the identification of containment cracking/de-lamination that 

occurs at the end of the Option 10 containment replacement project prior to the 

SIT/ILRT. The end date for the project is a "project completion" milestone after 

demobilization of the EPC contractor. For reference, the Option 10 Schedule 

provided by URS has a duration of 31 months, August 2012 through March 2015, 

commencing with contractor mobilization and completing after SIT/ILRT as depicted 

in Attachment L.B. 

High Bridge estimated direct labor man hours (refer to Section 4.1) as well as 

resource density profiles that could be effective in key locations. The overall 

schedule duration was developed, resource loaded by craft, based on a working 

two,x - ten-hour shifts per day, seven days per work week for critical path activities 

associated with the physical work tasks. The critical path activities include the 

design and work package, pre-construction contracts for removal of the 

interferences, de-tensioning tendons, actual removal of electrical interferences in 

Bay 4-5, concrete removal/replacement in Bay 4-5, and re-installation of electrical 

components removed in Bay 4-5 on Elevation 119ft and below followed by system 

component and functional testing, structural integrity testing, and Integrated leak 

rate testing (ILRT) and demobilization to project complete. 
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Work scheduled concurrent with the Bay 4-5 concrete replacement critical path 

includes: 

• Engineering 
replacement. 

packages supporting 

• Engineering for the Dome design . 

interference 

• license amendment request, preparation and support. 

• Dome design and concrete replacement tasks. 

removal/component 

• The five remaining containment bays design and concrete replacement tasks. 

• Structure - Re-tensioning. 

• Elevator and Cranes mobilization. 
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Figure L.3-1 Option 10 Containment Restoration Schedule 
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In the development of the schedule, a number of detailed assumptions were 

developed as requirements for design and construction prerequisites to begin 

contractor mobilization. The schedule assumptions are as follows: 

• The initiating event is additional concrete cracking/delamination that occurs at 

the end of the Option 10 tendon re-tensioning effort prior to the SIT /llRT 

testing. 
• Bridge Contracts for the development of Engineering Design and Work Packages 

for the dome concrete replacement design, dome Hydro demolition, dome 

shoring and Bay 4-5 interference engineering changes (EC) and field work 

packages are scheduled to start within 30 days of the initiating event. Any long 

lead procurement items such as new tendons would be identified and ordered . 

• Negotiations between URS and Progress are completed within 90 days for 

contract approval that facilitates the "start mobilization" activity for the EPC 

contractor in May 2015. 

• The design EC and work packages required to start the tasks associated with 

removal of interferences in the Bay 4-5 and dome replacement are complete by 

September 2015 . 

• Schedule durations are based on concrete removal/replacement durations. The 

SSC interference related schedule durations for craft by bay and for the dome 

are developed separately. Craft density was reviewed by shift to determine the 

maximum craft loading. 

• Component and functional testing is required on multiple plant systems, 

structures and components (SSe's) in the plant because of the interferences 

that were removed and replaced . Demobi lization of project is added to the end 

for the Utility and EPC to de-staff, remove cranes, equipment, etc. 

3.2 Results 

The concrete replacement study was conducted for three cases (Case A, B and C). 

Detailed discussions ofthese cases follow. 

Case A - All Bays and Dome Replacement 

The activities associated with Case A include engineering, procurement, 

construction, and startup. This is shown on the Case A Schedule, Figure L3-2. It 

reflects a resource loaded schedule with a duration of 53 months (excluding 

contingency). 

• The critical path for Case A is displayed in Figure 1.3-3 and - commences with 

the identification of concrete cracking in the dome and walls prior to Option 10 

SIT/llRT and includes: 

o Establi shment of a " bridge " contract with URS 
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o The design EC and work package activities. 

o Pre-construction documents. 

@ ZAPATA 

o Contracts to include all prerequisites to de-tension the tendons in the 
facility. 

o Removal of interferences in Bay 4-S. 

o Concrete removal/replacement in Bay 4-S. 

o Re-installation of components removed in Bay 4-S. 

o System component and functional test. 

o Tendon reinstallation and re-tensioning. 

o Structural integrity testing and integrated leak rate testing (siTI IlRT). 

o Demobilization activities to project complete milestone. 

Case B - All Bays Only Replacement 

• The activities associated with Case B include engineering, procurement, 

construction, and startup as shown in the schedule resource loaded schedule 

with a duration of S3 months as depicted on Figure L.3-4. The schedule is very 

similar to Case A except the Dome concrete replacement work does not apply. 

The critical path activities for Case A and B are identical. 

Case C - Dome Only Replacement 

• The activities associated with Case C include engineering, procurement, 

construction, and startup as shown in the schedule resource loaded schedule 

with a duration of 23 months as depicted in Figure L.3-S. 

• The critical path for the Case C is displayed in Figure l.3-S and commences with 

the identification of concrete cracking in the dome prior to Option 10 slT/llRT 

and include: 

o The Bridge Contract to start design EC and work packages to support the 

dome concrete replacement tasks. 

o Pre-construction documents. 

o Contracts to include all prerequisites to de-tension the tendons in the 

facility. 

o De-tension the dome and remove the tendons. 

o Install Hydro demolition equipment. 

o Concrete removal activities (including: remove concrete, rebar, tendon 

sleeves, and embedment). 

o Concrete replacement activities (including: rebar, install new tendons, 

concrete placement). 

o Re-tension the dome. 

o Testing preparation and SIT IllRT test. 

o Demobilization and project complete milestone. 
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Attachments L.C, L.D, L.E, and L.F contain legible versions of the schedule for Cases 

A, Band C. 
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Figure L.3 -Z Case A - All Bays and Dome Replacement (continued) 
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Figure L.3-5 Case C - Dome Only Replacement 
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3.3 Staffing and Craft Density 

@ ZAPATA 

High Bridge developed the schedule based on construction activities. The schedule 

activities were resource loaded with craft man hours to validate the specific activity 

durations. The specific activity durations form the basis for the 53 month total 

schedule duration for the dome and wall concrete replacement. The craft staffing 

density and final resource loading of the craft man hours for the completion of the 

Bay 4-5 activities were the primary factors that influenced the individual schedule 

activities within the Study. The removal of interferences and component 

replacement in Bay 4-5 represent 368,000 man hours or 53% of the total of 694,000 

man hours. 

The electrical discipline interference removal duration was derived by using a 

maximum density of 40 craft persons on two x-ten hour shifts, seven days a week 

for the Bay 4-5 interference work. This resulted in a seven month duration for 

interference removal and a 16 month duration for component replacement . 

The concrete work within Bay 4-5 is also congested and limited by craft density. The 

concrete work schedule durations were not as sensitive to craft densities as the 

interference removal and component reinstallation. The concrete work schedule 

durations are a combination of craft density and magnitude of cubic yards removed 

per day and cubic yards placed per day. 

The component testing schedule durations were estimated by interviews with 

Progress operations personnel to establish the five month duration based on 

manpower requirements, estimates and congestion factors for the limited space. 

Craft density or concrete removal/replacement in the remaining bays (and the 

dome) did not influence the 53 month schedule. The 53 month schedule is 

controlled by bay 4-5. 

High Bridge concludes that the overall schedule duration and critical path results 
because of design restrictions associated with structural integrity of boy concrete 
removal/ replacement sequencing and manpower congestion factors surrounding 
interference removal and component reinstallation. 
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High Bridge developed detailed estimates for Cases A, Band C which are included in 

Attachments L.G, L.H and L.I . 

Estimated Concrete Removal/Replacement Hours - High Bridge derived quantities 

for the scope of work from the building geometry and drawings. Man hour 

estimates were developed based on industry experience for dome and bay concrete 

removal, rebar, concrete replacement, and tendon removal/replacement utilizing 

data developed for the Option 10 estimate. In contrast to the dome work which is 

entirely outdoors, the bay work in this study is entirely indoors except for Bay 3-4 

permitting less Hydro demolition and requiring more mechanical concrete removal. 

In addition, concrete placement inside the adjacent buildings requires more hours 

per cubic yard than the same activity outdoors. 

Estimated Interference Removal/Replacement Hours - The in-building interferences 

present the largest single body of work in accomplishing the concrete 

removal/replacement work: - 378,000 man hours and -700,000 man hours for 

mechanical and electrical interference removal/replacement respect ively out of 

approximately - 2 million man hours total. There are multiple plant systems in the 

zones affected by concrete removal/replacement of the containment bay wall . 

Many of these plant systems within the adjacent buildings have components (e.g. 

conduit, instruments) attached to the conta inment bay concrete that must be 

removed. To replace the concrete, these interferences must be removed in addition 

to those within 10ft of the bay wall . Bechtel provided information in tabular 

summary form for multiple interferences as part of their contract deliverables. 

Although originally developed for interference removal for radial pinning, the table 

of interferences provides a basis for estimating the more extensive interference 

removal/replacement requirements. The Bechtel interference table is provided as 

Attachment L.J to thi s Study. In review of the Bechtel tabulation of interference 

quantities, High Bridge determined that the average conduit interference length of 

25ft would not be sufficient to allow removal of the conduit back to the first cable 

pull point. Therefore, High Bridge increased the average conduit interference length 

is increased to 40ft based on plant physical geometry and High Bridge modification 

experience. 
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High Bridge performed a walk down of each building by location, bay and elevation 

to evaluate the work scope and effort required for removal and reinstallation of 

mechanical and electrical interferences. As part of the Option 10 estimate 

development High Bridge estimated complete removal/replacement of the entire 

Bechtel interference list. These data were used by developing and applying 

parametric factors to the estimated hours to allow for more unidentified 

interferences to open up to 10' of construction clearance from the containment bay 

wall and adjust for identified and anticipated impacts noted during the walkdowns. 

The estimated hours and applied factors are presented on Figure L.4-1. 
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Bay 1-2 el95 to 119 

el119 to 149 

Bay 2-3 e195-149 

e1119-149 

Bay 4-5 e195-167 

eI95-119 

e1119-143 

e1143-162 

Bay 5-6 eI95-119 

Bay 6-1 e195-149 

eI95-119 

e1119-149 
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Figure L.4-1 Interference Man Hour Estimates 

Original Option Adjuste d Bay 

10 Bay labor Complexity Concrete 

Descri ption Hours Factor labor Hours 

Interferences Piping remove and replace 18,800 3.0 56,400 

Interferences HVAC remove and replace 2,205 3.0 6,615 

Electrical Equipment & Boxes 2,070 2.0 4,140 

Cable Tray & Hangers 90 2.0 180 

Cables 9,375 2.0 18,750 

Conduit & Hangers 9,000 2.0 18,000 

Electrical Equipment & Boxes 930 1.5 1,395 

Cable Tray & Hangers 405 1.5 608 
Cables 10,875 1.5 16,313 

Conduit & Hangers 10,440 1.5 15,660 

Interferences Piping remove and replace 17,100 3.0 51,299 

Interferences HVAC remove and replace 798 3.0 2,394 

Cables 2,250 1.5 3,375 

Conduit & Hangers 2,160 1.5 3,240 

Cable Tray & Hangers 225 3.0 675 
Cables 2,625 3.0 7,875 

Conduit & Hangers 2,520 3.0 7,560 

Interferences Piping remove and replace 32,726 5.0 163,632 

Interferences HVAC remove and replace 300 3.0 900 
Interferences I&C remove and replace 1,800 2.0 3,600 

Electrical Equipment & Boxes 330 2.0 660 
Cables 16,125 2.0 32,250 
Conduit & Hangers 15,480 2.0 30,960 
Electrical Equipment & Boxes 630 1.5 945 
Cables 79,125 1.5 118,688 

Conduit & Hangers 75,960 1.5 113,940 
Electrical Equipment & Boxes 30 3.0 90 
Cable Tray & Hangers 225 3.0 675 
Cables 12,000 3.0 36,000 
Conduit & Hangers 11,520 3.0 34,560 
Interferences Piping remove and replace 17,100 4.0 68,400 
Interferences Piping remove and replace 6,300 2.0 12,600 
Interferences HVAC remove and replace 1,680 2.0 3,360 
Electrical Equipment & Boxes 2,795 2.0 5,590 
Cable Tray & Hangers 90 2.0 180 
Cables 27,750 2.0 55,sao 
Conduit & Hangers 26,640 2.0 53,280 
Electrical Equipment & Boxes 860 3.0 2,580 
Cable Tray & Hangers 180 3.0 540 
Cables 17,625 3.0 52,875 
Conduit & Hangers 16,920 3.0 50,760 
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Item # 

1 

2 
3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

The total estimated direct craft man hours are summarized below on Figure l.4-2, 

Direct Labor Man Hour Summary by location jdiscipline. The estimated hours are 

presented with subtotals for Case B, Bay replacement, Case C, Dome replacement, 

and Case A, Total replacement. 

Figure L,4-2 Direct Labor Man Hour Summary 

Man Hours Comments 

Tendon 
Location 

Location Electrical Mechanical Concrete Concrete Remove/Install • Includes re·bar and 
Total 

Interferences Interferences Removal· Placement· De/Re·tension formwork 

Bay 1·2 9S' - 119' 41,070 64,71S 25,245 23,284 0 154,314 

Bay 2-3 95' - 1S0' 22,725 S4,212 63,195 S3,411 0 193,543 
Bay 3-4 95' - 160' 23,000 0 43,335 35,859 0 102,194 

233,572 MHs for Bay 4-5 

Bay 4-5 95' - 169' 368,767 172,132 75,600 78,153 0 694,652 
119' electrical 

interferences - critical 

path 
Bay 5-6 95 '- 119' 23,000 70,560 25,245 31,308 0 150,113 
Bay 6-1 95' - 150' 221,305 16,853 57,645 53,183 0 348,986 

Bays - Common 0 0 0 133,953 133,953 0 

Sub-total Case B 
699,867 378,472 290,265 409,151 133,953 1,777,755 

Bays 

Sub-total Case C 
0 0 46,527 105,234 49,815 201,576 

Dome 

Total Case A 699,867 378,472 336,792 514,385 183,768 1,979,331 

Estimated Dollars - Direct labor costs were developed using URS labor rates. Sub

contract, material, EPC Services, Engineering Design, Owner Provided Equipment 

Services, and fee escalation costs were all calculated in the same manner used in 

the development of the Option 10 estimate. Due to the lengthy duration of the 

complete concrete replacement schedule it was has assumed that the permanent 

Progress staff will experience a steady reduction due to retirements and natural 

attrition throughout the replacement period. Therefore, an attrition rate of 5% per 

year was applied to Progress labor that was not applied in the Option 10 estimate. 

The fixed monthly Progress and EPC contractor costs are referred to as the "hotel 

load." The hotel load funding needed to support the work crews is approximately: 

~ $16 million per month for Case A (Combined Bay Bays and Dome) 

~ $14.5 million per month for Case B (Bays Only) and 

~ $12.1 million per month for Case C (Dome Only) 
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Progress costs during SIT /ILRT and start-up are not included in this Study. The total 

estimated cost in this study is additive to the Option 10 estimate cost . Therefore, 

based on the assumption that the decision to commence with total concrete 

replacement occurs during re-tensioning at the end of Option 10, SIT/ILRT will not 

have occurred and those cost s are already estimated as part of Option 10 . 

Significant engineering effort is needed to develop EC's for interference 

removal/replacement and testing. The estimated engineering cost for Case A is $53 

million. 

4.2 Results 

The Study concluded that the estimated total project cost for the additional bay and 

dome concrete replacement is $1,936.9 million in addition to the total Option 10 

cost . Figure L.4-3, Cost Summary, provides cost summaries for: 

• Total cost of Case A, Bays and Dome ($1,936.9 million) 

• Total cost of Case B, Bays only ($1,760.9 million) 

• Total cost of Case C, Dome only ($574.8 million) 
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Figure L.4-3 Cost Summary 

Case C - Complete 

Cost Element & Description 
Concrete Dome 

Only 

Total $ 

EPC Contractor 

labor $11,045,449 

Material $7,839,740 

Subcontracts ~35,826,073 

EPC Directs $54,711,261 

EPC lndirects, Services, & Field Non-Manual $114,805,104 

EPC Construction Adjustments iQ 
EPC Construction Cost $169,516,365 

EPC Engineering, Escalation, & Fee ~61,014,142 

Total EPC Project Value $230,530,507 

progress Energy 

Owner Provided Equipment/Services $55,802,897 

Owner Labor & Indirects $61,219,780 

Owner Escalation $16,675,731 

Owner Sunk Cost to Early 2012 $95,622,287 

Total Progress Equipment, labor & Indirects $229,320,695 

Total EPC & Progress $459,851,203 

EPC & Progress Estimate Contingency $30,759,606 

Project Schedule Contingency $48,400,000 

Progress Management Reserve ~35,800,000 

Total Contingency & Management Reserve $114,959,606 

Total EPC/Progress, Contingency & Mgt. Res. $ Dollars $574,810,809 

Conting. & Mgt. Res. $ Dollars % of EPC/Progress Total $ 25% 

L-38 
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Case B - Complete 

Case A - Complete 
Concrete 

Concrete Bays 
Combined Dome 

Only 
& Bays 

-
Total $ Total $ -

$97,776,731 $108,822,179 

$9,044,292 $16,884,031 

~47,415,552 ~83,241,625 

$154,236,574 $208,947,835 

$393,467,990 $437,186,656 

iQ iQ 
$547,704,564 $646,134,491 

~264,446,163 ~307,490,926 

$812,150,727 $953,625,418 

$177,453,211 $197,170,235 

$148,290,570 $164,767,300 

$70,849,272 $78,721,414 

$95,622,287 $95,622,287 

$492,215,340 $536,281,236 

$1,304,366,067 $1,489,906,653 

$152,072,992 $174,389,367 

$116,000,000 $128,000,000 

~188,450,000 ~144,S80,000 

$456,522,992 $446,969,367 

$1,760,889,059 $1,936,876,020 

35% 30% 

-
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Figure L.4-4 Complete Bay and Dome Costs Combined with Option 10 

Option 10 All Bay, & Dome Replacement Study Total 

High Bridge .tiK...t.. Complete 
Option 10 and 

Cost Element & Description Progress UR' All Bays and 
Budget Bid 

Independent Concrete Dome Concrete Bays Concrete Dome 

Estimate Only Only &8ays Dome 

f pC Contractor 

Labor $11,045,449 $97,776,731 $108,822,179 $108,822.179 

Materia l $7,839,740 $9,044,292 $16,884,031 $16,884.031 

Subcontracts ~35 826 073 247415,552 ~83 241,625 583,241,625 

EPC Directs 5338,075,163 5176,736,000 554,711,261 5154,236.574 $208,947,835 5385,683,835 

EPC Indirects, Services, & Field Non-Manua l $437,403,868 5264,275,476 5114,805,104 $393,467,990 $437,186,656 5701.462,132 

EPC Construction Adjustments $27,843,769 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
EPC Construction Cost $803,322,802 $441,011,476 $169,516,365 $547,704,564 $646,134,491 $1,087,145,967 

EPC Engineering, Escalation, & Fee ~ 109 941 258 ~139 140 440 ~61 014 142 SZ64 446,123 ~307 490,926 ~446 631,366 

Total EPC PrOject Value $913,264,060 $580,151,916 $230,530,507 $812,150,727 $953,625,418 $1,533,777,334 

Prone" EnerlY 

Owner Provided Equipment/SefVices SI16,625,986 $115,325,986 $55,802,897 $177,453,211 $197,170,235 $312,496,221 

Owner labor & Indirects $192,195,812 $148,266,656 $61,219,780 $148,290,570 $164,767,300 $313,033,956 

Owner Escalation $20,000,685 $13,838,614 $16,675,731 $70,849,272 $78,721,414 $92,560,028 

Owner Sunk Cost to Ea rly 2012 $95,622,287 $95,622,287 $95,622,287 $95,622,287 $95,622,287 $191,244,574 

Total Progress Equ ipment, l abor & Indirects $42:4,444,770 $373,053,543 $2:29,32:0,695 $492,215,340 $536,281,236 $909. 334,779 

Total EPC & Progress $1,337,708,830 $953,205,459 $459,851,203 $1.304,366,067 $1,489,906.653 $2:,443,112,112: 

EPC & Progress Estimate Contingency $603,629,179 $103, 141,468 $30,759,606 $152,072,992 $174,389,367 $277,530,835 

Project Schedule Contingency ~ $75,200,000 $48,400,000 $116,000,000 $128,000,000 $203,200,000 

Progress Management Reserve ~ ~361171282 ,35800000 ~188 450000 ~ 144,580,000 ~505 751,282 

Total Contingency & Management Reserve $603,62:9,179 $539,512,750 $114,959,606 $456,52:2,992: S446,969,367 $986,482,117 

Total EPC/Progress, Contingencv & Mgt. Res. $ Dollars $1,941,338,009 $1,492,718,209 $574,810,809 $1,760,889,059 $1,936,876,020 $3,429,594,229 

Conting. & Mgt. Res. $ Dollars " of EPC/Progress Total $ 45" '7" "" 
.,,, 

"'" """ 
EPC Schedule Duration in Months " 31 ., 23 53 53 ., 
EPe End Date & 51T/llRT Complete 11/13/14 01/15/15 05/ 15/15 12/2:2/16 07/ 02/1. 07/02/19 07/02/1' 
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Estimate Contingency - High Bridge developed and applied parametric factors to 

Option 10 estimated hours to determine direct labor man hours for interference 

removal/replacement. This parametric methodology carries with it an inherent 

inaccuracy. To account for this inaccuracy and resulting risk of cost deviation from 

the estimate, High Bridge performed a contingency analysis using the following 

method : 

• Assigned risk ranges (or accuracy ranges) with best case/worst case values for 

key elements of the estimate. 

I Performed a Monte Carlo analysis using the best case/worst case values to 

derive contingency values over a range of confidence levels. 

I Added a contingency value to the estimate that provides an 80% confidence 

level to the cost estimate. 

Figure l.S-l presents the Case A estimate summarized by the key elements showing 

the assigned risk ranges that are input assumptions to the Monte Carlo analysis. 
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Figure L.S-l Case A - Complete Concrete Combined Dome & Bays 

CASE A 
COMPLETE CONCRETE COMBINED DOME & BAYS 

CRYSTAL RIVER UNIT 3 
ZAPATA - EXCLUDES SUNK COSTS 

Project Schedule Contingency - Schedule contingency is an amount of funds that 

should be added to the project base cost estimate to cover inaccuracies in the 

current schedule. Inaccuracies are accounted for in a Monte Carlo analysis by 

ass igning " risk ranges" to the critical schedule activities. As discu ssed in Section 

3.3, Critical Path Analysis, High Bridge developed Case A construction schedules to 

determine the crit ical path for the risked schedule. A simple comparison of the 

resulting, un-ri sked and ri sked Case A schedules are shown are on Figure L.S-2. It 

should be noted that the Case A schedule contains approximately 50 key 

construction activities included in the Monte Carlo analysis. 
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Figure L.S-2 Case A - Risk Schedule 

Crystal River #3 Schedule Analysis 
Wall & Dome Risk Schedule 

2015 2016 2017 

1
1/1/15 

£V.ent 

, 
_ a Dome Sched .... 53 Mo. 

r---.---

_ a Dome _5< ......... 61 Mo. 

I 

1018 

Walls &. Dome Schedu!e"£Yent*'through"Project Complete" 

! 

( Walls & Dome Risk $chedule"Evenr- through "ProjedComplete" 

2019 2020 

7/02)19 
Project 

Como",, ) 

"Ri~. Month xtension 

3/10/20 
Project 

Comp'ete 

As discussed in Section 3.3, Critical Path Analysis, High Bridge developed a Case C 

construction schedule to determine the critical path for the risked schedule. A 

simple comparison of the resulting un-risked and risked Case C schedule is shown 

on Figure l.5-3. It should be noted that High Bridge selected A Monte Carlo analysis 

was performed on for the 16 Case C construction schedule activities. 

The detailed " risked" sch edules for Case A and B and Case C are found in 

Attachment LF. 
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Figure L.S-3 Case C - Risk Schedule 

Crystal River #3 Schedule Analysis 
Dome Only Risk Schedule 

2015 

2/ 1/15 
Event 

2016 

Donoo only SChedule 23 Mo. 

2017 

12/31/16 
Project 

Compll!!te 

"Rask"'4 nth Extension 

5/9/17 
Project: 

Complete Do ... only IIIsIc SChedule 27 Mo. 

Dome Only Schedule " Event'" through - Project Complete'" 

Dome Only Risk SChedule " Event"'through " Project CompleteH 

2018 

@ ZAPATA 

The schedules for all cases are budgetary therefore the " Best Case" range of -15% 

and "Worst Case" range of +30% were assigned to each ri sked schedule activities. 

The risk ranges for schedule activities were input into the @RISK'· model to 

produce the schedule contingency in months. The contingency was converted into 

dollars by using the "hotelload" for the EPC and owner. 

Management Reserve - The replacement of all conta inment bay and dome 

concrete mitigates many of the ri sks identified in Option 10. Therefore, a Discrete 

Risk Register was not developed and a Monte Carlo based Risk Assessment was not 

performed. However, a qual itative parametric assessment was performed to 

det ermine Management Reserve values within industry norm ranges. Figure L.S-4 

displays multiple industry data sources referred to for thi s Study. The combined 

contingency and management reserve percentages High Bridge selected and 

appl ied for this Study are 30%, 35%, and 25% for Cases A, B, and C respectively. 
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Figure L.5-4 Selected Industry Guidance for Conventional and First of a 
Kind (FOAK) Facilities 

Industry, Corporate, or Project References 
Recommended Contingency and Management Reserve Percent Ranges 

Project 
Wesllngtlouse 

cnemical 
Phase or Estimating Guide for 

Industry AACE International Guidance 

Design Maturity Advanced Technology 
Reference 

NASA 
or Conference Paper/Publication 

Status 
Guide 

EstImating 

Standard or etperimental Standard or Guide FOAK and Standard or Standard or 
Conventional or FOAK Conventional Evolving Conventional Conventional 

Facility FacUlty Facility Technology Facility Facility 

Planning or 
50% -New 

40% and up 
Feasibility 20% -30% Up to 50% 30% -60% 

DeSign, 
New DeSign, 34% 25% -40% 

Study 
beyond State 

limited Data 
ofthe Art 

30%·70% 
Conceptual 35% -New New 

Design 15% -25% Up to 40% 17% - 26% Scale. within Concept 23% 18% - 30% 
Complete State of the Art Bench Scale 

Data 
25% -New 

20% -35% 
Preliminary Hardware, 

Small Pilot 
DeSign 10% - 20% 15% -25% 8% -15% based on 

Plant Data 
17% 8% -15% 

Complete Preliminary 
Available 

Design 

Detail 
15% - 5% -20% 

Design 5% -15% 10% -20% 3% -6% 
Modification to Full Size 

12% 5% -10% 
Complete 

Existing Facility 
Hardware Operated 

S.2 Results 

Estimate Contingency was calculated using Monte Carlo analysis for all confidence 

ranges. High Bridge has included contingency at an 80% confidence level to address 

the inherent risk or inaccuracy of the estimate. The resulting calculated estimate 

contingency values are approximately $174, $152 and $31 million for Cases A, B, 

and C respectively. The risk ranges and Monte Carlo results are presented in Figure 

L.S-l above and Attachments L.G, L.H and L.I. Figure L.S-S below presents the 16 

cost risk elements from the Case A Monte Carlo model in order of sensitivity 

(impact) to the contingency calculation. 
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Figure L.S-S Case A - Complete Concrete Combined Dome & Bays - Subtotal 0/ Project Risk 
Variables/Expected Value 

CASE A COMPLETE CONCRETE COMBINED DOME & BAYS - Subtotal of Project Risk Variables I Expected Value 
Reg-eSSllo Coefficients 

ESCALATION I ExpectEd Value 

C~STRucnON MANACU,£NT I Expected Va~e 

CONSTRUCTION IM)IR£CT OORK I Expected Value 

fEE I £xpeded value 

HOME OFF ICC ENGltoEERlNG I SUf'P(RT I Expected VakJe 

ElECTRICAL lNTERFEREt«:ES I Expected VaLle 

OWNER PROVIDED EOOIPMENT I SERVICES I Expected VakJe 

OWNER LAOOR & INDIRECTS I Expected Value 

t.1EQ-IANICAlINTERFERENCES I Expected Value 

BAYS I Expected VakJe 

OWNER ESCALATI(J,I I Expected VakJe 

BAYS - SUOCONTRACTOR I Expected Value 

OOME - SUBCONTRACTOR I [xpectea VakJe 

MfOiANICAl lNTERFERENCES - SUBCONTRACTOR I Expected VakJe 

o N ~ 

o 0 
Coefficient Value 
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It should be noted that the sensitivity of the direct labor field work costs is 

insignificant when compared to the various hotel load and other indirect elements. 

Figure l.S-6 displays the final results of all contingency calculations. 

Figure L.S-6 Contingency and Management Reserve Summary 

Case A Case B Case C 

Complete Concrete Complete Concrete Complete Concrete 
Cost Element & Description Combined Dome & Bays Only Dome Only 

Bays 
Total $ Total $ Total $ 

EPC & Progress Estimate Contingency $174,389,367 $152,072,992 $30,759,606 

Project Schedule Contingency $12B,OOO,OOO $116,000,000 $48,400,000 

Progress Management Reserve $144,580,000 $188,450,000 $35,800,000 

Total Contingency & Management Reserve $446,969,367 $456,522,992 $114,959,606 

Project Schedule Contingency Values of $128 million (Case A), $116 million (Case B), 

and $48 million (Case C) were calculated and added to the estimate based on a 

schedule risk of eight months for Cases A and B and four months for Case C at hotel 

loads of $16 million/month for Case A, $14.5 million/month for Case B, and $12.1 

million/month for Case C. Figure L.S-7 displays the key model elements and their 

relative sensitivity (impact) to the overall calculated contingency duration . 
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@ ZAPATA 
Figure L.5-7 Subtotal of Project Schedule Risk Variables excluding Sunk Cost/Expected Value 

Subtotal of Project Schedule Risk \/iriab/es ""duding Sunk Costs I ExpedBI Value 
~ Coefftdents 

IhstBIlimfaaus-BIIy+S(H~)/~~ 

......, In ............ _5 / """"""' ..... 
...... b ... "'a .... - BBy4-5(CNI)/ __ 

_ bta"'a ... - BBy45(~/_V_ 

......... b .. "'a ... -........ (~/ __ 
........ ''''''aus "'y4-5/E __ 

"'"""" ... "'a .... -.... 4-5(CMJI.". ...... V_ 

• ....". ... "'a .... -........ (M-Jl_V-

.......... R''''a .... -.... 45~/E_V ... 
RemcM: li*"fuaLtS - BI¥ 5-6 {0tI} I Erpected value 

............ ""a ... -.... 4-5(_)/ __ 
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It is important to note that the re-installation of electrical and mechanical 

interferences in Bay 4-5 has the largest impact and is the critical path of the 

project. Figure L.5-8 displays the final results of all contingency calculations. 

Management Reserve values, as discussed in Section 5.1, were calculated to 

reflect total contingency and management reserve percentages for Cases A, B, 

and C of 30%, 35%, and 25% respectively. These percentages are based on an 

analysis utilizing industry norms as displayed in Figure L.5-4. The total resulting 

Management Reserve values of approximately $145 million, $188 million, and 

$36 million for Cases A, B, and C respectively are displayed in Figure L.5-8 below. 
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Figure L.S-8 Final Crystal River Unit 3 Full Containment Replacement Estimate 

Option 10 All Bays & Dome Replacement Study Total 

High Bridge ~ 
~ ~ Option 10 and 

Cost Element & Description Independent Complete Concrete 
Complete Complete All Bays and 

Concrete Bays Concrete Dome & 
Estimate Dome Only Dome 

Only Bays 

Total $ Total $ Total $ Total $ Total $ 

Total EPC & Progress $953,205,459 $459,851,203 $1,304,366,067 $1,489,906,653 $2,443,112,112 

EPC & Progress Estimate Contingency $103,141,468 $30,759,606 $152,072,992 $174,389,367 $277,530,835 

Project Schedule Contingency $75,200,000 $48,400,000 $116,000,000 $128,000,000 $203,200,000 

Progress Management Reserve S361,171,282 S35,800,000 S188,450,000 S144,580,000 S505,751,282 

Total Contingency & Management Reserve $539,512,750 $114,959,606 $456,522,992 $446,969,367 $986,482,117 

Total EPC/Progress, Contingency & Mgt. Res. $ Doliars $1,492,718,209 $574,810,809 $1,760,889,059 $1,936,876,020 $3,429,594,229 

Canting. & Mgt. Res. $ Doliars % of EPC/Progress Total $ 57% 25% 35% 30% 40% 

EPC Schedule Duration in Months 35 23 53 53 83 

EPC End Date & 5IT/ILRT Complete 05/15/15 12/22/16 07/02/19 07/02/19 07/02/19 
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Task Overview, Assumptions, & Approach 

• Interim Option 10 Assessment Report to ZAPATA on June 14 

• Duke Energy requested (last week of June) a separate cost 
estimate and schedule study for all concrete replacement of the 
reactor containment dome & all bays to the base mat 
- Excluding bay buttresses & the ring girder 

- Scope firmed up with Duke the first week of July 

• Study organized to provide cost estimates, schedules, & risk 
analyses for containment bay & dome concrete replacement as 
follows: 
- Case A - All Bays and Dome Replacement 

- Case B - All Bays Only Replacement 

- Case C - Dome Only Replacement 
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ZAPATA Independent: Assessment Team - Cryst:al River Unit: #3 Cont:ainment: Repair Modificat:ion 
High Bridge Task #3 Plan - Evaluat:ion of Progress/URS Cost: Est:iITl3t:e, Schedule, and Risks 

Option 10 Project and Replace All Concrete Study 

Overv;evv of Phased Task Approach and Assessment Nlethodology 

Mar April May June July August 

18 I 2S I 1 " I 1S I 22 I 29 6 I 13 I 20 I 27 3 10 I 17 I 24 1 I " I 1S 1 22.1 29 S 1 121 191 26 
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High Bridge Initial Analysis/Conclusions 
Assessment of" 

Progress & URS EsUrnate, Schedule, &Con~inBency 

Prepare Interim 
Report 

High Bridge Develop Independent Cost Estimate, Schedule, & 
Monte Car'lo Risk Assessment/Contingency/Management Reserve Oetermlnatlons: 

EPC and O_ner Scopes - Direct., .ndirect. & Distributable Costs. 
Perform URS/Progress Constr'uction Methodology and Readiness Revle_ 

Cont.inue Discoverv,lnf"o. Ga~herin&.lnt:ervie_s, 
Observations/Findings 

Option 10 Project 
Prepare Final Report 

Replace All Concret:e 
S~udV Au~horiza~ion 

& Scope Oef"inition 

Replace All Concrete 
Study Discovery. 
Site W"alkdo_n. 

& Info. Gat:herlng 

I 
Replace All Concrete 

Indep. Estimate. Schedule, 
& Prepare Report 
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Task Overview, Assumptions, & Approach 

• Initiating event & owner Critical Decision (CD) for commencing 
replacement of all containment dome & bay concrete is assumed 
to be containment cracking/de-lamination: 
- Upon re-tensioning at the end of the Option 10 repair project. 

- Dome replacement to begin at the ring girder & includes scope for 
concrete, tendon & reinforcing. 

- Bay replacement includes scope for concrete, tendon & reinforcing down 
to elev. 95ft beginning at the lowest elevation replaced during Option 10. 

- Bay replacement scope also includes the removal of interferences and re
installation of components. 

- 23 assumptions documented in Report. 
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Task Overview, Assumptions, & Approach 
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Task Overview, Assumptions, & Approach 

• Replacement Scope Boundaries by Bay: 
- Bay 1-2: Elev. 95ft to 119ft 

- Bay 2-3: Elev. 95ft to 150ft 

- Bay 3-4: Elev. 95ft to 160ft 

- Bay 4-5: Elev. 95ft to 169ft 

- Bay 5-6: Elev. 95ft to 119ft 

- Bay 6-1: Elev. 95ft to 150ft 

• Evaluated various work sequencing & schedule alternatives in 
developing independent cost estimates, schedules, and risk 
assessments for Cases A, B, and C. 

~-~ 
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Task Overview, Assumptions, & Approach 

• The cost and schedule estimates in this Study Report are based 
on the Option 10 independent estimate & schedule 
- Formed the basis for the estimates and schedules for cases A, B, and C 

• Reviewed various documents/information provided by Progress 

• Developed independent cost estimates for direct scope items for 
Cases AI BI and C of the EPC 

• Developed independent schedules with resource man-loading 
and critical path analyses for direct & indirect scopes for Cases AI 
BI and C of the EPC scope 

HIGH BRJDGE 
ASSOCIATES 
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Task Overview, Assumptions, & Approach 

• Performed a parametric analysis of owner and other 
infrastructure scopes/staffing levels based on Option 10 

- Development of the monthly hotel load (man hours and dollars) to 
estimate the total indirect costs for the EPC and owner. 

I , 

• Performed a Monte Carlo based Risk Analysis to determine 

recommended cost estimate and schedule values for contingency 

for Cases A, B, and C. 

• Performed a high level risk assessment to determine the 

management reserve value for Cases A, B, and C. 
- This was done based on industry guidelines and High Bridge experience, 

analysis, and judgment. A discrete risk register was not developed. 

HIGH BRJDGE 
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Task Overview, Assumptions, & Approach 
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Construction Methodology 
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Task Overview, Assumptions, & Conclusions 

• This Study provides a methodology and tools that can be used 
to develop other scenarios for changes in Critical Decision 
timing, methodology and scope 

• The overall schedule duration & critical path are driven by: 

- Design restrictions for containment structural integrity that govern bay 
concrete removal/replacement sequencing 

- Manpower congestion factors surrounding interference removal & 
component reinstallation . 

• The schedule related hotel load costs exceed the estimated 
direct costs by two to three times (depending on Case) & drive 
the overall estimated cost for each Case. 
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Study Dome & Bay Schedule - Cases A, B, and C 

• The total schedule duration for all bay concrete replacement is 53 months 
(excluding contingency) for Cases A and B. The dome replacement has no 
impact on the bay sequencing logic or resource staffing. 

• Significant amounts of plant equipment are attached to or are near the 
containment wall. The in-building interferences present the largest scope of 
work in accomplishing the concrete removal/replacement 

- Approximately 378,000 man hours and 700,000 man hours respectively, for 
mechanical and electrical interference removal and component replacement 
(total 2 M man hours). 

• Bay replacement work areas are very congested and allow limited crew 
sizes to accomplish interference removal, component replacement, and 
concrete related work. 
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CR3 Study of All ConUilnment Bays and Dome Com. rete Repbu;ement - SUfTlm.,ry Sc;;hedule Comp.,rlson ~th Option 10 Project 
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Crystal River #3 Schedule Analysis 
Option 10 and the All Concrete Replacement Schedule 

2/1/15 
Event of .?1 
Concrete 
Cracking 

2/2/15 
Initiate All Bays 
& Dome Repair 

3/16/15 
End SIT/ILRT 

5/15/15 
IC Project Complete 

End Demobilization 

Option 10 Overlap approx. 3.5 Mos. 

83 Mo. All Concrete Replacement 

Option 10 Schedule "Mobilization" through "Project Complete" 

All Concrete Replacement "Event" through "Project Complete" 

7/02/19 
IC Project 

Complete 
End 

Demobilization 

1/14/15 Re-tension Complete 
Note: Asume Concrete Cracking Event happens before 
5IT/ILRT at aproximately month 30 of the Option 10 
schedule 
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Option 10 Schedule - Milestone Dates 
Option 10 Project 

Bay or Start End Approximate 
Oetensioning 16- Aug - 12 15- 0ec- 12 4.0 

Bay 6 - 1 16- 0ec- 12 2 -0ct- 13 9.5 

Bay 1 - 2 9 - Apr- 13 18- Jul - 14 15.0 

Bay 5 - 6 6 -Jun- 13 2 - Apr- 15 22 .0 

Bay 4 - 5 3 - 5ep- 13 18- Apr- 14 7.0 

Bay 2 - 3 11- Mar- 14 2 - 0ec- 14 7.5 

Anchor Pins 31-Jan-13 6-Aug- 14 18.0 

Retensioning 4 - Aug- 13 14-Jan- 15 17.5 

SIT/LRT 16-Jan- 1S 16- Mar- 15 2.0 

Duration Through SIT/ILRT 31.0 

Demobilization 17- Mar- 15 15- May- 15 2.0 

Total 16-Aug-12 1S-May-1S 33.0 
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Study Dome & Bay Schedule - Milestone Dates 
Replace All Concrete Bays and Dome Study 

Case Bay, Dome, Start End Approximate 
Option 10 Failure Event 2-Feb-15 2-Feb-15 n/a 

A & B Bid, Award, & Mobilize 2-Feb-15 3-May-15 3.0 
A & B Wall Design Packages 3-May-15 31-Aug-15 4.0 

A&B Bay 4-5 1-Sep-15 6-Sep-18 36.0 
A&B Bay 6-1 l-Sep-lS 22-Jul-17 23.0 
A&B Bay 2-3 l-Sep-lS 20-0ct-17 25.5 
A&B Bay 1-2 14-Jan-17 8-Apr-18 15.0 
A&B Bay S-6 14-Jan-17 23-Aug-18 19.0 
A&B Bay 3-4 14-Jan-17 6-Aug-18 18.5 
A&B LAR Aprvl. 2-Feb-17 2-Feb-17 n/a 
A&B Retensioning 26-Apr-18 22-Sep-18 5.0 
A&B Comp/Func Test 6-Sep-18 2-Apr-19 7.0 
A&B SIT/ILRT 4-Apr-19 3-May-19 1.0 

A&B Demobilization 4-May-19 2-Jul-19 2.0 

A&B Total 2-Feb-15 2-Jul-19 53.0 
Option 10 Failure Event 2-Feb-lS 2-Feb-lS n/a 

C Dome Bid, Award, Mobilize 3-Feb-15 4-Mar-15 1.0 
C Des Pkgs Dome 4-Mar-15 2-May-15 2.0 

C Dome Construction 3-May-IS 2S-Sep-16 17.0 

C Dome LAR Approval 30-Sep-16 30-Sep-16 n/a 
C Dome Comp Testing 26-Sep-16 2S-0ct-16 1.0 

C Dome SIT/LRT 26-0ct-16 2S-Nov-16 1.0 

C Dome Demobilization 24-Nov-16 22-Dec-16 1.0 

~-~ 
~~ 

C Dome Total 2-Feb-15 22-Dec-16 23.0 
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Option 10 Schedule - Detailed & Resource Loaded 
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Cost Estimate 

• High Bridge developed parametric interference removal & 
component replacement estimating factors based on Option 10 

information (radial pin scope) for application to the more 

complicated dome/bay full concrete replacement scope. 

• Interference lists did not exist for all concrete replacement study 

• The estimated direct cost for bay concrete replacement for 

Cases A and B are identical. 

• The indirect hotel load cost estimates are different for Cases A, 

B, & c. 
• The recommended contingency and management reserve 

values are different for Cases A, B, and C. 

~-~ 
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Risk and Contingency 

• High Bridge performed a contingency analysis where 

risk/accuracy ranges were assigned for best case/worst case 

values for key elements of the estimate & schedule. 

• A Monte Carlo analysis was performed using the best 

case/worst case values to derive contingency values over a 

range of confidence levels for the cost estimate and schedule 

for each Case A, B, and C. 

• High Bridge included a contingency value to provide an 80% 

confidence level to the cost estimate and schedule. 
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Risk and Contingency 

2015 

2/1/15 
Event 

( 

IGH B RIDGE 
ASSOCIATES 

I 
I 
J 

2016 

Crystal River #3 Schedule Analysis 
Wa ll & Dome Risk Schedule 

2017 2018 2019 

Wah a Dome ScheduleS3 Mo. "1-Proj 
Compl Ie 

"Ri~k"8 Month 

I 
_ lis .. Dome RIsk Schedule 61 Mo. 

I [ I I 

Walls & Dome Schedule "Event" through "Project Complete" 

Walls & Dome Risk Schedule"Event" through "ProjectCompleteH 

) I I 

2020 

xtension 

3/10/20 
Project 

Compl~tf! 
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Risk and Contingency 
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Crystal River#3 Schedule Analysis 
Dome Only Risk Schedule 

2015 

2/1/15 
Event 

2016 

Dome only stJ:;dule 23 Mo. 

2017 

12/31/16 
Project 

Complete 

'--
HRiSk"'4 Me nth ExtensIon 

r--
Dome Only Risk ScheduleZ7 Mo. 

r--- r--

5/9/17 
Project 

Complete 

Dome Only ScheduleHEvent" through HProject CompleteH 

Dome Only Risk ScheduleHEvent" through NProject CompleteH 

2018 
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Management Reserve 

• The replacement of all containment bay and dome 
concrete mitigates many of the risks identified in Option 10. 

• A Discrete Risk Register was not developed and a Monte 
Carlo based Risk Assessment was not performed. 

• A qualitative parametric risk assessment was performed 
- Management Reserve values were developed that would equate 

to a total Contingency and Management Reserve percentage of 
total EPC/owner cost consistent with industry norm ranges for 
relevant complex projects 

- Industry guidance sources included the AACE, NASA, Chemical 
Industry Handbook, and other sources. 

- The combined contingency and management reserve 
percentages evaluated, selected and applied for this study are 
30%, 35%, and 25% for Case A, B, and C respectively. 

~-~ 
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Industry, Corporate, or Project References 
Recommended Contingency and Management Reserve Percent Ranges 

Project 
Westinghouse 

Chemica l 

Phase or Estimating Guide for 
Industry AACE International Guidance 

Design Maturity Advanced Technology 
Reference 

NASA 
or Conference Paper/Publication 

Status 
Guide 

Estimating 

Standard or Experimental Standard or Guide FOAK and Standard or Standard or 
Conventional or FOAK Conventional Evolving Conventional Conventional 

Facility Facility Facility Technology Facility Facility 

Planning or 
50% -New 

40% and up 
Design, 

Feasibility 20% -30% Upto 50% 30% -60% 
beyond State 

New Design, 34% 25% -40% 
Study 

of the Art 
Limited Data 

30% -70% 
Conceptual 35% -New New 

Design 15% -25% Upto 40% 17% -26% Scale, within Concept 23% 18% -30% 
Complete State of the Art Bench Scale 

Data 
25% -New 

20% -35% 
Preliminary Hardware, 

Small Pilot 
Design 10% -20% 15% -25% 8% -15% based on 

Plant Data 
17% 8% -15% 

Complete Preliminary 
Available 

Design 

Detail 
15% - 5% -20% 

DeSign 5% -15% 10% -20% 3% -6% 
Mod ification to Full Size 

12% 5% -10% 
Existing Facility 

Complete 
Hardware Operated 
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ZAPATA Assessment Team - Crystal River Unit #3 
Complete Bay and Dome Replacement Cost Estimate & Schedule Study 

Comparison of Cost Estimates and Schedules for Cases A, 8, & C 

Case C - Complete Case B - Complete Case A - Complete 

Cost Element & Description 
Concrete Dome Concrete Bays Concrete Dome 

Only Only & Bays 

Total $ Total $ Total $ 

Total EPC Project Value $230,530,507 $812,150,727 $953,625,418 
1-

Total Progress Equipment, Labor & Indirects 
I -

$229,320,695 $492,215,340 $536,281,236 
I -

Total EPC & Progress 
- 1-

$459,851,203 $1,304,366,067 $1,489,906,653 

- 1-
Total Conting. & Mgt. Reserve (schedule $ included) 

- 1-
$114,959,606 $456,522,992 $446,969,367 

- 1-

Total EPC/Progress, Contingency & Mgt. Res. $ Dollars $574,810,809 $1,760,889,059 $1,936,876,020 

Conting. & Mgt. Res. $ Dollars % of EPC/Progress Total $ 25% 35% 30% - 1- - 1- -- 1- - 1- -
EPC Schedule Duration in Months 23 53 53 -
EPC End Date, SIT/ILRT Complete, & Demobilization 12/31/16 07/02/19 07/02/19 

-~ HIGH BRJDGE 2S 
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ZAPATA Assessment Team - Crystal River Unit #3 

Complete Bay and Dome Replacement Cost Estimate & Schedule Study 

Comparison of Contingency and Management Reserve for Cases A, B, & C 

Cost Element & Description 

Total EPC & Progress - Direct & Indirect Costs 

EPC & Progress Estimate Contingency 
------------------ - ------
Project Schedule Conti ngency 1--------------------------
Progress Management Reserve 
-------------------------
Total Contingency & Management Reserve 

Total EPC/Progress, Contingency & Mgt. Res. $ Dollars 
1--------------------------

Conting. & Mgt. Res. $ Dollars % of EPC/Progress Total $ 

EPC Schedule Duration in Months -------------------------
EPC End Date, SIT/llRT Complete, & Demob. 1--------------------------
EPC Schedule Contingency Duration in Months 
-------------------------
EPC Schedule Duration in Months with Contingency 

1--------------------------
EPC Approximate End Date with Duration Contingency 

~ ,_. (~ 
~ ~ 
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Case C - Complete 

Concrete Dome 

Only 

Total $ 

$459,851,203 

$30,759,606 1---------
$48,400,000 

--------
I- - -

$35.800,000 

$114,959,606 

$574,810,809 --------
25% 

-
23 

1---------
12/31/16 --------

4 1---------
27 --------

05/09/17 

Case B - Complete Case A - Complete 
Concrete Bays Concrete Dome 

Only & Bays 

Total $ Total $ 

$1,304,366,067 $1,489,906,653 

$152,072,992 $174,389,367 -------- --------
$116,000,000 $128,000,000 r------- -------
~188,450,OOO ~144,580,OOO - -
$456,522,992 $446,969,367 

$1,760,889,059 $1,936,876,020 r------- -------
35% 30% 

1- -
53 53 -------- --------

07/02/19 07/02/19 ------- -------
8 8 

-------- --------
61 61 r------- -------

03/10/20 03/10/20 

26 
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Option 10 & Study - Cost Estimate Comparison 

• The Case A total estimated cost for bay and dome concrete 
replacement is $1,936.9 million, the Case B total estimated 
cost for bay concrete only is $1,760.9 million, and the Case C 
total estimated cost for dome concrete replacement only is 
$574.8 million (All with contingency & management reserve). 

• Option 10 was estimated to cost $1,492.7 million 

- Total schedule duration of 31 months (excluding contingency) 
completing in March 2015. 

• The overall estimated cost for Option 10 and the 
Replacement of all Containment Bays and Dome concrete is 
$3,429.6 million ($1,936.9 million plus $1,492.7 million). 

- Approximately 83 months (excluding contingency) with a completion 
date in July 2019. 

H IGH BRJDGE 
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ZAPATA Assessment Team -Crystal River Unit #3 

Complete Bay and Dome Concrete Replacement Study 

Comparison of Cost Estimates and Schedules for Cases A, B, & C with Option 10 
Option 10 All Bays & Dome Replacement Study Total 

High Bridge 
case c- case B- case A- Option 10 and 

Cost Element & Description Progress URS Complete Complete Complete All Bays and 
Budget Bid 

Independent 
Concrete Dome Concrete Bays Concrete Dome 

Estimate Dome 
Only Onlv & Bays 

Total $ Total $ Total $ Total $ Total $ Total $ Total $ 

Total EPC Proiect Value $913,264,060 $580,151,916 $230,530,507 $812,150,727 $953,625,418 $1,533,777,334 

Total Progress Equipment, Labor & Indirects $424,444,770 $373,053,543 $229,320,695 $492,215,340 $536,281,236 $909,334,779 

Total EPC & Progress $1,337,708,830 $953,205,459 $459,851,203 $1,304,366,067 $1,489,906,653 $2,443,112,112 

Total Conting. & Mgt. Reserve (schedule $ $603,629,179 $539,512,750 $114,959,606 $456,522,992 $446,969,367 $986,482,117 

Total EPC/Progress, Contingency & Mgt. Res. $ $1,941,338,009 $1,492,718,209 $574,810,809 $1,760,889,059 $1,936,876,020 $3,429,594,229 

Conting/Mgt. Res. $ % of EPC/Progress Total $ 45% • 57% 25% 35% 30% 40% 

EPC Schedule Duration in Months 25 31 31 23 53 53 83 

EPC End Date, SIT/ILRT & Demob. 11/13/14 03/15/15 03/15/15 12/31//16 07/02/19 

~-r~ 
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CASE A - P6 Schedule Analysis 
Complete Concrete Combined Dome & Bays 

Crystal River Unit 3 
Zapata 

Description 

Detension all six Bays 
ReTensioning 
SIT/ ILRT 
DeMobilization of the Project 
CR-3 Bay Repairs Complete 
Escalation, Contingency, Fee-Target, Fee-Performance 
Common Misc. Other 
Construciton Indirect Work 
Project ManagemenVConstruction Management 
Install Interferences - Bay 6-1 (Civil) 
Remove Interferences - Bay 6-1 (Civil) 
Remove Interferences - Bay 6-1 (Electrical) 
Remove Interlerences - Bay 6-1 (Mechanical) 
Install Interferences - Bay 6-1 (Mechanical) 
Install Interferences - Bay 6-1 (Electrical) 
Install Interferences - Bay 4-5 (Civil ) 
Remove Interferences - Bay 4-5 (Electrical ) 

Remove Interferences - Bay 4-5 (Mechanical ) 

Remove Interferences - Bay 4-5 (Civil) 
Install Interferences - Bay 4-5 (Mechanical) 
Install Interferences - Bay 4-5 (Electrical) 
Install Interferences - Bay 1-2 (Mechanical) 
Install Interferences - Bay 1-2 (Electrical) 
Remove Interferences - Bay 1-2 (Electrical) 
Remove Interferences - Bay 1-2 (Mechanical) 
Bay 1-2 Complete 
Install Interferences - Bay 1-2 (Civil) 
Remove Interferences - Bay 1-2 (Civil) 
Install Interferences - Bay 2-3 (Civil) 
Install Interferences - Bay 2-3 (Mechanical) 
Install Interferences - Bay 2-3 (Electrical) 
Remove Interferences - Bay 2-3 (Mechanical) 

Remove Interferences - Bay 2-3 (Electrical) 
Install Interferences - Bay 5-6 (Mechanical) 
Install Interferences - Bay 5-6 (Electrical) 
Remove Interferences - Bay 5-6 (Electrical ) 
Remove Interferences - Bay 5-6 (Mechanical) 
Bay 5-6 Complete 
Remove Interferences - Bay 5-6 (Civil ) 
Install Interferences - Bay 5-6 (Civil) 
Remove Interferences Bay 6-1 

Remove Concrete Bay 6-1 (Part 1) 
Replace Concrete Bay 6-1 (Part 1) 
Remove Concrete Bay 6-1 (Part 2) 
Replace Concrete Bay 6-1 (Part 2) 
Replace Interferences Bay 6-1 

Remove Interferences Bay4-5 

Remove Concrete Bay4-5 (Part 1) 

Activity Duration 
(days) 

120 
150 
30 
60 

-

-
-
-
-
180 
180 
180 
180 
180 
180 
480 
210 
210 
210 
480 
480 

90 
90 

120 
120 
-

90 
120 
180 

18 
180 
180 
180 

60 
60 

210 
210 
-
210 

60 
180 

75 
75 
90 
90 

180 
210 
115 

U = Unique .-______ ..,c = Conceptual 
,,"""-.,.,....,-_.,-.,-_..,B = Budgetary 
l-.....:u,;;n;:;:q::;u.;,;R;;:.,;;t;:;:n.:..._ D = Definitive 

BC % WC % RISK RATING 

0% 0% 

0% 0% 



Row # 

'9 

50 

5' 

52 

53 

54 

55 

56 

57 

58 

59 

60 

61 

62 

63 

64 

65 

66 

67 

66 

69 

70 

71 

72 

73 

7. 

75 

76 

77 

78 

79 

80 

81 

82 

83 

64 

85 

86 

87 

88 

89 

90 

91 

92 

93 

94 

95 

96 

CASE A - P6 Schedule Analysis 
Complete Concrete Combined Dome & Bays 

Crystal River Unit J 
Zapata 

Description 

Replace Concrete Bay4-5 (Part 1) 
Remove Concrete Bay4-5 (Part 2) 
Replace Concrete Bay4-5 (Part 2) 
Replace Interferences Bay4-5 
Remove Interferences Bay 1-2 

Remove Concrete Bay 1-2 (Part 1) 
Replace Concrete Bay 1-2 (Part 1) 
Remove Concrete Ba), 1-2 (Part 2) 
Replace Concrete Bay 1-2 (Part2) 
Replace Interferences Bay 1-2 

Remove Interferences Bay 2-3 

Remove Concrete Bay 2-3 (Part 1) 
Replace Concrete Bay 2-3 (Part 1) 
Remove Concrete Bay 2-3 (Part 2) 
Replace Concrete Bay 2-3 (Part 2) 
Replace Interferences Bay 2-3 

Replace Interferences Bay 5-6 

Remove Concrete Bay 5-6 (Part 1) 
Replace Concrete Bay 5-6 (Part 1) 
Remove Concrete Bay 5-6 (Part 2) 
Replace Concrete Bay 5-6 (Part2) 
Start Mobilization (Contract Final) 
Bay 4-5 Complete 
Bay 6-1 Complete 
Bay 2-3 Complete 
Remove Interferences - Bay 5-6 

Bay 6-1 Start 
Bay 4-5 Start Construction 
Bay 1-2 Start Construction 
Bay 2-3 Start Construction 
Remove Interferences Bay 3-4 

Remove Concrete Bay 3-4 (Part 1) 
Replace Concrete Bay 3-4 (Part 1) 
Remove Concrete Bay 3-4 (Part 2) 
Replace Concrete Bay 3-4 (Part 2) 
Replace Interferences Bay 3-4 

Remove Concrete Dome 

Replace Concrete Dome 

Install Tendons in Dome 
Design Packages/Pre-construction documents 

Design Packages Detension Packages 

Install Hydrolazer for Dome 

Design Packages Hydrolazer Packages for Dome 

Receive Bid URS, evaluate, negotiate, execute 

Event of Dome and Wall cracking 

CR-3 Project Complete 
Start Component testing 
Duke Component testing All Bays 

-
u = unique 
C = Conceptual 

!==:::=;;::==~B = Budgetary 
Unique Rating 0 = oefinitive -

RISK RATING 

Activity Duration 
(days) 

115 
90 
90 

480 
120 
45 
45 
75 
75 
90 

180 
120 
120 
90 
90 ... 

180 
120 

90 ... 
90 
75 
75 

-
-
-
-

90 

-
~-

-
-
-
12 

75 
75 
90 
90 

120 
90 

120 

120 
120 
60 
60 
30 
90 

- 0% 0% 

- 0% 0% 
- 0% 0% 

150 15% 30% 
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J 
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-
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CASE A - P6 Schedule Analysis 
Complete Concrete Combined Dome & Bays 

Crystal River Unit 3 
Zapata 

Activity Duration 
Row # Description (days) 

U = Unique 
.-_____ --1c = Conceptual 

B = Budgetary 
P--"u'"n;'"q-ue"":.=-.':':,;-ng--' 0 = Definitive 

BC ,. WC,. RISK RATING 



CASE A • P6 Schedule Analysis 
Complete Concrete Combined Dome & Baysl Expected Value 

Install Interferences · Bay 4· 5 (Civil) I hpected Value 

In~tall Interferences · BiIy "-5 (Eklclncal) I Expected Value 

Replace Interferences 83y4-5 I Expected Value 

Installln1(!rfCfences . Bay 4·5 (Mechanical) I Expected Value 

Remove Interferences · Bay 5-6 (Mechamca!) I Expected Value 

Remove Interferences - Bay 4· 5 (Mechanical) I Expected Value 

Remove Interferences · Bay 5-6 (Ele<trical) f Expected Valli(! 

Remove Interferences Bay4-5! Expected Value 

Remove Interferences - Bay 5-6 (CIVIl) I Expected Value 

Remove Interferences · Bay 4-5 (ElectrICal) I Expected Value 

Remove Inlerference~ . Bay 4-5 (Civil) I Expected Value 

Install Interferences · Bay 6-' (Mechanical) I Expected Value 

Install Interferences· Bay 2· 3 (CIVil) I Expeded Value 

Install Interferences· Bay 6·1 (ElectrICal) I Expected Value 

Remove Interferences - Bay 2·3 (Electrical) I Expected Value 

Remove Interferences - Bay 6-1 (CIVIl) I Expected Value 

o 
o 

Install Interferences - Bay 4-5 (Civill' Expected Value 

lostallinterferences - Bay 4-5 (Electrical), Expected Value 

Replace Interferences Bay4-5' Expected Value 

Install Interferences - Bay 4-5 (Mechanical) / Expected Value 

Remove Interferences - Bay 5-6 (Mechanical)' Expected Value 

Remove Interferences· Bay 4-5 (Mechanical), Expected Value 

Remove Interferences - Bay 5-6 (Electrical), Expected Value 

Remove Interferences Bay4-5 / Expected Value 

Remove Interferences - Bay 5-6 (Civil), Expected Value 

Remove Interferences· Bay 4-5 (Electrical), Expected Value 

Remove Interferences - Bay 4-5 (Civil) / Expected Value 

Install Interferences - Bay 6-1 (Mechanical) / Expected Value 

Install Interferences - Bay 2-3 (Civil), Expected Value 

Install Interferences - Bay 6-1 (Electrical) / Expected Value 

Remove Interferences - Bay 2-3 (Electrical) / Expected Value 

Remove Interferences - Bay 6-1 (Civil) / Expected Value 

I 

Y 

Regression CoeffICients 

... 

t 

t 
+ 
I 

+ 

f 
0 ci 
0 ci 

Coefficient Value 

Y2 12 

0.31359 0.31 

0.312993 0.31 

0.312289 0.31 

0.311625 0.31 

0.137962 0.14 

0.137675 0.14 

0.13761 0.14 

0.136988 0.14 

0.136593 0.14 

0.136355 0.14 

0.136292 0_14 

0.118043 0.12 

0.117981 0.12 

0.117969 0.12 

0.117828 0.12 

0.117779 0.12 

( 

~ 
0 o 

I ( 
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Attachment L.D 
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Complete Concrete Bays Only Case B Schedule 
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HIGH BRIDGE 
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UlltO E_ 01 Dome Md W •• Cfa""lflQ 

""'" SI.M URS ConI,acI!Of DHogn aOO WP'. o.wy 

"''''' ~ Pacl<agft 0«.....", p~ 

""'''' St. ~ Mobi~zatlOO (Contrite! FInal) 

"''''' Dwlgn p~ Mydrolnt< P..:k'9W tor Dome 

U24tO OM-.on Dome 

""'" ~TItr>IIoN",Dome 

U2238 fnsld Hrd' .... ur for Dome 

U2240 Remo •• COI'OCf_' Dome 

"''''' ~ Coner ... Dome 

""'" Install Tendons on Dome 

"'- R!H..,...;on Dome (m.~ be coon:lw>al..:1 WIIh WlI"i 

U2530 THI'IIIJIP"'panion to. SITIILAT 

U25(1) Sll~LRT 

"'"'' o.~ oI11w Dome I'rqoId 

"''''' Dome Pro,ect ~. 

_ Actual Work 

_ Remaining Work 

_ Critical Remaining Work 

I I 

Cyrstal River Unit 3 Dome Only 06-Aug-12 12:21 

I ." I 1 _I , .. Ftt> 101., A{:tI M.V Jun ~ May Jon Aug Sep 0c1 May J..., 
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03-M.ylS 
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02.Jut- , 5 
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• • Milestone 

"0--'0'0 Summary 

Oh.l~nt5 

O'-JuI-1S 

22·JuI·15 

311<"11- 15 

29·Ncw·15 

29·",.,·16 

03 Aug 18 

02-0:116 

Ot·Nov-IS 

01·Dec-16 

31 -0..;·16 

31-D1c'16 

o rL 01 Dome Inc! WIN ~'.cIung 

01 r...:.~'~eor.r.ct!Of o.s.gnlnd WP'IOnty 

o . DMogn I'>1dlager. Oe! __ Pld\1QoIIS 

, 
'" 
'" 

~ Stlfl MobIlila1ion (Conl'~ Fr',,!) 

~~ I'>acksgel Hydrolu..- Pac"'~ IOf Dome 

""-""'" .., .~T....oor.ino.-

." IflSI •• Hydrobur l()f Dome 

'" RelTlOV1l C""",etl Dome 

." 
'" 
'" ." 
'" 
'" '" 

Crystal River #3 - Dome Repair Only 

23 Months from Event to Dome 

I I 

InItd t ........ on Dome 

RtI......... [)orne (may be coordoniottid w~h w.lIl) 

~
-;;~;;;j:-;,~~' •. ,,"'" 

o.t.lobihlallon 01 1"'- Dome PrOfl'Cl 

DoI'w PrnjtcI ~. 

Critical Path - Event of Cracking to Dome Work Completge 
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Row # 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

I I 

CASE C - P6 SCHEDULE ANALYSIS 
COMPLETE CONCRETE COMBINED DOME ONLY 

CRYSTAL RIVER UNIT 3 
ZAPATA 

Description 

Start Mobilization (Contract Final) 

Remove Concrete Dome 

Replace Concrete Dome 

Install Tendons in Dome 

Design Packages Detension Packages 

Install Hydrolazer for Dome 

Design Packages Hydrolazer Packages for Dome 

Event of Dome and Wall cracking 

Start URS Contract for Design and WP's Only 

Detension Dome 

Remove Tendons in Dome 

Retension Dome (may be coordinated with walls) 

Dome Project Complete 

Testing/Prepartion for SIT/ILRT 

SITIILRT 

DeMobilization of the Dome Project 

U = Unique 
f.".""",, ___ """C = Conceptual 
f---: __ -:--IB = Budgetary 

Unique Rating D = Definitive 

BC "" we "" RISK RATING 

Activity 
Duration 

(days) 

0 0% 0% Unique 
90 -15% 30% Budgetary 

120 -15% 30% Budgetary 
120 -15% 30% Budgetary 

60 -15% 30% Budgetary 
60 -15% 30% Budgetary 
30 -15% 30% Budgetary 

0 0% 0% Unique 
0 0% 0% Unique 

60 -15% 30% Budgetary 
60 -15% 30% Budgetary 
60 -15% 30% Budgetary 

0 0% 0% Unique 
30 -15% 30% Budgetary 
30 -15% 30% Budgetary 
30 -15% 30% Budgetary 

I I r 



) J I I J 

Subtotal of Project Risk Variables excluding Sunk Costs I Expected Value 
RegfCSSion CoeffiCIents 

Replace Concrete Domo I Expected Value 

Install Tendons in Dome I Expected Value 

Remove Concrete Dome , Expected value 

Install Hydrotazer for Dome I Expected Value 

Remove Tendons In Dome I Expected Value 

DetensiOIl Dome I EJtpccted Value 

RetCOSlOO Dome (may be coordinated with walls) I Expected Value 

Dcsigo Packages DctcnSlOO Packagei I Expected Value 

SIT/ILRT I Expected Value 

Tcsting/Prcpartion for SITIILRT I Expected Value 

DeMobIlizatIOn 01 the Dome Project I fllpcctcd Value 

Design PadtageS Hydro/aler Packages for Dome I Expected Value 

Replace Concrete Dome J Expected Value 

Install Tendons in Dome I ElCpected Value 

Remove Concrete Dome / Expected Value 

Install Hydrolazer for Dome / Expected Value 

Remove Tendons in Dome / Expected Value 

Detension Dome / Expected Va lue 

Retension Dome (may be coordinated with walls) / EKpected Value 

Design Packages Detension Packages / Expected Value 

SIT/llRT / Expected Value 

Testing/Prepartion for SIT/ llRT / Expected Value 

DeMobilization of the Dome Project / Expected Value 

Design Packages Hydrolazer Packages for Dome / Expected Value 

o 

Y 

~ 
o 
ci 

0.489891 

0.485911 
0.36837 

0.245777 

0.245666 

0.245046 

0.244296 

0.243484 

0.123497 
0.123369 

0.123263 

0.122601 

Y2 

N ~ 

ci N 

Coefficient val~e 

L2 

0.49 

0.49 

0.37 

0.25 

0.25 

0.25 

0 .24 

0 .24 

0 .12 

0.12 
0.12 

0.12 

] I J J 

M 

ci 
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c.rvitytu I Activity Name I om I "'" 0" 
U23tO Event of Dome and Wall cracking , 02-Feb-1S' 

U2300 Start Contracl lor Design and WP's Only , a.-Mar-IS 

U2280 DesIgn Packages Det01lSKlfl Pa~s ., Q"-Mar-IS 

U2050 Start MobilzabOn , 17·May-15 

U2290 DesIgn Packages Hydrolator Packages 3S 17-May-15 

U24,O Detens.on Dome ., 17·May-15 

U2420 Remove Tendons Ifl Dome '" 06-Jun-15 

U2238 Install Hydrolazer IOf Dome ., 26-Jut-IS 

U2240 Remove Concrete Dome 10' 2 4-Oct-15 

U2250 Replace Coocrete Dome ", OS-Feb-16 

U2260 InstaU Tendons in Dome '" Qt-Jul· 16 

U2440 RelB1lSIOfl Dome ., 17· Nov-16 

U2530 TestinglPrepartlOn lOt SITIILRT 3S 2s.Jan.17 

025<' SITI1LRT 3S OI-Mar-17 

U2550 OeMobilizabOn 01 the Dome Protect 3S 05-Apf·17 

U2450 Dome WOfk Complete , 

_ Actual Work 

Remaining Work 

_ Critical Remaining Work 

• • Milestone 

';--'1'; Summary 

I 

~ L- L
Crystal River Unit 3 

L- L-
- Risk Schedule 

Dome Containment Repair 

-

."" I ~oIal 2015 I 2016 2017 . L 2018 
Float F lMar Apr May Jun JullAug S Oct I N DeclJan F Mar AfJrIMaYlJun Jut Augl 5 lOcI N IDee Jan F Mar Apf M IJun Jut Aug 5 Oct] N Dec]Jan F a 

ll -May-15 

2O-Jun-15 

25-Ju1-15 

23-Qc.-15 

-252 Even. or Dome and Wall Cfacking 

-248 ~ __ ~~ _C?:ontrae. lor Design and WP's 0nIv 
-248 , DesIgn Packages Oelension PacQges 

680 

680 

680 

~ Sta<t """""lion 
~: ~SIQll Packages Hydrolazer Packages 

'--r--p- De,,,,,,,,, Dome 

02-Oct-15 701 
t..,-t::::r. Remove Teodons IfI Dome 

Inslan Hydrolazer lor Dome 

05-Feb-16 680 Remove Conerele Dome 

23-Jun-16 680 Replace Concrete Dome 

16-Nov-16 680 InstaH Tendons in Dome 

24-Jan-17 680 RelenSlQl'l Dome 

28-Feb-17 680 ~-,----~~~prepanlOflforSfTILRT 
Q4-Apr-17 680 ~rr/llRT 

Q9-May-17 680 DeMobilization altho Dome Protect 

Q9-May-17 680 Dome Work Cornp!ete L-________________________________________________ ~ 

Crystal River #3 - Risk Dome Repair Critical Path - Event of Concrete Cracking to Project Complete 

27 Months from Event to Dome Project 

I 
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CASE A - Complete Concrete Combined Dome & Bays 
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Estimate Pricing Report Summary 
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CASE A · Complete Concrete Combined Dome & Bays 
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J 1-' i High Bridge Associates Form 1.1 
HIGH BRJDGE 

Walkdown Information Form 
A •• OCIATItS 

Client: Zapata Incorporated Contact Name and Position 

Project Title: Progress - CR3 Containment Jeff Rinne High Bridge Sr Mgr Estimating 
Repair - Option X 
Date of Walkdown: 7/1812012 Terry Curvin High Bridge Sr Mech Estimator 

Implementing Station: Crystal River Nuclear John Dold High Bridge Structural Engineer 
Plant 
Project Area Status: Inactive Danny Spangler Progress Construction Oversight 

Plant Status: Defueled Jim Rose High Bridge 

** Use sections below to itemize walkdown fi ndings for a ll key areas, systems, components. etc. Use mult iple continuation pages 
as needed. Reference drawings used and measurements taken. Attach a ll drawing markups and fi e ld sketches generated. Note all 
pertinent and potentially he lpful information such as compo nent name plate information, rout ing paths, interferences, safet y hazards 
rigging considerations, open drains, noise levels, environmental barriers, overhead ObSLIuclions, footprint confi gurations, 
access ibil ity, e levat ions, ingress and cgress paths, unit trip hazards in area, etc. 

Area / Room / System / Component / etc. observed: Aux Bldg and Intermediate Bldg - all in RCA 
EXCEPT Intermediate Bld~ EI1l9 (clean). 
Observations & Findings: 

E195' Aux 
I . Bay 5-6: 

a. High Pressure Injection Area - C zone for mOSI of area 
b. Congested 
c. 2 each MCCs close to containment wall 
d. Numerous MOVs must be removed/replaced 
e. Protection for instrumentation on back wall required 
f. High Rad letdown pipe runs through area - must be cut ouUreplaced 

2. Bay 4-5: 
a. Triangle Room - C zone 
b. Congested 
c. Many conduits, some with thermo lag in overhead 
d. Numerous boxes, MOV contro ls on containment wall 

3. Bay 2-3: 
a. Breezeway (Gallery) - open 
b. Emergency FW piping in area 
c. Back wall - protect conduit 

4. Bay 1-2: 
a. Congested 
b. Conduit with thenno lag 

5. Bay 1-6: 
a. High Dose area (CAV-2) 
b. Shield wail within 6' - must remove interferences from containment and shield wall 
c. Numerous penetrations not shown on Bechtel 's interference li st 

Zapata Incorporated 
High Bridge Associates 

Page I of 2 Form 1.1 
Re"i~ion 0 (8/2011) 



d. Many cabinets and instruments both walls 
EI 119' Aux 

I . Column line N302 - monorail above floor hatch (concrete beams in ceiling) equipped with 3 Ton 
chain fall - allows access to EI 95' below - double door A202 to outside close-by for ingress-egress. 

2. Bay 4-5: 
a. RMA-6 area - C Zone 
b. Very congested 
c. High Rad Letdown line runs through area 
d. Wall, near column 305, perpendicular to containment wall - some removal required 

3. Bay 6-1: 
a. Personnel airlock area 
b. Numerous cable trays and electrical penetrations 

EI I 19' lntermediate 
4. Bay 2-3 

a. Clean area 
b. Shield (?) wall within 5 ' 
c. Numerous cable trays and electrical penetrations 

EI 143' Aux 
I. Bay 4-5: 

a. Double hearing protection area 
b. Numerous instruments and solenoid valves 
c. Numerous cable trays and electrical penetrations 

Page 2 of2 Form 1.1 Zapata Incorporated 
High Bridge Associates Revi .. ion U (MIlU] ] ) 
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1 ~ - ~~ High Bridge Associates Form 1.2 
HIGH BRIDGE Scope Detail Development Form 

AIlIlOCIATIU Ii 

Client: Zapata Incorporated Contact Names and Position 
Project Title: Progress - CR3 Containment Terry Curvin Senior Estimator 
Repair. Option-x 
Implementing Station: Crystal River Nuclear Morris Holcomb Senior Estimator 
Plant 
Date: 07·24·2012 
Estimate Phase: Conceptual 

** This form is used to document "known" facts and information about the scope of a project. 

Project Description I Purpose I Goal - (Reference all technical issues being addressed.) 

The scope of option-x is to replace concrete from option -10 down to elevation 95' for aU bays if pinning 
does not stop concrete delamination. All vertical tendons will be removed, hoop tendons will be removed 
where concrete is removed. The containment dome concrete will be removed and replaced. Mechanical 
and electrical interferences will be removed and replaced for the bays that were to have radial pins, but will 

now have concrete removed and replaced. Option- x bays elevation are Bay 1-2 95' -119', Bay 2-3 95'
I 50', Bay 3-495' - 160' , Bay 4-5 95' - 169', Bay 5-6 95' - 119' , Bay 6-1 95' - I 50'. 

Major Components 
I 

I 0 No Major Components Involved 

System Component ID Description Description of Activity 
(e.g. modify, repair, replace, add new, relocate, etc) 

Tendons Building Structural Tendons Repair and replace. 
Electrical Panels and Boards Interferences to be removed for concrete 
Equipment replacement. 
Mechanical Air Receiver Tanks Bay-45 Approx. 4' wide and 12' tall. 2-Ea. 
Equipment Elv. 11 9' 
Mechanical Receiver Tanks-Bay-45 Elv. Interferences to be removed for other work 
Equipmenl swv- 95' activities. Approx. 30 gal. tanks mounted on 
35,37,39,41,43,45 wall. 6-Ea. 
Mechanical Hydraulic Units Remove and Reinstall. 2-Ea. 
Equipment 

Soft I Pro ram Items o No Soft I Program Items involved 

For projects that involve significant software development or training list expected scope pCT1aining to development , testing, 
cert ification and lrainin of ro rams or software. 

Zapata Incorporated 
High Bridge Associates 

Description 

Page I of 3 

Potential Vendor 

Form 1.2 
Revision a (812011 ) 



Piping! Tubing! Raceway! Wiring! Ductwork I 0 None Invol vcd 

System Description Size Type From To Description of Activity (e.g. 
modify, repair, replace, add new, 

relocate, etc) 

Tubing All All Various Various lnterferences removed and 
reinstalled. 

Pipe All Carbon & Various Various Interferences removed and 
Sizes Stainless reinstalled. 

Steel 
HVAC All Ductwork Various Various Interferences removed and 

reinstalled. 
ThermolaglFire Various Various Remove and replace 
Wrap 
Cable Power & Various Various Interferences removed and 

Control reinstalled .. 
Conduit and Rigid Various Various lnterferences removed and 
Supports reinstalled .. 
Cable Tray & All Various Various lnterferences removed and 
Supports reinstalled. 

Civil! Structural I 0 None Invol ved 

List known activities involvin 

Building I System 
Area 

Zapata Incorporated 
High Bridge Associates 

concrete, steel, supports, excavation, penetrations, buildings, parking lo(s, roofing, etc. 

Description of Activity (e.g. modify, repair, replace add new, relocate, etc) 

Formwork for concrete repairs. 
Rebar removal and replacement in walls due to concrete repairs. 
Replace concrete 7000 psi wall repairs. 
Repair grout with 7000 psi strength. 
Secondary steel replacement. 
lnsulation removal and replace. To be performed by Sub-Contractor. 
Containment liner repair. To be performed by Sub-Contractor. 
De-tension and re-tension of tendons. To be performed by Sub-Contractor. 
Temporary wall constructed to protect permanent equipment. 
Temporary support dome for concrete replacement. 
Install conveyor system for concrete removal. 
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Support Activities o None Invol vcd 

List known requirements involving major scaffolding, special rigging, hazardous waSle, temporary structures or services, special 
equ ipment, Operations im acts, painting, testing and startup, other support organizations, etc. 

Item Description of Activitv 

Clean-up Continuous work area safety. 
Drinking Water Distribute drinking water daily for workin" in hot environment. 
Painting Paint other than sub-contract activi ties, such as touch-up of pipe welds and pipe 

supports. 
Fire Watches Compensatory and hot works activities. 
Rad-Con Conduct contamination and radioactivity surveys. 
Security Monitor site transportation activities. 
QAIQC Monitor work quality. 
Scaffold Erect and dismantle scaffold as required 
FME Labor support when system pipes are breached. 
Insulation Activities to be performed by sub-contractor 

Complexities o No Complexities Expccted 

Expected 
List known issues that could potentially impact design or implementation (e.g. special sarety concerns, accessibility of key 
components, area radiation levels, required or potential operations impacts. congestion, control room work. Unit trip hazards, 
hazardous work environment, ClC.) . 

Work area congestion, and working in contaminated work environment. 
Hazardous work due to heavy rigging in overhead areas. 
Removal of concrete from building. 

Items Excluded o No Items Excluded 

List known scope items that have been intentionally excluded from this estimate due to assumptions or by design that are 
important 10 understanding the scope of the project. These items will usually be closely related 10 the project and would cause a 
significant impact on Lhe project estimate were they included in the scope (e.g. pump pedestal is to be reused, not replaced) . 

Other D None Involved 

List any other "knowns" that are pertinent to understanding the scope of this project. 

Floor plugs on elevation 119' can be removed if needed for removal and installation activities on elevation 
95' 

Zapata incorporated 
High Bridge Associates 
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J~H'~ High Bridge Associates Form 1.3 
HIGH BRIDGE Project Assumptions Form 

ASSOCIA T E S 

Client: Zapata Incorporated Contact Names and Position 

Project Title: Progress - CR3 Containment Terry Curvin Senior Estimator 
Repair Option -x 
Implementing Station: Crystal River Nuclear Morris Holcomb Senior Estimator 
Plant 

Date: 7/26/2012 

Estimate Phase: Conceptual 

** This form is used to document assumed details about the scope of the project. 

# 
System, Component, Area, 

Commodity, Department, Issue, etc. 

1. Temporary Pipe Caps 
2. Removed Pipe 

3. Wall Penetrations 

4. Anchors 

5. Containment 

6. Quality Control 

7. Pipe Hangers 

8. Valves 

9. Pai n t Support 

10. Rigging 

1 1. Interference Piping 

12. Conduit 

13 . Cable 

14. Splice Boxes 

15. Electrical Penetrations 

16. Electrical Equipment 

17. Cable Tray 

18. Electrical Bulk Materials 

19. Mechanical Bulk Materials 

Zapata Incorporated 
High Bridge Associates 

Assumption Details 
(provide level of detail appropriate to the estimate phase) 

Installed after interference pipe is removed for FME. 
Will be reinstalled and not replaced. 

Will not be removed but supported if necessary. 

Will be drilled and installed in areas where concrete is being 
replaced. 
No work to be performed inside containment. 

To be present when pipe is being cut for material traceability. 

Will be reinstalled and not replaced. 

Will be reinstalled and not replaced. 

For walls where concrete is being replaced , floor repair, pipe 
and hangers. 
Will be performed with an approved rigging plan. 

Will be cut and beveled using Wachs or Tri Tool cutters. 

Will be replaced with new conduit with similar routing. 

Will be partially replaced with new and spliced to existing at a 
pre-determined point. 
Splice boxes will be added for splicing new to old sections of 
cables. 
Electrical penetrations will be disconnected on the outboard 
side to allow for replacement of the concrete. Penetrations will 
not be removed from the steel liner. 

Electrical panels and boards removed will be stored and 
protected for reinstallation. 
Cable tray and supports will be reinstalled in the existing 
configuration. 
Will be based on II % of direct labor dollars for electrical 
interferences. 
Will be based on 5% of direct labor dollars for mechanical 
interferences. 
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# 
System, Component, Area, 

Commodity, Department, Issue, etc. 

20. Rigging 

2l. Tubing and supports 

22. Instruments 

23. Penetration sleeves 

24. Job Classification 

25 . 

Zapata Incorporated 
High Bridge Associates 

Assumption Details 
(provide level of detail appropriate to the estimate phase) 

Installed using approved rigging plan. 

Will be replaced. 

Will be calibrated and reused. 

Temporarily supported after concrete is removed. 

Safety related. 
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1 i;;~ i High Bridge Associates Form 1.11 
HIGH BRIDGE Estimated Craft Hour "Sniff Test" 

ASSOC:IATItS 

Client: Zapata Incorporated Contact Names and Position 

Project Title: Progress - CR3 Containment 
Terry Curvin Senior Estimator 

Repair Option -x 
Implementing Station: Crystal River Nuclear 

Morris Holcomb Senior Estimator 
Plant 

Date: 

Estimate Phase: 

Revision: 

** Purpose: This form is used for evaluation of the overall craft hours estimated. Instructions : Documenllhc crew and work 
schedule assumptions, craft type evaluated. estimate hours, and work ! Iocation scope. 

EC Scope Summary I 
The basis of the HBA estimate is a review of the Contractors' technical bids, any Progress technical 
information provided, quantity takeoff information performed by HBA on key commodities, and historical 
estimate and actual information accumulated from other similar projects. In the short time allowed HBA 
could not do a detail bottoms up estimate, and therefore used some information from Progress and the 
bidders at face value. HBA did develop material, hour and labor rates to determine estimates for key 
commodities and activities, and developed estimates for EPC staffing, expenses, and other in-directs. HBA 
also evaluated the in-directs, Owner's Cost, escalation and contingencies by comparing the Progress and bids 
to historical projects that HBA has information. By reviewing this historical information to the Progress, 
bids and HBA own developed estimates for CR3 containment repair, an estimate for each cost category was 
determined and used as the HBA estimate. 

Estimate Hour Summary 

Craft Non-Outage 
Hours 

Pipefitter 365,204 

Electrical 699,868 

Ironworker 438,864 

Carpenter 97,831 

Laborer 331,242 
Cement 
Mason 33,058 

TOTAL 1,966,067 

Zapata Incorporated 
High Bridge Associates 

Outage Total Commodity Quantity 
Hours Hours 

365,204 

699,868 
438,864 

97,831 

331,242 

33,058 

0 1,966,067 
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Sniff Test # 1 I o outage [8J non-outage 

Work Scope I Labor Group: Pipefitter hours to remove interferences, consisting of pipe - all sizes, pipe 
hangers, tubing and tube supports 
Results: 48 Craft working 50 Hrs a week = 2 ,400 hrs Iwk 144,000 hrs 1 2,400 = 60 Wks 

Sniff Test # 2 I D outage D non-outage 

Work Scope I Labor Group: Pipefitter hours to replace interferences, consisting of pipe - all sizes, pipe 
hangers, tubing and tube supports 
Results: 48 Craft working 50 Hrs a week = 2 ,400 hrs Iwk 221 ,204 hrs 1 2,400 = 92 Wks 

Sniff Test # 3 I o outage o non-outage 

Work Scope I Labor Group: Electrical hours to remove interferences, consisting of cable, raceways, and 
electrical equipment. 
Results: 80 Craft working 50 hrs a week = 4000 hrs per week 209 ,960/4000= 52 wks or 13 months 

Sniff Test # 4 0 outage 0 non-outage 

Work Scope I Labor Group: Electrical hours to install interferences, consisting of cable, raceways, and 
electrical equipment. 
Results: 80 Craft working 50 hrs a week = 4000 hrs per week 489,908/4000= 122 wks or 3 1 months 

Zapata Incorporated 
High Bridge Associates 
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Sniff Test # 5 D outage D non-outage 

Work Scope I Labor Group: Laborers to remove concrete from dome 

Results: 58 Craft working 50 Hrs a week = 2,900 hrs Iwk 46,527 hrs 12,900 = 16 Wks 

Sniff Test # 6 I D outage D non-outage 

Work Scope I Labor Group: Laborers to remove concrete from walls 

Results: 40 Craft working 50 Hrs a week = 2,000 hrs Iwk 284,175 hrs 12,000 = 142 Wks or 35.5 mo. 

Sniff Test # 7 I D outage D non-outage 

Work Scope I Labor Group: Ironworkers to install tendon sleeves, tendons and rebar for dome. 

Results: 48 Craft working 50 Hrs a week = 2,400 hrs Iwk 125,185 hrs 12,400 = 52 Wks 

Sniff Test # 8 I D outage D non-outage 

Work Scope I Labor Group: Ironworkers to install tendon sleeves, tendons and rebar for walls 

Results: 48 Craft working 50 Hrs a week = 2,400 hrs Iwk 313,679 hrs 12,400 = 131 Wks 

Zapata Incorporated 
High Bridge Associates 
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Sniff Test # 9 I o outage o non-outage 

Work Scope I Labor Group: Carpenters to install and remove forms for dome. 

Results: 16 Craft working 50 Hrs a week = 800 hrs Iwk 21 ,060 hrs I 800 = 26.3 Wks 

Sniff Test # 10 I bl outage o non-outage 

Work Scope I Labor Group: Carpenters to install and remove forms for walls .. 

Results: 24 Craft working 50 Hrs a week = 1,200 hrs Iwk 76,771 hrs I 800 = 64 Wks 

Sniff Test # 11 I o outage o non-outage 

Work Scope I Labor Group: Cement Masons to place and finish concrete for dome 

Results: 12 Craft working 50 Hrs a week = 600 hrs Iwk 8,804 hrs I 600 = IS Wks 

Sniff Test # 12 I o outage o non-outage 

Work Scope I Labor Group: Cement Masons to place and finish concrete for walls 

Results: 20 Craft working 50 Hrs a week = 1000 hrs Iwk 24,254 hrs I 1000 = 24.2 Wks 

Zapata Incorporated 
High Bridge Associates 
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High Bridge Associates 

Crystal River Unit 3 

Zapata Duke Task 3 - CR3 Containment Repair Project - Cost and Schedule Review 

Indirect Cost Estimate - Case A - Combined Dome & Bays 

The following is the estimate for the indirects to support the direct cost work. 

UseHBA Option 10 as starting point for est of Option X Used Option 10 methodology and adjusted for 

Use the Hot el Load of Opt ion 10 to determine Option X estimates complexity and antici pat ed owner att rition rate 

Use the Owner cost TO GO estimate as basis of 5% per yea r fo r 7 years. 

Option 10 schedule 
Used HBA Option X Home Office Eneineering 

duration for each category Estimated 
estimate. 

HBA Option 10 
Category 

Estimate 
Hotel load 

/month Complexity 
Owner 

NEW HOTEL 
Months Attrition 

Adjustment 
Adjustment 

lOAOfMONTH 

Construction Indirect Craft Work $122,993,786 31 $3,967,541 100% nfa $3,967,541.48 

Total Project / Constructio n Management $141,281,690 33 $4,28 1,263 100% nfa $4,281,263.33 

Total Home Office Engineering / Support - Jiannotti Calc $53,209,464 na na nla 
EPC Fee $62,456,000 na na 
TO GO: Progress Energy Provided Equipment $115,325,986 31 $3,720, 193 100% nfa $3,720, 193.11 

TO GO: Progress Energy l abor & Indirects $148,266,656 31 $4,782,795 100% 65% $3,108,816.98 

Option X estimates 
Use Option 10 monthly hote l loads and durations below 

See Schedule below 

Assumed Option X 
Option X 

Category schedule duration Notes 

for each category 
estimate 

Construct ion Indi rect Craft Work 53 $210,279,699 53 months - Event to ClLRT 

Total Project / Const ruction M anagement 53 $226,906,957 53 months - Event to ClLRT 

Total Hom e Office Engineering / Suppo rt - H8A Calc NA $53,209,464 Use HBA Opt ion X Engineering est imate ca lcu lation 

EPC Fee NA 12% of EPC const ruct ion cost and esca lation. Formulated in Summary spreadsheet. 

Total: Progress Energy Provided Equipment 53 $197,170,235 53 months - Event to CILRT 

Total : Progress Energy l abor & Indirects 53 $164,767,300 53 months - Event to CILRT 

$852,333,654 

I I I 
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Case A 

Complete Concrete Combined Dome & Bays 

Risk Analysis 
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CASE A 
COMPLETE CONCRETE COMBINED DOME & BAYS 

CRYSTAL RIVER UNIT 3 
ZAPATA· EXCLUDES SUNK COSTS 

J 

Row # Description Grand Total 

J J 1 1 

U = Unique 
C = Conceptual 
B = Budgelary 

I-- u::-n::-jq'--u-'-. ""R.::-t j:-:-ng::---l 0 ::; Definitive 

Be" WC " RISK RATING 

-15% 50% 

-5% 10% 

-5% 10% 

-5% 10% 

I 
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Case A 
Estimate Accuracy Risk 

C\Users\Crystal WOfklOesktoplCASE Alcontingency\case a_COMBINED_Rlsk]ROZEN_12-0806(r.3) 
case a_COMBINED_RiSkJROZEN_ 12-0806(r.3) 
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CONS'TlUJCTlON INDIRECT WOR.K I Expected Value 

HOME OFFICE ENGIN(ERING I SUPPORT I Expected V~ 

ELfCTRlCAi. INTERFERENCES I Expected Value 

OWNER PROOOEO EQUIPMENT I SERVICES I Elcped:e(! Va'o.le 

0WN0t I.A8OR a INOlRECT'S I ~ VMoe 

MEOWUCAL JN1ERFERfNCI.S I ~ va.e 

O'oYNER ESCALATION I Expected VaI..e 

SAl'S • SUBCONTRACTOR I Expectaed VMuI! 

MECHANICAl. lliITRFERENCES SUIICON'TRACTOR I ~ Value 

CASE A - Subtotal of Project Risk Variables I Expected Value 
~ression Coefficients 

:; :2 
Coefficient Value 

D:\OaJaIEst.mates\2012'1Zapatal()p(1OO Xlsechon 4-5 AUachmentsl case A\case a_ COMBINEO _Risk _FROZEN_'2-0806(r.3).xlsx 
case a_COMBINED Risk FROZEN 12-0806(r.3).xlsx 

817/2012 
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High Bridge Associates 

Crystal River Unit 3 

Zapata Duke Task 3 - CR3 Containment Repair Project - Cost and Schedule Review 

Indirect Cost Estimate - Case B - Bays Only 

The following is the estimate for the indirects to support the direct cost work. 

UseHBA Option 10 as starting point for est of Option X Used Option 10 methodology and adjusted 

Use the Hotel load of Option 10 to determine Option X estimates for complexity and anticipated owner 

Use the Owner cost TO GO estimate as basis attrition rate of 5% per year for 7 years. 

Option 10 schedule Used IiBA Option X Home Office 

duration for each Enlineerinl estimate factored as 

Category 
HBA Option 10 category Estimated Hotel appropriate. 

Estimate load / month Owner 
Months 

Complexity 
Attrition 

NEW HOTEL 

Adjustment 
Adjustment 

LOAD/MONTH 

Construction Indirect Craft Work $122,993,786 31 $3,967,541 90% n/a $3,570,787.34 
Total Project / Construction Management $141,281,690 33 $4,281,263 90% n/a $3,853,137.00 
Tot al Home Office Engineering / Support - HBA Calc $53,209,464 na na 90% n/a $47,888,517.60 

(PC Fee $62,456,000 na na 
TO GO: Progress Ene!Sy Provided Equipment $115,325,986 31 $3,720,193 90% n/a $3,348,173.80 
TO GO: Progress Energv labor & Indirects $148,266,656 31 $4,782,795 90% 65% $2,797,935.28 

Option X estimates 
Use Option 10 monthly hotel loads and durations below 

See Schedule below 

Assumed 

Option X 
Option X 

Category schedule Notes 

duration for 
est imate 

each category 
Construction Indirect Craft Work 53 $189,251,729 S3 months · Event to CllRT 

Total Project I Construction Management 53 $204,216,261 S3 months · Event to CllRT 

Tot al Home Office Engineering / Support na $47,888,518 90% of HBA estimate. Assumes little savings from dome el imination. 

EPC Fee NA 12% of EPC construction cost and escalation. Form ulated in Summary spreadsheet. 

Total: Progress Energy Provided Equipment 53 $177,453,211 S3 months - Event to CILRT 

Tota l: Progress EnerRY Labor & Indirects 53 $148,290,570 S3 months - Event to CILRT 

$767,100,288 
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CASE B 
COMPLETE CONCRETE BAYS ONLY 

CRYSTAL RIVER UNIT 3 
ZAPATA - EXCLUDES SUNK COSTS 

Row # Description Grand Total 

I I I I • 

U;; Unique 
1-_____ -fC = Conceptual 

B = Budgetary 
I--u::-n~iq"'u"e R~.""ti-ng~--1 D ;; Definitive 

BC% WC% RISK RATING 

-5% 10% 
-5% 10% 
-5% 10% 
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Case B 

C.IUsers\Cryslal WorklOesktop\CASE B\case b_BAYS_RiskJROZEN_12-0806(r 3) 
8/7/2012 
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I 

Subtotal of Project Risk Variables excluding Sunk Costs / Expected Value 
Regression Coefficients 

ESCALATION I Expected Value 

CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT I Expecled Value 

CONSTRUCTION INDIRECT WORK I Expected Value 

FEE I Expected Value 

ELECTRiCAl INTERFERENCES I Expected Value 

HOME OFFICE ENGINEERING I SUPPORT I Expected Value 

OWNER PROVIDED EQUIPMENT I SERVICES I Expected Value 

OWNER LABOR & INDIRECTS I Expected Value 

MECHANICAL INTERFERENCES I Expected Value 

BAYS I Expected value 

BAYS - SUBCONTRACTOR I Expocled Value 

OWNER ESCAlATION I Expected Value 

MECHANICAL INTERfERENCES - SUBCONTRACTOR I Expected Value 

Coefficient Value 

y Y2 l2 

ESCALATION I Expected Value 0.547888 0.55 
CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT I Expected Value 0.491652 0.49 
CONSTRUCTION INDIRECT WORK I Expected Value 0.457492 0.46 
FEE I Expected Value 0.366259 0.37 
ElECTRICAL INTERFERENCES I Expected Value 0.181087 0.18 
HOME OFFICE ENGINEERING I SUPPORT I Expected Value 0.171158 0.17 
OWNER PROVIDED EQUIPMENT I SERVICES I Expected Value 0.142113 0.14 
OWNER LABOR & INDIRECTS I Expected Value 0.118613 0.12 
MECHANICAL INTERFERENCES I Expected Value 0.092941 0.09 
BAYS I Expected Value 0.09225 0.09 
BAYS - SUBCONTRACTOR I Expected Value 0.060779 0.06 
OWNER ESCALATION I Expected Value 0.057031 0.06 
MECHANICAL INTERFERENCES - SUBCONTRACTOR I Expected Value 0.00339 0 

C:\Users\Crystal Work\Oesktop\CASE B\case b_BAYS_RiskJROZEN_ 12-0806(r.3) 

( I ( I I I ( 

8/7/2012 
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High Bridge Associates 
Crystal River Unit 3 

Zapata Duke Task 3 - CR3 Containment Repair Project - Cost and Schedule Review 

Indirect Cost Estimate - Case C - Dome Only 

The following is the estimate for the indlrects to support the direct cost work. 

UseHBA Option 10 as starting point for est of Option X 

Use t he Hotel load of Option 10 to det ermine Option X estimates Used Option 10 methodology and adjusted for 

Use the Owner cost TO GO estimate as basis complexity and anticipated owner attrition 

rate of 5% per year for 7 years. 

Option 10 schedule duration fa 
Used HBA Option X Home Office Engineering 

estimate factored as appropriate. 
each category 

Estimated 

Cat egory 
HBA Option 10 

Hotel load 
Esti mate 

/ month Owner 
Complexity NEW HOTEl 

Months 
Adjustment 

Attrition 
LOAD/MONTH 

Adjustment 

Construction Indirect Craft Work $122,993,786 31 $3,967,541 75% nfa $2,975,656 .11 

Total Project I Construct ion Management $141,281,690 33 $4,281,263 75% nfa $3,210,947.50 

Total Home Office Engineering / Support - Jian"otti Calc $53,209,464 nfa n. 20% nfa $10,641,892.80 

EPC Fee $62,456,000 nf. n. 
TOGO: Progress Energy Provided Equipment $115,325,986 31 $3,720,193 75% nfa $2,790,144.83 

TO GO: ProRress Energy Labor & Indirects $148,266,656 31 $4,782,795 SO% SO% $3,060,989.02 

Option X estimates 
Use Option 10 monthly hotel loads and durations below 

See Schedule below 
Assumed 
Option X 

Option X Notes 
Category schedule 

estimate See Schedule Basis t ab 
duration for 

each category 
Construction Indirect Craft Work 17 $50,586,154 17 months - event thru tensioning of dome. 

Total Project I Construction Management 20 $64,218,95 20 months. 3 month decision/preparation period + 17 months - event thru tensioning of dome. 

Total Home Office Engineering I Support na $10,641,893 20% of HBA engineering estimate. Assumes relatively simple design but eKtensive tAR involvement. 

EPC Fee na 12% of EPC construction cost and escalation. Formulated in Summary spreadsheet. 

Tota l : Progress Energy Provided Equipment 20 $SS,802,897 20 months. 3 month decision/preparation period + 17 months - event thru tensioning of dome. 

Total : Progress Energy Labor & Indirects 20 $61,219,7S( 20 mont hs. 3 month decision/preparation period + 17 months - event thru tensioning of dome. 

$242,469,674 
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CASEC 
COMPLETE CONCRETE DOME ONLY 

CRYSTAL RIVER UNIT 3 
ZAPATA • EXCLUDES SUNK COSTS 

1 

Row # Description Grand Total 

1 , 
U = Unique 

f....,~_~_~.--jC = Conceptual 
1-_~_-._---l B = Budgetary 
f-_u:.;n.:;;iq;:.::u::,e .:,;Ra;:t:;.;in~g --ID = Definitive 

8C % WC % 

-5% 20% 

-5% 10% 

-5% 10% 

-5% 10% 

RISK RATING 
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Subtotal of Project Risk Variables excluding Sunk Costs I Expected Value 
Regression Coefficients 

ESCAlATION I Expected Value 

rEE I Expected Value 

CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT I Expected Value 

CONSTRUCTION INDIRECT WORK I Expected Value 

OWNER lABOR & INDIR[CTS I Expected Value 

OWNER PROVIDED EQUIPMENT I SERVICES I Expected Value 

DOME I Ex.pected Value 

DOME - SUBCONTRACTOR I Expected Value 

HOME OFFICE ENGINEERING I SUPPORT I Expected Value 

OWNER ESCALATION I Expected Value 

ESCALATION / Expected Value 

FEE I Expected Value 
CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT / Expected Value 

CONSTRUCTION INDIRECT WORK / Expected Value 

OWNER LABOR & INDIRECTS / Expected Value 

OWNER PROVIDED EQUIPMENT I SERVICES / Expected Value 

DOME I Expected Value 

DOME - SUBCONTRACTOR / Expected Value 

HOME OFFICE ENGINEERING / SUPPORT / Expected Value 

OWNER ESCALATION I Expected Value 

o 
o 

y Y2 L2 

0.557102 
0.530418 

0.359617 
0.27887 

0.248682 
0.229077 
0.211464 

0.143909 
0.075164 

0.06811 

C:\Users\Crystal Wor1c;\Desktop\CASE C\Contingency\case c_DOME_Risk_FROZEN_12-0806(r.3) 

0.56 

0.53 
0.36 
0.28 
0.25 

0.23 
0.21 
0.14 
0.08 
0.07 

N 
o 

M 

o 
Coefficient Value 

I 

• o 

, 

1 
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Tllis sensitivity study of the Crystal River Unit 3 containment bay and dome concrete 
restoration was prepared by High Bridge Associllfes, Inc. expressly for ZAPA T A 
Incorporated and their Confidential Cliellt. It contains proprietary and bus;'les~· 

sensitive information that should not be disclosed or distributed without the express 
written permission of High Bridge Associates. 
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"Progress Energy" or "Progress" as used herein refers to the utility owners of the Crystal River 3 

containment repair project team. 

This Study is based on review of the information available from the CR3 containment restoration 
assessment (also described as Option 10), related document reviews, site walk downs, and site 
interviews. This Study was prepared by High Bridge Associates and ZAPATA. No additional Progress 
Energy or URS scope, cost estimate, or schedule information has been provided to complete this work. 
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1.0 Summary 

Background - The Crystal River Unit 3 (CR3) Containment Restoration Assessment includes a Discrete 
Risk Register containing more than 60 risks that form the basis for a Monte Carlo risk assessment and 
determination of recommended management reserve. This includes the risks for additional bay and 
dome cracking, along with an evaluation of the approximate range of repair costs and the likelihood of 
occurrence. 

Duke Energy also requested a cost estimate and schedule sensitivity study for a project that did not 
pursue the Option 10 restoration method, but rather was scoped to replace all bay and dome concrete 
from the outset. 

This sensitivity study (also referred to as Sensitivity Study V [55-V]) provides approximate cost, schedule, 
and risk values for concrete restoration of the reactor containment dome and all bays from the base mat 
(elev. 95 ft) to the ring girder (elev. 240 ft) , excluding buttresses and the ring girder. 

Assumptions - Task Summary - Develop cost estimate and schedule duration for bay and concrete 
replacement scope from the beginning of the project. The estimate was developed in accordance with 
the Association for the Advancement of Cost Engineering International (AACE) Recommended Practice 
Guide Number 18R-97 for a Class 4 "Study or Feasibility" estimate . 

The High Bridge cost estimates for the Option 10 containment restoration (with Attachments) was the 
starting basis for this estimate, including the Contractors' technical bid documents, walk down 
information, the URS subcontract plan quantity takeoffs and historical unit rate information that High 
Bridge has maintained . 

High Bridge Schedule and Estimate Assumptions include: 

• Removing and replacing all concrete including all preexisting Bay 3-4 concrete. The containment 
dome concrete will be removed and replaced. The ring girder and the buttresses will remain in 
place. 

• Engineering and construction craft have to be mobilized . 
• Batch plant and all lifting equipment have to be provided. 
• This estimate assumes the same subcontract plan as provided in the URS proposal estimate . 
• Buttresses and the ring girder do not require concrete removal and replacement 

• No radial pinning. 
• The construction sequence is as follows: 

a. Engineering and work packages 
b. Begin Removal of 4-5 Interferences 
c. Dome concrete removal 
d. Simultaneous removal and replacement of three non-adjacent bays (i.e., triplet). 

Symmetrical triplet bays removal and replacement (4-5, 6-1, and 2-3; then 3-4, 5-6, and 
1-2). 

e. Systems, structures and Components (SSC) re-installation in parallel with bay and dome 
concrete replacement. The dome can be replaced anytime once the initial triplet has 
been poured and cured . 

Page 4 



f. Twenty eight days after last bay or dome pour, re-tension bays then dome per original 
construction sequence. 

• Concrete section removal as follows; remove all concrete top down, replace all bay concrete 
bottom-up, with three bays being removed and repaired full heights simultaneously and 
symmetrically around the structure at a time. Remove dome concrete early. 

• Engineering and planning will precede construction work (EC and work package preparation). 

• URS will be the EPC contractor. 
• Construction Indirect cost, Field Non-Manual, Engineering/Design, and Owner costs will be 

provided as part of this estimate, including all time related costs which are impacted by 
schedule extension based on Option 10 with attachment values. 

• All unit rates (material, hours, labor) will be the same as Option 10. 

• All concrete removal inside buildings will be by mechanical methods. 
• Concrete removal from elev. 95 ft to ring girder elev. 240 ft (except new concrete in Bay 3-4) : 

a. Bay 1-2 95ft -Ring girder -240 ft 
b. Bay 2-3 95ft - Ring girder -240 ft 
c. Bay 3-4 95ft - 160 ft 
d. Bay 4-5 95ft - Ring girder -240 ft 
e. Bay 5-6 95ft - Ring girder -240 ft 
f . Bay 6-1 95ft - Ring girder -240 ft 

• All vertical bay tendons will be removed and hoop tendons will be removed. 
• Interferences will need to be removed and replaced for all bays. 
• Multiple SSe's removed from service will need extensive start up testing to be returned to 

service (Option 10 plus Attachment L) . 
• The containment dome tendons will be de-tensioned removed, new tendons installed, and 

tensioned to support the concrete removal and replacement. 

• It is assumed that all the removed tendons for the dome will be replaced with new tendons. 
• The containment dome tendon sleeves will be removed and new tendon sleeves will be 

installed. 

• The dome will require temporary shoring during repair. Support will be temporary structural 
steel founded on the polar crane supporting the dome center. 

• Dome concrete will be poured in toroidal (donut rings) sections. 

1.1 Results - A summary of ZAPATA's overall conclusions regarding cost is presented below: 

Sensitivity Study V (55-V) - The contingency and management reserve amount is $631.4 

million. The total EPe and Owner' s cost for the project is $2,436.0 million. The schedule 

duration is 60 months without contingency. 

Figure SS-V.l provides a cost estimate summary table. Figure SS-V.2 provides a summary 

schedule for this sensitivity study. 
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Figure SS-Y.l Sensitivity Study Y- Cost Estimate Summary 

Previous High Bridge Studies 

Case A 

Cost Element & Description Option 10 All Bays 
& 

Dome 
Concrete 

Total EPC Construction Directs $176.736,000 $208,947,835 

Total EPC Indirects $403,415,916 $744,677,582 

Total Owner Indirects/Progress Energy $373,053,543 $536,281,236 

Total EPC & Progress, Directs & Indirects $953,205,459 $1,489,906,653 

Project Estimate Contingency $103.141,468 $174.389,367 

Project Schedule Contingency $75,200.000 $128.000,000 

Project Management Reserve S361171 282 ~144 580000 

Total Contingency & Management Reserve $539,512,750 $446,969,367 

Total EPC/Progress, Contingency & Mgt. Res. $1,492,718,209 $1,936,876,020 

Contine. & Mgt. Res. $ Dollars" of EPC/Proeress Total $ 57% 30% 

EPC Schedule Duration In Months 31 53 
EPC End Date & SIT/llRT Complete 03/15/15 07/02/19 

Figure SS-Y.2 

Crystal River #3 Schedule Analysis 
Sensitivity Study Y - Wall & Dome 
Critical Path Summary Schedule 

2013 2014 201 5 2016 

1/02/13 

7mo. 

mo. 

lS mo 

Option 10 
plus 

Case A 

All Bays 
& Dome 
Concrete 

$385,683,835 

$1,148,093,498 

$909,334,779 

$2,443,112,112 

$277.530,835 

$203,200,000 

~50S 751 282 

$986,482,117 

$3,429,594,229 

40% 

83 
07/02/19 

20 1 7 

Sensitivity 

Study Y 
All Bays 
& Dome 

Concrete 

$367,232,446 

$843,031,225 

$594,481,474 

$1,804,145,145 

$200,174,734 

$196.200,000 

S234 872 821 

$631,247,555 

$2,435,992,700 

35.0% 

60 
10/20/1~ 

"II-*~~~T& ~~~'''''' ''' •• ' 
6mo. 
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For clarity and comparison, the results of other costs, schedules, and risk assessments for 

containment restoration scenarios are provided below: 

Option 10 
Progress 2011 Preliminary Composite Information - The contingency ond management reserve 
amount is $603.6 million. The totol EPC and Owner's Preliminory Composite cost is $1,941.3 
million. The schedule duration is 31 months without contingency. 

ZAPATA Assessment - The contingency and management reserve amount is $539.5 million. The 
total EPC and Owner's cost for the project is $1,492.7 million. The schedule duration is 31 

months without contingency. 

The Option 10 based assessments assume the repair methods outlined by Progress Energy; 
these are not necessarily the worst case scenario. A worst case scenario, including lower bay 

and dome concrete replacement, was developed assuming delamination occurs at the 
conclusion of the Progress repair work. 

Sensitivity Study X (Attachment L) 
Should the worst case scenario develop, replacement of the dome alone is estimated to cost an 
additional $574.8 million over 27 months. Dome and lower wall replacement is estimated to 
cost an additional $1,936.9 million over 53 months without schedule contingency. 

Repair of the dome and lower walls after completion of the Containment Restoration project is 
assumed to be the worst case scenario with an estimated cost of $3,429.6 million and an 
estimated duration of 83 months without schedule contingency. 

2.0 Cost Estimate 

Data from the Option 10 and Attachment L Case A cost estimates were compiled to develop the 
estimate for SS-Y (Figure SS-Y.3). 

• The Case A direct estimate is included. The Option 10 direct cost estimate was reduced to 
account for subcontract and interference removal costs already included in the Case A cost 
estimate. The resulting estimated SS-Y direct total is $367.2 million. 

• The indirect EPC cost estimate and the Indirect Owner cost estimate from Case A were analyzed. 
As with prior estimates, the overall schedule duration and indirect "hotel load" influences the 
majority of the estimated scope and cost. 
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Indirect costs were estimated two ways: 

o Schedule duration percent factor to increase EPC and Owner cost elements The overall 
SS-Y schedule duration of 60 months is 113.2% of the Case A 53-month duration. 
Applying this factor to all Case A indirect items results in an estimated indirect total of 
$1,437.5 million . 

o Monthly hotel load and overall duration - The Owner hotel load of $8.4 million/month 
in prior studies was also applied for SS-Y owner indirect costs. We assumed Owner 
staffing levels would not increase, but that EPC indirect staffing for field engineers, 
home office design, and other support infrastructure would increase about 30% to 
support a 50% higher direct staffing level of activity. An EPC hotel load of $13.4 
million/month was applied for SS-Y EPC indirect cost. This results in an estimated 
indirect total of $1,308.0 million. 

The higher estimated total of $1,437.5 million was selected for the estimated total indirect cost. 

• Contingency and management reserve estimated values were also analyzed. The SS-Y approach 
of complete bay and dome concrete removal eliminates or reduces many cost estimate accuracy 
and discrete risk issues from the previous assessments and studies. The Case A cost estimate 
contingency and discrete risk management reserve amounts were applied to SS-Y. Option 10 
cost estimate contingency and discrete risk management reserve were reduced to a level of 25% 
and the Case A and Option 10 cost estimate contingency and discrete risk management reserve 
amounts were totaled. This results in an estimated contingency value of $200.2 million and a 
management reserve value of $234.9 million . 

• Consistent with the Option 10 and Case A schedule duration risk assessment, a schedule 
duration risk of 15% or 9 months was applied using the hotel load of $21.8 million/month 
resulting in a schedule contingency value for SS-Y of $196.2 million. The total SS-Y contingency 
and management reserve cost estimate is $631.2 million. This represents 35% of the 
EPC/Owner direct and indirect cost . 

The total estimated cost for SS-Y for EPC and Owner for direct, indirect, contingency, and management 
reserve is $2,436.0 million . 
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Figure SS-V.3 Cost Comparison and Summary 
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3.0 Schedule 

Data from the Option 10 and Attachment L Case A schedule were compared to the Assumptions in 
Section 1.0. Adjustments were applied to develop the schedule for 55-Y . 

The overall schedule is influenced by triplet bay removal sequence and the dome replacement 
assumption : 

• A triplet of bays can be removed and replaced simultaneously. 

• The dome concrete will be removed early in the schedule. Dome concrete replacement must 
follow completion of the first triplet of bays. 

After adjustments and iterations, the sequence of activities from start to completion was determined. 
The overall sequence is listed below: 

• Board approval, contract negotiations and Notice to Proceed (NTP) 2 January 2013 - three 
months 

• Mobilization, engineering, and work package development - seven months 

• Bay 6-1 ,2-3, and 4-5 (auxiliary building) interference removal and concrete replacement, with 
concurrent dome concrete removal - 20 months 

• Replace dome concrete - five months 
• Bays 1-2 , 3-4, and 5-6 (fuel handling building) interference removal and concrete - 15 months 

• Concurrent component and system restoration - 20 months 

• Component testing and SIT /ILRT - 11 months 

With the overall sequence and the assumptions listed the schedule duration is 60 months. 

Figure 55-Y.4 provides the critical path schedule for the sequence of activities . 
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Figure SS-Y.4 Critical Path Schedule 
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1.0 Licensing Summary 

@ ZAPATA 

Licensing risks associated with the Crystal River Unit 3 (CR3) Containment 

Restoration Project (CRP) have been assessed for probability of occurrence and 

severity of impact. Tetra Tech has defined a licensing risk as "any potential issue 

or change, which is the result of or can lead to an NRC concern and affect the 

outage duration and restart." In order to completely assess potential licensing 

risks, they have been divided into two major categories: 

• Licensing Risks Associated with Containment Repair (Section 3.1) 

• Licensing Risks Not Associated with Containment Repair (Section 3.2) 

The first category represents the " identified risks" associated with the repair and 

known to date. The second category represents "potential other risks." 

Licensing risks associated with containment repair were further subdivided into 

three types of activities. These are changes requiring Nuclear Regulatory 

Commission (NRC) review, changes not requiring NRC review, and maintenance 

activities, i.e., no change in design. They are characterized as follows : 

• License Amendment Request or LAR (Section 3.1.1) 

• Design Changes under 10 CFR 50.59 (Section 3.1.2) 

• Maintenance Activities (Section 3.1.3) 

Tetra Tech reviewed licensing issues and assessed risks through a review of 

available CR3 documents, discussions with CR3 personnel, and the licensing 

experience of the assessors. Table 1-1 summarizes risk classification of each 

licensing issue by probability of occurrence and potential level of impact. The 

level of impact was evaluated in terms of cost due to potential delay in restart. 

Table 1-1 LicenSing Risk Criteria 
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Using the criteria in Table 1-1, the licensing ri sks that have been determined to 

be of significance, falling into the medium category or higher for either 

probability of occurrence or level of impact, are summarized below: 

Licensing Risks where the Probobility of Occurrence is Medium or Higher: 

• Incompleteness of Regulatory Submittals - Medium Probability & Medium 

Impact, including failure to include reduction in tendon prestress (Section 

3.1.1.2) - Risk Register Item 67t.2 

• Significant Hazard Consideration - Potential for Public Meeting - High 

Probability & Low Impact (Section 3.1.1.5) - Risk Register Item 67t.5 

• Interference Replacement not Like for Like - Medium Probability & Medium 

Impact (Section 3.1.2.3 ) - Risk Register Item 68t.3 

• Spent Fuel Pool Protection - Medium Probability & Low Impact (Section 

3.1.2.5) - Risk Register Item 68t.5 

Licensing Risks where the Level of Impoct is Medium or Higher (excludes those 

risks already identified under probability of occurrence): 

• Work at Risk while LAR is Under Review - Medium Impact & Very Low 

Probability (Section 3.1.1.1) - Risk Register Item 67t.1 

• Disapproval of ANSYS Methodology - High Impact & Very Low Probability 

(Section 3.1.1.3) - Risk Register Item 67t.3 

• Disapproval of reduction in tendon prestress in LAR - Medium Impact & Low 

Probability (Section 3.1.1.4) - Risk Register Item 67t.4 

• Permanent Radial Pin Installation - Medium Impact & Low Probability 

(Section 3.1.2.7- Risk Register Item 68t.7 

• Concrete Replacement/Adequacy of Cover - High Impact & Very Low 

Probability (Section 3.1.3.3) - Risk Register Item 68t.8 
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2.0 Introduction 

2.1 Methodology Roadmap 

The following steps provide a road map to the process used to determine the 

potential licensing issues relating to the repair of the CR3 containment structure. 

2.2 

1. Review licensing documents and identify current licensing 

commitments/bases for the containment structure. 

2. Review the URS proposal and associated calculations, supporting 

drawings, construction documents, etc. to identify the impact of the 

proposed repair plan on the current licensing basis. 

3. Interview appropriate Progress Energy personnel to get an 

understanding of other potential licensing issues. 

4. Review concerns raised by NRC from Repair of Bay 3-4 to determine 

potential applicability to the current proposed repair. 

5. Review proposed changes to the containment licensing basis, 

compare to the existing licensing basis, and determine the licensing 

risk associated with each aspect of the containment repair. 

6. Identify typical legacy risks for operating plants and determine impact 

on CR3. 

7. Identify recent industry issues and determine impact on CR3. 

Review of Organization, Team, and Credentials 

2.2.1 Tetra Tech Company Profile 

Tetra Tech was founded in 1966, to provide engineering services. Over the past 

40 years, the company has substantially increased the size and scope of its 

business and expanded its service offerings through a series of strategic 

acquisitions and internal growth. 

Tetra Tech, Inc. is a leading provider of consulting, engineering, and technical 

services worldwide. We are a diverse company that includes individuals with 

expertise in science, research, engineering, construction, and information 

technology. We have over 13,000 employees in over 330 offices. Tetra Tech is a 

publicly-traded corporation, with stock traded on the NASDAQ Exchange, and 

was incorporated in the State of Delaware in 1988. Our corporate office is 
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located in Pasadena, California, and we have numerous offices across the nation 

and around the world . 

2.2.2 History of Supporting the Energy Industry 

Tetra Tech is a multidisciplinary energy, environmental engineering, and science 

firm focused on developing cost-effective technical solutions to the challenges 

facing its customers. Tetra Tech offers an experienced and tested team with the 

technical expertise and regulatory knowledge to ensure timely, cost-effective, 

and high quality support. Tetra Tech approaches this project, like all projects, as 

a team, combining various disciplines and expertise as needed. This integrated 

approach enables us to draw upon the full capabilities of the company to 

assemble effective project support. 

Tetra Tech has supported the development of more than 600 energy projects 

worldwide including: 

• 100 transmission lines 

• 300 renewable electric generating facilities 

• 150 power generating facilities 

• 200 natural gas pipelines 

Tetra Tech has executed $25 billion in engineering and construction services 

including: 

• $5 billion in power plant construction 

• Documented savings of over $30 million resulting from assistance on the 

URENCO USA National Enrichment Facility Project. 

2.2.3 Company Highlights 

Tetra Tech is recognized for providing technica l leadership in the design of 

energy and environmental projects. Our approach has resulted in projects that 

are planned, designed, and managed within budget and schedule expectations. 

Tetra Tech is ranked 7th among the Top 500 Design Firms in the U.S., and 8th in 

supporting Nuclear Plants, according to Engineering News-Record (ENR) . 

2.2.4 Team and Credentials 

The following Tetra Tech, Inc. team members participated in the CR3 Restoration 

Licensing Review: 
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Project Manager - Philip L. Young, CHP 

@ ZAPATA 

Mr. Young is a Certified Health Physicist (CHP) with 22 years of professional 

experience in project management, environmental radiological programs, and 

nuclear engineering for government and utility clients. He serves as project 

manager and as technical lead for Environmental Reports (ERs), environmental 

impact statements (EISs), and other National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) 

documents for major nuclear facilities. He prepares human health and ecological 

risk assessments to assess the radiological impacts of nuclear facility operations 

on members of the public and native animal organisms, including performing 

fate and transport modeling. He performs analysis of the radiological and 

chemical impacts of postulated aCCident scenarios at U.S. Department of Energy 

(DOE) and commercial nuclear facilities. 

Mr. Young serves as the Deputy Operations Manager/Technical Manager for the 

Tetra Tech Aiken, South Carolina office. In this role, Mr. Young is responsible for 

ensuring the quality of technical products, overseeing project managers, and 

developing business opportunities in critical market sectors. In this position, Mr. 

Young is responsible for the success of all the projects worked from the Aiken, 

South Carolina office, annually worth millions of dollars. 

Mr. Young serves as the Tetra Tech project manager for preparation of ERs for 

two Combined Operating License (COL) Applications: South Texas Project (STP) 

Units 3&4 COL Application, and Turkey Point Units 6&7 COL Application. Florida 

Power and Light's (FPL's) Turkey Point site currently contains two nuclear units 

(Pressurized Water Reactors [PWRsj), and the owner and operator are proposing 

the addition of two Westinghouse AP-1000 reactors. The COL Application, 

including the ER, was submitted to the NRC in 2009. The STP site currently 

contains two nuclear units (PWRs), and the STP owner and operator are 

proposing the addition of two Toshiba Advanced Boiling Water Reactors 

(ABWRs). The COL Application, including the ER, was submitted to the NRC in 

September 2007. 

MS, Health PhysicS, Georgia Institute of Technology 

BS, Radiation Health (Health Physics), Oregon State University 
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Executive Consultant - David Horvath, P.E. 

@ ZAPATA 

Mr. Horvath has over 35 years of nuclear industry experience in the areas of 

licensing, analysis, regulatory programs, design, and project management. He 

provides innovative and cost-effective solutions in the form of multi-discipline 

engineering, consulting, assessments, design reviews, design implementation, 

and corrective action issue resolution. His professional experience includes 20 

years as a small company owner and consultant, two years of nuclear consulting 

for an elite company, nine years with a major architect engineering company, 

and almost six years as a US Nuclear Navy Submarine Officer. 

Areas of technical expertise include environmental qualification (EQ), safety 

system requirements and performance, aging management programs, post

accident monitoring, thermodynamic/heat transfer modeling, accident analysis, 

security systems, and other regulatory programs. He has received numerous 

commendations and awards, is a registered professional engineer in nine states, 

and is an active member of three Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers 

(IEEE) standards subcommittees and five working groups incorporating state-of

the-art technology and approaches into industry standards on aging 

management, safety system design, security systems, and post-accident 

monitoring for both the current and the next generation of nuclear plants. 

While on loan to URENCO USA for two years for the National Enrichment Facility 

project (the first COL nuclear facility in the US) as Assistant Design Manager, he 

was responsible for structural, electrical, heating, ventilation, and air 

conditioning (HVAC), and core system design and implementation throughout 

the facility. He provided recommendations which saved the project tens of 

millions of dollars. 

MSE, Electrical & Computer Engineering, University of Michigan 

MSE, Nuclear Engineering, University of Michigan 

BS, Electrical Engineering, West Virginia University 

10 CFR 50.59 Evaluation Certified by LeBlond and Associates, LLC - 2002 
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Executive Consultant - Michael Wylie 

@ ZAPATA 

Mr. Wylie has over 30 years of project management, direct supervisory, 

technical, licensing, corrective action, and assessment/auditing experience in the 

nuclear field, including engineering and licensing support to 16 commercial 

nuclear stations. He provides senior level task-oriented services related to 

cooling system design and analysis, regulatory compliance issues, UFSAR 

improvement projects, design engineering, design bases reconstitution, Accident 

Analysis, EO, Fire Protection, 10 CFR 50.59 Evaluations, configuration control , 

and new plant licensing [COL applications and design certifications] . He has 

provided support to utilities during seven NRC audits for Regulatory Guide 1.97, 

EO, and Appendix R fire protection. He is a certified quality assurance lead 

auditor. 

Mr. Wylie provided support to the owner' s engineering group for the National 

Enrichment Facility in New Mexico. He was Lead engineer for the Central 

Utilities Building and the Technical Services Building and provided electrical and 

mechanical system design review and design change preparation. In addition, 

Mr. Wylie provided resolution of Licensing and Engineering issues and drafted 

the Quality Assurance procedures for the on-site engineering department. He is 

a member of IEEE Nuclear Power Engineering Committee's Working Group 2.1, 

which is responsible for IEEE Std 323 (Standard for Qualifying Class 1E Equipment 

for Use in Nuclear Power Generating Stations). 

BS, Nuclear Engineering, University of Michigan 

10 CFR 50.59 Evaluation Certified by LeBlond and Associates, LLC - 2002 
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Senior Engineering Consultant - Greg Hostetter 

@ ZAPATA 

Mr. Hostetter has over 10 years of nuclear industry, research and related 

experience. His areas of expertise include regulatory compliance support, EO 

and aging management, Appendix R fire protection, thermal hydraulic analysis, 

room heat-up calculations, computational modeling, project management and 

control s, configuration control, corrective action, and materials science. This 

work has been done at both boiling water reactor (BWR) and PWR nuclear 

facilities in the United States and for an international Nuclear Steam Supply 

System (NSSS) vendor. He is the chair of IEEE Nuclear Power Engineering 

Committee Working Group 6.1 on Accident Monitoring Instrumentation (IEEE Std 

497). He is also performing research in support of new plant licensing [design 

certifi cation (DCD), COL application] . 

MSE, Materials Science and Engineering, University of Michigan 

BS, Materials Engineering, University of Cincinnati 

10 CFR 50.59 Evaluation Certified by LeBlond and Associates, LLC - 2002 

Senior Engineering Consultant - Oshanski, Karla 

Ms. Oshanski has nearly 30 years of nuclear power plant experience, including 

research and related experience in the area of licensing, regulatory programs, EO 

program evaluations, detailed analyses, and design basis reconstitution . She has 

calculated design inputs for thermal hydraulic transient analyses and performed 

key system engineering reviews. She has researched, performed, and reviewed 

modeling of thermal performance of power plant heat removal systems, 

including ultimate heat sink heat removal systems, closed loop decay heat 

removal, and room heat-up related to transient analyses. 

BS, Mechanical Engineering, University of Michigan 

10 CFR 50.59 Evaluation Certified by LeBlond and Associates, LLC - 2002 

Engineer 1/- Norbert Wroblewski 

Mr. Wroblewski has four years of experience in the nuclear industry, including 

two years at a reactor vendor (in the area of nuclear equipment refurbishment 

and improvement) and two years of nuclear licensing and consulting. He is 

currently the Tetra Tech Ann Arbor corporate lead in the area, Extended Damage 

Mitigation GUidelines, and he is a certified EO engineer. 

MS, Mechanical Engineering, University of Michigan 
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BS, Mechanical Engineering, Northwestern University 

3.0 Licensing Risks 

@ ZAPATA 

3.1 Identified Risks (Containment Repair Project Specific) 

3.1.1 License Amendment Request (LAR) 

3.1 .1.1 Work at Risk while LAR is Under Review {Risk Register Item 
67t.1} 

In essence, all design basis changes associated with the containment repair are 

reviewed, and those exceeding a threshold defined by the 10 CFR 50.59 process 

are submitted to the NRC for review and approval as a LAR. Working at risk by 

performing the containment repair in parallel with the NRC performing its review 

is a licensing risk because the review may continue until the repair is complete at 

which time the NRC may have reached a conclusion to disapprove the LAR. The 

LAR process is the NRC'S mechanism for approving any relevant design basis 

changes associated with the containment repair. An approval means that the 

change will retain acceptable margin to protect the health and safety of the 

public. 

The proposed changes have been found to improve the design and the 

methodology for modeling the design. As a result, approval of the LAR is 

considered very likely. In addition, although it is not possible to expedite the 

NRC's review of the LAR, it is possible to manage the sequence of events 

associated with the LAR review with periodic phone calls and meetings to 

identify questions and expeditiously respond. 

The impact of the NRC disapproving the LAR is considered medium (M) because 

any work done to date would have been done without validity and may require 

some engineering and / or construction rework to satisfy LAR changes required 

to obtain NRC approval. While restart could be postponed almost indefinitely, a 

few months delay is the most likely scenario. Furthermore, the likelihood of 

such a disapproval based on the conservative approaches being pursued and the 

potential to manage the LAR process appropriately is considered very low (VL). 

3.1 .1.2 Incompleteness of LAR (Risk Register Item 67t.2) 

Any design basis changes resulting from the containment restoration are subject 

to the 10 CFR 50.59 process, and, if any thresholds are exceeded, an LAR is 
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submitted to the NRC for review and approval. If the LAR is judged incomplete 

by the NRC during its review and Request for Additional Information (RAI) 

process, a delay in approving the LAR will result. Such a delay represents a 

licensing risk. The more significant the omission in the LAR, the more significant 

will be the delay in the LAR approval. The largest contributor to an incomplete 

LAR is the potential to not include the planned reduction in tendon prestress. 

The potential for the LAR being incomplete is much more likely than the LAR 

being outright disapproved. At the present time, the exact content of the LAR is 

not known, since the LAR is not complete, and whether the reduction in tendon 

prestress meets the threshold for inclusion in the LAR has not yet been decided 

by URS and CR3. However, the ZAPATA Team believes that the reduction in 

tendon prestress should be included in the LAR. The proposed change in tendon 

prestress, as a minimum, is a part of the change in NRC approved methodology 

for demonstrating that the containment will meet its design basis function . (See 

Section 3.1.1.4 for further discussion on the tendons.) 

The likelihood that the LAR will be incomplete in some way resulting in at least 

some notable RAls is close to 50%, or a medium (M) probability because the 

present plan by Progress Energy is to not include the reduction in tendon 

prestress, although it is being reviewed through the 10 CFR 50.59 process. The 

impact of responding to RAls will be at most th ree to six months or medium (M) 

impact. More than likely, any omission in the LAR could be resolved in thi s 

timeframe. 

Note: Based on discussions with Sid Powell on 10 May 2012, the intent is to 

make the LAR as complete as possible; however, at the present time, the final 

content of the LAR has not been confirmed. The LAR decision is still in progress 

by both URS and CR3 and will be finalized after completion of the 10 CFR 50.59 

Screening and/or Evaluation. 

3.1 .1.3 Disapproval of ANSYS Methodology (Risk Register Item 
67t.3) 

The focus of the LAR is the change in methodology used to evaluate the repair of 

the Containment Building. The new finite element analysis model will be created 

using ANSYS and will represent a 360 degree model of the entire containment 

structure. Potential disapproval of the change in methodology presents a 

licensing risk, since this analysis has not been previously approved for use at CR3 . 
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Another potential risk is that the NRC will not accept the basis for the change in 

methodology. 

Final Safety Analysis Report (FSAR) Section 5.2.4.1.1 describes a method of 

evaluation for the containment known as the Kalnins method, which is a finite 

differences method. This method of evaluation demonstrates that the 

containment structure satisfies the FSAR design basis load cases. The method 

provides a solution for a uniform thin shell of revolution , but the FSAR also 

mentions that finite element calculations were used for major discontinuities, 

such as the equipment hatch, in the model shell. With the repair, there will be 

differences in concrete properties (with old and new concrete) throughout the 

structure, and, therefore, the structure can no longer be considered a uniform 

shell of revolution and, as such, the original method of evaluation will be 

obsolete. 

For the repaired/restored containment structure, a finite element analysis will 

be used to explicitlv model all structural elements of the containment, such as 

the shell, the buttresses, the tendons and the major openings. The finite 

element analysis model will be created using ANSYS and will represent a 360-

degree model of the entire containment structure. This ability to model all of 

the containment, including the different concrete properties and the various 

structural elements, will allow the model to demonstrate that the repaired 

containment meets the design basis requirements for operating, accident, and 

natural event conditions. 

This change from the Kalnins method to ANSYS represents a change in 

methodology from that described in the FSAR, and is, therefore, subject to NRC 

review and approval. Although the change in methodology will require NRC 

approval (submittal of a LAR), it is not a first-of-a-kind (FOAK) use in the industry, 

as ANSYS is used for similar analyses at other operating nuclear power plants, 

and specifically for the CR3 Bay 3-4 repair. URS did not initially intend to update 

the dynamic analysis in FSAR Section 5.2.4.1.2, but it appears that Progress is 

requesting this be done as well. 

Although the use of ANSYS was evaluated during the Bay 3-4 repair as a " change 

to an element of the method of evaluation," the computer code will now be 

applied to the entire containment and, as such, represents a " change in 

methodology as described in the FSAR." This change will require an LAR 

approval from the NRC. 
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The possibility that the NRC will not accept the change in methodology is unlikely 

as this is not a FOAK application of this methodology. The change to the 

methodology, as described in the FSAR, is expected to be accepted and approved 

by the NRC. Assuming the lAR is prepared properly with an appropriate level of 

supporting analysis, the use of ANSYS to model the containment represents a 

very low (Vl) licensing risk. The impact if the LAR is disapproved is high (H) due 

to the time required to perform a revision and resubmit and the subsequent 

review process. 

3.1.1.3.1 Supporting Information 

Related Interviews: 

Sid Powell- Containment Repair Project Licensing lead 

Related Documents: 

URS proposal, Vol I 

FSAR - 5.2.4.1.1,5.2.5.2.1.1, 5.2.4 

3.1 .1.4 Disapproval of Reduction in Tendon Prestress (Risk Register 
Item 67t.4) 

The purpose of this section is to discuss the potential licensing risk if the planned 

reduced prestress is included in the LAR. The repaired containment post

tensioning system may have a reduced prestress return-to-service tendon 

tension from that specified in the current FSAR and design calculations. This 

approach will increase the margin against containment delamination but such a 

reduction also reduces margin (a smaller pressure differential before the 

concrete reaches a state oftension) during design basis loss-of-coolant accidents 

(lOCAs). 

The FSAR provides the following design basis requirements relating to the 

prestress values: 

• The initial prestress force is 70% of the ultimate capacity; the ultimate 

capacity is specified as 2,333.5 kips (FSAR Sections 5.2.1.2.3 and 5.2.2.3.1) . 

This defines the initial prestress load, and subsequent end-of-life (EOl) 

tension . 

• FSAR Table 5-3 specifies design basis loading combinations for the design of 

the containment structure. load combination 26 specifies a load factor for 

the design pressure of 1.5. (This loading factor in essence correlates to the 

initial prestress level in the tendons in the current licensing basis. ) 
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• A prestress applied load on the containment used in the containment design 

calculation is specified in FSAR Figure 5-20. This applied load represents the 

tendon prestress level. 

• The design of the reactor building does not require that the ultimate strength 

of the tendon be reached. The load in the tendon will not be greater than 

70% of the minimum ultimate strength under any combination of loadings 

(FSAR Section 5.2.5.2.1.1). 

URS proposes to reduce the tendon return-to-service prestress values (and 

subsequent minimum EOl tendon tensions), while still meeting all of the code 

requirements in ACI 318-63. URS proposes to decrease the prestress to a value 

that would reduce the EOl prestress forces in the hoop and vertical tendons by 

12% and 10%, respectively. This proposed change results in a reduction in the 

ratio of the prestress to design accident pressure (see Study CR3-13-05-100-001 

rev. 0, Tables 2.3 and 2.4). The new methodology for analysis relies on the same 

ultimate strength of the tendons, however it allows the concrete to move from a 

state of compression to a state of tension at approximately 1.3 * Accident 

Pressure where previously the state of tension was not reached until 

1.5 * Accident Pressure. This change is not related to the ability of the structure 

to withstand 1.5 • Accident Pressure. Instead the change relates to how this 

strength is achieved. The structure will rely on a combination of the tendons and 

concrete cracking to withstand the 1.5 * accident, where previously that 

strength was only from the tendon prestress. 

If the reduction in prestress levels is included in the LAR, it is unlikely to be 

disapproved because similar levels of prestress have been approved by the NRC 

for prestressed concrete containments, and all code requirements will be met. 

Therefore, the licensing risk is considered low (l). The impact of disapproval is 

medium (M) because if the NRC were to disapprove the tendon prestress 

reduction, there is the potential to have a significant delay in the schedule. 

Impacts associated with significant delays in LAR approval are discussed in 

Section 3.1.1.1. 

3.1.1.4.1 Supporting Information 

Related Interviews: 

Sid Powell- Containment Repair Project Licensing lead 

Related Documents: 

-
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FSAR Sections 5.2.1.2.3, 5.2.2.3.1, 5.2.3.2.1, Table 5-3, & Figure 5-20 

URS Final Engineering Report for Construction and Execution of Phase 2 

Restoration (Study No. CR3-13-05-100-001, Rev. 0 & Study No. 

CR3-13-05-100-003, Rev 0) 

URS calculation CR3-123-05-261-012, Tendon Prestress Calculation 

URS calculation CR3-13-05-261-005, Design Checks for Final Code 

Compliance 

3.1.1.5 Significant Hazard Consideration - Potential for Public 
Meeting (Risk Register Item 67t.5) 

Per 10 CFR 50.91(a)(1). a licensee is required to submit a No Significant Hazards 

Consideration (NSHC) analysis using the standards in 10 CFR 50.92 along with 

each request for a license. As an LAR related to the containment at a minimum 

addressing the change in methodology to ANSYS is planned, a NSHC will need to 

be prepared along with the LAR. The issuance of a license amendment is 

governed by Section 189a(2)(A) of the Atomic Energy Act; the statute permits 

the NRC to issue and make effective immediately any amendment to an 

operating license upon determining that the amendment involves no significant 

hazards, notwithstanding a request for a hearing or a hearing pending before the 

Commission. Since the repair to the containment is a significant event, there is a 

ri sk that a public meeting will be requested, adding potential delays that could 

result from interveners. 

The NSHC is a screening device the NRC uses to determine whether a public 

hearing is required to be held prior to issuing the license amendment. The NSHC 

is based on whether the operation of the facility would impact the following 

three considerations: 

1. Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an 

accident previously evaluated; or 

2. Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any 

accident previously evaluated; or 

3. Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety . 

If the change to the license would not result in any of the three considerations 

above, the NRC may issue the amendment immediately without a public hearing. 

Although URS does not specifically address the NSHC, it is part of the LAR 

process, so a NSHC will need to be done as part ofthe LAR preparation. 
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The change in methodology to ANSYS would not result in any of the three 

considerations above to be evaluated and, as such, the license could be issued 

immediately without a formal public hearing. Due to the sensitive nature of the 

containment repair and the possibility for additional items being added to the 

LAR, however, it is unlikely that the NRC will issue a license amendment related 

to the containment repair without first holding a public meeting, as opposed to 

the formal hearing that would result from the NSHC determination. The risk of a 

public meeting, therefore, is high (H). The potential delays that could result from 

interveners at a public meeting is considered low (L) due to inSignificant changes 

in the design of the containment structure. 

3.1.1.5.1 Supporting Information 

Related Documents: 

10 CFR 50 

Atomic Energy Act 

URS Final Proposal 

3.1.2 Design Changes Under 10 CFR 50.59 

3.1.2.1 Changes in Reinforcing Steel (Risk Register Item 68t.1) 

The repaired sections of the containment structure will contain additional and 

stronger reinforcing steel than was used in the original construction. This 

change will strengthen the concrete. This proposed change presents a potential 

risk if it cannot be addressed adequately under the 10 CFR 50.59 process, 

resulting in delays. 

The FSAR provides the following design basis requirements for reinforcing steel : 

• The mild steel reinforcing for the reactor building provides capacity in 

bending and shear only, and, therefore, was designed in accordance with ACI 

318-63. In addition, mild steel reinforcement (0.15% ofthe wall section) was 
placed near the exposed surface of the concrete shell for crack control (FSAR 

Section 5.2.2.2). 

• The mild reinforcing steel was deformed bar conforming to ASTM A 615-68 

Grade 40. It is to be noted that Grade 40 reinforcing steel is the lowest 

strength material commonly used for construction. Furthermore, no reliance 

was placed on special high strength properties, and, therefore, any 

interchange of higher strength material did not jeopardize the strength of 

the structure (FSAR Section 5.2.2.2). 
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• Where tensile fiber stresses exceeded the allowable, mild steel 

reinforcement was added on the basis of cracked-section design . The 

amount of additional mild steel reinforcement and the increase in steel 

stresses due to temperature effects were determined in a manner Similar to 

that contained in ACI 505-54. The minimum steel on the exposed face ofthe 

concrete is 0.15% of the cross-sectional area of the concrete (FSAR Section 

5.2.3.3.1). 

• The load capacity of the structure is defined for the design as the upper limit 

of elastic behavior of the effective load carrying structural materials. For 

steels, this limit is considered to be the guaranteed minimum yield strength . 

The load capacity of load carrying structural elements has been reduced by a 

capacity reduction factor "cP" as stated in the basic structural design criteria 

(FSAR Section 5.2.5.2.1). 

• The openings in the concrete shell have been reinforced with mild steel 

reinforcement . Reinforcement has been provided as required for radial, 

hoop, and meridional moments and shears. Minimum reinforcement at 

discontinuities complies with the requirements of Chapter 26 of ACI 316-63 

(FSAR Section 5.2.5.2. 1). 

URS provides the following specifications on the new steel reinforcement (per 

URS Engineering Report for Construction and Execution of Phase 2 Restoration, 

Study No. CR3-13-0s-100-00l, Rev. 0, pages 15, 70, 71, 73, 87 & 91 and Study 

No. CR3-13-05-100-003, Rev. 0, pages 58 through 61 & 68): 

• URS will use the latest edition of ASTM A615 reinforcing steel (Grade 60), to 

be used as required in addition to the tendons. The material properties of 

the new reinforcement are equal to or better than the original FSAR specified 

ASTM A615 Grade 40 steel. 

• Where tensi le fiber stresses exceed allowables, steel reinforcing is required 

and designed on the basis of a cracked-section deSign. A minimum area of 

steel of 0.15% is required on the outSide face of the containment structure to 

resist thermal and shrinkage strains. 

• The design of the steel reinforcement is such that the reactor building 

structure will meet the requirements of ACI 318-63. 

• URS Calculation identifies the allowable 'nicked' portion of steel 

reinforcement in case it occurs during the removal of existing concrete 
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and/or during the installation of supplemental radial reinforcement. The 

calculation determines the reduction in design capacity and provides for a 

redistribution of stresses to surrounding bars (Study No. CR3-13-05-100-003, 

Rev. 0, Section 3.5.2). 

• Figures 3.3, 3.4, and 3.5 (Study No CR3-13-05-100-003) provide the details of 

the new rebar mesh, including the interface with the old reinforcement. 

Transition points to existing rebar use mechanical splices. The transition with 

the existing structure near the steel liner will consist of doweling into the 

existing concrete, positioning the rebar, and grouting. 

The URS proposal specifies requirements that meet the current licensing 

requirements identified in licensing documents. The proposal to provide as 

strong or stronger steel reinforcement is within the current licensing basis. The 

location and layout of the steel reinforcement will be determined to provide 

code compliance. Assuming that the appropriate quality control measures for 

reinforcing steel and splices are consistent with or equivalent to those specified 

in FSAR Sections 5.2.2.2.1 and 5.2.2.2.2, it is very likely that this proposed change 

can be made in the 10 CFR 50.59 process. The proposed use of the mild steel 

reinforcement, therefore, poses a very low (VL) licensing risk. The impact would 

also be very low (VL), since the change is very unlikely to cause a delay in the 

schedule. 

3.1.2.1.1 Supporting Information 

Related Documents: 

FSAR Sections 5.2.2.2, 5.2.2.2.1, 5.2.3.3.1, 5.2.5.2.1 

URS Engineering Report for Construction and Execution of Phase 2 

Restoration, Study No.: CR3-13-05-100-001, Rev. 0, Study No 

CR3-13-05-100-003, Rev. 0 

3.1.2.2 New/Old Concrete Interface and Crack Width (Risk Register 
Item 68t.2) 

The CR3 containment repair consists of the replacement of delaminated 

concrete and the reinforcing steel found therein. This repair will create an 

interface between two differently aged sets of concrete and rebar with slightly 

different material properties. The interface will be spanned by reinforcement, 

and the new reinforcement will be either spliced to existing reinforcement, or 

embedded and grouted across the joint. (See Sections 3.1.2.1 and 3.1.2.4 for the 

discussion of the reinforcing steel/splices.) The material property changes for 

evaluation include an increase in the compressive strength of the new concrete, 
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the change in the amount of rebar at the concrete interface, the reinforcing steel 

strength, and the defining crack size acceptability in the original un-replaced 

concrete. This proposed change presents a potential risk if it cannot be 

addressed adequately under the 10 CFR 50.59 process, resulting in delays . 

The FSAR specifies many requirements for the containment structure, including: 

• Section 5.2, "The reactor building has been designed to contain radioactive 

material which might be released from the core following a LOCA. The 

prestressed concrete shell ensures that the structure has an elastic response 

to all loads and that the structure strains within such limits so that the 

integrity of the liner is not prejudiced . The liner has been anchored to the 

concrete so as to ensure composite action with the concrete shell." 

• Sections 5.2.1 through 5.2.5 specify various structural design parameters, 

material specifications and quality control (including minimum concrete 

strength of 5,000 pounds per square inch [psi]), design criteria (including ACI 

318-63 and other code requirements), methods of analysis, and results of 

analysis and design . 

In summary, the containment shell acts as a safety barrier. The concrete shell is 

there to maintain the strength of the liner, which contains any radioactive 

release in the event of FSAR-defined accidents. It also protects the safety

related systems inside from damage due to events such as earthquakes, 

hurricanes, and tornadoes. The structure must remain intact and within code 

allowables under all of these situations to prevent damage to safety-related 

systems, and prevent a radioactive release . 

Concrete - URS proposes to place concrete with a compressive strength of 7,000 

psi (study CR3-13-05-100-001, page 74). This increase in strength is 

conservative, since it will increase the strength of the new portions of the 

containment structure. A tapered (shear key) connection with a reinforcing bar 

will be used as the interface between the old and new concrete sections, as 

exhibited in Figure 5.5 of study CR3-13-05-100-001, page 98. This joint is 

designed in accordance with ACI 318-63 requirements. 

Crack Width - The CR3 cOntainment repair sequence includes a comprehensive 

vi sual inspection of the remaining concrete to identify any cracks. The URS 

approach for small cracks will be del ineated in the future URS Crack Plan. Section 

5.2.3 of the FSAR defers to ACI 318-63 for code allowable cracking limits . 
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The ACI standard allows for 76 psi ultimate sheer transfer capacity for an un

reinforced contact surface, without specifying the crack width. Equations 

proposed by different scholars calculate 87.9 or 113.4 psi for a 0.25 millimeter 

(mm) (0.0098 inch [in]) crack and 72.1 or 99.9 psi for a 0.50 mm (0.0197 in) 

crack, showing that a 0.020 in crack may potentially fail to meet code standard. 

NUREG CR-6424 (Report on Aging of Nuclear Power Plant Reinforced Concrete 

Structures) reaffirms these results. NUREG CR-6424 states that passive cracks 

with 0.4 mm (0.0157 in) maximum width can be accepted with no further 

evaluation. "Passive cracks" are defined as those having an absence of recent 

growth and other degradation mechanisms such as leaching at the crack. 

The previously performed delamination repair in Bay 3-4 listed cracks greater 

than 0.010 inch in width as unacceptable (per EC 75218 Section 8.0). URS has 

proposed using 0.015 inch crack width as the acceptance threshold for cracks, 

which falls within ACI and NUREG guidelines. 

The primary concerns at the interface between the old and new portions of the 

structures are the technical aspects of the design, and the ability of the 

containment to be structurally sound and meet the code requirements of ACI 

318-63. The URS proposal specifies that the requirements of ACI 318-63 will be 

met, including design load combinations (Section 3.0 of URS final proposal). URS 

also analyzed the interface using the requirements of ACI 318-63. 

The URS proposal to use 0.015 inch as the acceptability threshold for cracks falls 

within ACI and NUREG guidelines; however, it may require some explanation as 

to why previously approved acceptance criteria are not being used. Design basis 

requirements are not being changed, since this is within the acceptance criteria 

of ACI and NUREG guidelines. 

As all of the requirements set forth in the FSAR will be met in the repaired 

concrete structure, it is very likely that this proposed change can be adequately 

addressed in the 10 CFR 50.59 process. The licensing risk is, consequently, very 

low (VL); the impact is also very low (VL), since if some issue were to arise, it 

would most likely be one of a bookkeeping nature rather than a significant 

licensing challenge. 

3.1.2.2.1 Supporting Information 

Related Documents: 

FSAR Section 5.2 
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NUREG CR-6424 (Report on Aging of Nuclear Power Plant Reinforced 

Concrete Structures) 

URS Final Proposal, including study CR-13-05-100-001 

EC 75218 

3.1.2.3 Interference Replacement not Like for Like (Risk Register 
Item 68t.3) 

In preparation for containment work below the roof line of adjacent buildings, 

numerous interferences will need to be removed to allow access to the concrete. 

These interferences may include equipment (motor control centers [MCCs], 

valves, etc.), supports (snubbers, pipe hangars, cable trays), pipes, and cables. 

Removal of these interferences could range from disconnection and 

repositioning to complete removal and warehousing. Once construction 

activities are complete, the equipment will be reinstalled . 

Equipment reinstallation will be same for same; the equipment that is removed 

will be the same equipment that is reinstalled. It is expected that a small 

number of interferences will not be able to be reinstalled due to damage caused 

during removal, age-related failures, or equipment configuration issues; these 

items will have to be replaced with new equipment. The same-for-same 

reinstallation of equipment is considered a maintenance activity, but any new 

item replacements will need to be screened and/or evaluated as 10 CFR 50.59 

activities. There is a risk that unforeseen circumstances will force unexpected 

replacement of interferences required to be addressed in the 10 CFR 50.59 

process . 

URS recognizes the possibility that new equipment may need to be installed to 

replace damaged items or items that otherwise cannot be reinstalled following 

removal of the interferences. There are also plans for selected interferences to 

be permanently relocated versus removed and replaced. Procurement plans are 

in place to acquire these new items in a manner that supports the project 

schedule. URS intends to screen and/or evaluate the licensing aspects of the 

new equipment items within the 10 CFR 50.59 process. 

Based on a review of the plant licensing basis, the URS proposal, and interviews 

with plant personnel, the possibility of needing to install new equipment to 

replace interferences is being adequately addressed from a licensing 

perspective. However, w ith a plant of CR3's vintage, the likelihood that 

something unexpected will arise during the repair process resulting in 

interferences requiring new equipment is considered a medium (M) licensing 
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risk. The impact is also considered medium (M), since the time required for 

appropriate engineering justification and potential equipment procurement 

could be significant. 

3.1.2.3.1 Supporting Information 

Related Interviews: 

Sid Powell- Containment Repair Project Licensing Lead 

Related Dacuments: 

U RS Final Proposal 

3.1.2.4 Qualified Splices for Reinforcing Steel (Risk Register Item 
68t.4) 

The installation of new reinforcing steel and the interface of the reinforcing steel 

across the new/old concrete require splicing of the reinforcement. There are 

associated material, design, and quality assurance requirements in place to 

maintain the integrity and strength of these splices. This proposed change 

presents a potential risk, if it cannot be addressed adequately under the 10 CFR 

50.59 process, resulting in delays. 

The FSAR provides the following design basis requirements for splices for 

reinforcing steel: 

• Splices at points of maximum tensile stress were avoided insofar as possible. 

Alternate Cadweld splices for concrete reinforcement were staggered, as far 

as possible, a minimum of 6 feet when the center-to-center spacing of the 

bars was less than 12 inches. Arc welding was not used to splice concrete 

reinforcement. Splices for bar sizes larger than #11 were made with Cadweld 

splices (FSAR Section 5.2.2.2). 

~ The strength of the splice was equal to or greater than the specified 

minimum ultimate tensile strength of the bar (FSAR 5.2.2.2.2.d). 

" No splicing of mild steel reinforcement by arc welding is permitted, thereby 

avoiding residual stresses produced by welding (FSAR Section 5.2.3.4.d). 

URS provides the following specifications on the splicing of steel reinforcement 

(per URS Engineering Report for Construction and Execution of Phase 2 

Restoration, Study No. CR3-13-05-100-001, Rev. 0, pages 91 through 97): 
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• To minimize the size of the removed concrete, mechanical splice locations 

will not be staggered at all locations. Section 805 of the ACI 318-63 Code 

does not require staggered splicing. 

• A BPI-GRIP splice system (similar to that defined in EC 75220 Rev. 0 

Attachment Z27 for the Bay 3-4 repair) is proposed, which requires a 

minimum tensile strength of each sample tested splice be equal to or exceed 

125% of the yield of the spliced reinforcing bar. 

• Figures 5.1 through 5.4 (Study No. CR3-13-05-100-001) provide typical 

configurations for the use of mechanical couplers. This includes the typical 

arrangement used to anchor to existing buttress reinforcement steel, 

staggering of mechanical couplers, BARGRIP-type transition coupler, and 

reinforcing steel configuration at the top of concrete cut . 

• Study No. CR3-13-05-100-001, Section 5.3.D proposes to use, as necessary, 

splices welded in accordance with Section 6.0 of AWS D 1.4-05. Section 805 

of the ACI 318-63 code requires that welding of bars be in accordance with 

AWS D12.1-61, which was later replaced by AWS D1.4 in 1978. AWS D1.4-05 

is a later version of the code, and is justified based upon additional research. 

The URS proposal specifies requirements that meet the intent of the current 

licensing requirements identified in the FSAR, with the exception of the use of 

welded splices. 

Welded splices were used in the repair of Bay 3-4 and justified for use in 10 CFR 

50.59 screen 381438 (implementing document EC 75220). This screen specified 

that the welding would be in accordance with AWS D1.4, including welder 

qualification and inspection, and concluded that this change to procedure did 

not adversely affect how any FSAR-described design function is performed or 

controlled . In addition, this 10 CFR 50.59 allows for the use of lap splices per ACI 

318-63 and swaged mechanical splices per American Society of Mechanical 

Engineers (ASME) Code 2001 Edition including 2003 & 2003 Addenda, which is 

the approved code of record for CR3. 

Based on discussions with Sid Powell on 10 May 2012, it was determined that a 

Relief Request was submitted to the NRC on 30 April 2012, for approval to apply 

Code Case N-791 for splicing reinforced steel. This Code Case has not yet been 

endorsed by the NRC in Regulatory Guide 1.84. 
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The proposed change in the splicing methodology represents a very low (VL) 

licensing risk, assuming that the appropriate quality control measures for 

reinforcing steel and splices are consistent with or equivalent to those specified 

in FSAR Sections 5.2.2.2.1 and 5.2.2.2.2, and the proposed use of the various 

types of splices is in accordance with codes approved for use at CR3. The impact 

will be low (Ll, since the proposed change is very unlikely to present a delay in 

the schedule. 

3.1.2.4.1 Supporting Information 

Related Interviews: 

Sid Powell- Containment Repair Project Licensing Lead 

Related Documents: 

FSAR Sections 5.2.2.2, 5.2.2.2.1, 5.2.2.2.2, 5.2.2.2.2.d, 5.2.3.4.d 

URS Engineering Report for Construction and Execution of Phase 2 

Restoration, Study No.: CR3-13-05-100-001, Rev. 0, Study No 

CR3-13-05-100-003, Rev. 0 

3.1.2.5 Spent Fuel Pool Protection (Risk Register Item 68t.5) 

The spent fuel pool at CR3 currently contains all the fuel onsite; there is no dry 

fuel storage and the reactor is completely defueled. For the protection of the 

fuel, Foreign Materials Exclusion (FME) requirements are implemented around 

the spent fuel pool. As there is no on site dry fuel storage, there are no plans, 

nor is there an ability, to move the fuel out of the pool. This proposed 

protection of the spent fuel pool during construction presents a potential risk if it 

cannot be addressed adequately under the 10 CFR 50.59 process and may result 

in delays. 

Due to the delamination in the containment wall of Bay 5-6, there will be 

construction activities taking place near the spent fuel pool. FME protection 

(spent fuel pool missile shields and a temporary wall) must be installed to 

protect the spent fuel pool from debris and against Scorpion Lift System (SLS) 

failure. 

According to URS EC 85147, the solution will be two-fold. In accordance with 

Progress Energy procedure MNT-NGGC-0007, Foreign Material Exclusion 

Program, the primary protection of the spent fuel pool during construction 

activities will be accomplished by installing modified missile shields across the 

spent fuel pool to prevent intrusion of foreign material from either construction 

of the temporary wall or containment repair activities. The gaps between the 
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missile shields during modification will be covered with grating to provide a 

working surface, security access protection, and foreign material barrier. 

Any protective barrier put in place over the spent fuel pool must take into 

consideration B.5.b requirements and Nuclear Energy Institute (NEI) 06-12, 

which state that the spent fuel pool must have sufficient air cooling and the 

ability to be refilled in the case of a beyond-design-basis event that causes a 

significant loss of water or a complete loss of forced cooling. These 

requirements eliminate the FME control option of simply placing solid missile 

shields over the pool. Furthermore, License Amendment 225 removed the 

missile shield coverage from the spent fuel. The basis provided for removing the 

missile shield from the pool was that the volume of water in the pool provides 

adequate protection of the fuel from a tornado missile and, therefore, the 

consequences of a tornado missile are bounded by the consequence of a fuel 

handling accident. The commitment change has been evaluated using REG

NGGC-Oll0, Regulatory Commitments; CR3 will be required to inform the NRC of 

reuse of the missile shields along with the next 10 CFR 50.71(e) report following 

installation. 

The second barrier will be a temporary bearing wall on the missile shields over 

the west end of the spent fuel pool approximately 17 ft off the containment 

building (5 ft beyond the start of the spent fuel pool) to provide weather, 

environmental, and construction activity protection as well as provide a means 

to maintain the pressure differential between the Spent Fuel Building and the 

exterior environment. A portion of the Spent Fuel Building roof will be removed. 

The temporary wall shall use steel framing to withstand all design loads and 

transfer the associated loads to the existing Auxiliary Building steel framing. 

Based on a review of the plant licensing basis, EC 85147, and information from 

plant personnel, there are some licensing concerns related to protection of the 

spent fuel pool at CR3. These licensing concerns should be addressed 

adequately within the 10 CFR 50.59 process and do not appear to require a 

license amendment request. As URS proposes a spent fuel pool protection 

approach that directly addresses regulatory requirements associated with the 

pool, and the approach can be implemented within the current licensing basis, 

the spent fuel pool barrier has been determined to be a medium (M) licensing 

risk to the containment repair project. The impact of this spent fuel pool 

protection system, should it not meet the requirements, is low (L) due to the 

minor complexity of a potential re-design/construction of an alternate design . 

3.1.2.5.1 Supporting Information 
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Sid Powell- Containment Repair Project Licensing Lead 

Eric Cartwright - Containment Repair Project URS Interface 

Related Documents: 

Progress Energy Exhibit A, Scope of Work and Technical Contents for EPC 

Contract for the CR3 Containment Repair Project 

MNT-NGGC-0007, Foreign Materials Exclusion Program 

FSAR, Sections 5.4, 9.3, and 9.6 

Order B.5.b 

NEI 06-12 (B.5.b Phase 2 & 3 Submittal Guideline), Sections 2.2 and 2.3 

Crystal River Unit 3 Containment Repair Project RFP, Sections 3.1, 3.2, 

3.3, 5,9.2, & 10.1.4 and Attachments 11-3 7 11-5 

URS Repair Proposal, Sections D.1.k and D.3.f 

EC 85147, Rev. 0, Spent Fuel Building FME Protection (70% PRI - PGN 

Review) 

NRC Letter to Crystal River Nuclear Plant, Subject: Crystal River Unit 3 -

Issuance of Amendment Regarding Spent Fuel Pool Missile Shields 

(TAC NO. MD4279), Dated 24 October 2007 

3.1.2.6 Roll-Up 10 CFR 50.59 Adequacy (Risk Register Item 68t.6) 

Repair work and maintenance support activities for the CR3 containment 

involving "changes" of any kind will be parceled and addressed as such. Each 

change will undergo a 10 CFR 50.59 process to determine whether NRC approval 

is needed for the change. The scope of these changes is limited to interference 

remove-and-replace situations and perhaps some limited maintenance support 

activities where like-for-like replacements are not possible. Although each 

change will be assessed individually, a licensing concern exists that some 

additive, synergistic, or interaction issue will exist when considering all changes 

together that may not be obvious when the changes are considered separately. 

This potential licensing risk is being considered through use of a "roll-up" 10 CFR 

50.59 evaluation. Because of the minor changes being considered by this 

potential licensing risk, it is unlikely that any additive, synergistic, or interaction 

change could exist that would affect a methodology discussed in the FSAR or 

result in a serious adverse effect. If the roll-up evaluation is performed as 

expected, the risk of missing a change of Significance sufficient to require NRC 

review and approval is considered to be low (L). Because of the minor nature of 

the changes being considered in this section, if a change requiring NRC approval 

was identified, the resulting impact on the outage would be minor or low (L) 

because it would be resolvable in a short period oftime. 
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3.1 .2.7 Permanent Radial Anchors (Risk Register Item 68t. 7) 

Permanent radial anchors (radial pins) will be installed to prevent future 

delamination in areas where concrete is not removed and replaced . The use of 

these permanent radial anchors presents a licensing risk if they are not 

adequately addressed through the 10 CFR 50.59 process. There is no discussion 

in the FSAR regarding the use of permanent pins; however, CR3 is committed to 

meeting the concrete codes committed to in the FSAR. According to URS, ACI 

318-63 has no requirements defined for radial stresses in concrete, therefore 

ASME Section 3 Division 2 commentary was used to design the radial pins. URS 

cited precedence of NRC acceptance of this methodology in a Turkey Point 

repair. 

The Dome Delamination Report evaluates the use of similar radial pins. Several 

RAls were generated relating to the Dome Delamination Report, and there is 

specific discussion of the anchors (radial pins). On Page 360 of 418, Section 1.2 

in Supplement 1, the NRC question begins with, "The use of radial anchors will 

enhance the capability of the dome to resist radial tension ." The NRC recognizes 

the positive impact of anchors. The radial reinforcement was implemented in a 

similar manner in the Bay 3-4 repair and evaluated in the EC 75220 10 CFR 50.59 

screening #381438. 

URS proposes to drill a 2 in diameter core (no hammer drilling is allowed) and 

mechanically remove concrete cover to the face of the external rebar mat. The 

coring and shallow concrete excavation support installation of a radial single-leg 

90-degree hooked bar or si ngle-leg radial-reinforcement bar with a bearing plate 

(Final Proposal, page 0-32). There will be two permanent pins in every 9 square 

feet on the containment walls. These pins w ill be installed in the following 

approximate locations: Bay 1-2, 110'-119'; Bay 2-3,110'-149'; Bay 4-5,110'-167'; 

Bay 5-6, 110'-119'; and Bay 6-1, 110'-149' (Final Proposal , page 0-103). These 

permanent pins will be installed per the recommendations resulting from the 

structural analysis of the Containment Building (Final Proposal, page C-8). 

URS identifies that supplemental radial reinforcing steel is not required to meet 

the design basis lateral and thermal design loading (Calculation CR3-13-05-261-

007). However, the inclusion of the radial reinforcing bars will increase the 

margin of safety against delamination. As a result URS expects to evaluate the 

concrete permanent radial pins in the 10 CFR 50.59 evaluation (URS Vol. I -

Amended Proposal dated 16 April 2012, pages 0-55 and 0-84) . 
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The permanent radial pins will not be credited to meet the design basis; 

however, the use of permanent radial pins represents a low (L) licensing risk, 

since the use of the unreleased ASME code has already been approved by the 

NRC for use at another plant. The impact will be medium (M), since a delay 

could result if the design ofthe pins is not approved. 

3.1.2.7.1 Supporting Information 

Related Interviews: 

Sid Powell- Containment Repair Project Licensing Lead 

Related Documents: 

URS Calculation "Supplemental Radial Reinforcing Design", CR3-13-05-

261-007 

URS Final Proposal 

Dome Delamination Report 

EC 75220 10 CFR 50.59 screening #381438 

3.1.2.8 Code Compliance (Risk Register Item 68t.8) 

During the course of analysis and construction of the repair, it will be necessary 

to demonstrate that all code requirements set forth in the licensing documents 

have been met, unless otherwise justified through an LAR or the 10 CFR 50.59 

process. There is a risk that some aspect of code compliance will not be 

adequately addressed through the proper channels. 

The reactor building has been designed under the following Codes, per FSAR 

Section 5.2.3.1: 

• Building Code Requirements for Reinforced Concrete, ACI 318-63 

• Specifications for Structural Concrete for Buildings, ACI 301-66 except as 

modified in the design and Quality Control ofthis building 

• Specification for the Design and Erection of Structural Steel for Buildings, 

1963, American Institute of Steel Construction (AI5C) 

• ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section III, Nuclear Vessels; Section 

VIII, Unfired Pressure Vessels; Section IX, Welding Qualifications (applicable 

portions) 
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• Specification for the Design and Construction of Reinforced Concrete 

Chimneys, ACI 505-54. 

Other applicable codes/regulatory requirements include Quality Assurance {QA} 

and Quality Control (QC) standards. URS has stated that they intend to maintain 

the code requirements during various critical stages of construction and in the 

final state of repair through the use of project inspections, testing, surveillance, 

and audits. Included in th is is the consideration of wind and seismic loadings. 

At this point in the repair project, there is no objective evidence to support 

compliance with various codes. It is expected that through on-going project 

oversight during construction and licensing, all requirements will either be met 

or addressed through the appropriate processes. Consequently, the licensing 

risk for Code Compliance is very low (VL), and the impact is low (L), since the 

proposed change is unlikely to present a significant delay in the schedule. 

3.1.2.8.1 Supporting Information 

Related Documents: 

FSAR Section 5.2.3.1 

URS Final Proposal pages 0-112, 0-115, 0-122 

3.1.3 Maintenance Activities 

In the four subsections below, four licensing risks associated with possible errors 

in maintenance repair activities are discussed. These risks and the associated 

potential impacts are not unique to risk impacts discussed elsewhere in this 

report. To avoid double counting of impacts, the potential delays which could 

result should the incident occur is adequately covered by either the code 

compliance licensing risk discussion in Section 3.1.2.8 or the legacy licensing risk 

discussion in Section 3.2.1. For the same reason, the four impacts are not 

uniquely identified in the risk register, but have been combined with other risks, 

and therefore the risk register item numbers in the various maintenance 

subsections are repeated in other sections ofthis report. 

3.1.3.1 NRC Concerns Raised from Repair of Bay 3-4 (Risk Register 
Item 70t) 

The NRC Special Inspection Teams compiled approximately 200 Requests for 

Information {RFls} relating to the repair of Bay 3-4, which included requests for 

documentation and questions regarding the containment. We reviewed and 

categorized the RFls to determine their nature and assess potential licensing 

risks applicable to the planned repair. The approach taken was to review and 
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categor ize the RFls by type of request or concern and then by subject area or 

component. Table 3-1 identifies the RFI categories and concerns. 

Table 3-1 RFI Categories and Concerns 

Containment liner Location, extent, and subject to root cause analysis 

Cause of deteriorated concrete and method of repair 

Tendons Verify no propagation due to additional detensioning 

Containment liner Evaluation of structural basis for liner 

Licensing Past operability analysis, codes used and 10 CFR 50.59 

requirements 

Tendons Basis for original tendon and sheath design 

Data, provide stress, and deformation plots 

Tendons Basis for tendon selection, tensioning sequence, original 

construction, dome repair, and personnel observations 

Tendons 

Containment 

Data before and after tendon removal for Steam 

Generator Replacement (SGR), tendon removal and 

inspection 

Data, lift-off values, as-found values 

Basis for discontinuance of inspections of repairs, details 

of dome repair 

Basis for conclusion that extent of condition is known, 

post-repair analysis, SGR construction sequence, tendon 

selection, 3-D modeling used 

Details of f inite element analysis, fault trees being 

considered, lack of sheath bonding, potential inadequate 

monitoring 

Mix variations and test data, extent of 1976 review 

Cracks and tendons inspections and eva luations 

Accuracy of equipment used for crack measuring, criteria 

for crack evaluation, embedded cables, spalling, reporting 

to the NRC 

Containment Liner Evaluation of liner bulges 

Basis for conclusion that 1976 repair is still adequate, 

inspection data 

Calibration of tendon and measu 
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test data, findings, details of inspections 

Strain gauge data and mapping, core sample testing, 

calibration of equipment, lab's credentials, method of 

non-destructive testing (NDT), post-modification testing, 

for rade exam 

The conclusion of this review is that there are no areas of significant licensing 

risk. The RFls appeared thorough and covered all aspects of the containment 

repair without being overly concentrated in anyone area. The NRC appeared 

satisfied with the responses they received and there were no cases where 

numerous follow-up questions were pursued. Since the Bay 3-4 repair is similar 

(although smaller) to the proposed repair, the potential for a licensing risk for 

additional maintenance-related activities is very low (VL) and the impact is very 

low (VL), since any issues can most likely be resolved in a relatively short amount 

of time. 

3.1.3.2 Interferences: Like for Like (Risk Register Item 68t.8j 

During the course of the CR3 containment repair, it will be necessary to remove 

and later reinstall interferences. These interferences will consist of piping, pipe 

hangers, conduit, electric boxes, and conduit supports. In general, these 

interferences will be re-installed like-for-like and thus will not require addressed 

through the 10 CFR 50.59 process. However, a licensing risk exists that there is 

discovery of inadequate or missing design basis for components removed and 

needing to be reinstalled. Typically, at other plants, this discovery occurs when 

the installation instructions are prepared. 

Based on our experience for the scope of interference removal and 

replacements tasks, the potential most significantly impacting design basis issues 

would be in the following areas: 

• Pipe support (NRC IE Bulleting 79-14) design considerations 

• Motor operated valve (NRCC GL 89-10 design and EQ) issues 

• Electric penetration EQ issues 

In all three cases, the associated design and EQ bases were confirmed, 

re-evaluated, or updated as part of Crystal River efforts on power uprate or 

license renewal or both, which minimizes the potential for impact during work 

on these components. Therefore the risk is considered very low (VL) that a 

hidden weak or missing design basis is lurking pending discovery. 

If such a discovery were to occur, the extent of the impact on the outage 

duration would be low (L) because the design basis as a whole is in good shape 
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and therefore a minor change or addition to a specific components design basis 

would be expected to be resolved quickly. 

3.1.3.3 Concrete Replacement/Adequacy of Cover (Risk Register 
Item 68t.8) 

The FSAR provides requirements for concrete and concrete protection 

(protection against external corrosive influence). A licensing risk could arise if 

the replaced concrete does not meet the licensing requirements. 

The following requirements are set forth in the FSAR: 

• Portland cement conforms to ASTM C 150, Type II (FSAR Section 5.2.2.1) 

• Concrete aggregates conform to ASTM C 33-67 (FSAR Section 5.2.2.1) 

• A cover of concrete was provided in excess of that for normal 

construction as exemplified by code requirement (FSAR Section 5.2.2.5) 

• FSAR Table 5-2 identifies a value of cover to be used, and a comparison to 

that required by ACI-318. The minimum concrete cover specified "to be 

used" is in all cases equal to or greater than that required by ACI318-63. 

URS does not specifically address the requirement for concrete cover. They do 

state that they will ensure that the CR3 containment design and licensing basis 

will be maintained . It is assumed that good construction practice will dictate a 

procedure specifying such requirements, and their implementation. URS also 

states that they will be using the concrete mix design prepared to support EC 

75220, Rev. 26 (Bay 3-4 repair EC). The mix design has been proven both in the 

laboratory and in the field to attain the required concrete strength of 7,000 psi. 

The mix uses Portland cement (ASTM C150 Type), Class F fly ash, and remaining 

constituents of fine and coarse aggregates and water. 

The expectation for construction is that the concrete cover, and the concrete 

mix, as required in the FSAR (or previously evaluated in EC 75200), will be 

procedurally controlled . Based on our review, concrete replacement and 

adequacy of cover has been determined to be a very low (VL) licensing risk to the 

containment repair project. it is likely that any code compliance installation 

errors that can occur would be limited in scope and impact would be low (L) . 

This conclusion results because such errors would be identified quickly and 

resolved expeditiously due to the quality assurance reviews and quality control 

inspections incumbent on this project. The impact on schedule would be further 

reduced because work could continue elsewhere on the project while the 

identified error is corrected . 

3.1.3.3.1 Supporting Information 
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3.1.3.4 Post Maintenance Testing Adequacy (SIT/ILRT) (Risk 
Register Item 68t.8) 

Prior to returning the repaired plant into service, the plant containment 

structure is required to undergo a Structural Integrity Test (SIT). This pressure 

test provides verification that the structural response is consistent with the 

design . The test is performed at a pressure of 1.15 x the design pressure, or 63.3 

psig. The pressure is selected to impose stresses on the containment liner that 

are reasonably consistent with those from a LOCA and Design Basis Earthquake. 

The plant is also required to undergo Integrated Leak Rate Testing (ILRT). This 

test is performed at the calculated design basis accident pressure to determine 

the leakage from the reactor building over a period of at least eight hours after 

the building temperature and pressure have stabilized. The test provides 

verification that the integrated leakage rate does not exceed the Design Basis 

Accident (DBA) leakage rate, and it is also performed to obtain leakage rate 

history and leakage characteristics ofthe containment system. 

The licensing risk is that the desired results are not attained for the required 

post-maintenance test s. 

There is no objective evidence to evaluate the testing phase of the containment 

repair. URS has stated that they will develop SIT and ILRT procedures and plans, 

and perform the testing in accordance with those plans during Phase 2 of the 

project . The SIT will be performed as required by IWL-500 and the IRLT is 

performed to satisfy the Type A requirements of 10 CFR SO, Appendix J. If issues 

arise during the testing process, corrective action will be performed, and the 

testing will be repeated until the desired results for structural integrity and the 

leakage rates are obtained. Assuming URS meets all of the code requirements 

for the SIT and IRLT the licensing risk for Post -Maintenance Testing is very low 

(VL). If there is some type of failure (inability to meet acceptance criteria) from 

either the SIT or the IRLT, the licensing impact is low (L), since although this 

would potentially impact design and construction, from the licensing perspective 

there will be no change in the FSAR requirements for SIT /IRLT, and no new 

licensing impact as a result. 

3.1.3.4.1 Supporting Information 
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3.2.1 Outstanding Licensing Issues (Including Legacy Issues) (Risk 
Register Item 70t) 

Throughout the life of a nuclear power plant, the operator often takes 

exemptions to NRC requirements or implements compensatory measures 

related to those requirements which result in the plant having legacy licensing 

issues. These legacy licensing topics could include: EQs, Fire Protection, Pipe 

Supports, Configuration Control, Security, Boric Acid Corrosion, in-service 

inspection (lSI)/in-service testing (1ST), motor operated valve (MOV)/air operated 

valve (AOV), Submerged Cable, Buried Pipe, Flow Accelerated Corrosion, etc. 

During a major event that involves regulatory oversight such as the proposed 

containment repair, the NRC has often pressed operators to eliminate legacy 

issues prior to granting approval for the actions at the plant and/or prior to 

allowing restart of operations. These legacy issues represent a potential risk to 

the project if the NRC decides to use the extended outage as an opportunity to 

eliminate these issues. 

In addition to these legacy issues, the site also has license amendments currently 

under consideration by the NRC. LARs currently under review are related to SGR, 

Extended Power Uprate (EPU), and License Renewal. Issues specifically related 

to these previously submitted LARs are not expected to impact the licensing 

actions related to the containment repair. 

As the topic of legacy licensing issues does not relate directly to the containment 

repair project, URS did not, nor would they be expected to, address this topic in 
their proposal. 

Based on a review of material available in the NRC public reading room, 

numerous plant licensing documents (including inspection reports), interviews 

with plant personnel and the review of the power uprate and license renewal 

submittals (which evaluated and updated any potential legacy issues), CR3 does 

not currently have any outstanding legacy licensing issues. Therefore, legacy 

licensing issues have been determined to be very low (VL) risk to the 

containment repair project. Any legacy issues that could be identified by the 
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NRC will present a very low (VL) impact because CR3 had acquiesced in the NRC's 

previous requests regarding licensing issues and currently appears to have 

regulatory margin, therefore any new concerns with these legacy issues would 

be easily resolved through appropriate communication with the NRC. 

3.2.1.1.1 Supporting Information 

Related Interviews: 

Sid Powell- Conta inment Repair Project Licensing Lead 

Dan Westcott - Supervisor, Licensing & Regulatory Programs 

Jim Connor - Manager, Nuclear Systems Engineering 

Related Documents 

2009 NRC Mods /10 CFR 50.59 Inspection Report 

2010 Component Design Bases Inspection (CDBI) Report 

2011 End of Cycle Review 

EPU LAR & RAls 

Life Extension/License Renewal LAR & RAls 

3.2.2 Current Industry Issues (Generic Regulatory Issues) (Risk 
Register Item 71t) 

Current and recent industry events present NRC with opportunities to change 

and/or increase regulatory requirements in an effort to address these events and 

prevent their possible recurrence. These current industry issues include: 

Fukushima issues (flooding, seismic, spent fuel pool, hydrogen venting, station 

blackout [sBO]), B.5.b (large area fire), security upgrades, decay heat removal, 

Gsl-191 (sump strainer), tornado/hurricane missiles, etc. During a major event 

that involves increased regulatory oversight, the NRC has often pressed 

operators to address a number of these industry issues prior to granting 

approval for the actions at the plant and/or prior to allowing restart of 

operations if rule making occurs during or near the extended outage. These 

current industry issues represent a potential risk to the project if NRC decides to 

use the extended outage as an opportunity to address them . 

As the topic of current industry issues does not relate directly to the 

containment repair project, URs did not, nor would they be expected to, address 

this topic in their proposals. 

Based on a review of material available in the NRC public reading room, 

numerous plant licensing documents (including inspection reports), and 

interviews with plant personnel, CR3 does not have any outstanding issues 
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related to current industry events that are not already being addressed. Current 

industry issues have a very low (VL) licensing risk to the containment repair 

project. The impact, should Progress Energy have to address one or more of 

these issues is low (L), due to the relatively minor time involved to prepare 

appropriate design changes and implement them. 

3.2.2.1.1 Supporting Information 

Related Interviews: 

Sid Powell- Containment Repair Project Licensing Lead 

Dan Westcott - Supervisor, Licensing & Regulatory Programs 

Jim Connor - Manager, Nuclear Systems Engineering 

Related Documents 

2009 NRC Mods /10 CFR 50.59 Inspection Report 

2010 CDBI Report 

2011 End of Cycle Review 

EPU LAR & RAls 

Life Extension/License Renewal LAR & RAls 
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4.0 Containment Licensing Bases 

Table 4-1 identifies the licensing commitments relating to the containment structure and repair: 

Table 4-1 Licensing Commitments 

FSAR s. T· I ... Repair Impact on 
. ectlon It e Licensing Commitment 

Section Commitment 

The reactor building is designed to contain radioactive material which 
See Section 

5.2 Reactor Building might be released from the core following a Loss-of-Coolant Accident 

(LOCA). 
3.1.2.2 

The prestressed concrete shell ensures that the structure has an elastic 
See Section 

5.2 Reactor Building response to all loads and that the structure strains within such limits so 

that the integrity of the liner is not prejudiced. 
3.1.1.4 

5.2 Reactor Building 
The liner has been anchored to the concrete so as to ensure composite 

No impact 
action with the concrete shell. 

5.2.1 
Structural Design The reactor building is a Class I structure with an internal free volume of 

No impact 
Parameters at least 2.00 x 106 cubic feet . 

It was designed for an internal pressure of 55 psig and temperature of 

5.2.1 
Structural DeSign 281°F (accident condition); an internal pressure (external pressure drop) 

No impact 
Parameters of 3 psig during a tornado; and an external pressure (internal pressure 

drop) of 2.5 psig during normal operation of the plant. 

The reactor building (RB) has been designed to limit the leakage rate to 

5.2.1.1 Design Leakage Rate 0.25% by weight of contained atmosphere in 24 hours at the design No impact 

pressure and temperature. 

The RB is designed to ensure that an acceptable upper limit of leakage 

5.2.1.2.1 LOCA of radioactive material will not be exceeded under the maximum LOCA No impact 

as described in Chapter 14. 
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FSAR . . . . . Repair Impact on 
Section Title licensing Commitment 

Section Commitment 

5.2.1.2.1 lOCA 
The design internal pressure for the RB is 55 psig, following completion 

No impact 
of construction the reactor building was pressure tested at 63.3 psig. 

5.2.1.2.1 lOCA 
Provides reference to Table 5·10 for the winter accident temperature 

No impact 
profile. 

Local effect due to temporary jacking force equal to 80% ofthe 

5.2.1.2.3 Prestress Load 
minimum guaranteed ultimate capacity of the wires. In addition, See Section 

stresses in the concrete such as bearing stresses, bursting stresses, and 3.1.1.4 

spalling stresses were checked. 

Initial prestress force equal to 70% of ultimate capacity when locked off 
See Sections 

5.2.1.2.3 Prestress load (shimmed in place). The supporting concrete and anchorage 
3.1.1.2 & 3.1.1.4 

reinforcement has been analyzed and designed for this load. 

Specifies design basis loading combinations for the design of the 

5.2.3.2.1a Loading containment structure. Load combination 26 specifies a load factor for See Sections 

& Table 5·3 Combinations the design pressure of 1.5. This is effectively defined as the initial 3.1.1.2 & 3.1.1.4 

prestress level in the tendons. 

Applied loads for 

Dead Load + A prestress applied load on the containment used in the containment See 

Figure 5·20 Equipment + design calculation is specified in FSAR Figure 5·20. This applied load Sections3.1.1.2 & 

Prestress + 1.15P represents the tendon prestress level. 3.1.1.4 

loading Case 

Final prestress force at the end of plant life (40 years). This load takes 
See Section 

5.2.1.2.3 Prestress Load into account time dependent losses such as shrinkage, creep, and steel 
3.1.1.2 & 3.1.1.4 

stress relaxation. 

5.2.1.2.4 live load Defines applicable loads for normal operation. No impact 

5.2.1.2.5 Wind Load Defines typical wind loads, based on geographic location. No impact 
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Tornado load 

5.2.1.2.6 Tornado load 

5.2.1.2.7 External Pressure 

5.2.1.2.8 
Operating 

Temperature 

5.2.1.2.9 Earthquake load 

5.2.1.2.10 
Groundwater and 

Floods 

5.2.2.1 Concrete 

5.2.2.1 Concrete 

5.2.2.1 Concrete 
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The RB has been designed to withstand short term tornado loadings, 

includin tornado generated missiles. 3.1.2.2 

All access openings in auxiliary, intermediate, diesel generator, and 

control buildings are located or protected by a missi le shield so no 
No impact 

damage will be done to safety-related equipment from tornado 

generated missiles. 

RB designed for an external atmospheric pressure of 2.5 psi greater 

than that of the internal pressure that could be caused by an accidental 
No impact 

discharge from the RB spray system. Additionally a total negative 

pressure of 6 psig has been evaluated. 

Defines the normal operating temperature profile. No impact 

Primary steady state stresses, when combined with the seismic stress 

resulting from the response to a ground acceleration of 0.05g acting 

horizontally and 0.033g acting vertically and occurring simultaneously, See Section 

have been maintained within the allowable working stress limits 3.1.1.3 

accepted as good practice, and where applicable, set forth in the 

appropriate design standards ... 

Design took into consideration pressure from groundwater. No impact 

Structural concrete work was performed in accordance with 
No impact 

"Specifications for Structural Concrete for Buildings," ACI 301-66. 

Portland cement conforms to ASTM C 150, Type II 
See Section 

3.1.3.3 

Concrete aggregates conform to ASTM C 33-67 
See Section 

3.1.3.3 
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FSAR Repair Impact on 
Section Title licensing Commitment 

Section Commitment 

5.2.2.1 

5.2.2.1.1 

5.2.2.2 

5.2.2.2 

5.2.2.2 

I 

Concrete 

Concrete Quality 

Control 

Reinforcing Steel 

Reinforcing Steel 

Reinforcing Steel 

The prestressed concrete has a minimum compressive strength of 5,000 See Section 

psi. 3.1.2.2 

Provides the Quality Control measures for the structural concrete. 

The mild steel reinforcing for the reactor building provides capacity in 

bending and shear and, therefore, was designed in accordance with ACI 

318-63. In addition mild steel reinforcement (0.15% of the wall section) 

was placed near the exposed surface of the concrete shell for crack 

control. 

The mild reinforcing steel was deformed bar conforming to ASTM A615-

68 Grade 40. It is to be noted that Grade 40 reinforcing steel is the 

lowest strength material commonly used for construction. 

Furthermore, no reliance was placed on special high-strength properties 

and, therefore, any interchange of higher strength material did not 

jeopardize the strength of the structure. 

Splices at points of maximum tensile stress are avoided insofar as 

possible. Alternate Cadweld splices for concrete reinforcement are 

staggered, as far as possible, a minimum of 6 feet when center-to-

center spacing of bars was less than 12 inches. Arc Welding was not 

used in splice concrete reinforcement. Splices for bar sizes larger than 

#11 were made of Cadweld splices. 
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It is assumed that 

similar measures 

will be in place by 

the vendor during 

the concrete 

installation. 

See Section 

3.1.2.1 

See Section 

3.1.2.1 

See Section 

3.1.2.4 
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FSAR .. . Repair Impact on 

Section Title licensing Commitment 
Section Commitment 

5.2.2.2.1 
Reinforcing Steel 

Testing and traceability requirement for reinforcing steel. No impact 
QuaJit Control 

5.2.2.2.2 
Cadweld Splice 

Quality control requirements for Cadweld splicing. 
See Section 

Quality Control 3.1.2.4 

5.2.2.3 
Post-Tensioning 

Requirements for post tensioning system. 
See Sections 

System 3.1.1.2 8t 3.1.1.4 

Post-Tensioning Each tendon consisted of 163 7-mm diameter low-relaxation wires and See Sections 
5.2.2.3.1 

System/General developed a minimum ultimate tendon force of 2,333.5 kips. 3.1.1.2 8t 3. 1.1.4 

Present proposal 

by URS is to re-use 

5.2.2.3.2 Wire low relaxation wire requirements. current tendons, 

therefore no 

impact. 

Anchorage 
low temperature and fabrication requirements for Anchorage 

5.2.2.3.3 Component No impact 

Materials 
Components. 

It is assumed that 

similar measures 

Post-Tensioning will be in place by 

5.2.2.3.4 System Quality Fabrication, handling, and construction quality control requirements. the vendor during 

Control the removal and 

refurbishment of 

the tendons. 

Reactor Building 
Material requirements, Codes, welding requirements QC, pressure 

5.2.2.4 liner, Anchors and No impact 
testing for RB liner, anchor, and penetrations. 

Penetrations 
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FSAR Repair Impact on 
. Section Title Licensing Commitment . 

Section Commitment 

5.2.2.5 Corrosion Protection 
Corrosion protection requirements for the reactor building, including 

No impact 
that of post-tensioning system anchorage components. 

5.2.2.5 (c) 
Corrosion 

See Section 
Protection/Minimum Corrosion Protection relating to cover of concrete. 

& Table 5-2 3.1.3.3 
Concrete Cover 

5.2.2.6 
Component and 

Reactor building component and piping insulation requirements. No impact 
Piping Insulation 

The prestressed concrete RB has been designed to have a low-strain 

elastic response to all design loads, thereby ensuring that the integrity 

of the vapor barrier is never breached. The design has been based upon 

Structural Design various combinations of loads which have been increased by factors to See Sections 
5.2.3 

Criteria approach the limit of an elastic response for the structure. These 3.1.1.2 & 3.1.1.4 

factors were developed in a similar manner to the ultimate strength 

design provisions of ACI 318-63. The load factors primarily provided for 

a safety margin on the applied loads. 

Codes 
List of ACI, AISC, and ASME codes that are applicable to the reactor See Section 

5.2.3.1 
building. 3.1.2.8 

5.2.3.2.1 & Load Factors and 
List of loads and load factors to consider during normal operation, test 

See Sections 

Table 5-3 Combinations 
loading, loads prior to and during prestressing. They result in 34 load 

3.1.1.2 & 3.1.1.4 
combinations. 

5.2.3.2.2 Interior Missiles 
Interior missile requirements are detailed, including requirements for 

No impact 
the building liner and descriptions of missile types. 
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FSAR . . . . . Repair Impact on 

SectIOn Title Licensing Commitment 
Section Commitment 

5.2.3.3.1 

5.2.3.3.1 

5.2.3.3.1 

5.2.3.3.2 

5.2.3.4 

Allowable Stresses 

Principal Tensile 

Stresses - Flexural 

Stresses 

Principal Tensile 

Stresses - Flexural 

Stresses 

Shear 

Low Temperature 

Characteristics 

Principal tensile stress and shear stress requirements outlined, with 

notable deferments to ACI 318-63 for most requirements. 

Where tensile fiber stresses exceeded the allowable, mild steel 

reinforcement was added on the basis of cracked-section design. The 

amount of additional mild steel reinforcement and the increase in steel 

stresses due to temperature effects were determined in a manner 

similar to that contained in ACI 505-54. The minimum steel on the 

exposed face ofthe concrete is 0.15% of the cross-sectional area of the 

concrete. 

The concrete shell has been prestressed sufficiently to eliminate tensile 

No impact. The 

allowable stresses 

will remain within 

the code 

allowables. 

See Section 

3.1.2.1 

stresses due to membrane forces from design loads. Mild reinforcing See Sections 

was provided to control this cracking by limiting crack width, spacing, 3.1.1.4 & 3.1.2.1 

and depth . 

States the ultimate shear values used in the design have been in 

accordance with Chapter 26. "Prestressed Concrete" of ACI 318-63, 

except as noted in Section 5.2.3.2.1. The shear stress limits and shear 

reinforcing for radial shear used in the design have been in accordance 

with Chapter 26, "Prestressed Concrete" of ACI 318-63, with some 

exceptions. 

Low temperature history, stress and test requirements detailed, 

including requirement that there is no splicing of steel reinforcement 

allowed by arc welding. 
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FSAR . Repair Impact on 
Section Title Licensing Commitment 

Section Commitment 

Reactor Building Static, dynamic, and internal missile analysis method detailed, as was See Section 
5.2.4.1 

Concrete Shell the use of Kalnin's Program for methodology. 3.1.1.3 

5.2.4.2 
Reactor Building 

Liner 
Reactor building liner analysis details are included. No impact 

The entire section 

Provides reference to Figures 5-5 through 5-9 and 5-12, which give will be replaced 

5.2.5.1 Results of Analysis scaled plots for the RB loads and load combinations from Section when final 

5.2.3.2. calculations are 

complete 

The design of the reactor building concrete shell, the post tensioning Impacts addressed 

5.2.5.2 Design system, polar crane, RB liner, penetrations, and leak testing are in subsections 

detailed. listed below. 

Reactor Building 
The building has been checked for the factored loads and load 

See Section 
5.2.5.2.1 

Concrete Shell 
combinations given in Section 5.2.3.2.1, and compared to the yield 

3.1.1.4 
strength of the structure. 

For steel (both tendon wires and mild steel reinforcement), this limit is 

Reactor Building 
considered to be the guaranteed minimum yield strength. For concrete 

See Sections 
5.2.5.2.1 

Concrete Shell 
the yield strength is limited by the ultimate values for shear (as a 

3.1.2.1 & 3.1.3.3 
measure of diagonal tension) and bond per ACI 318-63, and the 28 day 

compressive strength for flexure (f'c) . 

Reactor Building 
A further definition of "load capacity'" is that commitment is made that 

5.2.5.2.1 the deformation of the structure will not cause strain in the steel liner No impact 
Concrete Shell 

greater than 0.005 inch/inch. 
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FSAR .. . Repair Impact on 

Section Title licensing Commitment 
Section Commitment 

5.2.5.2.1 

5.2.5.2.1 

Reactor Building 

Concrete Shell 

Reactor Building 

Concrete Shell 

General Design 

5.2.5.2.1.1 Criteria for Post

Tensioning System 

General Design 

5.2.5.2.1.1 Criteria for Post

Tensioning System 

The load capacity of the structure is defined for the design as the upper 

limit of an elastic behavior of the effective load carrying structural 

material s. For steel, this limit is considered to be the guaranteed 

minimum yield strength. The load capacity of load carrying structural 

elements has been reduced by a capacity reduction factor "<1>" as stated 

in the basic structural design criteria . 

The openings in the concrete shell have been reinforced with mild steel 

reinforcement. Reinforcement has been provided as required for radial, 

hoop, and meridional moments and shears. Minimum reinforcement at 

discontinuities complies with the requirements of Chapter 26 of ACI 

316-63. 
The strength of the RB is not dependent upon developing the ultimate 

strength of the tendons and anchorage components, but is controlled 

by stresses and strains in the concrete and liner. However, the tendons 

and hardware have been designed and tested to severe criteria to 

ensure development of the ultimate capacity of the tendons. In 

addition, tests indicate the stressing washer has an ultimate capacity of 

approximately 40% greater than the guaranteed ultimate strength of 

the tendon . 

The anchorage zone has been designed in accordance with the ACI and 

PCI recommendations. 
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FSAR Repair Impact on 

S
. Section Title licensing Commitment . 

ectlon Commitment 

General Design 

5.2.5.2.1.1 Criteria for Post

Tensioning System 

General Design 

5.2.5.2.1.1c Criteria for Post

Tensioning System 

General Design 

5.2.5.2.1.1 Criteria for Post

Tensioning System 

5.2.5.2.1.2 Polar Crane 

In addition to the load combination described in Section 5.2.3.2 where 

design is based on "Ultimate Strength Design" approach, the RB was 

also designed to accommodate construction and the controlling 

operating load combinations in accordance with ACI 318-63 "Working 

Strength Design" and "Prestressed Concrete." 

See Section 

3.1.2.8 

The design of the RB does not require that the ultimate strength of the 
See Section 

tendon be reached. The load in the tendon will not be greater than 70% 
3.1.1.4 

of the minimum ultimate strength under any combination of loadings. 

Additional design criteria for the post-tensioning system, including test 

program, anchorage zone analysis and design, friction and efficiency 

tests, tendon redundancy, prestress losses, prestressing arrangement, 

prestressing sequence, and tendon surveillance. 

Provides details on the Polar Crane. 
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No impact. 

Although the 

tendon 

surveillance 

program will be 

revised by the 

vendor, it will 

meet the intent of 

this section. 

No impact. 

Although the 

crane will be 

removed from 

service during the 

repair, it is 

expected to be 

restored to its 

original state. 
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FSAR Repair Impact on 

S
. Section Title Licensing Commitment 

ectlon Commitment 

5.2.5.2.2 

5.2.5.2.3 

5.6.1 

5.6.3 

Reactor Building 

Liner 

Penetrations 

Structural Proof Test 

and Instrumentation 

Initial Integrated 

leak Rate Test 

Provides design requirements and physical parameters for the RB liner. 

Personnel, Equipment, Mechanical, Electrical, and other penetration 

design attributes are discussed. 

This pressure test provides verification that the structural response is 

consistent with the design. The test is performed at a pressure of 1.15 x 

the design pressure, or 63.3 psig. The pressure is selected to impose 

stresses on the containment liner that are reasonably consistent with 

those from a loss-of-Coolant Accident and Design Basis Earthquake. 

This test is performed at the calculated design basis accident pressure 

to determine the leakage from the reactor building over a period of at 

least 8 hours after the building temperature and pressure have 

stabilized. The test provides verification that the integrated leakage 

rate does not exceed the Design Basis Accident (DBA) leakage rate, and 

it is also performed to obtain leakage rate history and leakage 

characteristics of the containment system. 
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